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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

The first two volumes of the famous Geschichte der indischen

Litteratur of the Late Dr. M. Winternitz were translated into

English during the life-time of the author, and these two

volumes, both in German and English, had been well received

by orientalists throughout the world.

Even after a lapse of decades, when nothing of vol. Ill

appeared in English from the ten of brilliant scholars, I took

upon myself the task of studying in German itself the said

volume, and undertook to translate it into English for my own

use. But Shri Sundarlal, the enterprising proprietor of the firm

Messrs Motilal Banarsidass, insisted that this translation should

be got printed and published. I could not help but accede to

his demand. I have for some years been collecting materials

for writing an exhaustive and up-to-date history of Sanskrit

Literature and here 1 have utilized some of the materials so

collected by putting them within parentheses. I have provided

original Sanskrit text in most of the cases to facilitate better

appreciation.

I am grateful to several recent writers on this subject

whose essays and books I have unsparingly used and have

acknowledged in the body of the work.

Since the book is a work of reference, my friend Shri

D. Satyanaraya^a has taken, great pains in preparing an

index that is more detailed than that in the original German

to help the readers in its easy utilization.

I am fully aware of my poor knowledge of German and

no claim is made that the present volume is so good as the

two preceding ones, that were translated by an eminent

German scholar Mrs. S. Kctkar. So my effort, in the terms

of Kalidasa, is like that of a dwarf raising up his arms in the

fond hope of getting something that is beyond his reach and

I, therefore, crave indulgence of the readers.

SUBHADRA JhA





FOREWORD

When 23 years ago I undertook to write a “history of the

Indian literature” and had begun to work on its preliminaries,

I hoped to be able to complete the work in one volume in

about three to four years. But the more I dived deep into the

subject, the mass of available materials heaped up the more and
this increased the diiRcullies of shifting them. And thus the

work, that was planned to cover a single volume, has now be-

come one of three volumes, and parts of this book appeared at

considerable intervals : 1904, 1908, 1913, 1920 and here is the

last volume at the end. Now after the work is concluded,

nobody can be aware of its shortcomings and imperfections

more than its author himself. But in case I had wished to let it

go into the world, these faults were mended, I would have to

wait still for not less than 20 years. In particular I feel and

have always felt the obvious deficiency that I have prepared a

history ofthe Indian literature in a very limited measure. But

the hard fact remains that we do not possess any trustworthy

information about the oldest and most important works of

Indian literature, eind whatever we can say with regard to the

antiquity and origin of the earliest religious and secular poetry

as well as about the beginning of the scientific literature is

nothing but hypothetical, and naturally many readers will be

disappointed to find in my history of literature so few definite

statements on chronological topics. In fact, I have been

accused by a critic ofhaving used expressionslike “probably”,

“perhaps”, “apparently”, etc. at too many places. In case

everything in the history of Indian literature had been fully

clear it would have been easy to create an impression with

discussions supported by more or less definite figures with

regard to dates. But I believe that even a layman derives

more benefit when he comes to know about the meagreness

of chronological data in Indian literature than when one

leads him into the hamlet of Potemkin. And for the begin-

ners, who may choose to undertake research in Indology

—

they will need consulting this book the most, since it is pf
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great importance [at this stage of study] to be able to dis-

tinguish accurately between definite and indefinite state-

ments in order to arrive at the points at which further

researches have to be carried. For this very reason, I have

stated in the footnotes the views that I do not participate in.

Since in respect of the history of literature I was obliged

to keep myself within the limits of possibility, I have most

vigorously exerted my efforts to provide the reader with

most unambiguous representations of every type of literature

and literary works and to introduce him assuredly of an

insight into the spiritual creations of India. In order to

check the work from becoming still more voluminous I had

to keep myself within the limits of literature, though at times

it is equally difficult to separate the history of religious

literature from religion and to associate , the history of culture

with the history of literature. Likewise the history of scientific

literature, treated in the last section, can hardly become a

history of the sciences.

It is natural that during the period of several years that

have gone by after the publication of the first part of this

work our knowledge has advanced further. So I have tried

to make the work up-to-date with the addenda and corri-

genda given at the end of this book,* Since a greater part

of the third volume was already printed by the end of 1920

it has become necessary to add even to this part the addenda
and corrigenda, especially when for the first time quite a
large number of works, so particularly the last volumes

of the “Harvard Oriental Series”, and the, “Encyclopaedia

of Religion and Ethics” and the “Indian Antiquary” for the

years 1914-1922 became available to me at the last moment of

completion of my work. «

One of my most pleasant duty is to thank all those with

whose assistance it has been possible for the work to reach the

stage of at least some form of completion. His Highness the

Raja of Travancore and Pandit T. G a n a p a t i

S 5 8 1 1 1 Trivendrum, the fortunate discoverer, and the

talented editor of the drainas of Bhasa, to whom we owe the

,

* The pottioa of the addenda and corrigenda relevant to volume IH
has been, in appropriate places, included in the main work itself and
the footnotes, -
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first edition of a series of hitherto unknown and new editions

ofimportant known tcxtSj have laid me under special obliga-

tions by presenting all the volumes of the Trivendrum Sanskrit

Series that appeared till 1919. Professor Charles Rockwell

L a n m a n n , the highly gifted editor of the splendid

“Harvard Oriental Series” had the favour of sending me
its volumes that have appeared during the period of the war,

deserves my most cordial thanks. To Professors Johannes

H e r t e 1 , Eugen Hultzsch, Hermann Jacobi,
Julius Jolly and Theodor Zachariae I am grateful

for several suggestions, supplements and improvements. Mr.
Privatdozent, Dr. Otto Stein, has helped me in the work of

proof-correction and in preparation of the index for the

present volume, and I thank him for this.

Lastly, I thank also Mr. Johannes Ziegler, the

Publisher and Bookseller (Messrs C. F. Amelangs Verlag),

who in spite of the times being so hard for book trade, has

taken scientific rather than business-like interest and has

consented to extend the work into three volumes.

In the foreword to the second-half of the second volume

I have mentioned the names of the researchers who have passed

away in recent years :H. Kern (tl9l7), E. Windisch
(+1918), P. Deussen (t-1919), H. Oldenberg
(t 1920) and L. Von Schroeder (f 1920), whose

works have been mentioned so often in this book. This list

was unfortunately even then incomplete and has since then

become larger. Through the departure of Auguste Barth

(+ 1916), Mabel K. H. Bode (+ 1922), Julius

Eggeling (+ 1918), John Faithful Fleet (t 1917),

A. F. Rudolf Hoernle (t 1918), Colonel G. A.

Jacob (t 1918), Joh. Kirste (+ 1920), Ernst Kuhn
(t 1920), Karl Eugen Neumann (+ 1915), Vincent A,

Smith (i 1920), George Thibaut (+ 1914) and Satis

Chandra Vidyabhu?a 9a (t 1920) the band of

Indologists has becotoe thinner. A glance at the Index will

demonstrate the extent to which the present work owes to

them.

With melancholy I thank the always helpful

friend Sastravilarada Jainacarya Vijaya-
dharmasuri, who did me the favour of procuring
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for my work many rare and hardly available Indian

publications. In his last letter of July 21 from Sivapurl,

Gwalior State, where he was spending the rainy season, he

had written that he was ailing but was feeling better and

hoped to be well soon. He was pleased at my visit I had paid

to him last autumn. I too was happy on my arrival in India

to call at his place and I thank him for his kindness. Now
when I am writing this foreword, I get the sad news that

the venerable Jaina priest expired on September 9 of this

year. The promotion of European learned work had always

been dear to his heart. May the collaboration of the Indian

and European scholars continue in the manner and extent he

had wanted 1 This has certainly already reached the

cross-word of knowledge of India.

Prague,

October 1922 M. Winternitz
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SECTION Ilf

ORNATE POETRY
Characteristics of Ornate Poetry

By “ornate poetry” tire people in the west render the Indian

term “kavya” which, though ordinarily meaning “poetry”, in

rhetorics has the special connotation—polished expression”, the

main characteristic whereof, as a poetic piece, is that it attaches

more importance to the form than to the subject-matter. It was

cultivated particularly, if not exclusively^, in the courts of Indian

princes and, consequently, is often styled "court poetry”.

Originally, even the old heroic poetry, that later became

so popular, as we learn from the Mahabharata and the

Ramayaija, was courtly. The bards (sutas), who were the

carriers and propagators of this ballad lore, too, lived in the

courts of the princes and sang to make their exploits known.

They would accompany their patrons even to battlefields, so

that on return they could sing of the exploits of the warriors.

These court bards stood closer to the Ksatriyas than to the

learned Brahmanas, Very often they worked as chariot-drivers of

the warriors in these campaigns and participated in their

ventures. It was, however, a time of unrest in which these heroic

songs originated—an age of strifes and crude practices, when
hunting, gambling, and competitive contests were favourite

recreations of the princes. It was only during hours of rest,

at banquet gatherings, victory celebrations, and on occasions of

sacrificial performances that bards would recite their ballads*.

.

Firstly as life in courts became more refined, in place of

these bards there came in more learned artisans who were

brought up in the schools of the Brahmanas and competed in

I. Not only the princes, but all high dignitaries and rich people, as a
rule, appear as patrons of poets, and literary "saloons” Nourished not only in
courts but also in Brahmonical settlements and in big cities.. .Gf. F.W.
Thomas, JRAS 1910, gyaf.

a. Gf. above I, aSaftr. p. gtsjandH e rte I, Tantrakliyayika, I, pp, toff.

Indians call the Mahabharata too a*'l<hvya”; see above 1,367 (tr. p. 31a).

, Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill,
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scholarly contests witli them. These poets described strifes

and battles too merely on the basis of heresays in a mechanical

manner. They would attach greater importance to the

elegance ofform and to erudition’^ than to the creative faculty

or poetical talent. Writers of panegyrics who could sing in

praise of their patrons in artistic verses were past masters

in the poetic art. Apparently, panegyric constituted the

original theme of this kind of poetry (for being sung publicly

in courts). And this explains also the origin of the kavya
style, that is to say—the style of court poetry. The more the

poet strained himself, the more he displayed his skill, the more

difficult his work, and the prince felt flattered the more®.

I . Even a poet of the eminence of Kalidasa does not escape this; he too

airs his knowledge of grammar occasionally in similes ; sec Raghuvaih^a
la, 58 and 15, 9.

[a. The other view about the origin and development of the "kavya” style

may be presented as follows: “The pessimism of the Buddhistic ideal gradually

disappeared, having been replaced by more-accommodating views about the

value ofpleasure. Even the Buddhist author of the NSgSnanda has thought it fit

to weave a love-theme into the lofty story of Jimn;tav5hana’s self-sacrifice, and
in his opening benedictory stanaa he does not hesitate to represent the Buddha
as bei^ scolaed for his hard-heartedness by the ladies ofMara’s train. From
Patailjali’s referOTces we find that from its very dawn love was recognised as

one of the dominant themes of kSvya poetry. The Buddhist conception of
the love god as MSra or Death makes way for the flower-arrowed god who
is anticipated in the Atharvaveda and is established in the epics, but whose
appearance, name and personality arc revived and developed in the fullest

measure in the k5vya.

“The dominant love-motif of the kavya is explained by the social envi-
ronment in which it grows and from which alone it can obtain recognition.
It is, however, not court-life alone which inspires this literature. At Uie cen-
tre of it stands the nSgaraka, the polished man of the town, whose culture,

tastes and habits so largely mould this literature that he^ may be t^en to be
as typical of it as the priest or the philosopher is of the literatiere of the Brah-
majgias or the Upani^ads.

“It is not impossible to offer a compromise between these two divergent
• views on the development of kavya that is neither wholly heroic or courtish,
nor completely erotic. Poetry developed in courts no doubt, but its back-
^und was laid in the society at the same time. Naturally, therefore, whilst
the poet would like to sing in praise of his patrons, he would introduce anec-
dotes from the life of the common man for the development of his theme in
a suitable manner. Poetry offers recreations. Neither the heroic kavya
nor the erotic alone could be alwajTi agreeable; of course in the opinion of the
Indian rhetoricians the vlra or the Syiigara could become the dominant
sentiment of kavya.

This bleno .ig of two different tastes in kavya is reflected in the writings
and lege^s of the very ancimt period. R5ja Janaka, the ascetic king of
Mithila, is reported as maintaining a hand of courtesans and the Buddha is

described as pining in his anxiety for the welfare of the world, for peace, pa-
tience and enjoyment. (S. K. De, Sans. Lit. p. 18 ff.)].
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Earliest evidence traces of “court poetry” is found

in the Ramayana. Indians themselves call Valmiki “the

first poet (adikavi)” and the Ramayana “tlte first poem
(adikavya)”, and several sections of this epic, in fact,

already exhibit in full characteristics of the kavya style^. The
court epic of the classical age of Sanskrit poetry presents this

style in full blossom; besides, it has made inroads into lyrical

compositions, gnomic poetry, drama, and narrative literature,

and has not spared even the religious poetry of the Buddhists

and the Jainas.

The essential peculiarities of the kavya style are ;—accu-

mulation of similes and fascination for long, winding descrip-

tions—especially for certain stereotyped representations ( e.g., of

the seasons, the sun-rise, the moonlit night, etc.) . Descriptions

of this sort not infrequently occupy so much space that the

Subject of the poem disappears into the back-ground so much
so that the contents of many cantos of an epic or of books of a

romance at a stretch become capable of two distinct interpre-

tations. Not to speak of employing artificial internally rhyming

and artistically-constituted metres, the use ofrare words and long

compounds of words with more than one meanings, strange,

play of words, strenuous efforts made throughout to express

nothing in a straight-forward way®, with a desire to conceal as

much as possible or to express an idea in a round-about way and

I. See above, 1, 404f.
( tr. p. 475 )• The possibility indeed is not always

ruled out that here we have a case of later-day interpolation made in an old
poem. Cf. above 1,416 A, 417A, 434, 431 (tr. pp. 489,490,497,505 ).The places

showuig the kSvya style arc more seldom in the Mahabharata ( ibid 1, 308, 330,

393 (h'. pp. 364,376,461 ) and the HarivajfaSa (ibid, I,387A, tr. p.458 ). [ Keitli,

Sans. Lit. p. 43—Valmiki and those who improved upon himj probably in the

period 400-900 B.G. arc clearly the legitimate ancestors oi the court epic.

Although some of its parts showing elegances of style, which mark the poem,
are later additions, there is no ground whatever to admittbat these additions fall

later than the second century B.C., and they may be even earlier in date (ibid,

p. 42}. Jacobi, RSmayapa, pp. iigu. The Ramayapa also sliows the
development of the doka metre almost in its classical state; cf. SIEI. VII,
ii 388. Love charms of the Aiharvaved a attest the beghuiing of erotic pocti-y

(iS.V, 9t8fF. Keith, ibid)].

[,9. This point has been furtlicr elaborated by inclusion of poetic

conventions in this list by S. K. D e. Sans. Lit., p. s8 if. There he refers to the

following in support of the view : KavySdarsa I, 14-19 ; Sabityadarpapa
VI, 315-S5 ; Eavyamimaihsa XIV ; Kavyakalpalatk I, 5 ; SEhityadarpaiia

VII, 33-94 etc.; and M. B1 o 0 mfi el d Festschrift, Ernst. Windisch,
Leipzig 1914, pp. 349-61 ; JAOS XXXVI, 1917, p. 54-89 ; XL 1920, p. 1-19 ;

XLIV 1994, 903-49 ); W. Norman Brown, JAOS XLVII, 1997 pp. 3-24 ;

etc. Here he has further successfully justified the standpoint of die Indian
poets (ibid, pp. 32 ff.)].
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that too in the form of a riddle^. The climax of artistry is

attained when a poet succeeds in making one and the same

sentence or verse express two different ideas at one and the

same time ! This phase of Indian poetry cannot be better

described than through these stanzas of Fr. T, Vischer’s®

ridiculing symbolico-mystic poetry :

“ That Poetry above is most valuable

As has its meaning quite—obscure
!”

“ That which a reader understands without much strain

Comparable to the ordbary home-made bread surely is,

The finest pastry of his bakery is out

What the poet projects in a riddle.”

“ Poetry radiates its magic light most brilliantly

—

When a reader baffled brealcs his head in vain”.

“Kavya” poetry, is not only artificial, it is also learned. The

real poet must have studied most of the different sciences. Needs

must he master lexicons for the purpose of finding out the rarest

possible words and such words as have diverse meanings,

with a view to being able to form long compounds analysable

in different ways and capable of connoting different meanings.

He must learn grammar so that he ihay not err in verbal

structures. He must be adept in treatises on war-craft and

politics for introducing in his poem descriptions of wars and

political trickeries inappropriate contexts. He must be thoroughly

familiar with the science of erotics (kamaSastra) to be able to

describe love-scenes and sentiments of loving couples in

accordance with “prescribed” regulations. Above this he must

have made his own the text-books on prosody and poetics in

order to introduce into his poem possibly the most difficult

metres and a rich variety of the figures of speech (alaihkaras,

“embellishments”). It is significant to note that Indians de-

signate what in Europe is called poetics as “The Science of

Embellishment (Alamkara^astra) ”•

1. The rhetorician Anandavardhana says
: prasiddham aslyeva vidagdhm-

dvtttpartsatsu yad abhimtaiH vastu vyaAgyatmna prakdriiate naidkfSd-vS^aUiem, “In
the refined society of the Cultured people it is a settled practice that one does
not speak out what lies in one’s inmost heart in a straight-forward manner,
rather that one should convey it in the form of a suggestion, (Dhvanyfiloka

» 5 i
translated into German by H. J a c o b i, ZDMG 57, 335 ).

a. In his parody “Faust, der Tragoedie, dritter Teil (6th ed.. Tubingen
1907, 165 ff.).
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In order to achieve a true representation of Indian poetry

it is necessary to study Indian poetics along with dramaturgy

and prosody as closely associated disciplines. Although such

a study properly would have constituted a section on scientific

literature, even here it will be not out place, since this science

itself is originally based on certain master-works that belonged to

poetry on the one hand and to the earlier traditions of the

Alamkaraiastra on the other. Moreover, these treatises on poetics

always illustrate their rules with examples either composed by

the authors of the manuals themselves or cited from ( in tlieir

opinion) the best poets, or from anthologies, (in which are

preserved many pieces of genuine poetry, that otherwise would
have been lost).

Indian Poetics, Dramaturgy and Prosody

P 0 e ti cs (alarhkarasastra) has been cultivated in India

from a very early date as a science. However, we do not possess

the earliest work. As is mostly the case with Indian scientific

literature, we know about the existence of earlier works only

from quotations from them in later manuals. As soon as a

more recent scientific work became famous or proved practi-

cal, the earlier works, in general, were referred to with respect

and there their story ended. Hence they have not come down
to us. Even so is the case with the alaihkaraiastra too.

Usually it is assumed that poetics is preserved in its

oldest form in the B h a r a t i y a-N atyaSastra®, a text

1. Of. P. Regnaud, La Rhetorique SanskritR, Paris 1884; R.
P i s c h e I, GGA 1885, p. 757 flj G.A. Jacob, JRAS 1897, 28iff;^_r8g8,

389 IF.; Joh. Nobel, Bcitra^ zur Rlteren Geschichle der Alamkarasastra;
Diss., Berlin igii, and ZDMG 66, 1912, 283 ff.; 67, 1913, i ff.; 73, 1919,

189 ff.; P.V. Kane, Outlines of the History of Alamkai-a Literature. Ind.

Ant. 41, tgi3, 124 ff.; H. O 1 d e n b e r g, LAI 203 ff.; H a r i C hand,
Kalidasa et I’art po^tique de ITnde, Paris 1917. The best representation of

Indian poetics and theory of poetry is given by H. J a c o b i in “tJber Begriff

und Wesen der poetischen Figuren in der indischen Poetik”, NGGW 1908,

and in “Die Poetik und Asthetik der Inder” in the Internat. VVochen-
schrift, 29 Oct, igio. [Contributions to the AlaihkaraSastra literature have
been made also by F.W. Th om a

s

andV.V. Sovani in Bhandarkar
Com. V'ol. 375ff-> 387ff. ]

2. W. Heymann was the first scholar to throw light on the

Bharatlya-Nafyasastra on the basis of south Indian manuscripts in NGGW
1874, 86ff. P. Regnaud published a number of chaptep: Adhyaya 6-74

in the La Rhdtorique Sanskrite, Paris 1884, adhy. tg-17 in the Annales du
Mus6e Guimet, part I and part II. The adhy. 20-22 and 34 (

= 18

—

20 and 34 of the Km. ed. ) are published by F.E. Hall in the Annexture

to his edition ot Oaiarupa. The adhy. 28 ( on music) has been published by

J. Grosset, Qoquil^utiou ^I’etudede lamusique hindoue, Paris 1888.
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book on dramaturgy by Al* u n i B h a r a t a*. Critics appear

first to have felt the necessity of writing manuals for mimes
for the purpose of giving tlie players necessary guidance in

dramatic performances and in representations of dramatic poetry.

From brief rules or a primer for actors (natasutra)® might

have developed more voluminous text books on dramaturgy

(natyasastra), in which not only mimicry, dance, music and

song, but also dramatic songs would be dealt with. Then

from it must have, first of all, issued individual manuals

on the art of poetry or poetics. In this way we can at least

explain the supposition that the theory on the art of poetry, in

its oldest form, is found in the Bharatiya-Natya^astra. But our

misfortune is that this Bharatiya-Natyasastra has not come down

to us in its original form and is available in fragments only,

wherein mostly half the text is found in a very bad condition.

The Natyasastra, as inherited by us, has an encyclopaedic

character and gives the impression as if it is collected from

several different texts. It is composed in greater part in the

A critical edition of the adhy, i—14 byj. G r o s s c t appeaveti iii Paris iGgO.

The complete work is published in the Km. 42, 1894. F- C i m m i u ’» L’uso
dellc dldascalie ncl dratnma Indiano. Napoli 1912 was known to W. only
through the review of Pavolini (

OSAI 25, 1 937, 3a t f. ). The discovery
of a complete manuscript has Ijecu announced by S. L e v i in Comples
Rendus de l’.\cadcmie dcs Inscriptions et Belles Letires 1899, p. 85. Gf. also

H. H. Chruva in Asiat. Quart. Review III, a, 1890, 349 ff. and
Haraprasadgastri in JASB 5, 1909, 35t ff.

1. At the end of the book ocaits the word “N andibharata*
saAgltapuitakam"

,

that is capable of two interpretations : it may suggest that
Nandibharata was its author, or it may mean that the copy of the

manuscript belonged to a person of that name. The latter one appears more
cogent on account of the occurrence ofsamaptaSe^am, both in the masculine,
before it, since ayam cannot be used in relation to puslakam. The name Nandi-
bharata appears also as the author of a work on music (Aufrccht, OG I,

276 ), and Nandin as author of a work on mimic ( Abhinayadarpaqia} . How-
cs'cr, there, is also one Abhinayadarpaua of Nandikesvara (Aufre-
c h t CG III, S.V,) . This book has been translated into English by A n a n d
C 0 om a ras w amy and G.K-Dug^gira (Cambridge, Mass. 1917),
see L. D. B a r n e L t, JRAS 1917, 627!. B h a r a t a means also “actor.” R.
Pi.schel, KG. 183 has translated tire BhUtatlya-NStyaSastra, therefore,
as“Lehrl)uch der Schauspielkunst fllr Schauspieler—Manual of Histrionic
Art for Actors” and adds “Or, as the Indian interpret, ofBharata, whois
considered to be the director of the theatre of gods and is claimed to be the
originator ofthe drama”. Firstly, it is doubtful ifthe word “Bharata” means
““actor” and therefore, cannot be associated with the mythical author of
Naty^astra, or ifBharata, as the name ofthe author of the famous manual on
the historionic art could later get the meaning "actor”. In the Vij^upui^ua
III, 6, Muni Bharata is named as the originator of the Gandhatvaveda, that
is to say, of Music.

2, Tbi; was knovyn to PSijini 4, 3, 1 10.
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epical ^lokas, but there occur also verses in other metres (notably

in Arya) and small stray big pieces in prose. The work
comprises of 38 sections (adhyayas or “lessons”)

,

The first and the last three sections relate to the

origin of the art of drama and are wholly mythical. The
gods, under the leadership of Indra, expressed their desire

for some sort of entertainment that should be enjoyable

by the eye and delightful to the ear at the same time, to

the creator Brahman, the grand’Father, who was pleased

to create, as a fifth Veda—the Natyaveda. It was

proposed that the drama should be staged for the first

time on the occasion of the flag ceremony
(
dhvaja-}nahah)

to celebrate the defeat of the demons by the gods

in honour of Indra and in his palace. Bharata and

his disciples made arrangements for its staging. They
selected as its plot the victory of the gods over the demons.

The gods, when tliey saw it, were very much pleased, and

they distributed rewards to the actors. The demons, who
too were there, became very much angry and they

threw all sorts of obstacles, catastrophically paralysing

the tongue, the mind and the skill of the actors with,

demoniac magic. Indra became very angry and severely

chastised the demons. The actors were again busy with

prepEiration for the stage and again the aggrieved demons

presented obstacles in their way. Adequate security

measures were taken by the gods
; then they requested

the creator Brahman to find out if the matter could

be setded by mutual agreement. Accordingly Brahman
approached the demons and inquired as to what the

trouble was with them. The chief of the demons

replied that both the gods and the demons had in the

creator Brahman their common grand’Falher and as

such the grand’Father ought not to have done this.

Brahman appeased them by explaining that the Natyaveda

he had created would depict both the noble as well as the

ignoble activities of the gods as of the demons, and con-

cluded by saying : “This art has been created by me
as reflecting of life and activity of the world, with all

the different sentiments amidst changing situations and

in their entirety as a centre, where the activities of
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the people (the highest, middle and lowest) converge—

so as to have the same as a medium of education and as a

force, giving impetus to bravery and as a source of enter-

tairment, pleasure, etc. There is no learning, no craft,

no science, no fine art, no religious exercise (yoga), no

ascetic discipline, that is not witnessed in this

Natyaveda”^. In the last two sections is described how

the drama that was first staged in the court of Indra in

the presence of gods by the disciples of Bharata and

Narada came to the earth in consequence of a curse from

the Sages, (whom the actors had ridiculed rather vulgarly)

to the effect that they would have to lead a despised

life, maintained by their women and children. At this

Indra and other gods expressed their fear to the

sages that the art of drama might perish, to which the

latter said that they had not meant so and that it would

not be so. Thereupon, Bharata taught this science

to the apsarases so that it might not die out. At

the time king Nahusa was ruling over the earth. He was

a great friend of Indra. The king of men requested

the king of gods to depute the apsarases (actresses) to

stage a drama in his palace on the cartli. But the gods

led by Brhaspati objected to the free association of the

divine beings with the human’s. Nevertheless, they

advised Bharata to go to the earth and organise the

drama there. The latter asked his children and disciples

to go to the earth and wished them to be born there.

They instantly obeyed and through them developed on

earth the drama. To minimise the effect of the curse

god Brahman blessed that it should never die.

This wholly mythological framing of the text-book, remi-

niscent of the puranas as it is, in any case, shows that the his-

trionic art was held in great esteem and played a significant

part in the life of the people.

The individual chapters ofthe Natyasastra, however, are not

coircerned with the drama alone as a form of literature, but
rather with theatrical performance as a whole. They describe

construction of the stage and its inauguration with observance of

religious ceremonies (II, III) and the different types of physical

1 . 1,784)3*, {Grosact not, iig).
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movements in dance and mimicry ( IVjVIII-XIVjXXIV, XXV)

.

For example, here is enjoined how the actor will express the sett-

ing-in of the various seasons: winter, summer etc., the feelings

of pleasure, anger, jealousy, etc., explaining facts about the

purvaranga— that is the religious prelude to the performance

(V)
, the sentiments (rasa, VI) ,

emotions (bhavas, VII)
,
prosody

(chandah XV) and the figures of speech (alamkara, XVI), the

different languages and dialects to be used in dramas and their

allocation to different characters, the modulation of voice, etc.

(XVIl), the ten types of dramatic poetry (dasarupa) and their

distinctive characters (XVIII)
,
the development of action in the

drama (XIX) , the different kinds of dramatic style of composition

(XX) , the costumes, the decoratives, colours of the dress and
ornaments etc., distinguishing the different characters (gods,

demi-gods, and the different castes, etc.) appearing on the stage

(XXI)
,
the many types of heroes, heroines and characters in

the play (XXII-XXIV)^, the allotment of rfiles to and the

training of actors (XXVI, XXXV) ,
the time, place and occasion

for a performance etc., etc., (XXVII) and for music and songs

(XXVIII-XXXIV).
The arrangement is in no way systematic and makes us

feel that probably we do not have here a work of single author,

but a compilation of older and more recent texts, before us.

The original work, presumably, was a sutra-text, in the manner
of the oldest scientific writings®. The memorial verses (karikas),

that relate to the histrionic art, had early already existed. It is,

however, not possible to determine the time when the oldest

texts, from which our work was compiled, were written. And,

likewise, we have yet to establish the time when the redaction of

the text-book, as we have it, took place®. The fact that it did

I. XXII, 94-138 and XXIII, 51 ff. The portion dealing with the

lover and the beloved has been translated by R . S c h m i d t, Beitr%e zur

indischen Erotik, p. ago ff. and i6j f., into German.

a. A poet of the gth century comparing the dailc waves of the Yamuna
with the style of Bharala, points to a sutra form (see Levi 300 ).

3. When R c gn au d (cf.Ld vi 899 f., 01 d en berg, lAIaog)
gives “the first century of the Christian era” as the time of Bharata, his state-

ment is as much unfounded as that of P i s c h c 1 (GGA 1885, 763 f.
) when

tie comes down to the 6th or 7th century A.D. P. R. B h a n d a 1 k a r (Ind.

Ant. 41, 1918, 158 f.) rightly explams that it will be futile to attempt to

determine the age of the author of the Naiya^astva, since it is a remodelled

work. He believes with regard to the chapter on music especially that its age

can never be earjier tljaj) the 41!} ceritury. Haraprasad Sastri (JASfi
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undergo such a final redaction is proved by its purana-style

construction and as a regular dialogue between the Muni
(Bharata) and the r§is. With regard to the time of its com*

position, we can only say this that a work on dramaturgy ascribed

to Bharata did indeed exist during the time of the poet B h a s a^.

Kalidasa mentions not only the Natyasastra, but knows also its

law-giver Bharata®. Matrgupta, a contemporary of Kalidasa,

is believed to have written a metrical commentary on it®.

The basic principle of rasas or “sentiments” in Indian poetics

and aesthetics must have been developed for the first time in the

Natyasastra*. The word rasa primarily means “taste”. Just as

different spices leave behind different tastes, sweet or sour or

bitter, even so does the emotion, (bhava) represented on the

stage arouse in the mind of the audience apt sentiments.
Bharat observes eight such rasas, namely ; the sentiments excited

through love ( srngara)
,
humour (hasya), pity (karuriS) terror

(raudral, heroism (vira), fear (bhayanaka), aversion (bibhatsa)®

arid astonishment (adbhuta)®. From this theory of the rasas

originates the remarkable system of Indian aesthetics as an
inevitable offshoot from its psychological theory of emotions

(bhavas). When one reads, however, the strikingly apt and
scientific, though elaborated classification of the plot (vastu,

6, 19m, 307 ) conjectures that the Nfityasastra belongs to the and century A.D.
J aco bi (Bhavisatta Kaha von Dbagavala p. 84) “perhaps to the 3rd

Ant.46, *917, 177 ff.) shows that Bharatlya-
lYatyasastra could not have been written later than the 31 d century A.D.

I. Stett K o n o w in Festschrift Kuhn, p. in.
a. Malnvikagniraitram, Act i ; Vikramotvasiyam, Act HI, where

Bharata enters as a stage-director in the celestial palace ofIndra and where
• '’.L

die doctrine of eight rasas. Report about staging a drama
in the hea.v(;a i3 found also in the Utteraramacaritam of Bhavabhiiti.

***. ® quhladon in NStyapradipa of Sundaramisra
or. E g g e l i n g. Ind. Off. Cat. lli; p. 348. The Erikas of

Kaiyapral^sa
(4, 7-1 1 ) are identical with Bharatiya-Natyaiastoa VI. rS-aa ).

Bharatiya-ivatyasastra has been quoted at Kavyaprakasa,- 4, 37 f. Poet Acala
hails Bharata, as the author of the mtyaiastra in a pillar edict (Sthorqth
century A.D.

) ra two verses; see K i e 1 h o r n, Ep. Ind, VII, App, Nr. 104a.

Fio'
dcn.au, Beitrage zur altindischen Rasalehre, mit

das Bharata Muni. Diss. Leipzig
{htngaratilaia J,5) expressly says that he generally uses the

S'otS
*^°***^^ “ u»«al'y confined to drama alone by Bharata

5. W. has bibhatsa.

C. It points to fine dramatic taste amongst Indian rhetoricians that thev
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ilivrUa} of heroes (nayakas) and heroines (nayikas)^and ofmany
another matter besideSj it becomes clear unfortunately that we
have before us a pretty fruitless science that is devoted more to

classification and systematisation than to exploration of facts and
formulation of rules. Much the same is the case with poetics too.

In the section on poetic embellishments ( alaihkaras)

Bharala has not so much to say as the other text books on poetics

have. In fact the number of figures of embellishments in his book

falls far short of those of Bhamaha, Udbhala, Dandin etc.

The Agnipurana, which deals with poetics in chapters

336—346, includes chapters 337—341 devoted to the drama

exclusively, approaching the Bharatiya-Natyasastra scheme

even literally. Whilst, however, Bharala knows only ten types

of drama, in the Agnipurana there are enumerated its 27

varieties. Chapter 340 in particular treats of mimicry in detail.

Here we are told, for example, that there are 13 different kinds

of postures for the head, 7 different kinds of movements for the

eye-brows, 36 ways of expressing sadness eyes, 58 love through

eyes, 6 turns for the nose, 24 gestures for the hand, etc. Then,

poetic embellishments themselves arc divided into “embellish-

ments of the sound” ( ^abdalankara) and “embellishments of the

meaning” (arthalaritkara)—a division yet unknown to Bharala.

The highly complicated figures of speech enumerated in the

Agnipurana show that this section on Indian poetics does not

go to a very high antiquity®.

The older school of poetics is represented by three

rhetoricians : Bhamaha, Dandin and Vamana.

That Bhamaha, the son of Rakrilagomin, is the oldest

among native rhetoricians (those whose works have survived to

date), stand to reason on weighty grounds®, although wc arc

[ I. W. nayalii. ]

a. All that we can aay about the antiquity ol the A^nipuia^a is that

it is cited as an authority in the SabilyadarpaQa (sec L d v 1, op. cit. p. z6},

<). They have been stated by Jacobi, ZDMG 64, 1910, isoff.,

731 ff., Joh. Nobel, Beittage zur altera Geschichte dcs Alamkarasastra,

p. 78, r.; and passim (see also ZDMG 73, 1919, tgo ff. ), K.P. T r i v e d 5,

Pratapai'udiayaiobhQsana, Intiod. p. XXVIII n and Ind. Ant, 49, 1913,

S58 ff., and R. Nar as j m h a c har a, Ind. Ant. 41, 1912, 90 ff., 4a, 1913.

a05 and have not been weakened by K.B, P a t h a k, Ind. Ant. 41, igia,

832 ff. T. Narasimhiengar and P.V. Kane, JRAS 1905, 535 if.

and 1908, 543 f. consider Bhamaha younger than Dandin. Qaijiapati
S a s t r i (BhSsa's Svapnavasavadattam, Intro, p. ,XXV ff. ) adduces very weak
arguments in support of his view that BhSmaha lived in the first century A.D.
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position to determine his exact date. He is often quoted hy later

rhetoricians with high esteem. His Kavyalaritka r a^ is

written in Slokas and treats in six sections of the ‘ body oi

poetry”, the embellishments, the faults, the logic and gram-

matical correctness of poetry. In the introductory verscsBhamaha

refutes the idea that one can become a poet only through mastery

of rhetorics, and stresses the importance of poetic genius

:

adhanasjevn ddlrtvam kltbasyevastTakouialam I

ajiiasyma pragalbhcdoatn sastfavedamiTn II

“Like generosity to a beggar,

Or like bravery to a coward,

Or proficiency in arts to the unlettered,

Rhetoric science hath no meaning.

To one, who is not a poet.”

vinayaia. vina kd drill kd ttUa sasina vind I

rahitd satkavitvem kldfH vdguidagdkatd II

"What charm is there in beauty lacking grace ?

Or there in night’s wan moonless face ?

Or without poetic touch or fling or trace.

What Sort of beauty one finds in words ?”

akaoitoam adharmdya vyddhays dan^andya vd I

kukavitvarh tu punak sdkfdn mrtimdhumanlfimk II

“To miss the poetic “mark” is just a lack in (physical,

mental, social) health
;
naught more.

But to have taste’s ah, unpoetic worse :

’tis deardly, death itself, an irrevocable sore”.

It is apparent that he flourished later than KhlidSsa, since I, 42 ( as W. in

spite ofN o bcl,ZDMG 73, 192., believes) presupposes an acquaintance with

Meghaduta. See also Hari Chand, Kalidasa, p. 70 ff. [ Keith, Sans.

Lit, p. 375 if., considers Bhamaha posterior to Dapdin, since BhSmaha’s de-

fence of the distinction between kaihR aitd ^hyayika seems especially directed

against Daudm's views on the subject. BhSmaUa certainly used the work of

Uddyotakara (c.650 A.D.). and probably knew Nyasaf c. 700) ]. On Bhamaha
see also V, V. Sovani, Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume 39a f,, and
K.E. Tr i vedi

,

40iflr- ibid. Bhhmaha’s time is fixed to a point (as J a c o b i

has shown in an unpublished essay, communicated to W. on June 3, igaa in

course of a private talk) from the fact that he has quoted from NyS.yabindu
of Dharmakirti at two places, almost literally. According to Jacobi Bhamaha
lived later titan 640 .'^.D. and Oatytjin still later—towards the end of the 7th
century' A.D. This accords well with the fact thatDapdin in- his Kavyadaisa,
IIs'QVB'vesa reminiscence from BSpa’s Kadambari (see Peterson, Daia-
kumaracarita Ed., H, Preface p. 3, note ). G.J. A g a s h e, Ind. Ant. 44,
tgiSifl?!* would like'to prove that Oasakumaracarita’sDapdin is different

' from Kavyadaria's, But his argument is not convincing.

I , Published in Apipendut VIH to Ki P. T r i v e d i’ s edilion of Ifie

Prataparudraya.sobhufana (B5S Nr. 65, 1909 ).
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Probably in the 7th century A.D.^ D an d i n, himself

a poet, wrote his Ka vyadar^a or “Mirror of Poetry”*.

This manual of rhetorics is written in verses illustrating rules of

poetics with numerous examples, mostly his own compositions.

Since the main doctrines, as enunciated by Da^din, were

sure to become a veritable standard for his successors to follow

or emulate, it would not be out of pjace here to examine the

contents of this book at some length for, in respect of time,

Dandin’s organum closely precedes the chief works of Sanskrit

poetry and so can offer to the reader a nice cross-section of what

advice scholars and critic of India have to offer the poets.

, According to Dapdin, every poem needs consist of a body
and an embelli s h m e n t ®. By the body of a poem is under-

stood the set of words in a sentence, set so as to suit the desired

meaning. This set of words is capable of being put either in

a metrical (padya), non-metrical (gadya) or mixed (mi^ra)

style. For the metrical language he prescribes a large number of

metres, measured either way : according to syllables or according

to mora. One must learn this from metrics (chandoviciti)
, “which

is a veritable ship for those who want to go across the vast ocean

of poetry.” But metre is not tlie most important thing in poetry.

Kavya, according to the general conception of Indian critics

can be equally well written in verse or in prose. That is why

1 . It is now certain that Da^din was considered as an authority
already in the 8th century A. D. J a c o b i { ZDMG 64, 1910, 138 f.

) thinks
that he could not have lived before the ytli century A.D., since he stands on
a more advanced position, than Bhatti does. Of. G.A. Jacob, JRAS
1897, 284; L.D. Barnett, JRAS 1905, 841 f. ; B e r n h e i m e r, 2DMG
63, 1909, m, fit.; P.V. Kane, Ind. Ant. 1912, 128; Gray, Vasavadatta,
p. II. f. There exists a Tibetan translation of Dandin’s “Kavyadarsa in the
Tanjur (G. H u t h , SBA 1895, 268; ZDMG 49, 283 f. ). [A manuscript of
this work has recently been acquired for the Sanskrit University Museum
V3ranad. ]

2. Sanskrit and German published by O, B 6 h 1 1 i n g k, Leipzig 1890.
Besides more often in Indian editions.

[Keith, Sans. Lit. p. 296 if, thinks for certain reasons that KSvya-
darsa was written definitely brfore Bhamaha. (G. 700 A.D.)... and the chief
impression conveyed by the Da4akumaracarita is that its geogi'aphy contem-
plates a stage of things anterior to the empire ofHarjavardhana and that its

comparative simplicity suggests a date anterior to the works of Subandhu
and of Batja. Cf. also Collins—The Geographical Data of the Raghuvathsa.

3. tail} iariratrt ca yxydnamalarhkaraka dariitali 1

' hrvrtoh tdvadiftdrthavyavacchirma padavali It

padyam catuspaii tacca v{UariijStiHli dvidha I .

chandomntySm sakalastatprabandho mdarHtafi II

fa nidya nausltlirfuiiaifi gambhirmh kdvyasagaram II ]
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the nature of poetry is not rigidly fixed. No Indian could ever

imagine that versification might become poetry too. When, for

example, a scientific work is written in verses, as so frequently is

met with in India, it might be said that it belonged to poetry.

Grammars, dictionaries, astronomical or medical works written

in verse are not poems, but manuals written in verse, able to

impress memory more easily than if written in prose. However,

there arc truly scientific works that are in touch poetic as well;

for instance the Brhatsariihita of Varahamihira. On the contrary

when a prose novel is endowed with all the possible alamkaras

in accordance with the rules, it belongs to kavya, as a class and,

in fact, is as good a poetry as an epic.

It is further explicitly stated that good poetry can be com-

posed equally well in Sanskrit, in Prakrit, or in Apabhraihia (a

literary dialect or a spoken idiom) . In fact Indian poets have

successfuly employed kavya style for both Prakrit and Sanskrit

poetry. The same writers have sometimes expressed themselves

with equal fiicility in Sanskrit as well as in Prakrit. In

general, the same rules arc valid both for Prakrit and Sanskrit

kavya, at least by imitation*.

Dandin next formulates the rules that hold good for

a literary epic (sargabandha, mahakavya) ;

sargabandko mahSkSuyam utyate tasya laksofjam I

aflmamaskriyd vaslmtirdeh vapi tanmukham ||

ilijmakaihodbhutamilarad eva saddsmyam I

calunargaphaldyattam caturodattanayakam II

mgarar^aoasailartucandrdrkodayavar^amih \

udydnasalilakriddmadhupanaratolsavaik I

vipralambhair vivdhaisca kumdrodayavarpamilt ||

alaiidcrtamasanikfiptam rasabkdumirantaram
|

sargairanativistlr^aif^ havyaorttaik susandhibki^w

“It should begin with a benediction, a homage or an
indication of the subject-matter. The plot should be built either

upon a legend, a romance or an historical fact, suggestive as to

how the four ends of life are to be attained, depicting the
adventures of a hero, overflowing with wisdom and nobility.

Descriptions of the town, the sea, the mountain, the

ZDMG ^!'415
Dicindischenlnsdirirtenctc. p. 59 and Jac o bi.
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rising of the moon and the sun, sports in pleasure-gardens

or in tanks, drink banquets, love-scenes, feasts, marriages,

birth of a son, conferences, emissaries, war expeditions, battles

and sieges by heroes etc. go to the making ofwhat it is an

epic. The plot should be so developed as to be permeated by
one basic sentiment (rasa) along with its corresponding emotion

(bhava). It shall consist of a number of cantos (sargas), not

too long, composed in properly rhythmiceil and suitable verses”.

Dandin then proceeds to describe prose kavya and its varieties

and the mixture of both, to which class the drama and the

campu belong. In this connection he touches on the subject of

employment of the different languages and dialects
in poetry, in the.end dealing with the different kinds of style.

He says that there is a number of styles, but that they do

not differ much one from another. A sharp distinction exists

only between the Vaidarbha and the Gaucja styles^. Cohesion,

clarity, evenness, grace and tenderness are the characteristics of

the Vaidarbha, while the Gauija inclines more towards obscurity

and bombast, delighting in exaggerations and has special

fascination for long compounds®. Thus, for example, whilst a

poet in the Vaidarbha style said

—

amyoramvadydngi stanayorjnnbham&nayoli |

avakaso m parySplastava bdhulatanlare ||

“Thy pair of budding breasts,

lO maiden, with faultless limbs.

Between thy creeper-like arms,

Misses space enough for growth”;

a Gauda poet would express to same thus

—

alpaih nirmitamakaiam anSlocyaiva vedhasS I

idam evamvidkarh bhaoi bhavatyafy stanajrmbhanamW

“O lovelist mine, the Creator,

Not foreseeing thy bosom’s posibilities to outgrew itself,

left the world too narrow (’tween thy arms) ”,

I. Vidarbha is the counter of modem Berar. Gauda, the country of
modern Bengtd. From the exposition of Datjidin we see that there existed
great local variations in style. It is attested by B&pa in Har$acarita, intro-

ductory verse 8.

[s. ile;ab prasadah samata mSdhinjam sukumaralaX
ardiavyakHt udaratvamojabkSntisamadh<yab 1

1

iti vaidarbhamarpn^a pra^d daio gunabsmTidfi I

tefaih aipaiyayaf pidyo dxSyait gaudamrtmani II]
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In the description of these different types of style (riti)

the writer stresses that alaihkaras or “the embellishments”

are all in all in poetry. And the fapt that Daridin hardly

devotes one-sixth of his work to the “body” of poetry, the rest

being occupied only with a discussion about the “embellish-

ments,” clearly shows what significance is attached to the latter

in Indian poetics. Thealathkaras, defined as the “attributes, that

lend glitter ( beauty) to poetry”, have been analysed exhaustively

and elaborately. Which done, i.e. only after that, the writer

proceeds with “embellishments of the sense” (arthalarhkaras)

and “embellishments of the sound” (Sabdalaihkaras) . To the

first category belong natural description, the simile and the

metaphor. According to Dandin, there are thirty-two kinds

of simile (upama) . He illustrates, c.g., how one could express

in twenty-five different ways the beauty of a lotus-face. One
can say

—

rdjlvamiva te vaklrah neire ralotpaleiva I

“Thy face red like a thy at bloom, thine eyes like

lotuses blue”,

or

tavSnanamivdmbhojam ambhojamiva te miiklmn

“The lotus is like thy face and thy face is like the lotus,”

or

yadi kitheid bkasetpadmaih subhru xnhhrdnlahcamm I

latte mukhasriyam dhattdm

“If but the lotus had two rolling disturbed eyes, one
would think it was thy face j”

or

ialapatram hraccatidrasluadanmam ili trayam 1

parasparavirodhi

“The lotus, the autumnal moon and thy face—what a
triple paradox !;”

or

ivaddnanam adhirdkfam SvirdasanadldUd 1

bhramadhhrAgamimlakfyakesarath bhati pankajam tl

“Thy face, with quivering eyes and glimmering teeth,
is like a lotus-flower, swarmed over by bees, from
where little visible filaments are moving upward”.

Closely related to the simile is the metaphor (rupaka)

.

There are metaphors that appropriately belong to the standing
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vocabulary of the poet, as: mukkacaadra “face-moon”, bahulala

“arm-creeper”, hastapadma “hand-lotus” etc.

An amplified rupaka is illustrated by:

—

angulyal/. pallavanyasan kuswnani nakharcisafi I

bahulata vasantasrlstvarh mh pratyakfacariru |l

“Thy fingers are the leaves
;
the rays (issuing) from

thy nails, the flowers;

Thy two arms, the two creepers: the vernal beauty

vividly moving before us, thou art.”

Among the embellishments of meaning (arthalankara),

very often is met with the a k § e p a, that is to say, the concealed

or roguish reproof or opposition, as in the stanza beautifully

translated by Th. Aufrecht’- :

gaccheti vaklumicchami tvatpriyam matpriyaisitfi |

niragacchan mukhad vanl md ga ili karomi kim II

"I wanted to speak what you like

—

Thou must now go away
;

Yet the mouth, obedient to the inclination

Of my heart, stammers forth ‘Hasten not’.”

Danilin mentions the hyperbole ( atisayokti) as

the best of embellishments. Slesa (pun) or double-meaning is

very much liked by the poets. “The slesa heightens beauty

in all figurative expressions (vakrokti) ”, says Dandin ( II, 363)

Thus, for example, in a panegyric verse, in which the king is

compared with the moon, it is said :

—

asdvudayamdra4kak kdntimdn raktma^alali
|

rdjd harati lokasya hrdayam mrdubhil} karaih ||

“This king (moon), who has attained the peak ofprosperity (has

risen), who is beautiful (lovely), who has made people loyal (red

orb)
,
enchants the heart of his dependants ( the people) with his

mild taxes (rays)®.

I. ZDMG 16, 749 flf., KSv/adar^a II, 147.

a. II, gn. The words in Italics in the translation have two
meanings ; the second meaning has been given whhin brackets. The K e n-
y o g e n of Japanese poetry is much similar to Slesa. Cf. K. F I o r e n z,

Geschiohte der Japanischen Litteiatur, Leipzig 1906, p. 27 f j Winter-
nitz, Mitteilungen der Anthropolog. GesellschaJit in Wien. Bd. 35, 1905,
p. 240, and

J_. T a k a k u s u, JRAS J905, 871 il. The kavya-style has all

through manifold parallels in Chinese and Japanese poeUy. See F 1 o-
r e n z, ibid. p. lagf., 148, 154. On similar aspects in other literatures, see

Gray, Vasavadatls, p. ga ff.

Winternitz—^History of Indian Literature Vol. Ill, a.
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To the embellishments of sound belong, in particular, the

numerous types of the y am a k a, poetic rhyme, (in which a

good number of syllables, that stand in immediate proximity or

are separated by other syllables, are repeated). Such a repetition

may appear in the beginning or in the middle or at the end

of a foot. The same series of syllables, when repeated, have,

nevertheless, different meanings. Thus, for example, a verse

reads :

palu VO bhagavan msi}uh sada navaghanodyulih I

sa danava-kuladhvaihn sa dStia-varadantihd

All sorts of possible poetical devices are made here and

there. Thus, for example, there is a stanza in which the two

syllables k d and I a are repeated twenty-four times. Or else, a

stanza may consist of identically sounding quartets, each

having a different meaning. It may be that two stanzas, that

have different meanings, have wholly identical lines and, accord-

ing to sense going together, follow one another,

There are, further, most highly refined poetical pieces

made of syllables, set together for being read in an inverse

direction or in a zig-zag manner or from above downward or

from below ripward. Another poetical device requires that

stanzas should be composed with nothing but a limited number

of vowels and consonants.

Of the numerous types and sub-types of embellishments

Dan^in treats only a few in his poetics.

Whilst the oldest Indian rhetoricians like Dandin were
‘ satisfied with defining and classifying the alamkaras and with

rejecting the view that the essence of poetry lay in embellish-

ments, V am an a, who lived about 800 A.D. in the court of

the King Jayapida of Kashmir*, first of all raised the question

about the true nature of poetry and answered it by saying

ritirdttnS kdvya^a, “the soul of poetry abides in the style,” i.e., in

combination of certain excellences of diction. His K a v y a-

lariikarvftti* consists of a theoretical section on aesthetics

I. May the exalted VijSiu, who has brilliance of a fresh cloud, who
destroyed the race of the dxnavas and killed the chief of the elephants
in rut, protect you. (in,a8}.

a . He was a minister of this king, who ruled between the years 779-813
A.D. See J a c o b i, ZDMG 64, igto, J38 if.

3. Vimanas Lehrbuch der Poelik, published for the first time by C.
Gappeller, Jena 1875; published also in Km. 15, 1889. [Vamana’s
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and a practical section on grammar. The latter’- contains

rules on prosody and grammar, in which, with regard to the

rules of Panini’s grammar, the poet is advised as to how he

should be able to write in correct Sanskrit.

A contemporary and rival of Vamana was U d b h a t a,

who was posted in the court of the same king as the chief

pandita (sabhapati) He wrote a work A laihkarasah-
g r ah a®, “Short Synopsis of the Essence of Poetics”, in which he

is said to have stated that the soul of poetry is to be found in

sentiment (rasa). The ascription to him of this doctrine has

been proved to be wrong, as it was based on the error of ascrib-

ing to him a verse cited by Pratiharenduraja. But it is true that

Udbhata stressed the importance of sentiment in poetry and add-

ed Santarasa to the list of eight sentiments of Bharata, thus

making it nine. He further introduced a new classification, based

entirely on sound effects, primarily alliteration, in the shape of

a theory of vrttis, manners, classed as elegant ( upanagarika)

,

ordinary (gramya) and harsh (paru§a) . In treating embellish-

ments, he adds Dr§tanta and Kavyalihga, and divides simile

according to the grammatical form of expression...and starts the

investigation into the relation of double meaning to other figures...

as well as complex issue of the different kinds of blendings

of figures, sariisf§ti and sainkara. He himself composed an epic

Kumarasaihbhava, from which he quotes examples in his poetics,

and wrote Bhamahavivarana, a commentary on

Bhamaha’s poetics, that is not available.

The alleged theory, that sentiment is the soul of poetry,

wrongly ascribed to Udbhata, formed the basis of the D h -

vanikarikas, 120 metrical karikas on poetics by some

KavyalarhkarasOtravrl U (with Vagbhatalaihkara and Sarasvatikantha-

I
bbarana had been published by Anundoram B o r o o h, Calcutta, 1883. An

,
English tianslalion of\amani's sulras and vftli had been published in

^Indian Thoughl, 3 and, 191a. The name of the book is KavyalatiikarasiUrani

[sviya-yrttisametani (Bombay 1938 ; 4th Ed. VapivilSsa Press 1909, trans.

fG. Jha. Its 111 and IV, reprinted, Poona, several times). “Riti is specified

atrangement of words, the term specified referring to distinction accoiding to

the qualities possessed as being the cause of charm in poetry.”—K e i t h,

HSL. p. 38 I']

1. Treated by G. Capp elle r, Vamanas Stilregeln, Strassbutg, 1880.

a. Rajatarahgipi IV, 495. Cf. Bii h 1 e r. Report 64. f.

3. Published by J a c o b. JRAS 1897, 829-853. [ The name of the

book is given as Alamkarasaiigraha, Keith, HSL p. 383, where the

tvork is reported to have been published also in BSS 1925.)
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anonymous writer!, upon which Anan davardhana
of Kashmir, about 850 A.D.®, wrote a running and learned

commentary Dhvanyaloka® (which in fact is an inde-

pendent work on the nature of poetry) . According to Ananda-

vardhana, all good poetry has two meanings, the spoken one or

denotation, that is to say, what is expressed by words and is

embellished by alamkaras and the implied or concealed one,

that is, what is inferred by the reader or the hearer. And in

this implied one ( that is designated as d h v a n i or tone) lies

the real soul of poetry. The alarnkaras, including metaphor
and other poetical figures, thereby, become so much more

impressive that they even hint at the implied meaning, tliat is

purely suggested, “in the same way as the bodice covers the

breasts and nevertheless lends them more charm”. Above all

the feeling and sentiment (rasa) belong to the unspoken.

Accordingly Anandavardhana distinguishes between three types

I. Generally he h known simply as “D h v a n i k a r a, the au-

thor (of memorial verses) on dhvaui”. It is not likely that he wan called

Sahfdaya, as V.V. Sovani tries to prove (JRAS, igtSt, 164 ff.), since

at best it is an epithet.^ Sushil Kumar O e, BSOS I 4, 1930 p. i IF. attempts

to answer the question as to who was Bhvanikua but arrives merely
at the conclusion that he must have been at least one hundred years earlier

than Anandavardhana. Subsequently the latter became such a strong single

advocate of the dhvani—theory tliat people did not distinguish between the

Chvanikara and the Vrttikara.

a. AnandavMdhana wrote during tlie period of the reign of Avanti-
varman of Kashmir {835-883). There is a verae on him in Rajaiekharh
(See Peterson, Subh. p. 9 ff); “To whom Anandavardhana is not an
STumdavardhana (that is to say, an inercaser of pleasure ) with his well thought
dhvani permeating into the deep essence of poetry

3. Published
.
willh the commentary of Abhinavagupta in Km. 85,.

1891. Translated into German by H. J a c 0 b i in ZDMG 56 and 57 (se-

parately printed, Leipzig, ,1903 ). On this translation is based A. D y r o ff

,

“Eine indische Asthetik” in tlie Archiv fur Philosophie, i. Abt. i8, Bd.(N.F.
11 M. ), 1904, p. iislf. Dyroff, praising the aesthetics of Anandavardhana says
that like that of Aristotle it happens to be empirical and proceeds like modern
aesthetic psychology. [ Translated into Hindi by Viiveivara, Delhi,

195a. In tlie Introduction, p. 72 ff, Viivesvara, agreeing with Sankaran
(Some Aspects of Literary Criticism in Sanskrit), refutes this view on the
strength of the words asmadapajHa “established by ourrelves” in the stanza
'Hti kSiyStthameko^'mh eeiaicamatktlmdhSyi XsSribhir anusrtasSrm asmadupajdo na
mmSry^ and on the strength of the concluding stanza of the Dhvanyaloka
that reads ;

satkdByolattvafiajaDorttnaeiraprasi^ita-

kalpaihmanassupar^akm(UdySdiyadaal 1

tad vyakarot sahrdayadayalabhtthetor-

anandavardhana iiipralhitabhidhdmh 11

But this view is not tenable as in both tliese places the references to self by
Anandavardhana may be with respect to his commentary. ]

«
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of poetry: (i) true poetry, in which the unspoken part is

dominant; (2) poetry of the second grade, in which the

unspoken part plays a secondary role and serves merely as

a decoration for the spoken; and (3) the lowest grade of poetry,

in which the whole importance is attached to the beauty of

language and to external elaboration. According to this theory,

indeed as Auandavardhana himself says, only a few would
emerge as real poets :

yendsminmtivicitre kaoiparathpardvahini sarhsdre kdlidisdmam-

prabhrtayo dvitrdji pancasd va mahdkavayo ganyante I "Hence

there are two or three or at the most five or six real poets

like Kalidasa, Amaru etc. in this very strange world”. It

is appreciable that this peculiar theory on aesthetics is

not universally recognised.

A little later than Anandavardhana, K u n t a k a wrote

his Vakroktijivita^ (first half of the loth century

A.D.). [Perhaps he was a contemporary of Abhinavagupta]®.

By him crooked speech (vakrokti), i. e., figurative speech

depending upon witty turnings, is considered to be the soul

of poetry. He teaches that “it is to the inventive genius

exerted in the work of a poet (kavikarman) that we owe the

presence of vakrokti in any poem, and this work can be classed

according as he exhibits it in regard to the letters, to the base

or terminations of words, to the sentence, to the particular

topic or to the treatise as whole”®.

Whilst this theory may be considered to be a modi-

fication of the dhvani-theory, the teachings ofAnandavardhana

were severely criticised by Bhattanayaka (end of

gth century A.D.) in the Hrdayadarpana and by

Pratihara Induraja, [a pupil of Mukula] (first half

I. Gf. J a c o b i, ZDMG 56, igoa, p. 400, 62, 1908, p. 396; T. G a-

napati Sastri, TSS No. V, 5IF. According loHari Chanda,
Kalidasa p. g6 ff., the anonymous writer of Vnkroktijivita would be anterior

to Kuntafca. [The work has been edited by S. K. D e, Calcutta, 1933 and

1938 ; published with annotation in Hindi by Ac^rya VHvetvara, Delhi,

1955. The name of the author is given as Kuntala by K e i t h, HSL.,

p. 398 ff. ].

3. See Visvesvara, Introduction p, J3 ff. to his edition of

Vakrokti-jivita.

3, 18
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of loth century) in his commentary on Udbliata’s Alam-

karasarhgraha^,

A very valuable and interesting treatise on poetics is the

Kavyamimaihsa of the poet Rajasekhara®. He
quotes verses from his three dramas. He describes in detail as to

how a sabha should be designed. In a fuller detail he states things

about poets and kings : for example, he says that Satavahana,

the king of Kuntala, had ordered exclusive use of Prakrit in

his harem and that as against this, Sahasahka of Ujjayini had

ordered for exclusive use of Sanskrit. In the introduction to

a printed edition, the age of Raja^ekhara has been given as

88o-gao A.D., and there it has been conjectured that the stanzas

on poets cited in Jalhana’s Suktimuktavali® have been taken

from the Harivilasa of Raja.sekhara; whilst there are others who
ascribe the authorship of a work Kavyavimarsa to him and hold

that these stanzas were contained in this work. Hemacandra, as

well as Vagbhata has very much used the Kavyamimaihsa*.

Towards, the close of the loth and beginning of the iith

century A. D. Abhina vagupta® wrote his Dhvanya-
lokalocana, a great commentary on the Dhvanyaloka,

which is rather an independent theoretical work, intelligible

with difBculty. A work in which Anandavardhana and

Kuntaka are severely criticised is the Vyaktiviveka of

Mahimaha b h at ta® (beginning of nth century A.D.).

Not much later than Anandavardhana lived R u d r a t a’,

I, Cf. P i .1 c h e 1 . Rudrata’s Sriigaratilaka, p. ii f. Gai^apati
S a s t r i, ibid ; K a n e, Ind. Ant. igia, aosfF; V.V. S o v a n i, JRAS igog,

450 ff. According to Peterson, Subh. p. 11, Induraja was a teacher
of Abhinavagupta, but according to A u f r e c h t, CG I, 59, he is to be
distinguished from Fratiharenduraja.

. Ed. C. D. Dalai and Anantakrishna Shastri in

the Gaekwar’s Oriental Series No. i, Baroda, 1916.
3. See below, p. 36.

4. Gf. also D. Barnett in BSOS 1917, rag ff.

5. He was a Saiva Bcahmaua and also author of one NatySlocana, a
commentary on Bharat!ya-N3.tyajastra and also of religious and didactic
poems. Gf. Bfihler, Report 6 f., Krishnamacharya i6a f.;

Hari Chanda, Kiilidasa, p. g6 ff.

. Published with the commentary ofRajSnakaRuyyaka by
Gauapati S 3,stri, TSS No. V, 1909, Gf. also Narasimhi-
e n g ar, JRAS. 1908, 63 ff.

7.

According to Jacobi, ZDMG 56, 763 A, he lived under
Avantivarman (835-833). This Rudrata, with the epithet SatSnanda,
son of Vamuka, should not be confused with Rudrabhatta, the author of
Sfftglratilaka. P i s c h el (ZDMG 39, 314J 4a, agSff.) regards both of them
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who in hisKavyalariikara takes no notice of the theory

of dhvani, but assigns the chief importance upon alariikaras^.

The most famous work on dramaturgy, that overthrows the

Bharatiya-Natyas^tra and has replaced it, is tlie D a s a ru p a®

“The Treatise on the ten kinds ofDrama” of Dha n a n j a y a,

the son of Visnu, who lived during the reign of Vakpatiraja

II of Munja (974-979 A.D.)*. His younger brother D h a n i-

k a* wrote a commentary on this work. The Dasarupa is

more lucid and systematic than the Bharatiya-Natya^Sstra

and, therefore, is quoted most frequently in later works on

poetics. It is written in verses, mostly in slokas, but the style

is so concise that without the commentary it is hardly intel-

ligible.

One of the most famous works on poetics is the Kavya-
p r a k a s a^ of the Kashmiri Brahmana M a m m a t a

(iith century A. D.)®. He dependent mostly upon

Udbhata and Rudrata. According to him the best poetry

is that with implied meaning (dhvani). The large numer

asideaCical. They are frequently confused in anlhologie«( sec T Ii 0 m a s,

gaff.) . Cf. However, Jacobi, WZKM a, i<5t ff. and ZDMG 42, 425 ff.;

Jacob JRAS 1897, 291 fj N a r as i m h i e n g a r JRAS 1903, 542 n.

1 . Published with the commcniary of N a in i s a d h u in Kni. 2,

1886. Nami, a Svetambarajaina wrote his commentary in 1068.

2. Published by Fitzedward Hall, Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1863
and by K. P. P a r a b, Bombay 1897 and again 1941. The text of Flail’s

edition was reprinted with an English translation by G. G. O. Haas
(GUIS 7, New York igta) . Besides, cf. J ac o b i, GGA, 1913, 302 ff.; and
Barnett, JRAS 1913, 190 ff.

3. Biihler, Ep. Ind. I, 2a6f.

4. According to S. L d v i (JA 1B86, s. 8, 1. VII, 221 ), J a c o b i

and others Dhanika is just another name of Dhanahjaya.

3. Editions have appeared in BSS 1901 and, (with a commentary) in

Anandasrama Sanskrit Senes No. 66, Poona igii, [ reprinted from its fifth

edition in B.O.S. Poona, and Ed. 1950]. An English translation by G a h g S-

natha J h a in the Pandit, N.S. Vols. 18—21, revised edition Poona,

1936. Gf. V. Sukthankar ZDMG, 66, 1912, 477ff, sssff-

6. Mammata, son of Jawafa, may have been a brother of the

grammarian Kaiyata and of the Vedic scholar Uvafa. On his age cf. N a r a-

simhiengar, JfRAS 1908, Bsff. and Ganapati Saslrl, TSS No.
V, p. 8 ff. In the opinion of many later rhetoricians Mammata was the

author of only the commentary on the karikas, whose writer was Bharata.

(But Bharata is quoted by Mammata himself in Kavyaprakasa IV). The
Sahityakaumudi, published in Km. 63, 1897, by Vidyabhu-
$ a n a, a disriple of the reformer Caitanya (born 1484 A.D. ), probably may
have been a commentary on the karikas. The commentary and the manuscripts
attest that Allafa (or Alata, many manuscripts wrongly give Alaka ) had
worked upon the KavyaprakMa in addition to Mammata. Cf. Hari
Chanda, KalidSsa, p. 104.
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of commentaries that had been written on the Kavyajjrakasa

attest to the prestige and honour this work enjoyed and the

extent to which it was studied and used-*-.

In the iith century Ksemendra, another Kashmirian

[and a disciple ofBhattagangana and of Abhinavagupta (980-

loao A.D.) ],
wrote an aeslhctico-critical work Aucitya-

laiiikara or Aucitya-vicaracarcaS that is to say “Critical

Research on Proprieties in Poetry”, and a practical handbook for

poets, the K a v i k a n th a b h a r a u a or "the Ornament for

the Neck of the Poets”®, It is doubtful whether this is identi-

cal with his Kavikarnikalahkara, not yet found

but referred to in his Aucitya"*.

In Kavikanthabharapa the rules for the guidance of the poets

are given directly more in a pedantic style than in a witty form.

[“His position is that aucilya (appropriateness) is the essence of

rasa.... His method is to give an appropriate definition of each

topic and also to cite an inappropriate example thereon®.”]

A comprehensive work on poetics is fhc Sarasvati-
k a ri t h a b h a r a0 a®, “Ornament of the Ncck of Sarasvati ( the

Goddess of Speech)” of which the authorship is ascribed to the

famous king Bh o j aof Dhtlra ( iith century) . Bhoj a distinguishes

between three classes of alaihkaras—besides Sabdalankira and

arthalahkara, there is also the one in which both ^abda and artha

are joined together at the same time. He sub-divides each

of them further into 24. According to his theory there

is a single sentiment, namely erotic, present in poetry. He,

I. On the commeatarict, of. P c l e r s o n. Report II, p. lofi; 3 Re-
ports pp. Vllff-j IQ, 3Sair., 333f.; Bflhler, Report 68f. and Ind. AnL.

>41 353 f'J .1 h 5 in the preface to hh translation. The oldest commentary
is^ that of Maijikyacandra (iijg A.D.); the most famous commentary on
KavyaprakaSa is the Kivyapradipa (published in the Pandit, N.S. Vols.

10-13). [For a list of commentaries on KavyaprakaSa, sec Kane, ibid,

Index, sSBfl.J

. Publislied in Km. Past i, 115-160. On the authors cited in Ibis

work, seePetet'son, JBRAS i6, 1885, 1678.

3- Published in Km. Part IV, laa-iSQ. An analysis of the work has
been given by I. S c hd n b c r g, SWA 1884.

[4. K a 17 e HSP 253. ]

[ 5. Further information on Ksemendra in B U h I e r, Kashmir,
Reportp. 45ff.,JBRAS, Vol. i6,pp. 5-9; De, HSP Vol, 1, p. 14a ff and
Kane,H.SP, p. assff.]

. Published by A. B o o r a b, Calcutta 1884, [ in KM Scries, 1934,
Benares 1887, and In the Madras University Series. ]
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however, attaches more importance to the merit of composilioii

(guna) that generates the sentiment than to the alaihkaras. Tf

there is a poem that has several embellishments in it, l)ut lacks in

guna, it is not beautiful like a woman lacking iu youth, just

though she is splendidly decorated. As for the rest, Bhoja

slavishly follows Dandin^, although he himself is freciucntly

quoted in Kavyaprakasa. The chief merit of the work of Bhoja

lies in the fact that he cites in it a number of stanzas— includ-

ing those in Prakrit too*. Consequently, it can justly be

considered as an anthology as well.

[Another work ofBhoja on poetics is the S r ti g a r a p r a k a ^ a®.

It is a very voluminous work, larger than any work on Sans-

krit poetics. It deals with both poetics and dramaturgy, like

the Sahityadarpana. It defines kavya as iabdarlhau sahitan:

"word and meaning, both, jointly constitute poetry” and pro-

pounds that the erotic sentiment (sfhgara) combined with

consciousness (abhimana) and individualization (ahaihkara)

is the only rasa, properly so called. In this work a new rasa, i.c.,

vatsala, has been added to the list of nine, and in the opinion

of the author vira, adbhuta, etc., have been so considered

just to respect the popular usage [gatanugaiikatvavaiat)

,

Like Sarasvatikanthabharana this work too deals with

both poetics and grammar including philosophy of language.

According to this, a word can have three vrttis:

—

mitkhyS, that

is conventional, gauni, that is secondary and lalcsanS. As the

work is not yet completely published it is not possible to say

anything finally as regards its contents. It is noteworthy

that like Sarasvatikanthabharana this too contains a very

large number of stanzas, written both in Prakrit and Sanskrit

and, likewise, deserves to be considered an anthology.]

Towards close of the nth and in the first half of the

lath century A.D., also the Jaiira Vagbhata*, son of Soma,

1. Nobel, Beiltrage etc. p. 8o.

2. R. F i s c h c 1
,
Materialien zui Kcnr.lnis des Apabhramla (AtlGW,

N.F. Bd. V, Nr. 4, 1902 ), p, 46 ff. gives a critical compilation and a German
translation of the Pr^lcitt stanzas of Bhoja.

[3. V. R a g h a V a n.—Studies in Spfigaraprakasa (Vol. I, parts t and
2, pp. I—542). Only the first eight chapters have been published by G.R.
J osyer, Mysotc, 1945. There are many lacunae in the published edition.]

4. He was a minister under Jayashhha [of Apahillap^takapura,
j

Giyarat (1093-1154) and is considered also to be the author oi Neminirvapa,
see above II, 338, Ir. p. 51a. [See also K aue, HSL, p. 275-276.]
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wrote hisVagbhatalankara^- in slokas ( 1 125-1 143 A.D.) . A
later work is the Kavyanusasana^ol' Vagbhata, sou

of Ncmikumaraj in sutras with hisown commentary. The famous

Jaina monk and polymath Hemacandra wrote a work on

poetics under the title KavyanuSasana* in sutras witli his

own commentary, called Alahkaracudamani. The com-

mentary contains an extra-ordinarily rich collection of metrical

examples in Sanskrit as well as in Prakrit.

Rajanaka Ruyyaka (or Rucaka), who is held in high

esteem as a theorist on poetry, wrote in the beginning of the

1 2 th centuryA.D. the muchreadwork Alamkar asarvasva*,

“Everything of Embellishment”. He wholly depends upon his

predecessors, especially Mammata. His credit lies chiefly in the

fact that he adopts the scientific style, for he was well disciplined

in philosophical literature. When he refers to the views of

Bhamaha,Udbhata, Rudrata andVamana, he speaks about them

collectively : “Therefore, so goes the opinion of the older

writers—that alamkaras constitute the chief constituents of

poetry”. Following this he deals in detail with the definition

and classification of alaifikaras, of which he treats not less

than 82.

I. FublEhed in Km. 43, 1894.

a. Published in Km. 48, 1893. Generally only one Vagbhata
(known aho under the Prakrit name BShada ) is assumed : so by A u f r e c h I,

GG. I, 103, 559i II, 132; III, 118 etc. .See, however, Bernhcimer,
ZDMG, 63, 1909, 808 note 1. See also Zachariac, GGA 1884, 301 fF,

and Jacob, JRAS 1897, 308 f. Weber, HSS. Verz. II, 3, p. 1208,
diilerentiatcs the two Vagbnatas.

3. Published in Km. 71, 1901. Cf. B U h 1 e r, Hemacandra,
p. 33. 81 •

4. Publhhed vvitli commentary in the Km. 35, 1893; translated by
H. J a c o b i into German, ZDMG 62, 1908. Ruyyaka is the son of Rajanaka
Tilaka, author of Udbhatavlveka. He was the teacher of Mapkha or
Maftkhuka. Ruyyaka and Mafikhuka have a number of common stanzas,
but none of tliem refers to the other by name. In the south Indian manus-
cripts (see Burnell, Tanjore, p. 54, and W i n t e r n i I z. South Indian
Manusciipts ao8) the author of Aiadikliasarvasva is mentioned as Mahkhuka.
Jacob (JR A.S, 1897, 283!. ) considers it possible that Ruyyaka was the au-
thor of both the sutras and the commentary. See also H a r i Chanda,
Kalidasa, p. losff. Ruyyaka is the author also of Sahrdayalila,
(published by R. Fischel, Rudrafa’s Sfiigaratilaka 'und Ruyyaka’s
SahrdayaUla, Kiel 1886, also in Km. Part V. i888, 157—160), also of
Kavyaprakadasathketa, a commentary on the K^vyaprakala. and of many
other works.
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In the i2th century A.D., R u d r or Rudrabhatta wrote

Syhgaratilaka, a work, which is a collection of erotic stanzas

and a manual of poetics at the same time, and in it the erotic

sentiment has been illustrated with examples. The small work
contains stanzas purely composed by the author himself, only

short superscriptions pointing as to what they are meant to serve

as examples of. Many of the stanzas have been included in later

anthologies. Th. A uf re cht® has beautifully translated into

German the one (I, 3) addressed to the critics—here summarily

referi'ed to as I’ogues

—

kavye subhepi racile khalii no khalebhyalj.

kakid gua}0 bhaoali yadyapi smiipratlha |

kmydth tathdpi sujandrthamidaiii yatah kirn

yUkdbhayena paridhdtiavimoksajiam sydt II

“Thou knowest, my friend, even if thou art the most

wonderful poet,

Yet thou receiveth neither mercy, nor favour from

the gang (of critics),

Still composeth thou for the pleasure of those who
appreciate :

Would anybody give up wearing clothes for fear of lice ?”

A work on poetics of the type of Kavyaprakaia is E k a v a 1 i®

ofVidyadhara, a metricalwork with the author’s own com-

mentary, The examples are of the writer’s own composition

and are at the same time panegyrics of Narasimha, king of

Utkala and Kalinga. This enables us to determine to some

extent the age of the work. But, the difficulty is that there

have been eight kings of this name. In any case apparently the

1. Falsely ascribed to Rudeata (see above p. so, note 4) by Pis-
c h e 1 in his edition of the text (sec the above rcmaTk). The text has been
published also in the Km, Fart III, 111-153. [ Rudra and Budrafa are con-

sidered identical by some scholars, but diffci’eiit persons by otliers. Kane,
HSF, p. 147 fF. has discussed tlie question and expressed the opinion

that “there are very weighty grounds for holding that the two are distinct

authors”. Gf. B U h 1 e r, Kashmir Report p. 67), Aufrecht (ZDMG,
36, p- 376), Piscliel (ZDMG 4s, 188B, p. 396) on the one hand
and Jacobi WZKM 1888, II (p. 151 ff. and ZMDG 4a, p. ^35 IF.

)
and

H a r i Chanda, Kalidasa p. 91 fF. on the other. “Rudrata is a son of

Vamuka and is also called Satananda”(Keith, HSL, p. 384, note.) ]

a. ZDMG 85, 840. A number of stanzas have been translated into

German by H o e f e r, IndLsche Gedichte, II, 164 fF.

3. Published with the commentary ofMallinatha by K. P. T r i v e d i,

BSS Nr. 63, 1903. Of. Bhandarkar, Report 1887-1891, pp. (LXV)

—

(liXXI). In his commentary on the works of Kdlidua, Mallinatha frequently

refers to Ekavali.
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paLi’on referred fo by our auLlior seems to have ruled between

1879-1314 A.D.

Vidyadhara belongs to the Anaudavardhana’s school of poetics.

Interesting are his expositions of rasa in the third section.

Enjoyment of the sentiment, he says,is“supcr-natural”(ate/:iA:rt)j

like the ecstasy of meditation on Btaiimsin {brahmsvadasahodara)

.

This enjoyment is such a supermundane pleasure that one does

not think of any other thing, but is completely plunged and lost

therein. Just it is explained, as tlie spectacle of even a

tragic or dreadful scene that generates pleasure only. The four

chief sentiments, the erotic, the heroic, the dreadful and

the disgustful, are explained beautifully in the following

manner:

—

vikaso kusumsyeva pddapasjeva oistara/i \

kiobhobdluriva. viksepo marutasyeva ceiasalt )l

taira vikasopadhikalj. srAgarali l vislaropadhiko viraly I kfobiwpddhiko

raudrali | vik^fpapadhiko blbhatsali u

“The erotic sentiment is like blossoming of a hud, the

heroic one is similar to that of a tree outspreading \vith branches,

the dreadful one is like the fury of an ocean and the disgust-

ful one is like an whirlwind. With regard to excellence (guna)

he refutes the view of Bhoja. As regards alaihkaras, he substan-

tially follows Ruyyaka, but frequently quotes Bhamaha
as well.

To the age of Ekavali belongs also the Pralaparu-
d r a-y asobhu?ana^ ofVidyanatha. The work,

that, in short, is generally called Prataparudriya, treats the en-

th-e sphere of poetics, including dramaturgy. Chapter one

straightway describes the characteristics of the hero and of the

heroine of the drama
j chapter two is devoted to the nature

of poetry and to its different types, and chapter three discusses

in detail the types of dramatic poetry (rupaka), especially the

nalaka. As a model for the latter, Vidyanatha has among his

works the Prataparudrakalyana, a learned drama
in five acts. Here all the examples are composed by the writer

himself and all of them are panegyrics of the Prataparudra of

t. Published with the commentary of Kumarasvamin, son of Malli-

natha, by K.P. T r i v e cl i, BSS Nr. 65, 1909 [ and byC. Sankara
RatnaSSstri, Madras, 3rd ed. 1930.]
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Hyderabad (1269-1319)^—hence the title of the work “Orna-

ment to the Fame of Prataparudra”, He follows in general

Mammata, but prefers Ruyyaka in his treatment of figures

of speech.

B h anu d a 1 1 a®, son of GapanathaofMithila®, must have
written his R asamanjari and Rasatarangini* intheigth

century. The former consists of stanzas with explanatory prose

and describes the heroes and heroines in the drama and the epic.'

The RasataranginI, in which Rasamaiijari too is mentioned, is

devoted to sentiments, emotions, etc. It is a kind of commentary

on chapters "VI and 'VII of the Bharatiya-Natya^astra, The
work is in prose with numerous examples in verses for the

greater part refering to Krgna and Rama.
During the period 1300-1380 A.D. Vi^vanatha

Kaviraja® wrote his Sahityadarpana® (Mirror of Com-
position), that treats in detail of the entire range of poetics and

dramaturgy. It is held in great esteem especially in respect of

dramaturgy. In his discussion on the nature of poetry, as against

Dhvanikara as well as against Kuntaka, Bhoja and Mammata,
he defends his view that sentiment alone is the soul of poetry.

I . The inserptions of Prataparudra are of the period 1298—1327 .A.D.

Gf. Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. Ill, p, 338. [According to Kane,
HSP, p. 283, 1271—1309 A.D.j.

[2. On the queition of indentity of Bhanukara and Bhanudatta, see

Haradatta Sarma, Annals of the BORI, Vol. 17, p. 243ff. S. K. D e,

ibid, p. 297 ff- “nd Devast h^li, NIA, Vol. VII, p. i iilf.

]

3. P. Regnaud, La Rh^torique Sanskritc, p. 37i;Pischel,
GGA 1885, 769.

4. Published by Regnaud as an appendix to the -vrork mentioned
above. [The work has been published also in the Benares Sanskrit Series.]

5. [He was a son of Chandrasekhara and a great grand’son of Nar£-
yaija.'] Apparently he lived under Narasiihha II, king of Orissa, between

1279 and 1306 A.D. Gf. M. Chakravarti in JASB 7a, 1903,

p. 146 and N. S. 2, 1906, p. 167 note; A. B. Keith JRAS 191I,

p. 84811. Viivanatlia is the author of one KavyaprakSsadarpaija and of the

poetical works Gandrakalaniitalw, RaghavavilSsa and Narasithhavijaya too.

In the Sahityadarpapa, he more often cites from his drama Prabh9vatiparii;iaya
and his Prakrit poem Kuvalayaivacarita, (175, 561 ). He refers to his

Pranas tiratnSvali, written in sixteen dialects, as an example of Karambhaka,
that is a piece of poetic composition in several different dialects. [ See also

K a n e, HSP. p. 285 ff. Konow (Das indische Drama p. 3) holds witli

K.P. P a r a b and P.V. Kane that probably Viivanatha KavirUja lived in

the second hrdf of the t4th century A.D.]

6. Published by E. R o e r with an English translation of J. R.
B al 1 a n t y n e and PramadraDasa Mitra, Bibl. Ind. 1851—1875.
Reprinted VarapasI, 1956. Recent edition by P. V. K a n e, Bombay 1910.

[Hindi translation and annotation by Saligrama SSstri, Vararjasi, grd.

'ed. 1956. ] , . ,
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On the one hand he agrees with Udbhata in respect of the theory

of sentiments, on the other hand he follows Ruyyaka in his

treatment of embellishments' In chapter six he deals

with both the types of poetry—^that is to be seen and that is

to be heard. The first one generates sentiments through mimic

representation and is called rupaka, because it attains form

(rupa) through the actor. He has devoted karikas 273-556

to drSyakavya (poetry that is to be seen)

.

A type of elementary book on poetics form the K u v a-

layanandakarikas^ of Appaya Diksita®
witli the commentary of Asadhara. The work consists

of metrical lines in which alarhkaras are explained with

examples. It is, however, an enlargement of the fifth chapter

of a voluminous work on poetics, i.e., of Gandraloka
or Alaihkaranirupana of Jayadeva Piyu-
s a V a r s a®, son of Mahadeva. In respect of embellishments

Jayadeva follows Ruyyaka. Appaya seems to have written

another work named Lak^anaratnavali, in which he

defines dramatic technical words like nandi, sutradhara,

prastavana, purvaranga etc.

The last important writer on poetics is J a g a n n a-

tha Panditaraja, who wrote his R a s a g a n g a-

I. Edited and explained with an English TlkS Commentary and Trans-
lation byP. R. S"brahmacya Sarma, Calcutta, 1903. Translated
into German by R. S c h m i d t, Berlin, 1907.

9. Appaya wrote this work according to the wish of the King Venkata
I of Pennakop^a (15B6-1613), see E. Hultsssch, Reports on Sanskrit

MSS. in Southern India, II, p. XII f. and Ep. Ind. 4, 271; Nihnapi
Ghakravarti, JASB 1907, an. According to Krishnama-
c h a r y a 16O, Appaya Dik^ita lived during 1554-1626 A.D. and wrote not
less than 104 learned works. He is the author also of another work on poe-
tics, namely C i t r am I in S til s a (published in the Pandit, N.S. Vol. 13
and in the Km. 38, 1893 ), in which is printed also the Citramim&iiisa
-khapdana, “die Dismemberment of Citramimaihsa” of JagannStha.
Appaya is the author also of Vrttiv5rttika (published in the Pandit NS. Vol.
12 and Km. 36, 1893 ), ( Gf. JOR. Madias, IV, p. 242 ff; K a n e, HSP,
p. 50G. On the date of Appaya given above, see Ep. Ind. XII, p. 340.
Against toU see V. MahalihgaSastrl (JOP, Madras, III, p. t4off.),

who maintams tliat the date ofAppaya would be between 1530 A.D. and 1593
A.D. Purthtr references in K a n e, HSP, p. 3071!. ]

3. This Jayadeva does not seem to have written long before Appaya.
Of. E g g c 1 i n g. Ind. Off. Cat. Ill, p. 33a f; P e t e r s o n, Subh. 37ff.

and Bhattan&thasvfimin, Ind. Ant. 41, tgia, 143 note. Pis-
cbel HIj jyf. holds that Jayadeva was much older.
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d h a r in the 17th century A.D. He refutes the theory of

the implied meaning (dhvani) and defines the notion of beauty,

even as Kant does, by saying : “Beauty is that of which
the representation generates pleasure without interest”.

Again, in the i8th century a learned Brahmana D e-

vaSaihkara combined panegyric and science in his one

work Alaihkaramafij us a, that deals with alaihkaras

only. All the examples cited arc by the writer himself and
written for the express purpose of describing the glory ofPeshwa
Madhavarao I and of his uncle Raghunatharao (betweeii 1761

and 1768 A.D.)’®.

Prosody® in India is as old as poetics. Its beginnings

go back as far as the Vedic literature. Already in the Brah-

manas we find people busy with metres, the harmony of which
seems to have something mystic*. A number of chapters is

devoted to prosody in the Sahkyhayana^rautasutra. The Rgveda
Pratiiakhya and metrical portions of Katyayana’s Anukramanis

to the 5^gveda and the Yajurveda already scientifically

treat of the Ghandas (that is to say, prosody) that

is enlisted also among the six Vedangas. The most impor-

tant work of this Vedanga is the Chandassutra of

P i n g a 1 a®. Although this work is called a Vedanga, it

I. Published with a commentar)r_in Km. 15, 1889. The work was writ-

ten in 1641 A.D., the year of death of Asaf, tlie Supreme Commander-in-chief
of ShSh Jahan. JagannStha lived also in court of DaraShah, .son of Shah
Jafaan, in between i6ao and i66o as a lyric or sententious poet. Many
unauthenticated sayings and anecdotes make him a contemporary of Em-
peror Akbar (see L.R. Vaidya in his .introduction to Bbiminlvilasa).

His numerous works have been enlisted in A u fr e c h t, CCI, ig6 and in

Km. Part I, p. 79 note).

3.

Bhand arkar, Report 1887-1891 p. (LXni)ff. Several other works
on poetics have been mentioned in B U h 1 e r, Report 64 ff. B u r n c 1,

Tanjore p. 54ff., Bhanaarkar, Report 1883-1883, p. isf.. Report 1883
1884, p. 6, i7f., 155 f., 336; Peterson, Report IV, pp VIII, X, LXVIH
f., evil; E g g e 1 1 n g Ind. Off. Cat. Ill, gsiff. Kesavamisra wrote
in 1565 the A 1 a ih k a r a 4 e kh a r a (published in Km. 50, 1895;
Nilamani Charavartiin JASB 1907, p. bib). A work ofthe i8lh
century is the Rasaratnahara of Tripathi Sivarama,
published in Km. Pait VI, i8go, pp. 118-143.

3. Cf. C o 1 e b r 0 o k e, Misc. Essays II, 63 ff., W e b e r, Ind. Stud.

Bd. 8; F. L. P u 1 1

6

, F. B e 1

1

o n i-F i 1 i p p i e A. B a _1

1

i n i in SIFI
VIII. 1913; H. J a c o b i, tJber die Entwicklung der indischen Mctrik in

nachvedischer Zeit, ZDMG 38, ggoff., 40, 33Bff.

4. See above, I, p. 56, 157 (trans. pp. 63,180).

5. See above I, p. 345 (trns. pp, 388-89). Text with the com-
mentary Mr tasaihjlvan! of Halayudha (sndhalfof loth century) published

in Km. 91, 1908,
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touches only a very small number of Vedic metres, its major

part dealing with secular poetry. The names of his predecessors

mentioned by Pingala exhibit a Vedic character
;

in any case

he is a very old writer, a thing that is indicated also by the

circumstance that he is a mythical personality and as such is

also called “Naga—Pingalanaga”. According to tradition

he is identical with Patanjali; §adgurusisya calls him a “youn-

ger brother of Patiini’*, and it is probable that he is not too far

away in time from Patanjali (about 150 B.C.).

The names and number of the metres treated by— '

Pingala equally prove that there existed a highly developed

secular literature before his time. Besides, the names of many
metres prove the existence of extensive love-lyrics. Names of

the metres like Kanakaprabha “brilliance of gold", Kudmala-

danll “bud-toothed", Garuhasini “beautifully-smiling",

Vasantatilaka “Spring-crested", and others, apparently go

to explain that originally they were employed in love lyrics, in

which beautiful women were praised^. Besides them, however,

there are also metres that are named according to tlieir form

and nature, e.g., Mandakranta “slowly ascending", Drutama-

dhya “swift in the middle”, and others. Many ofthe names bear

resemblance to the voice or habit of animals e.g., ASvalalita

“horse-sport”, Kokilaka “voice of the cuckoo”, Sardulavikridita

“tiger-sport”, etc.

In Vedic prosody, metre exclusively depends upon the

number of syllables, and to a very limited extent the quality

of syllables too is taken into account. Of these metres, the

^loka of the epics, derived from the Vedic anustubh, is of the

most frequent occurrence. Otherwise, prosody knows only the

metres in which the number of syllables as well as their quan-

tity too is strictly fixed. A large number of metres is formed

according to the number of syllables and arrangement of

metrical feet. The number of syllables in a quarter of a stanza

(pada) varies between 5 to 27, so that we have stanzas of syl-

lables numbering from 20 to 108. But theoretically there

I. The ciMuinatauce_ tuo speaks in support of the tliai

originally it was in the erotic lyrics that metres were used in India, since in
this poetry the variety of metres is the greatest. Writers of epics use com-
paratively smaller numher of metres. In the oldest dramas there occur
approximately twenty metres.
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exist yet a much greater number of metres, in fact, that are

met with here and there. In addition there are a number of

metres that are measured according to mora. They are found

mainly in Prakrit poems and seem to have originally belonged

to popular ballads.

Like Panini in his grammar, Pingala uses algebraic ex-

pressions to indicate the feet of metres and for short and long

syllables^. A work on Prakrit prosody too is ascribed to Pih-

gala®. It is written in verses and contains a large number of

recent prosodical expressions and, therefore, must be younger

in age than his Ghandahsutra.

We do not know whether the authors of the works of ornate

poetry that are before us were regulated according to Pingala

or according to some later manual*. Later than Pingala’s

Ghandahsutra is chapterXV of die Bharat iy a-N a {y a ^ a s-

t r a which deals with prosody and gives numerous examples

for individual metres. In addition to Pingala, Agiiipurapa
(chapters 328-334) also deals with prosody in considerably

condensed memorial verses. Strangely enough, a chapter

( 104) of an astrological work, named Brhatsamh ita
ofVarahamihira (6th century A.D.) ,

also deals with

prosody. Here metres have been associated with planets,

and many of the verses convey two different meanings in such

a way that they define metres and describe the movements of

planets at the same time. Bhattotpala in his commentary,

by way of explanation, has referred to a metrical text, of which

I, For example, i.e., '‘lighl or short syllable; j>a<9>guru, i.e.,

"heavy or long syllable”; ma for — — —; ya for u ; r<i for — u— etc.

3. PrakrtaPiAgala-Sutras (text with cominentary
)
publish-

ed in Km. 41, 189^. Cf. W e b e r, Ind. Stud. 8, aoa f.; P i s c h e 1, Prakrit
Sprachen (Glrundriss) p. gof, Keith, Catalogue ofPrllkrit MSS. in Bodl.
c. 48. According to Jacobi (Bbavisattakaba of DhapavUla, p. 5'('

) the

Prakyta Pingala belongs to the 14th century A.D. at the earliest.

3. According to J a c o b i, Ind. Stud. 17, 44a R., Gbandoviciti, that is

no more available, a work of Dapdin, bad become a standard work for

poets. P.V.Kane (Ind. Ant. 40, igil, i77f.) has pointed out that by
Gbandoviciti (KavySdaria I, la) we should understand “prosody” in general

smd not the title of a work, and that neither Dapdin nor Vimana had written
a work on prosody. But it must not be taken to mean that when rhetoricians

prescribe the study of prosody for poets they directly mean the work of PiA-

?ala, as assumed by K a n e. A PrAlcyta-PitWalasiltra was published in the Bibl.

nd. igoa, too. R a tn a jekhara’s G b a nd ah k o i a, a pendant to

Frtkfta-PiAgalasutra has been dealt with by W. Schubring ZDMG 75,

^

1991, p. g7ff.

' -Winternitz—History of Indian Literature Vol. Ill, 3.
«
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the author is mentioned by him simply as “teacher” (adrya).

Here each metre is defined by means of a stanza composed in

the same metre.

KLedarabhatta’s Vrttaratriakara “Ocean

of Metres”^, is a work on prosody that has had a very wide

circulation. This book deals with only non-Vedic metres and in

fact describes their 136 types. The work is much quoted, and the

large number of commentaries on it, both in print and in MSS.

existing in India, prove that it has been very popular here.

Another work, much quoted, is the Srutabodha of

Kalidasa®. But its authorship is now and then ascribed

by scholars to Vararuci too. There are many extant

commentaries written on it. The verses defining the metres

serve also as their examples at the same time.

K^emcndra too has written a work on prosody,

the Suvfttatilaka*, that is divided into three sections.

Section one contains a description of tlie metres, for each of

which the writer has provided as example a stanza composed

by himself. Settion two is on faults and merits of prosody; but

here the quoted examples arc not only from the writings of the

author himself but also from elsewhere. We obtain many useful

data for a history of literature from section three, which is

devoted to reputed poets of the past and their Special fascination

for one or the other of the metres*.

Of the other works on prosody, Chandonu§asana*of
Hemacandra, Vapibhu^ana ofDamodara* and

I. Published with a commentery in Bombay, NSP 1908. An English
translation of this work appeared in the Pandit, Vol. IX, 45 f., giff., 140 ff,

Kedfirabhafta was the son of Pavyeka or Pabbeka. According to K r i s h-
namacharya (167) he must have written the VrttaratnSkara in the
beginning of the igtb century. Since he is very often cited by Mallinatha,
who lived in the 15th century, he mutt have been somewhat older.

‘

,

® *’ n, 65; H. E w a 1 d in the Zeit-
schnft fur die Kunde des Moregenlandes, Bonn 184a, IV, 57!!; Aufrecht
00. I, 675; E g g e I i n g, Ind. Ofi. Gat. II, loBa ff. H. Brockhaus
has published it in his book “Uber den Druck sanskritischer Werke mit
lateiniscben Buchstaben" (Leipzig, 1841 ). It has been printed several
in India, also in Haeberlin g>i4.

3. Published in Km., Fart II, 1886, 99-54.

the Vamiastha,
Bhavabhuti, the Sikharwi, KShdSsa, the MandSkranta, etc. On the use of
metres in Indian poets see also K <i h n a u, ZDMG. 44 jBoo, p. iff,

5. B ii h i e r, Hemacandra^ p. 33, 8s.
6. Published in Km. 53, 1895, Of. E gge I in g, Ind. Off. Cat. 11.

p. 30in*
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Chando mafij ari of GangadSsa^ may be referred

to briefly.
~

\
BEGINNINGS OF ORNATE POETRY

As already suggested, we are to see the first stage of Indian

poetry in the Mahabharata and, more particularly, in the

Ramayana. Whatever, in our opinion, may be the amount of

alterations and additions made by later authors in them, it can-

not be denied that the first traces of the kavya style are to be

found in these two epics, in their earliest parts, that go back to a

date before Christ. Nevertheless, so far as the poetic materials

used are concerned, the difference between the epics, such as the

Mahabharata and the Ramayapa, on the one hand, and the

poetical works of writers like Kalidasa and Amaru, on the other,

is so great that in any casewe are obliged to admit a lapse of a

big interval of time between these two types of poetry.

Apparently, court ornate poetry did not bn the whole originate

in the soil of the epicsj it did so in that of the lyrics. Evolution

ofprosody no doubt shows that the first poetic metre must have

developed in love-ballads*. Here, when tlie theme of the song

admitted of little alteration, the poet was obliged to attract the

attention of his audience and to win their admiration thrbugh

external form and through artificiality of metre and of language.

Like erotica, panegyrics did not offer a less important

stimulus for artificial form. When the poets extolled in

their songs glories of the princes, in whose courts they lived,

their poems, being expressive of high admiration for the

patrons, all along were full of artifices. Consequently, it was

just natural that the court poets vied among themselves,

surpassed one another, and finally one who knew how to intro-

duce into his poems the largest number of “embellishments”

was considered to be the greatest of them. This kavya style in

due course found its way into the epics through the panegyrics.

History of court poetry would go back at least as far as

the 4th century B.O., when lived the great grammarian and

poet Pacini, to whom is ascribed also tlie authorship of

two epics, namely Patalavijaya and Jambavati-

I . Cf. B r o c k b a u s in the BSGW 6, 1854, aog-S43; B g g e 1 a n g
lac. cit, U, Nr. 1099 ff.

9 . Cf. J a c o b 1, ZDMG 38, fiisff. and above p. ga.
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V i j a y a, as well as of not a few verses, quoted in anthologies*.

None of the two epics has come down to us, and consequently
'

it is not certain whether the Patalavij aya and the

Jambavativijaya are two different works or just two

titles of one and the same work. Raja^ekhara in the

following verse says:

—

namalf. pSmmye tasmai yasmSd dvirabhudiha 1

Bdau vyakarapath kdvyam anajambavatlvijayam 11

“Hail to Panini, who by the grace of Rudra, first wrote

the grammar and then the poem Jambavativijaya”*. Whether

this Raja^ekhara is the poet, to whom a large number of verses

are ascribed in anthologies or the dramatist RajaSekhara (end

of the gth and beginning of the loth century) or 'a different

Raja^ekhara—in any case, he belongs to too late a period and

is too unreliable a testimony for es^blishing the identity of the

grammarian, who wrote his grammar towards the close of the

Vedic period, with a poet, whose language is hardly different

from that of Kalidasa, But it is of great significance to note that

in one of the stanzas quoted by Namisadhu (in a commentary

written in io68 A.D. on Rudrata’s Kavyalaiikara) from

Paijini’s Patalavijaya there are horrible solecisms, unlikely from

the pen of the grammarian*. The verses ascribed to Panini

exhibit, however, no mean artistic merit

:

tanoangindm stanau drsfad Ural}, kampayaU yvnd I

tayorantarasathlagnath drffim utpSfayattniva U
“The youth, having seen the two breasts of beautiful

!. P. Peterson (JBRAS J?, 1889, 575; Subh. 54ff.) has particu-
larly set himsclt to the taskofidcnofication of this poet with the graininarian.
Before hint already P i s c h e I (ZDMG 39, 1885, gsff., Gram, der Prakrit
Sprachen, p.33) proposed to place the gramraarian in the 5th century A.D.,
an impossible dating, upon which he himself did not insist later (KG.
Sec against this K i e 1 h o r n, NGGW 1885, 185 ff*. R-Q. Bhandarkar,
JBRAS 16, 344; D.R. Bhandarkar, lad. Ant. igu, 135 n. Recently
Kane (Ind. Ant. igts, 125) has again tried to prove the identity.
Thomas, Kavinrlrasamuccaya giAF. (where is given a collection ofthe verses
of Pagini) holds the question as still undecided. Th. A u f r e c h t (ZDMG
t4> 58* f'l ff'i 4Sj3*’8 ) has collected together and translated the
stanaas ascribed to Papini. Rayamukupa, in a commentary written in 1431
A.D. on the Amarakpja ( ascribed to him) has quoted a piece of a poem from
Jambavativyaya. The poet Pagini has been cited by Ruyyaka too.

3. Smee this vsyse occurs in SubhajitamuktSvall, written by Jalhanam 1247 A.D., this Rajaiekbara cannot be the Jaina writer, who lived in the
14* centurj ; but ha may be either the dramatist or yet another third.

[ 3. The ungrammatical horrors mentioned by K e i t h (HSL, p. sos 1
aw t apafyait) narrative aorists, etc.j

'
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women, shakes his head, as if he were extricating his gaze fast

stuck ’twixt them."

ksapShi ksSmlkr^a pjasabham apahrtySmbu saritdth

pratapyorvlth krtsnaih tarugahammucchosya sakalam 1

koa sathpTatyufnSmhirgata iti tadativefanapards-

taiiddlpalokd disi diH carantwd jaladal} 11

“Having made the nights short, having perforce dried up
the water of the streams, having parched all earth and scorched

every thicket, where has the sun gone to’, so saying the clouds

are stalking hither and thither, as if holding lightning for a

lamp”.

The existence in the and century A. D. of secular lyrics

composed in artistic metres and in the style of the ornate court

poetry is attested to by Patafij ali, the second great grammar-

ian, in whose Mahabhasya we find a number of citations from

ornate poetry^. In anthologies Patafijali too is here and

there referred as the author of a number of stray stanzas®.

Pingala’s time was really not far away from that of Patafijali*.

His manual of prosody would also prove the existence of an

erotic ornate poetry in the and century.

We have nothing of the ornate court poetry written in

Sanskrit between the and centuries B.G. and A.G, It seems

that during this period Prakrit poetry was cultivated in the

courts of princes. Remnants of this class of poetry have been

preserved in the S a t ta s a i of H a 1 a and in the B ph a t-

katha ofGu^adhy^i, (which unfortunately is not pre-

served in its original version).

I. Gf. B ii h 1 e r, Die iadiseben Insciiriften imd das Alter der indb-
chen Kunstpoesie p- ,

72. and Kielhorn, Ind. Ant. 14, 326!. H. L ti d e r s

(BruchslUcke buddhistiacher Dramen, p. 62 ) believes in the existence of the

kavya style already in the HiithigunipliS Inscription of Kharavela, written

in the and century A. D. (according to Smith, Early History, p_. 207
in 918 A.D. ). But this Prakrit inscription is preserved in such a mutilated

ibrm that we can understand little about its style and language. On the

inscription, cf. L U d e r s, Ep. Ind. X, App. p. i6of and Gharpenti-
e r, "WZKM 29,1915, 208 ff.). Recent researches on the Hathigumpha in-

* scription by R.D. B a n e r j i and K.P. Jayaswalin JBRAS 1917, 425ff;

B.G. M aj u m d a r and K. G. S an kar a A i y a r, Ind. Ant. 47, 1918,

923!.; 48, 1919, 187 ff; 49, 1920, 43ff. According to V. A. S mi th (JRAS
1918,543) ff. the date of this inscription is estimated at 170 B. O. See also

Rama Prasada Chanda, Smith and F. W, T h o in a s, JRAS,
J9 I9> agsff-; 83 f.; Ind. Ant. 48, 1919, 914 ff.

9. Cf. P e t e r s o n, JRAS 1891, 311 flf.

3. See above p. 31.
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Also in the T h c r i g ath a s, belonging to the Buddhist

canons, we find songs and verses that show the style of ornate

poetryi. Besides, in Prakrit there is an inscription of Nasik,

written in the igth year of the reign of King Pulumayi of the

Andhra dynasty (154. A.D.)* showing all the characteristics

of the style of ornate prose.

Of the same period is the great Sanskrit inscription of

Mahak?atrapa Rudradaman, that is a formal poem in

prose*. Long compounds and long sentences, like those requir-

ed by Dandin for prose composition, as well as the various em-

bellishments arc all through found in this inscription. The style

is what has been designated by Dandin as the “Vaidarbha’*

style. The fact that already in the and century A.D. the style

of ornate poetry was taken over to prose too and was used in

inscriptions as well probably proves that it had developed

much earlier.

Of the andeentury A. D. we have tlie epics and the dramas

of the Buddhist poet A ^ v a g fa 0 s a*, that in language and style

I. See above II, 841., tr^. p, 106. It was long believed that in the

first century A.D. there came into existence a formal literary style in course

of development in Sanskrit literature, and that in the 6th century A.D. took

place a “renaissance of Sanskrit literature” for the first time ^see Max
Muller, India, What h can teach us, London i88a, Indien m Miner

weltgeschicbtlidien Bedeutung, Leipzig, 1884). This theory in particular

has Been fully developed by <3 . BUhlerin Die indischen Inschriflen und
das Alter der indischen Kunstpoeaie (SWA 1890 ). Cf. also HaraprasUd
S a s t r 1 in the JASB 6, tpio, gostt. R.G. Bhaadarkar (A Peep into

the Early History of India, JBRAS Jgoo, p. 407 f.. Reprint p. 5_a f.) in fact

does not believe in a complete cessation of Sanskrit literature but in its irregu-

lar development during the centuries ofBuddhism and Piakrit literature from

the ist century B.C. to the 4th century A.D. It do® not appear correct to

speak ^ about a “Prakrit period” of Indian literature, as has been done by F.

L a c o t e, Essai sur Gupadhy^ *t la Brhatkatha, Paris igo8, like J a c o b i

Ausgewahlte ErzUblu^en in MahUrafti-i, p. XlfF.), to have preceded the

classical period. Prakrit poetry is the composition of certain class of people,

apparently of several courts, certainly bdonging to different sects, but our

study has not revealed any particular period of which we possess an Indian

literature in which Prakrit alone, and not Sanskrit as well, happened to be the

literary medium.
a. Cf. B U h 1 e r, Die indischen Inschriften etc. p. sfiff., and Smith,

Early History, p. aio.

3. The inscription has been published by K i e 1 h o r n, 'Bp- Ind,

8, 36 ff. and is regaraed by him as of 151 or 15a A.D. B tt h 1 e t (Ibo. cit,

p. 49 ) places it between 160 and 170 A.D. The inscriptioa is found also on
a rock near Girnar,

_
Rudradaman belonged to the so-called “western

Kfatrapas”, K;atrapa is a Sanskrit adaptation of Persian Khshathrapa (Greek
“Satrap", as the land-lords and chieftains of the Indo-Scythian kings_ were
designated, who ruled over the whole of norfh-Vvest and west India in the

first two centuries A.C.
4. See above II, p. aoi ff., transl. p. asGff.
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belong to the ornate court poetry.' The finished form of the epics

together the perfect technique ofthe dramas of A^vagho?a proves

that they were composed only on some long-standing models. By
itself it appears improbable that a thoroughly Buddhist poet

should be the first to have composed in this style. On the con-

trary, the possibility is that he adopted the earlier poetic style to

Buddhist themes for the simple reason that this style was com-

mon for secular poetry in his times. Asvagho^a, however, was

not the Solitary Buddhist poet. Matrceta and A r y a-

S u r a must have been not very far away from him in time^.

It would be of importance for the history of ornate

poetry if we could be able to determine precisely the antiquity

of the alathkaraSastra ( science of rhetorics) and its relation to

the kavya style. But, unfortunately, it has to be admitted that

we are neither able to fix the time of Bharatiya-NatyaSastra nor

do we know anything qbout the age of probably the oldest

manual on poetics of Bhamaha with some certainty. Yet, we

have hardly any reason to think that poetics developed from a

source other than the study of some model poetical pieces of the

Mahabharala or more particularly of the Ramayana. Valmiki

certainly did not yet know about a manual of poetics; but,

Afivagho^a was perhaps familiar with the theory of the alaih-

karas*.
^
Further development of poetry took place no doubt

under the influence of ala±kara5astra. Bhasa and Kalidasa

definitely knew the Natyalastra of Bharata®.

In general we have been accustomed to regard a work

of poetry that is older as less refined and less influenced by

the theory. But this conclusion is correct only in ’a limited

sense. It would be more correct to say that when a poet wri-

tes in a simple style, it is said that e i t h c r he belongs to an

older period o r that he has a superior taste. There have been

1. Sec above 11
, p. aoifl. trails, p. zGgif. The language of Sttra has

been praised in one of the stanzas of the anthology Saduktikarnanirta; see

A u f r e c h. t, ZDMG 36, 365; Pete rson, Subh. 131. Other Buddhist
and Jaina texts in the k&vya style belong to later centuries, so also the
Divyavadkna (;ee above n, 223,935], Irans. pp. 284, 988, Candragomin’s
poems and other Buddhist stotras (see above It, 259, 267, trans. p. 365, 380) .

For Palijworks like Mahkvamsa and JlnhlaiiikBra (see above 11, 170, 179
trans. pp, 9H, 223, and for stotras ofBhadrabUiu and others (see above H,
339> twns p. 549) •

2. Gf. K a n e, Ind. Ant. 1913, p. 127.

3. On the relationship of KaUdSssv to NAtyaiSstra, cf. A. H il le-

,

b r a n d t, Kklidksa, p, io7fif,
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poets, even in later days who had sufficient taste to avoid

a very >iigE flownkavya stylet. Besides, we learn from Da^idin’s

poetics that there arose great local difierences in respect

of the style*. In eastern India, in the courts of rmghty

kings, poeti7 seems to have been cultivated earlier than in

the souffi-west. For the first time in. the 4th and 5th cen-

turies A.D., when the Guptas attained sovereignty, the poet

of the west too entered into the field of poetic competition*.

Naturally, the development of court poetry on the whole

essentially depended upon the courts in which poetry found

Special encouragement, and the question is not always of anti-

quity of time, but often also of place and circumstances.

It is probable that court poets and ornate court poetry

already existed during the reign of the Maurya dynasty. It is

yet doubtful as to how far the Arthai as tra of Kautilya
reflects the condition of the court of th,e Maurya King Gandra-

gupta. The tradition ascribing the ^authorship of this wdrk

to the wise minister of Candragupta agrees little witli the

facts of history. In any case, die work goes back to a consi-

derably high antiquity, and it is probable that its earliest

elements reach upto the Maurya period. And it is notewor-

thy that among the large number of court employees arc

mentioned also pauranikas, sutas, magadhas, kuillavas
;

(i.e.

chroniclers, bards, singers and dramatists), but there is not

a word about the court poet. The teacher and the taught

(acaryah vidyavantaS ca) who got an honorarium of 500 to

1000 papas*, according to merit, were probably only

prominent" Brahmapas, whom the king wanted to honour and

not perhaps the poets who would have been called "kavi”.

Among the names of literary works referred to in Kautilya’s

ArthaSastra there is no mention of kavya anywhere.

This accords also with the fact that the inscriptions of

ASoka are written in a plain and simple style and do not bear

1. R. G. B h a n d a r k a r, JBRAS 16, 366. In spite of the high re-
gard for finer poetry, Indians themselves have always considered the simple
epics the Man^bharata and the RSmayapa as model works.

9. See above, p, i^.

3, Of. J a c o b i, AusgewShlte Erzahlungen b MaharS^Ui. p. XVI f.

4. ArthaiSslra of Kautilya, ed, byR. Shama Sastrl, Mysore,
igo9, p. «45£
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any trace of the ornate style. It is near about this time

that the rise of the poetical form is often suggested.

To the 3rd or 4th century A.D. probably belongs T a n-

trakhyayiki., the^ldest form of the Pancatantra.
The dramas of B h a s a too must have originated in the 4th

century A.D. With some compromise we can characterise the

poems of A^vagho?a and tho.se of his contemporaries, Hala’s

Sattasai (in its oldest constituent), Guna(^hya’s BrhaU

katha, Tantrakhyayika and the dramas ofBhasa (in the form

they are) as belonging to the classical or early classical period

of Indian ornate poetry.

We can just guess that this classical poetry blossomed in

the courts of the later Andhra rulers, the western Ksatrapas

and the Ku?ana princes and their contemporaries. We are not

in a position to determine with certainty the date of any of the

works of this period.

Summing up, therefore, we can only say that the inscrip-

tional as also the literary testimony in fact enables us to place

the continuity of ornate court poetry upto the and century A.D.,

its existence in the and century B.C. and the beginnings of its

golden age in the 4th century A,D.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF ORNATE COURT POETRY

The ornate court poetry attained its golden age and its

highest peak first during the period of the reign of the rulers of

the Gupta dynasty. This dynasty was founded by Gandra-

gupta I in 330 A. D. He was succeeded by his son S am u d r a-

gupta (about 330 or 335 A.D.), who distinguished himself

with attainments in wars which have been described in a

panegyric poem (prasasti) of his court poet, Harisena
by name, inscribed on a stone pillar at Allahabad, The ins-

cription which to all appearance belongs to 345 A.D. contains

9 stanzas and a concluding verse in high-styled prose, and
the praSasti designates itself expressly as a kavya. The
empire ruled over by Samudragupta comprised of the richest

and the most fertile regions of northern India, and was

of enormous size such as had not been seen ever since the days

I. See above, p. 38, note 3. and cf Bhagvanl^lXndraji,
JRAS 1890, 639®; L 4 V i, JA. p. 9, tome XIX, tgoa, gsfF.
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of A^oka. The court poet praises not only the military adven-

tures of the king, but also his poetic and musical faculties.

We, in fact, are in possession of gold coins presenting him

as playing on a harp. Harisepa hsserts tliat the epithet

“prince-poet”, borne by Samudragupta, was well merited “on

account of his authorship of many poems worthy of imitation”.

Lastly he says that the king rejoiced in the company of writers

and learned men and participated in the study of the holy

scriptures^.

When this king whose influence extended from the Oxus to

beyond Ceylon died in about 375,A.D., he was succeeded by his

son Ga ndr agup t a II, who assumed the title ofV i k r am a-

d i ty a, i.e., “the sun of heroism”. The name Vikramaditya

is a highly renowned one in Indian stories and literary

tradidons. Since many of the Indian rulers assumed this title, it

is very difficult to determine as to which king is meant by themby

the Vikramaditya of the stories. We have, however, good grounds

in support ofGandragupta IFs having the strongest claim for be-

ing considered identical with the traditional king “Vikrama” .since

he too is so designated for short*. Like his faffier, Gandragupta

II made great acquisitions for his kingdom and like him had a

literary taste. On one coin he is mentioned as bearing the epithet

rupakrfi (author of dramas)®. He ruled for qearly forty years.

The Chinese pilgrim, Fahien, who visited India between 405

and 411 A.D., reports that in his kingdom there was great

prosperity and that hospitals and other charitable institutions

for the welfare of the people flourished.

Cf. Bahler,'' Die indiKshen Inschriften, etc. p. 3iiF.j Fleet,
Inscripctoiu of the Early Gupta Kings (Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum
111 }, Calcutta 18881 p. iff. ; Smith, Early Histry, sOiff, a88f., and JRAS
1897, igff. ;A. Gawrons’kiin Festschrift Windisch, p. lyoff.

a. Cf. H o c r u 1 e, JASB, Proceed. August 1891; Barth, Rev.
Crit. 189a, p. igo n. Incase Gandragupta II is the Vikramaditya ofthe
tiadition, the stanza that does octair under VikramKditya in anthologies
may have originated from-him (see Peterson, Subh. iiy.f. ; Thomas,
I05f.) But that is nouise cettam.

g. Cr.Sm.ith, Early Histoiy, p. 290. On the Ulerary and poetic
advancement under the Guptas, ibid p. gogff. R.G. Bhandarkar,
(Peep into the Early History of India), JBRAS 20, 1900, 439!., Reprint,
p. 43f.

)
r^inds us of the fact that the epithet "enemy^of Sakar* (SakSri) of

Vikramdditya fits Gandragupta II viell, for he conn[uered Malwa in early
4th century A.D. and expelled the K^atrapas from M3.Iw% and Ku;9nLas from
Mathura. His capital was at Ujjayini, the city of the Vikramaditya of the
tradition.
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When Candragupta H died in 413 A.D., he was succeeded

by his son, Kumaragupta I, who reigned for more- than

forty years. A large number of inscriptions and coins of his

times prove that his empire was nowise smaller than

that of his predecessor. He practised as a poet, bore the

title “poet-prince” and was a patron of poets besides.

According to one of his inscriptions he was the person

“who brought the traditional conflict between fine poetry

and wealth to an end”. Towards the close of his reign

the Huns, who from the central Asian steppes had pene-

trated into the north-western passes, flooded tlie whole of

northern India with their first invasion. He was succeeded in

455 A.D. by his son Skandagupia, who too likewise assumed

the title of 'Vikramaditya. Soon after he ascended the tlirone,

he Succeeded in defeating the Huns in a decisive battle. This

victory is glorified in a pillar edict ( at Bhitari in the Ghazipur

district, situated to the east ofVaranasil that is still preserved for

us. But towards 465-470 A.D. the second invasion of the Huns
again made the country restless, and this time Skandagupta could

no more protect himself against them. They overflooded the

kingdom of Gandhara and appear to have made the Gupta

empire very weak. So, when Skandagupta died in about 480

A.D,, the glory of the Guptas came to an end. Probably the

dynasty still continued for a few. generations more, but these

later Guptas had little prestige. Under the leadership of

Toramana, the Huns subdued the Gupta empire in about 500

A.D. and established their government at Malwa in central

India. In about 510 A.D. Toramana was succeeded by his son

Mihiragula. Under these two chieftains the Huns became the

virtual rulers of India, Mihiragula’s reign is said to be very

oppressive and tyrannical, and it is easy to imagine the extent

to which those barbarians were hated by the Brahma^ical

Hindus. In about 528 A.D. Baladitya, king of Magadha,

and YaSodharman, a raja of central India entered into an

alliance against Mihiragula, and the two together succeeded in

rescuing the country from the oppressing foreigners. While the

Chines^ pilgrbm Hiuen-Tsiang ascribes the glory of defeating

the Huns to Baladitya, Yaiodharaman praises himself in the in-

scriptions preserved on two of his pillars of victory, saying that he

made his own the empire that the Guptas and the Huns could
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not retain. His reign, however, seems to have been short and of

no significance, as claimed in these inscriptions.

It was necessary to include here this short history of the

Gupta dynasty, because the golden age of ornate court poetry

undoubtedly falls during the period of the reign of the Guptas.

The inscriptions of the Gupta kings, whose age extends approxi-

mately from 350 to 550 A.D., contain panegyrics (pralastis) of

different kings of the dynasty, that arc more or less full-fledged

poems composed in the kavya style. It is certain that in those

days, as these inscriptions prove, not only poets participated in

competitions, but even princes vied with their court poets.

Above all, to this age belongs Kalidasa, the greatest poet of

classical Sanskrit literature^.

It is significant that on account of uncertainty that pre-

vails in the literary history of India, Indians do not know how to

frame things like tales on the life of their most eminent poet®,

and that the opinions of Indian as well as of western scholars still

differ by centuries in spite of the fact that much, too much,

has been written on the subject®.

There is a legend that ICalidasa was in fact born as the

son of a Brahmana, lost his parents early and was brought up by
a cowherd. A vulgar and uncultured herdsman, he was

married to a princess who felt ashamed of him—till he made
himself a very wise and learned scholar through the grace

of Kali, attained through assiduous devotion and practice.

I. In. the anthology Hariharivoli occura the following anonymous
verst:

pttrS kaoiniih gatfanabrasoAgt kafi}(hikadhi}thUak^idcad t

adjSpi taUnly^aotrabhavdi aaSmika sSrthamli babhiva 11

‘'Long ago, it is said, counting poets, they began with the little Sneer
for KSlidSsa; even to this day the finger beside it is still called
*anamik&’, nameless, for since then none has been born to occupy a
place beside Kalidasa”.

Kystitabhatta, quoted in the same anthology (and also in SS.rngadhara-
paddhati, p, 4), says: “Poets were KJlidasa and others, we too are poets :

the same substance is found both in the mountain as well as in the atom.”
H a r i Oh a n d, Khlidasa et I’att poetique, p. t igff. shows the extent to
which KSUdasa has been considered to be the model poet by rhetoricians.

s. Winternitz says in the addenda that A. Hillebrandt’

s

important work “Kalidasa”, Breslau igst appeared after greater portion of
this volume had already been printed.

.?• dilFerent views on the age of KhlidSsa have been collectively
desCTibed by G. K u t h. Die Zelt des K&lidasa, Diss., Berlin 1890 and by
B, Li eb 1 ch, Indogerm. Porschungen 31, 1919-13, p. tgSff.
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Consequently, he was named Kal3*dasa “servant of Kali”^.

Another tradition, that is current particularly in Ceylon, makes

Kalidasa a contemporary of the Ceylonese prince and poet

Kumaradasa, who lived in the 6th century A.D®. In the large

number of anecdotes connected with Kalidasa, narrated

in later works like Bhojaprabandha and orally retold by

the panclitas the name of Kalidasa serves the story-tellers, as

H o e r n 1 e says, simply "as a hook on which to hang their

tales”*. These stories do not have any historical value at all.

We are able to gather from the works of Kalidasa

himself that he was a Brahmana, a devotee of the highest being

(paramatman) in the form of God Siva and an adherent of

the Vedanta Philosophy*. He was well familiar with the

scenes of the Himalayas*. The charming description of the city

of Ujjayini in the poem MeghadQta leaves perhaps no doubt

that this was his native land. The title of his drama Vikramor-

valiyam contains an allusion to Vikramaditya* and this would,

therefore, hint at the fact that he lived and composed his poems

in the court of a king, who bore the title Vikramaditya. The

legends that make Kalidasa a court poet of Vikramaditya are

I. The story is narrated ia many versions; see TarSnitba’s History of
Buddhism, translated by A. S c h i e fn c r, p. 76 ff; R. Vasudeva T u 1

1

u,

Ind. Ant. 7, 1B78, i isff; M, Narasimbiengar Ind. Ant. 39, 1910,
336.

. T.W. Rhys Davids and C. B e n d a 1

1

, JRAS. 1888 and
I48r. and 440; W. G e i g e r, Literatur und Spracbe der Singbalesen (Grun-
driss 1, 10) p. 3f.; H u t h, loc. cit. p. gififj H. M. VidyabnojaQa, JASBSa,
1893, plan; I. E. S e n e v i r a t n e. The life of Kalidasa, Colombo 1901.
The Life of Kalidasa in Ceylon has been dramatised too.

3. Cf. Grierson and H o c r n 1 e, JRAS igo6, 69a f. ; 699 f. The
anecdotes on Kalidasa in Ballala's Bhojaprabandha, see in Th. F a v i e, JA.
p. 5; tome IV, 1854, 385-431 ; S.M. Natesa Sastri, Ind. Ant. 18, 4off,

Tales, as the pagditas of Ujjain narrate even today, in Jackson, JAOS sa,

1901 , 33t f.

Gf. Gh. Harris, An Investigation on some of Kalidasa’s Vievss,
Evansille, Indiana 1884; M.T. N arasimhiengar, Khlidasa’a Reli-
gion and Philosophy, Ind. Ant. 39, xgio, 336 if., Krishnamachat-
ya 73f.

5. Cf. B h S u D Sj i in Nandargikar's Introduction to his edition
of Raghuvaihia p. sgf.

. According to Shankar F. Pandit (Raghuvaihia—edition

)

Preface, p. 31 if), flie title directly means “the drama of Urvaii, dedicated to
or written under the patronage of Vikrama". But once the title has been
correctly explained as “the drama of Urvaii, found through heroism”, it

would not be impossible to interpret it as an allusion to King Vikrama, i.e,.

VikramSditya, as also intended.
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in accord with it; particularly the legend according to which

Kalidasa was one of the nine jewels living in the court of the

legendary king of Ujjayinl. In one of the verses, which is

still current, it is said that there lived in the court of the king

Vikrama nine jewels, learned men and poets—Dhanvantari,

Kjapanaka, Amarasimha, Sahku, Velalabhatta, Ghatakarpara,

Kalidasa, Varahamihira and Vararuci. However, firstly this

verse occurs in a work that is of a very late date and is little

trust-worthy^. Further, Varahamihira, the astronomer, evidently

lived in the first half of the 6th century A.D., when no king of

this name is known to have borne the title of Vikramaditya.

Besides, Kalidasa was older than Varahamihira from the point of

his style and astronomical ideas. Likewise Dhanvantari, the

writer of a medical glossary, is older than Amarasiiiiha, who
evidently has utilized Kalidasa in his dictionary®. The age of the

lexicographer Ksapanaka, the poet Ghatakarpara and the gram-

marian Vararuci is not settled, whilst the names Vetalabha^ta and

Sanku are otherwise little known. On the whole it is striking

that of the names of the nine jewels only Kalidasa, Amarasiihha,

Varahamihira and Vararuci are in fact famous. It seems that

the only object of this verse is to extol the fame of some
Vikramaditya, and for this poets and scholars of different ages

have been wrongly mentioned together as living under his rule.

This ostensible tradition, which has often been criticised, there-

fore, proves nothing. It may just mean that Kalidasa lived in

the court of a king, who called himself Vikramaditya.

Now, we know that the Gupta princes Gandragupta II and
Skandagupta are seen bearing the epithet Vikramaditya

in their coins. We have also seen that the earlier Gupta rulers

I. In this work the authorship ofJyolirvidabhaiaaa, a book on astrology,

which must have been written in the ibth century A.D., is wrongly ascribed
to K&LidSsa, See A. W e b c r, ZDMG aa, 1868, 708S'. A mention, of the nine-
jewels is claimed to have already been found in an inscription discovered from
Buddhagay&. However, the inscription is now lost and Is known only from a
very doubtful copy of \V i 1 m o t and from its translation by Gh. W il k i n s

(As. Res, I, 1806, 384!?.). Wilmot seems tobave been a victim offorgery. Cf,

A. Holtzmann, Ubei den griechischen Utsprung des indischen
Tierkr-ises, Karlsruhe, 1841, p. i8f., ayff; Btihler, loc. cit. p. 78f;
Zachariae, Die indischen Worterbucher, p. t8f; Fleet, Int, Ant.
39, *90*. 3f-

a. Jacobi, ZDMG 30, 1876, 304f.

3 . Zachariae, loc. mt p. 6 and Btitriige aur indischen Lexiko-
gtapkM (Berlin 1883), p. 37.
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have had poetic, literary and scientific inclinations. In addition,

certain otiier conditions also present themselves making it pro-

bable that Gandragupta II was the Vikramaditya under whom
Kalidasa lived. His capital was at Ujjayini, with which we are

already acquainted as the native land of Kalidasa. It is not

wrong to assume, therefore, that in the epic Raghuvariiia diverse

references to Gandragupta II have been made^. In the same

epic Kalidasa calls the poet of the Ramayana a mythical sage of

a former age, who lived in another yuga, i.e. in a distant period

of human history. Wherefrom it follows that between Valmiki

and Kalidasa centuries must have elapsed. Further it was

long ago proved by J a c o b i® that certain astrological state-

ments that occur in the epics of Kalidasa disclose his knowledge

of Greek astrology and that the material from Greek astrology,

as found in the works of Indian astrologers, reached India in

the middle of the 4th century A.D. through Firmicus Maternus.

B u h 1 e r has shown how Vatsabhatti, the author of an

inscription dated 473 A.D., found in a temple of the sun at

Mandasor, otherwise an absolutely insignificant versifier, made
it his business to vie with the great poet, imitating not only his

style, but also taking many verses from Kalidasa for modelling

his own thereafter. If this be correct, it must be admitted that

Kalidasa, already in 473 A. D., had become an eminent poet.

Gonsequently the age of Kalidasa is limited approximately

between 350 and 472 A.D, the reign of Gandragupta II extend-

ing circa 375-413 A.D».

There are some scholars, who have come forward with

I. T. Bl o c h, ZDMG 6a, 1908, The objections against Bloch
raised by F.W. T h o m a s, JRAS igog, 74off., do not appear sound. How-
ever, it can never be strictly proved whether or not the poet had actually
meant the respective allusions. That Kdlidasa Jived during the lime of
Gandragupta II has been admitted also by Bhandarkar (Peep into the
Early History of India, JBRAS 1900, 440 f.. Reprint 44! ); A.B. Keith,
(JRAS igog, 433ff. ), P i s c h e 1 (KG aoi ) and R a p s o n (ERE IV, 88g ).

a. Monatsberichte dec Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften 1873,
p. 554ff- and ZD\IG 30, 1876, soaff.

[3. S, _K._De., HSL. p. tag is of the opinion *' it would not be
altogether unjust'hablc to place him roughly at 400 A. D. It is not un-
important to know that Kslid^sa shared the glorious and varied living and
learning of a great time ; but he might not have done this, and yet be the
foremost poet of Sanskrit Literature. That he had wide acquaintance with
the life^ and scences of many parts of India, but had a parti^ty for
Ujjayini, may be granted; but it would perhaps be hazardous, and even
unnecessary to connect him with any geographical setting or historical
environment”. ]
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the statement that Kalidasa lived under Kumaragupta towards

the end of the 5th century And since we know nothing

at all about the life of Kalidasa, and little about his age in spite

of everything, it is possible that he might have begun his

literary activity sometime during the reign of Candragupta II,

continuing it during period of the reigns of Kumaragupta and

Skandagupta®. He would then have lived approximately from

390 to 460 A.D. However, it too is equally possible that he lived

earlier (approximately from 350 to 430 A.D.). So, all that we

know ascertain is just that the fame of Kalidasa was well

established in the first half of the 7th century A.D., when he was

praised highly by the famous author Sana and also in an inscrip-

tion dated 634 A.D. he is mentioned as a famous poet®. For these

reasons, the opinion*, that had general currency earlier and is

still entertained by some researchers that Kalidasa lived some-

time in the 6th century A.D. does not seem at all probable.

The age of Kalidasa is controversial and there is no unani-

mity even as to the works that are ascribed to him. The number
of works ascribed to o n e Kalidasa is very large, but they are

I. Ibid. p. 18 ff., 34f. Cf. Ki el h o r n, NGGW 1890, astiF.

a. These scholars (Monmohun Ohakravart i, TRAS 1903, iSsff,}

1904, isSff.; B. C. M a z u m d a r, JRAS 1909, 73 iff! 5 B. L i e b i o h,

Indogerman. Forschungen 31, aoo), depend mainly upon the description
ofRaghu’s victory-march (digaj<^) in the 4th canto of Raghuvathia.
B a h 1 e r (Die indischen Intchriften etc. p. 8a ) has already warned ag^nst
any far-fetched decision on the basis of these stereotyped descriptions.

(Cf. also K.B. P a t b a k, Ind. Anl. 41, igta, 365 ff. ). The latest researches

ofA. Gawroiiski (The Digvijaya of Raghu and some connected problems
in Roznik Oryentaiistyezny. Polniscbes Arebiv fur Qrientalistik, Krakau
1914-1913) too prove that KalidSsa came to the court of Kumaragupta and
became the famous court poet under Skandagupta but these are not
convincing.

3. So E. Wi n d is c h, Geschichte der Sansktit Philologie (Grun-
driss, 1, I B),p. 175, note 3,

4. On this inscription from the Megafi-temple of Aihole, cf. Fleet,
Ind. Ant. 8, 1879, 3378., and Kielhorn, Ep. Ind. 6, i-is. K i e 1 h o r n
(Ind. Ant. so, 1891, p. s^o) has shown that it is probable that the authors of
the praiastis in the inscriptions of the 6th century A.. D and also that of
another inscription of Kambodia of the early 7th century A.D. were familiar
with the Raghuvathia.

5. A.F.R. H o e r n I e (JRAS 1909, 80 ff,; Ind. Ant. 41, 1913, 156)
has particularly set up an amusing hypot betical structure with the intention to

prove that Yaiodbarman, who defeated the Huns or had contributed to their
defeat '

(see above, p. 43 ), was the Vikramaditya of the tradition, under
whom lived K&lidSsa although Yaiodharman is seen nowhere to have
assumed the title of VirkramSditya.
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certainly not the output ofthe great poet^. Indisputably belong-

ing to the poet are the epics Kumarasainbhava and RaghuvaihSa,

the dramas Sakuntala and Vikramorva^iya and the lyric Megha-

duta and most probably also the drama Malavikagnimilra and

perhaps the garland of songs Rtusarhhara too.

As in the case of Kalidasa, so also in the case of most

other poets of fame, their age can hardly be determined with

certainty. Truly speaking we can directly say ; the more

famous the name of a poet in Indian literature, the more

uncertain his date. There have been many poets, who were

once famous, but we know nothing at all about them except

their names. Thus for example, Kalidasa has mentioned the

name of the famous poet S a um i 1 1 a by the side of Bhasa

among his predecessors; and in anthologies R a m i 1 a too is

mentioned, in addition to Saumilla (orSomila), beside BhaSa. A
work entitled Sudrakakatha, (probably a novel, that deals with

the story of king Sudraka), that we do not now possess, is
'

ascribed to both these poets^. Naturally we do not know whether

both of them were senior ^contemporaries of Kfilidasa or if

along with Bhasa they too are to be assigned to the pre-classical

period.

During the time of Vikramaditya, if the word refers to

Gandragupta II, also contemporaneously with Kalidasa, must

have been Matrgupta ruling in Kashmir. This Matygupta was

himself a great poet and a patron ofthe great epic poet Mentha

I. A lidt of the works that go under the name of K31idasa had been
given by M. Sashagiri Sa^tri in the Ind. Ant, I, 187a, 340 if. Cf.
A u f r e c h t, CC I, gg. The stanzas that are ascribed to Kalidasa in an-
thologies have be-m collected together by Th. A u f r e c h I, ZDMG 39,
1885, 306 if.; cf. T h o m a s 30 IT. The question of the date of Kfilidasa as
well as that of the authorship of the works ascribed to him is consequently
nnidered more dif&cull by th.; fact that many poets of later times assumed
the name "modern Kalidasa” (Navakalidasa, Abhinaviikalidasa, see Auf-
r c c h t, GC I, 24, aBo). Among the patjdhas the opinion current is that
there have been three Kalidasas, of wliom one is believed to have lived under
Vikramaditya, another under Dhojaand the third under Emperor Akbar (Cf.
Weber, ZDMG 22, 713; 27, 175 f., 182; Peterson, Subh. 18 if). The
compiler of Hariharavnli calls himself Akbariya Kalidasa (see Krishna-m a c h a r y a 12G ). [ Yudhisthira Mimarasafca, Sathsktta Vyakarapa ka
itihasa Part Ip. 26, depends on Rajakavivari^ana 24, q6 when he states that
the real name of the author of Raghuvaihia was H a r i ; e ij a, viho too
came to be known as Kalidasa.]

3. Cf. K o n o w in Festschrift Kuhn toGf. ; Peterson, Subll. I03f,

AVinternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, 4.
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(or Bhartrmentha, also called Hastipaka)^. A later Kashmirian

poet compares the style of Mentha with that of Subandhu, Eana

and Bharavi®. Rajakkhara says that Valmlki^ himself appeared

on the earth in the form of Mcndia : .and Kdhana reports that

Matrgupla was so much impressed with Mentha’s Hayagriva-
V a d h a (no more available) that he placed a golden key under

it, so that the brilliance of the book might not fade.

About Amaru, the most famous Indian lyric poet, we

can only guess that in matter of time he may not be regarded

as long separated from Kalidasa. The dates of the dramatists

S u d r a k a and Visakhadatta are quite indefinite. We
can hardly say anything about the famous epic poets B h a 1 1 i

and Bharavi or about Bhartrhari, the most distinguish-

ed gnomic poet, except that each of them had already become

famous before 650 A.D.®.

With V arahamihira, the astronomer and poet, we
come to a definite date for the first time. He died in 587 A.D.

In the second half of the 6th\century, there ruled in Kashmir

the King Pravarasena II*, the poet or patron of the

author of the Prakrt epic Setubandha, About the talented

story-teller and master of literary prose Daridin®, as about

1. Rajatai'atigiQi 3, 123 fif., 260!!. Verses of M&trgupta bave been
cited by Kalhapa (Rajatar. 3, 181), in Ksemendra’s Aucityalariikara

(Peterson, JBRAS 16, i6g; 176) and in antbol ogies. On his cotnmenlary
on the Natyasastra see above p. to. People have wrongly tried to identify

Malfgupta with KSlidasa. Verses of Mentha are presert'ed in anthologies.

Of. Aufre cht, 2DMG 27, 51536, 368; Peterson, Subh. 92 ff.,

ii7f.5 Biihl c r. Report 42;Stein, Kajataraiigipi, trans. I,p. 83f.

2. Madkha in Srikaolhacarita a, 53; [see S. K. De HSL, p 322.]

3. Bhatd says tevs ards tlie end of his epic that he lived under Sridhara-
sena of Valabhi. But there have been four rulers of this name, who ruled
between 495 and 641 A.D. We are not in a position to determine as to which
of them is meant by Bhatfi. Cf. D u f f, p. 308, and Hultzsch, ZDMG
72,1918, i45fr. Bharavi is mentioned in the Aihole Inscription (see above
p. 48, note 2) as a famous poet. Bhartfhari has been mentioned by I-tsing

in about 650 A.D. [ Cf. abo Yudhi^thira hRm^saka, SVI, p. 258. ]

4. Cf. M.A. Stein, BSjatarangipi, trans. Vol, I, pp. 66, 84f.

5. See above, p. 13, note i. According to a verse quoted in antho-
logies there Mete three well-knoMU works of Dandin (see Aufrecht,
ZDMG sj, 34). We know, however, only the work on poetics, the
Kavyadarla and the novel DaiakumSracarita. K. B. P a t h a k, JBRAS
so, 1898, 39) concludes from Kavy5d. 3, 114 that Dandin had written it

before 608 A.D. On the contrary, R. Narasimhachar (Ind Ant.
41, igi2, goff.), though he would h'ke to identify R^avarman, mentioned in
KavySd. 2, 279 with Rajashhhavarman and the latter again with Narasiihha-
varman II of KSnei, concludes that Da^dhi lived at the end of the 7th
century A.D. According toHari Chand, Kalidasa, p. 8of. he knew the
work of BSqa and should be placed in the first half of the 7th century* A.D.
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the second great prose writer S u b a n d h u^, we can

just guess that they belonged to the beginning of the 7th cen-

tury A.D.

We enter for the first time into strictly firm historical region

with the dramatist and king Harsadevaor Harsavardhana®

of Thanesar and Kanauj, who ruled from 606 to 647 A.D. We
know much more about his life and work than about those of

any other ruler of India, on the evidence not only of inscriptions

and coins, but also of the historical romance Harsacarita, in

which B a n a has described the life of his patron and friend,

and again nowise less definitely than the account of the

Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang, who travelled in India bet-

ween 630 and 644 A.D., lived for a sufficiently long time in the

court ofHarsadeva and received much honour from the king®.

We learn from his inscriptions that he did possess high literary

inclinations and that he was not only a patron of poets and

writers, but was himselfa poel^. Consequendy we have no ground

to disbelieve the Indian tradition and the Chinese chronicles

that remember him as the author ofmany dramas and ofBuddhist

hymns. After a thirty-seven years’ reign of bloody and successful

wars, he devoted the rest of his life to peaceful government of his

great kingdom, that extended over ahnost the whole of northern'

India, promoting and encouraging literature and science,,

establishing inonasteries and charitable institutions and doing

1 . Subandbu has been relerred to by Baua, and hence he could not be
of an age, later than Uie 7tb century A.D. According to T e 1 a n g (JBRAS
i8, 1891, i47ff. ) he lived at the end of the 6th and in the beginning of the 7th
century A.D., a point supported also by the great similarity of his style with

*

that of Bana. Haraprasdd S^stri (JASB i, 1905, 253 ff) would, on
the basis of an ingenious but perhaps risky hypothesis,, like to place him in the
beginning of the 5th centuiy A.D. From verse No. 10 of Vasavadatla, where
Subandhu complains that with the death of Yikramaditya poetry fell int
decay, it might be concluded that Subandhu wrote in a period wher^
Vikramidilya had already become a traditional patron of poets, and probably
that nearly 150 years after the death of Ghandiagupta II Vifcramaditya he
was alive. Ct. D. R. Bhandarkar, Ind. Ant. 41, 1912, p. i. For a
different opinion H o e rn le, JRAS 1909, 138ft., and G t a y, Vasava-
datta, Introd. p. 8 ff.

2. For short commonly called Harja or Siibarya too. He bore the
epithet Siladitya "sun of virtue”. Bapa (Harjacarita. introductory verses
i8f. ) calls him also Adhyaraja (rich king); see P i s c h e 1, NGGW 1901,
part 4J Thomas JRAS 1903, 830.

3. On Harsadeva, see Smith, Early History, pp. 335-356.

4. B U h 1 e r, Ep. Ind. i, 71 (An Inscription dated 63a A.D. ). I-tsing
(tram, by Takakusu, p. 163) too mentions that Siladitya was a lover of
literatuie.

*
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his best for the good administration of his empire. Towards

the end of his life he manifested a strong inclination for

Buddhism, which he, particularly under the influence of

Chinese scholar Hiuen-Tsang, came to patronize more and

more. During the age ofHarsadeva Buddhism, of course, spread

yet further in northern India, although Brahmanical and

puranic cults flourished beside it among the masses. It

is noteworthy that the grand’father of the king was a devout

worshipper of Siva, his father, an equally devout worshipper

of the sun, and his elder brother and his sister, followers of Bud-

dhism, while he himsc'f showed equal devotion to Siva, the svm

and the Buddha through construction oftemples and sanctuaries’-.

This attitude of Harsadeva towards different religious currents

of his time, as we have already seen, has found expression also

in his poems. He appears to have lived as a poet composing

Buddhist hymns towards the last days of his life.

To Har^adeva’s circle belongs also the lyrist M a y u r a,

who according to an uncertain trad’tion was probably the father-

in-law or brother-in-law of the famous court poet B a n a®.

M a g h a, the author of SiSupalavadha, must have lived,

in the second half of the 7th century- A.D., since his grand’-

father Suprabhadeva was the first minister of a king Varmalata,

( mentioned in an inscription of the year 625 A. D.
)
®. His

t

1. Hiuen-Tsang reporte also about a great conference held at Pra-
yaga, in which were discussed Ihe statues of Buddha on the first day, those of
the sun-gad on the second day and Siva’s on the third day. On the
fourth day alms were distributed by the king among so,000 Buddhist monks;
but on the following day the Brahmauas and holy men of other sects were
likewise honoured with costly presents. On Harjadeva as a writer of Buddhist
hymns sec Appendix to II, 267, transl. p. 377.

a, G.P. Q.uackenbos has made a detailed study about Mayfl-
ra in “The Sanskrit Poems of MayQra, edited with Translation, Notes and
an Introduction etc.” New York 1917 (GUIS 9)1

3- Of. F. K i e 1 h o r n, NGGW igo6, 143!?; JRAS igo8, 499£r.
£rlnisla is situated clo,se to Mount Abu, which, according to the inscription,

belonged to the empire of Varmalata. D, R. Bhandarkar (Ep.

g, 187 IT) seeks to pror-c that MSgha lived sometime in the beginning

of the 8th century A.D. as a contemporary of Jinendrabuddhi. K 1 a 1

1

(WZI^M_4, 1890, 6iff. ) regards Mhgha, on the basis of the anecdote
narrated in the Jaina PtabhSLvakacarita (sec above II, 335, transl. p. 519),
a contemporary of the poet Siddha (906 A.D. ). But Jacobi (WZKM
4, agfiff ) has shown that MSgha was certaioly quoted and imitated in the

0th centuryA.D. The anecdote is just one of the many exaiMles showing
how the Jainas draw all famous men into their stories. [ On Mlgha, see also

D.G. Bhattacharya,_ Ind. Ant. 46, 1917, and 19 r f. The lower terminus to

the date of Magna is fariiisly;d by the quotation from his poem by Vamana
and Anandavardhana ]
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homeland was Srimala in Gujarat. According to the statements

of the poet himself and anecdotes recorded by the Jainas^ he was

a son of a wealthy man and lived independently on his own.

The first ruler of Kanauja, about whom we hear after

the death of Harsadeva (647 A.D.), is Yaiovarman,
who sent an envoy to China in the year 731 A.D., and nine or

ten years later was deprived of his throne by Lalitaditya Muk-
tapida of Kashmir®. He was a patron of letters, and is him-

self known as the writer of a drama Ramabh^mdaya, and

verses are ascribed to him in anthologies®. In his court lived

the famous dramatist Bhavabhuti and the Prakrit poet

Vakpatiraja of the famous Gaudavaha, a disciple of

Bhavabhuii according to his own admission'*. B h a 1 1 a-

Narayana, the dramatist could not have been much
younger, as he is already cited by Vamana.®

With Bhavabhuti the golden age or the classical
period of Indian poetry may be considered to have come

to an end.

The Most Important Poets of the Later Centuries

Rajanaka R a t n a k a r a, the writer of Haravijaya,

Vakroktipaftcafika and a large number of verses ascribed

to him in anthologies, lived under the Kashmirian kings

I. The anecdote, narrated in MerutuAga's Frabandbacint^avi
(trans. by Tawncy, p. 48!!.) and in Ballala’s Bhojaprabandha, that makea
him a contemporary of king Bhoja, is however, unhistorical like many
other anecdotes nanaled in such works.

a. Gf. S m i t h. Early History, 378.

3. Peterson, Subh. 95!; Thomas 75!.

4. RajataraAghd 4, 144; GaUdayaha 799; cf. Shankar F, P a n d t,

Gatidavaha, Inliod. p. LXIV. According to Subha;itavali, he was a son
of Harsadeva, and, according to YaiastiJaka, he was thrown into prison by
Ya^ovarman and there he composed the poem; see F e t e i s o n, Subh. 115.

5. Venlsamhara 5, 15a cited in Kavyalariikaravrtti 4, 3, a8. Accord-
ing^ to tradition Bhatta-Narayaya was one of the' Kanauj Brahmaua’s
invited Co come to Bengal by Adisura, thus perpetuating a KuBna.Brahmaoas
strain in that region. With this accords well the statement that Bhatta
Narayava lived in the 8th century A.D. [ Cf. S.M. Tagore, Vetjlsaifaharp.

Nataka, preface and K r is n ana m a ch ar y a 95, 161. Kouow,
Das' indische Drama, p. 77, does not come to a de^te conclusion regarding
the age of Bhatla-Naiayaria, but believes that there is nothing that might
stand against the hypomesis that he lived in the second half of the seventh
century, AD. ]
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Gippatajayapida f826-838 A.D.) and Avantivarman (855-883

A.D.)^

At the end of the gth century and the beginning of the loth

century A.D., under the patronage of Mahendrapala and

Mahipala of Kan auj, there lived the dramatist Rajasekhara®,

who calls himself the teacher of Mahendrap^a and a contem-

porary of Krsna^ahkaravarman. Verses of RajaSckhara are

frequently quoted in anthologies ofwhich a large number written

on different poets is particularly important for history of litera-

ture, and these stanzas have perhaps been taken from a work

on poetics ascribed to him®.

In the nth century A.D., the city of Dhara in Malava

played a great role in literature. Here ruled King Mufija

(974-995 A.D.)S who was a great patron of poets, a lover of

literature, and a poet himself. He was succeeded by his younger

brother Sindhuraja Navasahasahka. We know Padma-
g u p t a, the author of Navasahasankacarita, as the court

poet of both. Much more famous as a lover of poets, is

Bhoja (
1018-1060* A. D. )’, nephew of Mufija. There

I. His verses have been translated by Aufrccht, ZDMG 36,

37aff Of. Peterson, Subh. geff; J a c o b i WZKM a, aiaff.j 5, 25
Rajataranginl 5, 34; V S, A p t e, Rijaiekhara, His Life and Writings, Poona
i886, p. i6f.; B a hi e r. Report 4aflf. and'S t e i n Rajatarabgipi, Trans.
Vol. I, p. ggf.

a. CbPleet, Ind. Ant. 16, xygff.; Kielhorn, Ep. Ind. i,

i88g,'i7i;Bh a 1 1 an a th a s V amin (Ind. Ant. 41, igia, 143) places

him between 884 and 959 A.O. From an iiucripdon we learn that he was
a distinguished poet of the 1 1 th century AD., see K i e 1 b 0 r n, Ep. Ind. i

,

x,a53f. According to H ul tzsch (lad. Ant. 34, 1905, 1778!.) R5ja^ekhara
was not a Br3.hnian[a, but a K^atriya and the teacher of Mahendrapala only
in fine acts. Mahendrapala ruled from 899 to 907 A.D , see D.R. B ban-
dar k a r, Ep. Ind. 9, 37. V. S A p t e, loc. cit. deals in detail about B £ja-

iekhara; Sten K o n o w, KarpGrainanjari ed., p. i73if. ; Thomas, SofiT.

Rajaiekhara has been quoted in the (ximmentary on Daiarupa, in the Saras-

vatlkapthabharapa of Bhoja, by Buyyaka, Kjemendra and Abfainavagupta
and in the Yaiasdlaka- of Somadeva.

3. See, however, above, p. 36, note 3. A collection of Ihese verses is

found in the introduction to the printed edition of Karpuramafijari in Km.

4.

Cf. Peterson,' Subh. loi; Karpuramafijari ed, p, igfif.;

Zachari ae GGA 1887, p. 89 A,

4. Yakpati II, Dtpalaiiija Amoghavarja, Pfthvivallabha and Siival-

labha too were his names. Cf. S m i t b, Early History 395. Perhaps many
of the verses ascribed to “Vakpad” in anthologies belong to this kingj see

Thomas 103.

5. "So also Smith, Early History, 395!. Gf. B U hi e r, Ep. Ind.' 1,

333fir. Vikramahkadevacarita, Intipd. p. 33, and- S t e' i n, B&Jatarfigivi
Transl., Note, on ,7, 190-193. The inscrip,tions of Bhoja are dated 1019 and
'lost; seeD.B, B h a n d a r k ar, .Ind. Ant. igis, soj. -Fo^ a list- of works
ascribed to him see A u f r e c h t, CC I, 418; II, .95,
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are a number of tales and anecdotes told about his love for litera-

ture and his generosity towards poets and learned men^ very like

the tales about Vikramaditya. There are many scholarly works

(on poetics, medicine etc.) and poems that are ascribed

to him^. Many of his stanzas are included in anthologies. It

is remarkable that we do not till now know of any important

poet by name to have in fact lived in his court.

In the nth and 12th centuries Kashmir became a promi-

nent seat of literature and science. In about 1070-1090 A.D. here

lived the poet B i 1 h a n a, son of Jyes^alcalasa, who won
equal fame as a writer of lyrical, epic and dramatic poems.

He left Kashmir during the reign ofKala^a (1C64-1088 A.D.),

probably in 1065, visited different courts in India, and

finally became a court poet of King Vikramaditya VI of the

western Calukya dynasty, for whom he wrote the Vikramah-

Itadevacarita® at a time when Har^a of Kashmir was still a

prince (between 1081 and 1089 A.D.)

.

In Kashmir there lived also the prolific writer K s e-

m e n d r a®, who has enriched almost all branches of literature.

He wrote epics and dramas, abridged the Mahabharata and

the Ram^yana, rendered the Kadambari and Brhatkatha into

verses, composed religious poems and didactic stanzas, wrote

works on poetics, prosody and politics, and did not spare even

obscene topics. Some of his books are dated 1037, 1050, 1052

and 1066. In his earlier years he was an ardent devotee of

Siva, but later got converted to Vaisnavism and followed the

dictates of the Bhagavata with ardour. Although he was not a

Buddhist, yet he had a heart, large enough, to adopt Buddhist

legends for his subjects.

A little junior to Ksemendra, between 1063 and

1. Cf. Aufrecht, ZDMG 27, 67E, Thomas 63®

a. Gf. R^jatar. 7, 938; Peterson, Svbh. 66ff. Pischel KG
808; Duff ia8; B U h 1 e r, Vihramaiikadevacarita, Introd. p. aoff.; and
Fleet, Ind. Ant. so, iff. 93!. gSSff., a8of, {- on the Chronology of
CSlukyas ).

3. On him, cf. B it h 1 e r, Report 45 ff. ; Peterson, Report
i88a-t883, p. 46f.; JBRAS, Vol. 16, Extra number p. 4ff.; Subh. a6fl.,

L e V i, JA 1885, s. 8, vol. VI, 397 ff., and Stein Rajatarafigini Trans.
P- 375f-. Two epics Muktavali and LavanyavatJ, the drama Citrabhirata

and a chronicle RajS.vali ( severely criticised for untrustworthiness by Kalhana
RSjttar. I, 13) are no more available.
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io8i A.D,, S o m a d e V a^, the master story-teller wrote his

famous Kathasaritsagara “The Ocean of Streams of

Stories”. Then came the poet Mankha,. under King

Jayasiriiha (1108-1149 A.D.) of Kashmir, who wrote an epic

Srikanthacarita®. Again, about 1148 A.D. K a 1 h a n a, the

greatest, nay, the only great historian that India has produced^

wrote his famous chronicle of Kashmir—the Rajata rang ini.

The court of King Laksmariasena of Bengal®,

who came to the throne in 1119 A.D., too developed into a

centre of poetry and learning. In his court lived U m a p a-

tidhara*, Dhoi®, Govardhana, and above all

J a y d e V a, the most famous poet of the Gitagovinda-
fame.

In the court of Kings Vijayacandra and Jayacandra of

Kanauj, in the second half of the lath century A.D., there lived

probably S r i h a r ? a, the author ofNaiiadhacarita®.
Here only the most prominent names have been enume-

rated. It will be shown, however, in the chapters, following,

dealing with the different classes of poetry, that beside these

numerous others continued writing even later than the 12th

I. Somadeva wrote his work for the purpose of diverting the mind of

Queen Suryamati, who burnt herselfwith her husband Ananta, who committed
suicide in 1081 A.D ! see Biihler, Ueber.daa Zeitalter des kaimiriseben
Dichters Somadeva, 'Wien 1885 (SWA).

. B U h 1 e r. Report 5off.

3. Cf. R. P i s c h e 1
, Die Hofdichtcr des Lak;mauasena (AGGW

39, 1893 and M. Ghakravarti, JASB N. S. a, igo6, igyff.
[
Accord-

ing to D.D. B h a 1 1 ac h a ry a, Lakymapasena was bom in 1119 A.D.
and reigned approximately from 1170 to laoo A.D.]

4. UmSpati or Umapatidhara wrote one CandracC^acaiita, that is no
more available. Numerous verses composed by him are found in antho-
logies; see A u f r e c h t, ZDMG, 40. 1886, I4af. Probably he is also the
author of a {loetical inscription of Vijayasrna, the grand’father of Laksma^a-
sena; see K i e 1 h 0 c n, Ep. Ind. i, sosff.

5. Dhoi (or Dhoyi or Dhoyika, with the title Elavir3.ja) has been
treated byM. Ghakravarti, JASB, N.S. a, 1906, isff.

. That the name of the poet is Sriharya and not H a r 9 a is

proved by the fact that in the colophons to the cantos of Naifadhacarita he
calls himself “Srihar^a”. At the same place he gives the names of liis father
and mother as Hita and MUmalkdevt and enumerates the titles ofmany of
his written works, ofwhich the philosophical Khai;i)ana-khavda>k]iSdya alone
Is extant. B -fr h 1 e r (JBRAS to, 1871, 3iff., 1874, a79ff.) on the basis of
statements in REja^whata’s Frabandhakoia has determined his age.
K.T. T e 1 a n g (Ind. Ant. a, 71 £f.; 3, 8iff.

) and Rama Frasada
Chanda (Ind, Ant. 4a, 1913, 83 f., a86f. ) doubt its credibility and like to
place the poet in glh or loth century A.D. Cf. D. R. B h a n d ar k a r, ibid
p, 83 n; P e t e

i

s o n, Subh. 1368 and Krishnamaebaxya 44fr.
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century, right down to the modern times, with more or less

recognition.

The Ornate Gonrt Epic

The ornate court epic of the classical and post-classical

periods derives its materials mostly from tales about old gods and
heroes, as they are narrated in the two popular epics and in the

puranas. Thus, for example, K a 1 i d a s a in his epic Raghuvaih^a
retells the story of Rama, whilst for the plot of his Kumara-
sambhavahe depends on the purapic myths^.

Of these two epics in all probability K um a ra-
s a jfr b h a V a®, “The Birth of Kumara”, is older. Kum^a is.

tlie name of the war-god Skanda, who, according to mythology,

was procreated by Lord iSiva for the purpose of commandeering
gods in their war against the demons. Gantos I-VIII how-
ever just describe how Umi., the daughter of the Himalaya
(hence commonly called ParvaG “daughter of the mountain”),,

won the affection of the terribly stern ascetic god Siva, practis-

ing severe penance, merely through sheer power of her youthful

beauty and succeeded in getting him as her husband.
At Indra’s behest Kama, the god of love, tries to disturb

Siva in his severe penance. In co-operation of his friend

Vasanta (the spring season) and his consort Rati (lust) he
starts on his errand in right earnest. Not only men and
gods, but even animals and plants are stirred under the
powerful awakening of the spring. (Ill, 39) ;

paryaptapuspastavakastandbl^alf sphuratpravalos{hamanoharSbkyab
1

,
*•, problems regarding both these epics of Kalidasa see

J a e o b 1 w OG V, Berlin 1881 11, a p. isgff.

a. Cantos I-VII translated into Latin and published by A. P.

p T English translation of the same cantos by
T 1

® Q ^ War-God, a Poem by Kalidasa, and
Ld. Lonc mt 1879) Gernjan translation of the Cantos I-VIII in prose by

Cantos Vlir-XVII were published

fn 7°*- In the same joirr,al was

ai9ff oatff mu I 74 ff. and Indian refutation) 3,

in Ns'p
editions of ail the 17 cantos with comment aries

ArnnaoSri^ft
Bombay 1906; cantos I-VIII, the commenlaries ofArupagin and Narayaija Gappati Sastri in TSS, Vo], gy, 32, 36,

translation of G r i ff i t h in March loig, wm pre-

W Theatre in London the story of Kumarasambhava in 1

8

tableaux by Indian ladies and children (As. Quart. Rev. N.S. 1,1913, p.sayl
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latSvadhubhyastaravopyaodpurvimmraSakhabhujabandhanani \ I

"Even the trees enjoyed deep embrace

From lovely creepers, their spouses,

Their breasts, the exhuberant clusters of anxious

blossoms.

With lips of sprouts,

And with twigs for arms”.

But, at the sight of the ascetic Siva the immovable,

absorbed in deep meditation, sitting on a hide of a tiger,

dressed in the skin of a black antelope, his head encircled by

snakes, a rosary suspended from his ears, his motionless eyes

extending upto the nose
—“like a cloud, not affected by rains,

like a lake without an inkling of a wave, like a lamp unstirred

by the wind” (111,44-48) ;-Kama becomes doubtful of success.

And then—there appears Uma in her full majesty and bloom

shows her reverence to fiiva. At this opportune moment the

god of love darts his arrows at Him. But the latter restrains

the awakening love, passing catches sight of Kama and burns

him with the flame of the third eye in his fore-head. Uma
returns home in despair. Canto fourth describes the pathetic

wails of Rati over the ashes of her burnt husband^. Uma,
now dresses herself in barks and takes to a harder course of

asceticism. Her penance rind pious devotion at last

touch the heart of Siva. There flow solicitations. Their

marriage is like that of human beings. Siva invites the

seven sages (Saptarsi) and Arundhati and shows her the

same respect as to the holy sages : distinction goes® not

to sex, but to character. VI, la :

tdmagmiravabhedena rmnlmscapaiyad Uvaral}
|

stnpumdnitycmdsthaisd vj'tlaiji hi mahitarn satdm )|

“With equal devotion gazed the Lord
At her, as also at the holy men,

Whether a female or male, to the great, that is the same®.

Since the fact is : it is onlytheconduct that is honoured”.

The sight ofArundhati, the examplar ofwoman’s faithfulness

to her husband, strengthens Siva’s desire for his sweet’hcart.

I. Translated into German by R.iickert: see Ruckert-Nachlese II
78ff.

a. A rare expression in an Indian home !
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At length he begs of them to ask of the Mountain for

Parvati’s hand for him, which they willingly do. The rsis

go accompanied by Amndhah, as “generally in such affairs

women have the aptitude (Iraye^awamvidke harje puramdhrir/am

pragalbhata—^VI, 32)”. During the marriage, that is described

in the canto seven, are performed a series of rites and cere-

monies, observed as even at a human wedding. And, when

the bridegroom enters into the capital of the mountain king,

people rush to the windows to take a view of the Lord of

Lords and of the couple^.

Then in the eighth canto follows the description of amorous

flings of the just married cotiple that discloses an accurate

knowledge of Kamasastra. The thoughtful fervour, the splen-

dour of images and the choice of expression do make us feel

that we are enjoying here a genuine composition of Kalidasa.

The poet describes how Siva’s spouse is at first bashful and

seems hesitant in surrendering herself completely to the

will of her sweet’heart. VIII, 14 : /

sasvaje priyamuronipi4‘iruirh prarthitam mukham anew naharat I

mekhalapranayalolatSm gatam kastamasya iithila/h rurodha sS, ||

“And now she embraced her sweet’hcart,

Pressing him hard with her lovely breasts,

Her face, however, she did not offer to him in response,

Though cajoled hard ;

Slowly she checked his hand.

Slowly and slowly moving, enticed to her girdle”.

One day Siva, lying indolently on a stone-slab in the hill-

side forest, just as the sun is setting in the west, leaning over

the breasts of his darling, describes the beauty of the sundown

and of the approaching night in such picturesque figures, as

we are accustomed to expect in Kalidasa alone. VIII, 45:

raktapltakapUaii payomuedth kotayah ktifilakeii bhantyamui.

draksyasi tvamiti samdhyaydnaya varlikdbhiriva sadhumariditdh ||

i._ The poet has borrowed here {VII, 56-69) from Aivagho;a, the
description of the scene in Buddhacarita III, 13-34 (see above II, 205, trans,

p.261); the picture of the lotus-faces of women, Bwing down looking
like red lotuses set into balconies (Buddhacarita III, ig) is taken in its

entirety intotbe Kumaras. (VII, 62). Eor the rest, however, in the matter
of presentation of details Kalidasa is independent. The fact that the scene
is takra over into Raghuvaihia (VII, 5-16 ) word for word shows that it had
a particular fascination for the poet.
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“Red, yellow and brown,

There yonder shine the crests of clouds,

Now the dusk is making them appear in their best.

Touching them to a finish,

Wishing my curly Love,

Just glanced that way.”

Kalidasa alone could see the evening glow whelmed by
the dark looking like a stream of liquidified red mineral under

lamala shades standing on its banks.

tamimath timiranrddhipt4itSrii 1

iailarajatanayedhunSstkitam \

ekatastatatamSlamSlimTft

pa^a dhalurasanimnagandva ||

Other Kalidasan pictures on view are when the west,

with its declining evening glow appearing like a red stripe

is compared to a field of battle touched off by a besmeared

bow (VIII, 54)’-, and, again, when the moon dispels darkness as

if his beloved, the night, were flicking back her hairs : further

again, when Siva kisses her face and in rapture she closes

her eyes like lilies of the night (VIII, 63). Ganto eight closes

I. The stanzas referred to here read and are translated as follows:

sSndhyam(iiiamU(dtsamSlapaih

rakialekhamapard uibharli dik 1

satnparajavasudhd saioriitaiii

tmndalSgTomva tiryagwijhilam 11

“The west is upholding the red line of the still remaining diminishing

glow of the evening, like the warfield, the crooked sword, that is besmeared

with blood and has been discarded”.

akgulibkiliva klsasaHiayam

saihnigiAya timiraifi markibhiA 1

kudmcdAttasarqjahuanaih

aimbaliva lajanfmukhajh Mi II

“The moon (looks}, as if kissing the face of the night, that has its lotus-

eyes closed, having caught hold of the darkness with his rays, like the lock of

hair with his fingers”.

samdivasaid^ikath sailgitiaslatm iambholf

iatamagmad[tSriiri> sSrdhamekS niitua 1

na iu suratasukhebkM^kinmtifOo babkSva

jvdana ilia samudraniargataslajjalaughaik 11

“There passed 150 seasons of Sambhu, who had his union equally dur*

ing the day and night, but his lust for amorous enjoyment did not diminish,

like fire that is inside the ocean, with heaps of water*'.
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wit a verse letting us know that although he had enjoyed 1 50

seasons in amorous sports, Siva’s time passed like a single

night, his craving for love, undimmed like submarine fire, never

extinguished even by ocean’s fathomless waters^.

Perhaps some stanzas or probably one canto in which

the birth of Kumara was described briefly and discreetly has

been lost. In that case Kalidasa would have hardly developed

the puranic myth of the war-god’s birth, a most unsuitable theme

for poetic representation, as some later hand has done in the

certainly spurious cantos IX-XVII. These cantos, net only on

account of their contents but also on account of their language,

can easily be seen as an interpolation®.

I. The genuineness of canto VIII has been wrongly questioned by
scholars. That it is wanting in many of the manuscripts (and consequently
also in the first printed edition

) is due to the fact that on religious, and not
perhaps moral, grounds people have been hesitant to regard as genuine the
highly profane description of the enjoyments of the divine couple. Rhetoricians
have been divided in opinion as to whether it is proper to describe this scene
from the life of great gods. Anandavardhana (Dhvsmyaloka, III, 6, p. 137,
Jacobi’s translation, offprint p. yfif.) thinks that it is definitely from the peu
of the poet and he even refers to that accordingly. The relevant portion
of the DhvanjJloka reads : ‘'mhSkavindm aJiyulUtmaihvatavifayaprasiddliasatii-

bhogaJjAgSranibanihanSd anaucHtyaih iaktitiraskiiafh grSmyatvena najnatibhasate yathd
hmdras^bhave devUmiibhogavar^nam”. “Even master poets have delineated
pasiiion among gods and yet impropriety docs not strike one as vulgar, because
the impropriety has been camouflaged by the poet’s genius. The dcscriptiun
of Parvali’a amours in the Kumarasaiiibhava is an explicit instance’ . A
different opinion is expressed by Mammata (Kavyapi^asa VII

}
who says

that it is outright improper for the poet to describe the arnours of one’s
elders. Vamana cites from this canto at two places in his poetics (4, 3, 33
and 5, a, ag ). The passage in KavyaprakSSa reads:

—

“ratisarhbhogaltAgdrarupd utlamadevatdvifayd na vartfanfyd,

tadvofifantah pitrop sambhogauarfianamiva blyanlamanmlatn" :

it has been translated by Gahga NathaJha as follows: “Love in the shape of
erotic enjoyment is not to be described with regard to the best Divine—this

description being as improper as the erotic delineation of the company of
one’s own parents."

a. Since Mallinatha too wrote a commentary on cantos I-VIII as
of K alidasa, what seems plausible is that the rest was added sometime after
him. Even Arupagiriuatha ( Sec Gapapati: TSS 37, Preface), who
came earlier, has commented upon only these 8 cantos. The great conformity
between the Kumarasathbhava and the Sivsuahasya of the Sahkarasarhhita of
the Skandapurapa is to be explained through the assumption that the writer of
the Sivoiahasya had utilized Kumaras, cantos I-VllI, as a tueans for tliis mis-
chief. Cf. Webe r, ZDMG 37, 179, rgoff. and Pandit. Vol, III, igff., Ind.
Streifen, III, p. 2:7!.; an f.; [ S. P. B h a 1 1 4 c h a r y a, Proceeds of the
Fifth Or. Con. Vol. I, pp. 43-44; S. K. D e. HSL. pp. ta6.] In the 14111
century A.D. the Jaina Jayaiekhara wrote yet another epic Kumara-
saihbhava (see Pet erson, 3 Rep. Extr. agiff.). Udbhata too had written
one Kumarasaihbhava (see above p. ig.)
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Another great epic of Kalidasa is the Raghuvath^a^,

“The History of the Family of Raghu”, in which the poet des-

cribes the life and achievements of Rama and also those of his

predecessors and successors. The first nine cantos are devoted

to the four immediate predecessors of Rama, Dilipa, Raghu,

Aja and Daiaratha; then in cantos X-XVI he describes, fairly

in agreement with the Ramayana, the career of R^a.
Kalidasa does not conceal the fact that he found his inspirations

in the great epic of Valmiki®. However, he does not let himself

off into a competition with the adikavl. He has narrated the

actual Rama-tale very briefly, so briefly that the cantos of

the RaghuvaihSa devoted to this theme are just a neat abridge-

ment of the seven books of the Ramayapa. On the other hand,

his genius has an entire range providing new opportunities

for originality, particularly in the cantos devoted to Raghu

and Aja.

Almost all the heroes of the solar race whose carreers and

achievements have been sung by Kalidasa are weal as kings.

All of them devote, as said in I. 8, their childhood to the

study of sciences, strive for worldly success in youth and in

old age, like pious hermits, resort to sylvan life for the

purpose of meditation. As rulers they extend the boundaries

of their empire and administer a noble and honest govern-

ment for the welfare of their subjects. They are of strictly

Brahmanical faith and solemnly observe all the religious

ceremonies of the states, holding the arch-priest in the highest

esteem. Such an ideal king among them is Dilipa, grand’son

ofVivasvan, about whom Kalidasa says (I, i8) :

—

prajanameva bhutyartharri sa tabhyo balim agraUt 1

sahasragunam utsraffum ddatte hi rasaifi ravih ||

I . Text with Latin translation published by A. F. S t e n z 1 e r, London,
183a. Of the Indian editions those ofShankar P. Panditin DSS, 1869-1874,
G. R.Nandargikar (3rd ed Bombay 1897 ) with Mallinhtha's com-
mentary, numeious explanatory notes and complete English translation in

prose deserve a mention. Ad. Fr. G r af von S c b a c k, Orient und Occident
III, Stuttgart 1890, has indeed given a beautiful, abridged and free German
metrical rendering. E.Leumanngivesa metrical translation of the first 3

1

stanzas in Festschrift Wndisch, p. 43 ff. and O. W al te’r, Mtineben-Leipzig

* 91 4> gives a complete translation in German prose.

a. To KSlidasa ValmBd is a sage offormer times, a contemporary of hia

hero Rama and fidikavi "or the first of poets” ( XI, 41)

.
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“For their welfare alone

He realized the taxes from his people,

Even as the sun draws up water

To return hundred times to the earth.”

Subsequently when Dilipa retires into the forest, his son

Raghu succeeds to the kingship. His famous campaign for

victory over the world ( digvijaya) is described in detail. All

the enemies bow down before him, so that he is able to per-

form at the end a Vi^vajit (all-subduing) sacrifice. He is

succeeded by his son Aja, in whose career the poet evinces

greater personal interest. He marries Indumati, the princess

of Bhoja. The ceremony of “self choice of husband”

(svayariivara) is described vividly. It is an elegant festive

asscmblv that we see. Afler the bards have recited the gene-

alogies of the princes, present. Indumati appears in her

nuptial role. She attracts the heart of everybody
;
each one

hopes for the best. Led by the concierge she emerges directly

into the circle of the waiting princes. But none of them

pleases her, and

satkariifi dipasikheva tatrauyam yam vyatijdya patimavaia sd 1

narendramdrgdllaiva prapede vivarnabkdvath sa sa bh&rrdpdlal} It

“Desirous of selecting her husband.

Whomsoever she passed by.

Turned colourless, like wmteh-tower on the king’s

highway.

At the approach of a glimmering lamp,

At night” 1.

But the moment she comes near Aja, her heart throbs

and after a show of maideiJy bashfulncss she throws the

garland about his nerk, thus selecting him for her husband.

After her marriage, however, the rejected princes leave

behind their presents and withdraw with a cheerful face,

concealing their feeling of disappointment "like clear lakes,

sheltering crocodiles in their depths” (VII, 30). On the

way home Aja is attacked by these disgruntled princes and
there ensues a bloody battle, the description whereof offers

the poet an occasion for many splendid similes. To him the

I. The comparison contained in this verse (VI, 67 ) of Indumati with
the glimmer of a lamp ( dipaiikha) has pleased the Indian poets so much so
that they remember the poet, on account of this simile, as the "DipaSikha-
Kalid3sa” (see Peterson, OC VI; Leiden 1883, III, a, 339 ff. ),
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battle field appears like Death’s drinking stall, where the

heads ofthe slain enemies are the fruits, their dropped helmets,

the drinking cups and the stream of blood flowing from

them, the liquor (VI, 40) . Then the poet depicts in beautiful

verses the ideal administration of Aja after his coronation, and

his happy family-life, that is blessed with the birth of a son,

Daiaratha. One day while the king is walking with his wife

in the park, suddenly a garland of heavenly flowers falls

from nowhere on the breasts of the queen and she drops

dead. The pathetic bewailing of the king on the demise

of his beloved wife (VIII, 44-69) along with the previous

description of the death of Indumati with flowers and the

following narration of how Aja too with a broken heart dies

is one of the gems of Indian poetry, such as since has long

been welcomed into German literature through the trans-

lation of Friedrich Ruckert. Here are quoted some

of the verses from Ruckert’s retranslation into English :

14. “pratiycjayitav}avallakisamavastkamatha satluewiplavdt
\

sa nindyanitdntavatfalak parigih)ocitamaiAamanganSm ||

“He, who had loved her so much,

Lifting her into his arms,

Carried her, like a lute.

Awaiting re-stringing

With breath while bearing her.”

43. vilalapa sa bSfpagadgadarp sahajamapyapahdya dhlratam \

abhitaptamayopi mardavarji bhajati ka hi kathd iarln^u.
1

1

“He lost his natural self-control.

And, with tears welling up, was sobbing violently,

His voice was diokedj

Even iron, when it is heated, becomes soft;

What to talk of animals that are corporeal beings.”

44. “kusumdnyapi gdtrasarhgamdtprabhavanfydyurapohiturh yadi
\

mbhavi^ati hanta sadhanamkimivdnyatpTaliaris)'ato mdhel} ||

“When even flowers, on account of contact

With hiunan body, can take away life,

Alas * What is then there, that cannot become

A deadly weapon in the hand cf Fate, when it is eager

to strike”.

45. athavd mrdu vastu hirhsituiji mrdunaivarabhate prajdniakafy
\

himasekavipattiratra me nalim purvanidarsanmyi gatd )|
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“Or it may be that only with a delicate weapon.

The ender of life undertakes to strike one that is soft;

An illustration thereof is seen in the lotus,

That is destroyed with the shower of frost.”

54. tadapohitumarhasi priye pratibodhena vifddamaiu me I

jvalitena guhagatcan tamastuhinadreriva naktamofodhlli l|

“Maycst thou, O Darling, rise again,

And make my grief vanish at once,

Like the plant with its blaze at night,

The darkness of the cave of the Himalayan mountain.”

55. idamucchvasitdlakam mukhath

tava vihdntakatharh dunoti mam I

niii suptamivaikapankqjam

viraldbhyanlarasaipadasvanam ||

“But thy face, with its shaking hairs.

That has ceased to converse, pains me;

Like the unitary lotus at night.

That is closed, and the bee no more hums in it.”

66. grhi^i eacivap. sakhi mithal} priyansyd lalite kalavidhau \

karumvimukhenamrtyundharatd tvdrh vada kiihnamehrtam II

“Mistress ofmy house, advisor, a lady friend,

A pet disciple in fine arts.

The pitiless Death, that has deprived me of thee.

What has he not taken away from me ?”

He does not ascend the pyre with his wife, not because

he hopes to live, but for fear of the scandal that people

will say “Being a king, he was so much aggrieved that

he died with his wife 1”

pramaddmanusamsthitahhed nrpatik sannitivacyadariandt II

The teacher is able to offer him only feeble consolation,

and he desires to live further only for the sake of his son.

When the latter becomes capable to administer the afifairs

of the government, Aja voluntarily lets himself die of

stravation to be reunited with his beloved in the heaven.

The following cantos (IX—^XV) closely agree in

contents with the Ramayana. Here Kalidasa shows his

.skin chiefiy in descriptions. The successors of Rama are

just briefly described in cantos XVI-XVIII, All the same,

they too are ideal kings.

Winternitz—History of Indian Literature Vol. Ill, 5 .
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A noteworthy exception, however, is King Agni-

var^ia, who has been described in canto XIX. This ruler

devotes only a little of his time to the affairs of the state

that he has entrusted to his ministers, whilst he wholly

enjoys his youth in the company of women. Day and

night he wastes his time in lust and sexual pleasures, without

troubling in the least in the interest of lus subjects. When
they want to see him, he shows them his arm, having

stretched it through a window of the palace. Like a butterfly

he flies from flower to flower. He runs unsatiably after

sexual pleasure. He considers the moment in which he

does not rejoice the company of women as lost^. Due
to his licentious character he loses his health. Consump-

tion brings his life to a premature end before a son is

born to'him. But his first queen is then pregnant and the

ministers allow her to be consecrated as Her Majesty. The

heat of tears that the widow sheds at the death of her

husband is cooled with the coronation-water poured over

her head from the spouts of golden jars, and she carries on

the administration on behalf of her unborn child, concealed

in her womb, like a corn-seed in the womb of the earth,

and whose birth is anxiously awaited by the people.

With this the canto XIX comes to an end; but it is impro-

bable that the poem too ended with it. In case the birth of the

prince had been described*, it could be said to have ended

happily. With the text, that is available, not only does the poet

leave us in uncertainty with regard to the fate of the successors

of Agnivarna, but the epic ends really tragically, a thing which

is against the practice of the Indian poets. Likewise the benedic-

tory stanza, in which Indian poetry usually ends, is wanting.

I. It seems KSlidasa tries to demonstrate his knowledge of the science of
love, KamaSutra, in this canto. Winternitz expresses his inability to be
so enthusiastic as J.J.Meyer (Translation of the Daiakumafacarita, Intro-
duction, p. 197, note), who says ; “The canto XIX of the Raghuvamda offers

an outstanding picture, executed with classical serenity and Indian ardour,
of an Indian Don Juan in his character of a mighw dare-devU and wordly
man, in whom an ingenious gracefulness is natuial. The canto belongs to
a work that is most excellent on the whole, abounding in beautiful passages,

but is so tragic towards the end”. R. S c h m i d t, Liebe und I^e in aUen
und modemen Indien, Berlin 1904, p. 134, gives a German tr»islation of
canto XIX, 1.57.

g, As is the case inv. Schack’s translation against of the twt.
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Whether more cantos or only pairs of verses are lost to us—both

being possible—^we are not able to take a decision^.

The fact that both of the epics of Kalidasa belong to the

most famous productions of court-poetry is proved not only

by the frequent references to them in works on poetics, but

also by the large number of commentaries that exist on each

of both the works. There are more than 20 different commen-

taries on the Raghuvaihsa and not less than 33 on the Kumara-

saihbhava*. The epics of Kalidasa surpass all later epics in

matter of simplicity of language and scrupulous avoidance of

subtlity.

Among the many works that are wrongly attributed to Kali-

dasa is found also the Prakrit epic Ravanavaha (The Killing

ofRavana) or the Setiibandha (Construction of the Bridge)®,

that describes in an elegant style the Rama-legend from the expe-

dition of Rama for rescuing Sita upto the death of Ravana (in

fifteen cantos.). Probably the author of this work is Pravara-

senall of Kashmir or one of his court. poets*. Dar.(Jin (KavyS-

I. Vit^hala^astrin testified in i866 that the descendants of
Kalidlisa then 'living at Dh^ra possessed a6 cantos of the Raghuvaihia (Pandit,

Vol. i,p. 141 ), vfhibt S h an k ar P. Pandit had heara about it iti 1874
(Raghuvaiiiia £d., Preface, p. 15) that somebody in Ujjain possessed cantos
XX-XXV of the Raghuvaihsa. But tillnow nothing has come to light about these

cantos that are claimed to have existed before. The commentaries too know only
ig cantos. Hlllebrandt, Kalidasa, p. 4s, considers the last two cantos
(XVIII and XIX) as spurious, simply because they appear to him of little

value and devoid of taste. But since Mallinatha has commented upon these
cantos. Winter nitz does not consider them as spurious, especially because
Hlllebrandt has not refuted their high antiquity. [G. Kunhan Rsja,
Annals of Or. Res., Madras, V, Part a, pp. 17-40 attempts to question the
anthenticity of the entire second-half of the Raghuvamia, starting with the
story of Daiaratha; but the argument advanced by him is not convincing.

]

a. Of. A u f r e c h t, CC. s. w. and Nandargikar, Raghuvaihsa ,

Ed,, Preface, p. a6.

3. Prakrit and German, published hy S. Goldschmidt. With a
word-index by Paul Goldschmidt and the editor, Strasshurg 1880-84.
Of.W e b e r, Ind. Stud. 18, 413 ff., 447 IF. With the commentary of RSmadasa,
published in Km. 47, 1895.

4. From B&pa’s Har^acarita, Introductory verse 13, Peterson
(Kkdambari, Intr. p. ) first of all concluded that Pravarasenawas the writer
of Setubandha. It is also possible that he was-simply a patron of an unknown
poet. Gf. L d V i, Thdatre Indien, App. p. 58 and see above p. 49; K o n o w
KaipQramafijari, p. 194 ff. [WK—Pravarsena was of the Vakataka family’
a grand’son of Gandragupta II, identified with Pravarasena II of Kashmir
[ thus also Keith, HSL, 97 ] . It was even supposed that the poem was
composed by Kalidasa on the occasion of construction of the boat-bridge over
the Vitasta (Jhelum ) by Pravarasena 11 (see Rajatarahgipi, III, 358)? Gf S.
L d V i , Theatre Indien, App., p. 585 K o n o w , Karpuramafijari in HOSj
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darSa I, 34) refers to the Setubandha as an example of a work

written in Mahara§tri, the most elegant Prakrit dialect. In any

case its importance lies more on the linguistic side^. The style is

unusually bombastic, full of far-fetched similes, puns, alliterations

and long compounds, sometimes covering entire lines. In spite

of all sorts of artificiality and affectations in style and language,

the work, in any case, exhibits extraordinary perfection. It must

be conceded that in many places the work shows real poetic

skill, as near about the place where Rama warns the ocean, for

example, V, 34:

—

naoan a saranibbhi^o balaamuhavikuakesarasadugghao I

uddhSio rasanto visatthapasutta kesariova satmddo II

“Bellowing, now the ocean stirs the sub-marine fire,

Like a lion that roars and shakes his mane,

With anger, after he is aroused from deep slumber,

Having been pierced through by an arrow.”

It is a matter of inquiry as to why such an epic was written

in Prakrit. In style and artificiality it is similar to Sanskrit

epics, and it is difficult to believe that the readers of these poems

were differentfrom those of written in Sanskrit had. More than any

Sanskrit epic, it presupposes not only a cultured, but also a very

learned general public. From this it may be possible to presume

that in the court of Pravarascna, Sanskrit had an inferior recogni-

tion to that of Prakrit. But it seems more probable that the poet

just wanted to demonstrate that all the difficulties of language

could be overcome in Prakrit too, and that all the devices of the

Kavya-style could be employed there as well”.

Another work, that is frequently attributed to Kalidasa is

Vol. 4,p. i04f. F. G. Peterson (JRAS, igaS, p. yasf.) considers the

statement of R&madasa (on I, 9 ) that K&Udasa wrote the poem to be correct.

The colophon at the end (Km. cd. ) describes it as the joint work of Pravarsena
and Kalidasa. See also S. Krishnaswami Aiy angarin Ashatosh Mem.
Vol., p. ijaf. It is not probable that a poem should have been
written in Kashmir of all places. S. K. D e , HSL, p. l ig thinks that the date
of Pravarsena is unknown and that probably he may have reigned in Kashmir
in the 5th century A. D. ]

1. Cf. Pischel, GGA, 1880, 331 if. and Granunatik der Prakrit
Sprachen, p< la, [transl. p. it.]

a. In any case, it is noteworthy that up to the period of the reign of
Akbar the Great (1556-1605) this work continued to interest the people.
RshnadSsa wrote his commentary in i^g6 A. D. under orders of Akbar,
and Akbar’s son JahXngir got a Sanskrit translation of the Ravapavaha
prepared,
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Nalodaya^, although, on account of its style it could not have

belonged to a great poet. We nowhere find in Kalidasa such

artificial metres, such fine rhymes and such a work of art-

istically developed kavya-style as are presented by this poem.

The epic describes in four cantos the well-known tale of Nala

and Damayanti “in so artificial a form that to turn an Iliad into

sonnets would be a child’s play compared to it’’®. The poet shows

extreme fascination for internal rhyming (yamaka)* and allitera-

tion. Perhaps the writer of the Nalodayais Ravideva, son of

Narayana, who wrote also (as is often the case with Indian poets)

a commentary on his own work. Ravideva is the writer of also a

small poem of 20 stanzas, Kavyarakjasa or Raksasa-
kavya®, upon which too he wrote a commentary likewise, and

what is composed in the same style, a work that in the matter of

lack of taste and in euphemism is similar to the Nalodaya and

like-wise is attributed to Kalidasa®. We, however, know nothing

more about Ravideva or his age®.

Here we must make mention of a poet who is frequenly

referred to in Indian tradition as a contemporary of Kalidasa,

1. Nalodaya, Sanscriticum carmen Calidaso adscriptum una cum
Fradschnacari Mithilensis scholiis ed. latina uiterpretatione...., instruxit F.
B e n a r y, Berolini 1830, Nalodaya, accompanied with a metrical translation

by W. Yates, Calcutta 1844. In German (reproduction) by Ad. Fr.

G r af e n von S c h a c k, Stimmen vom Ganges (Stuttagart 1877), p. sig-
280 .

1

cf. Bhandarkar, Report, 1883-84, p. 16. A. R. S. Ayyar,
JRAS, 1925, pp. 263 fF. attests Vasudeva as the author also of Yudhi;thira-
vijaya, Tripuradahana and Saurikathodaya.]

2. Friedrich Kllckert in Jahrbiicher fdr wissenschaftliche Kritik
i 829,_ p. 536. Rdckert, ibid, p. 536 IT. has described the metrics and art of
rhyming ofNalodaya and has translated a portion of canto II, ibid, 183 z. Nr. i

(also in Rfickert-Nachlese I, 253 ff.) . Cl. also W. Y a t e s in As. Researches
20, 1836, p. 135 ff.

3. See also above p. 18.

[Keith, CSL, pp. gyff, doubts Ravideva’s being the writer of the Nalodaya,
that he considers as having been written by Vasudeva. ]

4. Published by A. Hoefer, Sanskrit Lescbuch, Berlin, 1849,
p. 86 ff. and byK, P. P a ra b, Bombay 1900; annotated and translated into
Italian byF. Belloni-Fillipiin GSAI ig, 1906, 83 £f.

5. P i s c h e 1, ZDMG, 56, 1902, 626; 58, 1904, 244 f. Gf. W e b e r,

Ind. Streifen II, 15; Peterson, Report IV, p. CV; 3 Reports, pp. 2o,

334 ff.; Bhandarkar, Report 1883/84, p. 16.

6. According to P e t e r s o n, JBRAS 17,1889, p. 69 note, Nalodaya
was written in about 1608 A. D. [ It is wrong. It was not Nalodaya,
but a commentary on it, that R^ma R|i., son of Vyddhavyasa, wrote in ,1608
A, V. Peterson; 3 Reports, p.' 29 f.].
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i.e., Kumaradasa, whose epic Jan akiharana’, that narrates

the tale ofRama upto the time of the kidnapping of Sita. Tradi-

tion ascribes the authorship of the poem to a Ceylonese king

Kumaradasa (5 17-526),who may have been a friend of Kalidasa.

But there arc many indications that go to support the view that

this poem of mediocre merit is of a later date. [ “It is really

beyond question that he knew the Kaiikavrtti (c. A. D. 650),

while on the other hand he must have been known to Vamana
(c. , A. D. 800), who censures the use of khalu as the first word,

found in Kumaradasa, and cites a stanza which in content and

form proclaims itself as unquestionably a citation from the lost

part of the Janakiharana. Finally, he was probably earlier than

Magha, who seems to echo a verse of his. Raja^ekhara, the

poet (c. A. D. 900), asserts his fame :

—

jSmklkaranaih kartwh raghuvarnse sthite sali \

kaoUi kumaradasaica rd.vaij.ascayadi ksamalj II

“No poet, save Kumaradasa, could dare sing the rape of Sita

•when the RaghuvaihSa was current, even as none, but Ravana,

could perform the deed, when Raghu’s line existed’’®. Who-
ever might have been this Kumaradasa, he, in any case, had

imitated Kalidasa®, without being able to attain his standard

even remotely. He is much 1 ess referred to than Bharavi

and Magha, and his style is most analagous to that of Kalidasa.

In the AihoJ 2 inscription (634 A.D.) ofPulake^in II beside

Kalidasa is mentioned Bharavi as a renowned poet. [ As regards

his age all that is known is that he must be placed much earlier

I. For a long time Janakiharana W35 known only in the “Sanna”,
i.e., the Singhalese word-for-word trar^ation of the original. It had been
published for the first time bvG. R. Nandargikar ( Bombay 1907 ).

[
Other editions are of Haridasa Saslri, Calcutta 1893; canto XVI, ed. by

L. D. B a r n e 1 1 from a_Ma1ayalam MS in BSOS, IV, p. 285 f., (Roman
text) to which addl. readings have been furnished from a Madras MS by S.

K. D e , in BSOS IV, p. 61
j

f. ] The text ofNandargikar's Kumara-
dasa and his place in Sanskrit Luerature, Poona 1908 was not accessible to
Winternitj;. The poem has been dealt with by J. d’Alwis 1870; Zachariae,
Besz; Biitr. 5. 1880, p. 52, GGA, 1887, p.gs; JBRAS P e t e r s on 17, 1889,
57 IF" and Subh, 24 f.; E. L e u m ann, WZKM 7, 1893, 226 £f.; F. W.
Thomas, JRAS rgoi,

_ 253 ff,; A. B. K i e t h, ibid 578 ff. The work is

often quoted in antholmies, sec Thomas 34 ff., who gives “seventh
century'* lu his date. [See S. K. D e , HSL, pp. 185 ff. Only this much is certain
that Kumaradisa is older than Rajaiekhara, who mentions him.]

,

[s- RiethjCSL, p. tigj G.R.Nandargikar, KumSradasa,
His place in Sanskrit Literature, Poona, jgoS. ]

3.' Cf. O.W a 1 1 e r , Obereinstimmungen in. Gedanken, Vergleichen
und Weudungen bei iaJischen Kunstdichtem, Leipzig 1905, p. 18 ff.
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than 634 A.D. ] In Indian manuals of poetics he is always in-

cluded among the greatest poets. His epic Kiratarjunlya^,

according to the unanimous verdict of the Indians, belongs to the

best type of classical poetry. The theme of the 18 cantos of the

epic consists of the story of the battle of the hero Arjuna with the

god Siva, who assumed the form of a Kirata®. But the narration

is not of any importance whatsoever. The real importance of

the poem lies in interlaced descriptions, magnificent metaphors

and similes and mastery in handling of the language, that reaches

its highest point notably in canto XV. Here we find, e.g. verses

in which only particular consonants occur (thus XV, 5 only

r, I and i or XV, 16, in which there is no consonant other than

«), verses of which the two hemistichs have the same reading, but

they give different meanings; then there are stanzas, in which

each foot reads similarly, whether read from the beginning to the

end or from the end to the begiiming. Although these verbal

gymnastics, like the devices of an acrobat, can no more inspire in

us a feeling of admiration,we come across many splendid sketches

in the description of nature that exhibit the genious of a true poet.

For example we may refer to the beautiful description of the

autumn in canto IV®, to the lovely bathing scene in canto VIII*

and to the description of the setting of the sun and of the advent

of the night in canto IX. Here we find beautiful pictures, when
for example, the poet says:

—

amsupai}ibhiratlvapipSsul}, padmajarh madhu bhriarh rasayitva I

ksibatSmiva gatap kfitimefyamllohitath vapuruvaha patangafy II

“It seems as if the extremely thirsty sun, having

excessively drunk with the hands of his rays the honey

I. A good edition with the commentary of Mallin&tha has been
published at Bombay NSP (6thed., igoy). G. Schuetz, Bielefeld 1845 bas
translated the first two cantos into German. A complete German translation by
C. Cappellerin HOS, Vol.ig. [Only cantos I-III, with the commentary of
Citrabhanu,cd. Gaiiapati Sastri, TSS. igi8. On the austensible
relation ofBh^ravi and Dandin, sec S. K. D e in IHQ,, I, igag, p, gif., Ill,

tga?! P- 396! Harihara S a s t r i in IHQ, III, igay, p. i6g f., who would
place Bharavi and Dandin at the close of the 7th century A. D. ]. Walter
loc. cil. p. 34 (T. shows that Bharavi was influenced by Kalidasa. Kir3.tarjuniya
has been cited in the Kalika (K i elh or n , Ind. Ant. 24, gay}.

3 . Mahabharata g, gg f,; see above, Vol. I, p. 393, transl. p. 947,

g. Translated into German by M. Haberlandt in “Wiener
Landwirtschaftl. Zeitung” i88g.

4- VIII, 37 ff. translated into German by E 11 c k e r t in .TahrbU-
chcr fur wissenschafd. Kritik, 1831, p. 15 f. (also in Rueckert—^NacMese,
I, 365 IT.).
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extracted from day-lotuses, has got intoxicated and desirous

of getting to earth looks to wear a reddish body” (IX, 3),

or when he compares the rising moon with a silver bowl

brought for the purpose of coronation of the god of love

by the night comparable to a beautiful woman (IX, 32)

;

sathvidhdlumabhisekamudase manmathasya lasadathhijalaughalj, I

yaminwanilayd tatacihnafy solpaio rajatakumbha ivenduj}. II

“For Love’s coronation the lady-night raised aloft

the moon with his shimmering sea ofbeams and his spots

full in view, like a sliver bowl decked with lotuses.”

The Indians indeed rejoice most at the most far-fetched

and most seldom similes. They have, therefore, given our poet the

epithet “Sunshade—^Bharavi {Catapatra bharavi)“ because at one

place he compares the lotus-pollens scattered from a cluster of

lotuses by stormy wind with the goddess Lak§mi reflecting her

image in a golden sunshade^.

The Kiratarjuniya served as model for M a gh a ’s epic the

Siiupalavadha®, that is likewise esteemed as one of the most

important pieces of poerty. [The usually accepted date ofMagha
is the latter part of the 7th century A.D, But what appears

as fairly certain is that the lower inmost limit to his age is provid-

ed by the quotations from his poem by Vamana (c. 800 A.D.)

and Anandavardhana (900 A. D.), In a stanza found in the

SiSupalavadha, he says that his grand’father Suprabhavadeva

was a minister of a king Varmala {v.v. 1 /. Varmalata,

Dharmanabha, Dharmanatha and Nirmalata), of whom an
inscription of c, 625 A.D. exists. But this date and identification

of the king have not been proved beyond doubt.]®

Magha attempts to surpass his model Bharavi in

[i. utpkdlasManalinwanMamwfmSduddhiltalL sarasijasaritbhavab paragalf
\

vatyabhiniiyati viuarlilab samanlSdadhatte kanakamqydtapatralakfmfm U
The proper tramlation will be:—The pollen that has issued forth from

the lotus of the lotus-cluster growing on the yonder piece of land, full of
blossoms, whirled about in the sky by the wind, assumes the beauty of an
umbrella of gold. {V. 39)]

Gf. Peterson, OG VI Leiden, III, a, 339 ff.

2. Edition with the commentary of MaUinktha in NSP, 5th Ed.,
Bombay 1910, German translation (in prose

) of cantos I-XI of C. S c h u e t z,

Bielefeld 1843. Extracts translated by C. Cappeller, Stuttgart, 1915.
( Complete German translation according to the commentaries ofVallahhadeva
and Mallinatha-H u 1 1 z a c h , Leipzig, igag ],
'

’

tS- Clf.5.K.De,HSL, pp.i88ff.]
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each one the devices and affectations of subtlety^. Like

Bharavi in canto IV of the Kiratarjunlya, Magha tries

to show his skill in metrics in canto IV of the Siiupalavadha.

Whilst Bharavi has used only 19 different types of metres,

Magha uses 23 of them*. Again like canto XV that is

devoted to the description of the battle and shows artificiality,

alliteration and play of words at the most in the Kiratarjuniya,

Magha introduces in his canto XIX, that is devoted to

the description of the battle, more and more similar complicated

devices. Here we find verses that give a second meaning when

read from below, ofwhich the syllables which read according to

different devices form all sorts offigures in zigzag way, in a circle

etc., and verses in which only particular consonants occur, c.g.

the formidable verse.

jyntijojijijijjdji tatk tatatitaiatitut I

bhabhobhlbhabhibhdbkdbk&rdrdrirarmraral} 1

1

“Then the warrior, winner of war, with his heroic

valour, the subduer of the extremely arrogant beings,

he who has the brilliance of the stars, he who has the

brilliance of the vanquisher of fearless elephants, the

enemy seated on a chariot, started to fight” (XIX, 3),

In case it was Bharavi’s endeavour to eulogise Siva, Magha

pursues the religious objective of extolling Vi?nu. He too has

drawn his material from the Mahabharata, and that from the

section on the slay of SiSupala by Krsna®. The poet, however, is

not entirely dependant upon the legend as he finds it in the

Mahabharata. His main interest lies in descriptions and

sketches, that get into motion with predilection towards the

erotic domain; nevertheless the subject-matter itself has in the

least to do with erotics. Almost half of the twenty cantos of the

ractant epic has nothing to do with the proper story.

The second canto offers the poet an opportunity to

display his knowledge of nxtidastra, the science of politics.

Here we find several nice aphorisms. Thus for example
II, 44

I. Gf. J a c o b i , WZKM, 3, i88g, lai ff., 141 ff. [ E. H u 1 1 z s c h,

ZDMG, 73,1918,; p. 147 shows that he had used also the Bhattik^vya. ]

[a. Gf. BeUoni-Phillip i—^La Mctriradcgli Indi, Firenze, xgia,
ii- P. 55-‘> ,14 e i t h, HSL.pp. 130-31;J ac o b i, Ind. Stud., XYH. p.444f. and in

Verhandl.- des V or. Gongress, p. 136 f. ].

3. Mahabhar. II, 33-45; see above I, 387, trans. p. 341.
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anyada bhusanath puthsah ksamd lajjevayofitah I

pardkramak paribhave vaiyatyam suratesviva ii

“Otherwise, patience is decoration of a man
Like bashfulness of a woman;
But it is heroism that adds lustre to man
"When in disgrace, like shamelessness

In amorous sports to a woman”.
or as II, 86

ndvalambate daistikatSm na niadali pauruse |

sabdarlhau satkaviriva dvayaih vidvampeksate I)

“Not exclusively on Fate,

Not wholly on his own manhood,

Does a wise man depend absolutely,

But upon both of them, he does rely equally,

Like a good poet, on both, word and meaning”.

In the matter of selection of his similes Magha tries to

be as much original as possible. Thus he (II, 18) compares

the drops of sweat of Balarama’s body, that became reddish

on account of his anger towards his enemy, with the

stars that appear in the red sky of the evening. The
Indian literary critics, however, call thepoet “Bell-Magha”^

because of his extraordinary sketch in IV, 20, where he

compares a mountain with the setting sun on one of its

sides and the rising moon on the other to an elephant,

having one bell hanging from the back on each of his sides.

Magha is also a master of play of words and in the use of

expressions having two meanings. In canto XVI there

appears a messenger of Silupala and delivers to Krsna his

message that is purposely so worded as to bear two

meanings—^the same stanzas offer an humble apology

expressed in courteous words and constitute an impudent

declaration of war at the same time*.

But the chief credit of Magha lies in the sphere of erotics.

I . Ghant^maghn ;sce Peterson, OC VI Leiden III, a, 339 ff.

[Cf. Malati Sen. COJ. I, 58 ff,).

a. For example XVI, a:

—

abhidhdya tadd (adapr'ffath iiJupdhmtSajfiiih parath gatab I

hhaeamhitimah, saimhatt sorufah hariumt^efya mdaandm II

“SisupSla, having merited your displeasure, in deep regret (in high
anger) seeks eagerly (fearlessly) to come before you and pay due homage
(slay you)”.]
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The Indian poets cannot fully describe a city without depicting

in glowing colours the beauty of the women living in it, and the

description of the seasons, of the evening or of the morning helps

them in describing the activities of the heroines. Our poet takes

all these to the extreme point.

When he describes a campaign and a military camp

(canto V) he does not forget to describe the troop carrying

|the queen in a chariot and the women of the harem, who
are riding horses and donkeys, to bring before our eyes

the women who fall fast asleep in their tents on account of

fatigue and to tell us how the courtesans are dressing them-

selves for reception ofmen. We follow not only the warriors

and the elephants even into their bath but also the women;
and the poet describes how “water gathers in the deep

navel cavities of women, how it is checked back by the

high embankment of their hips, how then, producing lovely

music, it glides over the banks of their firm breasts and then

slowly flows about” (V,29). This sort of thing may appear

unsavoury to the people of the West, but it has certainly

delighted very much the Indian readers and listeners.

Likewise in canto VI the description of all the six seasons

that present themselves in the form of beautiful women, one

after another, with the intention of pleasing Vi?nu appears

to the people of the West far-fetched; but the poet has

thereby created an opportunity to show his skill in

erotic description. To the western mind it appears

hardly appropriate, when in the following cantos the

Yadavas are reported to be walking with beautiful

women in the forest and bathing with them in the pond
instead ofmoving into the field of battle. But the poet

utilizes the background of the forest and of the pond
for the purpose of repeatedly bringing in erotic descriptions

of the thighs, that are as stout as the trunks of elephants,

of the heavy hips, of the tight breasts, that are like full

pitchers and jumping foals at the same time (VII, 73)
etc. of beautiful women. When lastly (at the end ofcanto
VIII) the brilliant-rayed sun-god sees how the Yadavas
burst forth in splendour of perfect beauty on account of
their bath in the pond, he too wishes to plunge in the
water of the Western Ocean. And this gives him the de^ed
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opportunity to describe the sunset and rising of the moon

in canto IX. But the moon enflames the god of love, and

we see again the young damsels preparing themselves for

reception of their lovers and sending their eyes and their

female messengers of love (IX, 55). Then the advent of

the night o'ffcrs him the welcome opportunity of describing

the preliminary orgies of love preceded by a carousal in

canto X. But “these people continue to scratch and bite

each other when they love one another”, as already

remarked by R u e c k e r t. X, 72 :

—

bihupidanakacagrahanabhyamahaUna nakhadanianipdtaih 1

bodhitastanusayastatutundmunmirmla iiiiadaih vifame^ub II

“By pressings of the arm and tearing of the hair,

By inflicting wound with the nails and the teeth.

The god oflove, slumbering in the delicate bodies ofwomen,

Is aroused, and he rubs their bright eyes”.

But there remains no doubt that he had studied treatises

on love. Magha compares the voluptuous sounds and other

noises of the enjoyment ofsexual pleasure with the words of

Kamasutra (X, 75). Next later in canto XI the early

morning and the awakening from the night of love are

described, and the poet again turns towards the military

events. But here too, the poet does not describe the entry

of Xr^na into the city of Pandavas (XIII, 30 flf.) without

depicting in detail the conduct of the women of the city on

this occasion. That he is able to describe the horrors of a

battle too is probably shown by several verses in canto

XVIII. Yet these descriptions read rather as those of a

man who draws the picture according to his imagination

without having ever seen a battle-field.

In the manuals of poetics Magha’s Si£upalavadha is quoted

very frequently^, from which we can see, as to the extent to

which the Indian scholars ofpoetics held him in high esteem.

Magha has been most zealously imitated also by Raj ana k a

Ratnakara, son ofAmrtabhanu, whose epic Haravijaya* in

I.
_

Cr. J a c o b i , WZKM 4, i8go, p. *36 ff., and G. Gappeller
in Festschrift Kuhn 394fF. [ On Magha’s scholarship in other branches of know-
ledge, Sec E. u 1

1

z 3 c h in Festgablc Garbe, p. 78 ff., and Magha’s
Sl^upalavadha, ins. Deutsche uebertragen, p. V. ]

a. With the coniinenlaiy of R^naka Alaka published in Kni. aa,
1890. R, S c h inj d t . WZKM ag, 259, n. deals with the book from lexicogra-
phical point of view.' [ On the author see p. 53. ]
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50 cantos reveals a thorough study of the SiSupalavadha^. The

theme of the poem is the defeat of the asura Andhaka [who

was born blind of Siva himself, regained his eye-sight by his

penances and became a menace to gods
] by Siva. But the poet

utilizes the opportunity of introducing all the descriptions prescri-

bed in a kavya and of displaying his knowledge of nitisastra (in

cantos VIII—^XVI) as well as of KamaSastra (in canto XXIX).

In the description of a battle (in canto XLVII) a

hymn to the terrible goddess Durga (Candistotra) has been

inserted. Another work of the same poet is VakroktipaScasika or

“Fifty Stanzas with Vakroktis” (speeches with two meanings,

play of words)*.

[Ratnakara tells us that he wrote his Haravijaya under the

patronage of prince Gippacja Jayapl(^a (832-44 A. D.), and we
learn from Kalhana that he was prominent under Avantivarman,

who began his reign in 855 A. D. Hence this furnishes us with

information about the age of this writer.

Under the same king Avantivarman, lived the Buddhist poet

Sivasvamin, the author of the epic Kapphii^abhyudaya*
written on the model ofBharavi, Magha and Ratnakara. The
theme of the epic is the legend of the Avadanaiataka of

Kapphina, a king of the South, who is an enemy of the king of

Sravasti but becomes a Buddhist convert. ]

Another poet, who took Magha as his model, is Jaina

Haricandra, who has described the life of Tirthaihkara

Dharmanatha in a great epic (in21 cantos) Dharmaiarma-
bhyudaya*. Since he has imitated also the Gaiidavaha of

Vakpati he must have lived after the 8th century A. D.

The extant court ornate poetry being learned poerty too is

shown more significantly by nothing than by the epic Ravana-
vadha(“TheSlayofRava9a”)of the poetBhatti, commonly

I. Jacobi, loc cit. a^o ff. Ratnakara himself says that he has
imitated Sana. K. H. Dhruva, WZKM 5, iBgi, 95 ff.

9. Published with the commentary ofVallabhadeva in Km.,
Part 1

,
loi, 1 14. G. Bernhcimer, ZDMG 63, igog, 816 ff. gites

samples from this work. Ratnakara is the author of one Dhvanigathapafijika.
Both the works have been cited by Ruyyaka.

.[ 3. See Report on the Search of MSS., Madras, i8g3-g4, p. 49 ff. Of.
T h o m as, Kavi. p. 1 1 1 ff. ; K e i t h , HSL, 133'f. ; S. K. D e, HSL, p. 390. Ed.
Gaurishankar, Punjab Univ. Or. Pub. Ser., Lahore 1937. ]

4. Published in Km. 8, 1888; see J a c o b i, WZKM, 3, 1889, 136 ff.
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designated as Bhattikavya^, an epic in 22 cantos, narrates the tale

of Rama and tries to illustrate with examples the rules of gram-

mar and poetics at the same time. The poem is divided into four

parts (katidas),of which the first part (=cantos first-fifth) seeks to

give examples of miscellaneous rules of Panini’s grammar andthe

second one (= cantos VI to IX), those of its main rules, whilst

in the third section (=cantos X to XIII) the most important

alamkaras* are illustrated and in the fourth the uses of tenses

moods are explained. Moreover, it is sufficiently significant that

Indians always hold Bhattikavya as a work of poetry in high

estimation and include it among their classical poetical works,

and in fact it fully deserves the name of a “mahakavya”.

Besides, it is considered as authoritative on questions relating to

grammar®. The writer himself says at the end (XXII, 33 f.).

dipatulyali prabhandhoyam iabdalahsanacakfusam I

hastddaria ivdndhdnSth bhavedvyakara^adrte ||

v^akhySgmyamidaih kdvyam utsavafy sudhiyamalam I

hatd dumidhasakSsmin vidvatpriyatajid mayd ||

“This work is like a lamp for those whose eye is grammar,

but it is like a mirror in the hand of the blind for the people

witnout knowledge of grammar. This poem can be understood

only with the help of a commentary; then it is a feast for the

j. That is to say "Bhatti’s poem”, as also the Siiup&Iavadha, is often

called “MSghakavya". The Bhatiiiavya has been published with the oldest

commentary Jayamahgala of Jayamtdgala by Govinda Sbankara ShSstri

Bapata in NSP Bombay 1887, and with the commentary of Mallinatba by K.
P. Trivediin BSS 1898. The cantos XVIH-XXII have been translated into

German, by C. S c h U t z
,
“FUnf Gesange des Bhattikavya” in the Bericht

ilber das G)^nasium in Bielefeld 1837. P. Anderson, JBRAS, 3, 1850, p.
30 if. gives some probes of a poetical translation of the beginning of the poem.
The first four cantos with English commentary have been published by V. G.
P I a d h a n , Poona, 1897. [Ed J. N. Tarkaratna with the commen-
taries of Jayamahgala and Bharatamaliika in 2 vols, Calcutta 1871-73;
(Reprint 1808): cantos I-V in Sanskrit and English, cd. Kunjalal
Nag, Dacca, 1894. ]

2. It cannot be decided with certainty as to the authority that Bhafti
follows in this section. In the matter of sequence of alaihkEras^ he seems to

follow Udbhata’s AlaihkfirasaihgTaha (accordmg to T r i v e d i in his edition,

vol. 11, notes *p. 9). Kane (Ind. Ant. 1912, p. 208) places him between
Da;;d^ and Bhamaha. Bhattikavya has been cited by Ruyyaka. We do not

know if a conclusion is to be drawn from the bha;ailesa (puns, in which the

same verses are to be read once in Sanskrit and once in Prakrit.) in canto XII).
[But Anondavardbana furnishes one oi its examples. Cf. S. K. De, Poetics, I,

p. 50 fr.;HSL, p, '183;] The oldest manuals on the AlathkaraiBstra do not
mention this die;a.

3. Bhatti 's frequently cited parb'cularly by the grammarian Kramadi-
ivara; seeZachariaein Bezz. Bmtr. 5, 1680, 33 if.
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learned. Since I am concerned only with experts, in this poem

I hope to have disappointed the ignorant”. The fact, that there

exist 13 different commentaries on the Bhattikavya, gives

testimony to the authoritative nature of this work. The name
Bhatti is a Prakrit form for Bhartf. This must be at the root of

the fact that sometimes the author of this epic is identified or is

brought in close relationship with Bhartrhari, the gnomic poet

and grammarian^.

The Bhattikavya is not the solitary epic in which the aim

of the poet has been associated with that of the grammarian.

Asimilar work is Ravanarjuniya (or Arjunaravaniya)*, a

work mentioned as iastra-kavya by Ksemendra, and therefore,

belonging to a period earlier than the 11th century A. D., (of

Bhaumaka)*, well-known in Kashmir. It is a great epic (maha-

kavya) in 27 cantos. The fight of Arjuna Karttavirya against

Ravana, following the story narrated in the Ramayana (VII,

31-33), forms the theme. But the chief purpose of the work is

to illustrate the rules of Panini’s grammar'*.

r. Bhatti is mentioned as a son or half-brother of Bhartrhari. Many
of the commentators directly call tlie author Bhartfhai i, son of Sridharasvamin

.

The names Bhatta^&min and Bhartrsvamin too are given. ChronologicEilly
(see above p.50 ) it is possible that Bhatti may have been a relation of
Bhartrhari, O'. K ane, Ind. Ant. igi2, p. 128.

[The author of the Bhattikavya tells us that he wrote it at Valabhl
under Sridharasena. (This stanza has not been commented upon by
MallinStha ). But there have been four kings of this name, the last ofwhom died
in A. p., 641 , and all that we know is that he must have lived before this period.
The time of all of them is posterior to 495 A. D. Therefore, the earliest period
in which Bhatti could have lived cannot be before the 5th century A. D.

B.C. M a j u m d a r, JRAS, 1904, p. 306 f. has suggested that our
author may have been identical with Vatsabhatti of the Mandasor inscription,
but this suggestion lacks all plausibility. SeeK e i t h

, JRAS 1909, p. 435 and
also Hultzach, ZDMO, LXXII, 1908, p. 145. Although the work was
known to Bhamaha, this fact helps us little in determining the age of Bhatti,
since the age ofBhSmaha is equally uncertain. ]

a. Published in Km. 68, igoo. [ It is cited also under the r,sanf.

yyo?aor Vyos^avya. Gf. K.G. Chatter ji, IHQ,, 7, 1931,686 and
Zachariaein ZII, g, 1933, p. 10 if. ]

3. The author is designated also as Bhattabhauma or Bhattabhima
or BhUma or Bhtoaka. Cf. T r i v e d i , loc. cil., Introd. I, p. X f.

4. The work has been cited in the K^lika. K;emendra in the
Suv;;ttatilaka

, III, 4 refers to it as an example of Kavyaiastra (Manual of
Form of Poetry).

. , . . [ editors of the work do not agree with the hypothesis that it is
Cited m Kaiika See S. K. D e, HSL, p. 336. ]
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A mention may here be made of Kavirahasy a^, “Mystery

of Poet” of Halayudha [ 10thcentury]®, another work of thd

same type, that is primarily grammatico-lexical and secondarily

a peom. It is a kind of lexicon of roots (Dhatupatha), in which'

the forms of (he present tense of Sanskrit verbs are illustrated.

At tlie same time it is a metrical panegyric to King Kr§naraja

111 of the Rastiakuta family who ruled in about 940-956

A. D. in the Deccan.

Hemacandra too wrote his historical epic Kumara-
palacarita for illustrating iheniles of his own grammar VI
[ and he devotes its twenty cantos to Sanskrit and eight cantos

to Prakrit]®.

It is remarkable that the authors of the court-epics hardly

have had the ambition to invent new themes. The old myths

and heroic legends are used again and again in newforms. In fact

their ambition is just to be able to show that they can dress the

well-known and often-dealt-with themes in a new garb, Lolim-
baraja (c.1'00 A-D.], who might have lived in the court of the

south Indian king Haiihara, a contemporary of King Bhoja^,

treats of the legend of Krjna in his epic Harivilasa® in five

cantos, of which the third is devoted to descriptions one of the

seasons and the fourth, to that of God Krs^ia. Ksemendra in

the Da^avataracarita® extols the incarnations of Vijriu.

Here one small canto is devoted to each one of the ten incan-

I. Published in both the recensions by L. Heller, Greifiwald
tgoo. Cf, Bhandarkar, Report 1883-84, p. 8 f., ; L.H e 1

1

e r,

Halayudha’s Kavicahasya, Diss., Gottingen 1894; Z a c h,a ri ae , Die
indischen Wditerbiicher, p. a6.

, ,

. [Keith, CSL p. i8.]

3. See below p. loi. In. the 18th century was written yet another
grammatical epic, the NaksatramSlla, by TripStbJ Sivarkma
(published in Km. partV, 1888, 105-115). Of unknown antiquity are the
two poems Vasudevavijaya of a poet VSsudeva twho
probably lived in the court of King Vikrama of Calicut in Kerala] and
Dhktukhvya by t Narayana Bhattahari] (pubh’shed in Km.,
PartX, 1894, 52-231), in which tht legend ofKes^a is ‘narrated, and at the
same time the rules of Pacini’s grammar and DhatupStlta are illustrated.

[Cf.K.R.Pisharoti, BSOS , Vol. V, 4, 1930, p. 797 ff. ]

4. Cf. Pandit, Vol. II, p. 78 f.; W e b e r , Ind. Streifen HI, aio, A.

3, and Kr j s bn am ach a ry a, i20.

5. Published in the Pandit, Vol. II, 79 ff. loi ff., and in Km.,
Part XI, 1895, 94-133. The K($na legend h told also lntheGopalalil.a
ofRamacandr a(bomi484 in Tailinga ), published in the Pandit,Vol.VI.

. Published in Km. 36,1891. On BuddhSvatara cf. A, Fp u c h e r,

lA, 1892, s. 8, t, XX, i67ff., and J .J. M e y e r , Altindische Schelmenbucher
'I p. SOCXIII f, where the passage IX, 24 ff, has been translated into german'.
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1

nations (Fish, Tortoise, Boar, Man-lion, Dwarf, Paraiurama,

Rama, Kr§na, Buddha and *Kalki) . In canto IXBuddha appears

as Krsria personified and the Buddha-Jegend is changed into a

Visriu-legend. In the case of the two other extant epics of

Ksemendra, Bharatamafijari and RamayanamanjarP,
the contents of both of the epics have been made accessible to

the reader in a convenient manner; but as remarked by S.

L^vi®, the poems are deprived of all beauty. Two centuries

later (c. 1250) Jaina Amaracandra® further wrote

Balabharata®, an abridgment of the Mahabharata, that like

an ornate epic is dmded into cantos (sargas), but at the same
time follows the division into parvans as in the old epic. The
poem, that was written during the period of reign of Vi^aladeva
of Anhilvad (1243-1261), shows high degree of versatility in

the use of metres.

[Amaracandra, whowas a pupil of Jinadattasuri, wrote
also the epic Padmananda® in 19 cantos, in which he has
described the biography of the firstJina R?abha in ornate style.

In another work, Gaturvirhsatijinendrasaink§ipta-
caritani®, he briefly describes the biography of all the 24
Jinas. In this poem the author wholly follows Hemacandra.’]

On one hand, old poems have been abridged, and on
the other, famous prose works have been rendered into verses.

[
* The word used by W. is Karki, an error for Kalki ]

I. Published in Km. 65, 1898, and 83, 1903 respcaively.

,
JA, 1885, s. 8, t. VI, 420, Ldvi postulates the very probable

ny^thesis that the two works can be described simply as ‘‘poetical exercises**
as Ksemendra in the Kavikauthabharapa recommends them to the beginner^
poets. Since ^aratamafijari and DaSavataracarita are respectively dated 1027

Ids early a^
Manjaris may have been written by the poet in

S-. Known also under the tides AmaTacandrasuri, Amarapandita andAmarayaU. The poet is the -writer of works on poetics and prosody loo,

4 - Published in the Pandit, Vols. IV-VI and in Km. 415, ,804. D° ® translated it into modem Greek (Athens 1847 ). Of W e b e r'ZDMG ay, 1873. tyo ff., Ind. Streifen 3, at i if.

» / w e o e r,

[5. Ed. H. R. K a p a d i a, GOS, 58, 1933. ]

[6. Ed.H.R.Kapadia, 00^,58, 1932.]

tA7.
*• 1,°" ‘jj biographies of other Jinas, see above II p., trans. S04ff.We

^

may here add also Munis u vr a t a- K a vy ar a t n ed. TSS.

Winternitz—History of Indian Literature III-8.
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Thus the poet Abhinanda^ son ofBhatta Jayanta, composed

in the 9th century an epic Kadambarisara® on the basis ofSana’s

novel “Kadambari”.

But the Indian poets have succeeded in composing much
more difScult poetical pieces. Thus the poet Sandhyakara
Nan di wrote an epic Ramapalacarita*, in which

each stanza is to be taken as having two meanings : and in fact

one of these meanings relates to the hero Rama and at the

same time the other to King Ramapala, who ruled over Bengal

in the 11th century A. D. This poet was outdone by two

other poets, each of whom tried to compose a great epic, in

which the story of the Mahabharata and of the Ramayapa
are contained in such a manner that each individual stanza is

capable of being interpreted as having two meanings, ofwhich

the one set narrates the story of the Pandavas and the other,

that of Rama. Of these two works, the older one is the

Raghavapandavlya or Dvisandhanakavya* of the

Digambara-Jaina Dhananjaya, who wrote it under the pen-

name Srutakirti between 1123 and 1140 A.D®. Different from

it is the Raghavap3.ndaviya* of a poet, who apparently

calls himself M adhavabha^t a and is better known by the

He is called also Gau^abhinanda. His great great grand’father
Saktisvasnin tvas a minister ofthe Kashmirian icing Mnktapida (€99—^sjA.H. ).

In a stanza that is attributed to him he mentions the poetR&jas^ara as his con-
temporary. Another Abhinanda, son ofSatananda [orBengal] probably
of the Qth centuiy A.D,, composed an epic Ramacarita, that narrates the
story of RSma from the beginning upto the abduction of SUa. [ He calls his

patron Harivar;a and Yuvaraja, who is perhaps Ifing Devapg.la (about 815-854
A.D.)]Gf. Biihler, Ind. Ant.a, 1873, ioaff;Thoma8, p.ao, Wedo
not know as to which of the Abhinandas is mentioned to be as reputed as
Kalidasa in a stanza (Aufrecht, ZDMG 37, p. 4; SaraAgadhara VIII,

5, where Acala and Amala are added)

.

[Ed. R. S. RamasvAm! Sastri Siroma^i, GOS 46, 1930.
Cf, also H. G. Roy, Dynastic History of Northern Iirdia, I. p. ago ff and
also Introd. p. XX in the above-mentioned edition. ]

. Published in Pandit, Vols. I, II and in Km. 11, 188B. Kjemendra
too wrote one Padyakadambaii, ”K3dambarl in Verses", See I. S c h 6 n-
b e rg, K^emendras Kavikanlhabharapa, p. 6.

3. Published byHarapraskda^astri in the Memoirs of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, g, igro, pp. 1-56 Cf. Ep. Ind. IX, gai f.

4. That is to say "The Poem with two Interpretations”.

5. Cf. K. B. F a t h a k , JBRAS ai, J904, iff., Bhandarkar,
Report 1884-1887, p. 19 £ ; Th. Zachariae, Die indischen Worterbiicher,

p. V} ff. The poem has 18 sargas and has been published with a commentary
m theKm. 49, 1895.

. Published with the commentary of Saladhara in Km. 8a,
The poem has 13 sargas.
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name Kaviraj a^. His patxon was Kamadeva of the Kadamba
family (1182-1 197 A.D. ). The poet boasts that except Bana and

Subandhu nobody is equal to him in the use “crooked langu-

age” (vakrokti). To the same category belongs also the

Raghavanaisadhiya® of Haradatta suri, whose time is

not definite. [The writer’s father was Jaya^ahkara and he was

of the Garga-gotra]. In this epic too each stanza has two mean-

ings, ofwhich the one relates to Rama and the other to Nala.

The Nala-tale has repeatedly been worked upon by poets.

The most famous one is the Naisadhacarita® of the poet

Sriharsa[ son ofHira andM^alladevI, who wrote it probably

under Vijayacandra and Jayacandra of Kanauj in tlie second-

half of the 12 century A. D.* ], that by the Indian literary critics

1. Kaviraj?., “Prince of Poets”, is a title that the Indian poets have too

often assumed. \Ve cannot trace any chronological clue from the occurrence of

a kavirSja (for example in Vamana’s KavySlamkaravrtti, 4, i, 10). That our
poet is called also Kavirkjasiiri or KavirSjapapdita, in any case, appears to

indicate that kavirkja had become a proper noun. Cf. K. B. F a t h a k

,

IBRAS aa, 1905; Bhandarkar, Report 1884-87, p. ao and P i s c h e I

,

HL, p. 37 ff.

a. Published with poet’s own commentary in Km. sp i8g6. There
exists also one Rslghavapapdav ayadavlya of Cidambara,
in which each stanza permits of three interpretations, and which reproduces

the stories of the Ramayana, the MahSbh£rala and the BhfigavatapurSpa; see

A uf r e c h t, CC 1 500; II, 117; [ Madras Catalogue, XX, p, 78 ag f.; also

P. P. S. S a s t r !, Tanjore Catalogue, VI, 3709. V epkatadhavarip’s
Y adavaraghaviya tells Rama’s story, but when read backward gives

Kr^a’s tale (Madras Cat. XX, 7956; K e i t h, HSL, p. 138) printed in

Telugu charactera, with the author’s own commentary at Vidyataraftgipi Press,

1890. Yet another work of the type isParvatlrukminiya (Des. Cat. of
Sans. MSS in Govt. Or. MSS. libra^, Madras, Vol. XX, 7779179, No.
1 1606). It handles the stories of marriages of Siva and F&rvati and of

Kffna and Rukmiii!.]

3. Without any apparent reason the poem has been divided into two
halves, Forva- and Uttara-Nai;adhacarita(I-XI and XII-XXIl). An edition of
thefitst half by Fremachandra Fapi^itawith his own commentary
appeared in Calcutta 1836, an edition of the Uttara-Nai?adhacarita with the
commentary of Narayapa by E. S 5 c r in Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1835. A
complete edition with the commentary ofNarayapa also in Bombay NSP. 1894,
gth ed. 1959. W. Y a t e s , As. Researches, Vol. ao, and part, Calcutta 1839,

p, 318 ff. has given a good account of the book.

[ Ed.JivXnandaVidySsagara, with Mallinatha’s commen-
tary, a vols, Calcutta 1875-76; ed. K. L. V. S k s t r 1 and others with the com-
mentary ofMallinUtha (1-XlI), in two parts Falghat, 1994; ed. Nityasvarupa
Biahmacari with commeataries ofNarayapa, Bharatamallika and Vaih^Iv-
Sdana(I-III only), Calcutta 1999 30; Eng. transl. with extracts from eight
commentaries (VidySdhara, Capdtlliapdita lianadeva,
Narahari, Vilveivara, Jinaraja, Mallinatha, and
NarSyapa) by K, K. Handiqui, L^ore 1934. besides one
G&rltravardhana too wrote a commentary on it. ]

4. Btthler, JBRAS, X, 31 ff.; XI, 97961.
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is usually named beside the epics of die classical poets Kalidasa,

Bharavi and Magha as the last of the series of master works of

the ornate court epic. It is a great epic in 22 cantos that narrates

the story of Nala in a most eleborate style. Indeed, the strong

distinction between early popular epics and ornate court

epics can hardly be brought to one’s mind better than when

he compares the simple narration of the story of Nala and

Damayanti in the Mahabharata, that appeals and delights

us even to-day through its ingenuous representations and

simple but forceful language, with the poem, full of bombastic

expressions, of Sriharsa, who strives simply for utilizing all the

niceties of the Alariikara!53stra for overcoming all the difficulties

ofprosody and also for bringing to light of the day his

profound knowledge of mythology and mastery over the

Kama^astra. In any case, it cannot be deniedthat he commands

mastery over language and metrics, is an adept in making up

poetical game of words and that he has good many imageries in

his pictures of nature.

Whilst ornate poets are mostly satisfied with apply*

ing themselves to fabrication of play-of-words for the

purpose ofshowing offtheir linguistic talents Sriharja

knows also sometimes to apply them in places

where they are regulated internally from the

context. The four gods assume the form of Nala

for the purpose of causing confusion in the mind
of Damayanti at the time of selection of her

husband. Now the poet (XIII, 3 ff.) lets Sarasvali,

who presents the courting princes to Damayanti, to

introduce the five “Nalas” in stanzas, each of which

has two meanings, one referring to Nala and

the other to each one ofthe gods, who are concealed

in the form ofNala. A beautiful instance is when the

the poet says:— (XXII, 40)

dhmntasya tsna kriyamS^ena dvisa^ iasi variianayaiha rusiaff I

udyamupaloki japSruJfosrirnarSdhipmdmnayecchm II'

"After Nala has described the night, he brings

in the description of the rising of the moon,
where he says that the moon, who has become
red on account of anger caused by the description

in a number of stanzas of “his enemy, the
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Dark’” outlined by Nala, and for the purpose ofcon-

soling him Nala straightaway begins to praise the

moon “rising in japa-beauty“*. But how tasteless

and pedantic it is, when the poet (in canto VII)

describes the beauty ofDamayanti, and brings before

us her eyes, to which he has devoted nine stanzas, her

nose, that is described inone stanza, her lips, praised in

six stanzas etc. downup to the toe, and does not spare

one single member ofthe body ! And in the 22 cantos of

the epic he does not succeed in carrying the narrative

up to the description of happiness of the newly mar-

ried couple. The poet ends his poem in a description

of the moony night in a conversation between Nala

and Damayanti.

It is clear how little has the poet strived for the story itself

and how very much for bringing in linguistic niceties. The
following anecdote shows that there is no unanimity among the

Indian critics with regard to the merit of this poem:

—

When Srihar§a had finished his Nai§adhacarita he show-

ed it to his uncle Mammata, the author ofKavyaprakala.

After the latter went through it he expressed his regret

that he had not seen it earlier, since when in his poetics

he wrote the chapter on the faults of poetry he had to take

great pains in finding out examples from a large number

of books. So had he known about the Nai?adhacarita in

right time, he would not have the necessity of going beyond

this work, in which he could find an example for every

type of fault*.

Apparently in the 13th centuryA.D. thepoetKr 9 i.iananda

not only wrote a commentary -on the Naijadhacarita, but also

L I. The words used by W. “seines Freundes, des Dunkcls”, are

evidently wrong for “seines Feindes, des Dunkcls”. Keith too commits the

same error (HSLp. 141 ).]

[ a. W. has "rosenroter Schouheit”. But jnpa in not rose. M. Willi-
ams translates it as China-rose. ]

3. Communicated by H a 1

1

, Vasavndatth, Preface p. 55, who does

not mention his source. It is one of the literary anecdotes that orally circulate

among the papditas and have no historical value. Chronologically too the

statement that Mammata was on uncle of Srihar;a is not confirmed. Cf. above

II,p. 54: [ but the translator could not locate it either in the original or in i

the translation. ]
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retold the Nala-legend in the epic Sahrdayananda^ in 15

cantos. And again in the 15th century the poet Vamana-
bhattabana, also known as “new Sana” (Abhinavabhatta-

bana)j worked on the same legend in his Nalabhyudaya®.
Worthy of special mention is the Srikanthacarita® of

the Kashmirian poet Man k ha. [1135-1145 A.D.]. He handles

the myth of the overthrow ofAsura Tripura. The tale is,

however, of secondary importance. The main goal of the poet

is to describe the seasons, the sunrise, the sunset, the court

entertainments etc. according to the rules of poetics, Mahkha
himself refers to Ruyyaka as his teacher*. Its canto XXV is

of great literary historical importance. In it Mahkha narrates,

how, after he completed his poem, recited it before a number of

panditas, amongst whom were also the court officials, who had

assembled in the house of his brother Alaihkara, a minister of

Jayasiihha of Kashmir [ 1127-1150 A.D. ]. The poet has

mentioned the names of those thirty scholars, poets and officials

who were livingthere in his court and the sciences in which they

had especialiscd. He avails of this opportunity to present a lively

picture of a sab ha, i.e. ofa learned assembly, such as is held

upto this day and apparently has been being held since many
centuries ago. From the family-tree of the poet, that he has

appended, we learn that he was one of the four brothers, all of

whom were scholars, writers and officials at the same- time.

To the 12th century belongs the rel^ious epic

1. Published in Km. 32, 1892.

2. A fragment of eight cantos of this poem has been published in TSS
No, 3, igisbyGapapati Siistri. This “New Bapa” (Abhinavab^pa)

is also the author ofV emabhflp&lacarita,a prose-novel of the type

ofHar^acarita. Vema, the hero of this qric, who wrote as VUmanabhatta-
bapa, lived probably in the first half of the 1 5th century A. D. Of. G a p a
pati’s Introduction and S u a 1 i in GSAI 26,214.

3. Published with the commentary ofjonaraja (who lived in

1417-1467 A. D.) in Km. 3, 1887. [He is mentioned also as MaAkhaka. See

also Biihler, Kashmir Report, Extra No. of JBRAS, Bombay, 1877

p. 50-58 .]

4. Ruyyaka cites Srikapthacarita in his Alaihkilrasarvasva. [See

Jacob, JRAS, 1897, p. 293.]

[ The southern tradition ofMankha’s collaboration with Ruyyaka is not

considered authentic by S, K. IJ e
,
§ans. Poetics I, p. ig; if., HSL, p. 322,

Foot-note.
J
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Haracaritacintama^i^ of the Kashmirian poet Rajanaka

Jayaratha, that is full of Siva-legends and teachings of Saivism.

He lived in the 12th century A. D.

As a curiosity deserves to be mentioned Kathakautuka of

Srivara (15th century)®. It is an ordinary epic of mediocre

merit, that in 1 5 cantos reproduces the story ofYusufandZuleikha

according to Dsachami. The story, that is rather an adaptation

than- a translation of the Persian poem, begins with a glorification

ofMahamad Sahi (Muhammad Shah, who ascended the throne

in 1481), during whose reign Dsachami composed his poem.

Sufficiently noteworthy is this amalgamation of the old Hebrew
story with the Persian romantic ballad and the Indian Siva-cult,

since Srivara is a staunch devotee of iSiva, and canto XV is

wholly devoted to glorification of Siva.

NilakaiathaDik?ita,a devout Saiva®, of the 1 7th century

A.D., in his Ganga V at a r a n a, an epic in 8 cantos, extols the

descent of the celestial river Ganga into the world of man. The
poetess Madhurava^ii, who in her Ramaya^asara, once

more works upon the plot of the Rfimayapa, shows that even

women took part in composition of ornate court poetry. She was a

court-poetess of King Raghunathaof Tanjore (17th century)*.

Two cantos of another epic, namely Rajapraia stiofapoet

Rapacchoda, who lived towards the end of the 18th century,

have inscriptionally come down to us®.

That the court epics have continued to be written down up
to the present day is demonstrated by ViSvanatha Deva

I. Published in Km. 6t, 1897, the text running up to sz praHjas.
Cf. B tt h 1 e r , Report p. 61.

[The form Jayadratha, and not Jayaratha, of the name of the author
occurs in the printed text and also inBdhlers report. Possibly our author
was a brother of Jayaratha, who commented upon Abhiuava-
gupta's Tantraloka; seeS. K. De, HSL, p. 323. ]

a. Cf. R. S c h m i d t , Das Kathakautukam des Srivara. Vergli-

chen mit DschSmisJusuftmd Zuleikha, Kiel, 1893 und Siivaras Kalhakautu-
kam, die Geschichte von Joseph in petsisch-indischem Gewand, Sanskrit und
Deutscb, Kiel i8g8. Text also in Km. jb, igoi. On the Persian poem see P.

Horn, Geschichte der persischen Litlerature, Leipzig igoi, p. igof. From the

Persisin source originates also the epic Delar 3 makath 3 s&ra of the

Kashmirian poet RSjanaka Bha(ia Ahladaka, published in Km. 77, 190a,

See H e r t e I, Jinwirtis "Geschichte von. PSla und Gopala”, p. 61 ff. 135 f.

3. Published in Km. 76 igoa. The poet was a son of NarSyana
Dlkjita, who was a nephew of Appaya Dlksita.

4. M. T. Narasimhiengax, JRAS 1908, 168.

5. K i c 1 h 0 1 n, Ep. Ind, 5, Appendw No. 321.
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S arm a n, the Raja Bahadoor of Athagarh, Orissa, who personally

presented to Winternitz in January 1913 a copy of his own

mythological epic Rnkminipatinaya (Calcutta 1912),

written in 1 1 cantos. The poem is provided with a commentary

by his chief queen. It is a Mahakavya that has all the

characteristics prescribed in poetics and could have been written

equally five centuries earlier.

Generally the history of the ornate court epic does not

present a gratifying picture. It can probably be said that

court environment and patronage were not conducive to

the development of the epic. That the Indians were

poetically gifted, that they possessed power of imagination,'

that they were capable of representing a great many types

of human destinies, that they knew to present characters

in a masterly way and that they did not lack in original ideas

—

aU this is demonstrated with the help of popular epics, narrative

literature and better pieces of dramatical writings. But above all

there is nothing remarkable in ornate court epics. There the -

characters are almost everywhere stereotyped, since the |)oet

does not trouble himself for inventing anything, but he adopts old

epical materials with little alteration. One can just say that the

AlarirkaraS^tra has killed true poetry. The form has secured

complete triumph over the subject-matter. And Oh, what a

display of ingenuity and an actual tiresome brain-work is in-

volved in these poems !

In lyrics, in gnomic poetry and in drama, as well as in the

master-pieces of narrative literature too the kavya-style holds the

ground. But we shall see that here the popular origin under

the influence ofthe court environment is not, however, completely

lost to such an extent as to permit the form become so much pro-

minent as to cause the plot get neglected as has been the

case with the epics,

HISTORICAL LITERATHRE^

In India historical literature too belongs to the class of court

poetry. It is often maintained that the Indians did not have any

important historical literature to their credit and that they had

I. Cf. J. F. F 1 e e t , lat. Ant. 30, 1901, i ff., W, E.W i n d i s c h
G«scluchtederSanskritphiloloeitI,S.i‘7off. (OnLawsen, Ind. AUertumskunde
II, I ff; 40 ff,).

s , I \
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flittle taste for history. 1 1 is not correct, however. That they had

{'a taste for history is proved by the list ofteachers in dilTerentVedic

texts and the genealogies in the Mahabharata and in the puranas.

Notwithstanding the mythical elements that dominate in them

by far, the puranas preserve many valuable historical traditions^.

' Huea-Tsia.ng affirms that during the timejie was here in

every Indian city there were annals. Till to-day the Rajputs,

B^iasland’Mcwatis have annaTsTHStrafe "carefulIy ’pmeivedrBy

Bhatas*. The Indians have genealogical tables in 'a forcrfllgt js

'

unknown in the West. In any case important persons, village-

'cEiets arid feveiTordinary farmers can produce a family-tree that

establishes the widely branched out relationships, often going

back to two or three centuries, and is of great importance for settl-

ing questions relating to inheritance. Each monastery (matha)

carefully maintains the order ofsuccession of its principalteachers.

A .taste for-histoiyiirpTOVgd also~by morilslic historical works- of

the Buddhists and the Jainas, who in chronicles and biograpHes

'^adhere to*tHe”Iife of their saints and the history of their religious

•'communities -and- haverhanded~them -doWn’HisIoncally”" to'tEe’

exte^ntey'have'BeeircapaEiirof®. ‘1‘asfe tor history is lastlylien

also in numerous inscriptions of 'all the centuries beginning

from the time of A^oka, that are available to us, and in any case

^ they show that the Indians too possessed a taste for associating the

''present with the past and the future, and thereby they traced the

history oftheir kings in genealogigs^oing back to the mostpossible
' extent and that they inscribed” the deeds of their patrons for in-

formation ofcoming generations on stone-pillars and rocks, in

temples and caves and on copper plates for future ages.

1. See above I, i6g. 357, a66, 319 f. 44a. 449: Transl. p. 194, 309,

3 I 9> 375 f-j SaOj 589 : R E. P a r g i t e r inJRAS 1910, p. ff.

2. G. V. V a i d y a , The MahSbharata, Bombay 1905, 76 f. In
western India there are still court-singers, who recite the prasastipaftas

(the panegyric annals) before family circles. Gf. Shankar Pandit,
Gaadavaho, p. CLXIX note.

3. See above II, 167 ff.; 331 f.; Transl. p. 208 ff.; 509 f. "Geachichte
dea Buddhismus” of Tibetan TarSnStha too rests on. Indian sources. He
himself mentions a work, written in 2000 ^lokas, of Pandits Ksemendrabhadra
of Magadha, in addition to another work Buddbapurapa of Indradatta,besides
an old biography of 4caryas, the work written by Br5hmana Bhata^hatl,
as the basis of his own work (Taranatha, Geschichte des Buddhismus
. . . translated into German by A, Schicfner, p.2Bi ). Historical documents are
also the Pattavalis, the list ofJaina patriarchs, sep above II, 331, transl. p. 509;
and also Bhandarkar, Report 1683-1884, 14 f., 319 ff.
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It is true, asWinternitz holds, that in India there has

be^no Herodotus^of Titewlse a Eero such as Livy or TaCitus.

What the Indians lacked in was not, however, laste“iof history,'

l>ul taste for criticism and fur hlsLuiical UuLlirAnd reasua uf^s
is that the' Writers Srhistory were geneTallyieiSier cimrrt-poets or

religious-minded Eersons,_ For the former the main duty was

id sing* in praise of their princes, to record their and their ances-

tors’ heroic deeds and probably also to invent such ones as never

> took place. ' The divine were above all busy either with praise

of their sect or in preaching to the community and_to cause it to

increase.
”

'

—TE^ Indian historical writing_was_always just a branch of

poetry. Chronicles, in which myths and Eistory appear strongly
'

amalgamated, or biographical and historical epics and novels of

also puLiiM wiiUgirinpraiSgbfkipfieB-aFe-flibeeJup-with-hMterical

•Or semi-hismric^topics. The Indian bistorian-pnjrsues.a course

that is altogether different from the one followed bv the Greek or

the Roman. He will not go deep ijitgthe circumstances, s5^
EistoricJil facts critically and explain them psychologically; he

will entertain and 'instruct as a poet (kavi), abbveUll “teach

morals, when he will explain with examples the influences of

moral behaviour on the destiny of man^. All the “Indian histo-

rical works”, as sources of history. thCrrenre, "should Lpnggd-nniy

with-«tfeFeQie caution. The story tnl^ by a rnnrt.fntiLtQ.a-Tartar

Khan moctly- Rhan wanted his

historian to write down a book on his life and works andwanted to

name it as “Thousand and one Truth”, to which the court-fool

retorted by saying that the more correct title would be “Thousand

and one Tales”. This too is a fact that the Indian could not

write history without beginning from its commencement, For

the purpose of getting npt-n thi- history of their own age, the

'•aogiors''^nEE^ura.pas begin with the origin of the world,,

^
'lE^uddhist monks with the first Buddha, who is believed to have

’TivecTbiUions ot years ago, and the authors of recent historical

epics, with the heroes of the M^abharala-or "With gods-or- deini=~

gods, from which earthly derive .llieir origin, nnpse-

Ijuently me a^ixture of tales and history, that is greater accord-

ing as the author goes back to an earlier period and is less accords

I, Cf, S t c i n
,
RajataiaAgi^!, Traqs. I, p. 35 IF,
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ing as he approaches his own age. Thence it is very much

possible that the historian, who knows nothing about the earliest

time but to narrate myths and tales, may be entirely dependable

for his own and immediately preceding ages.

The pra^astis, i.e. panegyric poems, too, that have

s come down to us in inscriptions, are not only historical docu-

ments, but arc often more or less full-fledged ornate poems,

written usually in elaborate metres, and now and then in literary

prose too. There are poems composed in accordance with the

desire of princes“dr rich men. _ They contain information by'

professional poets (including those who are famous in literature)

regarding dedication of temples or other religious or temporal

monuments. After a benediction follows usually the genealogy and

panegyric description ofthe donor and the rulingprince,in case the

latter is not himself the donor, a description of the monument,
of its aim and of the benefit associated with the gift, ’ «*tr

and at the end is an expression of the wish relative to conserva-

tion of the monument, adjuration against possible mischievous

person or devastator, a note about the chief builder, who built it,

on the priest, who consecrated it, about the poet and about the

scribe of the inscription and lastly, unfortunately not always accu-

rate, a statement ofthe date. By theaide.Q£praSastis of 1 0-1 9 atanr.fta

there are long poems ofhundred ormore verses^. The importance
that these inscriptions haveior the history of ornate court poetry

has already been shown above. Among the inscriptions ofthe

Gupta princes and numerous other pra^astis there are found, be-

side productions of inferior value, many poems, that, measured

according to the Indian standard, must be considered as pieces of

epic poetry of the first rate. There are two long praSastis that

were composed by an insignificant poet Rama in between 700

and 800 A.D. The fact that he calls himself “prince of poets”

(kawsvara) and says about himselfthat he composed thishymn of

praise when he was young and boasts that the goddess Sarasvati

came to live in his mouth-lotus even before he had forgotten the

taste of his mother’s milk will prove little. More important it is

thatafirstrate scholar like Biihlcr, the editor and publisher ofthe

inscription®, describes him as a poet ofmuch talent and learning.

He has for example composed a stotra in 14 stanzas, in whi«di

1. Cf. Buhlet, WZKM 2, i888, 86 ff.

2. Ep. Ind. 1, 97 ff.
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each one can beinterpreted in amanner that it will be applicable

to both Siva and his spouse Gauri at the same time. Rare words

and forms go to prove that he had assiduously studied grammar

and lexicon. Another full-fledged poetical inscription is that

ofLalitasuradeva ofthe 9th century A. D.^.

One of the earliest historical epics is the Prakritkavya

Gaii^avaha® of Vakpatiraja, the chief poet in the

court of King Yaiovarman of Kanauj. It was apparently

written after the death of the king in about 750 A. D. The work is

more a panegyric rather than a historical poem, although it was

written to celebrate the slay of a Gauda prince by the poet’s

patroHj who was himself overthrown and killed not much later

(c. 740A.D.) by Lalitaditya ofKashmir. Itcontains full necessary

information regarding military exploits of warriors and is replete

with so many pictures of landscapes; descriptions ofseasons, royal

relationships etc. interwoven with mythical narrations. Vakpati-

raja is more original than Sanskrit poets, inasmuch as he

describes also scenes from rural life that do not occur elsewhere.

He keeps himself aloof from play on words and puns. On the

contrary long compounds are not seldom. But the text that is

available to us is probably just an extract from the original work,

from which pure historical data were excluded outright for the

purpose of retaining only the “pearls” of poetry, the poetical

descriptions etc.®.

An epic, of which its real theme is fabulous, but refers to

historical names and events, and hence deserves to be mentioned

as an historical work in the true sense is the Navas§.hasahka-
carita* of Padmagupta or Parimala. ThepoemhaslS

I. Ind. Ant.35, i8g6, i77ff.ABrealcollcctionofpoeticalinacrii)tiotM,

of which a major part consists of records of pfts of land, is included in the

PxSclnalekhamala, published in Km. 34, 1893 ; 64. 1897: 80, 1903.

3. Edited by Shankar P. Pandit, BSS No. 34, 1887, Cf.

B a h 1 e r, WZKM i, 1887, 334 ff. 2, 1888, 328 ff., cf. S m i t h, JRAS 1908,

PP- 765'78- The commentary ofHaripSla is almost a Sanskrit rendering
iVom PrSkrit. [Inthe opinionofK e ith (HSL,p. isolHertel’a views
(Asia Major i ) on BhavabhUti and Vakpati carry no conviction. ]

3. That is the more probable assumption of J a c o b i, GGA, 1888,
6t ff. Shankara Pandit believes that the text tliat we have may just be a
torso that constituted merely the introduction to the proper work.

4. Published by V. S. I a 1 a m p u r k a r, BSS No. 53, 1895, Cf.

G- R Q h 1 e r and Th. Zachariae, Ueber das the Navaa^as^hkadeva-
carita of Padmagupta or Parimala in SWA 1888 . Thework has been cited by
Ruyyaka. [An account of the Paramara dynasty is given in the poem in, X,
84-102 ; Sec B ii h 1 e r and Zachariae, Reprint p. 24. j
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cantos and relates the mythical theme of the winning the

princess Sa^iprabha, daughter of the Naga king. It is written

by the poet for the purpose of glorification of his patron, the

king SindhurajaNavasahasahka of Malva. The Indian court

poets, of course, often have the tendency to “change the

historical events of the most recent past into myths”^ on purely

poetical grounds. So in this work too an historical essence

remains in narration of the myth. The poem my have been

written in about 1005 A.D.®.

B i 1 h a n a ’ s V ik r ama n

k

a d c,v a c a r i t a® is the

history of the Galukya princes. It begins with a myth about the

origin of the dynasty of this king. In it God Siva appears always

when the king has done anything that is not strictly moral. Here

the king has a fairy (Vidyadhari) as his bride. This work too

goes to show that poets in India have had always the fancy for

dressing even historical events in mythical garbs. The book

narrates the history of the princes of the Galukya dynasty of

Kalyapa Some^vara I, SomeSvara II, and particularly of Vikra-

maditya VI, who ruled from 1076 to 1127 A. D. The chief

objective of Bilhapa, however, is to show his skill as a poet, to

foUow all the rules of poetics and to extol his heroes exuberantly.

Although the events narrated by him are historical, as is

proved by many Galukya inscriptions, we get here a distorted

picture, since he always exaggerates. Thus he assures us that

in each and every campaign of the Galukyas against the Golas the

latter were completely annihilated, although very soon we are

told by him that fresh movements of the erstwhile enemies made a

more extensive campaign necessary. Even the duration of time

that intervened between the different events is not slated accu-

rately, and the poet always says ‘after some time’, ‘after many
days’, etc. The historian gives place to the poet. Thus for exa-

mple, B i 1 h a p a tells us that when this king was born flowers

fell from the heaven, Indra’s drum was sounded and gods in the

I. Buhlcr and Zachariae ibide p. 48 f. Such mytho-
logising representation we iind even in inscriptions.

a. Gf, B U h 1 e r, EP. Ind. i, aaa IT. 333; D u ff looj Pete-
rson, Subh. 51 ff.

3. Published by G. Blihler, BSS Nr. 14, 1875. The German
translatioa of A. H a a c k (printed in 1897 at Ratibor, but was not available
in a bookshop ) not was known to W. Gf. A, V. V, A y y a r , Ind. Ant.
XLVin, 114 H., 1^3 ff. [Editions also by M. L. Nagar, 1934 and V. S,
BhSradt^ja, both printed at VarapasI ]
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heaven became happy,—but nonetheless he does not tell us the

date of his birth.

As an epic poet, he tames when he finds an occasion

to describe any event. So he devotes three cantos to the

marriage of Vikrama with Gandralekha and describes the

beauty of the bride in detail. In the description of the

ceremony of selection of her husband by the bride

(svyainvara) he has followed the Raghuvain^a of Kalidasa

as his model. One of the most beautiful and attractive

places in the poem is the narration of the death of

Ahavamalla, father of Vikrama in canto IV^.

In canto XVIII the poet gives his autobiography. Here

he describes his native land, particularly his native village

Khonaraukha, in a manner so true to nature that B ii hi e r®,

who visited the place, has expressed his admiration at

the exactness of the description. The village clings

so closely to the hills ofthe Himalaya that it could not

have been described more accurately than in the words

of the poet, who has designated it as "a coquettish

ornament of the Himalaya”. About his father Jye^^ha-

kalasa he reports that he wrote a commentary on the

Mahabha?ya. Both of his brothers were scholars and
authors. About his ownselfhe boasts that he had ardently

and diligently studied the Vedas, the Vedahgas, grammar

upto the Mahabhasya and poetics and that the fame of his

poetry had spread all over the world. He says not alto-

gether unassumingly "there is no village, no province, no

capital town, no forest and no grove, or place that Sarasvati

has sanctified, where the wise and the fool, the old and the

young, man and woman do not in a body recite his poem
with a thrill of joy” (XVIII, 89). He had travelled far

and wide, in the same manner as young scholars and poets

in India have the tendency to do, in different courts and

places of pilgrimage. He visited the holy cities of

Mathura, Kanauj, Allahabad and Varanasi. For a

long time he stayed with a prince Kar^a ofDahala,

where he defeated the poet Gahgadhara in a literary

I. A metrical English rendering of this passage is given in the Ind,

Ant. 5, 1876, 324 ff.

a. Report sf.
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contest and composed a poem on Rama. After travelling

much he arrived at Kalyapa, where King Vikramaditya

conferred on him the titleVidyapati (“Master of Science”)

and presented to him one blue umberella and an elephant.

High as a tower, Rajataranginn, “the River of

Kings” stands above all other similar productions of Indian

literature, equally as a work ofhistory and ofpoetical composition.

In other words it is the history of the kings ofKashmir of the poet

K a 1 h a n a®. Kalhana was the^son of the minister Canpaka,

who played not an unimportant rde in the court of King Har§a

(1089-1101). He was probably born towards the beginning of

the 12th century A.D. and completed his work in the year 1148.

As a Brahmana by birth he acquired a basic literary culture. He
was very well read, especially in the Mahabharata, and had studied

also Baca’s Harsacarita, Bilhana’s Vikrama'hkadevacarita and

works like Varahamihira’s Brhatsamhita. He manifests his

literary taste on each occasion. By religion he was a devotee of

Siva. He admires with predilection the kings with Sivaite dis-

position and whenever, about any of his patrons he says that he

was a devotee of Siva, he often uses such an expression in the same

sense in which an English man uses the word "Christian”, when
he refers to some respectable person. Still he has much sympathy

I . The first critical edition we owe to M.A. Stein (Bombay
iSga ), from whom we have also a complete English translation with valuable
annextures (Introduction, Notes, Appendices) which have brought the import-
tance of the work for history, geography and ethnography of Kashmir, into
the correct clear light (Westminster 1900, a vols.). Cf. Winter
n i t z

, WZKM 16, 1902, 405 ff.jOldcnberg, Aus dem alten Indien,
Berlin 1910, 8r ff., Marie Von Buns e_n in “Nord und Sud” 1915, 327 if.

On Kalhana's importance as an historian see Buhler, Report 5a ff.;

LXVI ff., where the earlier writings ofN. H. Wilson, A. Cunnin-
gham , Ch. Lassen, and A. T r o y e r have been evaluated and
Shankar Pandit, Gau^avaho, Introd, p. CLXI ff. E. H u 1 1 z a c h,
Ind. Ant. 18, i88g, 65 ff., 97 ff. gives extracts with translation from book I
and in Ind. Ant. 40, 1911,97 ff.;4a, I9 i3 » 301 ff. and ZDMG69, 1915, 129
ff. he has made contribution towards its textual criticism. S t e i n ’s edition
has superceded all other editions, including the one ofDurgaprasada
BSS No. 35, 51, 54; [vol. (I-VII), vol. a (VIII), vol. 3 (Supplements of
J o n ar a j a, S r i var a and P r a j y a b h a 1 1 a , 1892,1894, 1896.
The editio princeps with three supplements was published by the Asiatic
Society of the Bengal, Calcutta, 1835. ]

a. We know Kalhaija only as the author of the Rajatarafigini. A
kavya Jayasimhabhyudaya too is attributed to him: see Peterson,
OC VI Leiden 1883, III, a, 361: [the reference is to Ratnakara’s
citation in his Sara samuccaya. The Sanskrit form of this name
is Kalyapa, by which name he is mentioned in Mahkha’s Siikapthacarita
XXV, 80 ff. Of. A. S tei n, Rajatar., transl. p. la f.]
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A

for Buddhism. He praises Aioka and other kings for their

establishment of monasteries and erection of stupas, exhibits a

good knowledge of Buddhist teachings and refers in a respectful

manner to Jinas and to Bodhisattvas. But that docs not deter him

from jeering at the “monk nuisance” brought to an end by King

Candradeva (I, 184). He was a highly cultured and indepen-

dently thinking person. Although he was brought up in court-

environment, he was neither a courtier nor a court-poet. He had

a critical independent view about characters. Many severely

biting words are uttered in reference to Brahmanas, as also against

officials. Strict in his principles, he often uses severe words for

censure He speaks with greater contempt about Damaras, a

class of gentry or “younker” whom he does not consider better

than “robbers” (dasyu).

Kalhana specifically says in the beginning ofhis work that

it is the work of the poet to write history
: (1, 4)

konyah kdlamatikrantaih netum pratyakfatamkfama^ I

kauiprajdpatimstyaklvd ramyanirmaiiafalina^ II

“Like Prajapati, capable to bring forth lovely creation:

who else other than a poet can place the past before the

eyes of men.”

To this he adds (I, 7)

Mghyap sa eva guvavanragadvesabahifkrt&l} I

bhutarthakathane yasya stheyasyeva sarasvati ||

“The noble-minded (poet) is alone worthy of praise,

whose word, like that of a judge, keeps free from love or

hatred in relating the facts of the past”.

In fact Kalhapa’s statement, when he too perhaps is not

always wholly impartial, throughout creates the impression that

he endeavours to describe not only the long past times, but also

the events of his own and near-by ages sine ira et studio, and his

opinion is mostly inspired by high moral cosmic philosophy.

Throughout in his narrative the poet inserts moral maxims. For

him the real objective of writing history consists in teaching of

dharma and morality. To him, as to any Indian, that success

and failure of present life have their cause in the good and evil

aots (karman) of the previous existence is an incontestable fact.

He is wholly in keeping with the common Indian opinion to

the extent that he believes in magic and witchcraft. When he

speaks about the kings, who are ruined, either on account of
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witchcraft or due to the curse of a Brahmana,he does it with the

same conviction with which hewould narrate that they perished

cither with sword or on account of poison. He is Indian in

this respect as well that his chronology of earlier ages is often im-

probable. He makes King Ra^aditya rule for 300 years — a thing

that is notcrcdible. Iftve are to fix the date ofASoka according to

Kalharia,we shall have to set it at 1260B.Crh With true Indian

credulity he narrates all myths and legends that he found for

earlier ages in his sources and in traditions, so all the wonder-

ful snake-legends, that are associated with the earliest history

of Kashmir.

On the other hand, however, he has not utilized the literary

sources, without first examining them critically. He is not

content merely with the study of earlier works on Kashmir, but

he has made use of inscriptions, genealogical tables and memoircs

of important personalities, examined coins and monuments and
has interested himself in folk-lore, proverbs and legends. In

short, he was an accurate investigator into antiquities. By
general admission Kalhana is a trustworthy guide for the history

of his own age and for that of a little former times.

The poet Kalhana is a master ofthe art ofpresentation. He
knows to delineate the sketch of a person drawn from his actual

life and does not follow merely anysetpattern ortype. In this

respect he stands apart from other Indian poets.

How lively stand before us the personalities such as the

cruel and vicious, but cunning and energetic queen Didda
(VI, 176 if.) or the good-natured weak Ananta (VII,

142) ? Withmuch humour and biting sarcasm he describes

the people of the lower society who attain high offices

and powers from insignificant positions in life without

any special merit. One such character, for example, is

Kayastha Bhadre^vara, who at first was a market-gardener,

I. Cr. Slein, RSjatarafi^I Transl. i, p. 53 f; Fleet, Incl.
Ant. 30, Ilf. , 14. It is significant that many pandits in India still under-
stand by the term “history” an essay entitled “History ofKashmir” of Pandit
Anand K o u 1 in the JASB 6, 1910, 195 ff., where the "History of Kashmir”
under 47 sovereigns based of the Nllainatapurfitta [ed, Ramalal Kanji-
1 a 1 and Jagaddhar Zadoo, Lahore I9S!4 ; ed. K. St. J. M. de
Vroese, Leiden (Brill), 1936] and the Rajatavangiiji is presented with
such “accurate” dates as: Gonanda I 3120-3103 B.C., Damodaral 3103-3090
B.C. etc. down up to Bhagavant 1459-1445 B.C.

Winternitz—History of Indian Literature HI 7,
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butcher and fuel-seller; for living he had hung at the back

of officials, carrying their bags and ink-bottles, while with

a rough woollen cloth he rubbed his (own) back, till

Tuhga, the prime minister of Qpeen Didda, made lum

his assistant, and who later himself became the prime

minister (VII, 38 fF., 106).

Kalhana shows himself as a pioneer poet also in many

episodes, descriptions, sketches and comparisons. Thus

for example we may read his presentation of the tragic end

of King Yudhi5tjhira I at the end of the book I *. “like a

vulture on a carcass” did the violent enemies fall upon the

empire of the weakly king. He was compelled to leave

his own country, while his enemies carried away his wives

and treasures “just as the tree which falls from the top

of a high mountain is stripped quickly by boulders of

its creepers, fruits and the rest” (I, 368). We may read

also the description of a famine, that occurred as a

consequence of heavy snowfall, that he compares to the

“grimlaughter ofthe Death” (II, 19), or the story of the

wonderful and horrible restoration to life of Sandhimati

by the witches (II, 82 ff.).

It is, however, particularly the realistic descriptions of

books VII and VIII that present to us Kalhana as a true

poet. Impressive is the description of the tragic death of

SQryamatl (VII, 472 IF.). This prominent lady was the

wife ofKing Ananta. She had taken under her control the

weak king and the reins of administration, so much so

that she compelled him even to forego the throne in favour

ofher son Kalaia. This had had an evil consequence and

led the father and the son to strife and conflict. Several

times cunning Suryamati succeeded in bringing about tem-

porary peace. But after a short reconciliation Kalaia

stepped into open enemity against his father, whose position

now became wholly untenable. One day there took place

a violent scene between Ananta and his wife: he rebuked

her bitterly and even expressed his doubt regarding Kalaja

being his legitimate son. The insulted lady got oifended

and she overwhelmed him with abuses. Then the deeply

hurt king again went into despair and committed

suicide. Suryamati, however, then decided to follow him
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unto death as a sad. Then in a solemn manner she

cursed each one of them who had ruined them and had

caused dissension among them: then with an oath she

proved herself above suspicion in the matter of being

faithful to her husband and burnt herself with smiling

eyes in the flames of the funeral pile, and (VII, 479).

ajayata nabhovahnijvdlasalayamdlitam i

taddgamotsave dattasind&ramiva niTjaraify ||

“The sky became encircled (and reddened) with

sheets of flames, just as if gods, in order to celeberate

her arrival, had covered (it) with minium”.

Actually the master-pieces of character-painting are

the portraits of King Har?a (VII, 86.9 ff) and King
Sussala (VIII, 482 ff.) designed by Kalhapa. The same

poet shows the style of the Ramayana or that of the

Mah&bharata in his story of King Har^a, as he narrates

it in book VII. Even the appearance of this monarch

is impressive. Usually he shows himself like a contended

lion with his long beard in disorder and moustaches hang-

ing about his facej his shoulders are like those of a bull;

he has a wide breast and he speaks with a thundering

voice. Even gods would lose their presence of mind
before him. But his character is full of contradictions,

He is a model of justice. Big bells are hanging in all the

four directions of his palace, that can be rung by any-

body who has something to request for^. He is always

very liberal, rewards his servtots richly and beggars get

resettled by his gifts and they become capable of main-

taining others.

He and his wife visit monasteries and temples.

Bands of poets and learned men, including among others

the poet Bilhaqa, live in hi? court. Har;a himself is

highly gifted, expert in several languages, a high class

singer and poet®.

Dik
I. VII, 879. Of. abovo II, i7af. Trand. p. II, 215. [ Of. slso V. R. R.

s h i tar, AflOR I, i.ij, p.

a. The relevant words are --

profannasimhaoiprekft nwaimaSrmhatSlieili^f, 1

vr/askandho tnahSbShub JySmlohitavigrahali tl (VII, 877)
a^Udhavakfo kfSmamadhyo mtghaghofogobMrauik I (VII, 878)
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But the same Harsa is cruel and tyrannical. In coui’se

of time he falls more under the influence of his wicked

advisors in this respect, A complete train of his relations

falls victim to his murderous design, A kind of Caesar’s

madness develops in him. He oppresses his subjects as

if it be his vocation (jiitykrlyopnmam).

In VII, 1204:—

alpapakaramapi pdrivagatam uihanti

ttico m durasamdgasampyarStim l

ivS nirdUatyupalamantikamapatantarh

tattydginam tia tu mduragamugrarosap ii

"A low minded person strikes down him who is

close by even for a small fault, but not the enemy afar

off, who has committed an enormous offence. (Thus

too) a dog in mighty fury bites the stone which hits,

but not the person who has thrown it from a distance”.

He plundered the treasures of temples and appointed

one of his own officials as “supervisor of temple-

destruction”. After he had done away with all his

relations he himself put into the altar the ranks of the

other people. His army deserted him and the king

wandered about and was obliged to seek shelter in the

somami!d(fimapijalpr<itibhabhaiigakdjyabhut U

MhadvSri mahagharifiseaturdiSamabandhciytti I

jdaltnh tsijnaptlk&ndn pfdpiaihsladcSdyasaihjHigd II (VII, fl7g)

atg)opajiojHttvadi prdpusla^SrthUmia mdrgaffdb I (VII, 939

)

vnMiah ndstyaia sdmartliyaih lyakltith vdeaspaterapi

gpamdkartya Udy^i ta^a vdgg^akdriiiab j

vipakafoirapi pakfmdgrolulhadbdspodabindubhih il ( VII, 949

)

The passages have been translated as: —
"He used to look around like a pleased lion; his bushy beard was hang-

lag down low; his shoulders were like those of a bull, his anns great, and hu
body of a dark reddish complexion; he had a broad chest with a narrow waist,
and his voice was deep like thunder. Thus even super-human beings would
have lost (before him) their presence ofmind.

At the palace-gate (sJihhadvira) he hung up big bells in all four
directions, to be mformed by thelf sound of those who had come with desire of
making i^resentations by addressing their prayers to
him. . .beggars became able to support others clearly even the Lord of
speech does not have the ability to speak. .

.

"Even to this day if one of the songs which he composed for the voice
is heard tears roll on the cyc-lashes even of his enemies”.
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houses of his ministers but none of them offered bim any

accommodation. At last he is detected in the hut of a

beggar; the soldiers surround and kill him. The poet

says that nobody has had enjoyed so much of power and

met such a shameful end (VII, 1713.). But later, after

he has described the end of Sussala, he .says in a wrathful

humour (VIII, 1331):—

tdmstan kapurufdii haisadevodanldlpiabhrtyalam I

smrtyd ca kirlayilvd ca hiabkdiagrahd iva II

jdtaduskrtasaihsparidii kheddtkartwh na iakmmal} li

papdtpdp'^asdih yesdm ndmagrahanasdhasam 1

1

“Byrecoi’ding and describing rogues of various sorts in

plenty from King Harsa’s story onwards, we have become

hardened like load-carriers. Yet we cannot ventui*e to name
those persons who participated in the murder of Sussala,

who were worse tlian wicked, owing to the pain which is

caused by touching upon tlieir evil deeds.”

Extraordinarily valuable is Rajatarahgin! asacultural
historical source. The descriptions that are true to life

and those that have been, in at least the last two books, taken

from the actual life of Kalhana permit us to get an insight into

Indian cultural conditions of the 11th and 1 2th centuries, as few

works of the Indian literature do. The work is an extraordinarily

rich source of information, especially for a knowledge of the

religious conditions, the nature of the sects, Kashmirian popular

faiths, the snake-cult, burning of widows, etc. We learn from

him about law, administration, affairs of the officials, etc. too^.

The great work of Kalhana was continued in the 15th and
the 16th centuries by chroniclers. Jonaraja wrote one

Rajatarangini that extends the history of the Kashmirian

princes down upto the reign of Sultan Zainu-l-’abidin [1417-67

A.D.]. The author died in 1459 A.D. before completion of the

work. His disciple S r i v a ra wrote the Jaina-Rajatarah-

g i 9 i

,

which, in four chapters, contains an account of the years

beginning from 1459 upto 1486 A.D. Srivara has slavishly imi-

tated Kalharia. Both of the works stand in every respect deep

I. Cf. J o 1 1 V in GurupujAkaumudl, p. 84 IT., W i n t e r n i t % ,

WZKM (6, ig03, 41 1 S. and “Die Frau in den indischen Religionen’’ (Archtv
Rir Frauenkunde 111, 1917, Special offprint, Leipzig 1930), p. 66 IF, [On the
sources of KaUtan!i.’s information, see S. K. De, HSL, p. 355.)
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below their model. Deeper below stands the Rajavalipa-
taka, that was begun byPrajyabhatta and was com-

pleted by his desciple S u k a after Kashmir was annexed by

Emperor Akbar in 1586 A.D.^.

Other historical or half-historical works deserve to be
njentioned briefly. In the first half of the 12th century J a 1h a a,

[metioned by Mankhaka (XXV, 75)], in hispoem Somapala-
V i 1 a 3 a has described the life of King Somapala of Rajapuid

near Kashmir who had fought against Sussala, the Kashmirian

prince®. Towards the close ofthe I2th century A.D. was written

the historical poem Prthvirajavijaya® that describes the

seize of Ajmir and PilhI by G^umana King Pj-thvlraja, who
died in 1193 A.D. [The work that is not complete] may have

been written between 1178 and 1200 A,D. and was popular in the

14th and 15th centuries®. Inhisepic poem KumSrapala-
c a r i t a

,

called also Dvya^rayakavya®, that is written

partly in Sanskrit-and partly in Prakrit, the learned Jaina monk
Hemacandra proves himself simultaneously a poet, “histo-

rian” and grammarian in the two languages. The poem has 20
cantos in Sanskrit and 8 cantos in Prakrit. The first seven cantos

are to serve as illustrations to the rules of the first seven sections

of his Sanskrit grammar, whilst the eighth canto stands in

a similar relation to the author’s grammar of PrAkrit. The
work contains a history of the Caulukyas of Anhilvad [Anahi-
U a p u r a] and particularly ofKumarapala. In cantos XVI to

XX, that are devoted to the latter, this prince is extolled above

I* Thesr chronicles have been published with the Edition princeps
of Kalhag,a’g R^jatarahgii^I, Calcutta 1835, Cf. Btihlcr, Report 61;
Stein, RSjatarahgiQi Tranal. Vol. II, p. 3731. [ S. K. De,
HSL, p. 3S9-],

a. Rajatar. VIII, 6at ff. Jalhaijia has been referred to by Madkha as
a number of Uie sabha of his brother AlaihWa (see above, p. 86). [Cf.
Krishnamacharyap. 44.]

.
[3- Ed" S. K. Belvalkar, Calcutta 1^14-33, The editor thinks

uauts author was one Jayanaka Jayaratha (ist q^uarter of the 13th century
A, D. ). In V. 50 he has been cited. Recent edition of the work has been
brought out G. H. O j ha and S. C. G u 1 e r i (Ajmer 1941 ) with the com-
mentary ofJonaraja].

a k «i h 1 e r
, Report 6a ff.; J. M o r i s 0 n , WZKM 7,

ff"! H a r B_i 1 a s S a r d a , JRAS 1913, 359 ff. There is only
one "MS. of the work, in which the name of the author docs not occur« Jona*
r^a wrote a commentary on this work in the igth century,

[ 5" The FrSkrtadvy3jrayakS.vya with the commeotary of P Q r u a-
k a l a 1 a « a tn edided by S. P, P a n d i t , BSS. 60, 1900: the Sanskrit
Ovygira^vya, 5tb ed. by A. V. K a t h a v a t e , BSS 60, 1915' and 76,
ipai with tl;e connqentary of A b h a y a t iU k a g a u i. ]
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all as a pious Jaina, who prohibited bloody sacrifices and trading

in flesh, got errected Jaina temples etc. The last two cantos

contain moral and religious reflections. From the concluding

portion of the work it is evident that Kumarapala was full in

life and at the peak of his fame when the poem was written.

Hence it could not have been written before 1163 A.D.^.

The Kirtikaumudi®, a biography of Vastupala,

minister of the Vaghela kings Lavaijaprasada and Viradhavala,

written by Somelvaradeva, who lived between 1 179

and 1262 A.D., covers the history of the Vaghela dynasty of

Gujarat. The poet,who refers to himself as the chiefpriest of the

king of Gujarat, is also the author ofmany inscriptions that are

dated 1241 and 1255 A.D. One of these inscriptions contains a

stanza from Klrtikaumudi. Although the work is simply a

panegyric of a liberal minister, who had literary interest, it is

not devoid of poetical worth and brings to our knowledge the

history of the Gaulukyas®. It throws much side-light on the life

of eminent Indians of the 13th century. Somelvaradeva is the

author also of the romantic epic Sur athotsava*inl5
cantos. Though the plot of the poem is fictitious it has perhaps

a historical background. In the last canto the poet gives the

history of his family, as is usual in historical and romantic epics,

and concludes it with stanzas written in praise of Vastupala. To
the same minister Vastupala, who was a pious Jaina, is connect-

ed somewhat younger but written in the same 13th century,

Sukftasaihklrtana of Arisiihha®. This “Praise

1. Burgess, Ind. Ant. 4, 1875, 7 * noff.i agafF., 263 fF. gives

extracts from the Sanskrit poem. Cf. B it h I e r , Hemacandra, p. 18 f., 43.

[There is another Kumarapalacarita by Jinasiifa-
h a s Q r i, composed in 1265 A.D. (ed. Hiralal H am s a r Sj , Jam-
nagar; yet another Kumarapalacarita by Caritrasundar a,

Bhavanagar 1914. Of. S. K. De HSL. p. 362. See the same on other works of

KuraSrapala.
']

2. Published by A. V. K a t h a v a t e
,
BSS No. 25, 1883. The

German transl: by A. H a a c k , Kirttikaumudi, der Mondschein des Ruhmes,
(printed and published by R. Mantzbeig, Ratibor 189a ) is not to be found in

the market.

3. Cf. B u h 1 e r . Ind. Ant. 6, 1877, 186 fF., Ep. Ind. i, ao ff.

4. Published in Km. 73, 1903.

3. Cf. G B tf h 1 e r. Das Sukrtasaihklrtana des Arisiihhai SWA 1889.

'[Ed. Jaina AtmS.naada SabhS. Series, Bhavnagur 1917. See also S.K. Dc,
SaosW Poetics, I, p. ato f.]
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of the Noble Acts” is an epic in 1 1 cantos, evidently of mediocre

merit, but not an unimportant poem for the history of Gujarat.

There exists one V astupalacarita written on the

life of V a s t u p a 1 a by J i n a h a r s a. Vastupala has been

presented here as a statesman, warrior, philanthropist, construc-

tor of temples, protector of poets and poet. He got established

a big library in which he collected the largest possible number of

literary woiks. Stanzas written by him are cited in anthologies.

His great epic (mahakavya) Naranarayanananda^
describes the friendship of Arjuna and ICr?na and abduction of

Subhadra by Arjuna. It was written in between 1220 and

1230 A.D.

[ The epic Vasantavilasa mahakavya of

Balacandrasuri® makes a mention of the death of

Vastupala. The poet who is his contemporary describes his

battles and his pilgrimages as well as his generosity.]

The historical epics are not always dedicated to rulers or

ministers. Such one is the Jagaducarita of Sarvanaiida,
the biography of a simple merchant who did much for his native

town in Gujarat when he got the walls of the city built anew and

during the terrible famine ofthe years 1256-1258 he worked much
for mitigation of the trouble. Although the work lias only seven

cantos, it is called a “great epic” (mahakavya) and shows the

same deficiency in the matter of language, poetics and metrics, as

other Sanskrit poems of Jaina monks of later centuries do. The
author may have lived 80 to 100 years after the events of the

second halfofthe 14th century described by him. The wealthy

merchant Jagadu is above aU an ideal Jaina layman and is

extolled as such. In the history of this merchant wonderful

stories and legends have been interlaced exactly in the same

manner as would have been done with respect to some king

• or saint. In any case, however, we find in the work a nucleus

of history, as has been shown by B u h 1 e r s.

[In the second half of the same 14th century the poetess

Gahgadevi wrote the historical epic Madhuravi-

[i. GOS It, 1916.]
[a. Ed, CD. Dalai in GOS, 7, 1917. On B^lacandra, see above

U, teans, p. 547, 548, 591,]

3 . Indian Studies I, tli- jMadScharita of Sarvananda, a
Vustorical romance ftom Giyarit, SWA 1892.
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•j a y a also called Virakamparayacarita^. The

writer was the queen ofKampana of Kanjeeveram (c, 1367 A.D.)

and she has described in it the lustoric deeds ofher husband,

including his inarch against King Campa of K a h c I and against

the Muhammadan ruler of Madurarajya.]

The historical poem Hammirakavya of Jaina

Nayacandra was written in the 1 5th century. In it the

poet has described the heroic acts of H a m m i r a , who was

killed in his battle against the Muhammadans. The poem
breathes severe hatred for the Muhammadans, whilst it describes

the tragic death of Hammira. Before he met his heroic end, his

wives and daughters burnt themselves®.

[An historical epic of the 16th cetury is the R a s t r a u-

dhavam^a kavya of Rudrakavi (published in the

Gaekwad’s Oriental series, No. V, 1917). In 20 cantos it

narrates the history of Bagulas of Mayuragiri from the beginn-

ing ol the Ra?traudlia dynasty down uplo NarSyanashah, the

patron of the poet.]

The panegyric poem of KiugBhavasiihha, a contemporary

of Emperor Akbar, is the B ha va vi la s a® of NyayavS-
caspatiRudra. To the ‘'historical poems” belong lastly

also the biographies, like Rasikamarapa, an epic in 18

cantos written byRaghunatha in the 16th century, in

which the life and activity of the Vaisnava teacher Durvasas

arc praised

The number of historical poems that we have is comparati-

vely small. But it cannot be said that because more such works

[r. F.d. Harihara Saslii and ^liniva&a Saatrt
Twvcndmra. jgi6.]

u. Of. N. J. Kir lane, lud. Ant., 8, 1879, 55 ff, [and also

Bombay 1879. J

9. Published in Km., Part II, 1886, iii-iaB, This very Kudra
is aI,o the author of one Bhramaraduta lei. Haraprasad Sastri.

J.tSB 6, tgio, 31 ff.]

4. Of. Aufrecht, Bodl. Cat. I, 148 ff. [ We may here
malec a mention of Virabhanfidayak&vya, a poem in la
cantos, containing historical dates of R c w a of the Moghul period, of
M it d h a V a (cf. Hirananda Skstri in tlic Mem. of the Arch. Soc.
of fad., No. ai ), and Raghun&thkbhyudaya (ed. T.R.Chin-
t a'lh a n i , Madras 193^, a poem in ra cantos of the poetess Rdma-
b h a d r a m b a , in which certain incidents from the life of Raghimdtha
of Tai\jore are described artd which tvas ivritten in the tyth century A.D.
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are not available to us probably they did not exist at all. On the

other hand, the fact is that interest for old myths and heroic

tales has always been greater than for temporal lords, and,

therefore, such works particularly when a dynasty became
extinct, were no more copied.

The epics were probably most suitable for glorification of

the activities of the patrons. Yet there are several chronicles that

have been written in prose^. A modern prose work of this type is

the KMtiiavaihSavalicarita®, in which the history

of the ancestors of King Kpsnacandra of Navadvipa in Bengal,

his battles with the Muhammadans and the fate ofthe individual

rulers, including also all sorts of court stories, anecdotes and even

fabulous stories of miracles have been narrated. This chronidc,

apparently written in themiddle of the 18th century A.D., reaches

upto the year 1728, that is the year of accession to the throne of

Krsnacandra, but breaks so abruptly that it is hardly complete.

The work is written in simple prose, that is marked by a number

ofvery long compounds for the purpose ofgiving it the appearance

of literary prose.

LYRIC POETRY*

Lyric is the oldest Indian poetical composition known to us.

The hymns to the gods and the sacrificial and magical songs of

the Veda are the oldest of the extant Indian poetical compositions.

Although the Vedas are essentially religious, we find in them con

siderable amount of secular leanings. The Usas-hymns and the

love-spell ballads sometimes remind us of the later lyric and the

hymns referring to war magic in the Atharvaveda sound almost

like very old war songs. Centuries later we find gems of lyrical

1. On the historical novel Harfacarita, see below in the section

"Ornate Noveb".

2. A Ghronicle of the Family ofR5ja Krishnachandra of Navadvipa,
Bengal. Ed. and translated by W. F e r t s c h ,

Berlin 1852.

3. Samples of Indian lyric in German translation are found amonp;
others in Th. Aufrecht, BKtthea aus Hindustan, Bonn 1873 and Bel-

trSge zur Keantnis indischer Dichter, ZDMG 36, i88s, 361 if. and in Ind.

Stud. 17, 1885, if. L. von Schroeder, Mangoblilten, Stuttgart 1892;

Job. Hertel, indisebe goiichte, Stuttgart igooj J.J. Meye r

,

Kavyasath
graba, Leipzig, Lotusverlag, [ indisebe Gedichte aua vler Jahrtausenden in

deulacber Naritbildung von Otto vod Glaacnapp, etc. Berlin 1933;
P. E. Favolini, Poeti d’amore nell’ India, Fiorenze, 1900, aud
D e. Treatment ofLove in Sanskrit Literature, Calcutta 1939. ]
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poems full ofdeep sentiments, religious fervour and such internal

natural feeling that for all the time has become special character-

istic of Indian poetry in the songs of monks and nuns in

Buddhist literature. We come by a love-song too in a Buddhist

Sutta and find traces of a drink-song in a Buddhist Jataka^. In

the Aijuogadarasutta of the Jaina canons some love-songs have

been quoted as illustrations of sentiments in poetry®. TheJaina

monk Hemacandra, in a narrative of the Parifistaparvan has

preserved for us match-songs to the accompaniment of the lute

after the style of the Schnaderhiipfel of Germany.

The history of Indian metrics too makes it clear that love-

lyrics were not only cultured early in India but also that they had

developed a high degree of skill and poetic merit®. We have

before us a fragment of the composition of the grammarian

Patailjali, and that has been beautifully translated into German

by Th. Aufrecht
api vijahihi drdhopagUhath tyajanavasaihgarmbhiruvallabham I

aTUQedcaTodgama esa vartate varatano sathpravadanli kuk/iuta^ II

“Loose the arms, that encircle closely about me;
Bashful darling, I must let thee go;

Hearcth thou, the cry of the waking cock;

And how shines forth the red morning sun®.”

The oldest love-song certainly must not have been

composed in Sanskrit, but in popular languages. And it

is why that a greater part of the Indian lyric poetry belongs to

Prakrit literature. But in old Indian literature, however, a

few traces of real folk-songs are preserved for us in Prakrit

lyric poems. The great bulk of even Prakrit lyrics too cer-

tainly belongs to ornate court poetry, exactly as the whole of

Satjskrit lyric. The ornate metres originated first of all on the

soil of the latter, 'whilst the popular and the Prakrit poetry

t. See above II, 79 ff.; transl, loi ff.; 33 , trans. 4a (Dighanilraya ai

)

and it6 , transl. p. 143 (J&taka 513).
3. Weber, Indische Stud. 16, 154 ff.; H e r t e 1 , AusgewHhlte

Er^'ihlungen aus Hemacandras PariSi;tapaivan, p. 304 ff.

3. See above, p. 38, transl. p. 3a. [Partly quoted under PS^tni
L3i48']

4. Ujjvaladatta's Commentary on the Upadistitras, ed., London 1859,
p. 150. Cf. W e b e r

, Ind. Studira 8, 173 f.; J a c o b i , ZDMG 48, 445.
[ 5. The proper translation would be :

“Away with hard embrace; leave the husband vdto is timid
in respect of the union that is recent. It is dawn: O beautiful-Umbed
girt, loudly declare the cocks.”
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employed mainly Uie simple Arya metre, the proper metre

for melodious songs^.

Fortunately for us there is preserved in the Sattasai®
or the “Seven Hundred Stanzas” of I-Tala Satavahana
a collection of Prakrit songs, that gives us a trice representation

of the way in which the people in ancient India sang about

pleasure and sorrow of love. As Prakrit was not a popular

language, but probably a literary dialect formed on the model of

and in conscious imitation of the spoken popular dialects, these

Prakrit lays are not in fact folk-songs in the real sense of the

word, but probably popular models of imitated creations of

Indian ornate poets, who strove not only for describing the life

and acitivity, above all the life of love, but would also reflect in

the feelings and sentiments of the country girls and country lads,

the herdsmen and cowherdesses, the female gardener, miller’s

wife, the hunter and the labourer. In this collection of songs

(according to A. W i 1 b r a n d t) “the peaceful and private

life of the Indian people, particularly in village and in nature,

is described in songs and is sung; then these quatrains were

intended to be sung. All the landscapes, the seasons and the

pleasure and pain of weather play their part; but there is always

the urging of the heart. Feelings that are most tender and most

I. The Arya metre was first taken into Sanskrit poetry from Prakrit
pOiilry; SCO J a c o b i , ZD^4iG 40, 1886, 336 fT. There is an inscription that

proves the eaiscence of lyric poetry in old Prakrit : see L d c.r s ,
Bruch-

stneke buddhistischcr Dramen, p. 63.

a. The Sanskrit rendering of this title, that is ui Prakrit, is Saptasali.
Other titles are : Gsttliilsaptaiati, GdthSkosa, Saptasataka. Edition and
German translation by A. W e b e r , ARM. V. 1870; VII, i88ij cf. ZDMIG
26, 1872, 735 ff.; s8, 1874, 345 ff.; Ind. Stud. 16, 1883, and Deutsche Rund-
schau. vol. 42, 1883, p. 223 ff- The translations of W e b e r are whodly
literal and nave nothing of poetical reproduction. Specimens of meterial
translation have been given by H. B r u n n h o f c r, tJbev den Geist det
indischen Lyrik, Leipzig, 1882, p. 24 ff., and G.M e y e t , Essays uud Studieu,
Strassburg 1885, p. 289 ff. Brunnhofer has mostly doubled the small
stanzas and he has rather composed his own poems on the basis of those of India,
whilst M e y e r has often mwe his rendering more compact than the Indian
poem from the stanzas ofHala. Adolph Wilbrandt has done the best (in a
small sdection oft 32 stanzas publbhed in the “Neuen Frcien Presse” in Vienna
•on April tg, 1899 and in a second selection of 62 stanzas as published in Vol.

87, igoo in the “Westermanns Illustriertcn Monatscheiften); here the Indian
siwzas have literally and faithfully been i^roducedy and yet the translation is

a poetical reproduction. The text with the commentary of Gbiftgadhara-
bhatpt Iws ^so been published in Km. 2t, 1889. [Tlic satakas iy«VII witli

Hi^dUnrapitSmb^ra’s commentaiy have been publi^ed by Jagadlsh
Lai ShftstrL Laliore 1943; Text svitb an elaborate int^uction and
Marathi trans. byj 0 g a 1 e fc a r , Poona X956. Qf. R c i t h

,
HSL.p. 223 ff. ]
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sensuous are often frankly expressed; the tender feeling

dominates. It is not a man who often speaks, but it is a female

voice that we hear in it more and more; the womenwho speak

are old, young, friend, mother, daughter and aunt. They speak

to young men and girls who are in love, to other girls or to

their ownselves. They probably talk about so many things,

yet the theme of the talk is always love.”

Generally each of the stanzas is complete in itself; only

now and then two or three such stanzas are combined to

form one song. In the most concised form, in a few words

a sentiment is expressed, a lament is made or the pleasure

of the highest sensuous charms of love is described. A ,

small picture, very often drawn with a few strokes from

actual life, is brought in. There we hear the words of a

damsel in love who gives expression to her feeling of an-

guish on account of love or to her longings. She requests

the moon to touch her with the same ray-hands with which

she had touched also her lover who is tarrying iu a distant

land. As in the whole of Indian love lyrics^, so in these

songs too, the wailing of the husband or of the beloved

always occurs, likewise the longing of a man living in

a distant place for his beloved staying in a foreign land.

So a traveller speaks to the cloud to thunder over his head
as much as it likes, but it should not kill his beloved. A
woman counts on the fingers of her hands and feet the days

that her husband has been away and weeps because there

remains no finger for coimting further (307). A young
woman says:

—

kallam kila kliatahiao pavasiihi piotii swunai ja^ammi I

laha vaddha bhaaval nise jaha se kallam via t}a hoi II

"They say that my hard-hearted husband is going

away early in the morning tomorrow; sacred night, please

extend theyself, that there never comes the dawn,”

(Transl, according to A. Wilbrandt),

I. The same is still the case wth popular poems in India; See F.
Rosen, die IndrasabhS. dcs Aminat. Leipzig 189a, p. 38, where as an
example has been quoted the fine Indian song :

"My husband went out in search of gold, and my house
became desolate; he found no gold and has not returned back; and
my hair has become silver.”

Km. I, 46.
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Another woman addresses her female friend in the following

words;

—

ajjaih pi tSva ekkaik m& tnaih varehi piasahi ruantith I

kallirh u^a tammi gae jai na mud tS pa rodissarh l|

“O dear friendj only till today, only upto this day, do

not prevent me from weeping. In case I do not die when
it is morning and he is away I shall weep no more^.”

(Trans, according to Wilbrandt.)

What tenderness springs forth from the following

picture:

—

The beloved husband has returned back home, but the

wife does not decorate hereself for his reception, since she

does not like to hurt her unfortunate lady-neighbour,

whose lover is stiU on his sojourn. She further sings many
pathetic little songs in her continuous separation. A
young farmer, whose wife is dead, asks the room to restore

his former amorous pleasures, as the hiding place of his

stolen property. The deepest is the idea expressed in a few

words, that according to the translation of Wilbrandt
can be rendered as:

—

"When of the two, who have grown up closely toge-

ther gradually for a long time in pleasure and pain, one

dies, that one lives, but that (onewho lives) is dead*.”

samasokkkadukhhapanva(^i(^‘di kalepa rij4dhapmmapaih\

mihupapafh marai jath tarh khu jiai iaraih natatii hoi (|

The following little song shows that the husband in a

foreign land is not always an object of lamemtation for the

wife left by him at home:

—

"About me, the night, that is unkind, envelops everything;

Away is (myl husband, vacant is my house;

I am afraid; they may hence abduct me away;

So, O Darling, for my protection, please come in*.”

(Translation according to that of G. M ey e r
; Km. 4, 35 )

.

The following song too sings the secret love:

—

1. Km, 6, a.

a. Km. 8, 4a.W e b e r compares with this stanza (148 } the beautiful

cj^ression from Bhavabhuti's MSLlat&n&dbava,

"He, about whom one who lova him thinks, is not'dead".

[ 3. Literal transl. of the stanza,—Of the couple, who have deep love
developsm (for each other), who have grown. . .. ]
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coriaraasaddhalui md putti bhhamasu andhaarammi I

ahiaararh lakkhijjasi tamabharie divasihawa II

“O girl, I caution you,

If you meet (your lover) in the dark,

The glitter will betray you,

Since your beautiful eyes are sparkling.”

(Transl. according to that ofM e y e r. Km. 5, 1 5)
It is understood that in many songs the theme is

about the quarrel and skirmishes of the lovers. Here are

two examples :

—

de sttapu pasia ehifith purio vi sulah^ rUsiavvaith I

esa maacchi maalaflchatjujjala galat chaifarat II

“Can’st you quarrel still in the morning;

Do you yet have in mind there will be dawn again;

This illuminated full-moon night,

In amorous sport, please let it pass.”

(Translated according to G.M e y e r
, Km. 5, 66)

;

“When the stars were fading, I wanted to rebuke him,

I wanted to show my wrath and displeasure,

I wanted to scold him too;

And all, as you liked, you girl,

When I must not look at him.”

(Transl. according to that of A. Wilbrandt 74'3).

The following strophe Weber 498, ELm. 5, 98) presents

a charming picture in its simplicity :

muhapeechao pat s« sdvi hu savisesadathsafjiummaid I

dovi kaatthd pvhatm amahilapurisam va mof^iyxnli ||

“He looks at her deeply into her face;

She is sunk in his vision;

Thus looking at each other in great joy.

As if for them they were all alone in the world^.”

In other songs the pleasures oflove and beauty ofyouth
have been depicted in glowing but ,in westerners’ taste

in altogether voluptuous colours. The bosom bulging

out of the bodice has been compared with the moon rising

i. W. has translated into a German verse as above. The translator’s
tendering would be:

—

“Her husband yras looking at her face;

She too was 'maddened by gazing at him :

The two, who had attained their goal,

Seemed to feel as if the earth was deviod ofwomen and men,”
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out from the clouds. The breasts of the female miller

that have become dusty with flour are the two swans that

have hidden their faces inside lotuses. In these songs often

we find talk about bitings and scratchings as well. The
crescent of the moon covered in the glue of the evening

redness of the sky is compared with the nail-scratch on the

bosom of a young damsel shimmering through red silk

garment. They bring before our eyes the picture of family-

life too. The angry wife is obliged to smile when her

little son with a jerk climbs on the back of her husband

who has fallen at her feet. A pregnant woman, asked

about her health, just casts her glance gently at her lover.

A woman is enchanted to see the first little tooth ofher child

and shows it to her husband. In many stanzas (407, 449,

635) we find references to burning of widows: While on
one handwe find these pictures in which the village scenes

prevail by far, we find on the other songs that belong to

the city harem life, and there are many stanzas (thus 887f.)

that can outright be designated as songs about courtesans.

In addition to these pictures from life of man we
find in other songs pictures from nature . We find here a

description of the summer midday or a touching picture

of the rainy season or of the autumn in four small lines. We
sec bees hovering about buds and blossoms. We meet with

thunderstorms. The pictures from the life of beasts are not

rare. We find a pair of elephants in love, a bull and a cow
in love, a monkey and a she-monkey in a funny situation.

Shot with the arrow of a hunter, a she-antelope gazes fora

long time at her consort. At one place we find a peacock

licking the dew-drops deposited over the blades of grass,

and at another cranes with their curved neck sitting

motionless, whilst they are obliged to hang their wings after
’

it has rained. Often the picture is just a comparison.

The clouds arc dispersed—^the Vindhya mountain spreads

out its mantle. Or the earth bedecked with yellow flowers

looks as if monks (with their yellow cowls) had sunk

into the earth out of veneration for Buddha^,

I. ‘The conunentatora try to fedin eacli of these stanzas, an erotic
meaning or some similar sense, although they have nothing to do with erotics.

Western scholars need not follow them always, even when they too ^en are
correct,”
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We find a number of aphorisms in tlic Sattasai.

In one of these aphorisms it has appropriately been

said that a miser utilizes his wealtli to the same extent as

a wanderer his own shadow. Other sayings describe the

evils of the world. Thus it is said that it is no wonder

that noble people are so rare in the world : tlie earth docs

not have so many geese as there are cranes. Another

stanza (704) praises the deaf and the blind [Km.

7.95]:

dha^i^a bahira andhd te cciajlmti mdnuse lot i

na sumnti pisui}avaat}adi khalStfa rddhitii tia pekkhanti ||

“Happy are the deafand the blind,

Who alone truly live in the world;

Since they hear not the harsh words

And do not see the prosperity of the ignoble."

Lastly there are a number of verses in this collection

that have been brought in lorn out from some other context;

may be, they belong to some epic or dramatic composition,

as for example the verses of which the love between Kp^na

and Radha or between Siva and Parvatl is the theme; or

when it is said about captive women that they await rescue

by some hero; or when the theme is more suitable for a

narrative (as a type of fairy-tale verse), as for in the lines

told about women abducted by robbers or as in those

written about an unfaithful wife, who feigns scorpion-

bite for the purpose of being carried to the house of her

paramour for obtaining medicine (Kra. 237).

The motcly contents of “seven hundred stanzas” already

point to the fact that here we do not have before us the work of

a single writer, but lliat ofa compiler. On the other hand, how-
ever, the songs show such a striking unified characteristic tliat we
can ill no case consider Ha 1 a, to whom is attributed the collec-

tion, merely a compiler of an anthology, but rather a gifted

redactor, who made the selection with dexterity and skill and
probably gave to the stanzas the final poetical form for the first

time. So is explained by the introductory stanza No, 3:—“From
innumerable musical strophes, Hala, the friend of poets, has

made the collection ofseven hundred beautiful (literally provid-

I

Winternitz, History of Indian Literature Vol. XIl-S.
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ed with alaiukiiras or means adornment) stamsas”^. Jiatm loo

found in Hala something more than a compiler, when in the

introduction to his Harsacarlta (verse 14) he says—“Satavahana

(i.e. Hala) with his beautiful songs composed in 101 faultless

metres has built up an imperishable charming store, as (a king,

an inexhaustible treasure, not collected from villages) with

diamonds (of unadulterated purity)*. A tradition is that Bharatl,

the goddess of poetry, stayed for one and a half-day in the camp
of Ratavabana and generated taste in all people from the lowest

down to the elephant-drivers and horse-grooms for Prakrit poetry

and the king made his selection of 700 stanzas out of what they

composed. Perhaps it will not be audacious to assume that this

tradition just means that the king in fact made a collection of the

songs from the mouth of the people and out of them made a selec-

tion of 700 stanzas and gave them a literary form®.

In the purapas*, Hala appears as the seventeenth in the

list of Andhra - or Andhrabhrtya-rulers, all of whom bore the

epithet Satavahaiia or iSalivahana as their family title and who
ruled in the Deccan from the middle of the 3rd century B.G.

down to the beginning of the 3rd century A. D.*. Since

[ I. Tbe stanza reads : satia sallauli kuivaceltaleoa ko^fajmajjliaarmmi I

halt$a viratairh sdlmhkSraoa gSliavarh 11

a. Tlie expression agramya “not boorish” is used intentionally for the

purpose of conveying the meaning that although tlie poems belong to rural

life, yet they are not “vulgar, crude”. The verse has two meanings, hence the

brs^eted words in the translation.

3. P e t e r s o n (Kadambari Ed., Introd. p. 74 ff.) propounds
the theory that Hala bad himself mainly composed the stanzas of the

Sattasai. In the commentaries written in later centuries, the Sattasai is treated

altogether as an anthology and in it we find names of writers of individual

stanzas. In respect of tliesc names, however, the manuscripts differ very muck
from one another : most ofthem give names only in tlie beginning ofthe work and
then stop. The comnicntaries of tlie Vulgala give tia names, BliuvanapSla

gives 384. In the Km. edition the names of probable authois too are given

in the gatbanukramai.iikh. _Yct in many cases the names arc wanting, and
ofieu Hala himself is mentioned as the aullior. In the opinion of W. these

names arc quite mireliablr. A diilbreut view is that of P i s c ii e 1 (Gram-
matik dei Prakrit Sprachen ^ 13), who concludes from llic names given

that the SaWasal praupposes a very rich Prakrit literature, in which women
also had their contributions.

4. P. E. P a r g i t e r , The Purapa Text of the Dynasties of the
Kali Age, Oxford 1913, pp. 36,71,

5. According to R. G. Bhandarkar (Early History of the

Deccan, and Ed., Bombay 1895, 31 £f., 36 if. ), the Andhras ruled from 73
B. C. upto 318 A.D., according to S mi tb (ZDMG 56, igoa, 649 fif. and
Early History aoj ff., 815 ff.) from 340 or 330 B.G. to 335 A.D.,f according
toK.P. Jayaswal, JBORS, t6, 1930, pp. 358£f. and 378 fE from 313
B. G. upto 338 A,D.]
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Hala^ appears in the list approximately in the niiddlcj he must

have lived in the first or second century A.D. The correctness

of this tradition is supported also by the fact that almost all the

inscriptions of the Andhra kings arc in Prakrit®. Besides the

repeated mention of the names of the Vindhya-hills and of the

Godavari in the anthology lends further support to the view that

the work of its compilation was done in the north-eastern part of

the Deccan, and the Andhras ruledjust in the same region.

The Sattasai has come down to us in not less than 6 different

recensions, and this points to its extraordinary popularity. These

recensions differ from one another not only inrcspect of the form

of the text and the order of stanzas, but also in that of the textual

subject-matter. Only 430 verses are found in all the different

recensions. From its appearance it seems that the collection

originally had much of uniform character and bore the stamp

of an independent work in a certain sense and it received all

the, form and character of a colourful antholog^'^of'Prakrit poems,

first of all in the hands of the copyists, who collected Prakrit

verses from miscellaneous sources and increased the bulk of

the incomplete manuscript with their own collections. When" we
speak ofthe Sattasai as a work perhaps written in the 2nd centuiy

A.D. we mean by it only the basic stock of the text. At the most

only the stanzas that arc found in all the recensions can be

considered to belong to such a high antiquity®.

Datjdin states that Maharastri is the “best Prakrit”

and this supports the view that the Sattasai is the oldest wmrk
written in the Mahara 5tri dialect, and this points also to its far

remote antiquity*.

I . W e b 0 !•
, who thinks that Sattasai must have been written in the

3r(I century A.D. at tin- earliest and in the 7th century A.D. at tlie latest, is of
the opinion that .since the word H a I a means “ploughman”, the collection
gut this name fruin the country songs. Smith, ZDMG 56, 60of. places
lum in about Go or 70 A.D.

i>. Like Vikrainlidilya, who has been made the central point of Sans-
krit literature, tlie name of Salavahana later got associated with the ivhole
of Prakrit poetry of later years. But since SataviUtaoa (or SalivMiana) is

the family-title of all the Andhra kings, all the traditions that refer to King
batavahana (e.g. in the KathasaritsSgara and in FrabandhacintSmapi) do
not have any historical value. TheJainas have naturally made him a Jaina
daint. Of. Ras. S. V. N. M a u d ^ 1 1 k inJBRAS to, 1873, 127 ff.

3. On the high antiquity of the Pr&krit lyrics in general see also
K o n o w , GGA, 1894 476 f. and Kaipfiramahjari, p. 19a f

.

4. Maharg^tii is the dialect of Mabaraftra, the land of the Mar&thns,
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The great popularity of the work as well as uucertahity of

the text is proved not only by its different manuscripts and

recensions, but also by the large number of quotations from Hala

found in works of poetics. A majority of such quotations found

in these works are not traceable in any of the known recensions^.

The manner in which the rhetoricians quote Hala, although

he is not a Sanskrit poet, proves the high respect that the Sattasai

enjoyed at the hands of the scholars of poetics*.

The dramas and anthologies show that Prakrit lyrics

existed also in later times. Hemacandra in his Prakrit

grammar cites a number of beautiful little stan/as in the

Apabhraiiisa dialect®. We do not know the time when they

were composed. But in their nature they differ so little from the

songs of Sattasai that some specimens are given here :

biftle mat bhaniya tuhum ma karu vankl difthi I

puUi sakaiitfi bhalli jiva marat hiai paitihi II

“O girl, I told you do not send side-glances at me ; for

those glances entering into the heart (of others) kill tliem

as a spear with sharp bent edge” (VIIT, 4, 330),

vippiaairaU jot vi piu to vi Uath ar}ahi ajju I

aggina daddhdjam gharuto tediaggidi kajju II

“Friend, bring to me today my beloved, though he

has offended me; for one has to do with fire even though

it has burnt one’s house.” (VIll, 4, 343).

bhalld hua ju mdrid bahvii rmhara hantu I

lajjejjath tu vayamsiahujai bhaggS ghara erUu II

“It was well, O sister, that my husband was killed

(in battle). I would have been put to shame in the

itt wtese, metropolis, Pratisdi5ua, the j^iidhra-ltiugs I’eMclecl. Siaee the work
is wijttoii in musical stanzas (eSliassi^tliit) the Ungiplic fonp of the cUaM-
has became problematic. In the dramas too tiie musical stanzas arc always in
die MthaTa^tri dialect. Gf. G, G a r r c z in JA, p. 6, part XX, 187a, iq-jS,

and P i s c h e 1
, Grammatik der Prakiit-Sprachen §§ a and la f.

_T. Cf. Weber’s edition, introduction, p. XLIII ff. The same
writer in Ind. Stud. 16, aoa ff. has given a list of the alatfakaras employed in
^he Sattasai.

» a. Anandavardhana, particularly selects his examples for suggested
meaning, irony etc. from tlie Sattasai, see Dhvanyaloka 1, 4; II, 35J III, i6; 39.

' 3. R. Pischel, Materialen zur KenntnU des Apabhraibia,
AGGW, N, F. Vol. V, No. 4, Berlin 190a. (On Apobhraiiiia lyrics of
Jainas and Buddhists, see Jacobi —&ujatkumaracaritain. Introduction
p.XVIUff.).
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presence ofmy friends if he had returned home defeated,”

(Vni, ^,351).

vrSsu maharisi eu bhamt jen suualthu pamaitti \

mayahath calamnavantahoh divi dim gaiigd ^hdnu II

“Vyaaa, the great sage, tells that if the Vedas and

sSstras arc to be regarded as authoritative, then those who
salute the feet of their mothers get the merit of bathing

in the Ganga everyday (VIII, 4, 399),

Not from the Prakrit lyrics, but parallel with it, developed

the Sanskrit lyrics. But since we know about the famous

prized Buddhist songs ofAsvaghosa only in hcresays, and
about those ofM a t r c e ( a only in fragments^ and as only a

few stanzas of Bh as a’s songs are found available to us in antho-

logies, For us, the first great lyric poet of Sanskrit is Kalidasa.
In his epic and dramatic poems Kalidasa is more or less a lyric

writer, and probably the best pieces that he composed in the

form of musical poems are contained in many portions of his

epics and particularly in his dramas, Kalidasa is always at the

summit of his art In places where he has depicted senti-

ment and where nature-description and human-feelings are

mixed up together in pictures. His most famous lyric poem,
however, is the M c g h a d u t a “the Poem of the Gloud-
Messciigcr”*, that is counted by Indians among his great epics

I. See above II, 303, 91 1 f., transl. 958-9, 971 IF.

_ _
9 . The exact title is {mghadniam kSvyam). Commonly the title

IS given as the Meghaduta, the “Cloud-Messenger”. Editions: by J.
Cr i I d c ni c i s t e, r (with Latin Glossary ), Bonn 1841 J with critical notes and
vwabulSry by A, f. S t e n z 1 e r

, Breslau 1874; witli the commentary of
® ‘ = '“‘d K. P. P a r a b a

, and Ed. Bombay
j8M, NhP. 1 he best edition is that of E. H u 1 1 z s c h with the
and oldest commentary of Vallabhadeva and a Sanskrit -English vocabulary,
London 1911. Translations;—in English verses by H. H. \Y i 1 s 0 n , Cal-
cutta 1813, with numerous iiiteresting parallels from Classical and KnolUh
IJOetiy, that the Uaiislator gives in liis notes. Tiie second edition (1843) is
irprmted M a supplement to the very valuable German prose translation with
notes by S c h U L ss , Bielefelcl ifigg. (WiKon^s traiwlation has affain been
pubiislicd 111 hia works, vof. 4.). Metrical German translations ofMax-

d’ r,
* 9°®' anonymous English translation in the

randit, Vol. II. English prose translations of Jacob, Pathak and
r i.v'J

a r gi k a r a have been mentioned byHultzsoh, ibid n. XIV,
r WithD a k ? 1 n 5 V a r t a n a t h a ’ s commenlaiy, ed. T. G a n a p a t i
ha.stri, l.bb. igrg; with P a r u as a r as v a t i’s commentary, ed.
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(mahaJsavyas). It can be designated as an “epic inasmuch as

the lyric stanzas are clothed In an epic form. The subject-matter

is as follows:

—

A Yaksa, i.e. a class of celestial beings who are in

the service of the god Kubcra, had offended his master by

some dereliction in the discharge of his duty, and for this

his lord banished him for a year. He is obliged to leave

his home and wife and to wander in the Rama-hill in the

south. In the eighth month of his banishment, just in the

beginning of the rainy sca.son, he sees a thundering cloud,

that is moving from the south towards his homeland that

was in the north; then he implores the cloud to convey his

message to his aggrieved wife separated from him. He
accurately describes to the cloud the path that he will

have to traverse to reach his home in the Kailasa hill, where

in the city of Alaka is situated his castle, in which his wife

is sorrowing all alone. This offers the poet a great oppor-

tunity to describe nature in a splendid manner. With

particular affection he tarries when he describes his own
nxtive town Ujjaylni and Alaka, the city of the Yakovs.

' The poet throughout filk our mind with wonder with his

forceful pictures and similes. The black cloud spreads

along the stream that resembles the pearl-bind of the earth,

in the middle of which shines forth a black saphire. The
Kailasa, with its snow-covered peaks resembling water-

lilies, rises up in the sky and looks every night like

the thundering laughter of Siva^. The city of Alaka,

that is situated by the side of the Kailasa hill, down which
flows the river Ganga, resembles a damsel lying in the lap

ofher lover (the hill, withher garment (the Ganga) hanging

down. The mansions surrounded by the clouds in the

rainy season are comparable with a woman’s dark hairs

interwoven with a net of pearls. Alter the Yaksa has

K. V. JCrisnamacharya, Shrirati;am 1909; with the comms. of

Mallinatha and CaritTavardhana, ed. Naraya^ia
Sastrl Khiste, Varanasi, 1931 ; Eng. trans. G. J. Somayaji
Madras I93.j;.]

I. Indian poets always describe laughter as white. We may
appro-simitely say; “Like the white shining teeth of loudly laughing Siva”,

although the whiteness does not belong only to the white teeth, but perhaps
rather also to the face that is shining on account ofher laugh.
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accurately described to the cloud the city and his castle,

he begins to describe the beauty of his wife, as he imagines

her after the prolonged separation. And lastly he

communicates the text of the message that he should

convey with his thundering voice to his beloved. He
asks him to speak to her how he always anxiously thinks

about her:

—

iyamasoangam caktlaharimpreksile drslipaldth

gandacckayani iaiini .HkhinSth barhabharesu keidtl |

utpaiydmi pratanusu nddmeifu bhruvilasSn

hantaikasthaih kvacidapi na le bhim sadrsyaiMSli il

tvdmalikhya prmiayakupilarh dhdCurdgaip Hldydm

dtmdnam U caranapatitam ydvadicchdmi karlum t

asmistdvanmuhurupacilairdrstirdlipyate me

krurastasmiitnapi na sahate saAgamam nau krtdniali II

“Perhaps I may see in the priyangu creeper thy body,

thy glance in the look of an amazed antelope, the shade of

thy temple in the moon, thy lock of hairs in the tail of a

peacock, tlic sport of thy eye-brows, in the slender waves

of the river; but alas, O timid one, thy resemblance is not

available in obeity at one place.”

“Very ofteft when I desire to paint thee in saffron

colour over a slab of stone, showing thee in an angry pose

in our quarrel of love, and to make myself fall upon thy

feet (in order to apease thee), my vision gets obstructed

with long deposited tears ; the cruel god of fate does

not tolcriite our union even therc^.”

bh&ydscdha tvamapi iayane kai}.{halagnd pttrd me

nidrdm galvd kimapi rudali sasvanam viprabuddha I

sdnlarhdsam kalhitaimsakrtprcchalaka Ivayd me

diUali svapne kitava ramayankamapi tvaih mayeli ||

“He further says—once when you were although

clinging to my neck (on the bed), you fell asleep and then

woke up with a cry for some reason or other; and when I

asked you repeatedly (the reason of that), you said with

a suppressed smile— you rogue, I saw you, in my dream,
frolicking with some other woman®.”

z. Tratislacion into English from German by Max M tl 1 1 e r .

S. Traasiation into English from German by L- F r i 1 4 e

,
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Goethe, who had known about the “Oloud-Mes-

scnger” through Wilson’s translation expressed his

admiration for the poem in the “Zahmen Xcnien” in the

following verse:

“Was will man dcnn vergnuglicheres wissen !

SakontaU, Nala, die muss man kiissen;

Und Megha-Duta, den Wolkengesandtcn,

Wer schickt ihn nicht gern zu seelenverwandtcn^ !”

“What more pleasant, shall we know.

Than Sakuntala., Nala, that we must kiss;

And Mcgha-Dula, the cloud-messenger,

Who is there who will not like to send him to

his soul I”

Alexander von Humboldt® praises “the admirable

trueness to nature” with which the first advent of the cloud in

the beginning of the rainy season is described in the Meghaduta,
L. W. Schroeder® vouchsafes the value of the poem as “a
treasure of uncstimable value” and G. Meyer* describes it

as “the most beautiful bewailing of a yearning lover, that one

can read.”

As regards the Indians themselves they have all the time

esteemed the poem as a piece of extraordinarily high value. It

is a thing that points to the circumstances in which the text has

not come down to us in an unmutilated form, and that in it

verses got interpolated already quite early®.

The fame of the Meghaduta in India is 'proved also by

the extraordinarily numerous imitations of the poem in later-

day Indian literature. So is the poet D h o i
, the writer of

I. About Meghaduta in the Noten und Abhandlungen zum Divan
(Jubildumsausgabe, Vol. 5, p. 360) Goethe says: “The first acquaintance with
such a work always makes an epoch in our life”. And in the article “Indische
und Ghineaische Dichtung" (Vol. 37, j). pro ) he speaks in praise of thepoem that

it “describes purely human relationship”. Gf. also P. Th. Hoffmann, Der
indische und der deiitsche Geist, p. a8 ff., 46.

s. Kosmos II, 40. He compares his own lovely description of the

advent of the rainy season in the tropics of America in his “.^^ichten der
Natur” (and Etl. i8a6, 1 , 33 ff.), that lie wrote before he had read Kalidasa’s

Meghaduta.

' 3. ILG 548 ff.

4. Essays und Studien II, 99.

5. The history of the text is given clearly in the edition Hultzscb.
On textual criticism see also Macaonell, JRAS 1913, 176 ff. and H a r i

C( b a n d , Kaliddsa, p. 338 ff.
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Pavanadutai or Wind-Messenger” in which a Gandhai'va

girl sends her message by the wind to KingLaksmanasena, whom
she loves. Another imitation, that is rather slavish, of the

Mcghadfila is the poem Sukasaihde^a* of a poet

Ij a k .? m i d a s a
,
in which a parrot lakes the place of the cloud.

[ Then there is one Bhramarasande^a “The Bee*Mes-

seiiger of V a s u d c v a . ]

Ilaihsaduta of Rupagosvamin (16lh century),

P a d a li k a d u t a of K r 9 h a s ’ a rm a n Sarvabhauma

^written in 1723 A.D.), two different poems bearing the title

U d cl h a V a d u t a , oue of an unknown poet and the other of

a poet M a. d h a V a
,
who probaljly lived in the 17 th century,

arc devoted to the love of Radha and K| sn.i*. More important

than these and seemingly later imitations, in spite of their age,

are the Jaina poems Pars vabhyudaya andNemiduta^
already mentioned before. The Meghaduta of Kalidasa was

not only translated into Singhalese even by the Buddhists of

Ceylon but was also imitated by them'*. The fame of Kalidasa

extended upto Tibet as well and we have a Tibetan translation

I. Edited hy M. C h a k r a V a r t i in JASB, N. S. i, 1905, 41-71.
Sec above p. 56, P i s c li e 1

, 11. L. 33 If. anti A u f r c c h t , iCDMG 54,
tgoo, 616 IF., where nine more iinitations of the Meghaduta are enumerated.
A second poem with the title Pavanadula by a poet VadicandraSiiri
has been published in Km.. Part XIII, 9-34. [ On D h o i , see VidhuSekliara
Bhattacharya, IHQ., 3, 1936, p. 878 (I ]

* Edited by Maharaja R a m a v a r m a of Travancore in llic

JRAS 188 1, 401 IT., where is provided a complete list of other similar imitations
(.Sandesas.i.e., messages). The work is well-known in Malabar: sec Rama-
varma, JR.\S, 1910, 638.

3. Cf. E g g c I i n g , Ind. Off. Cat. p, 14C7 ff; Haeberlin 374-400,
401-409, 333-347, 348-373. In the PadSiika or Kr^ntipadaAkaddta have been
described the bew-ulingsofacDwherdess, who dibcoverecl the footprint of Kr?ija
in the gi-ove and is reminded thereby of her absent lover. In the M a n o -
d u t a the poet V i s u u d a s a nn.k.?i his own mind the messenger for
the piirpuse of giving expression to liis own feeling of devotion to Vispu;
Vie bid. Off. Cult. p. 147^*' Anodierpoem bearing the same title and composed
by V r a

)
a n a t li a (1738) is not really an imitation ofMegliadflta. It

(Icscrib -s the message dial Wrjiuparli sends to Lord Krsna, while her
girraentis being ivtnovwl I’mm her bmly: see Km., Part Xtl, pp. 84-130;Krishna m a e li a r y a 138 1. There are number of verses in the Jat^a
No. 397 (cl . P i s c h e I , IIL, 38 note ), in. which an impaled man gives a
passing crow a love-complaint to his beloved t they aic neither imitation nor
prototype to these “messages", but are interesting parallels to these.

4. See above, II, 338, transl. p. 513.

3. In Singhalese there is “Peacock-Messenge" (i+th century) anda number ot other Messages
; see Geiger, Litcratur und Sprache der

Smghalesen (Grundnss t,io^, p. g;H u 1

1

a s c h , loc. cit, p. Vlllf.
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of the Meghaduta, probably written in the 1 3th century A.D.

included in the Tanjur^.

With regard to the numerous other lyric poems that are

attributed to Kalidasa, it is doubtful whether the name of the

great jooet is correctly associated with them. Of them the

Ijltusamhara* “Short description of the Seasons”, on account

of its antiquity, as also on account of its language and poetical

perfection may possibly be easily included in the works ofthe great

poet®. In this poem the series of six seasons—the summer, the

rains, the autumn, the winter, the time of frost and the spring

—

are described in splendid colours. These descriptions with their

delicate observation of nature, lovely sketches about the

happiness of animals and plants and glowing and often luxuriant

pi’cscntation of amorous pleasures in each of these seasons are

probably worthy of Kalidasa. This conclusion will be confirmed

by some prolies according to the beautiful translation of P. V.

B 0 h 1 e n :

—

From the description of the summer :

1. The Tibetan translation of K3.lidasti’s Meghadiita, acatrdingto
tlje red and black Tanjflr, has been published and rendered into German by
H. Bckh (Supplement to ABA 1906). Cf. G. Huth_, SBA 181)5,

2681’., 281 ir.,aiulB e c k h , Ein Bcilrag zur Tcxlkritik von Kilidaws Mcgha-
cluta, Dhs., Berlin 1907.

2. tv. J o n e s had published the text in Calculla in 1792J P. von
B o h 1 c n has published it with Latin and German metrical U'anslations

Lipsiac 1840. Ofmediocre merit is the translation of A. H 0 e f e r , Indischo
Gcdichte, I, 83 if. tVilh the commentary of Manirama, the text has bcr.n

published in Bombay NSP. 1906. [P. Bohlen’s German translation has
recently been published by H. K r e y e n b o r g in the Insel BUcherci
No. 280].

3. The authenticity of the Rhisainhara is often likewise doubled as al-

ready stated.
_
J. N o b e 1 (ZDM'G 66, igi2, 275 ff; 73. 1919, 194 If.; JRAS

1913, 40iir.) is the last scholar to doubt its authenticity, whilst A. B. K c i t h
(JRAS 1912, 1066) has defended it. A. G a w r 0 n's k i (The digvijaya

of Raghu and some connected problems, p. 29, note 3 ) refutes the authorship
of this poem to Kalidasa, However, it is, generally admitted that the

Rlusaihliara is already imitated in the Mandasor-inscriplion (472 A.D.)
(see K i e I h o r n , NGGW 1890, 251 IT. ), therefore, it must have been of a
time not far fnmi the works of KalidSsn. That Riusamliata, in niaiiy respects

differs from the other poems ofK5Ud5sa can be easily explained from the fact,

that it belunjjs to som^ other class. However, the circumstance that the

Rtusathhara is nowhere cited in llie works of rhetorics speaks against its

authenticity: see H a r i C h a n d , Kalidasa, p. 240 ff. In the beginnuig
of the i8th century A.D. V i i v e 5 v a r a, in his poem §a^rtitvavi>aua, has
already imitated it (seeK r i s b n am ac h a r y a 128) [Hiilebrandl,
Kal^&sa p. _66 IF,, considers the Rtiisathhara as “the earliest svork of
K&lidasa written in the days of Ids youth, bee also S. K. De, JRAS 1927,
pp. 109-10].
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1 mrgdh pracandalapatapita bhriaSh

Ifsa mahatya parisuikatalovah l

vandntare toyamiti pradhaviia

nirlksya bhittnaHjanaiannibham mbhah ||

2 ravermayukhakabhilapito bhriam

mdahyamdnal} palhi laptapdmubhih I

aodAimkhojihmagalU) ivasanmuhul,i

phant mayUrasya tale nisldali II

3 Irsd mahalyd halavikrumodyaniap

svasaninufiurdS ravidat ildnamh I

na fianlyadurepi gajan tnrgeivaro

vilolajilwakalildgrakesara}} II

‘1- vUu^kakanlhdhitaslkarambhaso

gabhastibhirhlidnunuitanuiapilali I

pravrddhalpsnopahald jaldrlhino

Ha danlinali kesatinopi bibhyali ||

5 trfdkulaiscdtakapaks!ndm kulaili

praydcilaitoj abkardvalafHibiiiaik \

prdydnti mandaih bahudkdravatslijo

baldhakdJi iroiramanohaTOsmndlf. 11

6 saddmanajilatii svamdtsavotsukapi

vikirifavistlrjjiakaldpaiobhiiam I

sasaMhramdlinganacumbandktdam

praviltanrlyam kulamadya barhitjdm H

7 nipdtayantyah paritastafadmnan

pravrddhavegaib salilairanirmalaik I

slriyah sudusld iva jdtavibkramd/i

praydnti nadyastvaritam payonidh'm II

8 payodkarairbhimagabhiranmanais-

tadidbhirudvejitacHttso bhriam 1

krtdparadhdnapi yo§itaJjt priydn

par^vnjanle iayane nirantaram 1

1

1. “Tormented by the blazing sunshine, the deer

with dried palate on aceoitnt of intense thirst, beholding

the powdered collyrium-like sky and thinking it to be
water, have run to another forest,”

2. "Incessantly scorched by the rays of the sun,

heating with the heated sand on the path, the snake with
his hood turned downward, not moving in an oblique

manner, panting again and again, rests under (the shadow
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of) the plumes of a peacock.”

3. “The king of the animals, deprived of his valour

and endeavour Ijy excessive thirst, with his quivering mairc,

lolling tongue, yawning mouth and panting again and again,

docs not kill even the elephants that are not far away.”

4. “The tuskers who have oossed out water-drops

through their dried throat, tormented by the rays of the

sun, suffering from increased thirst, desiring water, do not

fear even the lions.”

.5. “Asked by the flocks of cataka birds, tormented

by thirst, the clouds, bending down with the weight of

water, showering rains in lon'ents and producing sounds

• aggreeablc to the ear, are moving slowly.”

6. “Ahvays sounding charmingly, eager for the

'

lovefeast, looking beautiful with outstretched luxuriant

plumage, the flock of peacocks, anxious for embrace and

kiss, has now got engaged in dance.”

7. “The rivers with turbid water, with increased

speed, throwing down trees (standing) on their banks, are

fast running to the sea, as wanton women, exhibiting

amorous gestures.”

8. “The women, repeatedly tormented with flashes

of lightening and the clouds thundering terribly and

deeply, incessantly embrace on their bed even their guilty

lovers.”

It is further doubtful whether the Srhgaratilaka^
“Decoration of Love”, a small collection of stanzas with erotic

theme, can be attributed to Kalidasa. The following little song

demonstrates that this anthology too contains beautiful stanzjis :

iiidmre^a nayanim mukhamambujena

kimdeita demlamadharam nampallmitna I

aAgmii eampakadalaisca vUhaya vedhak

kanle katharh ghalitavanupalma celali ll*

'i. Published in Haeberlin 14-17 (ai slauKas), in Kalidasae Mcgh?.-
duta et Srift?5raiHaka ex vec. J, Gildemetstcri, Bonnae 1841 (93
stanzas) and as an apoendix to tlie edition of ibeRtusamhtra, Bombay NSF
1906 ( 31 stanzas ). SrAgararasanaka, (Haeberlin 310 if.),

which also is attributed to Kalidasa, is merely a compilation of erotic verses,

ofwhich the verse No. 4 might be ofKalidasa and the verse No. 7 is taken from
the KiirnSrasarabhava.

2. Mangobliiten, p. ii. [Geiman melriral Iransl. by L. V.
Schroeder,]
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“Having made thy eyes with blue lotus, tlie lace with

l)1ue lotus, the teeth with Jasmine, tlie lower lip with

a tender shoot, the limbs with leaves of campaka, tell me
then, O beloved, how did the creator form thy heart with

a slab of stone.”

Of the religious hymns, the authorship of which is

attributed to Kalidasa, a mention may be made of one

Syamaladantjaka^, the famous stotra of the Goddess Durga,

with its greater part in prose and of hymns Sarasvatlstotra
and M a n g a 1 ii s t a k a * translated into Tibetan in the

Tanjur.

In several manuscripts, Gliatakarpara ®, “The
Broken Jar” too is attributed to Kalidasa. It is a poem of 22

elegantly rhyming stanzas, in which a young damsel, at the advent

of the rains, gives expression to her feeling of anxiety for her

husband, who is away, and sends to him her greeting through the

clouds— hence a counterpart of the Meghaduta. The poem has

obtained this title from the fact that the poet in its last verse

offers to carry water in a broken jar to any poet who may surpass

him in the matter of rhyming. Riickert* has rightly said

that had this “broken vessel” been a German one, it would not

have been even worth picking up at all”, and that in respect of

rhyming the water did not reach the Nalodaya. It is certain

that the work is not of Kalidasa. Frcjguenlly it is ascribed to a

poet Ghatakarpara, who (according to the fashion of

Persian poets) inscribed his name in the concluding stanza®.

1. Published in Km., Pait I, 6 f[.

a._ F.W. Thomas in JRAS iots, TSjff. The MangalSs^a is

preserved in Saiuikiit ipsuiplioiri as wll; see A u f r e c h t , Leipzig
No. 450 f.

3. Ediled, liaiuiUled (iuio Geruinu), unilated and ajinolartcd by
G. M. 13 u r s c h , Berlin i8a0; Placberlin 180 ff.; French by C h d z y i»

JA 1833, II, 39 ff.; German by Hoefer, Indisclte Gedichtc 11, 199 ff.,

and P. V. B 0 h 1 c n , Das ullc Indicn, Kdnigsberg 1830, 380 if.; cf.Egge-
ling, Ind. off. Cat. VII, p. 1437 f.

4. Jahrbtlcher fbr Wissenschaftliche Kritik 1899, I, 591 ff. Some
verses have also been translated into German. See also Rttckert-Nachlese

1, aiy.

5. Gliatakarpara’s name appears among the “nine jewels’’ of
Vikraralditya (see above p. 46 }, a thing that in any case proves that the poem
enjoyed certain reputation in India, as is sbpwn also by its large number ^
commentaries (see Aufreebt CC s.v.}. N i t i s a r

a

(Kaeberlin 304 ff.)

« collection 9i didactic stanzas, too is attributed to Ghafakarpara.
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The famous A in a r u s a tuk or ‘‘I'he Hundred SUiuzas”,

of the poet Amaru ® must not have been altogether of an age

very far from the time of Kalidasa. Next to Kalidasa there is

hardly any lyric poet who is esteemed by Indians and is referred

to as a model by poelicians as Amaru. Auandavardhana

in his poetics quotes the song-stanzas of Amaru as a proof

that a poet can in single stanzas convey so much of sentiment that

each of them appears like an independent poem in miniature®.

And another teacher of poetics says ! “A single stanza of the

poet Amaru equals a hundred great poems”. A proof of the

popularity of Amaru’s “Hundred”* is also the uncertainty of

its text. The four recensions deviate from one another in the

matter of the number of verses and their order of sequence.

Besides we find in anthologies verses of Amaru that are not

found in our Pataka, whilst conversely verses of our Amaru-

iataka arc attributed to other poets in anthologies®.

About the lime of Amaru we know nothing except that

Anandavardhana (about 850 A.D.) refers to him first of all by

1 . The name occurs also in the forms Amavuka, Amarfl, AmarOka.

3.

R. S i m 0 n (Kiel 1893 ) lias edited the AmaruJalaka in its differtaal

recensions with an introduction and cxtracis from commentaries. Its supple-

ment in ZDMG 49, 1895, 577 ff. Published with the commentary of Arjuna-
deva in Km. 18. [An edition with Hindi translation and coniinentary,

Bombay 1914].

3. Dhvanyaloka III, 7 (Jacobi’s German transl. p. 81 f.

)

4. The actual number of veraes in MSS and in commentaries
varies between 90 and iig. The Km. edition has joz strophes, and there are 7
paiUistas, containing further verses, that have been coUecled partly from
commentaries and MSS and partly from AlaiikaraiSstras and anllrologies.

S. K. D e, Padyavali. p. 1841.

5.

_

Only 51 verses arc common to all the recensions. None of them is

in a position to claim to contain the ocigiisal text. S i m o ir has based his

edition on the text of the South Indian recension just on practical grounds.
According to A u f r e c h t (ZDMG ay, 7 f.

J
the verses composed in the

$&rd<UavikrIdita raeivc only belong to the origtnal collection; but there are

only 61 stanzas, among those that arc there, that have dus metre (iuRec. 1
and III). H. W e 1

1

e r believes (according to a private communicalion) to

have been able to prove that the rec. Ill is the earliest. That was the view
of B a h 1 e r (ZDMG ^7, 1893, p. 94), since this rec. is attested by the

oldest commentator Aijunavarman_ (between rzig and tai8). [The
different recensions are!~South Indian (Comm_. Vemabhflpala and
RamSnandan^tha )j Bengal (Ravicandra ); \i^st Indian
that was used by Arjunavarman; and the mixed recension

(Ramarudra, Rudramadeya). For specimens, with trarrs-

lation, see S. K. D e Treatment of Love in Sans. Lit., Calcutta 1939, p. a8 f.;

HSL, pp. 158 ff. 0 . R. Narasitaha Sarmfi—Studies in Sanskrit

Literamre, Mysore, 1936 pp. 1-30. J
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his nauiCj whilst Vainana (Circa BOO) cites a verse fioni Aniaru-

sataka’ without naming its author. Almost nothing is known

about the biography ofAmaru* A tale narrated by some of the

commentators and by the author of the so-called biography of

Sankara (Sajikaradigvijaya) goes to say that the real writer

of the Amaru^ataka is nobody other than the famous Vedanta

philosopher Sankara. Il is said there that with the help of

magic he entered into the body of the Kashmiri king Amaru
and had intercourse with the latter’s hundred wives for the

purpose of gaining first-hand knowledge of modes of love. As a

proof of his knowledge of the science of erotics, he composed

the sataka*. In the opinion of W. this talc is historical to the

extent that it suggests that Aniaru was a resident of Kashmir

(as meant by S i m o n ), as a king of the name of Amaru is

wholly unknown there.

In the way the Sattasai ofHala is the chief work of Prakrit

love lyric, we can consider the Amarusataka as the main work

of erotic lyric of Sanskrit. The common feature of the Amaru-

^ataka and Sattasai is that every individual starl«a is a complete

poem in itself in both of them. It is a thing that properly holds

good for the whole of Indian lyric and didactic poetry, including

works like Meghadula or Rtusaihhara, where a long series of

several slarizas is expressive of a single idea. This is especially

the case with the iatakas or "centuries”, that is to say, in

collections of stanzas counted in hundreds®. Like the lyric

strophes of the Sattasai, those of the Amanriataka too are in

majority of cases miniature paintings from amorous

life, however, iu an environment that is quite different from

the one that we have known from the Sattasai. But as there,

so here too, the talk is about separation and parting, about

I. /Vraam i6, 30 (II. Re.;.) aud 8g in Vfimaua 111, a, 4J IV, 3, la,
V, a, 8.

a. Riivicajjdta, the authur of il\c commentsury KSlmada, altcmpls to

prove the authorship of tlic great philosopher even by explaining the veises os
having two meaning, aiid tliat in addition to the erotic sense, each of them
has also a Iheosophical idea conveyed in it. This commentary was published
in Calcutta 1808. Cf. Kathavate, Report p. 14; E g g e 1 i n g ,

Ind. Off. Cat. p. 1530 ff.

3. It is not correct to speak about a "Sataka lyric” or about “Cen-
turian poetry” (seeS imon, loc. citp. if.; Pis cbel,KG.,p. aoa). Since
Such, a work is not characteristically composed of hundred stanzas theie are
poetical works with a smaller or greater number ofstrophes in them; hut they
are poems written insingle stanzas.
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grieViUiccs suid resentment; more frequently, however, it is about

wilful surrender and affectionate embraces. The lays of Amaru
have become considerably known [in Germany] through trans-

lations. Friedrich R u c k e r t has already li-anslated into

German a portion of it under the title “38 Licdchen von

Amaru.”^ Very often these songs have later evoked the talents

of translators. A small selection is given below as a represen-

tation of the character of these poems:

—

tadvaklrdbhimukhaiii mukharh vimmitam dniih hita padayos

tasyalapahuiuhaldkulatare holre niruddhe ma)a I

pdnibhydfh ca tirasktlaj} sapulakalj, svedodgamo gandayolj

sakhyal} kith karavdift yditli saladhd yaikafkuke samdhayal} ||

“I bend down my face, that was opposite to his face;

I cast my gance at his two feet; I close my two ears that

remain anxious to listen to his words; I hide with my two

hands the drops of sweat (gathering) on the temples of

my two cheeks: O, friend, what can 1 do, since the knots

in my upper garment get loose hundred times ?”

This according to the German translation of R ii c •

k e r t will be rendred as—

•

“Opposite to his face, shying I send my glance to his

feet;

I close the ears that are pining for the pleasure of

his embrace;

I cover with ray hands the sweat that oozes in showers

from the cheek;

O friend, what can I do when each knot in my bodice

is bursting ?”

sunyam vdsagrham vilokya sayanadiiUlidya kiMlkfatjair-

itidrdpydjamupdgatasya sucirarp nhvaiitya palyumukham I

oisrabdham paricumbya jdlapulakdmSlokya gaifdaslhallm

la^dnamamukhi priye^a hasatd bald dram ctimbitd l|

I. In Wendtschen Musenalmanach Ibi the year 1831, p. lay ff.,

R'lickert-Nachlese I, 34a ff., 270.

s. Selected stiophes iiave been translated into German by L. V.
Schroeder, MangoblUten, p. 77 ff; by H c r t e 1 , Indische Gedichte, and
by Hans L i n d a c h (Pseud. Hermann Weller ),in the Lande der Nymphaen,
Bilder us Indiens Liebesleben nach Amaru, Strassburg, and Leipzig tgo8.

The complete collection also in BShtlingk's “Indischen Sprtlchen’*.

L. V. Schroeder, Reden und Au&atze, Leipzig 1913, p. 158 ff. gives a
beautiful appreciation of the lyrics of Amaru.
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This according to the German translaton of S h r o -

c d e r will be rendered as:

—

“She is alone with him in the sleeping chamber,

The young wife finds her husband slumbering;

She gently rises up from her bed and looks at his face

For a long time, while he poses as fast asleep,

And now she kisses him gently again and again ;

And when little hairs on her cheek stand erect

On account of rupture and she gets ashamed.

He raises his face, raises up the head

And smiles and ki s s es her again and again for long.”

sd patjiuli pralhamdparddkasamayB sakhyopadesam vind

no jdndli saoibhramdngavalamvakroktuathsucanam I

svacchairacehakapolamSlagalitiak parjiastanelrotpald

bald kevalameva roditi luthallolakairasrubhiji ||

“The young girl, on the occasion of the first offence

committed by her husband, because of no advice from her

friend, knows not to give expression (to her feeling of grief)

by particular manner of movement of the limbs and by

talking in a figurative languagei; (so) she just breaks into

tears that drop from the root of her bright cheeks and

are white with her rollingly moving hairs, and her eyes

look like widespread lotuses.”

But according to the German translation of Leopold

von Schroeder it is to be rendered as :

—

“When for the first time, utters an offending word,

The husband, then begin to tremble violently

The limbs of the young wife; but still she knows not

To utter a single biting word—nor does she inform

Any of her friends about the matter;

She just casts her anxious lotus-cycs all round,

And her bright cheeks get covered

With white tears and shaking hairs.”

bhrUbhaAge raciUpi drsHtadhikath solkat^lhmudmk^ate

rnddhdydmapi vdei samitapadarh dagdhdnanarhjd^oie \

kdrkasyaA gamitepi ettasi tanu romdflcmalambale

dffle nirvahatfam bhavisyati kathaA mdmsya tasmiUjane ll

^ ^ .
. . . . . .

Winletnitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. Hl-g,
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“Even after the brows have been wrinkled, the eye

gazes anxiously more and. more; though speech is stopped,

the cursed face looks smiling; even though the mind is

hardened, the body ripples : (at the time) when that

fellow is seen, how can the anger come to an end ?”

But according to the German translation of Leopold

von Schroeder :

—

“She wrinkles her brows, but alas, the eyes

Still thirst eagerly for the beloved
;

She keeps silent and does not utter a word,

But her face, even though aggrieved.

Presents a most gracefiU smiling appearance;

She tries to harden her heart, but the skin

Of her whole body begins to ripple;

She tries to appear sulky; still when she sees

Him standing face to face.

How can she make that come to end ?“

Further

mugdhe mugdhatayaiva nelumkhilab. kilal} kimSirabhyate

rmnarh dkatsva dhrtith badhana tjutath duie kurupnyasi
I

sakhyaivom pratibodhita pralivacastatnaha bhitSnanS

nlcaik dathsa hydi sthito hi mm me prd^eharah hoiyati ||

“O innocent girl, why have you begun to spend all

(your) time in innocence ? Show anger, please hold

patience, cast off straight-forwardness in (respect of your)

beloved. When (she) was thus advised by her friend, she

with a terrified face replied

—

“Please speak in a slow voice; the lord of (my) life,

living in my heart, will hear it.”

But according to the German translation of J. J,

Meyer (iKavyasamgraha, p. 20 f.) ^

Ah, my innocent child,

Away with your innocence.

You know not, what sort of men are,

Have trust in my age.

Please be sulky towards your sweet’heart,

You most show yourself as hard :

[ I. This stanza does not occur in KS.vyasaihgraha, part II, where
the Amaruiataka is printed at pages ao f.].
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This is usual in love.

In case you do this, he will remain your own.”

Terrified by this she shouted

—

“O my friend, please speak in a low voice,

Otherwise my husband stationed in my heart,

Will hear all this.”

Furthei

—

kdnte sagasi idpiie priyasakhiveiatri vidhydydgate

bhrdntydlingya mayd rahasyamuditaih taUaAgamdkdrikfayd\

mugdhe duskarameladityalitamdmudddimhdsaiji baldd

dslifyaechalitdsmi tern kitavenSdya pradosdgame ||

“When I cursedmy sweel’heart and he came in the

guise of (my) intimate friend, 1 by mistake embraced him
and told him my desire for meeting him. ‘O innocent girl,

that is difficult’—saying this, with a very thundering

laughter, he forcibly embraced me. So I have been cheated

by that wicked fellow at the advent of the evening to-day.”

But according to the German translation of

Hans L i n d a c h :

“I had my love farewell

After a quarrel in lovc;

Then the wicked fellow came back to me
In the guise of my friend;

With him within my arms,

I divulged the secret of my heart

—

That I was longing to be by him.

Then spoke he, "My child, that is really diHicult”;

He kissed me and embraced me long.

Thus he has played trick with me
Today ,

after the setting of the sun.”

The testimony ofAnandavardhana seems to prove that there

was actually a poet whose name was Amaru. Thereby it too

becomes certain that with the help of the musical stanzas of

Amarujatakawe have obtained the impression of a detailed des-

cription of the physiognomy of the poet. If this be not the case,

we have to consider the AmaruSataka, as many researchers

believe, as nothing but an anthology of musical stanzas com-

posed by many different poets.
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We know about the greater portion of Indian love-lyrics

only from the anthologies, in which there occur numerous

stanzas of even poets (and occasionally also of poetesses) who

are otherwise unknown. -One of the better known lyric poets

is Mayura, a contemporary of Bana. He ejchibits his

accurate knowledge of Kama^^tra in his Mayurastaka
(Eight Stanzas by Mayura )•'. The story goes that in these verses

Mayura described the beauty of his daughter, the consort of

Bana, so minutely that she became very angry at her father and

cursed him, and on account of this he became a leper. But later

he was cured of this disease through the aid of the sun-god, whom
he eulogized in his famous SuryaSataka®. The (eight) verses

contain the description of a beautiful young woman who has

secretly visited her lover and returns back from his bed-chamber.

The allusions to the wounds caused by scratches and bites as

well as the words “even an old man becomes of Cupid” might

probably have given currency to this story.

To the most famous love lyrics of India belongs the

CaurisuratapafleaSika, “The Fifty Stanzas on

Secret Amorous Sport”® of the Kashmirian poet B i 1 h a 9 a.

These are fifty stan^zas, each of which begins with the words

adyapi “even to-day.” The poet describes in them, with a glowing

erotic the amorous pleasures that he enjoyed with a princess and

I , Edited and translated into English byG.P.Q,uackenbo3 in

JAOS 31, J911, 343 and The Sanskrit Poems of Mayura (Columbia
University Indo-Iranian Series), p. 67 IT. [ See also F. E. Edgerton,
American Journal of Philology, (38, 1917, 435 . ff. )]

a. See below p. 136,

3. Neither the title nor its meaning is certain. The titles Gaurapan-
efijik^ and CorapaneSjat .too occur. That would mean "Fifty Stanzas of
the Thief, Oaura or Cora’ ’ This has led people to diink of a poet Gaura or Cora
as its author. This ostensible name of the poet occurs first of all in Jayadeva’s
Prasannar&ghava. But there should be no doubt about Bilha^a’s being this

poet according to B ii h 1 c r , (Report ^8 f. and Vikramankadevacarita
, p. 24.

However, the theme of the poem and its association with the tale that is told
about it make it the more doubtful. Ibe text of the Central Indian recension
together with Bhartyhari’a centuries has been edited by P. v. B o h 1 e n
Berolini 1833, and in Haeberliji 247 ff. The fifty stanzas constitute just an
enclosure in the South Indian recension, edited and translated by Ed. Ariel
(JA 1848, St 4, XI, 469 if. ) and in the small ipoem Bilhai^jiacarita
"Adventures ofBilhapa" that has been published in the KSvyamala, Part XIII;
1903, 145-169, wherein the story of Bilhapa’s love with a princess is narrated,
though differently in each ofthe two editions. In “Die Kumir-Recension dey
PanesdikS." the text has been critically discussed, edited and translated into
German by W. S o 1 f , Kiel 1886. Cf. also Jacobi in the LitcraturblatU
fUr Orlentalische Philologie III, 63 ff, and W in t e r n i t z in Oesterr
Monatsschriit fur den Orient la, 1686, 155 ff,
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presents the sensuous pictures. It is s^id that the poet was in

secret love with the daughter of a king, and when this fact be-

came public, he was ordered to be put to death. At the place

fixed for his execution, with death facing him, he composed the 50

st.anzas that pleased and impressed the king so much so that he

set him free and gave him his daughter as a wife. That this tale^

docs not have any historical basis is mainly suggested by the fact

that in his autobiography (see above p. Oi) he docs not say a

word about having a prince.ss as his wife. This view gets further

support from the fact that in several versions ofthe talc, the story

narrated is not that of Bilhana, but of some other personages.

The verses themselves just say that they have been composed

about a princess®, but thence we can deduce neither this that it

deals with secret love nor this that the theme relates to the

decision of the poet’s being put to death®. The Kashmirian

I
._

The tale forms a part ofthe poem in the editions by Ariel and in

Km. and is narrated in tlie commentaries too. The name of the princess, in the

ed. Ariel is Yaminipurnatilaka,daugher of the Pahcala king Madanabhirama;
against this, the princess in the Km. ^ition is Sa^ikala, Candtakalh or Candra-
l^ha (all the three meaning ‘’digit of the moon” ), a daughter of King
Vlrasithha of Mahilapattana. Hence in the Km. edition also the title Candra-
lefchasakti BilhavakSyya, ‘‘BilhaQa’s Poem of his Affection for Candralekha”.
In the MSS from Gujarat the beloved is one Caura (i.e. Cauda or CSpotkata)
princess. The commentator Gapapati, who, moreover, mentions Fahcaiikh
as a “iraginentary poem (khandakSvya), speaks about a Biahmapa Caura as a
world-famous man, who had sensuous association with a princess. Perhaps this

poem is actually a fragment of another poem, of which the theme was love bet-

ween a thief (caura) and a princess, and in which the poet put the verses into

the mouth of a thief brought to the place of execution. In a commentary,
written in lygS, Rama Tarkavagiia Bhattacarya explains the stanzas as

constituting an invocation to the goddess K&lika of a prince Sundara, son of

Ouvasagara of Caurapallf, who composed it before King VIrasithha, while
he was awaiting his sentence of death on account of his secret association

with Vidya, the daughter of the king. When the king heard the poem, induced
by KfilikS, he ofiered him his daughter for the purpose ofmaking her his wife.

Of. B g _g e 1 i n g , Ind. OIF. Oat. VIl, p. 1584. f. In the edition Haeberlin
Sundara is mentioned as the author.

In the Bengali poem Vidya-sundata of Bharatacandra, the chief court-

poet of Raja Ky^pacandra (i8th century), the story of love that existed bet-

ween Princess Vidya and Prince Sundara is narrated, and here Sundara
describes in stanzas (that correspond to the stanzas of the Gauripancaiika) his

love for Vidya. The verses, however, are capable of being mterpreled in

two diGTerent ways and being taken simply as constituting a prayer-hymn to the

goddess KSlr. Gf. Dlnesa GandraSen, History of Bengali Language
and Literature, p. 650. f.

s. The stanza 37 (Solf), where the theme is regarding the princess,'

occurs in all the recensions.

3. Verse 48 (Solf), where the poet says that "even to-day m the hour
of his death he has his mind absorbed in love” is wanting in the South Indian
recension and perhaps is not relevant even on other grounds (see J a c a hi
oc. clt. ) .

....
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recension has two introductory stanzas, of which the second one

appears to be the poet’s words offarewell to his life in which he

says that he will never return back when he will have once fallen

in the net of coquettish glances of the wives of gods^.

Just as doubtful as the frame, in which “the Fifly Stanzas”

are to be fitted, is also the text of the poem that has suffered fur-

ther worse in the hands of the copyists than any other popular

work of Indian poetry. Of the fifty verses only seven are to be

found in all the three chief recensions. Since the poet was of

Kashmir and lived in the court ofa SouthIndian ruler, each of

the stanzas that are common to the South Indian andKashmitian

recensions should have at the most a claim to be genuine. There

are 34 such verses. This great difference in recensions is, in any

case, a proof of extraordinary popularity of the poem in India.

And also from the stand’point of Indian sensuality the

fame of this poem is easily understandable®. For the taste of

the people of the West, the tramlators had to make the poem
palatable by considerably toning down the ardour permeating

Indian the verses®.

To the Uth century A.D. belongs also the Ary as apt a-

5 a ti*, “Seven Hundred Arya Verses” of the poet G o v a r -

I. This verse, however, stands in opposition to the preceding one, in

wMdi the poet tells his enemies—'happiness and fame will again soon get into

his house’. The diiiiculties that are created by these two stanzas have been
removed neither by B <1 h 1 e r

,
nor by S o 1 f , nor by Jacobi. [S. K.

D e, HSL p. 369 is of the opinion that “Bilhaya’s authorship can be asserted

with as little confidence as that of Cora (in spite of Jayadeva’s mention
of a poet of that name in the FrasannarSghava) or of Sundara. It is, on the
other hand, not improbable that the stanzas were old floating verses offorgol-
ten authonhip, which were ascribed to Bilhapa, Cora, Sundara and Vararuci
in turn, and different legendary frame-stories were supplied.’’ ]

s. K r i s h n a m a c h a r y a p. 122 says that in India even to this

day the poem is liked so much that no Indian (^ild fails to commit to memory
at leastsome ofthese stanzas. In the West people will not lilre to place the poem
in the hands of a young person.

3. SoHoefer, Indische Gedichto I, 1 17 if., in his very free com-
plete German translation and L. V. Schroeder, who (MangoblUten, p.
61 ff. ) has reproduced in German a number of selected stanzas more beautifully

but more freely. The Latin translation of v. B 0 h 1 e n and the literal German
translation of S o 1 f cannot naturally present any poetical beauty of the
peom. [Eng. trans. Edwin Arnold, London i8g6 and E. Powys
Mathers, Oxford 1919; Ital. transl. G. de Lorenzo, 11 canto del
ladro, Napoli 1925.]

4. Edited with Ananta Fapdita’s, commentary written in 1624, in
K!m. i, 1886, Of. W e b e r • Foreword to bis edition pi Hula’s Saptaiataka,
p.'xxvi f., and P i s c h C 1

,
HL, p. 30 f.
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d h a n a . The author is a contemporary of the famous

Jayadeva, who says about him that nobody can surpass master

Govardhana in excellent erotic descriptions. The poet boasts

about himself (v. 52) that he has carried over to Sanskrit by
force the type of poetry that usually found tasteful expression in

Prakrit, inthe same manner as Balarama raised up into the sky the

Yamuna, of which the water was suitable for a low plain. By
this he means to say that upto his time the erotic poetry compos-

ed in theArya metre was brought to perfection and was usually

cultured in Prakrit, and it was he who introduced it into Sanskrit.

In fact his task was to write in Sanskrit a work that could throw

into dark the fame of Hala’s Sattasai by composing 700

stanzas in the Arya metre with erotic themes, that are related in

no way with one another and have been arranged by him in an

alphabetic order (according to the initial letters). His task

might have been more difficult than that of Halaj but the Arya-

saptasati, lacking in popularity, cannot be compared with the

Sattasai. However, the work of Govardhana was the model on
which the poet Bihari Lai composed in the Hindi

language his S a t ’ s a i ,
of which, the verses, in the opinion of

Grierson S “show the charm and elegance of language, on
account of which Kalidasa would have envied him”: and again

this Hindi work has been imitated by a Sanskrit post P a r am a

nan da “in one Srngarasaptatika.
By the side of the erotic lyrics moved along also the old

religious lyric and in addition to the large nupiber of

hymns dedicated to Surya, Vi^au, Kr5ha, Rami, Siva, Durga
and other divinities that we find in the puranasand
tantras, there are many pieces that are really ornate poetry.

Many of these slotras are wholly philosophical, particularly

containing ideas of the Vedanta; and often it is impossible to

distinguish whether a work is to be Included in the purana

and tantra literature or among the philosophical texts or in

ornate poetry. Side by side with numberless prayers and
litanies, that very often are nothing but invocations to and
names of gods, besides in many prayers that are, however,

small in number and appear as expression of a deep religious

ardour, there occur numerous ornate poems in which the most

I. JRAS 1894, p. wo.
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difficult metres and all the devices of poetics have come into

play. The divinities too were believed to be won over better

by use of rare and most diifficult figures of speech. Most of

these stotras probably are ofrecent origin Frequently they have

the form of Patakas or “centuries”.

One ofthe oldest poem of this type is the Cancli^a.-

t a k a ^
, “Hundred stanzas dedicated to G a n d i ’S by the

poet Bana. In 102 stanzas (almost all in the Sragdhara

metre) the consort of Siva, with her different names, one of

which is Gandi, and particularly her foot, with which she killed

the demon, Mahija, having the form of a buffalo, is praised and

glorified. In each of the verses occurs at the end the benedictory

formula “may she protectyou”, sdvatddambikd Famous is also

the Suryagataka®, “Hundred Strophes dedicated to the

Sun-god” by Mayura, a contemporary of Bariia®, written

likewise in the Sragdhara metre and in the same ornate style as

the Gandisataka. In the poem, the rays, the horses, the chario-

teer, the chariot and the orb of the sun are praised one after

Another. The rays of the sun are the “ships by which man crosses

the terrible ocean of rebirths, the origin of prolonged pains,”

the orb of the sun is the door of freedom, and the sun him-

self is the supporter ofmen and gods and upholder of the entire

world-order, and is one with Brahman, Visnu and Siva (verses 9,

73, 87, 99). In verse 50 Aruija, the charioteer of Surya, is

compared to a stage-manager, who recites the prologue at the

time of performance of a show. From the citations in manuals

I. Edited with commentary in Km., Part IV, i ff. Gf. above II,

340 (Iranal,, p. 550) and B uhler

,

Ind. Ant. i, 187a, niff. Text with
English translation byQ,uackenbos, The Sanskrit Poems of Mayura. ..

together with the Text and Translation of Mria’sCaudi^ataka, pp. 343-357.

a. Edited
_
in Haeberlin 197 ff., and with commentary in Km.

rg, 1889; ""fith English translation of^uackenbos. The Sanskrit Poems
of.Mayura, p. 8x ff. On “Sanna” or a literal rendering of the ShryaSataka,
composed in Cylon cf'RhysDavids in JRAS, 1894, p. 555. [ See above

p. 133. Italian trans, byC. Bcrhheimer. Livorno 1905.]

3. We learn from Bapa’s Harsacarita too that Harsa’s father and his

pt^decxssois were sun-worshipperS; hence it is very probable that Mayura was
t'tmtempoiary of Bana. Gf B U h 1 e r, Die indischen Inschriffen, usw.

p'14 a|"P'e t'e f s o n , Subh. p. 86j Eachariae, Bezz. Beitr. 13, i888,
p. #00. j The

_

SGryaiataka h^ been quoted by Anandavardhana. One
Khandspraiasti of Mayura is cited by Ruyyaka. But one Khaudnpraiasti
(apoemonVimu’s incarnations), edited m t^o Pandit V, VI, is attributed
to tire monkey HanOmat. . > >
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of poetics and in. anthologies it is concluded that the Suryasataka

is held in a higher esteem than the Candi^ataka^.

The authorship of a large number of hymns dedicated to

Siva or to Devi, the Divine Mother or to Vi?nu too is

attributed to the celebrated philosopher Sankara^. Probably

many of these hymns are really his own, and perhajM

“a great majority of them arc wrongly attributed to him.

Some of such hymns are dedicated to Devi, i.e. “goddess" par

excellence or the “Mother", an appallationby which she is refer-

red to by the Saktas. In the cult of this sect the divine principle

is not conceived as masculine, but as feminine; and the Saktas

believe tliat the most exhaultcd creative principle cannot be

most appropriately designated by the word “Father”, but by the

word “Mother”. All the mythological feminine forms, above

all, the consort of the god Siva, who is praised and worshipped

under numberless names like Uma, Parvatl, Durga, Gandi,

etc. as the “Mother of the Universe" (Jaganmata) are revered

by adherents of this sect as the divine “Mother"^, It is compre-

hensible that when the Indian poets refer to divinity as their

“Mother" they utter the word from the core of their heart. It

is why we find among these hymns, dedicated to Devi, many
of the best pieces of religious lyrics. As examples, a few stanzas

from the Devyaparadhaksamapana, “Prayer to Devi

for Atonement of Sins", attributed to Sankara, aregiven below:

—

vidherajMttena drati^avirahe^lasatajia

vidheyaiakyatvSltava cara^ayorya cyntirabhut i

tadelalkfarttavyam janani sakaloddkarini Hve

kuptttro jdytta kvacidapi kumatd rta bhavali II

“Either on account of ignorance of thy command,
Or on account ofpoverty or idleness,

I. _Cf. Quackenbos, ibid 98 ff. The Sambapafi-
c 3 j i k a(in Km. 13, i88q ), ascribed to a poet S a m b a

,
is a poera devoted

to the sun-cult 'and is of unknown antiqui^. The name of the son of Lord
Knqa too was Samba, who is mentioned iti the puraqas in relation to the
sun-cult. There is also one Samba-upapurSqa. It is questionable whether
Samba is actually the name of a poet.

!}. See also a collection of eight such hymns with English translation
contained in S. Venkataramanan, Select Works of Sri Sank^-
charya, Madras.

3, Of. on this sect Winternitz, Die Tantras und die Religion
der Saktas, Ostasiatische Zeiischrift IV, 1916, p. 153 ff. A collection of hymns
dedicated to Devi has been translated into ]^lish by Arthur and Ellen

^ y a } on- : Hymns to the Goddess, London, 1913,
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Or because I did not have the strength to follow thy

command;

In whatever manner I erred in respect of thy feet;

O kind Mother, that freeth from all bonds,

May*st thou forgive all that

Many a time, it is true, a bad son is born,

But a bad mother, there is none and never,”

prthivydrh pulrSste jattani bahava^ santi saralS^

paratk tefath madhye mralataralohdm tava sutalf I

madiyoyam tydgab sarmcUamidath no tava sive

kuputro jdyela kvacidapi kumdtdna bkavati 1)

“Mother, thou hast many worthy sons on the earth;

But among them, I am one without worth;

Still, O Mother, thou can’st give me up ;

A bad son is many a time born.

But a bad mother, there is none and never,"

jaganmalamatasiasa saranasevd tia raeita

na vd daltath dm dravinamapi bhuyastava tnayd t

tathdpi tvam sneham mayi nirupamam yatprakurufe

kuputro jdyeta kvcidapi kumdid na bhauati II

“Mother of the universe, I have not served thy feet,

Nor have I offered thee rich wealth;

Notwithstanding this, that thou showeth

Asffection, that is incomparable, towards me:
A bad son is many a time born,

But a bad mother, there is none and never."

Of the hymns that are ascribed to Sankara and dedicated

to Devi, a mention should be made ofBhavanya?taka^,
“Eight Stanzas to (the goddess of the name) Bhavani”, with

the refrain “thou art my shelter, thou alone art my shelter,

Bhavani, and Anandalahari*, "Wave of Happiness"

in 20 Sikharini stanzas deserve to be mentioned here.

I. Edited and tranlated into German by A. Hoefer, Sanskrit
Ifcsebuch, Berlin 1849, p. 93 fF,; Inji- Gedichte II, 15^ ff.

s- Echted and translated into French by A- T r o y e r , JA 1841,
8, 3, XII, 973 ff., 401 fif. Text also in Haeberlin 946 fl. ; translated into Engluh
by Avalon, Hymns to the Goddess, 62 ff. Other hynms to Devi,
pnblhhed in Km., Part IX, 1893, **4 ff- *4° ^^rt XI, 1893 ff.j the
'AmbaHaka, “Eight Stanzas to the Mother” with a commentary in Km.,
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M u k a might have been a contemporary of Sankara.

He has praised Devi in not less than 500 stanzas, Pancasati^.
Anandavardhana wrote also a DeviSataka*, hundred highly

ornate stanzas, in which he exhibits his mastery over the most

complex artifices of poetics, a thing that is contradictory to his

own view that suggestion and not embellishment is the essential

thing in poetry. At one place in his poetics, however, he says

that in prayers to gods the sentiment (rasa) is of minor impor-

tance®. Utpaladeva, the teacher ofAbhinavagupta, wrote

(in the beginning of the 10th century) one Stotravali*,
a collection 20 stanzas written in praise of Siva, that contains

partly simple invocations and partly fully ornate verses. Before

the 11th century A.D. must have lived the Vaisnava saint

Kula^ekhara, who wrote one Mukundamala,® for

the purpose of glorification of Vi^nu, in which for example he

says:

—

divi vd bhuoi vd mamdslu vdio

mrake vd narakdntaka prakdmam I

avaihiritaidraddravindm
caranau le maraifepi cintaydpni ll

“Whether in the heaven, or on the earth,

Wherever I may live;

Whether in hell, whatever the place be,

O ender of hell, even in the hour of death, may I think

Part II, 1886,154 fF. j thePancastavi (FivcHymas to Du^a ofunknown authors

)

in Km., Part Ilf, pp. 9-31 . The hymns addressed to Siva have been published
in Haeberlin 496 it., and Km., Fart VI, i8go, 1 if.; hymns to Vi;Qu in Km.
Part II, 1886, i fF.

I. Edited in Km., Fart V, 1688, i fF., where M!uka is mentioned as a
modern poet. According to Krishnamacharya iig, traditionally

he was a contemporary of Sahkara; he was an idiot (muka) in his youth and
became a great poet through a sudden inspiration.

3

.

Edited in Km. Part IX, 1893, 1 iF. with the commentary of
Ka y y a t a , written in the year 978 (see H u 1 1 s c h , Kalidasa’s Megha-
duta,p. IX.)

3. Cf. Jacobi, Anandavardhanas Dhvanyk-
1 0 k a

,

Separ., p, 137 f. (on III, 43).

4. Edited with the commentary of Kjemaraja in ChowkhambhS
Sanskr. Series No 15, Benaras igoa. On the author see A u f r e c h t

GC 64 and Thomas, Kav. agf. In the 14th century A.D. Jagaddhara
wrote his 38 hymns in praise of Siva: StuVikusumaujali, Bouquet
of Prayer of Songs” (edited with commentary in Km, 33, 1891).

5. Edited in Haeberlin 515 fF. (sa veises), another recension (34
verses) in Km.; Part i, ii JF. One verse (Haeberlin 7, Km. 6) is cited in an
inscription of Pagan (13th century A.D.); see H u 1 1 z s c h, Ep. lud, 7, 197.
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Only about thy feet, that outshine

The lotuses of the autumn.”

In the 11th century Bilvamahgala wrote his

Krsnakarnamrta, “Nectar for Kr§ria*s Ears”, 110

stanzas on the glorification ofKrsna, a poem that in India is held

in great esteem^. In about the middle of the 16th century A.D.

Rupadeva Vidyabhu§ana, commonly called R u p

a

Gosvamin, a follower of Gaitanya, wrote his songs in

praise of K r .s n a, S t a v a m a 1 a® and also M u k u n d a

muktavali®.
In about 1540 A.D, the astronomer and poet S u r y a

deva orSurya, son of Suga^iaka Jnanadhiraja, wrote his

Ramakrsnakavya, a poem that can be read both from the

top and the bottom (vilomaksarakavya), and in which Rama
and Krsna have been extolled in different hemistichs. There

is a commentary on the work written by the poet himself*.

The Narayaijiya ofNarayaija Bhatta®,
completed in the year 1590 A.D. is a stotra and fairlyextensive

kavya at the same time. The poem contains the entire subject-

matter of the Bhagavatapura^ia and consists of ten decades

(daSakas®). In Kerala it has the value of a prayer-book like the

Bhagavata, and pious people read a section from it everyday.

The legend goes that the poet was a Brahmaija ofKerala, suffering

from rheumatism and was cured of this disease with the help of

his prayers to Kysna. At the completion of recitation of each of

its decades he was healed of one-tenth of his malady'^.

_

I . The title is also K^sualllaaifta, and the poet is called also Lila^uka:
according to a legend he was reborn as Jayadeva, the author of the Gita-
govinda, see A u f r e c h I , Bodl. Cat. ia8 and Kvishnamacharya
131 f., who says that the poem is daily sung by young people and many
verses arc very much suitable for dance.

2. Edited with commentary in Km. 84, 1903; see Ind. Off. Cat.
p. 1497 f.

3. Editedm Km., Part II, 1886, 157 ff.; see Ind. Off. Gat., p. 1469
f. To Ktsua is addressed also AnandamandSkini written in the 15th century
byMadhusQdaaa Sarasvati, published in the Pandit N. S. i,

498 ff. and in Km. Parc II, 1886, 138 ff.

4. Edited in Haeberlin 463 ff. and Km., Part XI, 1895, *47 K-

5. Edited with the conunentary ofGanapati Sastriin TSS
No. i8, igia.

6. Beside the division into decades there are I2 skandhas in the deca-
des, and this goes to make it a kind of put&ha.

7. Gf. also tlie legend of Manatuhga, Mayura and BS^a, above
,11,340; traosl. g5o.
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In the 17th century Ramabhadra-Diksita
composed his different hymns in the highest kavya-style, in

which he has praised the arrows of Rama, Ramacapast-
tava., Ramabanastava and Astaprasaor
Ramastaprasa; further in one Varnamalaslotra,
written in 51 stanzas in a very simple language with their first

letters arranged alphabetically Rama has been praised^. In the

same century J agannatha flourished as a lyric writer. He
sang in praise of LaksmiintheLaksmilahari® andGanga

in the Gangalahari® and composed in 30 literary stanzas

a hymn to the sun, the Sudhalahari*. Ramabhadra’s

teacher Nilakantha Diksita wrote a philosophical

work Anandasagarastava in a simple dignified

language in praise of the Devi®.

The peculiar manner in which the Dcvi-cult came to

flourish is shown by a poem of unknown antiquity, the C a n -

dikucapancasika, “50 Stanzas on the Breasts of

Ca:9dl” by a poet Laksmana Acarya, son of Benima-

dhava®. A half-religious and half-erotic is the peom B h i k |
-

atanakavya of Sivadasa, who calls himself U Ip rc-

ksavallabha. In this poem the writer describes the

feelings and reaction of the female devotees of Siva when he

goes about in the garb of a holy mendicant’.

I. Published ia Km., Part XII, 1897, r ff-S Part X, 1894, *8 S’’ an'l

Part XIII, 1903, 1 ff. RSmabhadra, a disciple of Nilakantha was also

a dramatist, see Krishnamacharya,p. no.

3.

Published in Km. part II, 1886, 104 IT.

3. Jagannatha is said to have married a Muhammadan girl, and
on account of this he was excommunicated. One day he with his wife sat on the
highest (ssnd) step of a ghatta on a bank of the OaftgS and began to pray
to the holy river. With completion ofeach stanza the river continued to rise.

When he recited the jand stanza the water of tlie river reached him and his
consort and washed off their sin. They were drowned in the river and were
never seen again. The poem, GasogSlahari, liowcver, is well-known in the
whole of India. Cf. R . L. V a i d y a, Bhaminivilksa Ed., Introduc. p. la ff,,

Aufrecht, Leipzig, No. 441. Am y t a 1 a h a r i , edited in the Km.,
Part I

, p. 99 ff. is a poem written in praise of Yamunk; The Karun^-
1 a h a r !, published m Km. Part II, p. 55 ff. sings the miseries ofhuman fate.

4. Edited in Km., part I, 16 ff.

5. Edited in Km., Fart XI, 1895, 76 ff.

8, Edited in Km., Part JX, 1893, 80 IT. Notwitlistanding the title

the poem contains 83 verses; verses 1-18 form the introduction and 69-83
constitute the conclusion.

7. Cf. Aufrecht, ZDMG, 37, isf.; Eggeling, Ind. Off.
Gat. p., 1448 f.
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In India erotic and religious lyrics seem to have got mixed

up together. The most famous religious erotic poem is the

Gitagovinda^ ofjayadeva, the son of Bhojadeva

of Kindubilva (modem KenduK) in Bengal, the court-poet of

Lak§manasena. The Bhaktamala®, a book of legends of

the followers of the Krsria-cult, written in the Hindi language,

contains about the poet several legends, in which he is extolled

as a saint and miracle-worker*. In his youth he led the life of

a wandering ascetic, but is said to have married later when a

Brahmana forced upon him his daughter. In the status of a

married man he composed the poem Gitagovinda, in which Lord

Kr?na aided him to describe the loveliness of Radha, when his

mortal powers failed. The complete title of the poem is Gita-

govindakavyam, i.e. “the poem, in which Govinda is extolled

through songs.
’ ’ Govinda is the name of the cowherd god Kr sna

,

1. Of. Pischel, HL, p. ig fF. Editioiu: Gita Givinda, Jayadevae Poetac
Indici drama lyricum. Taxtum ... recognovit ... inteipTetaUonem latinam
atljfctit C. L a s s e n ,

Bonnae ad Rh. 1836. The Gita-Govinda of Jayadeva
with the Gommentriea RasikapriyS. of King Kumbha and Rasaraafijari of
MahamahopUhyaya SaAkararaiira. Ed. M. R. T e 1 a n g and W. L. S.

Paijsikar, grd Ed., Bombay 1910, NSP. An English translation by W.
Jones had sUready appeared in the Asiatic Researches, 3, 184?. The last-

named one gave rise to the German renderiiw by F. H. v. £> a 1 b e r g. (Erfurt

i8oa), F.Majer (in the Asiat.Magazin 11,994 £f. ) andA. W. R i e m e u s-
chn eider (Halle 1818 ). A German translation byP. RUckert (first of
all made in i8ag according to_a Calcutta impression and then recast according
to Lusen’s edition) appeared in Zeitschrift fUr die Kunde des Morgenla&des I,

Gottingen 1837, p. 198 ff., (in addition to philological notes, p. 986 ff.
) also

in Rltckert-Nachlese I, 346 ff. Recently it has been published in the Insel-

BUchereiNo.303 The work, that has appeared under the title ‘‘Frlihlmgs-

liebe von Reinhard W o g e n leicht Ubersetzt aus dem indischen Qita-

gowindades Dschajadewa" Hallea. S. 1911, is worthless. The best represen-
tation ofthe original is given by the French translation byG. Courtillier
(avec une prdface de S. L 6 v i , Paris 1904). On the large number of com-
mentaries On the Gitagovinda see Ind. Off. Cat. VII, p. 1454 ff. [Translated
into Dutch by B. Faddegon, Santpoovt 1939. See Keith, HSL,
tgo ff.; S. K. D e , HSL, p. 388ff.: Eng. transl. by Edwin Arnold. The
Indian Song of Songs, London 1875; French transl. also by H. F o u c h 6

,

Paris 1850.]

[ 9- Written by W. as Bhakta Mala. ]

3, These legends were communicated by H. H. W i 1 s o n. Works,
I, 65 ff. and E. T r u m p p, Die altesten Hindui-Gedichle (SBay, A. 1879,
1 ), p. 6 ff. There occurs also a small Hindi poem ofjayadeva in lext and in

tran^tion, which is the oldest poem in the Adigrantha. The poetical part of (he

Bhaktam^a was written by Nabhaji towards the end of the i6th century A.D.
Cf. also M. Ghakravarti

,

JASB N. S. a, 1906, 163 ff. who reports a
story from the Sanskrit BhaktamSla of Candradatta. [ See also G a r c 1 n de
T a s s y , Histoire de la litt^rature Hindoue et Hinaoustanie, Paris, 1870 II,

6g ff. and Grierson, Modem Vernacular Literature of Hindustan,
Calcutta, 1889, Section 51. J
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j

and the theme of the poem consists of his love for Radha, who
keeps herself aloof from him on account ofjealousy, the longing

of the loving pair and their final entreaties and reconci-

liations. The simple activily, if it can be so called is narrated

in a few recitative verses, whilst the main portion of the

poem consists of rhyming dance-songs with a refrain^.

The melody and cadence, according to which they are to he sung

and that are to accomiaany the dance, are always given. These

songs, that are alternately put into the mouths of Radha, her

friend and Krsna, describe in pictures full of sentient ardour the

events and the sentiments. Hereand there are inserted also bene-

dictions, and in the concluding stanza of each song the name of

the poet is mentioned, and it is said that he is a devotee of Hari®.

The recitative verses that follow each of the songs—such verses

number upto three—are not sung, but are to be recited in an
artistic manner. They describe many a time the situation, and
often the appearing person is further brought into the song.

The narrative and the recitative parts have been interwoven in

this work as can be seen by casting a glance at the contents of

the first canto.

After a foreward in four stanzas by the poet, there is

a hymn to Visnu (Hari)
,
in which the god has been ex-

tolled in his ten physical incarnations, and then follows

a second hymn for the glorification of God with the

refrain jayajaya devahare, "triumph to the

DivineHari”. Thcnthcreisa narrative stanza
that reports that while the confidante of Radha speaks to

her, thereafter the song® follows, in which the confi-

dante describes how Kf^Qa in the thicket rejoices in the

company of cowherd-maidens and dances with them.

Three recitative stanzas describe the spring and reports

that Radha’s friend once more addresses her in the follow-

I. Usually they have 8 strophes; therefore, in many manuscripts they
are called Ajtapad! : since these songs form the nucleus of the poem, the
latter is often designated as Affapadl, i.c. “The Poem with. 8 Strophes.”

S. Since arbitrarily R u c k e r t has omitted these religious accesso-

ries, his translation does not rightly represent the poem.

g. It is to be sung in the “Spring Melody”, to which the notes were
communicated by W. J ones (As. Ra. 3, 86 f. ). In India particular melodies
are prescribed for particular seasons and particular time of the day. See J. D.
Paterson. As. Res. g, i8og, p. 454.
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ing octaves : and this prabandha describes how
the cowherdesses are attracted towards the young god,

crowd about him, admire him and allure him :

kapi kapolatale milita lapitum irutimUle I

cam cucumba nitambavatl dayiiam pulakairanukOle
||

haririha mugihavadhUnikare o ll

kelikalakutukena ca kacidamum yamunSjalakule I

manjulavaHjulakufljagaiam oicakarsa karet^a djakSle l|

haririha mugdhdvadhonikare o li

slisyati kSmapi cumbati kamapi kamapi ramayali rSmam \

pasyati sasmitacdrutaramapar&nianugacchati vSmdm I

haririha mughdhavadhunikare o II

“One young girl turns to the side of his cheek.

With a desire to whisper something into his ear;

She kisses her sweet’heart stealthily and makes him amazed;

Him, whose joy has become transparent;

Hari in the merry crowd of maidens;

With the sporting girls, he jokes in pageantry ofjoy.
,

One damsel, on the strand of the Yamuna,
In ecstasy of whirl of rupture,

Pulls him by his cloth,

Him who has retired into an airy grove;

Hari in the merry etc.

One, charming girl, he embraces, another he kisses
;

He brings a third one to his heart;

With a lovely smile he looks at yet another

And follows still an other attracting one;

Hari in the merry, etc.

Then the poet narrates how in jealousy RadhS
leaves the scene and retires into a grove, and in the next

prabandha, she complains to her confidante about her

sweet’heart being unfaithful; but on the contrary, in an-

Qtlier prabandha she gives expression to her ardent long-

ing for him and to her wish that her lover may approach
her and embrace her. It is followed by a narrative
s t anz a: tortured by love Kr5Pa leaves the cowherdesses

and full of repentance searches for them. His bewaling.

t. Translation according to the German rendering of R U c k e r -

(I 14, 41.44)*
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is contained in the next song. This is followed by
recitative verses in which Kjrjna addresses partly

the god of love and partly Radha and gives expression

to his longing for his beloved. This ends in a bene-
dictory verse, in which Krsna, the lover of Radha,

is invoked for conferring fortune and happiness upon the

audience. Narrative stanza: the friend of Radha
comes and speaks to her love-lorn Krsna. In the song
that follows, she describes the agony of love-sickRadha
resulting from her separation, and in two more songs

she portraits her further misery caused on account of love.

The conclusion is again a benedictory stanza.
Narrative stanza: Kr?na wants the confidante

to go to Radha and to bring her to him. It is followed by

a s o n g, in which the friend of RadhS narrates how Krsna
has got emaciated on account of his longing for her and that

he with an ardent yearning is expecting her in the grove.

A narative strophe describes the place where the

lover is awaiting. Then follows a song, in which the confi-

dante, in warmly glowing words, breathing wild sensuous-

ness, commands RadhS. to give up her anger and to hasten

^ to embrace Krs^a. How musical sounds the refrain of this

song : dhire samire yarmmalire vasati vane vanamali in

pafaii flalatre vicalitapalre saPkitabhavadupayamm I

racayati sayanarhsacakitanayanathpaiyatitava panthanam II

dhire samireyamunathe vasati vane vanamali I

mukharam'idhirdm tyaja mahjirath ripumiva kelisulolam II

cala sakhi kuHjadi salimirapuhjath silaya nllanicolam ||

dhire samire.,,. ii

R u ck e rt translates into German the verse V, 10 of

this poem that can be rendered into English 'as follows:

—

"When a bird moves about and stirs among the

leaves, He thinks that thou hast come.

He prepares the bed with His eyes amazed : He is anxious

to meet thee.

In the sweet-smelling grove, on the bank of the

Yamuna, in the gentle breeze, the lotus-garlanded

(.God) is awaiting.

WiaterniU—History of Indian Literature, Vol. III-io,
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Away with the anklet, that is sounding and is set in

motion and acts as a traitor in matter of love;

O friend, start for the bush, that is fully

enveloped in the dark, and put on a blue garment.

In the sweet-smeUing etc.”

The following recitation-verses are merely a continua-

tion of the friend’s speech contained in songs, etc.

This poem has often been designated as dramatic. Lassen
has called it “a lyrical drama”. L. v. Schroeder has referred

to it as “a lyric-dramatic poem” and a “refined yatra”^. That
the poet himself called his poem a “kavya", i.e. an epic poem
is proved by its division into sargas or “cantos.” On the other

hand, he has undoubtedly interwoven in the frame of the kavya

songs composed on popular models, that cannot be conceived

without music, song and dance. In one of the verses (IV, 9), in

which the poet has mentioned his name, he says about himself

that his song is to be staged in mind (mattasS nafarttyam). Hence

it follows that the poet had no intention to write a dramatic

poem, in no case a proper drama®, but his task was to write a

book in which popular dance-play with music and tunes served

as amodel for songs, that constitute the nucleus of the book*.

«

I. ILG., p. 563 ff., sSofF. Nisikanta Cbattop&dhyaya,
Indiscbe Eaaayi, Zurich 1883, p. 4 too calls Gitagovinda “a type of

y a t r & in Sanskrit”. Cf. L 6 v i , 334 ff. and preface to Gourtillier’s
transl., p. yff. Fischel (HL aa } says; “It is further removed Scorn the

first beginnings of drama, because the poet 'has left no room for impro-
visation, even the transition-verses having been cast by him in a firm mould”
and he has called the poem a “melodrama” (KG aog). For a rnanuscript
with very precise directions in reject of the gesticulations (movement of
the hand and the head etc. ) see A. G. B u r n e 1

1

, A Glassified Index to the
Sanskrit MSS in the Palace at Tanjore, London 1880, p. 157 f. One Krspar
n&taka, that is a “lyrical drama”, that is said to be of the type of Gitagovinda,
is play^ in Malabar even during these days, and that not by professionsd actors,

but by men who have been especially trained for this puipose; see K. R am a -

V a^rm a R^'a, JRAS igio, 638.

a. More than the y&trSs, that nevertheless are dramatic works, that

presuppose a sta^ and a dialogue, the IndrasabhS. of Amilnat, translated by
n. R o 8 e n (Leipzig iBga ), brings to mind the Gitagovinda, even though
this song-play is more dramatical.

3. Pischel, KG aog says s “The poem, in which rhyme and
allitention play a great role, appears to go back to an original in Prakrit”.

This is hardly correct in the present form. The poet did not work on a parti-

cular Prakrit model, but his Sanskrit songs have been written in 1 the form of
in the popular language. [ Uf. Keith, HSL, p. 197 f.: S. K. D e

,

pp. wa ff.; ,B. K' C h a t te rj i , ODBLp. 34.]
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In fact the songs ofJayadeva are sung even in temples and on

days of religious festivals and they accompany dance as well’^.

Since attempt has been made by every commentator, hardly

correctly, to interpret many of its erotic verses as having a my-

stical meaning, love of human soul (Radha) for God (Ky^na),

in any case it is true that the poem has a religious character

and that in the opinion of the poet the whole eroticism of

thepoem is merely a part of the bhakti, the religious devotion

to God Kr?ha.

It is true that Jayadeva belongs to the greatest poetical

genii of India. It is, however, astonishing that he was able to

combine so much passion and sentiment of love, so much
alliteration in language, that often resounds as pure music

in our ears, with such an ornate and yet artificial a form.

It is no wonder that in India the poem enjoys unusual

popularity and has always found admirers even outside

India. It is so difficult to bring into translations the brilliance

oflanguge that they can reproduce its charms just partially.

Even cKtracts from a defective English trandation of the poet

by W. Jones engendered feeling of wonder in Goethe.
He deplores the fact that although “the incomparable

Jones” had remained within the limits of decorum, the

German translator Herr v. Dalbcrg has gone for away in

his German translation and the great poet expresses his in-

tention even to translate the poem*.

The Bhakt-Mala narrates that the Raja of Nilacala in

Orissa too hadwritten one Gitagovinda andhe invitedBr'ahmanas

to make the book known. But they did not like to approve of it.

It was decided that both the books, that is of Jayadeva and of

the king, should be brought into the temple of JagaimStha and
to leave the decision to the god himself Then the god put

the book of Jayadeva kbout his neck like a neklace and threw

I, As late as in the time ofW.Jones (As, Res. 3, 183) atKenduli,
the place of birth ofJayadeva, was celebrated a feast, in which the Glta>
govinda was sung with a dance during the night. In an inscription of the year

1499 King Frataparudradeva ordains that female dancers and female Vaijpava
singers should learn and sing only the songs of Gitagovinda. One Verse feom.
the Gitagovinda has been quoted in an inscription of the year rags. Of. M.
Chakravarti JASB, N. S. a, 1906, 166 fiF.,

[ S. K. D e, HSL, p. 390].

a. Goethes Werke, Jubilaumsausgabe Vol. 37, p. aio ff.; Brieftre-

ehsel swischen Schiller und Goethe, 11, p. 303-309.
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the book of king out of the temple. Although the god decided

in favour of the work of Jayadeva, the succeeding generations

have notj hotvever, failed to imitate hU poem again and again.

In a large number of poems, their writers have not only glorified

the love ofRadha and Kr?na, but they have composed new poems

describing the love between Rama and Sita and between Siva

and Parvati as well in a similar manner, in slavish imitation

of the Gltagovinda^.

At the first sight it may appear probable that in love-lyrics

of Incl ians, in contrast to the love-ballads of other nations,

the element of thought prevails over all other. The truth is that

this is strong in love-songs of India for the taste of West-

erners, that is already strongly prepossessed: the beautiful ladies

bend down under the load of their breasts, their hips are like

trunks of an elephant, the lovers remove with violence the gar-

ment of the loving women; often the theme is biting and scratch-

ing—but lovers and beloved forget these too on account of their

longing and die for love. It is also true that like court ornate

poetry, the Indian'lyrics, for the taste of Westerners, are all

the more important for their form, and really they are often no-

thing more than an ingenious pity. But not seldom we come
across also true and deep feelings and internal devotion likewise

in erotic and religious lyrics. In India, in lyric poetry, as in

the whole of Indian poetry, the deep natural feeling is genuine

and unaffected*.

Gnomic and Didactic Poetry

Closely coiuiecled with lyrics is gnomic poetry. In many
works lyric stinzts and didactic passages are blended into

a single whole in such a way that one m ty be in doubt in the

X. Gf. Auf recht, Bodl. Gat. i, lag and ZDMG 41, 489 ff.

Eggellng, Ind. Off. Cat., VII, p. 1413 ff., 1460 ff.; 1480; V. Henry,
Les litt^ratures dc ITnde, p. 993 f.

; B h a n d a r k a r
,
Report 1889-1883,

p. 9. Such works are : Gitagangadhara of Kalyaua (see P x s c h c 1 , HL
ai)j Gitagauriia of Bh&nudalta; GltagirUa [of Ratnabhatta]; Ramgita-
govinda, wrongly attributed to Jayadeva; Lalitamadhava of Rupagosvamin,
GUaraghava of Frabhakara : Gltadigambara of Vaihiamapi (H ara-
p r a s a d , Report I, 18 }.

3. “The deepest natural sentiment has in all times been the principal
characteristic of the Indian mind”, Th. Goldstitcker (Allegemetne
Betrachttuwen tiber das indische Naiurgefiihl) in Alesc. v. Humboldt,
Kosmos, n, itsff.
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matter of grouping them. Perhaps Indians have not attain-

ed such perfect mastery in any sphere as in gnomic poetry.

They have not more wonderfully succeeded in anything as in the

art of giving brief and accurate expression to an idea in two

lines. Most of the epigrams are written in the form of .slokas

—

and they de.sci’ibe accurately or often lay out a beautiful picture

cither from nature or with the help of a strikingly deep thought

simile. Numerous nirralives, aphorisms and statements in lite-

rature, however, also prove -the existence of rich treasure of “nice

saying” (subh&fila), that has been stored up by Indians of all

the ages'-. Nowhere else do these epigrams occur more beauti-

fully and with greater grandeur than in the Savitrl-peom in the

Mahabharata. Aswe have already seen above
,
we find abudance

of aphorisms also at other places in the Mahabharata, both in

the epic proper and in the didactic sections in particular*.

These epigrams are in no way always ‘conventional moral lessons’,

but have reference partly to wordly wisdom (artha, mti) and partly

to duty {dharmay. They are, very often, in fact, the sequel to

extensive personal experience, and there is no sphere of human
life that has not been touched by them. Even up to this day it

is a necessary part of education to know suitable epigrammatic

stanzas, that arc fit to be quoted in appropriate places in course

of conversation*. That it was so in earlier times too is proved

by an aphorism quoted in anthologies® :

“Wrongly we call tongue a tongue.

That knows not a beautiful term;

It is a piece of fiesh, stuck into the mouth,

For fear, lest a crow may detect it*.”

1, Cf. e.g. B d h 1 1 i n g k , Ind. SprUchc 2595 , 3133, 4(86, 4776,

7m4: Mauu a, 839; .Subha?it5vali 3349.

a. Of. above I, 320 f., 323, 341, 359 IT., 376 f.; transl. p. 376 f., 380,

399 , 416 r., 485 f.

3. The term “Ethical Poetry” in Macdonell, Hist, of Sanskrit

Literature 377 is not correct. In the Mahabharata (e.g. V, 33-p7 )
too wordly

wisdom and moral lessons have been taught without distinguishing between

them.
4. “A man is not considered to be a learned person, probably rightly,

unless be can quote at least a few of the poet’s famous epigrams that throty light

on the question forming the topic of conversation, in which he participates”

says the Indian Krishna Shstil Bhatavadekar in his foreword to the*

collection of maxims published by him; see Pantschatantra, transl. by
L, F r i t z e , p. XI f.

5. Transl, into German by Fritze, Tndische Sprtlche 387
(B 8 h 1 1 i n g k

, Ind. $pruche 4776).
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The Indian poets had a fancy for inserting aphoristic stanaas

throughout. We find them in the epic, in the prose novel and

even in the drama. Theyform a component part of the Buddhist

and Jaina religious literature*, as also of the religious and

mundane narrative literature. The .Suna^Sepa-legend of the

Aitareyabrahmana points to the existence ,of aphoristic literature

evenin the Vedic age. Thesdentific literature onlaw and politics

(dharmaSastra and niti^astra) is so full of poetical aphorisms

that drawing a line of demarcation between gnomic poetry and .

scientific literature is often difficult. Numerous epigrams, that

were current in literary circles and whose authors in usual course

would have been forgotten, were brought together in collections,

preferably in Satakas or “centuries” and many authors them-

selves wrote the whole collections of epigrams. The lines of

demarcation between compilation and self-composed poems were

often obliterated because of the fact that the latter, in case they

became popular, were mutilated and added to by copyists

in course of time.

One of the most popular aphoristic collections is the one

that is attributed to Gapakya®, the minister of the Maurya

king Gahdragupta. GStiakya is the model of the wise and clever

minister. The authorship of the famous manual of polity, the

Kautiliya-Arthaiastra, is attributed to one Kautilya “crooked-

ness”. In the same way as all law are traced back , to Manu,the

mythical first king, who has been made the author of not. only

of manual of morals and law but also of a large number of

legal and moral maxims that have even been in circulation,

all die teachings on polity and wordly wisdom are traced

back to Ga^akya, famous in legends, who has at last been

made the author of a great collection of proverbs, that

perhaps originally consisted only of the principles of polity

(rajaniti), but in course of time, has assumed in the hands of

copyists more and more the character of a variegated mixed

collection of sayings. There are not less than seven different

, recensions of this work that appears under different titles in the

transl

i. See above II, 36, 49, 60, 64 f., 84, 99, ji6, 313 f., 343 f., 349 f.;

34» 65, 76, 8a f-, 108, 1S4, 144, 466 f. 56a f., 573 f.

a. The name, lather the personality of OSnakya renmds us of
Kapika, who appears in the Mahabhirata (I, 140) as a teacher of nItfiSstra

and ^ a type of Maccbiavelli.
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» manuscripts^. There is nothing to think about the minister

Gai;iakya being the real author of these wise sayings. It is also

not correct at the same time to find in them "popular poerty”

and to equate them with adages*, that circulate from mouth

to mouth, without being considered to have belonged to a

single author. The proverbs originated rather in literary circles

and partly they go back to works in literature and partly they

were composed by the authors, whose names are forgotten. It

is, however, assumed that we are not able to attribute a

collection of this type to any definite period.

The form in which the collection has come down to us

shows all the characteristic traits of Indian aphoristic

poetry in general, including those in respect of variety of

its contents. Although in its title there usually occurs the

word r a j a ni t i (“king’s politics’’ ) ,
comparatively it con-

tains few maxims on the art of administration- On the

other hand, we find many common rules of conduct, that

are as “Macchiavellistical” as the rules of ad-

ministrative polity, in ad^tion to numerous contribution,

on the knowledge of human nature and life, onwealth and

1. Rajanitiiistra, Cacakyarajaniti, Rajanltisamuccaya, C&aakyaniti

Cioakyaiutidarjiana, V!;ddha(Si^akya, Laghucaaakya, Ga^akyanttUara. Gf. O
Kres a le r, Stimmea iadischer Lcbeosklugheit, where he investigates into

the collection of aphoristic stanzas that are attributed to GS^akya and has

translated them into German from one of the recensions. Leipzig,
_
1907

(Indica, edited byR-Leumann, Hefr 4). Other editions; Haebwlin
ff.; J. Klatt, De trecentis Cat^akyae poetae Indici sententiis. Diss.

Halis Saxonum, Bcrol. 1873; Weber, Iiidische Streifen I *53 if- ““<1

Monatsberichte der k. Akademie Berlin 1864, 400 If. On the numerous
Indian editions see Kressler, ibid, p. 38 ff. C&9akyasarasathgrah3, a work,

widely known among the Buddhists of Nepal, too is reported to contain

830 aphorisnu (see Rijendralala Mitra, Sansmt Buddhist Lit.

of Nepal, Galcutta, 188*, p. 383 f.) One G&pakyanltiiastra is found also

in the Tibetan Taryur; see G. Huth, SBA 1895, p. 375. The wisdom
aphorisms of Sanaa (i. e. CSpakya) found in the Arabic work SirSj aL
Muldk by at-Tortusi (lath century) are also probably based on CaoiakyauT-

tisHra; see Th'. Zachariae in WZKM 38, 1914, 183 If. The aphorisms

have been repeatedly translated : so thus into Greek by D. G a 1 a n o s ,

[See J van M a n e n , Foreward to Ae 3nd edition of GaoakyarSjanltiia-

stram, ed. bylsvaraChandraSastrl, Galcutta Or Ser., 1931, p.

Ill], into English by M u i r, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit writers; into

German by B 6 h 1 1 i n g k in the “Indischen Sprachen,” Gf. also G. M.
Bolting, The Recension of Caoakya used by G a 1 a n o s for his

’Ea 8 (« 9 opS 8 jro‘»lt 3 o JAOS 1931 p. 49 ff. Rightly remarks

Bolling that the last word,has not yet been said with Kressler’*
book on the “Original Gauakya", since much of the materials for establish-

ment of the text has not yet been used. [ Another English transl. is by
K. Raghunathaji, Bombay, i8go].

3. As has been done by Kr essle r , ibid, p. 37.
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poverty, bn fate and human activity, on women and lastly ’

on all sorts of padagogical, religious and ethical teachings.

Only in a few cases in its contents we find groups of

connected stanzas after so variegated passages jumbled up

together. So in the verses VI, 15-22, where twenty things

are enumerated that man should learn from animals,^ one

from the loin, one from the heron, four from the cock, five

from the- crow, six from the dog and three from the donkey^

one in the wholly seemingly compact “breviary of life”.

Likewise in the group ofverses XI, 11-17, different types

of Brahmanas are enumerated. More often we find pairs of

homogeneous verses. But in general each verse is a

unified whole.

Popular are the maxims in which different but a little

similar things—^many times not without humour—are
named just for the sake of principle of enumeration, as

We have found in the A.nguttaranikaya and in the

Thanarnga. This sort of enumeration certainly became

popular before it got extended to all over the work with

such pedantry in the Buddhist and Jaina literatures. For

example I, 9 f.:
—“Not for a single day should a man stay

at the place where five are not to be found: a rich man, a

scholar , a king, a river and a physician. And man should

not turn his step towards the place, where the five are not

met with: means of livelihood, security, modesty, polite-

ness, and generosity,”. Or IV, II: “One devotes himself

to penance all alone, studies in the company of two, sings

in the company of three, travels in the company of four,

cultivates the field in the company of five and goes to the

field ofbattle in the company oi" many". Or VII, 4:

“One should show oneself satisfied in respect of three: in

respect of his wife, in respect of his meal, in respect of

wealth; in respect ofthree he should not feel satisfied :

—

in respect of study, penance and gifts”. XVII, 19 : “A
king, a courtesan, Yama (the god of death), fire, a robber,

a child,a beggar and as the eightha village'magistrate—all

' these do not perceive the grief of their neighbours". Often

the point ‘of the saying appears in the form of a superlative

at the end of enumeration; So IV, 13 : “vacant is the house

pf tije ch^ildlejj.man, vacant is the region in Which there
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dwells no kinsman, vacant is the heart ofthe fool
;
and pover-

ty is vacuum itself”. Popular are the enuinerations that are

joined to catch-words or contain some sort of definition. For

example IV, 14: “Poison is the book that has not been

studied thoroughly, poison is the food that is not digested,

poison is the knowledge to the poor and poison is a young

girl for an old man”^.

Pictures and similes in epigrammatic poetry are always

popular, and particularly numerous are the sayings in which

the subjects spoken about are illustrated with the help of

examples from nature. E.g. HI, 14 f.; “Through a single

nice tree, that is in blossom and smells well, the entire

forest gets permeated with odour; likewise a whole family

with a single noble son becomes ‘fragrant’, i. e. attains

honour. With a single dry tree, that is set on fire, the entire

forest gets into flame; likewise with a single bad son it

gets burnt” i.e. comes to ruin”; V, 18: “With truth is sus-

tained the earth, with truth glows the sun, with truth blows

the wind ; all rest on truth” XII; 7: “In the company of

the noble the bad become noble, but the noble do not

become bad in the comptny of the bad: the stveet smell

that the flower emits makes the earthen vessel fragrant, but

the flowers do not take the smell of the pot”*.

If Ca^akya is just a name, that has been used as

the supporting pillar for gnomic poetry, Bhartrhari,
whose three iatakas or centuries—§ yngara^ataka,
Nlti^ataka, and Vairagyasataka®, are included

among the most famous works ofIndian poetry, is a real poetic

personality. This is shown particularly by the first of the three

collections, the Srngara^ataka, “The Hundred on Love”.

I. Wholly of the same type are the aphorisms of Bharata,
that A. Schiefner (Mahakhtjajana und Kdoig Tscha^ija—Pradjota,

M6moires, de I'Acadcmie de St. P^tcrabourg, Part XXII, No. 7, 1875, P- 54
if.) has translated from Tibetan.

3. All citations and translations are from the German renderings from
VrddhacS^akya of Krcssler.

3. Editions ; Bhartriharls aententiae. . ,ed., latine vevtit at cora-
mentariis instruxit, P. a B o h I e n , Berolini, 1883, Haeberlin, 143 ff. The
NitUataka and Vaiiagya^ataka of Bh-, with ^tracts from two Sanskrit com-
mentaries, ed. by K. T. T e 1 a n g, BSS No. 11 , 1885. SubhSsita-Trijati ofBh.
with the Commentary of RtUnacandra Budbendra, P. P a r a b . Bombay
igos NSP. Edition with Tjka and BhSsSfika ofGaAg3vbuugupta and BLhema-
r&JSgupta, Bombay 188^.
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This, at the same time, is also a characteristic collection, of erotic

stanzas, like the Amaru^ataka. Whilst the strophes of the

Amamlataka present to us pictures from amorous life the

verses of the Srhgara^ataka arc expressive of general ideas

about love and women. The Sataka begins with verses in

which the pleasure of love and beauty of women, on one hand,

and the force of love and its joys, particularly the change of

seasons, on the other, are described. Then follow the verses in

which the joy of love has been compared with thepeace of mind,

attained through penance and wisdom; and in the last quarter

of the sataka the poet comes to realise more and more that

wife is merely a sweet poison, just a snake lying on the way, and

•that love is merely an allurement that attracts one to wordly

pleasures;whilst real hap'piness can be found only in renunciation

of'the world and in God (Siva, Brahman). Now it is possible that

these stanzas have been so arranged by an able compiler that

they bring before us a picture of the oscillation of the

Indian mind between scnsuouaness and renunciation of the world.

It is possible that the same compiler, whilst he had added theNiti-

^ataka, “The Hundred ofWordly Wisdom” and the VairSgya-

^ataka, “The Hundred of Renunciation of the World” to the

SfngSrSataka, he pursued the objective in the three “centuries”

of selected maxims on the path of the wise, from sexual pleasure

to virue and performance of duty and wished to describe as the

highest goal, the renunciation of the world.

But against this commonly accepted hypothesis that

Bhartyhari’s Satakas are merely anthologies^ stand two strong

facts. Firstly the unanimous and unbroken tradition of

India. It is not suggested that a similar tradition has made
Vyasa the poet of the Mahabharata and Ga^iakya the writer

of the collection of sayings that are associated with his name.

Vyasa is an old sage, whom the people voluntarily made the

author of old venerable texts, that were desired to be accorded

I. So G olebr 0 oke , Misc. Essays, II, 174; v, Bohlen.
Prae&tio, p. viU of bis edition: Aufrecht, Leipzig No. 417 (Spiilcbe von
verschiedenen Dichtem, Welche in frtiher Zeit in diei sogenanuten Zenturien
Zusamnengetsellt und einem Dichter Bbart;hari Zugeteut warden ) and CG.,
p. 397a P a t b a k , JBRAS 18,^348 (“Collation ofelegant extracts for many
of which Bh. was indebted to previous writers) and particularly H e r t e 1

,

WZKM 16, ao3 ff.; Tantrlikhyliyika'Obersetzung I,S. 4, and LZB. 1907,
3 Aug.
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a special religious status. Ga^akya is a very famous chancellor

who on account of his wisdom in administration has been made

the carrier of all epigrams concerning statesmanship and after-

wards also of those concerning wordly wisdom. But the name
ofBhartfhariis famous just as a writer of gnomic stanzas

and as that of a grammarian : then the tales, that have got

tagged to his name are of very late origin and perhaps originated

in the firstplaccon the basis of the epigrammatic stanzas

that pass under his name. In the secondplace, not only

the three Satakas, but rather the SrhgaraSataka alone exhibits

completely explicit physiognomy of the poet, The verses of the

SrhgaraSataka and also a majority of verses of both the other

Satakas bear such definite individual traits, that J. J. Meyer
could call Bhartrhari “one right charactersistic brain of old

India” that represents the “typical Hindu” in his wavering

between glowing sensuality and asceticism and that H.

Oldenberg^, notwithstanding the fact that he doubts

the authorship ofBhartrhari and leaves the question “how far

to him, an individual, does the definite personality correspond”,

openly calls him an Indian living in a forest”. What is so

especially a characteristic for Bhartrhari, that is attainment of

the renunciation of the world from pleasures of lust, has never

been said so clearly as in the verse in which he says :

j/adSsldajMnarh smaratimirasamarajanita)h

tads sarvarh narmayamidarmlesath jagadahhut \

idSnlmasmSkam pafutaraomkafljanadrfarh

samlbhiitS drstistribhuoanamapi brahma manule II

“When in the darkness of love,

Ignorant, I wandered about, I saw nothing.

Nothing in the wide world, but only women;
But just when I was cured of the blindness.

Through knowledge, the ointment for the eye.

Forthwith appeared all calmly over my eye.

And I saw in the world only one: Brahma® !”

When, in the verse, in which he remarks that love and

I. Dasakum&racarita—^Translation (German), p. if, [Sec also
S.K. D e, Tieatmentof Love in Sanskrit Literature, p. 33 ff,].

3 . LAI p. 836.

3. SfAgarai. 98, translated into German by L, V. S c h r o e r

,

Mangobluten, p. 34.
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wisdom are the extremities of life, but represent the two

paths to happiness, as he says:

saihsaresminnasare pari^atitarale dve gall pa^ditandih

laltvajMttSmttdmbha^plaoalalitadhiydrityalu kdlal^kadacit I

no cenmugdhdhgandndih slanajaghanabhogasathsargiplndth

sthUlopasthasthalisu sthagitakaratalaspaHalolidytdndm II

“In this world, full of deceipt, with vaccilating con-

sequences,

There arc two paths in which a mortal being delights:

He may drink in wisdom from religious writings either,

Or he may sink into the bosoms of young maidens,”

Or rather more appropriately:

—

kimiha bahubhiruktairynktiidnyaij) pralSpair

doayamiha purusd0rh sarvadd sevaniyam I

abhirtavamadallldldlasam sundarli^am

stanabharaparikhinnam yauvanam vd vanarit vd II

“Why make words unnecessarily;

You can attain pleasure in two ways:

Either rejoice in the company of young damsels,

Or enjoy peace and tranquility by retiring into

a forest^.”

Thence it seems likely that there existed on old work in the

satakas ofBhartrhari, and possibly the Srngarasataka has, at

least apparently, retained the original order ofstanzas, whilst the

Vairagyasataka and more particularly the hfitisataka, on account

of inaccuracy and arbitrary action of the copyists, have, in fact,

become more or less anthologies, of which only a small portion

contains the genuine verses of Bhartyhari.

As yet it has not been possible to arrive ata decision with

regard to the problem of the poet Bhartphari being identical with

the grammarian Bhartihari, the author of a commentary on the

Mahabha?ya of Patafljali and of the Vakyapadlya, a treatise on

the philosophy oflanguage. About this scholar Bhartyhari the

Chinese pilgrim I - ts ing say« that he was a faithful follower

of Buddhism and became famous in the whole of India and died

“forty years ago”. Since I-tsing wrote his report in 691 A.D.,

Bhartfhari must have died in about 651 AJD®. I-tsing, however,

i , Sift^raSataka 19, 53, translated into German by P. V. B o h I e n

.

s. I-tsinE;, A Record of Buddhbt Religion, transl. byj. Takakusu,
p. 178 if.
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says nothing as to whether this gi'ammarian was also the writer

of the aphoristical stanzas, but he narrates a noteworthy story:

He became a monk seven times in succession and returned

to hearth each time. Once when he had already overcome his

sensuous desires and had retired into a cloister he had to

ask a young man to keep a vehicle ready for him outside the

cloister and then he felt that even then he was not fit to be-

come a monk. I-tsing ha.s quoted also a verse in which

Bhartrhari rebukes himself on account of his inability to with-

stand the glamour of the world. On the basis of this report

Max M ii 1 1 e r> has presiuned that the grammarian Bhartihari

might have been also the poet of our Patakas. The fact is that

the story about our poet narrated by I-tsing fi.ts him very well.

But on the other hand, it is remarkable that the Chinese pilgrim,

who speaks so much about this man, has not directly mentioned

the work on account of which his name has become famous in

the whole of India, even though the grammatical andphilosophi-

cal worksmentionedby him have become almost extinct. More-

over, Bhartfhari in the Satakas is not a Buddhist, but a declared

devotee of Siya in the Ved§.ntist sense®. Now it is possible that

Bhartphari was a Saiva BrShmana, who was at first a court-poet®

and householder, became an adherent of iSaiva Vedanta, and

lastly embraced Buddhism*. In this case we must assume that

I-tsing did not either mention the patakas or would not like to

say an> thing about them, because they were written by the poet

before he had embraced Buddhism. But this sort of hypothesis

does not appear very probable after we take into consideration

the very story told by I-tsing. In case it cannot be admitted that

in the very indefinite statement of I-tsing on the works of

Bhartrhari there is also an allusion to the Satakas®, all that

I . Indien in seiner weltgeschichllichen Bedeutung, p. 302 if.
; [ India,

what can it teach us ? London 1883, p. 337. On the identity of the grammarian
Bhartrhari, see B a r n e 1 1 , JRAS, 1923, p . 492 ]

.

9. Gf.T clang. Introduction to his edition, pp. IX f., XXHIf.
and B. La T e r z a in OG XII, Rome 1899, 1, aoi ff.

3 The numerous stanzas in the VairSgyaiataka in which he' has

spoken about the disgust and humiliations of servants of princes point to his

once having been a court-poet.

4. According to K. B. P a t h a k a , JBRAS, t8, 1893, 341 if., it

is probable that Bhartrhari, the granunarian might have been a Buddhist,

, g. When for example he says that the Bhartrharilastra does not
treat grammar only but also the principles of human life, and that in the

book Peina, he describes the excellences of human principles.
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remains is to admit that I-tsing had merely heard about the

works of the grammarian Bhartrhari^ and that the stories that

were told him about Bhartjhari related to a poet of this very

name, who was the author of the Patakas. In that case this

poet must have lived considerably before 650 A.D.®.

The legends and stories that make Bhartfhari a brother of

the famous legendary king Vikramaditya are of no value for a

biography of the poet. Merutunga, in his great collection of

literary anecdotes®, narrates one such tale, and another one, the

story of the wandering fruit is found in the commentary on the

NitiSataka (verse 2)* where it serves to explain the verse:

yarn cintayami satatam mayi sa virakta

sSpyanyamicehati sa janonyasaktah I

asmatkfte ca paritufyati kdcidanya

dhiktarhca taihta madammsa imam ca mam ea II

“She, about whom I think always: she likes me not;

She loves another man, who loves an other girl;

And yet there is another woman, who seeks my love:

Fie on her, on him; rebuke me and him and the god

of love.”

Whilst these tales have clearly been fabricated to explain a

single stanza or have been dragged in for this purpose, there are

other tales that make Bhartfhari a disciple of Goraksanatha, a

Saiva saint of th 15th century®. It still remains to be decided

whether this is just a bold anachronism or if it has been said

about a different Bhartfhari.

Bhartphari probably is the first Indian poet, to have be-

come famous in Europe. The Dutch Calvinist missionary

Abraham Roger got the moral teachings of Bhartrhari'

I. It cannot be assumed that I>tsing; had himself known thh work.
Besides his rcmaiks are so very indefinite. See B il h 1 e r in Takakusu, ibid

p. 885.

3.

We cannot draw any conclusion, with regard to chronology, from
the verses ^t Bhartyhari has in common with other works (TantrSldiyayika,
Kalid3sa|s Sakuntalg, Viiakhadatta’s MudrSrUsasa), since we have no means
to know if the relevant verses originally belonged to Bhartyhari or not.

3. Prabandbacint^maui, transl. by C. H. Tawney, p. jg8.

4. Also ia the introduction to SiihhSsanadvatruhiika and also in
the Hindi rendering of the VetalapancavlihiatikS.; seeW e b e r , Ind. Stud.

15, 810, 818 ff., 370'ff. and H. Oesterley, Baitai PachlsJ’, p. 13 flf. 176.

5. One of these tales has been dramatized in the BhartyharinirvniSi
see Gray, JAOS 83, 1904, 197 ff. A. V. W. J a c k s o n in Ujjain had heard
another, see JAOS 33, 1903, 313 f.
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explained to him by a Brahmana Padmanabha and included

them in his translation of this book “De open Deure tot het

verborgen Heydendom*’, (The Open Door to Heathendom)

published at Leiden in 165P. From this book Herder
knew about the epigrammatic stanzas, from which he translated

some selected ones into German*. Since then more stanzas

of Bhartrhari have repeatedly been translated*. A few probes

will go to show that the fame ofBhartrhari is well justified :

—

nUnarh hi U kavivara viparltabodha

ye nityamahurabalS iti kaminiitam I

yabhirvilokataratarakadrstipataih

sakradayopi vijita abald kathaih ta^ II

“Certainly such poets are a bit oif,

As do always sing of the debility of woman;

With whose eye-glance evenindra and others get fettered,

How can she be called weak.”

tavadeva krtln&m hfdi sphuratyesa nhmalaBtvekadipah I

ySnadem na kuraAgacakfusaihtddyatecapalalocan&flcalaihw

“The torch ofwisdom burns bright and clear

Only so long as beautiful eyes wink:

Thereafter it extinguishes quickly,”

kadarthitasySpi hi dhairyavjrtter-

na hkyate dhairyagupah pramarsfum I

i. A. Roger’s "Oflhe Tur zu dem verbborgenen Heydeathum,
translated from Dutch into German, Nursberg 1663, p. 459-536; “Dess Heydni-
seben Bartbrouherri hundert Spra<^ von dem Weg Zum Himmel; and him-
dert SprUche von don vemiiimigen Wandel unter den Menseben”. That is,

therefore, merely a translation of the Vairagyaiataka and the Ifitiiataka. The
BrShmapa it appears did not like to translate to him the “love-stanzas” on one
or the other ground.

3. At first in 179a in the “Gedanken einiger Brabmanen” (Plerdeis
silmtl. Werke i8a8, Zur Litteratur und Krmst, Bd. g, 141 S.), also in the
“Vermischten Stiteken aus vetschiedenen morgenlondischen Dicbtero”,ibid p,
157 if., some also in J, G. v. Herders, "Blumenlese aus morgenlfindischen
Diehtem,” Berlin 1818.

3. A complete German metrical transation by P. von B o h 1 e n ,

Hamburg 1835. selected Sayings translated by RUckert (Zeitschiifi:

fur die Kunde des Morgenlandcs II, Gottingen 1837, p. 14 ff.; RUckert—
Nachlese, 1, 341 if. }, H o e f e r

. (Indische Gedichte, 1, 141 if.; II, 168 ff. ),
L. V. Sohroeder (MangoblUten ai ff.; cf. Reden und Au62tze, p. 163
ff. }, E. M e i e r ,

Klassische Dichtungen der Indcr, III, 75 ff.; included enti-
rely in Bohtlingk, Indische Sprilcbe too. [ English trans. by G. H.
Tawney, “Two Centuries of Bhartrhari, Calcutta 1877; and Ind.
^t, 4, 1875 and 5, 1876); by B.Hale Wortha'm, The Satakas of
BhartfharHTrttbner Or. Series); into Greek by D. Galanos, Athena
1649, into French by Regnaud, 1875.

]
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adhomiikha^Spi hlaiya vahnet-

nadhafy Hkhayati kadacideva II

"As the flame of light, even when turned down, goes up,

So do the noble, even afflicted by fortune, aspire up.”

chinnopi rohali taruk kflifopyupaciyate candrah i

Ui vimrhnlah sanlal} na viplutd lake It

“Whether in trouble or in sorrow.

Steady remain the noble :

The moon, reduced to half, becomes full again;

The roots of a tree, even after its fall, may push up

again."

lakyo variturh jalena htUabhukchatre^a sUryatapo

ndgetidro nihtankuiena samado dandena gogardahhctu I

vySdhkbhesajasarhgrahaiica vividhairmantraprayogahm^arii

sarvasyau}adhamnsti sdstraiihitam mwkhaiya nastyauf-

adham It

“Eire can be restrained with water.

With an umbrella, the heat of the sun,

With a stick, the cow and the ass;

An elephant is controlled with a sharp goad;

Fever is checked with medicine.

And snake-bite with incantations

:

Thus everything has its remedy,

But wickedness alone has none.”

mahi ramyd iayya vipulamupadhdnaih bhujalatS

vitSmm cdk'aiapt vyajanamanukUhyamanilal} I

sphuraddipaicandro viiaiivanitdsangamuditak

sukham idntab sete muniratanubkutirnrpa iva it

“The earth as the bed.

The arm as the pillow,

The sky ,
as the canopy.

The zephir, the favourable breeze,

Renunciation, the wife,

The moon, the blazing lamp;

A hermit sleeps in comfort,

Like a king possessing great wealth.”

mdtarmedini tdta mdruta sdkhe tejaji subandho jala

bhrdtarvyom nibaddha esa bhavatameia pravdmdfljalili I

yusmatsangaoaiopajdlasukftodrehasphurannirmalo

jfldndpdsXasamastamohamahimd llye pare brakma^i i|
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“Earth, thou art my mother, the atmosphere, the father,

And thou fire, my friend, the water, my relation.

Andmy brother, the ether,I address you with folded hands.

The merit that I attained in your company,

When I was living below on earth;

With the brilliant knowledge.

That I gained, as a consequence thereof,

Now I go to the other world, abandoning you all.

Love brother and friend, love well father and mother^.”

Bhartrhari has had his imitators till the most recent times.

Inferior epigones have sought to surpass his skill in respect

of more artificial metres and kavya-style, but they have

never attained the height of his thought, but have moved within

the orbit of his model*.

Similar to the Nitisataka of Bhartrhari is the B h a 1 1 a

fa^ataka* of the Kashmirian poet Bhallata, who

lived under King Sahkaravarman (883-902)*. The stanzas are

composed in different metres. As an example an allegorical

stanza is quoted below with translation

:

je jatyS laghavafi sadaim gatjanarfl yata na ye kutiacit

padbhyameva vimfdita(i pratidinarh bhumau nillnaioiram 1

utkfiptSicapaldsayena marutS pasydntarikse sakhe

tuAgandmuparisthitirh kfitibhftdiii kurvantyami pdthsava^ II

“The dust, light by nature, is deemed nought; day by

day it is trampled beneath our feet and trodden into the ground;

I, lSnbgSra4 . lo, 55J Nitiia. 75, 84, Supplement i; Vai:9gyai. 89,

96, according to the German transl. of P. v. B o h I e n .

s. Rasiapaasaua is an old Prakrit work of the type of
Bhartfhariiatakas. It consists of400 gath^ composed by the Buddhist poet
Vairocana. They (according to some probes that have been given by
S. P. V. Rahganathasvami Aryavaraguiu, JASB, N.S., 6,1910,
167 if. ) contain original ideas.

3. Published in Km. Part IV, p. 140 EF.

4. According to R^ataraftgi^il, 5, 204, where about this king it has

been said that on account of hb hatred for science he shunned important people.

It was on account of this that a poet like Bhallata lived in poverty. Verses
written by him have been quoted under Aucityalahkara in the KavyaprakSia
and in anthologies, see Peterson, JBRAS, i6, 167 ff. and Subh. 75 ff.;

Aufrecht, ZDMG, 41, 488. The fact that a verse written by Ananda-
vardhana is found in our Bhallatasataka shows that in this collection too
stanzas written by other poets occur; see J a c 0 b r ZDMG, 56, rgoa, 405.

Winternite—History of Indian literature, Vol. Ill, n.
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but see, dear friend, the fickle -wind has tossed it high, and it

settles now on the summit of the lofty mountains.^”

An imitation of Bhartrhari’s Vairagya^ataka is the

SantiSataka, “The Hundred of Peace of Soul®" of Sil-

h a n a ®
, who also came from Kashmir, but carried his literary

activities in Bengal. Some of his verses are found also in

Bhartrhari and one of his stanzas is found also in theNagananda

of Harjadeva. A great majority of the verses are, however,

such as are found in anthologies other then the Santisataka.

Since Silhana himselfsays that he “wrote" [vidadhe) the work,

in the opinion ofW., he is to be considered as the author and not

as a compiler ofthe aphoristic stanzas, in case he had no intention

to cite accurately. The Santisataka is a piece ofpure religious

poetry in which the hollowness of life and the grandeur of renun-

ciation of the world and of the life of asceticshave been described

in a considerably monotonous manner. Many of the stanzas of

Bhartfhari have not been borrowed verbatim, but they have been

modified. Some ofthe alterations have been made on account of

Bhartfhari’s considering Siva as the Highest God and Silharia’s

view being that Vi^nu is the Supreme God. As in all other

works of this type, the manuscripts differ from one another very

strongly, so that it cannot be said with certainty as to which of the

verses belong to the original collection and which have been

interpolated*.

Under the name of Nagaraja, one of the kings of

[i. Keith, HSL, p. 83®.]

3. Edited with iatroductioa, critical apparatus, German translation

and notes byK. Schdnfeld, Leipzig igio. Cf. A. B. K e i t h , JRAS
1911, S57ff. Also in Haeberlin 410 fif.

3. The name is written differently. P i 3 c h e 1 presumes that the

author ofthe poem isBilhaua, since this name is often written as Silhapa
or as Cilha^a, and a verse of Bilhai^a occurs in many MSS oftheSanti-
i a t a k a .

4. One of the imitators of Bhartrhari isOhanadarUja, who
wrote three Patakas in the year 1434 A.D. (published in Km., Part XIII,
1903, 33ff-)‘ Janardanabhatta wrote one Spagmaiataka and one
Vaitagyaiataka (published in Km., Part XI, 1895, 133 ff., and Part XIII,
131 ff. Ap^ya pik^lta wrote one Vaii&gyaiats^a (edited in Km. Part
I, gi ff. There is one Sfhgaratilaka written in ornate metres by one Nar-
a h a r i_. It has been published in Km. Part XII, 1897, 37 ff. The name
Narahari occurs so often as an author that it is not possible to determine his

time. In isao A.D. one Narahari wrote ft commentary on the KavyaprakSia,
see Peterson, Rep. IV, p. LXlX.
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the rfaka-dynasty, is found one Bhavasataka^, a kind of

collection of riddles. In each verse it is said about some person

that he would do this or that in certain situation; sometimes the

reader is expected to conjecturewhy he did this or that; sometimes

it is told at the end of the verse. Of indefinite age is the Up a d e -

SaSataka® of Gumani. In it common moral lessons

are taught with the help of allusions to well-known myths

and fables. Anyoktimuktalata is another Pataka,

consisting of 108 ornate allegorical stanzas, of Sambhu,
who lived in the court of King Har?adeva (1089-1101 A^D.)

of Kashmir®.

Kusumadeva, a poet othetwise unknown, is the

author of Df^tanta^ataka (orDrstantakalika®;
a collection of hundred proverbs, in which the wisdom-lesson,

taught in the first line, has been illustrated with an example
(drstanta) in the second line, e.g. verse 10;

uttamah kleiaviksobhdA kfatna^ sodhurh na hilarak I

manireva mahasdnagharfai}aih na iu mftkanafi 11

“Only the noble can bear the stroke of pain J jewel

alone resists the pressure of grindstone, not the lime."

Smaller collections of proverbs—whether compilations

* 1“ Km., Part IV, 37 IF. Cf. Bhandarkar, Report
i88ij-83, p. 9 f. 198; Peterson, 3 Reports p., at f., 338 f. There is one
|rnRaras_ataka also by Nagaraja. His time is not definite. According to R.
Sc h m_ i d t

,
Das alte und moderne Indien, Bonn and Leipzig 1919, p. 184

NSgaraja was merely the patron of the poet Bhava, and not the author of
the Satakas.

a. Edited in Km., Part II, 1886, at f.

3. Edited in Km., Part II, 61 ff. Sambhu’s poem Rhjendra-
k a r u a p n r a (edited in Km. I, aa ff. ) is written for glorification of King
Ha^adeva. A son of Sambhu has been mentioned by Mainkha (Sdkantba-
canta 35, 97) among his contemporaries.

•
4 - TheAnyoktiiataka of Bhatta V I r e s v a r a', edited

rl
AnySpadesa iataka ofNllakaptha

D i k ; 1 1 a

,

^ited in Km. VI, i8go, 143 ff. and another 8ataka bearing
the same mie ofM a d li u s fl d a n a of Mithil&, edited in Km., Part IX,
1893, 64 ff. Subha?itanivi (edited in Km. Part VIII, 1891, 151
ff. ) of the VedSiita scholar Vehkatanarha is a collection of subha?i-
tas tn twelve sections and twelve stanzas. The author is often referred to simply
as Vedantadesika and probably lived between ia68 and 1376 A.D. : secKrishnam a c h a r y a

,

48 f., 123 A collectioa of 94 stanzas is the
Lokokttmuktavali of D a k ? in amil r t i

,
published in Km.,

Part Xi, 1895, 65 ff.

5. Haebcrhn 317 ff. In Vallabhadeva’s Subh^ltavali, 387-307,
nave be<^ quoted 31 stanzas from this collection (but not in the same sequence

5^ If
Ktisumadeva must, therefore, have been anterior to

Vallabhadeva,
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or independent, poems, a thing that cannot be confirmed, are

the Nitisara, ascribed to Ghatakarpara, the Niti-

pradipa of Vetalabhatta and the Nitiratna,
ascribed to Vararuci^. Vararuci is best known as the

author of a Prakrit grammar, but in anthologies stanzas written

by him too are found, and RajaSekhara mentions him in the

list of his predecessors^. The following verses attributed to

Vararuci in the Nitiratna are worthy of a good poet :

—

ilaratdpasatani yatheuhayS.

viiara tani sake caturanam l

arasikesu rasasya nivedanath

Hrasi md Itkha md likha md likha ||

“O Brahman, do avenge so much as you will,

My all such actions as are wicked ;

Yet write not this much, write not

The pass-word of fate, I implore you,

That those who have no taste.

May become poet, on their forehead.*’

sathsiravifanrkfasya dvs phale amrtopame |

kdvydmrtarasSsvdda dldpap sajjami(i saha II

“On the poison-tree of life.

There grow two nectar-like fruits
;

Taste of nectar of poetry

And of talk with noble men.”

kdkasya cdflcuryadi hemayuktd

mdtiikyayuktau caramu ca tasya I

ekaikapak^e gojardjamuktd

tathdpi kdko na ca rdjahamap ||

“Even if the beak of a crow be plated with gold

And its feet decorated with rubies,

And its wings have pearls hanging from them.

It can still never become a flamingo.”

Jagannatha’s Bhaminivilasa® is partly

1. Text in the Haeberlin. 50a ff., 5x6 ff., translated into German
BShtliugk, Indische Sprttche.

2. He ascribes to him a poem Kan thab ha

r

ana “necklace” ;

see Peterson, JBRAS 17,59.

r ni.
means : “The Sport of a Beautiful Woman” or “The Sport

ofBhSmmi , in case bhSmni is to be taken as a pre^r noun. The text with
Ftench trawlation published by A. Bergaignci Paris 1872 (Bibl.
des hautes etudes I, p); edited with a Sanskrit gloss by tfak^hmaz; Bama>»
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lyric and partly gnomic. We have seen above that this author

was a scholar of theory of poetics and likewise a lyrisf^. Like

the Satakas of Bhartyhari, Bhamini-Vilasa too contains

stanzas of which the theme oscillates between morality, erotics

and renunciation of the world, and it is their common feature

that the text of both of them is uncertain and the number of

stanzas differs in different manuscripts. The first part, ofwhich

the number of stanzas varies between 100 and 130, contains

moral lessons, ofwhich many are allegorical®. The second part,

of which the number of stanzas varies between 101 and 184

as in the manuscripts, contains erotic verses. The third part,

consisting of only 18 to 19 strophes, is an elegy on the death of a

beloved wife. And the fourth (31 to 46 stanzas) contains

verses on happiness of the soul, renunciation of the world

and entry into the soul of the universe identified with Kr;spa.

Some probese may represent the nature of poetry of

Jagannatha. :

nairgu^ameoa sadhiyo dhigastu gunagauramn )

iakhirtonye virSjante khandayante candanadtuma^ II

“Better it is to be without virtue;

Fie on the person who is possessed of merits;

Other trees remain flourishing,

While the sandal-trees are cut by man”. (I, 86)

haritfifirekfcmd yalra grhirfi na vilokyale l

smtam sarvasdfhpadbkirapi tadbhavanam vanam ||

A house may be full with all the objects of enjoynient;

but in case the housewife, with glances life those of a deer,

is not visible there, it is not different from a forest”.

(II, 154)

Chandra V a i d y a , Bombay 1887. (In the introduction Vaidya gives a list

ofthe work ofJagannatha.) Trente stances du Bhamini-Vildsa accompagni-
es de fragments du eommentaire inSdit de Ma^irSma, publ. et trad, par, V.
Henry, Paris 1885. D. Galanos has translated into Greek gB
stanzas of the first book in his ’ItBixay McTa^pao'tcav 11 p6
08 p 0(10 9 (Athens 184s). P, v. Bohlen has published the third book
and translated it into German in the supplement to his edition of the Rtu-
aamhilTa, Lipaiae 1840. The same book has been translated into German by
A. H o e f e r , Ind. Gedichte II, 141S'. [ Editions also by Shivararna Maliadeva
Paranjape, Poona, 1895, with introduction, English translation and notes;

by B. G. Bal, Bombay 1895, with Sanskrit gloss and English translation;

edited critically with his own commentary by Har Dutt Sharma, Poona 1933. ]

I. See above, p. 30, 141.

a. Hence called also AnyoktiviUba.
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sarv^i tamin vismTtipatfmth vtfaya^ prayatS

vidySpi khedakalitd vimukhibabhuva |

sS kevalath harimsSvakalficand me

naivSpayati hrdayadadhidevaieva ||

“When all the objects of senses have been forgotten

and learning acquired by exertion too has turned away

its face from me (has left me), only the fawn-eyed lady,

never disappears from my heart, like the deity presiding

over it.” (Ill, 3)

dhftvd padaskhatanabhltivaiStkaram me

ydrddhamtyasi Mldhkala/h vivdhe |

sd mdm mhdya kathamadya mldsini dydm

drohasiti hrdaydfh iatadhd praydli ||

“My heart breaks into hundred pieces, when I think

how you, O beautiful one, should have now ascended the

heaven without me, you, who at the time of the marriage

stepped on to a slab of stone by holding my hand for

support, through fear of slipping ofyour feet.” (Ill, 5)

The fourth part is entirely devoted to glorification of

Kr?na-Vi?nu. In IV, 40 the poet attests through a pun and

not directly that the wretched, who do not get pleasure

from the “songs of Jagannatha” - jagdnndthabha^itefi - that can

mean so much as the Bhagavadgita, are already dead, although

they may be alive,.” [ Jagannatha is credited also with the

authorship of an ornate didactic poem ASvadhati-
k a V y a so named on account of the fact that it is composed

in verses written in the alvadhati metre].

Greater or smaller didactic poems on some topics, either

religious or secular, are associated with some gnomic stanzas.

A famous religious gnomic poem is Mohamudgara,
“Hammer for Confusion” containing 17 or 18 rhyming stanzas,®

[ I, Ed. -with a commentary in Subhs?itarataakara, Bombay 1918. ]

9. Text in Haeberlin 965 ff. and A. Hoefer Sanskrit—Lesebuch
74 ff. The text with English translation has been published by W. J o n es
in As. Btes, i, 34 ff. After this translation Herder gave a ffee rendering of
some of the stanzas ofthepoem in “Die Entzaubenmg, Lehre der Braminen”
(Herders Werke, edited by P.Suphan,Vol. 96,419, f.). German translation.
byP, V. Bohlen, Das alte Indien, Kdnigsberg 1830, p. 375 ff,, by Bs
Hirzel (Morgenblatt 1834), A. Hoefer, Ind. Gedichte 11, 149, ff.

and H. Brockhaus (tlbec den Druck aanskiitischer Werke mit lateinischen
Buchstaben, Leipzig, 1841, 85 ff.). Text with French transl. by F. N6 vc
in JA, 1841, s. 3, t. XII, 607 ff.
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that are attributed to Sa'hkara. The verses describe the voidness

of the universe and blessings ofmental peace and of knowledge

of Visnu. A few verses are quoted below:

—

ma kuTU dhanajanayauvanagarvam

harati nimesatk&lalj. sarmm I

mdydmayaniidatnakhilam hitva

brahmapadam praoiia suviditvd ||

“Be not proud of your wealth or youth,

Not of your men: time rolls all in a moment;
Away from all that is pervaded by Maya,
Know the Highest Lord and reach him without delay.

”

yavajjananam tdoanmaranam tavajjanamjafhare iayanam I

iti sadisdre sphutataradpsafy kathamiha mdnava tava sanlofali ||

“How often are we born ? How often dead ? How
long lying in mother’s womb ? How great is the preva-

lence of vice in this world ? Wherefore, O man, art thou

satisfied here ?’’

suravaramandiratarutalavdsa^

dayyd bhdtalamyinath vdsa^ I

saTvaparigrakabhogatydgaj}.

kasya sukharh na karoti virdgah n

“To dwell under the mansions of the high-gods at the

foot of a tree, to have the ground for a bed, and a hide

for vesture; to renounce all extrinsic enjoyments; whom
does not such devotion fill with delight ?’’

To Sankara is attributed also the SataHoki, a

gnomic poem in 101 sragdhara stanzas, in which the teachings

ofVedanta have been set forth partly in figurative language’^.

The Gatakastaka* "The Eight Strophes of Gataka”

is a very famous ornate poem, that is partly lyrical and partly

gnomic, of an unknown writer and of an unknown age. The
bird cataka, according to the Indian belief, has the rare peculia-

rity that it does not drink any water, other than the pure liquid

of the cloud, and rather remains thirsty, but does not in any

case drink the terrestrial water of streams, lakes and swamps.

1. Select works of Sri Sankaracbarya, p, 85 if.

2. There are old and recent poems of this name (Purva-andUttara^
Catakajfaka), both inHaeberlin a'syiT. Edited and translated into German
by H. E w a 1 d in Zeitschrift lUr die Kunde des Morgenlandes, IV, Bonn
1849, p. 366 if. German by H o e fe r , Ind. Gedichte II, 161 ff.; English by
Cowell, JRAS 1891, 599 if.

'
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Hence it always flies high up in the sky to^jask ]the cloud for its

drink. The Indian poets have special fascination for describing

in lyrical stanzas the longings of the cataka for the cloud, and

proverbially the bird is the model of the noble person who
scorns at all meanness in contempt and maintains his honour,

A religious and philosophical poem of an unknown age is

theVi?nubhaktikalpalata^ofPuru?ottama,
son of Vispu. The theme of the poem is meditation and

cxhuberance of devotion for Gk)d Vi9nu. In the 17th century

Nilakantha Dikslta wrote one Santivilasa®,
a poem of 51 stanzas in simple and unartificial language on the

"Charm of Peace of Soul”. The same Nilakantha is the

writer of an apparently uninteresting gnomic poem K a li-

v i d am b a n a®.

As in the case of lyric, so in the case of gnomic poetry

too, we find sometimes admixture of religion and erotic, A
work of this type is the Rasikarafljana, written at

Ayodhya in the year 1524 by Ramacandra, son of

Laksmanabha^ta, a poem that permits of a two-fold inter-

pretation, in which each stanza can be taken as having an

erotic as well as an ascetic meaning.

Partly erotic and partly theosophical is also the S rn gara -

jflananirnaya, "Distinction between Love and Know-
ledge”, contained in a dialogue between Suka and Rambha
(Rambha^ukasamvada) by an obscure author of an obscure

age. They are stanzas withthe refrain "rrtAa gatem tasya narasya

jivitam ; useless is the life of that man”. Rambha throughout

recites stanzas composed in the lucid language of Indian erotics

and containing the idea” "useless is the life ofthe man, who has

not tasted love”, that is retorted by Suka in a stanza in which

I. Edited with commentary 'in Km. 31, 1892, Of. Inti. Off Oat.
p. 1475 f

3.

Edited in Km. Part VI, 1890, i2 fF,

3. Edited in Km. Part V, 1888.

4. Edited in Km., Part IV, 80 fif with a commentary, without
which the text cannot be undetatood. Published for private circulation and
translated into German byR.Schmidt, Stuttgart 1896 ; cf. his ‘Liebe
und Ehe in 'the alien und modernen Indien, Berlin in 1904, 31 ff.

5. J. -M. Gran^dj can. Dialogue de Suka et de RambhS sur
1 amour et la science supreme; Texte {32 stanzas) with French translation in
the Annnles du Mus£e Guimet t. X, 1887, 477 ff.
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it is said “vain is the life of the man, who has not attained the

highest wisdom, who has not worshipped Narayana” etc.

Exclusively erotic is the subject-matter of the gnomic poem

of the Kashmirian poet Damodaragupta, who was the

chief minister of King Jayapida (end of the 8th century

A.D.). His kutianlmata’^, “Teachings of the Pro-

curess,” is an instructive poem in kavya-style, in which a

prostitute is being instructed by a procuress as to how she

should feign true love for a rich young man and employ all

the arts of erotics without letting him take note of the fact

that all this is done simply for extracting moneyfrom him. The

poet tries to parade his knowledge of alankarasastra, of Sanskrit

vocabulary as well as of the kamaSastra. Since Kalhana

calls him a poet (kavi) and verses from the Kuttanimata

are quoted in treatises on poetics® this work has to be

considered as an ornate poem according to the opinion of the

Indians, although western scholars would include it in the

works on pornography. In verses 778 ff. it has been described

how a prostitute shows her skill as an actress in staging the drama

Ratnavali, in which an interesting peculiarity of representation

has been demonstrated.

A work of a similar type, perhaps an imitation of the

Kuttanimata is K^emendra’s Samayamatrka com-

pleted in 1050 A. D. This prolific-writer, whom we have

met so many times and whom we shall meet again, has worked

in all the spheres. Throughout the period Kjemendra worked

as a poet, he always remained basically a scholar-teacher and his

poems are all the more or less gnomic poems, whether they fall

within the region of religion and morality or in that of erotics.

The Samayamatyka is of interest also from the view-point of

1. Edi'ed in Km., Part III, 1887 3a ff. TheOennan translation
of J, J. Meyer , Altindische SchelmenbUcher II, Lolos-Verlag, Leipzig,

(1903 }• [ Beside the title Kuttanimata there appears also the (stynonymous)
title Sambhallmata. [Cf. also Dasharatha Sharma in GOT, I, iqaa,,

348ff.h
. .

2. Rajalarahgiul 4, 496, Mammafa and R.uyyaka cite stanzas from
the Kuttanimata. B il h 1 e r (ind. Ant. 14, 1885. 354) mentions the wort as
“an early specimen of Indian pornography”. J. J. Meyer has overrated
the poet and his this work terribly.

3. Edited in Km., to, 1888. Rendered into German by J. J.Meyer loc. cit. Meyer translates the title as "Charm Book for Prostitutes”
that can with difficulty be justified with the help of I, 3. But according to
VIII, ray and laq Samayamaiyka simply means “the procuress” or literally
!‘teaching_mother” i.e. to say "she, who is the mother (of the harlot) through
her teachings” (and not a physical mother).
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cultural history and is partly more brilliant than the work of

Damodaragupta.

So is the description of the life of the procuress in

chapter II not devoid of interest. As a girl of seven years,

she happens to become a thief and a harlot at the same

lime, marries several men one after another, lives as a rich

widow and in turn is a thief, nun, procuress, female

swindler, a wealthy public house-keeper, food-vendor,

beggar, flower-dealer, sorceress, landlady, holy Brahmaija

lady and lastly again a procuress. She is brought to the

harlot KalavaQ by a barber, who is depicted in a very

realistic manner, for the purpose of training her in the

exacting profession. She is now old and has become

repulsive—IV. 7.

ttlUkanadanS kSkagrlva mSrjaralocanS )

nirmitS pratfinSmangairim nityavirodhinam II

“Owl-faced, crow-necked and cat-eyed, she was,

it seems, as if created with the parts ofthe body of the

everlasting devilish animals.”

Highly witty, although not always tasteful, anecdotes

arc inserted into the teaching of the procuress, and lastly

it is narrated, how a young trader is cheated by the

harlot and her “mother” and her father, an old niggard is

swindled.

Notwithstanding the boundless desire of the writer to

make it a book of moral lessons, this work too has fallen

within the boundary of pornography^. The KalSvilasa®
of K9emendra has a greater value from the point of view of

cultural history and literature. It is a poem having morality

as its subject-matter and is divided into ten sections on

various occupations and follies. As in his all other works,

here too K^emendra is a tedious and biting pedant. Still he

exhibits great experience of life and knowledge of man and

I. Rightly remarks P i s c h e 1 (DLZ, 1903, p. 300a ) that Samaya-
and Kuftanimata are not "rogue books”, and notwithstanding their

obscene subject-matter they follow a decent

8. Edited in Km. Parti, 34iF, One of the manuscripts described
by Eg g e 1 i n g » Ittd- O®- VII, p. 1491 f. has only 9 sargas. Translated
into German by R. Schmidt in the "Festgabe ehemaliger Schtiler aum
70. Geburtsta^des Professors Ernst Mebliss in Eisleben” 1914 and in WZKM
98, 1914 406 n. Of. J. J. Meyer, Altindische SchelmenbUcher i, p.
XL if.
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speaks about many things and men about whom other writers

rerely report.

The sales-man Hiranyagupta brings his son Gandra-

gupta to Muladeva, the £.vmous teacher ofall sorts ofwicked-

ness, and requests him to undertake training of his son.

Muladeva agrees, takes the young man to his house and

trains lum in all arts, trickeries and cunning. The
teachings of Muladeva form the subject-matter of the

book. At the central point of all sorts of cheatings and

pranks stands hypocrisy. The religious hyprocrites

have been particularly subjected to description, full

of satires, concerning their life, and finally a story

is told (I, 65 IT.) about ihe creation of Dambha
(hypocrisy). This Dambha is painted as a great

sage (muni) with holy grass, a book, a garland, "a

stafi" of which the hom-handle is as croocked as his heart”,

muttering prayers with rosary in his hand etc. He
appears to be such a great saint that the seven sages offer

him the highest respects. The creator Brahman himself

praises him for his extraordinary penance^ but even in

Brahman’s mansion he requests the god to speak slowly

and to close his mouth with his hand so that he may not

get polluted with his breath. This Dambha descends

upon the earth too and influences in thousand ways all

beings. For ever he has pitched his tent in the moon and

on the face of the high officials, and has captivated also the

hearts of ascetics, astrologers, physicians, servants, traders,

goldsmith, actors, soldien, singers, bards, wizards, birds

like the cranes, that stand like sages on the beach and

the trees that dress themselves in bark as ascetics.

In section VII the poet turns severely against the

touring people like singers and bards, who are described

as real gyspies. They go round carrying their utensils,

things in carts with several children and dishevelled hair

and rob the rich of their gold; but still they have nothing,

as whatever they earn in the morning they already sqandcr

by midday. The goldsmith, in section VIII, is described

as arch-thief and swindler. A sample card of different

types of swindlers is placed before us in chapter

IX. There is a physician who just for gaining know-
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ledge of his science administers his remedies to patients

suffering from all sorts of diseases, one after another, has

killed thousands of people and then becomes a famous

person : then there is an astrologer, who with his facial

contortions pretends to be meditating on the planets and is

ready to predict whatever his clients wish to hear, but does

not even know what his wife is doing behind his back; there

is the seller of patent medicines, whose skull is as bald as a

copper kettle, but he is yet prepared to guarantee an

infallible cure for baldness and finds purchasers, etc.

A poem, teaching moral like Kalavilasa, is the Darpa-
dalana^, “Smashing of Pride”, of Ksemendra.
Here in seven sections have been described the seven

types of pride. Alternating with gnomic stanzas, it has

proved how thoughtless and useless the pride is, no matter

due to high birth, riches, knowledge, beauty, heroism, charity

or ascetism. Each section begins with a series of gnomic

expressions, then follows the narrative, in which the leading

character delivers a long speech which is not different in

meaning from the maxims. The story told in section II is

Buddhist. Buddha himself enters as “the friend of the unfor-

tunate, the stream of pity”. Then appears Siva in section VII,

where he “denounces the troubles of the world” and explains

TO his wife that some eiscetics do not merit redemption, since

notwithstanding their ascetism their passionstill clings to them.

In this otherwise tedious gnomic poem, here and there we find

traces of humour ; thus when the poet jeers at the learned and

saints who have not been able to overcome their passions. A
type of practical hand-book of morals is Caturvarga-
sarhgraha*, “Collection of (teaching on the) the Four

Aims of Life”. It is vain to find in this book anything that is

original. Throughout the stanzas are prosaic; only the erotic

stanzas in the section on pleasure of desire (kama) the metres

and style are poetical. The Sevya sevakopadeSa®

I . Extracts edited and translated by B, A. Hirsxbant. tlber

Ksemendras Darpadalana, St. Petersburg 1893 Complete text edited in

Km., Part IV, i8go, 66 fF, and translated into German by R> Schmidt in

ZDM6 6g, 1915, i if.

a. Edited in Km., Part V, 1888, 75 if. .Of. Livi, JA. 1885,3.

8, VI, 404!.

3. Edited in Km., Part II, 1886, 79 if
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“Instruction for the Servant and the Served” in 61 stanzas deal

with the subject of serving the master. The Carucarya-
^ a t a k a “The Hundred Stanzas on Excellent Life”, is

tolerably a dull gnomic poem, in which have been described,

the ways of life of pious and noble men, what he does and what

he will like. In it myths and talcs have been provided as

examples,

Dya Dvivedainhis Nitimafijari® utilized

and imitated the Garucarya^ataka of Ksemendra. The for-

mer is a collection of current maxims in ^lokas, each of which

in the attached prose commentary, written by the author him-

self, is illustrated through some stories occurring in the ?.gveda.

The work has 200 stanzas, that are divided into 8 chapters

corresponding to the 8 a^takas of the Rgveda. The author has

quoted copiously from Sayapa’s commentary on the J^gveda;

hence he could not have lived before 15th century A.D®. The
work is of importance for Brahmanical fable-literature. But the

maxims themselves do not have anything of importance.

A mention has sdll to be made of MugdhopadeSa*
“Instruction for the Fool” by the Kashmirian poet J a 1 h a p a

of the 12th century A.D., a gnomic poem in 60 stanzas that

contains warnings against the snares of harlots.

Anthologies

Gnomic and lyric stanzas in a very large number are found

in anthologies, in which generally the names of the poets

of individual stanzas are also given. Although such statements

are not reliable in all cases, still we are able to learn from these

collections about a large number ofnames of otherwise unknown
poets, and many stanzas of high poetical value have in this way
come down to us.

1. Edited in Km,, Part II, igS ff. Gf. Peterson, Rep. j88a-

83, p 4 f.

a. Gf. F. K i c 1 h o T n , Ind. Ant. 5, 1876, i j6 ff. and NGGW
i8gi, i8a ff.; A. B. K e i t h , JRAS 1900, la? It.; E. S i e g , Die Sagenatoffe
des Rgveda, Stuttgart iQoa, P. 37 ff.; A. A. Macdonell, Brhaddevata,
Ed. HOS Vol. 5, p. XVlI ff. Wiaternitz knew of the work from Max
Miiller’s MS. wliich was then in Tokyo.

3. According to Nilmani Ghak.-avarti, JASB, 1907, p. an the
date of the work would be 1494 A.D. ; but see also A. B. K e i t h, JRAS, igoo,

796 ff.

4, Edited in Km. Part VIII, 1891, tag ff.
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Of unknown date is one Vajjalagga, a Prakrit

anthology compiled by the Svetambara Jaina Jayavallabha,
hence also called Java 11a harii’-. The work stands out with

its collection of stanzas* composed in the Arya metre in Jaina

Maharastri. The stanzas are arranged in chapters (vajja)

according to their subject-matter. Jayavallabha explicitly says

that his idea was to collect the sayings of great poets on

matters concerning the aims of life (dharma, artha, kama).

Still only one-third of the verses are gnomic and relate to the

aims of life, whilst their two-thirds are erotic. The stanzas

contain nothing about Jainism.

One of the oldest Sanskrit anthologies has been found in a

12th century manuscript in Nepal. Neither the title of the

anthology nor the name of its compiler has come down to us.

F.W. Thomas has edited it under the title Kavindra-
vacana samuccaya®. One section of the work is devoted

to Buddha and one to Avalokiteivara, whilst the rest of

the sections have the same themes as the other anthologies

have. None of the large number of poets, whose verses have

been included in this collection of 525 stanzas, is of an age

posterior to 1000 A.D.

S a d-u ktikarpamyta or Suktikarpamfta*
“The Ear-nectar of nice Sayings” ofSridharadasa, son

ofVatudasa is a very extensive anthology compiled in the year

1205 A.D. Both the father and the son were in the service

of Laksmanasena of Bengal, and the collection contains verses

mainly by Bengali poets, e.g. Dhoi and Jayadeva. In the

j. A Sanskrit rendering (chayS) -was written by Ratnadeva
in the year 1336. Gf. Bhandarkar, Report 1883-84, pro. 324, ff.,

F i s c h e I, Grammatik der PrSkrit Sprachen 5 § 12 and 14; Jul. Labor,
Xibec das Vajjalaggam des Jayavallabha, Bonner Diss., Leipzig 1913; H.
Jacobi, Bhavisattakaha von Ohauavala, p. 61 f.

a. Probably it had 700 stanzas as in the Sattas^, although the
two available recensions have only 69a and 65a stanzas respectively.

3. Bibl, Ind., Calcutta igia, Gf. Harapraskd; Report I,

^o. f, The probable title is included in the introductory stanza.

4. Published in parts in Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1912. Aufrecht,
ZDMG 36, 1882, 361 ff., 378 ffj 509 ff. gives abundant information witli

Gemian tran|lation of individual stanzas. Gf. T h o m a s 7 f. [ Edited by
RSmavatSia S a rm 3 , with a Critical Introduction in English, by Har Dutt
S fa. a r m. a and an Introduction in Sanskrit by Fadma Singh S h a r m a

,

POS, p. 10. 15, Lahore 1933. Of. also Manomohan Chakravarti,
JASB, 1906,9. 157-76;D e, HSL,p, 413.3
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entire work verses of446 poets have been cited; amongst those of

others of Gangadhara, who is known from an inscription dated

1137 A.D. and of five other poets related to him, all of whom
lived during 1050 and 1150 A.D.^, Very important is also

the Subha^itamuktavall. “A Chain of Pearls of

Beautiful Sayings”® of Jalhana, [1257 A. D.], who
after his father Laksmideva became the advisor of the South

Indian king Kr^^ia, who came to the throne in 1247 A.D.*.

The antliology, of which there is a bigger recension as

well as a smaller one, is arranged systematically. A section

deals with poets and poetry and is of special importance for

history of literature. Other sections contain stanzas on happi*

ness, wealth, charity, fate, wickedness, wisdom, separation,

union, misfortune, love, service to king, politics, etc. One
of the most famous anthologies is the S arangadhara-
paddhati* i.e. the Paddhati, “The Guide” (viz. of poetry)

of Sarangadhara”, compiled in the year 1363 A.D.*,

The collection is divided into 163 sections according to the

topics that have been treated. Often the names of the poets are

appended to the stanzas; not seldom, however, is “somebody”

given as the writer. Among these names occur nine names of

poetesses. Sarangadhara himself too is a poet, but the stanzeis of

which he calls himself the author are not significant. Amongst
others, the verse No. 3927 is ascribed to Kalidasa, that is

;

payodhardkaradharo hi kandukah

karena rofddiva tadyate rmikuh 1

itiva netrdkjiiblutamutpalaA

ta^dfy pTosaddya papata pddayoh II

1. Cf. K i e 1 h o r n , NGGW, 1893, 196 ff.; Ep. lad. a, 330 ff.j

M. Chakravarti, JASB, N. S., 9, 1906, 174 f.

2. The title occurs also as SuktimalikS or SUktimuktSvall. Cf.
Bhandarkar, Report 1887-91, pp. (I) - fLIV) ; Peterson,
JBRAS 17, 1889, 57 ffj T h o m a s , 13 AT.

3. Gf. Bhandarkar, Early History of the Dekkan, sad ed.

;

Bombay 1S95, n® f- [D e, HSL, p. 414, the name of his father was
Lakjmidhara. The work has been edited by Embar Kriahnama-
c h a r y a

,

in GOS, Baroda 1938 ].

4. Ed. by P. Peterson, BSS, No. 37, 1888. The edition has
4689 stanzas, whilst in the 56th verse their number is given as 6300. Cf.
AufrechtjZDMG, 95, 1871 455 ff; 97, 1873, lif., where many verses have
been translated as well; Bohtlingk, ZDMG, 97, 6a6 If.

5. Hall, V^avadatta, Introd, p. 48. SsraAgadhara is the son of
Hamodara and the nephew of Raghavadeva,who livedin the court ofHammira
of Sakambhai-a.
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“The round ball resembles your round breasts,

That you always hit as if out of anger;

Therefore, perhaps on account offear ofyour dark eyes,

The lotus has fallen from your breasts down :

It postrates at your feet in order to pacify you.”

A beautiful stanza attributed to Bilhtna preserved in the

Paddhati is No. 3427 :

aratiriyamupaiti mam na nidra

ganayati tasya gunan matio na dosam I

vigalati rajani na sangamaJd

vrajdti tanustanutSth na camraga^ II

“Anxiety afflicts me, sleep is shunning me from away;

My heart sees her noble qualities and not her errors;

The night is passing away, not my desire to meet her again;

My body is waning, but not the real love.”

The verse No. 3953 attributed to Bhartpmentha

—

madhu ca vikasitotpaldvatamiam

ioHkarapallaaitath ca harmyaprfpham I

madanajanitavibhramd ca kdntd

phalamidamarihavatdm vibhStayonydfy 1/

“A cup garlanded with blossoming lotuses,

A balcony illuminated with the beams of moonlight,

Marks of anguish on the face of a woman in love,

More than fortune, blesses it the wealth.”

A useful maxim found in the Paddhati is:

—

pratyahdm pratyavekfeta narascaritamdtrmnal} 1

kirn nu me pasubhistulyam kith nu satpurusairiti ll

“Each day a man should examine his conduct and

question himself

—

What have I in common with the beasts and what with

noble men.”
Throughout copious is also the Subha§itavali®

ofV allabhadeva, compiled apparently with utilization

• 1. "So wrote, of course, Kllidasa, and none after him"—remarks
Aufrecht, ZDMG, a?, 17.

3. Translated into German by A u fr e c h t
, ZDMG 37, 59 f.

a
. Ed. byP. Peterson and Pandit Durg^ Prasad a, BSS,
f. BUhier, Ind. Ant. 15, 1886, 340 ff.j German translation of

a number of stanzas by Aufrecht, Ind. Stud. 16,309 f. and 17. 168 ff.

Barth inRevueerit. 1887,1, p. 431 ff. and G. Gappeller in the
Album Kem 339 ff. have contributed towards textual criticism.
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of the Saraiigadharapaddhati in the 16th century*. We are

not in a position to assert whether a stanza attributed to

Vallabhadeva in this work is a composition of the compilor

himself or from the pen of some other poet. The anthology

contains 3527 stanzas of more than 350 different poets. The

stanzas 1119-1127 contain the whole of the canto XI of

Mankha’s SrIkanlhacarita,from which further extracts are given

in 1444-1448 and 1659-1663. The verses are arranged according

to the subject-matter. At least two deserve to be quoted here.

One (1353) of them is attributed the B h a s a
,

for whom it

may be suitable :

—

duIfkhSrte mayi duhkhitd bhavati yd hrste prahrffS tathd

dine dainyamupaiti rosaparufepathyaih mco bhasate I

kalam vetti kathdb karoti nipuna matsarhstave rqjyati

hhdtyd mantrivara sakhSparijana^ saika bahutvam gatd Jl

“She is deeply aggrieved, when I am in pain,

She becomes happy when I am so.

When I am sad, she gets sadness,

When I am angry and become harsh,

She speaks wholesome words ;

She knows the time, she talks cleverly,

And is pleased when I am praised

:

Wife, a wise advisor, friend, servant

:

She alone, she has become many."

A beautiful gnomic stanza of an unknown writer is

No. 225:

nirguriesvapi sattvefti dayath kurvanti sadhaval), I

nahi samharate jyotsnani candraicd^ddlaveimani II

“The noble show pity even to the being that has no

j. So according toAufrecht, CG. 555. According to Peter-
son Subh. 1 14 he could not have lived before Jainollabadin (1417-1467),
[His name was Kashmiraka Vallabhadeva and was directly quoted by Sarva-
nanda in his commentary on the Amarakoia. This has been taken note of
by WK, p. 180, and here the time has not been given so definitely, but it has
been said that in the form in which the Subhasitavali is available, it could not
have originated earlier than the 15th century, since Jonaraja, who died in
1459, has been quoted above. A compromise has been sought to be made by
assuming the presence of its earlier recension from which Sarvananda
might have quoted in ii6o A. D.—-D e, HSL, p. 413. ]

a._ These words remind of the stanza No. 66 of canto VIII of the
Raghuvamia, where probably KSIidasa had in mind this verse of BhSsa.

Wintemitz—History of Indian Literatuie, Vol. Ill, la.
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quality: the moon does not stop his rays from entering into

the house of a Gandala.”

There is another Subha^itavaliby one § r i v a r a

,

the son or disciple of Jona raja (2nd halfofthe 15th century).

This anthology contains stanzas by more than 380 poets^. Down
upto the recent times anthologies have been compiled®. The
most copious anthology, especially of gnomic stanzas, has been

compiled and translated into German by the German scholar

Otto Bohtlingk in his volumes of “Indische Spriiche*.*'

DRAMATIC POETRY*

Early History of the Drama

The most valuable testimony of court ornate poetry is the

drama . And when the Indian poedcians say that drama is

I. Btihler, Report 6ij Peterson, OG VI, Leiden 1883, III,

S) 339' One more SubM^itS.val! ofSumali (? ), sec Ind. Off, C^t. 1533 1.

9. Worthy of mention are the anthologies Pady&valt, the antholoCT
devoted to to praise of Krjija of Rfipa GosYSmin (Ind. Off. Cat. 1534 ff.;

P 1 s c h e 1, HL off., as; T h o m a s ii ), probably of to ivth century A.D.,
[critically edited by S. K. D e. Dacca, 19345 cf, also. COJ, II, ay? ff.],

PadyavepI of Vepidatta, descendant of Nflakantlia and Padyamrtarahgipi
of BhSskara, son of ApJ^jibhatta (Bbandarkar, Report 1887-91,?.
(LX) ff.; and Aufrecht, ZDMGay, 1883, 544ff.; Thomas, iof.)j

Harihftrasubha^iLaof Harihara (published an Km. 86, 1905), perhapa identi-
cal with HarihSjavali (or HkrgvaU or Subha;itaharavali) oiapoetHari,
who was a contemporary of Akbar, to Great, and had assumed the title of
"AkbariyakaUdasa” (see Peterson, Report II, 57 ff.; Krishna-
macharya 196; Thomas 14), FadyaracanS. of Laksmanabhatta
AAkolakara (published in Km. 8g, 1908), Anyoktimuktavali of Hathsavijaya
Ga;)i (published in Km. 88, 1907), perhaps an independrat work written in

1679, A.D. (see G u < r i n o t
, JA, 1909, s. to, t. XIV, p. 47 ff; No, 1 106 ),

Padyasarfigraha ofKavibhattakftaIa(Hacberlin 529 fF. ). Compiled in the early
19th century are to anthologies SubhSsitaratnabhaud5gara of K. T. Parav
(Bombay 1886, new edition, 1891; cf. Her tel, WZKM 98, 1908, 119 f.

and Subha^itaratnakara ofK. Bhatavadekara (Bombay 1879, new
^tion 18B8). See also Thomas 10 ff. In to addenda W. says that
HatiharasubhasUa and Hariharavall are two different works. [ See also
SflktimukSvall of Harihara, edited by Ramanato Jha, Patna, 1949. ]

_
3. Sanskrit und Deutsch. a. Aufl., St. Petersburg 1870-73, 3 vols.

wth 7613 epigranunatic stanaaa ; Index to it by A. B 1 a u , Leipaig 1893 (AKM
IX, 4 ). A selection from these epigrammatic stanzas has been rendered into
Ge^an -^ ’.* * * ® > (ludische Sprttche, Leipzig, Reclam. Univ.
Bibl. ). The Indian fashion of composing roigrammatic poems was taken
over to Pall literature; see. J. Gray, Ancient Iroverbs and Maxims finm Bur-
mese Sources or the Niri Literature of Burma, London 1886.

4. literature on drama in general: H. H. Wilson, Select
SpecimcM ofto Theatre of the Hindus, London 1897 (Works, Vol. XI, XII);
neater der Hmdus, aas dem Englischen ttberaetzt, 9 Teile, Weimar 1898,
1831; Sylvam L « v i, Le Thiatre Indien, Paris 1890; J. L. K 1 e i n, Geschichte
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the best type of poetical composition’, we should probably

insert into their statement that it is the best for the reason that

in it other types of poetical compositions too are included

and epic, lyric and imitative representations of life arc united

into a single artistic whole. This union of all the literary

sltills is, however, not the highest objective, but nevertheless in

its still undeveloped form, it is the starting point of poetry.

Rightly remarks E. Grosse® that almost “every primitive

story is a drama”, since the narrator is not satisfied by just telling

his story in a simple manner, but he makes his work lively with

the help of corresponding mimic intonations and gesticulations

—

he represents the event dramatically, so that in a certain sense

the drama is the beginning of all types of poetry. And an

American scholar®, from a study of the ballads of different

nations, has shown that recitation of ballads was originally

always combined with music and dramatic dance, so that the

statement that popular drama developed from such dance-music

appears to be correct.

des Dramas, 3rd vol. Leipzig i866j M. Schuyler, A Bibliography of the
Sanskrit Drama, NewYorkigo6 (GUIS 3); R. Pi s ch el, GGA. 1883^). 1917
ff.; i8gi, p. 353ff.; A. B a r t li, Revue critique iBgs, p. 1B5 if.; G. A. G r i e r*

son, Ind. Ant. 93, 1834, p, log ff. ; A. Hillebrandt, Alt-Indien, p.
150 ff. and Uber die Anfange des indiadien Dramas (SBay. A. 1314. 4. Abh.j;

£. J. Raps on in ERE IV, 883 ff.jWinternitz, Osterr, Monataschriff
fltr den Orient 41, igig, 173 ff. ; H. Lttder s.. Die Saubhikas, einBeitrag
zur Geschichte des indischen Dramas, SBA 1916, 6g8 ff., Oldenber g

—

Die Literatur des alten Indien, Stutt{;art and Berlin 1303; Sten K o n o vr

,

Indian Drama, Grundriss; 11.; 3 D, igro. Keith. The Sanskrit Drama,
London 1334, 1354 and JRAS, igiS. On the Origin of Indian drama see also

A. B. Keith, JlvAS igi6, 146 ff. and Sten Konow in the Archiv fUr
Cuiturgeschichte 14, I3ig, 331 ff. W. says in the addenda tiiat printing of the
section on drama in his HIL was over when Sten K o n 0 w ’s Das indische
Drama was published. [ See also D. R.M a n k a d : The Types of Sanskrit
Drama, Karanchi, 1936; R. V. J a g i r d a r. Drama in Sanskrit Literature,
Bombay 19475 Chandra Bhan Gupta. The Indian Theatre, Banaras, 1954. ]

I. So already VBmana, K'Svyalaihkhra; i, 3, 31; cf. Gahgk*
ntlthjha in the foreword to his edition of the KkvyaprakkSa (Pandit,
Voh 31 , p. XIV) . Similarly S. Gottschall (Poetik, and ed., Breslau
1870, II, 184) : “The drama is the blossom of poetry, the union of the epic
and the lyric in the uninterrupted vivacity of an actusd performance
developing itself in the spirit of tiie age to come.’*

3. Anfange der Kunst, Freigburg i. B. and Leipzig 1894, 353 f. Even
children and uneducated persons are “not in a position to directly communi-
cate any_ idea without having the corresponding countenance and gesticula-
tion.” Silent pantomimes played in Australia are extremely full of actions
(Grosse, ibid 356 f, ).

3. G. Morey Miller, The Dramatic Element in the Popular
Ballad 1905; (University Studies of the University of Cincinnati, s. II, vol. I,

Ro. 1, 1305, particularly p. 17 ff.). He caUs these pieces “bsUad-plays”.
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In India too, the drama has at least one of its main roots in

such proto-ballad poetry, thatwe have seen continued from the

Veda downthrough the epic, pura^ic, Buddhist and Jaina litera-

tures, and in it we are obliged to trace the origin of old Indian

epics. In the same way in which the epic developed from these

ballads, while the narrative moment became more prominent

in the face of the dramatic-dialogical foreground, the drama

developed from the dramatic elements of these same ballads.

Since in our opinion in earlier ages poetry of the type of these

ballads could not have a wider circle of listeners, otherwise than

by means of lively recitation combined with mimicry, the

origin of drama is capable of being easily explained from this

type of poetry. It is also understandable that there are many
scholars who will like to see real drama in this balladic poetry^.

1. See addenda to Vol. I, p. 8g, not included in the transl. ; [ Thai
the dialogue-songs of the Rgveda, that have been termed as the “akhyanat
hymns" by 0 1 d e n b e r g_,

are to he entirely explained in the manner that

that they go back to stories in mixed prose and verse of which we have now
before us only the poetical dialogues, and that have not come down to us
directly. These dialogical songs can best be designated as ballads. We
can translate a k h y a n a

_

straightway as “ballm”, in case we understand
by it a dramatic narration in the form of dialogues, that are either wholly in

verse or in vetse mixed with prose. We already have come across such ballad
poetry in the purSnas ( I, 4695 trans. p. 560-61 ), in the Jaina Uttara-
Jjhayana (II, 313 ff.) but quite especially in Buddhist literature. S. Liri
( Le Theatre Indien, p. goifF.), J. H e r t el {WZKM 18, 1904, sgff., I37ff.)

and L. V. Schroeder (Nlysterium tmd Mimus im Rigveda, Leipzig

1908 )
have tried to find in these dialogue-songs mote or less peifect dramas.

Probably they are not so; on the other band, they are primary rudiments of

real dramas, and in fact many of the akbyanas can be considered to be a type
ofprimitive dramas or ballad likewise. Gf. above, vol. i, p. i6t f.; trans., p.
i84f.) . A. B a r t h (RHR 19, 1889, igof. Oeuvres II, 5 f.) has already
stated that we canimt think of a better pendant to the narrative of Pururavas
and Urvasi in the Satapatha Brahmapa—than the ballad of King Rasklu m
Tempple’s “Legends of the PanjSb”. J. Hertel (Indische Marchen,
p. 344, 367 f.) compares the Suparnikhyana, designated by him as "vcdisches
Mysterium” with the swangs of modem North-West India, that have been
described byTempleas half epical and half dramatic.

The SuparnadhySya ( Sauparpa, SuparpakhyBna )
is an

apocryphal work of the late Vedic period, ofwhich the author spasmodically
tries to imitate the hymns of Rgveda in respect of the language, accentuation
and external form, with the intention ofletting his viork pass for one as belong-

ing to the Rgveda. The age of this work is wholly indefinite, and the opinion
ofH e r t e 1 that it is more than 3500 years old has not been preved. Hertel
(WZKM 33, tgog, 273 if.) tries to prove thatthe poem, the theme of which
IS the well-known puranic story of Kadru, Vinata and snakes (see above
1,333; transl. p. 389) and from which be has also given a German rendering
( Indische Mkrchen. 1919) shows the existence of a dramatic poetry, that
served as the connecting link between the “Vedic drama" the dialogue,

verses of the Rgaveda and the classcical drama. Bnt the text that we
have tnearly a senes of ballad. It is possible that it was meant to serve
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The oldest ballad or dance-music of this type was,

however, such in which stories of gods and dwni-gods were

narrated in sacrifices and feasts. Since, as in the case of

other countries, so also in India, the drama has its deepest

root in the religious cult. Already in the Vedic ritual

texts several ceremonies are described that can straightway be

designated as a type of drama'. In the post-Vedic period

dramatic performance got associated with Indra’s festival

celebrated at the end of the rains, and more particularly with

the cults of the gods Vi§nu (Krjpa, Rama) and Siva?. The

cult of Kr^na was especially associated with mimic dances.

The Visnupurana (V, 13) describes how the cowherdesses got

. attracted by the nocturnal music ofKr?na and Balarama, fiocked

about the pastoral deity for the purpose of meeting him in the

for a dramatic representation. Cf. Oldenberg, Zur Oeschichte der
altindischen Prosa, p. 6ti ff., also NGGW 1919 p. 79 S. etc. and
above II, p. 44 f. 98 A., 114, 119 A, 3355 ‘transl. pp. 59!., 135 (note, i),

140, 146 (note 3 ), 389. When Grierson had read the opinion of
Winternitz on the Buddhist akhyanas he wrote to him (gth and 19th
Dec. 191a ) that they reminded him of&e k h y & 1 s of Rajasthani, written in

the Marwari-dialect. They contain a sort ofpopular sayings either in metrical
dialogues or in prose narratives mixed with versified dialogues. They arc
either recited aloud by a single person or played on the stage, in which
the stage-manager speaks out the narrative part, whilst individual
actors recite their own parts. There is neither a scenery nor an introductory
act. Hence they are also literary documents that may be designated as

"ballads" or “dramas’’ likewise. E. Schagintweit, Indien in Wort
und Bild II, p. ta describes how up to these days the k a t h a k a s or “narra-
tors”, "the modem successor-representatives of the old Indian court-actors’,

practise their art; their articulation, supported with gesticulation, is adapted
for fully poetical declamation : the pauses fill the music and their graceful dance”.
K. R&mavarma R&jfi (JRAS 1910, 637 ) describes the performance
of dramas in modem Malabar by the so called Cakkyars, who entertain the
audience on festive occasions with purfipic narratives and moral preadiings, of
which the text, in general, is taken firom prabandhas and campQs. In the
description of these Malabar BrShmapa’s, who arc considered to represent
the purSpic sfltas,_no sharp distinction is made between dramatic performances
and epical recitations between actors and bards (natas and sutas). It is also
remarkable that in Sanskrit expressions like b h i r a t a and kusilava,
probably “bard-singer" can also be interpreted to mean “actor.”

I. Cf. A. Hillebrandt, Die Sonnwendfeste in Altindien, p. 43,
and Vedische Mythologie, I, 81.

3. Haraprasfid 8sstri (JASB, N. S. 5, 1909, 351 if. } tries

to prove that the Indian drama originated on the occasion • of Indra’s
flag festival (indnzdhra/ajjcf. H o p kin s. Epic Mythology, Grundriss, III, 1

B,p. 135 f. ). On the extensive contribution made by the Siva-cult in Ae
development of the drama see BLOCH, ZDMG 6a, igo8, 655, and
L- V. Schroeder, Mysterium und Mimus im Rigveda, p. 17 ff. On the
Kyjoa-cult and its importance for the drama see Winternitz, ZDMG
74, 1930, 1 18 ff. On the hypotheses of A. B. Keith (ZDMG 64, igto)

534 ff. and JRAS 1913,41; ff., see ibid p. tg4. .

.
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rasa-dance and dancing they “imitated the deeds and adventures

of Kr?ha”. Exactly in the same manner, as the numerous facts

regarding folklore prove, dance and mimic are inseparably

associated with one another among the people, mostly also as

constituent parts of religious or magical ceremonies’-. And the

mimic dances of the primitive people contain the germs of

evolution of dramatic art—^germs that have not bloomed so

luxuriantly in any country as in Greece and in India.

The terminology of the drama further proves that in India

too such dances were at the root of dramatic performances.

The common word for “drama’* in Sanskrit is the neuter

n a t a k a ,
and the same word as masculine has exactly the

same meaning as nata “actor”, whilst ndfya means “mimic"

or dramaturgy” and napayati conveys the sense of “mimic

representation”. All these words go back to the root nai, a

Prakrit form of the root nart, “to dance”. The fact that the

literary dramas, that we have, begin with an introductory

prayer goes to prove that this mimic dance and the

dramatic performance, that originated from it, constitute an

essential element of the religious cult. This nandi
is, however, just a remnant of a longer religious ceremony,

a kind of consecration of the stage (p u r v a r a,A g a ) ,

that preceded the perfonnance and in wWch homage to

the divinity was paid in the form of music, song and dance.

This consecration of the stage is elaborately described in the

Bharafiyanatyaiastra, where, however, Bharata remarks that

it should not be of long duration, so that on its account the

audience may not feel tired. Later it seems to have been shorten-

ed more and more and at last it got limited to the nandl-song,

that, however, could never be dropped®. The condition of

I. The Mexican spring and crop festivals, according to K. Th.
P r e u s s (Archiv fUr Anthropologie 1904, p. 158 if. ), are celebrated -with

mimic dances and ceremonial dramas. The Javanese s^dow-play too has a
wholly religious character; see W. W. S k e a t , Malay Magic, London 1900,

503 if and H. Bohatta in Mitteilungen der Anthropolog. Ges. in Wien
1905, 378 if On China see W. G r u b e , GescKichte der Chinesischen Litte-

ratur, p. 36a f; 396; onJapan see K. F 1 o r e n a , Geschichte der jsmanischen
Litteratur, p. 373 if In general cf. W.'Wundt, VSlkerpsychoIogie III,

and, edn. and L. v. Schroeder, ibid, passim.

.

. a. probably the nandi was originally recited by the stage-manager

S

siltradhlra) in a prescribed manner. The . Bhiratlyan&tyaiastra

5, 107 if G r o a s e t , gg if. Bombay Ed. ) gi\%s the text of one such nandi,
that is a -wholly a simple prayer in flQkas. Like any piece of Indian poetry, that
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the society in which during all the centuries tales about gods and
religious legends, especially relating to Rama and Kf^na have

continued to provide the poets with plots for their dramas,

and the fact that even Buddhist poets are found tempted to

reproduce dramatically the scenes from the Buddha-legends goes

to point to the religious origin of the drama. Even in present-

day India popular dramas are staged on festive occasions and in

holy places, and they still continue to be a religious affair^.

As it is upto this day in India, during the pauses in the

yatras and in the dramas played during spring-festivals and on

other occasions, the actors appear in grotesque garments and

with painted faces and create all sorts of crude funs for cheering

the audience®, so already in early India sober dramatic

and lively recitations were intercepted by popular plays, in

which the artists, who entertained the assembly with present-

ation ofscenes from actual life, appeared. We arc in a position

to infer the existence of such popular plays in ancient

India from the fact that in earlier literatures—the post-Vedic

epic, Buddhist texts—^"comedians’* (aswe may always callthem)

are mentioned repeatedly in Sanskrit by the word and some-

times also bySailusa orkuillava, expressions that later

came to be used for "actors”. They belonged to a class oftouring

actors, who were welcome on festive and ceremonial occasions

in gatherings, but enjoyed a very inferior social status. In the

Mahabharata it is said at one place that one of the duties of the

begins with a benedictory expression. The poet writing a drama begins his

work with one such, that in course of time usurped the place of n 'a n d i.

Consequently in our dramas the nandi is composed always in the kavya-style

and that in a fully ornate metre.

1 . So the Bhavais in Gujarat (see H. H. D h r u v a in 00 IX, London
t)3O5>307); the yatras in Bengal (seeNisikan ta Chattopadhyaya,
Indische Essays, Zurich 1883, p. i ff.), that have, in most cases, been written

by Brahmanas; and likewise the swUilgas of the PanJab, that arc partly recited

and sung and partly played as dramas by a priest with his associates on the

occasions of religious feslivals(see R.C. Temple, The Legends of the PanjSb
I, p. VIH and No. 6, 10, 15, 16, t8 and 30). R. C, T em p 1 c describes one of

the plays representing the Rama-legend, acted at Firozpur on the occasion of

the Dasahara festival in the Ind. Ant. 10, 1881, aBgf. : "in all the great cere-

monies of the Kali Puja and the Duiga Puja during the Basant (Vasanta)

and the Holi, the plays ate staged in India. In most cases these mimic
representations still bear a religious chru'acter, e.g. they represent episodes

from the legendary stories of the divinity, that is extolled.” (F. R o s s e n

,

Die Indrasabha des Amfinat, Neulndiches Singspiel, Leipzig 1892, p. i.

2. Nisikaqtn Dh.attopadhya.ya, ibid, p.iof.
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kingwas that he had to see that in his capital there were pugilists,

dancers and comedians for the entertainment of the people. At

another place here it is said, however, that the comedians (na^as)

,

dancers and singers, staying in a town, must thence be removed

when it is seized by an enemy^. It is understandable that we
have none of these popular pieces, that were obviously improvis-

ed to the greatest possible meastire. They were planned just for

some occasion and disappeard with it. They were hardly

put to writing. But the ornate poets, who composed dramas,

had seen such popular reproductions of scenes from actual life

and probably they wished very much to create the same

impression on the audience, and indeedthey tried their best, not

only to refine and improveupon them, but also to imitate them*.

The dramas that we possess are nothing less than popular, and

they wholly belong to ornate poetry, and in fact are composed

exclusively for the cultured public, and often they are straight-

way meant only for persons endowed with highly refined

literary taste.

In the different types of dramatic poetry and the most

conspicuous characteristics of the Indian drama we find traces

partly of primitive religious ballads or of dance-songs and

partly of those of the popular mimus. The fact that the

Bharatiya-Natya^astra distinguishes between ten types of

dramas (dasarupa), ofwhich we find examples in the

extant literature for only some of them, proves that dramatic

literature and the art of stage were very important and elaborate

in India - a thing that we are able to conclude from the small

amount of literature of the ancient times that we possess®. The

ten types of drama are the following:

—

1 . The N a t a k a . This is the most important form of

drama and the rules prescribed for it, as given in the Natya-

I. Mahabhar. is, 6g, 6o: 3, 15, 14.

S. L 4 V i (339 f., 335 1 aad Barth (Revue crit. 1886, p. 263 )
assume that a Prakrit drama, belonging to literature, preceded the Sanskrit
drama; this thev do without any solid evidence. The unwritten mimus,
not literary PrEkrit drama, is the precursor of the Sanskrit drama.

3. K o n o w , Indian drama p. 27 conversely concludes, on the basis

of a lai^e number of subsidiary dramas, "that dramatic poetry was still in its

beginning and that they had not evolv^ any definite form”. But the great
number ofuparQpakas, mentioned in later-day theoreticians, goes to show
that with the powlh of dramatic poetry its types and sub-types became more
aad more -distinct.
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iSstra, come in the first line^. The hero of a natata should

always be an honourable or highly placed personality, a king,

a demi-god or a god. The theme is to be taken either from

mythology or from some old story, that can be modified in any

manner at the option of the author. All the sentiments,

especially those of love and heroism, should find expression in a

nataka. The language should necessarily be dignified and
elevated. On the stage, there should be no crowding and only

four to five persons should enter there at one time. A nataka

should have at least five or utmost ten acts*.

2. The Prakarana. This is distinguished from the

nataka inasmuch as in it the plot is a creation of the author

and the hero is of an inferior status. He is a Brahmapa, a

minister, a grosser, etc., but never a king or a god. Slaves,

epicurean, prostitutes etc. may appear in a prakarana. It

should have five to ten acts, and otherwise its requirements

should be same as those of a nataka.

3. The Bhana. Itisa monologue in one act. A sly

worldling (vita) appears and narrates his jokes in con-

versation with imaginary persons, whose talk he repeats.

All possible situations come to be represented and different

sentiments are aroused through this conversation and through a

great display of mimics. The fable is fashioned by the writer

in a manner as he likes, and in most of the Bhanas, that we
possess, it is erotic.

4. The Prahasan a or farce in one or utmost in two

acts. The theme, that is mostly erotic, is fabricated. The hero

is an ascetic or a Brahmana, a king or a rogue, and the rest of

the characters arc courtiers, evmuchs, servants, beggars, bon-

vivanls (vita), villains, prostitutes and procuresses. It is meant

to stimulate the sentiment of humour.

5. The Pima. It is a fantastical piece of show-play

in four acts and It has as its theme some fable taken either from

mythology or from popular sayings. Gods, demigods or demons

appear as heroes. Excepting the sentiments of love and of

humour any sentiment may be generated according to option.

1 . In the titles of the diamas that we have and in the colophons of the

manuscripts, every big drama is designated as a nataka, even when according

to the terminology of the Nktya.4astra it should have been called otherwise.

3. In the pieces that we possess, seven acts are quite usual, but there

ate others that have even 14 acts.
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6. The V y a y o ga . It is a military show-play in one

act. The theme is generally well known; the hero is a famous

person and only a few women appear in it.

7. The Samavakara. This is a drama played in

the heaven. In it gods and demons appear and the hero is a

great and famous personality^.

8. The V i t h i . A light single-act play, in which

only two persons appear. It is a little different from BhSria.

9. The Utsrsta'hka, shortly called also a n k a
*,

an one-act play, in which the sentiment of pathos (karuna) is

dominant. The characters are generally human-being.

Screaming of women occurs. The theme is some well-known

story that is elaborated with interpolations.

10. The Ihampga. It is a play in four acts. Its

theme is partly legendary and partly invented by the poet. The
characters are either human or divine beings. There is the

description of abduction of some divine female, but the battle

that is to follow is avoided through artifice.

Inaddition to these ten principal types of dramatic kavya
(rupakas), we find an enumeration of eighteen subsidiary

ones (n p a r u p a k a a), in later-day treatises (e.g. Visva-
n a t h a ) on poetics. In them dance, music, song, and panto-

mimic play a more prominent r&le than the literary characte-

ristics. Only two of these uparupakas deserve to be mentioned

here : they are the n a t i k a ,
that is intermediate between

nataka and prakarana and has four acts, in which the senti-

ment of love is dominant, the women play the main role and

there is much song, dance and music*, and the t r o t a k a, that

has five to nine acts and is played partly in the human-world

and partly in the divine world. Of the ten main types

of dramas, the natakas and the prakaranas are preponderantly

I. Bhar.-Natyas. i8, log. According to Daiarupa 3,61 and SShitya-
darpaijia 515 ff. the samavakara has a theme, such as, for example, the churning
of the ocean, three acta, of which the duration is eiccurately observed, and
twelve heroes.

3 . The word a h k a means "act” of a drama. The original meaning
of the word apparently is “curve”, ‘Tjcnding inward”, hence "division” of
a drama. L £ v i

, p. 58 holds a dififermit view. According to poetics an “act”
(anka) came to be so designated because the stage is not vacated, when one
such is over.

3. The natika (Da^arupa. g, 46 ff.j SShityad. 539) corresponds
to the n S t! in Bhar. NatyaS, 18, 106 ff.
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represented among the pieces that have come down to us; the

vyayoga has several pieces; the bhanas and the prakaranas

are represented only by pieces written in later days; the dima
has only one specimen, that is an insignificant modern drama.

The examples of natikas are the dramas like the Ratnavall and
the Priyadar^ika. A trotaka is the Vikramorva^iya of KSlidasa.

On the whole we can say that among the enumerated types of

rupakas and uparupakas are to be found all the types ofdramatic

compositions, that are known to the people of the West: show-

plays and pleasure-plays, song-plays, opera, ballets, burlesque

and farce. Only one, namely the tragedy, has never existed in

India. The best type of dramatic kavya, the nataka, is

never a tragedy, but always what in the West is called a “show-

play”, Mostly it is serious and comic and its end can never

be tragic. A tragic catastrophe— battle, defeat of the patron,

death, siege of a city etc. must never be shown on the stage,

but these can just be indicated in an interlude. The death of

a hero or of a heroine, however, must never occur even in the

interlude^. These rules hold good in full for the nataka and also

for the prakarapa and above-mentioned show-plays.

Now whilst the subject-matter of the drama shows greater

affinity with early religious or semi-religious ballad-poetry

in the portions dealing with mythological or epic materials

in the n a t a k a s
,
the influence of popular drama holds

the ground more in the p r a k a r a 9 a , the “civic show-play”.

It is in the very nature of thing that the prakarana
has very much in common with the narrative literature*. This

too has, then, developed in dependence on popular models. The
prahasana, “farce”, must have grown up directly from

popular pieces. The influence of popular model is seen in

I. The basU of this precaution (Bhilr. Natyai. lO, 18 S. ) is clearly

avoidance of an evil omen. Daiarupa, 3, snff. and Sabityad., 378 further men-
tion other things that should never take place on the stage: long travel, calling

from a distance, uproar, speaking aloud ofa curse, eating, bath, love-embrace,

anointing, wearing of garment biting, scratching and other improper things.

The dramas that are available do not always adhere to this rule. Interlude

(viskambhaka or praveiaka) between two acts, in which a monologue or

dialogue, that is not to be presented on the stage is communicated, is found in

all the big dramas.

a. Gf. L. H. G r ay , The Sanskrit Novel and the Sanskrit Drama,
WZKM 18, 1904, 48 ff. Mimos and atetalogy (tale and adventure romance )

stand beside one another in Greece too,; secR. Reitzenstein, Helleui-

stische Wunderzahluitgen, Lapzig, 1906, p. la.
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certain peculiarities, that are seen in all the dramas, including

the nataka, mentioned above. Besides, not - infrequent

insertion of such popular scenes in which all sorts of

persons of lowly classes appear, among its characteristics are

the prelude, that gives a view of the Improvised extempore con-

versation that takes place between the stage-manager and his

wife or his assistants, the use ofpopular dialects beside Sanskrit

and the role of the joker (vidu^oka). These are the note-

worthy characteristic peculiarities of the Indian drama.

It must first of all be mentioned that a drama begins with

the n a n d 1, the introductory prayer. Immediately after the

nandi follows the prastavana, i.e. the prologue or the interlude.

The sutradhara or stage-manager appears and starts talk with

an actress, who is supposed to be his wife, or with his assistant,

one of the actors, for the purpose of saying a few words in praise

of the author of the piece^, that is being staged, in order to attract

the attention of the audience towards the play and to prepare

them for its presentation. The interlude always ends with an

allusion to the characters that are to appear in the particular

play : thus for example in the Sakuntala the stage-manager sayss

“Here comes King Du^yanta.”

This sutradhara® or stage-manager, according

to our dramas, as also according to the NatyaSastra
must be a highly cultured man. He should be capable of

winning applause of the public not only in music and in the art

of stage-technique, but should have conunandover language and

should possess knowledge of poetics, prosody, art, astronomy,

geography and history (that is the genealogy of royal families).

His wife is presented in our dramas in the preludes as a nice

house-wife. Since he has to perform also certain religious cer-

emonies, in the purvaranga, of the consecration of the stage, it

may be assumed that he does not belong to a despised caste. It

may further be assumed that, as in Greece, so in India too,

“apart of the nimbus that surrounded religion”was for thebene-

I. This allusion to the author in the prelude is wanting only in the
dramas of Bhasa.

g. The satradh3.ra has two assistants, the sth^paka (or sthapati) and
the pariparfvika. Sutradhara (“the holder of the measure-string)” as well
as sthSpaka, "erector” originally meant “chamber-boy” or “builder”,
^patently the duty of the sutradhara was to arrange for setting up ofthe tent
of the theatre and to take care of the stage. Hence the name. Cf. L a s $ e n

,

Indische Altertumskunde II, 503.
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fit of the actor. But in fact, however, it appears that already

in early times in India the actor enjoyed the same social status

as in Rome, where slaves and enemies were trained as actors and

the actresses as a rule were harlots^. Probably in ancient

India, there were dramas of different types. In the earliest

period, ecclesiastical dramas nught have been played by

Brahmanas®, and the actors, who were associated in the

performance of sober ornate dramas, must have occupied a

higher status than the comedians, who exhibited their skill in

markets in unrefined popular dramas. From literature we learn

that actors often enjoyed the patronage of kings and the relation-

ship existing between actors and poets was very intimate.

The sutradhara was generally the main actor, who played

the chief role, that is of the hero. In the Indian drama
original characters are rare. Certain types mostly recur as a

rule. Thus the hero or the lover is mostly young and handsome,

refined and endowed with all good qualities, but he is always

ardently loved as well. The heroine is always beautiful and full

of love, but of different types, who is either the wife of the hero,

or a different woman or a harlot. Of the other characters that

appear in dramas the most remarkable person is the vi du -

s a k a or joker. As a rule he appears in prakarapas and
mostly in other bigger dramas too. However, he is missing

in such pieces of Bhasa as have their plot taken from the

I, Cf. B. Warnccke in Neuc JalirbOcher fllr das klassische

Altertum uw. 33, 1914. p. 95 ff. In Indian literature, particularly in the
the kkraadaiitra, there is hardly ar.y difference between an actress and a harlot.
It was one ofthe aecomplishmenls of a harlot to win admiration with Kct skill

even as an actress. Already during the age of Patahjali (and century A.D.)
the uatas belonged to despised and excommunicated classes, and tiie wives
of the natal, who belonged to any man of their choice, are compared to con-
sonants that can be combined with any vowel (Mahabhkjya 6, i, 2, Vurtt. 5).
[The words are:

—

yyaitjanani punarmtabhwySvadbhevanliK tadjathS nafonSdi strijo taAgagatS
yo yap preemi -kasyayuyath kasya ySfomiti I tam-taih tava lam-ityShup I eaadt

afaSJmanyapiyasyayasydcap hdiyamucyole taih tain bhajank t|

It can be translated as:—consonants are like wives of actors. As when
on the stage whosoever asks the wife ofan actor “Whose are you, whose are you",
to him, she replies “Your, your”; so consonants come to the service of the
vowels that have some prescribed work. ] But are we to understand "actots"
by the term natas ? In Manu (4, 814!.; to, aa) all sorts of stage-artists

belong to impure classes as in Rudrayhmalatantra (see Golebrooke,
Misc. Ess. II, 184 f.).

a. As even today the stvkngs are staged in the Paivjab by priests; see

above p. 183, footnote i,
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epics, that may be considered to be the direct successor of the

old ballads. The vidu^aka is always a Brahmana or rather a

caricature of a Brahmana. He has a grotesque appearance in

respect of his physique, dress and language. He is dwarfish,

hump-backed, bald-headed, with protruding teeth and red eyes,

voracious eater, quarrelsome, stupid and ignorant. But he is

the trusted companion of the king, whom he always serves faith-

fully, but often in an uncouth manner, in his love adventures.

He is freely teased by other characters. In the Natya^astra he

is depicted more grotesque than he appears in our dramas. In

many of the classical dramas, the grotesque goes wholly into the

background and the fidelity towards his friend comes to the

forefront. It is very likely that the vidiJsaka has been taken

over to the literary drama from the popular munus^. Ndxt to

the vidu?rka stands the vita, one of the typical figures of the

drama, although he too does not appear in all the pieces. This

vita is compared with the parasite of the Attic comedy. He is

an expert artist, who moves in the sphere of the world of love,

but since he is reduced to poverty, he no more belongs to the

world of lovers. He is a cultured talker, an admirer of beauty,

and very often himself a poet, expert in the art of coquetry*

and knows to act in different situations. In any case he be-

longs to the city-life and has been taken over probably also

from popular plays, in which the activities of harlots and

their associates arc presented.

Lastly it may here be added that one of peculiar charac-

teristics of the Indian drama is the great amount of variation

in respect of the language — a thing that too points to

its development on the basis of popular models. To
begin with, we find prose dialogues intercepted by verses

i. Cf. Livi 358 f.jJ. Huizinga, De vidflsaka in het indisch
tooncl, Groningen i8g7; K o n o w, DLZ 1898, p. laGaff.jM. Schuylcrin
JAOS so, 1899, 338 ff. The theory of popular origin of the vidufs^a has
been ^uted by J._H e r t e 1 (LZB 1917, p. 1 198 ff.

; Jinakirti’s “Geschichte
von Pala und Gop^a”, p. lai A. ), who shows that the vidusaka, like the vita,

^pears in narrative literature in the retinue of the king, hence appertains to
the court-life. Vidu^aka and vifa belong, however, as we learn from the
Khmashtta ofYatsyayana, where they appear in the retinue of the city-

wordlings, not to the court-life particularly, but to the city-life. The epics too
do not mow about a vidu$aka or a vita, being in the courts of the kings.

_

a. veiyopacarakuSdalu, Bhar.—NSfyaf. 34, 104, J. J. Meyer,
Altindische Schelmenbtichei, I, p, XXIII if. renders mia as “Hurenschranie
(harlot’s parasite}” and calls vitas as ‘'veterans of (ove.”
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composed in different metres, and these verses are partly recita-

tive and partly musical. On the whole the drama is inseparably

connected withmusic, song and dance. According to the treatises

on dramaturgy, the ten types of songs that are to be sung either

loudly or otherwise and constitute the essential part of woman’s

dance^ form indispensable “ornaments” of the drama. But vari-

ation is not only between prose and verse, but the actors speak

different dialects according to the characters they represent.

Sanskrit is spoken only by membens of higher classes, the hero of

the piece, kings, Brahmanas and men of rank and according to

treatises also, by nuns, the first queens, minister’s daughters

and harlots. In the dramas that we have these women too,

like all women on the whole, speak Prakrit*. The vidu?aka,

notwithstanding the fact that he is a Brahmapa, speaks Prakrit

.ike uncultured people. Generally speaking the assignment of

particular languages to particular characters was certainly meant
just to reflect the conditions of real life®. In the Mfcchakatika

the harlot Vasantasena, therefore, speaks Prakrit as a rule, but

Sanskrit in verses. The harlots, at whose place was witnessed

much of social culture, understood it clearly and were capable

of expressing themselves in Sanskrit as in Prakrit. Men, who
speak Prakrit, sometirhes go over to Sanskrit, particularly in

verses. In Bhasa’s Pancaratra Aijuna, in the guise of Eunuch
Bfhannala, speaks Prakrit, but in conversation with his brother

Yudhisthira, he speaks Sanskrit. And when King Virata wants

him to narrate the events of the battle and he as Bfhannala

begins to narrate it in Prakrit the king interrupts him with the

words, “It is an important work, speak in Sanskrit !” and he
jumps over to Sanskrit. In the Mudrarak^asa, there enters a
spy as a snake-charmer, and in this role he speaks Prakrit

j but

the moment he is alone he speaks Sanskrit and discloses to the

audience that really he is not a snake-charmer, but a man of a

I. Lasya is the womam’s dance as opposed to the t&udya,
the man’s dance. Cf. Bhar. - Natyasl. iB, 170 ff.; DaiarQpa 3, 54; Sahityad.

504 fT; L6 vi 119 f.

_
a. According to Ihe Karpuramanjatl i, 7 the difference between

Sanskrit and Prakrit is like that between men and women. According to

Sahityad. 433, cultured women should speak the Saurasenl dialect, and just
occasionally Sanskrit for the purpose ofshowing their taste.

3. Cf. R. G. Bhandarkar, JBRAS 16, 1885, 337f., 17, 6 ff.;

Rapson, Thomas, Grierson and Fleet in JRAS 1904, pp..
455 f.; 470, 47a f. 489 and above I, 39 f.; transl. p. 43 ff.
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higher caste.^ The most important Prakrit dialects that occur

in our dramas are; Mahara?^, Saurasenij Magadhi, Pai^ad

and ApabhraihSa. These “Prakrits” arc not actual living

speeches, but literary dialects, exactly as Sanskrit, that in any

case were elevated from popular dialects, or in dependence upon

popular dialects, they were refashioned for literary use®. In the

Bharatlyanatya^astra (17, 46), however, it is expressly laid

down for actors that they can use at their option a provincial

language in lieu of Sauraseni.

In the same way as the drama reflects in certain measure

the actual life in respect of the language, so also it stands in other

respects always much closer to real life than the court epic. It

is so by the very nature of the drama that—also according to the

Indian definition ofnatya— “it should be an imitation of life.”

Many of the peculiarities of the drama, about which we

assume that they originated in dependence upon old popular

plays®, are found in Greek mimus too. This poses

the problem as to whether or not the acquaintance with setting

of the Greek travelling theatre too has contributed to the origin

of the literary drama in India.

The theory that the Indian drama developed under

Greek influence is very strongly maintained and equally often

refuted. First of all A. Weber* had expressed tide idea that

“perhaps the representation of Greek plays in the courts of

Greek kings in Bactria, in the Punjab and in Gujarat had given

impetus to the creation of the imitative art in India and had been

1. So in Bhasa’s FralijnSyaugandhaTayana. Rumaavat and Yaugan*
dharSyaaa in disguise speak Priikrit, but in soliloquy and among themselves
they speak Sanskrit. In the Karij.abh5ra of Bh&sa, Indra in the guise of a
Brahmapa-beggar speaks Prakrit, but in his soliloquy the gtS speaks
Sanskrit.

a._ On the Frakrit-dialects of dramas see P i s c h e 1 ,
Grammatik

der Prakrit Sprachen (Grundriss, I, 8 also translated into English by J h a ),

§§5f. 11, aa-a6, aS-gojKonow, GGA 1894, 478, fT.jJRAS igor, gag f.

190a, 434 ff,|Hillebrandt, GGA 1908, 99 ff. H u 1 1 zs c

h

ZDMG66,
191a, 709 ff. On the vibhasa mentioned by Grammarians of Prakrit, see
Grierson, JRAS 1918, 489 ff.

3. It is important to remember in this context that we do not know
this old Indian popular piece, but arc able to conclude about its existence from
the literary dramas of the West on one hand, and from the popular dramas of
modem India on the other.

4. Ind. Literatur-geschichte, a Aufl., Berlin 1876, p. 334; Die
Gnechen m Indicn, SBA, 1890, gaof.; [cf. IS. 11

, p. u8;xw, 49a, also
Keith, Sanskrit Drama p. 57. ]
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at the root of the origin of Indian drama.” E, Windisch
has then, in a big essay^, tried to prove in detail that Indian

drama developed under the influence of Greek comedy.

Jacobi, Pischel, L. v. Schroeder and S

.

L 4 v i

had long ago pointed to the weakness of the argument of

Windisch. Above all, there is nothing to prove that Greek

dramas were ever actually staged in India. Chronology too does

not go to attest the influence ofAttic comedy on the development

of Indian drama. The question was, however, raised in 1903

in a new stadium through the book “Der Mimus” ofHermann
Reich. Reich traces the history of the mimus, the secular

Greek drama, not only in the classical antiquity, but through

the entire world literature, and tries to prove that this mimus

reached India through the wandering folk of the Greek mimes.

Indeed Reich shows a large number of correspondences

between the Greek mimus and the Indian prakarana, in which

he repeats many of the arguments of Windisch. So the

correspondence in relation to the theatre-curtain. Neither the

Indian nor the Greek knew of a theatre-curtain in the modem
sense that separated the stage from the auditorium, but the

curtain formed the background for the stage and separated it

from the dressing room (nepathya). To the Indian nepathya

corresponds the Greek-Roman post-scene and the curtain to the

siparium of the mimus. This curtain is called yavanika in

Sanskrit. ‘“Greek (wand)”®. Other correspondences between the

I, "Der griechische Einhuss im indischen Drama” in 00 V, Berlin

1889; Th. Bloch, a disciple of Windisch, believed in the year tgoa
(ZDMG 58, 455 If. ) that there was a cave in Central India with a Greek
dieatre engraved in it. But on good grounds archeologists have refuted the
hypothesis that here we have the case ofa theatre; see J. Burgess, Ind.

Ant. 34 1905, 197 ff.; C, Glanneau, Revue archdologique 1904,
149 f.; V. Golonbew, Ostasiat. Zeitschrift 3, 1914-15, 953 If. Similarly

Winternitz considers the researches of M. L in d e n a u , a disciple

of W indisch (Beitiage zur altindischcn Rasalehre, Leipzig, 1913, p. V
f., and Festschrift Windisch, p. 38 ffA trying to prove the relation between
the Bharaliya-Naty^SiStra and the Poetics of Aristotle as failure. [ On Indian
and Greek dramas see also Windisch, Geschichte der Sanskrit Philologie,

1990, p. 398 ff.; R. G. Rawlinson, Intercourse between India and
the Western World, Cambridge igi6, i6g if.; G. N. Banerjee,
Hellenism in Ancient India, Calcutta 1990, 940 ff, and K o n o w , ibid

p. 4of.;Kelth, Sanskrit Drama, p. 57 ff. ]

9. The word may mean, in any case, also "curtain” generally,

and thence also a cloth made by Yavanas (Greek or Persian), something like

"Persian carpet” as meant by L £ v i . Since the Sanskrit word yavanika

Wintemita—History of Indian Literature, Vol, III. 13,
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mimus and the Indian drama are the interchange between prose

and verse, the use ofpopular dialects, and appearance of a large

niunber of persons, including all types from the common people.

The Indian sutradhara corresponds to the archimimus of the

Greek-Roman band of actors, and his wife to the archimima. In

ancient Greece the mimes were without fixed abode, as in

India, they were touring people, and in both the countries

actresses were harlots at the same time. The mimic theatre

resembles in its simplicity to that of the Indian. The scenic

apparatus was extremely moderate and simple, that mostly was

left to the phantasy of tire audience or was expressed only

through guests. Hence the variegated change of scenes with-

out unity of time or of place being observed'. A far-reaching

similarity exists between the sannio of the mimus and the Indian

vidu|aka. The only difference is that the latter is always a

Brahmapa, whilst the joker in the mimus is either a slave or

farmer. But since the same striking similarity between the joker

of the Indian drama and that of the Greek mimus extends also

up to the fools of the popular plays of most of the European

nations, the possibility that this character has developed in-

dependently in different countries is not ruled out. In any case

Reich believes to have proved that the Greek-influenced

Roman mimus on its part influenced the popular dramas

throughout the middle ages in the whole of Europe; it was so

particularly in Italy. From Italy the mimus came to the court of

Qjueen Elizabeth of England and there it influenced the art of

Shakespeare. And thus is explained the really striking and

often already noticed correspondences between Shakespearean

and Indian dramas®. According to R e i c h this agreement is

occurs also in Bhasa it does not seem likely that it isjust a Sanskiltisation

of the Frilkril word javanika, as opitled byPischel (GGA 1891, 354).

1 . Bharata has indeed prescribed that an act should not contain events

of more than one day, but poets do not strictly observe this rule. Often a
single day is covered by many acts and it is not seldom that certain acts spread
over several years. Cf. A. V. W. Jackson, Time Analysis of Sanskrit

Plays,JAOS ao, 1899, 34X ff.; ai xgoo, 88 ff.

a. Cf. L. V. S c h r o e d e r , ILC 60a f. j Reden vmd ' Aufsatzs, p.

105; H. H. Wilson, Works, Vol. XI, p. Reich,. Mimus, 880 n.;
Klein, Geschichte des Dramas III, 87; A. V. W. Jackson, .^erican
Journal of Philology 19, 1898, 341®; W. A. Clouston, Asiat. ’ Quart.
Review 10, 1890, 3o6f. Stiikiiw is also the foUciwing correspondence: in India >

the colour ofthe curtainwas dinerent according to the sentiment of the drama:
black for the serious, gay for the comic, white for the erotic and red for
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explained quite simply through the fact that both of them go

back to same old Greek source.

These circumstances seem to stand in support of the

hypothesis that either the Indian drama-writer took the

stimulus directly from the Greek mimes, or the Indian popular

plays, that apparently served as model for the dramatic

poetry, were influenced through the presentation of the

Greek mimes. Both of the views maybe possible. On the other

hand, this too seems quite plausible that in India, as in Greece,

there took place, already in early ages, popular performances

by itinerant comedians, that independent of one another

—

served as a means of recreation for the people, and that all the

really existing correspondences between the Greek mimus,

the Indian drama and the drama of Shakespeare rest

on the fact that the same goal was reached with the help of

this very means. The Indian drama, as we know it, has through-

out such a strong national Indian character that it stands

against the hypothesis of any foreign influence on it. In the

field of Indian astronomy, as in the case of Indian sculpture,

Greek influence can be demonstrated easily. That certainly is

not the case with the drama. Here we stand wholly on the

Indian soil, and it is the Indian spirit, the national Indian life

that we meet throughout in the Indian drama. It can

probably be said that majority ofresearchers hold today the view

that the Indian drama developed independently of any Greek

influence. It appears, however, that this question cannot now
be decided with certainty and perhaps will never be decided. If

H. Reich says that in the world there is no dramatic poetry

that is outside the Hellenic influence, Winternitz holds

that the confidence with which he maintains this hypothesis

is as much unsettled as that of Pischel, when he
says : “It is for the Indians to refute flatly the hypothesis that

the Greek mimus has some influence on the Orient. In case

the influence was reciprocal the Greek were the borrower^.”

those in which a ii^ht and violence took place. In old English theatre too the
colour of the curtain in tragic dramas was black and it was red in comedies,

I. SBA. 1906, 50a; cf. GGA. 1891, 354 and DZL 1005, 541. in hi»
tectorial address on “Die Heimat des Fuppenspiels” (Halle igoo) R.
Fischel has tried to prove that the Indian drama developed from the
puppet- plays, that the origin of the comic character, the vidufaka, too is to be
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The question of relationship between the Greek and Indian

dramas cannot be answeredwith the help of conclusions of this

sort. There is no decisive yes or no. In this case, the chrono-
logical possibility of a Greek influence cannot be

refuted, as we possess trustworthy evidence proving the existence

ofa literary drama written in an agethat is not earlier than that

ot which western countries have fragments of such dramas,

hence not of a period anterior to the beginning of the

Christian era.

In the whole of Vedic literature there is not a single

sure evidence of presentation of a dramatic show and of the

existence of a literary drama, even when more often there are

topics that refer to singers, mimes and dancers, Among the

natasutras mentioned by Pacini we hardly find any mention of

a manual on the art of dramaturgy of the type of our Bharatiya-

Natyasastra, but rather of“rulesfor mimes”, and indeed such as

appear in religious mimic dances^. In Patafljali’s Mahabhasya,

inthe epiesjin the Mahabharataand in the Ramaya^a, in the

texts of the old Buddhist literature and in the Kautiliya Artha-

iastra we hear about reciters, singers, dancers and itinerant

musicians of all types and of their.shows and performances; but

a literary drama and performance of any real drama are not atte-

sted to in any of these earlier works®. For the first time we come
across a definite evidence of the existence of literary dramas in

found in the puppet-play and that the Gypsies had brought to Europe the
pu;)pet-play and with it the fool too. The egressions siltradbara and sthSpaka
indicate, according to him (as also according to Shankar P. Pandit,
VikraraorvaSiya, Ed. BSS iSyg, Notes p.4 andOC IX,London i,gJ3f.),origin-

ally ‘'string-holder” or “erector" (nf the puppet). Of. above p. 188. In case
however, the native place ofthe puppet and the fool be in India, the fool of the
Greek mimns too are to be deduced irom the Indian puppet-play. The inter-

pretations ofPischel, however, have rightly found not a single supporter
amottg the especialists. In all probability the puppet-play, like the shadow-
play (see P i s c h e 1 , SBA igoG, 48a ff. and L 11 d e r s , SBA igi6, 698 if. ),

IS not the predecessor, but an oif-shoot ofthe popular mimus.

t. Faui 4> 3> tiof- Cf. W in tern 1 1 z, Osterr. Monatsschrlft f.d.

Orient 41, 1915, p. t8o f.

a. On Patafijali see Winternitz, ZDMG 74, igso, p. 118
(F.

.
The word nataka occurs in the w^e of the Mah&bh£rata oiuy once

and even this single passage (a, it, 36) is absolutel;y not certain; it is wanting
in the South Indian manuscripts; see Winternitz JRAS 1903 syif. It
is likewise doubtful whether in the RSmSyana, the pass^e II, 6g, 4, where it is

said that Bharata was glad at the “n a rr a tio n *’ of the “play” (nfifaka)
and “circular movement” or “wits” (hSsya), docs not belong to the older
portion ofthe epic, as the meaning of nfitaka in the oontext is doubtful.
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the HarivarhiSa, of which the time is wholly indefinite, and in

the Buddhist Sanskrit texts of the first century A.D. Now it

is almost settled that Buddhists first of all introduced drama

into literature. Rather we must assume that the court-poetry

belonging to secular Sanskrit drama preceded the Buddhist

Sanskrit dramas of the first century A.D. We need not, however,

hence go back further than the first century B. C. or beyond

the first century A.D. During this period, however, there were

many cases ofGreek influence on India, above all on theGreeko-

Buddhist sculpture’ influenced by the Greek art. Hence it

is in any case probable that during this age numerous
germs of development of a literary drama, that had existed in

India from the earliest times, attained maturity under the

influence of Greek mimes. But we cannot accede anything

beyond a mere probability.

THE BUDDHIST DRAMAS^
The first definite and to a certain extent dated testimony

of the existence of a literary Buddhist drama in India, we find

as already mentioned above, in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature.

In the Avadanasataka it has been said about a danseuse,

Kuvalaya, that she attained the highest peak of purity when she

belonged to a group of actors in one of her earlier lives and
performed a Buddhist drama (nataka) in honour of one of the
early Buddhas. According to Lalitavistara Buddha Iiimaplf

received training inter alia in the art of dramaturgy (natya) too

in his youth. The poetry ofMara and Upagupta, that is found
in the Divyavadana and has been taken from the-Sutralankara

of Aivaghosa®, appears almost as a reproduction of some drama.

t. In one of the fragments of a Buddhist driuna (see below p. too,
Buddha appears surrounded by brilliant halo (see L U d e r s , Biuchstaclse
buddhutischer Dramcn, p. tfl). The halo was first taken to India by
Greek artists, iw F o u c h e r has shown (see above 11, 193 A; transl. p. 947,
Foot-note). It is also remarkable that the talc of King Udayana with the
motifof the‘‘TrojanhorM” (see above II, 155; trans. p. 194) has been dra-
maUsed by the poet Bhasajapredece^orofKdlidSlsa. The points ofsimilacity
tetween BhSoa and Greek numologuc are many; see M. L i n d e n a u
Festschrift Windiscb, p. 41.

’

9. Of. L^vi 3191.; Win tern it z, WZKM 97, 1913, 39f.

3; AvadSna 75 (VUI, 5)} Lalitavistara XII (ed. Lefinann, p. 156);
see Levi 3:9. In theJatakamala 97, 4 we find an allusion to the Sentiment
(rasa) that IS generated in the heart of the audience by a drama through a
good performance. °
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ASvagho^a, however, is the first Indian poet, who is

actually known to us as an author of dramas.

In the year 1911 H. Liiders, among the fragments of

palm-leafmanuscripts from Turfan, found pieces of three leaves

that are written in the script of Central Asia, and in which he

discovered a fragment of a drama of A^vaghoja^. Fortunatefy

the end of the drama has come down to us, where at the close of

the ninth (last) act the title and the author are mentioned:

"S a r ip u t r ap r a k a r a n a” or the Saradvatlputraprakarapa of

the poet A^vagho^a, the son of Suvarnaksi. “The available

fragments apparently belong to the last two acts of the piece,

ofwhich the subject-matter is a dialogue between Sariputra and

his friend Maudgalyayana, that has been narrated in a sublime

maimer in Buddhist canons (in the Mahavagga of the Vinaya-

pitaka). The few and small fragments that are available to us

unfortunately do not permit m to draw any conclusion with

regard to the merit and contents of the drama as well as

about its poetical accomplishment. There is only one instance

that allows us to surmise that the dramatist Aivaghoja was not

inferior in rank to the epic writer. In a dialogue between

Sariputra and the vidii9aka the latter says : “This lesson does

not appear palatable for such Brahmanas as we are.. “ To which

Sariputra promptly replies: “Medicine heals the sick though

administered by one ofan inferior caste... Does water not bring

vigour to theperson oppressed by heat,when it has been offered to

him by somebody of a low caste?” In anycase the available frag-

ments enable us to understand distinctly that here the technique

of the drama on the whole is the same asinthe classical drama.

In case the vidufaka, the fool, is wanting at one place, it

appears proper there that he is not a companion of a Buddhist

saint.

Before the discovery of this drama of A^vaghoga, L ii d -

ers had succeeded in assembfing, from out of the same

firagments of palm-leafmanuscripts, which contained the portion

of this drama of A^vaghoga, also fragmentsof two other dramas.

On palaeographical grounds they too must be attributed to

388 ff.

1. See above II, aasj transl. 389, and WZKM 27, 40. f,

2. Das SsriputraprakanuTa, eta Drama dcs Ajvaghoga, SBA igii,
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the age of the Kusana mlcj and therefore, not far aw ly in time

Irora that of the poetry of Asvaghosa^. One of these fragments

contains a scene of an allegorical drama. Buddhi (intelligence),

Dhfti (patience) and Kirti (fame) enter and extol the Buddha
as “the light, that bears the name man”. Kirti asks

—

"Where docs the Buddha now dwell ?” To this Buddhi replies

:

“Since his supernatural power is not limited, one should first

ask, where does he not live. . . He moves in the air as the bird

and. . . sinks into the earth like water, he multiplies his form,

causes the sky to shower streams of water and shines like the

cloud in the evening glow. . The Buddha himself appears

surrounded by a brilliant halo. From the available fragments
It is not possible to say anything about the subject-matter of the

second drama. It is, however, important to the extent that we
are able to know from this the characters that appear in the

piece. In addition to Buddha, Sariputra and Maudgalyayana,
there appear also an ascetic, a Brahmana, a harlot, and again

the vidusaka. The last oneplays the same role as in the classical

dramas. He is a lover of dainty dishes and above all the carrier

ofcomic scenes, that are, therefore, not wanting in these dramas,
that serve rather as an edifice than as an entertainment.

Although these three dramas are available to us just in

fragments, they are of inestimable value inasmuch as they show
that in the first century A.D. the technique of drama was
liilly developed. We have the division into acts, the vidu?aka,

the interchange between prose and verse, the latter composed
in metres of classical Sanskrit poetry, and we have also the
alteration between Sanskrit and PrSkrit. In fact Lflders
has shown that the Prakrit (fiulects used in them represent an
older form as compared with the one that is found in classical

dramas. From the point of view of language too they prove •

to be precursors of classical Sanskrit dramas.

Not only the Buddhist dramas in Sanskrit were taken to

Central Asia, but there have been found also the fragments

u •
1^ Ij a d e r s , Bruchstilcke buddhutiseber Dramen (Kbniglich

PreuMische Turfan-Expeditionen. Kleineie Sanskrittexte), Berlin, ion:
B^dhistiache Dramen aus vorUassischcr Zeit (Internationale Wochenachria
y, igi I, No. 32. ). The hypotheais ofLOders (5BA. jgi i, p. 409 ) that both the
atwas were wntten by ASvaghoja cannot be proved; nevertheless it is not
outright unprobablc,
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of Buddhist dramas written in a Central Asian language

(Tocharian?)^.

In classical Sanskrit poetry we do not have any Buddhist

drama available to us. Even the drama Nagananda of King

Harsadeva cannot be reckoned particularly as Buddhist. The
draraaL okananda of the poetand grammarian G an d r a

g 0 m i n has come down to us only in its Tibetan translation in

the Tanjur. I-lsing makes a mention of the lyrico-dramatic

rendering oftheVessantara-Jataka in the words: “The Mahasatta
Candra, a learned man of Eastern India, composed a lyric

poem on Prince Vi^vantara, till then known as Sudana,

and all men sing and dance it in all the Bve provinces

of India®”,

In Burma even to-day the Vessentara-Jataka is presented

as a drama on the stage* and the consecration of every novice

is a type of drama*. In China too Buddhist legends are presented

as dramas or as an opera in the theatre. In Buddhist monasteries

of Tibet we find the relics of ancient popular religious plays,

that are parts of the spring and autumn festivals®.

I . Among the fragments ofthe Tocharian manuscripts, that have been
brought by P e 11 i o t from Douldour—Aqour and Touen-houang, are found
also those of two such dramas as have the biography of Buddha as their

theme. They show, (according to L6vi, JA igii, s. lo, t. XVII, 139)
influenceofindiandramaturgy and fill some lacunae between Indian and
Chinese theatres.

a, Takakasu, I-tsing 164. L6vi (BEEFO 3, 1903, 4if.)

presumes that 1-tsing by Mahasattva Candra means Candragomin and this

alludrs to Lnkhnanda, although the hero of this drama is not Viiv&ntara,
but the little known Chinese MapicCtda. The equation of Candragomin with
the “Mahasattva Candra” or CandradSsa, however, has been refuted by B,

L i c b i c h , Das Datvim Candagomin's und Kalidasa’s, Breslau 1903, p. g ff.,

on strong grounds.

3. One such representation has been described by Bbikkhu A n a n d a
Metteya, Im Schatten von Shwe Dagon, ein buddhistisches Kultur-bild
aus Burma, I^ipzig, Buddhist Verlag, loc cit, p. 95 S.

4. The novice represents Prince Siddhartha and the chief moments
ofthe Buddha-legends ate reproduced in the ordination ceremony,

5. Ldvi 3ai f. The "Tanis.bin-shi” (“Blessmg of Knowledge"

)

played by the Lamas in Tibet, as described by Hermann Sehlagint-
w e i t (in his brother Emil Schlagintweit’s book. Buddhism in Tibet, Leipzig
and London, 1863, p. 333, ff.), in which noble and evil spirit arpear before men,
seem more as religious mask plays, than as real dramas. Tne religious play
of the Buddhists of Arakan described by R. Spence Hardy (Eastern
Monachism, London i860, p. 236} represents a fight between good and evil

nirits (devas and yakas), has, however, little of a real drama . [ For similar

Chinese performances see Annales du muste Guhnet, XII, 416!, J
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The Dramas of Bhasa, Sudraka and ViSahhadatta

If ASvaghosa, the oldest known dramatist-poetj was a

pious Buddhist monk, Bhasa, the first great poet, whose

complete dramas are available to us, was a pious devotee of

Vijtjiu and probably a Brihmana.

Formerly Bhisa was known just by name as a predecessor

of Kalidasa, who mentions him first of all in the prelude to his

drama, the Malavikagnimitra, where the actor asks: “How does

the assembly show so much of honour to the work of a living

author, Kalidasa, by passing over the poetical works of the

widely known poets like Bhasa, Saumilla, Kaviputra and

others ?”^ It is apparent that Kalidasa, who in several places

of his work, has Bhasa as the model, has referred to him

and perhaps has also imitated him here and there®. The poet

Bana® praises Bhasa as a poet who had written dramas. Vakpati

mentions him in the Gaiidavaho (verse 800) among his favourite

poets. In commentaries of the 9th and 12th centxiries is men-

tioned a drama Svapnanataka or Svapnavasavadattanataka,

Rija^ekhira says (in a verse in the anthology Suktimuktavall)

that of all dramas of Bhasa only the Svapnw5savadatta proved

itself non-combustible in the fire of criticism. And in several

anthologies we find a number of straystanzas that are attributed

to Bhasa*. That is all that was known about Bhasa till 1910»

I. Cf. Levi 157 ff.» Pischel, GGA 1883, p. lasaf.; Gaija-
p a t i S a s t r I in the introduction to his edition of Svapnav^avadatta and
Pratimanataka; Jacobi, Intemat. Monatsschrifi VII, 1913, p, 653 if.,

A. A. Macdoneil, JRAS 1913, p, 1B6 Ef.; V. A. Smith Ind. Ant.

40, 1911, p. SyiF.; .Suaii, GSAI 35, igta, p. 5!!., Hertei, Jinaklrti’s

"Geschidite von Pala und GopUa, p. 153 ff.; Max Linden a u, BhSsa-
Studien, ein Bctrag zur Geichichte des altindischen Dramas, Leipzig 1918.

[V. S. bukthankar in JBRAS 1931-33, pp. 330-349. S. L 4 vi,
J A 1933, p, ig f.; A. K. and K. R. Pisharoti, BSOS HI, p. I07f.;

A. K. Pisharoti, Bhkas’s Works (Reprinted from the Malayalam
joumat, Rasikaratna), Trivendrum 1935; K. R, Pisharoti, BSOS
III, p. 639, IHQ, 1, 1935, pp. 103 f.; JBRAS, 1935, p. 346; G. R. Dev-
adhar , ABORI, 1934-35, p. 55!.; C. Kun han Raja, Zi, f. Ind.
und Iran, II, p. 347 f. and Journm of Or. Res. Madras, 1937, p, 333 f.;. H.
Weller, Festgabe Harmann Jacobi, Bonn 1936, pp. 1 14-135; Winter-
u i t z

,

Woolner, Com. Vol. 1940, p. 397 f.; A. D. P u S a 1 k a r
, Bhasa, a

Study, Lahore. . . 1940, etc.—S. K. O e , HSL , 103 ].

3. GanapatiSastri, Svapnavasavadatta, Introd. p, XXXVII
f. and Pratim^nhtaka, Introd. p. Ill ff.

3. Harsacarita, Introductory verse 15.

4. Verses of Bhasa have been collected in anthologies and.translated
into German by Aufrecht, Ind. Stud, l^, 168 £f.; ZDMG 37, 65; 36,
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A.D. In the year 1'910 an Indian scholar T. G a ri p a t i

S a s t r i found in course of a tour undertaken for collection

of Sanskrit manuscripts in South Travancore a palm-leafmanus-

cript, that contained ten dramas and fragments of an eleventh

one, that he rightly called as the best dramas of Bhasa.

Subsequently two more dramas were fpund that showed the

same characteristics as the ten dramas that were first found and

could alsp be included among the writings of Bhasa^.

All these dramas have certain special peculiarities, on

account of which they are distinguished from all the hitherto

knbwn classical pieces. All the other dramas begin with the

nandi, that is followed by the stage-direction : "after the nandi

is over the sutradhara (enters)”, and then the prelude begins

with the talk of the sutradhara. All the recently discovered

dramas begin with the words; "after the nandi is over,

the sutradhara enters”, and then he utters the introductory

benedictory prayer tp Vi§nu* in which the names of the main

characters of the play are usually mentioned in a significant

manner. In classical dramas, in the prelude, something is

said in praise of the work that is being presented and the name
of its author is mentioned in very high terms. That is not the

case in the recently discovered dramas. The prelude is always

very short and abruptly leads to the beginning of the first act.*

37or., andPe t ers on, Subh. 8o Jf.;JRAS i8gt, 331 f., see also above p.

1 17, 177.

I. That the 13 anonymous dramas that have been found should be
attributed to BhSsa has been opposed by Bhattanatha Svhmin
jjlnd. Ant. 45, igi6, iSgflf.

) and L. D. Barnett (BSOS, I, 3, igso, p. 35
it.}. Both of them have advanced noteworthy arguments, and in ^e
opinion ofW. they have shot at the target, A. Banerj i - S as trl, JRAS
I ga I, p. 367 fif. has defended the authorship of Bh9sa, which has been touted
by Barnett, ibid p. 587 ff. The linguistic and metrical researches of V.
S. Sukthaxxkar, Studies in Bhasa, JAOS 40, igso, 348 if.; 41 , tgai, r ff.

and of Wilhelm Prints, BhSsa's Prakrit, Ftankfui t a. M. i ga r (published

by the author) establish the hypothesis that all the pieces have one and
the same author, and that it is strongly probable that he was older than
KSlidSsa. Consequently they have strengthened the amount of probability
of the hypothesis, that the dramas are ofBhasa. Winternitz
has attempted to show in an essay '*Der indische Dramendichter BhSsa”
(Ostasiat. ZeitichriR IX, tg33, p. 383 ff.) what can be smd in favour of this

hypothesis, notwithstanding certain opinions that are against it and cannot
be brushed aside. See also K o n o w , Ind. Ant. 4g, ig30, 1333 f., F. W.
Thomas, JRAS igaa ff.

3. This benedictory utterance would not, therefore, be called "nandi”,
fee above, p, tSs f.

At the end of the prelude in the classical dtamas, it is mentioned
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As the pieces begin with a benedictory stanza, they end as well

with it. This “concluding sentence of the actor” (bharaiavakya)

is very much dilferent in other dramas: but in the recently

discovered ones, in many cases, it is expressed in the same words,

however, in all cases the meaning at least remains the same: “may
the lion-strong king ( rSjasiihka ) rule over the whole of this

earth ('or our country)”. Moreover, these dramas show all

sorts of uniformity in respect of syntax and idiom. In none
of them, as is the case in other works, the title and the name
-ofthe author are mentioned at the end. And on the basis of

the said characteristic similarities found in these dramas, their

disetoverer was able to conclude that all of them belonged to

a single author. Since among these dramas was found
also Svapnavasavadatta, that is attributed to Bhasa by Raja-

^ekhara, it was concluded that the writer of all these dramas was
Bhasa. His statement finds support in the circumstance that

all of them exhibit the same antiquarian stamp. They are distin-

guished from classical dramas also on account of their decidedly

smaller extension. And lastly all of them arc remarkable

and partly contain first rate poetry that prima facie make the

hypothesis that they had been written by a great poet probable.

Since now among the predecessors of Kalidasa there is no name
that is so famous as that ofBhasa, this lends support to the view
that we have here the dramas ofBhasa. It is to be always kept
in mind that whenever in the following pages we speak about
the recently discovered dramas of Bhasa this has to be taken
with certain reservation^.

It is not possible to determine with certainty the age of
Bhasa, and his place too is unknown. From his dramas all

that wc are able to deduce with some certainty is that

in case he was itot a Brahman a, which probably
he was, he was at any rate a strict follower of Brahmanical
religion and practices and credulous devotee of Visitu. He
delights in mentioning in his dramas Brahmanical rites and
customs and always stresses upon the supreme status of the

as p r_a s t a V a n a
, in the recently discovered pieces it is named as s t ha-

p a n a . Only in the Karpabhara it is called prast^vanS.
, ^

[i- Winternitzis reported to have later otpressed the opinion
mat he was no longer a believer in Bhiaa’s authorship of the plays. fO. R.Devadhar, pref, to his ed., Poona 1937, referred to by S. K. D « . HSL.
p.ioa.]

’
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Brahmanas. It will suffice here to quote a few sentences

from him for the purpose of proving it; viz. . . . sarvatra sadd

ca tianta dvijoltamali pujyatamalf prlhiiyam, “Everywhere and

every moment arc the Brahmanas worthy of the highest

honour on the earth” ; viprotsajige vittamdvarjya sarvcm rajfid deyofh

edpamStrarh sulebhya/ft “The king should hand over to the

Brahma^ias the entire wealth of his kingdom and leave only his

bow for his sons’^”. Furthermore the poet’s staunch faith in Vis^u

becomes evident here and there in his dramas. Kr^pa is the

highest god in particular. In the Dutavakya and the Bala*

c a r i t a each line breathes the feeling of absolute surrender to the

devotion ofVi?nu. Heis familiarwiththecompleteKysna-legend.

In case it be probable that the cowherd godKf?na became identi-

cal with Vasudeva Ky?na in about the period of the birth of

Christ and that this cult was propagated by the Abhiras in the

first century A.D.®, it will go to prove that Bh^a could not, as

Gatiapati has tried to show, have lived before Christ. The

Abhiras attained political influence first in the second and third

centuries A.D. In any case it is remarkable that neither the cow-

herd god Kr$pia nor R3ma is mentioned as an incarnation of

Vifnu in any inscription written before the Christian era,®

whilst Bhasa’s treatment of the Kysna-lcgend as well as his notion

about Rama in the Abhi 9 ekanataka presupposes peak

development of the cult of Vispu as in his faith in Kysna- and

Rama-incarnations. That Bhasa could not be of so early an age

follows also from the fact that he knew the Mahabharata
almost exactly in the form in wltich we have it today and he
has mentioned literary works of which pre-Christian origin

is doubtful. Thus in the Pratimanataka (act V) he mentions

one Manavlya Dharma§astra, a Barhaspatya ArthaSastra, a

Nyaya§aslra of Medhatithi and a Pracetasa-Sraddha-

kalpa. The Yogiiastra is referred to here and in the

AvimEraka, the ArlhaSastra, in the Pratijnayau-
gandharayatta. Lastly in the matter of language and

style too BhSsa stands closer to Kalidasa than to Asvagho§a.

That the latter is older is proved also by the fact that his Prakrit

X. MadhyamavySyoga g; PaScarStra i, 6 and ns,

3. Bhandarkar, VaigipaVIsm, Saivism etc. p. 37 f.

3. Bhandarkar, ibid, pp. 35 f., 46.
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represents an earlier stage ofdevelopment than that of the classi-

cal dramas, although the Prakrit of Bhasa deviates little from

that of Kalidasa^. In case, therefore, we can with some certainty

fix the date of Aivagho§a probably in the 2nd century A. D.,

Bhasa can be placed not before the end of the 3rd century or the

first-half of the 4th century AJD. He could have hardly lived

more than 1 00 years before Kalidasa®.

Upto the present time thirteen dramas of Bhasa—as
in any case, we arc in a position to slate with a high degree of

probability—have come to be known. The Peficaratra derives

its plot from the Mahabharata and so do the one-act plays

Dutavakya, Madbyamavyayoga, Dutaghatotkaca, Karnabhara

and t}rubhanga, that perhaps are the earliest works of the

author. The Balacarita treats the story of Krsna, and both the

Pratimana^aka and the Abhi^ekana^ka narrate Rama-legends.

The themes of the Svapnavasavadatta and the Pratijfia-

yaugandharayana have been retold from the Brhatkatha of

Guna^hya® and probably the plots of the dramas Avimaraka

and Daridracarudatta have been taken from the same somree*.

The comparative simplicity of style, several ingenuities in

shortening of the plot and occasional linguistic unevenness as

well go to show that the dramas, ofwhich the plots have been

taken from the Mahabharata, belong to the first works of the

poet. Further they go to show that he was a born-dramatist.

Notwithstanding the facts that the plots have been taken from

I, Cf. V. L«ay, ZDMG 7a, 1917, 8O3 ff.

a. Lindenau, ibid, p. I4r, believes that Bh&sa in the matter
of the technique of drama stands closer to Aivaghoja than to Ktlidasa. ]%
puts BhSsa in about aoo A.D. and A^vagho;a and Bharata between lOO and
aoo A.D. They are, however, mere vague conjectures, since proof is wanting.
[Keith) SD, p. 95 remarics . . , “these matters do not permit of precise
envaluation of time, and, ifwe place Bhisa about A.D. 300, we go as far as the
evidence allows, Sten Konow, Ind. Drama, p. 31 would assign the
author of the plays to the reign of K^atrapa Rudrasirhha 1, i.e. and century
A.D. Barnett conjectures that rSjasiihha is a proper name and refers to
Papaya Ter Maran R^asimha I (c, 675 A.D. ).—S. K. D e HSL, p, io6. ].

3. It has been wrongly questioned by Hertel, Jinahirtis *‘Gc«
schichte |Von Pala und Gop91a , p. 15a See also L a c 0 1 c

, JA, s. i j, t,

Xm, 1919, 493 ff,

4. The dramas have been edited by their discoverer Gapapati
S&strl in the TSS. A drama KirapSvall, a nafika, of the type
of the Ratnavali, should, according to Kr i sn ama c h ar

y

a, p.
be attributed to Bhisa, notwithstanding the fact that the existence of this

drama has been doubted by Bhattanatha Svamin (Ind. AnU
41, igia, 141).
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the epic and that these pieces on account of preponderance of

verse over prose remind us further of their epical origin, in all

these small dramas the poet has succeeded in making them

extraordinarily dramatic.

The Paflearatra^ is a drama in three acts which

closely follows the fourth book of the Mahabharata. The

poet had known the Viiataparvan exactly in the same form as

we know it to-day, but he had freely modified the plot.

In the beginning of the first act, with great vividness,

a forest-fire that breaks out on account of carelessness of a

priest-boy in a sacrifice ofDuryodhana,has been described.

At the end of the sacrifice Duryodhana asks in a highly

courteous manner Brahmana Dro^a, his teacher in archery,

as to what does he ask for as his remuneration for

the sacrifice. Droria hasitates to answer. But when
Duryodhana, by hurling holy water on the ground, pro-

mises to fulfil his desire he says that he wants no sacrificial

fee other than that the Papt^avas be given half of the

. kingdom. After consultation with Sakuni and Kar^ia,

Duryodhana agrees to do it, on the condition that in case

within five days* a news is received from

the Pa^^avas, he will surrender to them half of his empire.

Whilst Drona is very much depressed at this condition,

because nobody has heard anything about the exiled Pan-

^avas during the period of twelve years, there comes a

messenger who reports that Virata will not appear for

the honour of the princes on account Of the grief that he is

undergoing due to the killing of the hundred Kicakas.

Bhl?ma suspects that Bhima must be behind it and advises

Dro^a to agree to the proposed condition. Thereafter

Bhi?ma instigates Duryodhana to arrange for a raid into

the cow-pen of King Virata. This raid into the oow-pen
forms the theme of the second act that is played inside

the palace of Virata. Uttara, the son of Virata, enters

. into the fight against Durybdhana and wins it,

bacause Arjuna, in the garb of a ermuch Brhan-

1. Publish^ in TSS Nr« 17, with a Sanskrit commentsiry [of
KrrvScSrya Sistrl aqd an English translation by W. G. Ui-
dbawareshe, Indore 1990.]

9, Hence the title; The drama of the event in the five days.
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nala drives his chariot. The news of the battle is brought

to 'the audience by a herald, who returns hack and brings

another report, Bhiiha pulls Abhimanyu from the

chariot and takes him a prisoner. At the end of the act

the Pandavas disclose their identity. Arjuna takes

U ttara as the bride for his son. The third act takes us

into the court of Duryodhana. A servant brings the news

of capture of Abhimanyu. With the help of an arrow,

of which the shaft is named "arjuna", the actual position

becomes known. Thus within the period of five

days comes the news about the Pandavas and Duryo-

dhana is obliged to surrender to them half of his empire.

The double role, in which the disguised Pandavas appear

in the court of Virata, is employed to bring in much of

activity in the drama. The- proper device of the poet

inter alia is the imprisonment of Abhimanyu by Bhima^,

that introduces a dramatic scene between the father and

the son.

The poet has evidently utilized the episode of the demon
fiaka and the Brahmana family of the Mahabharata^ for con-

struction of the theme of the one-act play Madhyama-
V y a y o g a®. It is indeed wholly naive and fashioned

with a dramatic skill. The one-act Dutavakya, “The
Message” is an outright free dramatisation of the episode of

Kf^na’s presenting himself as an envoy of the Papdavas and
is narrated in the Mahabharata*.

Knna appears in the council-hall of Duryodhana as

the envoy of the Papdavas. With the intention of annoy-

ing Kr?pa, Duryodhana gets brought a piece of painting,

in which the scene ofdragging by hair into the hall of half-

naked DraupadI has been presented. We get an acctirate

1. In W. Bhijraa.

3. Mahabh. i, 157 ff.j sec above I, 379, transl. p. 333.

3, This and the four followinz one-act plays have been edited
in the TSS No. 33, tgi3. The theme is based on the event that Bhtoa is

referred to as “the middle" Imadhyama

)

among the five sons of Papdu* Empha-
sis is laid on this nomenclature ^so in the Faficaratra (p. 40}, a thing that
goes to prove that both the pieces were written by one and the same author.
T This play has been translated by E. P. Janvier, Mysore, 1931. and
P. E. Pavolini, GSAI, XXIX, if.] On the vy&yoga, see above
p. 186.

4. MahSbh. 3, gi, 94 f., i 134-131.
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description of the picture in the speech of Duryodhana^

Kr§na, however, appears here as a human envoy and as

Supreme God at the same time. Hence he is neither terrifi-

ed, nor are they able to arrest him. He assumes the form

of All-Pervasive (Vi^varupa) and is soon tall, soon small,

soon he multiplies himself, so mueh so that the entire

hall becomes full of Krsnas*. In anger he calls for a

mighty demon, who hands over to him his terrible weapons.

All these appear on the scene in personification; lastly

also Bird Garuda, the conveyance of Visn.u, comes in.

At the end, however, his anger gets pacified and the old

blind king DhrtarSstra thoroughly appeases the Supreme

God with his submissive prayer.

Like this piece, Dutaghatotkaca, "(The Drama
of) Ghatotkaca as messenger”, a considerably dull one-

act play, mainly serves towards glorification of Kr§na. The

very incomplete theme has been invented by the poet, since the

Mahabharata docs not know about the ambassadorship of

Gha|;otkaca,with which the rest of the drama has nothing to do

except the tragic death of the boy Abhimanyu. The Kar^a-
b h a r a

,
“(The Drama of) Load of Karna”®, is a dramatisa-

tion of the tale of the Mahabharata (1, 111), where Indra

appears in the guise ofa Brahmana-beggar and asks for his coat

of mail and ear-ring. Among these one-act plays, the most

significant is the O r u b h a n g a , “The (Drama of) Fracture

of the Thigh”, a poetic creation that is worthy of the fame of

Bhasa. Not only is the language of higher style and beauty,

but the dramatisation of the plot* too has been executed with a

superior skill.

In the beginning of the drama three heralds, of

whom each alternately recites a verse, describe the battle-

field and the fighting with a mace, that has taken place

between Duryodhana and Bhima in the really diificult

t. The passage is important for the criticism of the MahSbh. II,

eyCjsM Winternifz, Festschrift Kuhn, p. agg ff.

3 . We can hardly understand how all this and also the subsequent
appearance of the weapons and of Garuda could be represented on the stage.

That probably is left to the imagination of the audience.

g. Ferhaps ‘ ‘Karpa’s Coat of Mail”; so according toLindenau,
Ibid, p. B.

4. MahSbh. g, 38.
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I

kavya-style. So probably in verses, as in prose, the poet,

whose language is elsewhere so simple, proves him-self a

master of the kavya-style. Thus in stanza 6 he compares

a battle with a frightful sacrifice, in which the trunks

of elephants are represented as the poles of a sacrifice

(yupa), the arrows, as the holy grass, the stratified bodies

of killed elephants form the altar, in whichthe fire of the

enemy is enflamed, the battle-cry is the sacred mutter-

ing of sacrificial formulae, and the men who have fallen

down are the beasts ofsacrifice. Aga inst r 11 rules of Indian

dramaturgy Duryodhana, with his broken ribs, appears in

person on the scene. Unusual is the scene where the boy

Duijaya searches for his father in the battle-field
j
touch-

ing is the meeting of the dying wounded king with his

hoary old blind father and his worthy mother Gandhari,

in which the only request he makes is that in his next

birth too may she become his mother. Of all the Indian

dramas, this small piece alone reminds us of the Greek

tragedy, and in fact it ends tragically with the words

that Duryodhana “enters into the heaven”.

The Balacarita, “The Adventure of Boy (K.rsiia)”^ is

the oldest of the available dramas that have the Kpspa-legcnd

as their theme. In this work too Bhasa extracts in a historical

manner the dramatic elements from the famous legends and has

freely introduced many things for the iJurpose ofdramatic action.

Here the poet presents the wonderful activities ofthe

divine hero partly in a realistic manner on the stage and
partly he narrates them in a lively and not altogether

devised brief report. As in the Dutavakya, here too the

weapons of the God Visnu and his conveyance Garuda
appear on the stage as dnimatic characters. The begin-

ning of the second act is a thrilling scene, invented by
the poet. Horrible fantoms appear before Kaihsa in his

bed-chamber; the cutse of the rsi appears as a Gatidaia,

„ I. Edited in TSS, No. ai, t^is, Gf. V. Lesny, BhSsovo Bala-
caritam (Listv filologickd 4a, 1915, 437 ff.}; Winternitz, ZDMG 74,
1930, 135 ff.; L i n d e n a u, ibid, p. aa fT. Ad edition and German trans-

lation (Die Abenteuer des Knaben Kriscluia}oftheBillacarita by
H. We 1

1

e r had been published in igaa at Leipzig.

Winternitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, 14
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and among his retinue appear the young Candala-

girls dressed in black, who rush upon him and want

him to rejoice with them. Against all rules of drama-

turgy the fight of the bull-demon Arista is presented on

the stage in act III and that ends in the destruction of the

demon in act IV. Likewise the defeat of the snake-demon

Kaliya in act IV takes place at least partly on the stage.

And in the fifth act uot only the pugilist Canura and

Mustika, but also Kamsa himself is dashed on the ground

with the word:

kathsSsmaih ca yamalokmnahaih nayami I

“And also the demon Kamsa, 1 send

Forth into the world ofYama.”
Krsna mounts the terrace, pulls Kainsa by his head,

and slays him on the ground:

esa esa duTdtma kainsa^~

vistir^alohitamuklia(i panvrttamtro

bhagndthhkanfhakafijdnukarorujaAgha^ I

vicchinnahdrapatildngadalambasdlro

vqjraprabhagnajikharali patito yathddrib II

“Here lies he, the devil Kaiiisa

—

With his face besmeared with blood; eyes ooeing out,

Shoulders, neck, hips, thighs, hands and knees broken,

The chain of the neck broken and the bracelets fallen

down.

The belt hanging—is dying, like a hill that has tum-

bled with the stroke of thunder.”

In the whole drama, Bhasa appears as a devout

worshipper of Krsna. He does not allow a single moment
for his audience to think that the hero is not only a god,

but the Supreme Divine Being, Narayana—^Vi^nu.

Both inthePratimanataka and in the A b h i 5 e -

kanataka Bhasa has dealt witli the story of RSma. The

Pratimanataka, “The Drama of the Picture”^ repro-

dures in its seven acts the contents of the main story of the

RarnSyana, Books II and HI in a very independent manner.

In the first three and fifth acts the poet has especially retold

the story with a free device.

1. Published in TSS No. 43, 1915.
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In act I we see how Sita puts on just for fun the

bark-garment, accidently brought (from the theatre

cloak-room) by one of her maid-servants with a view

to sec how it fits her. Thpn comes the news that the

coronation ofRama is to take place^ and a I the same time is

delivered the message that the coronation ceremony has

been postponed and that R3,ma is to go to live in a forest

for 14 years. The action develops (as is usual in Bhasa)

with extraordinary speed. In the bark-garment, worn for

the sake of fun, Sita and likewise the faithful brother Lak?-

mana follow Rama into the forest. In act II the bewailings

of King Da^aratha and his death are represented in a

captivating manner. He appears half-mad on the stage,

speaks incoherently and lastly succumbs to the power
of Death. He breathes his last after he has invoked his

ancestors, whom he believes to be seeing. The chamber-
lain spreads a curtain over the dead body. With heart-

rending bewailings of the audience the act ends—^that

stands in sharp contrast to ordinary rules of dramaturgy.

In act III the scene is laid in the picture-palace of his

ancestors, in which the statue of the deceased king

Dasaratha is also installed®. It has been erected for the visit

of the queens when Bharata, free from any presentiment,

returns by chariot to Ayodhya from the house of his

maternal uncle. While he is in repose, that he takes in

front of the temple, for the first time he comes to know
about the misfortune in a talk with a temple-priest. Just

after he has fallen into swoon the queens come with

Sumantra. Bharata regains his consciousness and greets

respectfully KaidalyS and Sumilraand reproaches Kaikeyi.

, » f
preparation made in the concert-hall (samgltai&13,

Uie
of a suitable drama is a part of the ceremony ofordination of

of the picture-palace of ancestors is an innovation
"rautf to indicate also by the title of the drama. It is

rmartobJetliat in Indian literature we find a mention ofa custom like installa-
oa ot pic^res ofancestois ia a temple* The custom seems to bo uc^aowa

Bharata. Pfthvipala, miiuster of Jayasiibha and KumSrapala,
self-opening hall, in which the

mIa 'i?
s®veii of his ancestors were presented in the picture of mounting

got built by Viniala on the mountain Arbuda in theyw^i 03a ; Sec H. J a c o b i
, Sanaikum^racftritam (ABayA XXXIp a, 19a i )
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He refuses to be coronated as king and decides to go to

R^a. The journey to the forest-hermitage ofRama con-

stitutes the subject-matter of act IV. Original is the abduc-

tion of Sita in actV. Here we find bothRama and Sita in

a grove in which the latter waters one of her favourite

plants, Rama is aggrieved because he has to perform the

Sraddha on the day of aimiversary of his father’s death

and is not in a position to offer suitable gifts to the people.

Then comes the demon Ravana in the guise of a mendi-

cant, who is respectfully received and honoured as a guest

by Rama and Sita, Ravara says that he has studied the

Vedas and the Sastras, particularly the Sraddhakalpa, the

manual of offerings to the manes. Rama takes a note

ofthis and seeks his advice as to how he can pay homage

to his deceased fore-fathers in the best manner. Ravarta

* describes the gifts with which one should try to pay respects

to his fathers and then says that there lives in the Himalaya

a type of antelope with which the manes can be got satis-

fied fully. Whilst they arc thus conversing Rama sees

an antelope that is exactly like this—and is running in

his front. It is an illusion created through witchcraft

by Ravai^a. Rama hastens after it and leaves Sita all

alone, Ravara takes advantage of this circuhistance and

carries away Sita crying for help. The rest of tire plot

deviates little from the famous story.

In the Abhisekanataka, “The Drama of Corona-

tion (of R3ma)”^ in six acts, is presented what is just passingly

hinted at in act VII of the Praiimanamka, In the Abhise-

kanStaka the contents of boqks IV-VI of the Ramayana have

briefly been put together. Whilst in the Pralhnanataka Rama
is a human hero, in the AbhisekanatSika, particularly in acts

IV and VI, he is revered as the sole Lord Visnu or Narayana,

and in act VII Agni declares that Sita is an incarnation of

Goddess LaksmI.

The act I, in which Valin, the monkey-king, expries

on the stage, is in itself a short tragedy. In many of the

details Bhasa deviates from the epic. Thus in act IV a

I. Pabtished in TSS No, 46,1013. [Trans. E. Beccarini-
,ure«cejttat, GSAI, XXVII, iff. ]. K&uiy of the verbal correspondences

JQ to prove that the two Rima'dramai had one and the same author.
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bridge, extending upto Lanka, is not constructed on the

ocean but the ged Varu^ia gets frightened at the threat

of Rama. He appears fully perturbed, prays Rama, as

Narayana, who has become a man, “the ultimate cause

of the three worlds”, requests him to pardon his fault

and offers him free passage by which the ocean gets

divided into two to enable his army to go across it. Rama
walks over it and in a moment he is present in Lanka.

He casts his prolonged glance at the island that has been

discarded by fortune and will shortly be destroyed with

his arrows:

—

udadhtjalagaUva ttaurvipamd

nipatali rava^akar^adhSradofdt II

“Like a forlorn ship, that has sunk

Into the ocean, sinks down (the city of Lanka),

On account of the fault ofRavana, the helmsman.”

A fitting deviation from the epic occurs in act V,
where the episodes of the Ramayana VI, 31 and VI, 92

arc joined together: Ravana downright shows Sita the

heads, detached from the bodies, appearing to be those of

the heroes Rama and Lakfmana, killed by Indrajit—^in fact,

it is a delusion caused through witchcraft—then comes a

messenger, who brings the news that his son Indrajit has

been killed by Rajna. It has really a greater dramatic

consequence. Bhasa has not at all worked towards easy

dramatisation, but has indeed fashioned a real drama out

of the epic. The language is clear and simple. Yet

beautiful pictures are not wanting here. Thus La,ksmapa

shouts at the sight of tire ocean (VI, 3): “Here, here is

the Lord Varuua” -

sajalajaladharendfanilarCiro

vitnlitapheJiatarangacdruhSrali I

jamadfiigatanadisahasrabdhur

haririva bhati saritpatih hydnal^ II

“Like Hari, appears the river-lord lying stretched.

With his one thousand arms of river extended;

He shines forth, his saphire-blue water looking

_
like the cloud, full of water.

Wearing the beautifiil garland of waves with foams

scattered abo\it,”
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Again in the concluding stanza of act IV there is

a splendid description of the sun-set :

astadrimastakagata^ pratisaihhrlamsu^

sandhydmrafljilavapufy pratibhati suryaJi 1

raktojjvaldmsukaorle dviradasya kumbhe

jSmbUnadena racilak pulako yathaiva ||

“The sun has reached the top of the setting hill

;

He has collected his rays;

He looks brilliant with his body coloured by the even-

ing

And appears like ajewel placed together with gold

On an elephant’s temple, covered with a shining

red piece of cloth.”

Quite different from all these dramas, based on epics,

in which there is neither a vidusaka nor a comic scene, in which

verses are strongly dominent and Prakrit is wholly left behind

Sanskrit, are the prakaranas of Bhasa^, The most

important of these and undoubtedly the master work of the poet

is the SvapnavasavadattaS “ (The Drama of) Vasa-

vadatta (who meets her husband) in a Dream”. The subject-

matter of the piece, of which the plot has probably been taken

from the Byhatkatha of Guna^ya, is as follows:

—

The soothsayers have predicted that for the good

of King Udayana and his kingdom it is necessary that he

marries Padmavatl, a sister of the king of Magadha.

But the king loves his wife Vasavadatta so cordially that

he can never even think of taking a second wife. This

touches very much his clever and faithful minister Yaugan-

dharayafa. He gets the city set into flames and the

rumour is spread that he, along with Vasavadatta, whom he

has been trying to save, has been burnt. Then dressed as

an ascetic he travels with Vasavadatta, whom he declares

to be his sister, upto Magadha, where he leaves his preten-

ded sister in the care of Princess Padmavatl. The two

ladies at once contract friendship. In act II we see them
together playing ball. From their conversation we learn

I. Published in TSS No. 15, ifiia. Translated into German by H.
J ft c o b i in Intemat. Monatsschriit VII, 1913, p. 653 if. ‘and into French
by A. Baston ,

Paris 1914 (Bibl. or Elzdvitienne No. 87) with a foreword
by S. L 6v i . An English translation byG.SherriffandPannaLall
was published at Allahabad in 1918 (according to Ind. Ant. 48, 176},
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that Padmavati has a mind to marry King Udayana.

Soon the nurse of Padmavafi reports that Udayana has

agreed to accept the latter as his wife. The soliloquy of

Vasavadatta shows how greatly she gets perturbed at this.

But shehas, however, the satisfaction,as she concludes from

the words of the nurse, that her husband wants to have a

second .spouse only out of sense ofduty and not account of

lack of affection for her. In acts III and IV the marri-

age of Udayana and Padmavati is solemnised. Vasava-

datta is very much pained, as she has to string a garland

for the bride of her own highly beloved husband. In act

IV there is an interlude in which the vidusaka enters and

expresses his satisfaction that the marriage has taken

place early in which he has enjoyed dainty dishes. But

he complains that his stomach has gone out of order.

Then Padmavati enters with Vasavadatta. From their

conversation wc learn that King Udayana still loves

Vasavadatta, supposed to be dead, and always thinks

about her. Then the king and the viduiaka enter into

conversation that the two ladies overhear. The vidu?aka

asks the king as to who is dearer to him, whether Vasava-

datta or Padmavati. The king evades the answer for a

long time, but at last admits that although Padmavati is

loved by him, still his heart always hangs about Vasava-

datta, who is dead. Then the king asks the vidu§aka

whether he likes both of them. He, however, decides

in favour of Padmavati, because she offers him
dainty dishes and takes more care of him. In joke,

however, the king again thinks about Vasavadatta, and his

sorrow again becomes fresh and he la gins to weep. When
the vidusaka goes to fetch w'atcr for the king to wash his

eyes and the two ladies arc deeply touched by the

conversation ovtjhcard by them, Vasavadatta goes into

retreat and Padmavati approaches her husband. Now the

vidusaka brings water for the king to wash his eyes and
the king in order that Padmavati may not feel hurt says

that flower-pollens have fallen into his eyes.

ActV is played in the bathing chamber of the palace.

The maid-servants report that Padmavati has got head-
ache and that she is resting on a bed in the bathing
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apartment. The vidusaka reports this to the king, and both

of them enter into the bathing chamber. The vidusaka

gets frightened and hurries backward. He thinks to have

seen a cobra, but in fact, it is a garland offlowers that is

lying on the earth, and he is ridiculed by the king^. They

go into it, but PadmAvatJ is not there. Here the king

lies on the bed and asks the vidusaka to Tell him a story.

He begins his story in a stupid manner and the king

sleeps in the meantime. The vidusaka goes away, and

Vasavadatta comes in to see Padmavati, who is not feeling

well. She sits on the bed, believing Padmavati to be

sleeping there. But when in dream the king utters “O
Vasavadatta”, she comes to know that it is the king.

He dreams, and in the dream he speaks with Vasavadatta.

She stays there a little, while he is dreaming and replies

to his questions, but she retreats back before the king

rises up. Hardly she is out when the king awakes from

his sliunber and shouts:

—

vSsavadaite, tiffha tiffha hS dhik\

nifkraman sailibhrame^haifi

dvSrapakfe$a Idditaf^ I

lato vyaktetih na janami

bhmsrthoyath manoratha^ II

“Vasavadatta, please stay 1 ah 1

While I was going out in haste,

I struck against a wing of the door,

Thence I know not clearly,

If this is true or it is

Just my wistful thinking”.

(Vidusaka enters)

Vidusaka; Are you awoke ?

King: Friend, I have a fresh news : Vasavadatta

is alive !

Vidujaka:—^Ah, where is Vasavadatta ? Vasavadatta
died long ago I

King:—^Friend, do not say this 1

iayydySmooasuptam mSth bodhayitva sakhe gata I

that he
peculiarities of the vidfl^alja
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dagdheti bruvata puivadi vaUcitosmi mmaijvotd li

."When I was asleep, she aroused me up and went away,

I have been deceived by Riunanvan, who formerly

had reported that she was burnt.”

Vidusaka: Ah, that is quite unthinkable ! Since I

made a mention of the bathing place in Avanli, you

thought about Vasavadalta and you have seen her in

dream.

King:—
yadi tdvadayadi svapno dhanyamapratibodkanam 11

athdyam vibkramo od sydt vibhramo hyastu me dram 1

1

"In case, it be merely a dream,

Blessing it would be, if I had not awoke;

In case it be an illusion,

Let this illusion continue for ever.”

While the vidusaka is trying to convince him that he

has just dreamt, the chamberlain appears and brings in

the report of break of war; this induces the king to hurry

forth to war.

Act VI takes us into the palace ofKing Udayana. The
king finds a lute that at one time belonged to VasavadattS

when he was training her in playing on lute. At the sight

of this lute the painful recollection wakes up in the king;

srutisukhaninade katharii m devyak

stanayugale jaghanasthale ca supta I

vihagaganaraj'ovikir^daiidd

pralibhiyamadhyudidsyaranyavdsam 11

api ca, asnigdhad ghosavatiyd tapasvinyd na smarasi I

irovdscmudvahanapdrivamplditani

kheda^tandntarasukhdnyupagdhitdni I

uddUya math ca virahe pnridevitdni

vddydntarefu kafhildiii ca sasmitdni ii

“Beloved lute, once hast thou rested

Over her breasts and on her thighs
;

How hast thou led the terrible life in the forest.

Where birds have scattered thy stick in dust.”

“Besides, thou art devoid of sentiment,

O Gho?avati, that thou remembereth not about her

—
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Carrying thee between her thighs, pressing thee

between her arms,

Offering thee the pleasant embrace between her warm
breasts;

Bewailing in her separation from me,

And the conversation full of smiles,

That look place in between musical pauses.”

The amorous bewailing of the king is interrupted by

the arrival of messengers from the parents of Vasava-

datta. They bring to Udayana, in the name of the queen

(the mother of Vasavadatta), a beautiful picture in

which the king is shown with Vasavadatta^. In the

meantime Yaugandharayai^a comes to claim baefle

her pretended sister. Witli the help of the painting the

identity of Vasavadatta gets disclosed and the facts come
to be known. The beautifiil picture leads to the conclud-

ing verse of the actor (bharatavakya) :

—

vmaih sagaraparyantSih lumvadvindhyakitndaldm I

mahimtkdtapatrddkadi rdjasimhal} praidstu na^ II

“May our lion-king protect the whole of this earth, that

extends up to the sea, on whose face the Himalaya and the

Vindhya appear like two giant ear-rings®.”

If wc compare the story as found in Somadeva’s Kalha-

saritsagara® with that in Bhasa’s drama we cannot but admire

the latter. It is true that we do know how Bhasa found the

story in Gauatjhya, In case Somadeva reproduces accurately,

just h&lf-way, the story of the Brhatkatha and has not

I. The picture was produced to ratify in it the sacramental
marriage of Udayana and Vasavadatta that could not be performed actually

on account of the flight of Udayana. It is a thing that is alluded to also at

the end of the drama Pratijfl&pugandharfiyaija. In the Kalhasatilsagara i,

14 there is no mention of the picture, but we find tlie actual marriage taking

place.rastcad.

3. The transl. given by W. is from J a c o b i

.

3. Book III, Kap. 15 and t6. F. Lac 6te (JA p. ix, i. XIII,
igtg, p. 493^.}, attempts, on the basis ofsimilarity of the story in the Katha-
saritsSj^a and the allusions in the BrhatkathSllokasathgr^a with Bhasa’s Sva-
pnavSsavadatta and with the fable of T^asavatsarajacaiita of Matraraja, to

reconstruct the form of the story of the Bfbatkatha, which had served as the
model for the drama of Bhasa.
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perhaps, that can hardly be assumed, grossly worsened it,

this work is worthy of the greatest admiration on account of

the delicacy and fineness with which Bhasa has eliminated all

that is clumsy and rude in the story. In Somadeva how vulgar

it is, when King Udayana is almost aware of the truth and appa-

rently rests quite, because wise Narada has predicted tliat he

will have a son from Vasavadatla; so he should simply remain

firm, in case he himself is not to die immediately; but on

the other hand his rash decision to marry Padmavatl appears

as a little motivated and crude; and vulgar is the whole of the

conclusion in the Kathasaritsagara. Reversely in Bhasa’s

drama the simplification effected with the help of the dream,

that is certainly a creation of the poet, is fine and delicate.

Without doubt it is the well-merited pride for this innovation

that induced the poet to insert the word “dream” {svapm) in

the title of his drama. The dream prepares the way for the

disclosure that wholly follows as a sequence from the picture.

Because in the drama the king is not aware of the actual situa-

tion. All the remaining scenes are well grounded. The relation-

ship between the two ladies, Vasavadatla and Padmavatl,

both ofwhom are generous in spirit and tender at heart and love

with fidelity one and the same husband, can, however, be fully

realised only from the Indian point of view. The westerners

cannot but sympathise with Vasavadatla in her grief when she,

with another girl, has to make preparations for her husband’s

marriage-celebration and she is obliged to decorate the bride

herself, and with Padmavatl when she perceives with painful

resignation that Vasavadatla is loved by the husband the more.

In case, wc possessed only this single drama of Bh^^ we
would have been obliged- to consider him as one of the greatest

poets, on account of its poetic beauties. But notwithstanding this

it can hardly be of interest for the European Uieatrc, since a
western monogamy-minded audience can scarcely appreciate

the Indian sentiment^.

The Pratijnayaugandharayapa® “(The
drama of) of Yaugandharaya^a (sticking fast) to his Promise”

_

I. The Svapnavasavadatta must have become known and been
appreciated long ago, since it has many a time been imitated by later poets.
Of. L. H. Gray, VSsavadatta, latrod. p. i f.

.2. Edited in the TSS No, t6, 1912. Her tel, Jinaklrtis
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ia closely associated in respect of its subject-matter with the

Svapnavasavadatta. It is a drama of entirely different type.

The love, that in the Svapnavasavadatta stands at the

centre, goes wholly into background in this worje. Neither

Udayana nor Vasavadatta, whose fate probably forms its

subject-matter, appears on the stage. The hero of the piece

is Minister Yaugandhariiyanaj and it is his fate that stands

at the centre of this drama. His statesmanship {nlti] and his

fidelity to the king are the qualities that arc praised ardently.

The contest of the two ministers, Bharatarohaka and Yaugan-

dharayana constitutes the moving motif in the dramatic

development.

The drama in four acts narrates the story, that

is narrated also in the Kathasaritsagara (II, 12-14)

according to the Brhatkatha, how Udayana is brought

on account of the prank of Bharatarohaka, the minister

of King Pradyota of Mahasena, with the help of an artifi-

cial elephant, inside which soldiers are found, as a prisoner

into the kingdom of Pradyota. Here he trains Vasava-

datta, one of the daughters of the king, in the art of play-

ing on lute and wins her love. The faithful Yaugandha-

raya^a hears the story from a spy, gets very much afifli-

etted and takes the vow {pratijHa) to rescue the king:

yadi salrubalagrasto rahutfa candramd iva I

mocaySmi na rajdnaih ndsmi yaugandharayanafji i)

"If like the moon, overpowered by Rahu,

I free not the king, held up by the troop of the enemy,

I cease to be Yaugandharayana.”

"Oeschichte voa PSla utid Gopak”, p 123 ff., gives a summary of the con-
tents. In theSvapnav. VI, 18 the king says: "Thou art really Yaugandhara-
yapa. While drowning deep we have been rescued by thee through thy efforts

and pretended madness, through battles as well as with thy clever plannings

set accotding to the manuals of polity. This alludes to the story of the Prati-
jaayaugandharkyapa. Cf.also above p.218, note i. That the two dramas have
the same author accordingly can hardly be doubted. P.D. G u p e (Aantds of
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, II, 1920-21, p. 1 ff.) compares
the tales of Udayana according KumSrapaiapralibodha of Jaina Somaprabha
with those of the FratijSSyaugandharSyapa and the KathSsaritsagara. Since
the promise (pratijik) occurs only in Bh&sa, Gune docs not believe that the
BjrhatkathS is the source of the three versions, which go back to historical

events. Yet, however, the source may be the Bvbatkatha. The stanza Fratijna*
yaugandharkyapa III, 8 that with minor variants occurs in Hemacandra’s
Tri;a}tiia]9kipuru$acarita X, ii, 235, appears also in the Brhatkath&. But
the comparison shows that it was an innovation of Bh3sa to place the
promise at the penttal point of the drama. Hence also (he titlri
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In act III this vow is further extended when the minis-

ter says that he will not continue to be called Yaugan-

dharaya’^a if he does not bring bact home the people,

the elephants and.Vasavadatta together with the king.

With this objective in mind he, dressed as a mad person,

begins to run about the residence of Mhhasena for execu-

tion of his plan. The act III, in which the vidusaka and

the two ministers in disguise converse among thenaselves

in Prakrit, is full of subtleties, in which all that they

say has two meanings and refers to the plan for rescuing

the king^. But Yaugandharayana is not only a clever

and faithful minister, but also a valiant hero in battle...

After he has freed his master from imprisonment he is

captured by the pursuing enemies after a bold defence,

because he is dashed by an elephant with his tusk. Stately

he appears as a prisoner and with a happy face he cries

out: “victory is mine 1”, since he has rescued his master

from the jail. Since “it is a matter of real luck for an un-

married man to fly into the forest: furthermore aggreable

is the death for him whose desire has been fulfilled; and
in fact there remains nothing for which he who has done

his duty should repent®.” Full of action is the scene in

which Yaugandharayapa, who is wounded and has been

captured, meets his rival, the hostile minister Bharata-

rohaka, who rebukes him by addressing him as proud

and self-conceipted prisoner. As against this, the end, in

which, at the consent of the king for the marriage of

Vasavadalta with Udayana, everybody enjoys unlimited

pleasure, is seemingly abrupt and unmotivated. The
introductory scene of act IV, in which the drunk elephant-

attendant appears, is not devoid of humour.

The drama A v im a r a k a (in six acts)* too seems

I. Till the present days the Cakkyais, a class of actresses in modern
Keiala, play this act undei the title MantrSAkanStaka, and this they
do without knowing its connection with the drama of Bh3sa: see G a p a -

p a t i, Fiatiman&taka, Introd. p. XL.

a. sukkttih khalu nifkalatrit/Sm kSnUirapraveiaff tamofiyatarait khabt

praptaimnoralhanaih vimpdt<4 apakSUSpakerdl} khola salkiiadhamai}Sm I

mqj/d hi Jayap ptSpialf 1

3* Edited in TSS No. ao, igso. Beccarini Orescenei,
L’Avimaraka di Bhasa, GSAI, V0I.38, was not accessible to Winternits.
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to have derived its plot from the Bjhatkatha^. The following

is the content of this purely narrative drama:

On account of the curse ofa r?i the son of the Sauvira

king becomes a ^vapaka, a man of the lowest caste, and

assmnes the name Avimaraka, “avi-killer”, because he

has killed an Asura Avi byname. He saves Kurangi,

the daughter of his maternal uncle Kuntibhoja, from a

mad elephant. At this moment both of them fall in love

with each other. Through the agency of the nurse of the

princess a secret union of the loving couple takes place

in the palace of the maiden. In act III is described with

great dramatic art the entry of the prince in the guise

of a thief into the palace through a window in a dark

night as well as the appearance of the princess in his

presence. The act ends with tlie words yadyesa k^aimda

bhaved yugaiataifi dkanyo madanyaj} kuta^^ “in case this night

be of 100 yugas duration, who will be fortunate other

than myself”. Between the acts III and IV passes a

year of enjoyment of their happy secret love. Then this

thing comes to the notice of the guard of the harem.

Avimaraka is obUged to flee away and he gets completely

perplexed. He wants to put an end to his life and jumps

into a forest, that is in flames j but the flames of Agni

are as cool as sandal and do not burn him. When he is

about to kill himself by falling from a hill he meets a

Vidyadhara, who gives him a magic ring, with the help

ofwhich it becomes possible for him to have secret

union with his beloved. He appears before her just when
she is going to commit suicide by hanging herself. In

the meantime the duration of the curse comes to its end,

and with the cooperation of wise Narada, everything

comes to a happy closure with the union of the loving

couple.

Sage Narada, here (as in the Balacarita too) is

represented humorously as the popular saint, who likes

only string-music and quarrel. The vidu§aka of the

Avimaraka reminds us of the one of the Mycchakatika,

He is an uncultured Brahmapa, who is not able to read

t. Cf. KatbSsatiUagaia i6, Tiia,
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at all, but still helps towards bringing comical changes in

respect of the literary work. Jokingly he says: jan^opor

vtdetja bamha^o I dvarena raltapado \yadi vattham ava^emi sam-

ara horn ; “I am a Brahmana with my sacred thread,

and with the dress of a beggar, a red-clothed person (i.e.

a Buddhist monk) and when I put off my garment I

become a Jaina monk (naked)”. Lifke a typical joker

he speaks with predilection for food. But on the other

hand, he is the most faithful friend of the hero, who about

him directly says that he is “witty in entertainments, a

warrior in battle, teacher in grief, and bold
|
against the

enemy” (act IV, verse 21). In any case, these are the

characteristics that are not known to be possessed by
the typical vidusakas elsewhere.

In the Avimaralra the language is often very much
artistic. Ornate similes and lengthy compounds prefve

familiarity of the poet with the kavya-style. Thus for

example at one place the heat of the sun is described

with a bold comparison (IV, stanza 4):

atyuf^ jvariteva bhiskarakamirdpitasStd mahl

yakftmrlS iva psdapSk pramufitacchayd davagnyasrayal |

sikroianlyavaid divocehritaguhaDySttSnanSjk parvatSi^

loktyam ravipakanaf(ahrdayalf samydti mdrehamiva II

"The earth resembles a patient suffering from fever,

the trees appear as ifsuffering from phthysis, the hills look

as if tearing their cave-mouths asunder and crying aloud,

and the entire world appears to have lost its consciousness

on account of the heat ofthe sun.”

The most important, for the literary history ofIndia, among
the dramas of Bhasa, is the Daridracarudatta^

I. Edited in TES No, 39, 1914. [Ed. also by G. R. Deva-
d h a r a

,

Poona, 1939 ]. Tianslatcd into Norwegian by Slen K o n o w in
the journal “Edda”, 1916, pp. 389-417. Winternitz says that he could aot
corno to a decision with regard to the question whether the drama had come
down to us in an incomplete form, or if this was the last work of the poet that
he could not complete. K o n 0 w (Festschrift Kuhn, p. 107) says that Sudraka
has added six new acts to the four acts of the drama of Bha^ and he has re-
fasliioncd the whole work. In a private communication K o n o w had written
to Winternitz that the fonner would try to prove this in a work of his disciple
G. Morgenstierne that was in the press. Georg Morgen-
stierne, Uber das Vcrhdllnis zwischen Carudatta und MfcchakafikS,
Leipzig, 19a r, indeed proves Uiat Sudraka’s drama is a resetting of
Bhasa’sD.iridracarudattaandnot(a3 Bhattanatha, ibid,p. 194, assumes)
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(“The Drama of poor Carudatta)”. Unfortunately it has

come down to us only in a fragmentary form. But its four

acts that wc have upto the present time do not leave in our

mind any doubt that the famous drama Mrcchakatika^,
“The Drama of the Clay-cart”, attributed to King Sudraka, is a

genial, elaborate and late adaptation (perhaps a continuation

of Bhasa’s Duridracarudatta. In any case, the four acts of the

Daridracarudatta and the first four acts of the Micchakatika

are related together in a way, that is as close as that existing

between two different recensions ofone and the same work.

We unfortunately are not in a position to state clearly

whether the elaboration of the drama of Bhasa in the form of

Mrcchakatika was executed soon after the time of Bhasa or

about a century later. About the poet Sudraka we know

reversely cannot be on abridgment of the Mrcchakatika; but the question,

whether the drama of Bhasa has come down as a torso and has been elaborated

and continued by Sudraka or whether Bhhsa had written more then four acts,

asK. C.Mehendale (Bhandarkar Com. Vol. p. 369 f. ) will like to prove

cannot be decided. It is certain that four acts of the Daridracarudatta, as

we know it, are a torso. Morgenstieme (ibid, p. 78 f. ) correctly remarks

that in no case Sodraka was a plagiator. See also S. K. Belvalkar in

Proceedings and Transactions of the First Oriental conference, Poona, igao,

Vol. I, p. LI f.

i. Critical edition ofA.F. Stenzier, Bonn, 1847. Of tbelndian
editions that are wot thy of being recommended are the one with two
commentaries ofN. B. Godabole, BSS No. 5a, Bombay i8g6 and the

othey with a conuneutary ofP. H. M. S anna Sastrl andK.P. Parab
in NSP (3d ed. Bombay igog }. German translations ofO. Bhbtlingk
fSt. Petersburg 1877), L. Fritze (1^9) and H. C. Kellner
Reclaims Univ.-Bibl. 31 it, 3112,1894). l^lish translation of H. H.
Wilson, Select Specimens, Vol. I and of A. W. Ryder in HOS, Vol.

IX, CambridgeMass. 1905, [andR.P.Oliver, lllinios, 1938]. Appendix
to it in JAGS 37, tgo6, 418 'S'. French translation ofP. Regnaud, Paris

1876, There are also translations in Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Italian and
Russian. Beitrhge zur Erklhrung by C. Cappellerin the Festgruss an
Bdhtlingk, p, aon., and A.Gawronski in Kuhns ZcitschriS fflr

,

veigl.

SpracbL 44, igii, aa4S. People have also tried to adapt the Mycchakayika for

the European theatre. In Paris it bad been adapted into French by Mdry
et Gerard de Nerval in the year 1850 and a new recast had been made
by Vi Barrucand in 1893. None of the two adaptations had mote
than a momentary success (see Livi in Revue de Paris 1895, i, 818 S. ). In
the adaptation of Emil F o fa 1 (Stuttgart 1893 ) the piece went also over to

the German theatre under the title "Vasantasena” and became for a lime an
attractive drama. Moreover, tliis adaptation contains much more than
what was ever said by Sudraka, nor has even been thought of in India. A.
Hillebrandt (Alt-Iodien, p. 159) directly calls it “rather a caricature

than an adaptation suitable for stage. A brief and free German reproduc-
tion is the “'Vasantasenl oder das irdene Wdgelcben** c^H. Habcrlandt,
Leipzig, 1803. Feuchtwauger’s adaptation (MOnich 1916),

a recent work written for the stage, keeps closer to the original than that ^
Pohl.
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nothing beyond what has been said in the prelude in this regard.

Here he says that the famous poet Sudraika was, “the chief

amongst the Aryans” (dvijas), a man possessed of excellent

qualities of body and mind; he was a scholar of the Rgveda,

the Samaveda, arithmetic, pornography and the science of

elephants. He was cured of a serious eye-disease through the

grace ofGod Siva. After he saw his son in the office of the king,

ht; performed a horse-sacrifice and he had attained the age

of one hundred and ten days. But he ended his life by burning

his ownself, On the earth he was equally famous for his skill

in war and for purity of character. But since here we find

a mention of the death of the poet royal, the three stanzas,

in which these biographical data are furnished, must have first

been added to the original work later (by somebody after the

death of the poet, at the time of its presentation on the scene

or in some revised adaptation) in the prelude^. As the- king

Sudraka, moreover, is unknown in history—his name we find

neither in inscriptions nor on coins,but only in tales and stories

—

it seems fruitless to attempt to determine his age*. It is not

improbable that there was a raja, who bore the epithet

Sudraka, on account of being of lowly origin, and had adapted

the drama of Bhasa afresh. In this drama we find revolution

i. The prelude itself is found substantially in the drama Dartdra^
carudatta of Bhasa.

a. A poet ^ddruka first ofall finds iiiention in Vamana’s Kavyd.
laihkaiavrtli (3,3,4). The view tfial the author of the M{cchakatika is identi-
cal with the Abhira prince Sivadatta, who in the middle of the 3rd century
A.D. overthrew the Andhra dynasty, as slated by K o n ow (Fcstschiift Kuhn,
p. ioSf.}, appears to have very weak foundation and stands in contradiction
with regard to the age of Aivagho;a and BhSsa. [ Fib opinion has been refuted
by J. C h a r p e n t i e r

, JRAS, 1923. p. 595 f. ]. Jacobi (Bhavisatla
Kalm von Dhatiuv.ala, p. 03*A} has shown that act VI of the Mfccha-
katika could not have been written before the 4th century A. D. on account
of the. astinnomical data found in it. Bischel (GGA 1883, p. laagff.)
hits expressed the opinion that the date of the Mfcch. cannot be utugether very
fur away from the dates of the great classical poets, viz. Kalidasa, and that its

"earliest limit would be towaids ^the end of the 5th century A.D,” On the
basis of its language, Gasvrons ki (Kuhns ^eitschiift 44, igi i, 241 ff.

}

concludes that the “latest age-limit of the Mfcciiakatika is the 4th century
A. D.

_

The arguments by which M e It e n d a 1 e (ibid p. 367 ff. ) tries to
make it probable that Sudraka lived in about 550-600 A. D. are we^.
[Jolly, Hindu Law of Partition, Inheritance and Adoption, Calcutta, 1883,
p. 68 f. shows that the legal procedure, as seen in act V, b usually found in law-
books of the 6th and the 7th centuries.]

Wintentitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, 13.
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heralding in matters relating to manners and customs,^ and

in it a case of removal of a legitimate king by a cowherd has

been described; besides we find predilection for Prakrit dialects

in it and not for straight standard Sanskrit and notice certain

deviations from the strict rules of dramaturgy, and lastly strong

Buddhist spirit is permeating it— all this appears to go to

point out that the author of the Mrcchaka^ika does not belong

to any of the two highest Brahmanical castes®.

Tht authors of older manuals of poetics do not appear to

have held any high opinion regarding the merits of the Mrccha-

katika. They do not seem to consider this work as of sufficiently

high standard for the purpose of quoting examples from it®. On
the contrary in Europe, the drama has enjoyed high grade of

popularity and has been always held in esteem. The work

fully merits this honour. It deviates from the model more than

any other Indian drama and it has been fashioned wholly

on actual life. The characters are presented in a lively manner.

The comic scenes with their firm humour are full of spirit and

wit, and in the beginning scenes we find many passages that

in the matter of tenderness and fervour remind us of the most

beautiful places in the dramas of Kalidasa. It is true that

I. E. K u h R (Festschiift VOhelm Thomsen, Leipzig, 1912, p. 3 ig)

stresses “(he puedcul lieialciing of a revolution in the drama Micchakafika
tltac is indeed attributed to a king by tradition” as characteristic of Indian
interpretation of kingship. But the status of the poet comes to be known only
through actual politic.'il events that occurred not long away from the time of

the poet. The poet “iSudraka” must have been a close friend of the usurper
“Aryaka” .

a. Of. J a c o b i in the Literaturblatt fur Orient. Philol. 3, p. 7a •ff.
'

P i s c h e 1 (Rudraha, p. 13 IF. ) had posed the hypothesis that Daudin might
have been the real author of the Mrcchakatika. This theory, that in itself

is based on weak foundatian, loses its little force in the face of the fact that

Dandin was a wonderful master in respect of language, a quality
,
that is

wanting iu the author of the Mycchakatika. Cf. also A. Gawronski,
Sprachliche Untersuthungen uber das Mrcchakatika and das Oaiakumara-
carita, Diss. Leipzig 1907; Pandit Mahachaudra Ny 9.yaratna in

JASB, Proceed, 18S7, 193 ff. und BShtlingk in the preface to Daudta'^
KftvySdarja.

3. He has first of all been quoted in the Kavyaprak&fa. There
is no old commentary on the drama. In any casc>it is being staged down upto
the present time in Uifain. (SeeJ a c k s o n , JAOS 33, 190a, 3 17 ). [ S. K.
D e, HSL, p. 9«—^amana, already in the 8th century refers (iii, a, 4) to

a composition by Sudiaka, and also quotes two passages anonymously, one of
which occurs also in the CSrudatta. Besides, the language of a bh&oa, ascribed

to him (GrayJAO.S, XXVII, 1907, p.4i9r.), shows that Scdraka’s grammar
does not conform elcnely to the uonn, a fact that indicates not only a
d^arture from convention, but probably also his early date, ]
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primarily we know, in respect of the first four acts only, the

extent to which (he poetic beauty goes to the credit of Bhasa

and to that of isudraka.

The h“ro of the Mycchakatika is Carudatta, a trader,

by caste a Brahniaija, w'ho as a consequence of his enor-

mous generosity has lost all that he had, and enters into

the drama as wholly pauper. The heroine is Vasantasena,

a harlot, living in opulence and luxury, who loves the

noble and virtuous trader passionately notwithstanding

his poverty. She is seduced by the brute and uncultured

brother-in-law ofKingPalaka. By accident .she comes under

his power, but she refuses to obey him. He strangles her by

the neck and believes her to be dead. Then he accuses the

trader Carudatta with the charge of murdering Vasanta-

seiia. The judge’s court, the scene of administration of

justice is presented on the stage, and Carudatta is ordered

to be put to death. He is taken to the place of execution.

When the swoid is hanging over him, Vasantasena rushes

forth in the company of the monk, who has rescued her

and then sets him free. At the same lime the cowherd

Aryaka, who with his followers has defeated Palaka and

has killed him, is declared king. The new king con-

fers the status of a “lady” [vadhu) upon the harlot, so

that she maybecome a rightful wife of the trader, and she

is embraced by his first wife as her “sister”.

Since a reference to Aryaka and Palaka is wanting in

Bhasa, it has to be assumed that it was S u d r a k a who in a
historical maiuuT has connected the love-story with a political

intrigue. Tire inclusion of bigger seem s from popular life must
be his work. The burlesque scfiie of a drama^, a nocturnal bur-

glary*, and the detailed description of the palace of the harlot*

and of the adniinistiatioii ofjustice and the scene of execution

I. This scene is wanting in Bhasa, where it is deemed to have been
reflected from bcliind the scene.

a. This occurs m Bliasa too, where, however, the scene is smaller,
but more dramatic.

3. This lengthy description is wholly wanting in Bhasa. Here Maitreya
says exprusbly; ‘TIosv splendid is. the palace of the harlot? Here sit strange
fellows from difFerent cities and read l>ooks. All sorts of dishes are prepared.
They play On flute. The goldsmith carefully assembles together different
kinds of ornaments.
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offer the poet the opportunity for lively representationfrom actual

life and for sketching of in-no-way ancient characters, some of

whom occur already in Bhasa: thus the brother-in-law of the

king, a bmte, uncultured, but passing for a cultured person on

account of his status and influence in the court, the gallant

Brahinapa Sarvilaka (in Bhasa, he is called Sajjalaka), who

becomes a burglar on account of his love for the maid-servant

of Vasuntasena, a bold but sympathetic creature throughout,

and the masseur,who from a veteran gambler becomes a pious

Buddhist monk. In the concluding acts of the Mrcchakatika,

auxiliary characters, such as the palanquin-bearers and the man-

loving assistants of the executioner taken from theCandala caste,

are presented with little striking characteristics.

All these pictures and forms remind us much more of the

popular narrative literature than of the stereotyped descriptions

and characters of the court epics and dramas. Along with narra-

tive literature, generally in prose, the Mfcchakatika frequently

has also admixture of narrative, descriptive and gnomic verses.

In the first four acts the number of adages of this type is greater

in Sudraka than in Bhasa^. Thus for example just in the begin-

ning Sudraka has increased the number of verses on poverty.

In act IV in the Mfcchakatika in the speech of Sarvilaka we
have a number of adages on women, that arc wholly wanting in

Bhasa. Thus for example the beautiful stanza:

striyo hi narna khalvela nisargadeva pmfditdh I

purusd^arh lu pdntlUjpam iSstrairmpajayate I)

“The women arc known to be born clever by nature;

But cleverness in men results from study alone.”

Since the greater part ofthe drama in the work of Sudraka

is in acts V to X only, it seems necessary to pass on , in the

meantime, to the most beautiful places of the work that is attri-

buted to this poet.

So the act V begins with the masterly rain-scene®. In

t . The number of stanzas is throughout less in Bhasa than in Sudroka.
Against isq stanzas in the first four acts of theMrcchakafika, BhSsa’s Daridra-
cOrudatta has oiiljr 55 stanzas, of which 13 do not occur in iSiidraka. Of the

43 verses that are common only 3 are identical, all others appear with
variants, that very often are very sigsuficant. Often it seems that Sudraka
has changed the verse simply to avoid his being plagarious.

S. fa Bhisa’s DaiidracSrudatta the act IV ends in an allusion to a
storm.
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a multitude of rapidly running pictures Carudatta describes

the rainy night first of all, as in the verse :

eta nifiktarajatadravasaihnikdsa
^

dhard javem palitd jaladodarebhyali |

vidyutpradlpasikhaya kfattattas{adrs0-

ekinnS ivambarapatasya daiafi palanli II

“Streams of rains, looking like liquidificd silver.

Arc dripping with speed from the bodi«'s of the clouds,

Hardly visible in the flame of brilliance oflightening;

They disappear in a moment and fall down

On the ground like filets of the dress of the sky.”

We then see how Vasantasena hastens in the dreadful

night to meet her lover in the company of her associate

—

according to the convention of the Indian lyrics—^in this

duel are combmed the descriptions of nature and erotics

and the loving couple happily embracing cach-olhei't

in the stormy weather. Carudatta calls out his friend,

who abuses the bad weather :

tiaya^a, narhasyupdlabdhum—
varfoiatamastu durdimmamratadh&rarh fatahrada patantu I

asmadvidhadurlabhayd yadakarh priyayS parisvaktah II

“Friend, do not accuse please

—

May this bad weather continue for hundred years,

May it shower incessantly, may the lightening thrill,

Since it is a rare fortune—the sweet’hoart is lying

within my arms.”

The rainbow becomes visible and Carudatta points

it to his beloved. And lastly they enter into their house

with the beautiful verse that imitates the music of the rains

in an almost imtranslatable manner:

—

talisu tdram vitapepi mandramiildsu,rSkfaihsalilesu catudam I

sangitavltfS iva tddyamdnSs tdldmsdreifa patanti dhdrdij. n

“Loudly on the leaves of the palms.

Lightly on the branches of the tree.

Hard on the rocks and stones.

Heavily into the streams and ponds,

I. About the description of the raiay weather in thb dialogue R.
Cottschall (Foetik, s Aufl. II,i8S ) says that nowhere else do we find
more beautiful a poem on the rains than thatwe have here. The passages
have partly been translated into German byQldeaber^, LAI, p. 276 ff.
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How in melody does the sound strike,

So fall the drops in a definite measure.”

The Mrcchakatika draws its title from the lively

scene in act VI that may be translated here as follows:

—

“Radanika, a maid-servant in the house of Carudalla,

enters with the little son of Garudatta.

Radanika:—Cbwie, lovely child, we shall play with

the little carl.

Boy (weeping):—Radanika 1 What shall I do with

the little clay-cart ? Give me the little cart of gold ?

Radanika (painfully groaning);—Child 1 whence

shall I bring a golden cart ? When thy father will again

become rich, thou wilt play with a golden cart.

However, now I like to detract him to a different topic

and go to meet Vasantasena. (She enters). I greet

thee. Madam.
Vasantasena: Welcome, Radanika. Whose is this

boy ? Even though he is not well decorated, he, with his

moon«like face, is a source of rejoice to my heart.

Radanika: Indeed, he is the son of His Highness

Garudatta. His name is Rohasena.

Vasantasena (extending her arms):—Please come
my child, embrace me. (Draws him into her lap.).

Thy appearance is exactly like thy father.

Radanika: I think not only the appearance, but also

the nature. Hence His Highness Garudatta is very

happy with him.

Vasaittasena: Then why does he weep ?

Radanika: He was playing with a golden cart, that

belonged to a boy of the locality. He has taken that back

away. When he was looking for it, I made this clay-cart and

have given it to him. At this she says: Radanika, what shall

I do with this clay-cart? Please give me the golden cart.

Vasantasena: Alas, he is afflicted at the prosperity

of others. Sublime Fate, Thou sporteth with man’s

lot that resembles the drops of water falling from lotus-

caves, (With tears in her eyes) Ghild, do not weep,

- Thou wilt play with a golden cart.

Boy: Radanika, who is she there ?
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Vasantasena: A female slave, who has been won by

thy father through his qualities,

Radani'ka: The lady is thy mother.

Boy: Whal you say is not true. In case she be my
mother, how ran she be .so well decorated ?

Vasanla.sena: I'rom thy innocent mouth thou ultcreth

highly painful words. (She puts off her ornaments,

weeping). Thus now I have become thy mother. Please

take this ornament and get a little golden cart made
for thyself.

Boy: I shall not take it. Thou art weeping.

Vasantasena (wiping her tears off): Child, I shall

not weep. Go and play. (Fills the little cart with the

bag of ornaments) . Boy, get a golden little cart made
for thee.

(Exit—Radanika with the boy).

Certainly it is this scene, that is important also for the

development of the plot, the work of a later collaborator, who
on its account gave the new title to the drama.

The drama Mrcchakatika is of extraordinary value in res-

pect of cultural history, above all for our knowledge of the ways

of harlots and that of their social status in ancient India.

The harlot Vasantasena lives in a palace provided with best

luxuries. She has her own elephants and an elephant-

driver as well as a large retinue of attendants. She is a highly

cultured lady and is treated with high honour and regard by
everybody except the uncultured Saiiisthanaka. Her servants

are slaves, but they can become free on payment of a ransom.

In the drama there is not the slightest hint noticeable that

Garudatla, who belonged to the caste of Brahmanas, misbehaved,

w'hile he was loving the harlot. When, she is not free, she

belongs to a despised caste, but after Vasantasena has freed her

slave Madanika against pa/yment of a ransom, the latter stands

higher than her former mistress. This relation of love between

Carudatta and the harlot does not prevent that between him and

his married wife loving each-other and they reciprocate in matter

of showing respect. There is not the least amount of rivalry

between the two wives. The end of the drama leaves the

impression that Carudatta was leading an honourable and
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family life with his two wives, both of whom, he loved equally

and both of whom loved him equally^.

The drama is very much instructive also for a knowledge

of relationship existing between the dfilercnt castes and for that

of religious practices. Garudatta is a Brahmana by birth, yet

he is a salesman. In the last act we find that the Candalas are

people of lowly castes, yet their status is higher than that of the

royal villain Samsthanaka. The Mrcchakatika differs essentially

from other classical dramas. In the latter the hero is always a

model of virtue and bravery, the heroine, a model of beauty

and amour, other chief characters too usually belong to

a noble society, and a kind of conventional moral, from which
basically there is not much deviation, permeates all these

dramas. As against this stands the Mrcchakatika, where although

the heroine is a harlot and there take place chasing, theft,

attempt for murder and other violent actions on the stage openly,

there is laid strong emphtsis on true propriety. He who is

familiar with the moral teachings of Buddhism will not miss to

see in this drama clear traces of moral teachings of Buddhism®.

The poet Sudraka appears to be a liberal Hindu with strong

Buddhist inclinations®.

Several points of contact with Bhasa’s Daridracarudatta

and the Mrcchakatika, still more with the Pralij&ayaugandha-

rayaria of Bhasa and also with the Tantrakhyayiki, that later

became so famous under the title Paflcatanlra is shown by tlic

Mudrarak?asa, “the Drama of Raksasa and his Signet

I

'

Jp'**
die la&t act, where the wife of Carudatta attempb

to burn henelf, when she believes her husband to have been executed (S t c n -

ziers «d., 335 ff.; Kellner’s trans. 196 ff.) is an inteipolation that
15 not found in nil the MSS*

3. Particularly in act VIII prevails the Buddhist spirit. The monk
cMls Vasan^OTa directly as "lay shter of Buddha^ and biingshcr to one of
the sisters in iaith into the Gloister. H. W i 1 a o n has already pointed
to these tendencies ar.d is ofthe opinion that the drama goes back to the period

"wdtihisin was in full blossom in India. Wilson believed that this was a
proofof hip^b antiquity ofthe drama. But we know today that Buddhism was
yet alive xa the 6ch and 7th centuries in India and was being patronised by
Mveral rul<^. It is remarkable that the new king Aryakdi at the end of the
^atna^ makes the monk the head of the cloister* It will be very important
for our drama in case it can be ^tablisbed as to where and when the right
of telccting the bead of all Buddbnt monasteries was exercised by the rulers.

« opening prayer addressed to Siva proves that he was not a
Bttddbnt*
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Rhig”^) of the poet Visakhadatta®). These points

of contact suggest the hypothesis that this drama as well need

not have been altogether widely separated from those works

even in respect of time. And in fact there is some possibility iti

favour of the supposition that Visakhadatta lived under the

same Candragupta II, during the period of whose reign, as w(!

have a.ssumed, falls the age of the works of Kalidasa®. At the

central point of this remarkable drama stands—^further, more

than ill the PratijBayaugandharayana—^politics (niti). There

is no talk about love in the whole of the drama. Among the

characters, there appear a few individual women and that

in small side-r61es.

Like the author of the Tantrakhyayika, who wants to

leach science of politics through fables, Visakhadatta too in his

1. Editions by K. T. T e 1 a n g, BSS No. sy, Bombay 18B4 with
the commentdry of Dhundbiriija, and byA. Hillebrandt, Breslau 1913.
Gf. also Hillebrandt iu ZDMG 39, 1885, 107 ff.; NGGW 1905, 4sg{F.

and Cber das Kau(iliya-jastra and Verwandtes” (Sonderabdr. aus dem 86.
Jahresbericht der Schlesischcn Gea. far vaterl&nd Kultur), Breslau 1908,
p. 13 ft'. See Eggeling, Ind. OtF. Cat> VIl, p. 1589 on a commentary
tiiat explains the text from both the points of view poeiico-dramatic and also
politic (nid). Translated into German by L. P r i t z e (Reclam, Univ.-Bibl.

8849), into English by H. H. W i 1 s o n II, lasff. into French by V. Henry
(Paris) 1888) and into Italian byA. Marazzi (Milan 1874). [An
liiliiiun of the Mudrarak;asa with a commentary and an English translation

by M. R. Kab, Bombay 1900]
9. Several MSS. mention the name VUakhadeva. Mudr3rak$asa

is tile single work tlirough which tlie poet is known.
3. In Che concluding stanza {bliaralav^l^a) of the actor there occurs

tlte name of one King Candragupta. Kashi^Prasad J a y a s w a 1 (Ind.
Ant. 49, 1913, p. a6g IF. ) tries to prove that he can be simply Candragupta II
and assumes that the drama was written in c. 410 A.D. So also K o n o w (Ind.
Ant. 43, 1914, 64!!. Ind. Drama p. 70 f. ) and V. A, S m i t h , Early History
190 n., Millebrandl (Ober das KautiHyaiBstra, p. 95!!. and ZDMG
HUj igtSi 3*i3 ) assigns Uie work to the 4ih century. T a w n e y (JRAS 1908,
p. 910) agrees with him. Since some of the MSS read Rantivarma or Ava-
iitivanuu for Caudr.igupCah, many researchers assign lliis piece to die eighth
or ninth century. Cl. J a c o b i , WZKM a, 1C88, ai9 if.; K. II. D h r u v a
VVZKM 3, 1691, 9g If. ; T c 1 a n g , edition, Intiod.; L 6 v i 925 IF.; K e 1 1 h
JR.\S 1909, 14811.; Raps on, ERE IV, 880 . All that can be said as
(ert<iiit is tluit it c<uimit be placed liter than tlie lotii century A.D., since it

has been quoted in a commenury on the D.u.irupa. V. J, A n t a ij i (Ind,
.tut. gl, 1999, 49 it tries to prove that the MudrSrakfasa was written in the
7th century A.D.[Cf. also J. Charpctttier, JRAS 1898, p. 586, also
IHQ,. 1931, p. 689.]

[ The problem oF the age of Vilakliailatia, according to S. K. D e ,

HSL, p. a6.t, still remains unsolved, but there is nothing to preveut him
from being considered as belonging to the older group of dramatists who
succeeded Kalidasa, either as a younger contemporar}

, or at some period anter>
ior to the gth century A.D., the earliest quotation from his work being found in
the Da^arupaka (lotli centuty A.D.)]
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drama wants to preach the same science. Polity, N i t i

,

is directly the “heroine” of the drama, as the author, in the

prelude, that has two meanings, has indicated in a significant

manner.
Here the stage-manager calls for his wife in these

words

:

gunavalyupdyanilaye sthiiihelo sddhike irivcurgasya 1

madbhcmananltmdye karyaddrye drutamupehi ll

“Endowed with noble qualities, full of resources,

Stability-securing, means of attaining three-fold bliss^,

Conversant with the politics ofmy house,

O noble lady, I have some work for you;

Do kindly come quickly to me.”

This stanza, however, has a second meaning:—“O
Niti, thou art well-versed in the six kinds of political

activities ; thou art adept in the four ways of vanquishing

the enemy, namely, peace, check, punishment and dissen-

tion; thou art the instr*ument of attaining the trinity

(reduction, equalisation and increase of strength) on

which rests the position (of wealth) ; thdu wandercth

in the business ofmy (kingly holuse) ;dost thou come here

quickly for the purpose of rendering service in all the

affairs of the state.”

But it is remarkable that the poet has succeeded in develop-

ing a tight topic for composition of a dramatic kavya from

out of the material that appears to baffle any poetical treat-

ment in a manner that this work can readily be placed by the

side of the Mvcchakatika. The poet was equally well-versed

in the n-atya^astra, in stage-tcchniquc, as also in the

niti^astra, in the science of polity. Occasionally he

also thinks that the two sciences equally require great intelli-

gence, although he compares the difficulties of a drama-writer

with that of a politician*.

The hero of the drama isGaiyakya, the traditionally

famous “master of falsehood” (Kautilya) and minister

of the Maurya prince Candragupta, a Brahmana, who
combines in his nature a glowing vehemence with straight

J. On these three objrotives of life, see abov&I, 273 A.j tiansl. p. 336.
3 . IV, 3, In the beginning of act VI, a> spy says

—“How is tt that
here, as in the drama ofa bad poet, the end does not agree with the beginning ?
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demonic cunning and a terrible unscrupulousness even

in murdering people or in doing any disgraceful act.

His counter-part is Raksasa, the minister of the last

but .still surviving .scion of the royal house, brought 1o

ruin by Canakya. He is well-veiled in all the intricacies of

politics and he too docs not hesitate in making use of any

miians that will help him in attaining his objective; but he

possesses a tender heart and is determined to win over his

opponent. The author presumes that the, publicum already

knows how Nanda, the king of Pataliputra, once insulted

the Brahmana Canakya, andhow in anger the latter untied

his tuft of hair, sikha, and took the vow that he would not

retie it till afterhe had dethronedNanda and had destroy-

ed his relations and how he made Candragupta, a young
man of a low-caste and living in the court of Nanda, the

king, after he had dethroned the Nandas. But even now
Canakya has not fastened his lock of hairs, since there

still survives one Malayakctu, a scion of the house of

Nanda, to whom sticks fast his faithful minister Rakjasa,

who will not recognise the overlordship of Candragupta
and is eager to punish his lucky enemy for the death of

his master. But Canakya likes not only to separate him
from his master but thinks that his task will be over only

when he has made him the minister of Candragupta and
has thereby made his kingship fully confimed. In the

seven long, hut in no way t<-dious, acts is described how
Ca'jakya actually succeeded through tricks and intrigues,

that often arc so refined lliat it is hardly possible for the

reader to follow liini. HLs plans arc executed with the help
of spie.s, poison-girls and a.s.sarinations and he counteracts

the plans of Raksasa. But most of the friends of Raksasa
are paid spies of Canakj’a. Yet, however, he has one real

friend, the goldsmith Candatiadusa. He is prc'pared to
sacrifice his own life before he ran betray the family of
Rak-sasa to the enemy, Ciandauadasa is taken to the place
of execution by the executioners, and in order to save his

bosom-friend Raksasa puts his ownself into the bfmd s of
his hated enemy. In a really dramatic concluding scene
Rak§asa is involuntarily obliged to acknowledge supremacy

Ganakya in politics. Thus Cattakya is able to win
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the heart of Raksasa. The latter, in order to save the

life of his friend, agrees to become a minister of Candra-

gupta. With this Canakya has attained his goal and is

in a position to refasten the lock of his hairs. The same

Canakya, who pursued his goal ruthlessly and unscrupu-

lou.sly, at the end leaves the place of the scene satisfied,

since he knows that he has obtained for his king his suc-

cessor, as minister, who is equally suitable as his ownself.

The character of the two ministers has been depicted

in a masterly fashion. Unscrupulous in their Macchia-

vellistic politics, full of ambition, they have resigned them-

selves with unconditional fidelity to their masters in order

to demonstrate their mastery in the art of intrigiuing. Even

among the subsidiary roles we meet with sharply outlined

characters. The large number of spies, who appear in

different disguising dresses, olfer the poet opportunities for

presentation of interesting situations from life of the

common people, like that of the itinerant street-singer’,

moving about with the pictures of Yama, of the snake-

charmer, of the executioner’s servants etc.

Since Visakhadatta does not follow tradition, so like

his these character's, the plot too, in a greater measure,

seems to be of the poet’s own creation®. In the Mudrara-

k^asa undoubtedly there lies hidden great erudition with

ingenuity as well as real art of poetical representation.

It Is a genuine work of niti^astra-poetry, that has found

a nice parallel in the Tantrakhyayika. In the same way

in which in this work was w’ritten as a manual of politics,

that has become a world-famous narrative work, so also

the Mudraraksasa, notwithstanding its high grade of

I. One sucbjumu^afiia ismeationed also In Baca’s Har;acatita, and
even during the present age in India such people carry about pictures of the

hell. (See Fraser, Literary History of India, p. 295 ). As T a k a k u s u
had once cotnmuiucated to W., in Js^an upto the recent day tlrcre were
beggars who moved about with pictures of the god of death and of Iris assist-

ants, of the scenes of hell etc. painted on them (on paper, linen or silk),

dsgrlayed them and sang sonj^ on topics concerning them. The Indian

yamafia/a is cattedj'seinui j/au in Japan.

3. According to the commentary on the Daiarupa t, 129 the story may
have been taken irom the BihatkathS. But in case in the Brhatkatha, there was
nothing more about Capakra than 'what we have in the Kathasaritsagara
the entire plot probably appears as VifSkhadattg’s own creation.
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erudition is a first class work of Indian drama that is

wholly ornate and has become popular like the famous

book of fables.

The Classical Dramas of KSlidasa, Harga-
deva, Bhavabhuti and Bhalta - Naraya^a.

The most famous Indian drama-writer indisputably is

Kali dasa and his most famous drama is “The Sakuntala”,

as it is called generally in European fashion after the name of its

heroine, or the AbhijlanaSakuntala, i.e. “(the Drama)
of the token of Identification (by which) Sakuntala (was again

found) as its actual title means. The Sakuntalh-drama is

one ofthe first works ofIndian literature, that became known to

Europe. It was translated into English in 1789 by William

Jones and from English into German in 1791 by Georg
Forster. Even today people can hardly make a presentation

of the inspiration that this work has effected in the whole of

Europe, particularly in cultured literary circles of Germany,
It was a great wonder that it came from the far away wonderland
of India to Germany and there it was greeted with wonder and
enchantment by eminent persons like Herder and Goethe.
After this Herder kept himself busy with a series of most
penetrating letters eirtitled "Cbcr ein morgenlandisches Drama”
and above all in 1803 he brought out the second edition ofFors-

ter’s translation and in its foreword he wrote an inspiring

eulogy on this drama of Kalidasa*. The famous couplet written

in 171U* goes to prove the extent to which Goethe was enthused

witli this isiece:

—

“In ease you desire to rejoice in the blossoms of early years,

the fruits of the age advanced,

Or perh-api: The Drama of Sakuntala and her Re-identification"
hjitana can likewise mean both “identification” and the “mark of

idmtifir.ai.m” (lu-ic “ring”). Cf. D 5 h Ui ngk’s ecUtira, p f
gives the title "Ring-Sakuiitala". V. Henry: "La reconnaissanci de
Sakuutala”.

a. Herdera Werke, edited by B. S u p h a n , Bd. i6, p. 8<i fF. anr?
B(l. a-p p. 5?6 if.

. e 04 n. ana

3. On Way 17, 1791 F o r a t e r scat to him hi.sjust published transla-
tion, and or. July, t, G o e t h e sent the poem to F. H. J a c o b i where it
WA.S wiittm -sonuwhat difieirntly: "Shall I, the flowers of early” etc Cf
Jubilauinsausg.ibc von Goethes Werken I, aaS and W i n d i 3 c h . Geschivhto
diT Sanskritpliiinlogie (Grunclriss I, IB), p. 47A.
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In case you want to have something that charms,

something that is enchanting

In case you want to call both the heaven and hearth

by a common name,

I refer you to the Sjikunlala,

And thus I describe there all.”

And yet several years later old Goethe wrote to G h 6 z y

,

the French editor of the Sanskrit text of the Sakuntala^ :

—

“When for the first time I became aware of this work of

unfathomable depth, I was filled with great enthusiasm and

it attracted me in such a manner that even at the time when I

had hardly finished its reading, it goaded me towards the impos-

sible undertaking of adapting it, even approachingly, for the

German theatre ... I am still carrying the ineffaceable impress-

ion that this book made in me so early. Here the poet seems to

be at the hight of his talents in representation of the natural

order, of the finest mode of life, of the purest moral endeavour,

of the most worthy sovereign and of the most sober divine medi-

tation; still he remains in such a manner the lord and master

0>f his creation. The fact that he has worked upon common and

comical contrasts, must be considered as the necessary connec-

ting link of the entire organisation®.

The story that forms the theme of the drama is taken from

the Mahabharata and is known to the puranas. Apparently on

it is based the story found in the Padmapuraria and in some

works of similar type®. If, however, as has been assumed till

1. Ina letter dated Oct. g, 1830 (publisheclin H i rz c I’s translation

and in Goethes Werke, Weiuiarer Aiisgalje, Abt. IV, Bd. 17, p. 284 ff. ), in

n'hich he thanks hint for sending to him the book.

2. S c h i 11 c r too wrote to W. v. H u m b o 1 d t , “that there is

no poetical presentation of womanhood or of more beautiful a life in the whole
ofGreek antiquity, that might reach the Sakontala even from a distance. “Of.
P. Th. Hoffmann, Der induche und der deutsohe Geist, p. 9 f.; i6f.;

aaf., 35 f-> 39 ff-i l>3-

3. See above I, 319 ff., 454, 466; trans. p. 376 ff., 540,, 557. The
motif, of the lost and refound ring (that recurs, moreover, in Islamic and
Talmudic Salomon legends) perhaps has been, taken by Kalidisa from die
ptirfipa. It fa wanting in the MahabliSrata. That it is an old Indian motif
is supported by the fact it has its parallel even in the JUtaka (No. 7; cf. also

P. £. P ay o 1 i n i , G.SAI ig, 1906, 376; ao, 1907, 297 ff.). W. had already
'

assumed in 1897 ,'wl)en he was working uixm the South Indian recension of
the SakuntaiS., tluit KSlidasa had followed the PadmapurSpa (see Ind. Ant;
97, 1898; p, 136).. Later he found that the Bengali scholar vlhari L8l
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the present day, the real source of Kalidasa were the Mahabha- '

rata in its undeveloped form, his dcill should be deemed

the more wonderful: in that case he should have the credit of

having cut out the finest piece ofart, that can simply be imagined

by man, out of indeed a nmgh block. I'he Indian too consider

the drama of Sakuntala as the master-piece of dramatic poetry,

'['here is current among the payditas the adage

kavyoftt natakam ramyath

tatra ramyS sakunlald I

talra rainyaicaturthonkas~

tatrapi ilokacatuffayam l|

“Among the different types ofpoetry the drama is the most

beautiful, among the dramas the Sakunala, in it, the act IV,

S a r k a r had already tried to prove in a Bengali book “Sakuntalarahasya”
^alcutta 1896) that the drama ofKalidSfia was based on the Padmapur£na.
The question regarding the source of the iSakuntalanataka and also the question
whether the author of tliis purana-text had or had not utilized the drama can
be hnully derided when we have before us a trustworthy text of the Fadma-
puriloa and an accurate comparison becomes possible. Berthold M d 1

1

e r

,

kilidasos Sakuntala und ihre Q,ueUe, has made a nice comparison between
the MahabhSrata episode and this drama. (Dem Rektor und Lehrer des
Gymnasiums zu St. Elisabeth, Bilrgermeister der Stadt Breslau C. F. Rd.
Barisch . . . be! Volicndung seines 50. Dienstjahres den 21. Mai 1874 ],

[ “The story is told in the Mahabharata, III, 225 (Bombay ed.)
and the RSmayaya, 37. It was known to A§vagho;a in some form,
Buddhacarita, I, 88; XIII, 16 (S. K. D e , HSL p. 128). “The earliest

edition (Bengal Recension) is tiiat by A. L. Ch^zy, Paris 1820. The
drama exists in four (five ) rccen.sions (t } Devana^ad, (ed. O.Bohtlingk,
Bonn ip42, but with better materials, ed. Monier-Williams, 2nd ed.
Oxford’ 1876, (1st ed. 1853); with the commentary of Raghavabhatia,
ed. N. B. Godbole, and K. P. Parab, NSP, Bombay 1883,
•988), ,(ii) Bengali, (ed. R. Pi sc he I, Kiel 1877: 2nd ed. in the
Harvaiil Orient. Ser., revised by C.Cappeller, Cambridge, Mass.
11)22), (iii) Kajiiilii, (ed. K. Burkhard, Wien 1884, and (iv) South
Indian, ^ao critical edition, but printed with the commentary of AbhiiSma,
.$rl Vai]iivila5.i Press, .Srirangam, 1917, etc.). Attempts to reconstruct the text,

by Cl. Oappeller (Kiirzerc Text-form), Leipzig 1909 and by P. N.
Patank.tr (e<illed Purer

_
Devanagari Text), Poona 1902.” A critical

edition utilizing ail tlie recensions has been undertaken by S. K. B e 1 v a 1 k a r
under the auspicies of the Saliitya Akademy, New Delhi. Sliri RamanStha
.) h a has recently (Darbhanga tpjy ) brought out the text of the 5th (Mithilk)
recension with the continentanes of Sankara and Harihara. The earliest

Englisli trails, was by William Jones, London, 1790; but tram, have been
numerous in various languages. On text-iiriticism, see Fischel, De
KSlidasae Sakuiitali recensionibus (Diss.), Breslau 1872 and Ind. Studien
xry, pp. 3.v6'9, 161-31 1; Harichand, op eit.. p. 243 f. For fuller
bibliography see Stei, Konow, op. eit. pp. 68-70 and M. Bchuylerin
JAOS; p. 237. See also Haradatta Sharma, KaliUSsa and tlie Fadma-
pur&ya, Calcutta 1 92'), who fvitlows Winteriiitz; cf. S. K. De, H.SL
p. 140.3
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and tluTe too the four stanzas, namely those in which the sage

Kanva bids farewell to his foster-daughter^.

In the first of these verses Kanva says:

ySiyalyadya sakuntaleli hrdayam iamsprstamutkanthaya

kanthali ilambhUabdspavrllikalufaicintdjadaih darsamm 1

vaiklavyatii mama lavadidnamaho snehadaranyaukasal}

pidyanle gthipah kalham m tamydviileiaduJjkhaimmaUi il

“This very day Sakuutala will depart; at such (a thought)

my heart is smitten with melantholy (with grief on account of

separation froiti her) ; my voice (throat) is agitated by suppress-

ing the flow of tears; my sight is paralysed by anxious thought.

So indeed through afl'cetion (is) the mental agitation of me, a

hermit. How (much more) then, are heads offamilies afflicted

with new pangs of separation from their daughters.”

In the following stanza he implores blessings from the

heaven for SakuntalE and lastly he craves protection of the trees

of the hermitage with the words:

—

pdtum na pratkamaih vyavasyati jalam yusmasvapitesu yd

nddaUe priyatnai^dandpi bhavatddi snehena yd pallavam I

Sdyt vah kusumaprasdtisamaye yasyd bhavatyulsava^

seyarhydli iakuntald paiigfhaih sarvairanujfidyatdm II

“She, who never attempts to drink water first, when
you have not drunk, and who although fond of ornaments

never plucks a blossom out of affection for you, who.se

greatest-holiday (highest joy) is at the advent of the season

of the first appearance of your bloom, that very Sakuntalii

now departs for the house of her husband. Let her be

alfectionaly dismissed by (you)all®.”

In the air resound the blessing voice of the sylvan

divinity and with affection Saknntala takes leave of the

animals and trees of the hermitage, her foster-father and

her dear friends®,

1, QiJOteU from G. R. Nandargikar, Raghuvam^a rd.
Introd. p. 31 f.

_

3, The translation in the original i.s by L. V. S c h r 0 c d e r and
here it is from H. H. Wilson.

3. In art V (Winternitz says Art IV) of the Pratimanaiaka of Bhasa
the words appeha putraA[lakan haripSn dnimSthita. “take leave of the animals and
trees, that have been at cepted in pLtce of children" and the whole sentiment
audthesmie (ofSIta in the hermitage )ie«und of act IV of the “Sakuntala".
It is jKWsible that Kalidasa might have borrowed it from Bhasa. But there
is no verbal corre^undence.
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The sage gives expression to his feeling in the words :

—

artho hi kanydparaldya eva Idmadya sathprefya pangrahllul} I

jdlo matmyam vUadab prakSmath pratyarpilanydsa ivantaratma il

“Since a daughter is verily owned by some other

person, my soul feels very much content after I have

sent her today to her husband, like one who has returned

back to its owner the property kept in his custody.”

In the sense in which the people of the West understand,

in the poetry ofKalidasa there is no drama at all. He, who will

like to guage the depth of this deliberately constituted fable-

drama with the measure-staff of Greek tragedy will not be able

to appreciate at all its uncomparable beauty. It is absolutely

necessary to let oneselfplunge into tlie spirit ofIndia foramoment,

believe all that Indians believe, must have faith in the

efBcacy of curse, in spiritual communication between gods and
men and in miracles of loss and recovery in the hermitage

in order to be able to realise fully and enjoy the whole beauty

of this wonderful piece of poetry. It has been said about this

work that curse and blind chance execute all that is done here

and man acts just like a doll^ However, Herder has tried to

study the drama “with Indian and not European spirit”. In

any case, according to the Indian conception, an offence against

an honourable saint is a grave sin and his curse is almost sure

and unfailing. Likewise the loss and recovery of the ring is not

a “blind accident” but a destiny, as Indians precisely under-

stand, determined by divine disposition and human conduct

(in earlier birth) at the same time.

These real characteristics of Indian poetry make their pro-

duction on the European stage straightway difficult. G c o t h c

had already been occupied with the idea of staging of the

“Sakuntala”, but he soon gave it up®. Schiller too had once

written to Goethe that he had studied the “Sakuntala” with

I. Oldenbcrg, lAI a6i.

3. It is, however, weU-kamvn, that the prelude to the drama
“Faust” writtea in 1797 has been influenced by the prelude to the SakuntaUl.

Cr. W. V. Biedermann, Goethe-Forschungen, Frankfurt a. M. 1879,

p. 54 ff., and W indis ch ibid p. aogf.

Winternitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol. III. 16.
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Iht' idea of finding out if it could 1)c possible to make it suitable

for th<: stage ; but it appears that he had to face the difficulty of

the stage, so much so i liat in a sense it seemed as if the drama was

just opposed to the Kuropcan stage. Probably the difficulty lay

in the miiu eh iraeterlstie itself, that is in tenderness, and

in lack of movement, since the poet liked to interwine the

feeling with certain opportune convenience, because the atmos-

phere itself came to rest'. Since then attempts have been made

again and agaiti fjf ad ipting the drama for the German stage.

The famous adaptation of the “Sakiinlala” by AV.Wol-
z o g c n ® is not an Indian drama at all, not to speak of a drama

of Kalidasa. In the year 1003 the adaptation of Marx M 8 1-

1 e r " was performed on the stage and it was rightly rejected by

the good sense of the publicum. Indeed it was nothing but

a caricature of the old Indian poetry. Probably Mbller, as also

Wolzogen, had erred inasmuch as they had tried to eliminate

the supernatural, narrative and mythological elements from the

the piece with the hitention of making it look pi'obable. On
account of this the drama had become a hybrid composition,

that was neither Indian nor European. The theatrical adaptation

of L. von S c h r <} e d c r is free from such mistakes, since here

the Indian drama fias been reproduced most faithfully, as rfar as

possible, and still in it the reSqulreinenis of the European stage

have been kept in view to the extent it was feasible. It has

remained a narrative drama, what the “i^akuntala” of Kalidasa

must always be. It is not understandable why the narrative

4. Uriefvvcuhscl zwischrn SrliilliT uutl Gucllie (.StiiUgai-t, Kollck-
tidii .SiiOinituii } n, [). 3 i<i (li'Uer dalccl I’cljruary ao, iHiia).

a. Reclaim Univ.-Bil)l. No. laoU- tJ. M r y <; r (Essays unci Stuclien

H, j). i|tl ) rcriU’/ttlKTs alwmC (lio iK-rPirmance of this “^akuntala" in the
State Tht'ali'f of BrcsKiu “Unit did iiol enlhme llicjsuhlicum othenvisc”.

‘1. .Siikimtala, ciii indisches .Sjnel des KSnigs Kalidasa in deutscher
Buhncnfasiun^. Berlin o.J. (According to Ihr newspaper report) the majestic

outfit iind singularly splcitdid 'sutgr paintings Iniel had their success, but tile

cfFect was not lasting. When the author says that his adaptation is “pure
and unmiKed KaiidSsa”, Jiis statement is as conect as the one, when he says

that KSlidSsa was a king—on the contrary it is uiueal, adulterated and diluted
Kalidasa.

4. Rotuttnthrhcs Marehrt.drania in fiinf Akten und eincm Vorspicl
frei nach Kalidasa ftir die deutsche BQhne bearbeitet. Mttnchen 1903. It is

regrettable that upto this time no attempt has been made for its performance.
Cl. R. BOhme in the Sunday Supplemnit of the “Vossischen Zeitung’*
of Sept. 13. igtjs, and H. .Stfimeke, "Die deuische Snkuniala”, in the
journal “BShne und Welt" 3. 1903, June number, tliat gives a historical review
on the German translations and adaptations.
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dramas, like those of Rainmiid and Gerhard Hauptmann,

should evoke such a Utile appreciation from the publicum^.

The popularity of the Sakuntala-drama in the whole of

India® lias resulted in the condition that the text of the work has

not come down to us in an uuinlerpolaled form. As in the

case of other mncli-rcad pieces of Indian literature, we have , in

the ease tif the Sakunlala too, several recensions that correspond

to the different regions of India. Scholars have distinguished

between a llengali, a Kitshiuirian, a Cleniral Indian and a

South Indian recensions of this work. Whilst Pise li el®

most irassionalely conceded for the Bengali recension, although,

it, as already admitted by him, was very much distorted with

interpolations, and described the South Indian recension as the

worst and "mixed recension”, there are other researchers who
believe that the latter represents the original work most closely.

A. W e b e r has already shown the possibility that none of the

recensions, that wc have, is exclusively genuine and that one has

the original text here and the other has it there. But it is_question-

able whether the expression "recension” is quite appropriate.

The different compilations do not appear to rest on critical

studies, ratlier they seem to have gradually assumed different

forms under the hands of the copyists of the different regions*.

1 . Attempts have bi-en made for making the ^akuatala suitable also for

the opera and ballet:. Sakunlala, Eallett in zsvei Akten und ftinf Bildern,

nach Kalidasas Dichtung, Mudk von S. Bachrich, in Szeue gesetzt by
by C. Trlle, Wien 1884.. In Paris Gautier had presented on the stage a
ballet "^akuutala’, with music by Rcyer (Livi 426). In England the
Sakuntalil wa', staged for the lir.st time in the year iBpg (on the basis of
the translation of Monier Williams) by the Elizabethan Stage Society
in the garden of the Royal Botanic Society in London. A recent perform-
ame look plan* in the summer of rgaa at Cambridge with Ihe cooperation
til Indian students. It was perfoimed five timet in succession in the Royal
Albert Ildll Theatre, London in January igig ( sec Athenaeum, Aug. lo,

igi2, p. 150 and \V. P o e 1 in Asat. Qjiart. Review N. S. l, 1913, 319 ff. ).

2. It has been .staged several limes till recently at Ujjaiu; see J a e k s o n,

JAOS 23, iguz. 317. P. Dfusten (Erinwrungen an Indieu, Kiel and Leipzig
p. t25f.) had .teen a performance at Lucknow, Oar be (Indische

Reiseskizzen, Berlin t88g, p. 37 fi. ) in Bombay.

3. De KalidfiSiU* Sakuntali recensionibut, Diss., Breslau 1870; Do granl-
maticis Pracriticis, Bivslnu 1874; Rezcnsionen der SakuntalS, cine Ant-
wort an Herrn Piof. Dr. Weber, Breslau 1873. Against his view A. W e b e r

,

Ind. Stud. 14, 35 ff. and 161-311. Of. also Harichand, Kalidasa, p.
s43 ff.

4. Cf. C. Cap pc Her in tfaejenacr Liltciaturzcitung 1877, Ng.
8 (t ia ). Even P i s c h e I ,

KG 179 f. says:
—

"RccoustriKtiou of the original
text is impossible. We must be content svith the pliilologicol method to get tb
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Consequently it comes that each of the four recensions, in case

we are allowed to say so, presents good readings, and probably

interpolations as also alterations occur in all of them^.

The second drama of Kalidasa, the Vikramorva-
S

I

y a (the Drama of winning Urva^i through Strength)®, or

“UrvaSi”,as it is often designated after the name of its heroine,

is a narrative drama, in which mortal beings have active and

reciprocal communication with gods and demi-gods. It is an

the original as closely as possible”. Accoiding to P 1 s c h e 1 (NGGW 1873,

iSgff) there Is planned abridgment and distorticai of the text in the South
Indian recension. Konow (Ind. Ant. 37, ipo8, iia) holds that it is a fact

that only the Bengali recension provides us with good Prakrit. A. Hille-
brandt (GGA igog, No. ii) agrees with the eclecticism of Gappel-
ler (in this edition, Leipzig igog). On textual criticism of the iSakuntalS

see also B. K. T h a k o re in the Proceedings and Transactions of the First

Oriental Conference igao, 1, p. LX£f,

I. First of all the Bengali recension became known through the

above-mentioned translations of W.Jones and G. Forster. It was

g
ublished (with French translation) by A. L. C h 6 z y (Paris 1830) and by
.. Pischel (Kiel 1877). The Central Indian recension (commonly

called the DevanSgarl recension ) was published byO. BShtlingk (Boim

1849) with an accurate German translation and by K. Burkhard
(Breslau 1873 ). Burkhard eventually brought out the Kashmirian manuscript

in SWA 1884 • Of the large number of Indian reprints and editons the

following may be mentioned:—the first one (Calcutta 1761) and also of P. N.
Patankara (Poona i88g ) with an English translation, as well as that of

N. B.Godabole and K. F. P a r a b (with the commentary of Raghava*
bhatta), grd. edition Bombay,i8gi, NSP. On the Calcutta edition by S a r a -

daranjan RaysceL 4 vi,JA 1910, s. 10, t. XVI, 395 If. The Bci^i
recension has been translated into German by B. H i r z e1 (ZBrich 1833, 3.

Aufl. 1849 ), in a far better manner by L. F r i t z e (Chemnitz 1877 ). FriMrich
Rttckcrt (185^) had, on the basis of the edition of Bohtlingk,
planned a translation into German that was hardly meant for publication,

(see the one edited by Heinrich R B c k e r t from Friedrich Rfl^erts Nachlese
Leipzig 1867, P- 391 ff.; cf. RBckert Nachlese I, 993 IfJ. The most faithful

and at the same time the most readable translation of the Central Indian recen-

sion is that of H. C. K e 1

1

n e r (in Reclams Univ.-Bibl. ). IVee poetical

rendering by E. Lobendanz ^ipzig 1854, 7th impression, 1884).
Ernst Meier (Stuttgart 1833 ), G. Schmilinsky (Dresden and Leipzig

1900). The most famous English translation is that of Monier Williams;
the bat French translation is by A. Bergaigne. Besides Acre are
translations in almost all the European languages. Cf. also
Schuyler, JAOSXXII,p.937f.]

3. This is probably the correct translation of the title, since FuiBra-
vas rescues with his strength Urvail from the control of a demon, and
with hisstrength he helps the gods in their fight against the demons; he
wins her and loses her again. In the first act Citraratha praises his bravery
(pikrma). Accord^ to the commentator Kfi(avema, Purfiravas too bore
the epithet vikramadilya, and so according to him the title means ‘‘the drama of
Vikrama and Urvail. Cf. also Rfickert in the jahrbucher fur wissen-

scbsitlicbe Kritik t834, p. 971 and above p. 45 note 6. lu the prelude of the
work the drama has been mentioned as a lutaka in severrd MSS, while in

others it is called rfipaka (see above pp. 186-87), [The Northent tecehuoa
palls the drama a tro(aka—S. K. D ^ ^L, p. 139 note..
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extremely old tale of the love of King Pururavas and the apsaras

UrvaSIj that we find narrated also in the Rgveda, the Satapatha-

brahmanaand in the puranas’, that has been retold in this

lyrico-dramatic poetry, half show-play, half opera.

Again here it is a curse that has been pronounced

on account of excessive love and brings about the tragic

complication. Indra, however, tones down the force of

the curse that Urva^I will live on the caAh with Pururavas

so long as she docs not see the face of his son born from her.

This cvirse becomes effective, and so in the first three acts

Pururavas wins the love of the divine nymph. In the

remarkable fourth act is included the performance of a

real lyric interlude, a song-play in themiddle of the drama.

On account of the feeling of jealousy, full of anger, UrvaSI

loses control over her senses , forgets the instruction that

no woman should enter into the grove of the kumara,

rushes forth straightway into it, and there she is

immediately transformed into a liana and she disappears

away from the sight of the king. Mad with grief on

account of the loss of his beloved, Puriiravas now strolls

about searching for her in the forests and in the planes*.

He takes the cloud hovering over his head for a demon,

who has robbed him of his wife. He hastens to catch it,

but soon he has the bitter experience and he comes to

know that it is simply a cloud. He at once calls forth the

peacock and asks him if he has not seen his beloved, and

then a female cuckoo. Then addressing a flamingo,

he says that he must have seen his beloved at the place.

Had it not been so, he would not have otherwise got this

light graceful movement. He has certainly stolen her.

But the bird flies up in fear that he is being accused of

theft by the king. From a lotus-blossom he hears

humming ofa bee andwith folded hands he implores ;

—

madhukara madiriksyak hmsa ta^dh pranj-uith

varatanuralhodsau naiva dffia tvaya me I

I. See above, 1, gof., i8if., sBof., 454(tians. lof., 909f.,445f, 495!.).
The story, as narrated by KalidSsa, stands moat closely to the one narrat^
in the Matsyapur3na, already noted by W i 1 s o n , Theatre r, igo off.

a. In a similar manner Damayantl searches for Nala, who has
disappeared (NalapakhySna XU) and Rama ( in the Ram&yapa III, 6off

}

for Sits, carried away by RSvaga.
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yadi surabhitruwapsyasUmtmkhocchvasagandharh

tava rnluabhavisyntpur^darike Limasm'm l|

“Intoxicated %vith honey, please do tell me about

the lady with intoxicated eyes;

But no; you have certainly not seen the decoration of

the charming lady;

Had you smelt the fragrance emitting from her

• breath,

What pleasure could you get in sticking fast to this

lotusb”

Again, he sees a royal elephant, whom he asks in

vain for information about his beloved. lie looks at

the mounhun and with imploringly folded hands he asks

him if he has not seen his beloved. The mountain gives

no reply, but the king hears the resounding sound “seen”.

He lets himself be carried away by a mountain stream

and believes that his beloved has been transformed into

the brook. Pie wants to appease her with soothing words,

but she swings away. Then he realises that it is just

a stream and not UrvaS. After long wanderings, at last,

his glance falls on a black slab of stone. It is a stone that

is possessed of the magic power of reuniting together the

separ.itcd b"ings. He lifts this stone and hurls it at once

with irresistible force at a liana. He embraces it—and
Un'asI rests between his arms®. Years of happy association

are described in acts IV and V. Then a vulture robs

the red brilliant uniting stone. But soon comes the happy
news that the bird has been pierced with an arrow and
that the stone has been recovered. The fortunate shooter

is a Ks.itriya boy, who has been brought up by a female

i. The tr.uwUuou u according to Ruckert, Jahrbucher fiir

wisscnschaftl. Kriiik 1834, where at p. g68 he has given a detailed account
of the contents with inteisperscd translation into German of some of the songs
an.l stanz.»5; see also Rflckert-Nachlcse I, a95 IT. [ In the translation, however,
mdhukara "bee h.w purposely been rendered as “intoxicated with honey]”.

a. The manusrripts loo give indication of the melodies according to
which the song's are to be sung, and also the measure, according to which the
movements are to be executed in the fourth act, that is ^apted greatly for
nmsic. That this thing suits the Indian taste is proved by the large number of
imitations that it has evoked, so by Bhavabhiiti, RajaSekhara and others Of
Pise he I, GGA 1885, 760; 1891, 366; L 6 vi 180. Rud. Gottschall
(Poetik II, i86) says about this act that *‘he could consider it as the most
beautiful monodrama of all times,”
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Siige living in the forest-hermitage. He is brought before

the king, who is told that he is a son of Pururavas, born

of Urvasi, and he is concealed from the couple, since

according to the order of Tndra Urva.sl is to stay with him

only till he has seen the face of his son. The king, who does

not know about it, feels very much happy and gets sunk

inside the vision of his son. Bui soon his happiness comes

to an end, whcji Urvasi is taken away, as she is obliged

to part with his company. A tragic cdnclusion, in a

European drama appears unavoidable. Bui it is not so in

an Indian drama. Therefore, exactly in the critical

moment there appears the sage Narada and he brings

the message of Indra, the king of gods, that the latter

needs the services of Pururavas in his fight against the

demons, and therefore, he has bestowed upon hint the

boon that he should live till the end of his life in the

company of Urvasi.

Curse, magic-stone, divine m-'sseugcr—these arc things that,

in the opinion of the people of the West, appear as too much
of dependence on the supernatural powers for breaking of the

knots for dramatic treatment. But the Occidental people can just

say that it was not too much for Indian listeners and specta-

tors, and tiiat tlu'y had absolute faith, and that they consi-

dered all as possil)le and natural, what appears to the people of

the West as arbitrary iiiterfeiTnce in human behaviour. The
great p<»pularily that this drama has enjoyed in India is proved
also by the fact that (here arc several recensions of its text tliat

arc so different from <jnc auciiher that the original text of Kalidasa
cannot be established with ccrUiiuly^. The South Indian minu.s-

cripts in particular .sliow variations and abridgments and in

*• OfitikMl l(liti()n^i hy R.. Ei-iiz (UetoUiu ifl33) wilh Latin trans.,
with Oemun tv.insl.ition (.SiiiU P,-ter,l)urg 1846) by f. Bo Hen sen,

1841] aufl by .s. P. Pandit
tBhb, No. i(», M'liubay 1871) ). | Kd. with the commenfary of Kataya-vema, hy Gharudpv basiri, Lahore 1929. Knglisli translation by
L o w e n , II 'rtfi»rd ifJjt ; German translation by L, F r i t z e ,
b'lpzis i88nj Prnu-h traadation by P. 15 . Foucaux Paris 1879.] The
hoath In Im n’een,ioa lus bvn e.lited by R. Pise h el. (\ionatsbe-
nelue tier Aka leniie tier Wisseas-lwften z i B irlin 1 875, p. 609 ff. ). [ A. Barth
(tCtlK. *9, i88j, 130— Ojuvres It, 5!.) s.ays that a better pendant to the
^ory of Pnr^avas and Urvasi cannot be found than the ballad of Kina
Rasalu m Temple’s -Legends of the PanjSb”. See also Stcu
K. 0 n 0 w, Indische Dramen, pp. 6j f. ].
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them the Prakrit, stanzas, that are put in between Sanskrit

ntusical stanzas in Bengali and Central Indian manuscripts, are

notably wanting. It is still a controversial question whether or

not these Prakrit-stanzas are to be taken as genuine^.

The Vikramorvafflya too has often been translated into

German and other European languages, and attempts have been

made for adapting it for the stage too®.

A poetical composition of an entirely different type is the

third drama of the great Indian poet, the Malavikagni-
m i t r a

,

“the Drama of Malavika and Agnimitra®. It is

an intrigue drama - as it seems, a free invention of the poet*-—

in which is reflected the life in the court and in the harem of

India ofthe mediaeval age. In themind of the people ofthe West

it is ne.arest to “comedy” and reminds them in many respects

I. Against the genuineness of these stanzas that are in Apabhraihsa
Shank.ar P. Pandit (Introduction to his ed. p. gff. and Th. Bloch
(Voraruci und Hemacandra, Giitersloh, 1893, p. 15 ff.) have advanced very

strong giouods. H._ J a c 0 b (Bhavisatt^aha von Dhapav&Ia p. 58 A) as

well considers as arbitrary (the insertion of these stanzas ) and thin^ that they

form the libretto for a pantomime. According to K. H. D h r u v a (see

Jacobi, ibid) these stanzas were interpolated firstly during the age of

Hemacandra) with the intention to make the understanding of the contents

of the fourth act easy for the audience not knowing Sanskrit. R. P i s c h e 1,

who has brought out a recent compilation of the Apabhradiia stanzas (Mate-
rialen zur Kenntnis des Apabhradiia, Berlin 190a, AGGW N. F. Bd. 5, Nr.

4), and Konow (GGA 1894, 475 f.) consider these songs as genuine. [See
also U. N. Upadhye, Introduction to FaramStruaprs^ia, Bombay, 1937,

p, 56 note.]

3. German translations by Bollensen (see above), K. Q. A.
Iloefer (Berlin 1837}, B. Hirzel (Frauenfeld 1838), E. Lobedanz
(Leipzig iSo I and the best one by L. F r i t z e (Reclams Univ.-Bibl. No.
1465). There are several translations in Ei^b'sh (besides that of W i 1 s o n ,

Theatre I) and in French as also in Swedish, Italian, Spanish, and Czech.

In 1888 A. Hillebrandt (Alt-lndien, p. 135 ) wrote that the drama had
sometime before been played on the stage in Miinich. G. M e y e r (Essays und
Studien II, too) says that the splendid equipment of the Indian model of the

flattering“Utva4l’' contributed to its success; but the composer had to apolo-

gise as librettists in this respect, sioce the opera was lacking in dramatic life.”

3. Edited [with the commentary of Kitayavema] by Shankar
F. P a n d

i

t BSS No. VI, Bombay 1889. Ed. F. Bollensen, Leipzig

*879; [ by K. P. P a r a b , NSP, Bombay 1913. Further Bibliolography in

Sten Konow, Ind. Dramen, p.Ss.] The edition of O. F. Tullberg
(Bonn 1B40) is not good. On criticism and explanation cf. G. Capeller,
Ubscrvationes ad KSIidHsae MSlavikagnimitram, Diss. Regimonti 1868;

F. Haag, Zur Texckritik und Erkl&ruag von Kalidasas Maiavikagnimitra,
Frauen&ld 187a; Bollensen, ZDMG 13, 1859, 48ofF.; A. Weber,
ZDNfG 14, 18G0, a6i IT. [ Editions also by Bollensen, Leipzig 1879,K.
P. Parab, Bombay 1913. Cf. Bollensen, ZDMG XIII, p. 4S0 ff.

and Konow, Ind. Dramen, p. 69.]
4. The hero, however, is a historical personality. Agnimitra is a

son of Pufyamitra, the founder of the Suhga dynasty (about 185 B C.),‘ see

Smith, Early History 198 ff.
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of the comedies of Shakespeare. People have liad wrongly

believed that Kalidasa could not have been the writer of this

comedy on the ground that it is very much different from his

other dramas. It is self-evident that in this comedy the

dominant motif is different from that of the other two dramas,

besides in it we find more of humour, wit and gaity. However
the fact that humotir is so much over-shadowed and that wit

is most moderate points to its authorship of KalidSsa.

This comedy, however, does not lack in gravity and

dignity, that are so characteristic of our poet. At the place

where he presents on the stage a dance-show he does not

miss to put in the first place a sober word into the mouth of

Master Ganadasa alrout the religious importance of the

art of dancing;

—

deoanamidamamananti mumyatt iatOaih krattim eakfUfam

rudre^edamumakrtavyatikare svaAge vibhaktath dvidhS |

traiguifyodbhavanuitra. lokacaritam nStiarasam drsyate

nSfyam bhinnarucerjanasya bahudhapyekaih satnarddhanam I)

"A harmless sacrifice is the dance,

Enjoyable to the eye: so say the wise :

God Siva, who has imited into one
His own body with that of his consort Uma;
He has divided it into two. ^

“So he dances both violently and calmly.
At the lime he dances, there generate,
From his dance, the mani-fold activities

In the world, the blis, the passion, the dark;
The three aspects of the spirit;

And there in the dance
Becomes manifest the singular means of rejoicing
For all the people ofdifferent tastes and inclinations:
What is that ? That is nothing but dance*,”
.Sober and full ofmirth is also the entry of the Buddhist

nun, who knows to encourage the intrigues of the vidujaka
for the benefit of the two in her intelligent ways. But the

.856) Sh^nte pT
m Ae foreword to his German translation (Berlin,)

p. XXUIff.)

• \ » t/Twl #*

I, 4, translation according to the German rendering by F r i t a e

,
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' king Agnimitra, in naLure, is not different from Dusyanta

and Purfiravas; full of most lender outlook and most

exquisite courtesy towards totli of his wives, to whom he.

' is “ujifaithful” as the people of the West will like to say,

although from the standpoint of Indian poligamy the term

unfaithful, in the sense of the people of the West, is hardly

relevant. At the end, it is also the first queen Dharirii

herself who decorates and guides the young beautiful

woman to the place of lier husband, at which the nun

makes the wholly noteworthy comment;

—

jiaUttccitram tvayi I

pralipakfe(idpi patim sevanle bharlrvatsalah saiUwyali 1

' anyasaritamapi jalani sanuidragdh prapayantyiidadhim II

“Not at all astonished I am at this

Large-heartedness exhibited by thee;

The women are faithful to their husband

-

To the extent that they serve him

Even against odds and take to him
Even his recently married wives,

Like die rivers that flow down into the sea

And carry to the ocean

Also the water of other rivers.”

But the dialogue and the language of the entire drama show

the same .spirit that we arc accustomed to find elsewhere in

Kalidasa. And in case there be any doubt about the authorship

of Kalidasa it will certainly be set aside through the charming

scene in act III, where Malavika makes the Asoka-flower

blossom. According to an Indian popular belief this tree is

forced to blossom when a beautiful woman touches it with her

foot, ' only a poet like Kalidasa, the unexcelled painter of nature,

to whom nature and man always appear as a single harmo-

nious whole in such a way that each and every human feeling

gets reflected in nature—could have succeeded in so majestically

demonstrating such beliefs in his drama. There is no forceful

ground to .consider the Malivikagtiimitra as the first dramatic

composition of the poet*.

t. V, ig, translation' according to the ' German rendering by
F t i t a e

.

a. ..So Shankar P. Pandit (Ed. preface p. XVI f.). L6v
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This drama too has repeatedly been, translated Into German

and other European languages and twice adapted for the

German staged.

We meet again an important dramatist-poet first in famous

liing Harsadeva, who is credited with the authorship

of the three dramas, Ratnavali, Priyadarsika

and N a g a 11 a n d a «

.

Ratnavali® and PriyadanSika® belong

to the category of niitika. In the two pieces the hero is ’the

t66and PiiiCliKl (K.G 201). V. Henry (LUteratures dc lTnde,'p. 31a

f.) considers lliis piene .superior to the “Sakuntala”. H i ll e,b r an cl t

,

Kalidasa, p. lO is of the opinion that the Malavikagnimitrais ‘‘the earlie.st

work of Kalidasa.” [
Against tliis see S. K. D e

,
HSL, p. 136, footnote a. ]

I. German by Weber (Berlin 1836} and L. Fritz e (Reclaim

Univ.-Bibl. No. 1398); English by p. H. Tawncy (and ed. London,

i8gi) and by G. R. Nandargikar (Poona 1879); French by F.

Foucaux (Paris 1877) and V. Henry (Paris i88g ). A quite free

stage-adaptation is by L. von Schroeder (Prinzessin Zofe, Miinchen
igoa). The most recent adaptation by Lion von F e u c h tw a n g e r

(Der Kdnig imd die Tanzerin, Munchen 1917 )
adheris clo.sely to the original;

in its first performance in the Mtinchener Kammerspielen on Marchs, tgi7

it had a sympathetic success” (according to LZB of March 17, 191 7 ),

a. ,Cf. on the three dramas P. Gimmino in OC XIII, Hamburg
igoa, p. gif., and Jackson in JAOS at, igoo, 88ff. That the three dramas
were written by one and the same author can be concluded from the fact

that the words, with which the sutradhara begins the prelude, that he will

stage a drama of the poet and king Harsadeva, are in. the three dramas
verbatim almost identical. The weak ground in support of the commonly
current opinion that Har?adeva did not himself write the dramas,
but they were written by some poet of his court does not stand. If Nagoji-
bhatta, in his co.mraentary on Govinda’s Kavyapradipa (beginning) says that
a poet “D li a V a k a ” wrote the Ratnavali in the name of King Haj-^a and
obtained much money for this, probably his remark is based on the wrong
reading ( DhSvaka for Batia, that is ibund in some of the Kashmirian
manuscripts ] and on a wrong explanation of the passage in the Kavyapradipa.
Cf. B ii h 1 e r , Ind. Studien 14, 407 [ and Jackson. Introduction
to the Priyadarsika and S. K. De, HSL, p. 255 if.]. In the manuals of
poetics not seldom are the model examples taken from the dramas of Harjadeva.
[ That Sriharja was himself a writer of dramas is proved by the fact that
D am o d a r a G u p t a , in his Kuttiniraata (cd. Km. III. 1887. pp. 98-99,
io.t-103), written in the gth century, mentions one Ratnavali attributed to
Harsa, while Yi - ts i n g (7th century) refers to dramatisation of the story of
N3gananda (T a k a k u s u , A Record of Buddhist Religion, p. 163-64) ],

3. Ed. by C. C a p p e 1 1 e r in O. Bhhtlingk's Sanskrit Chrestomathie,
3rd. Ed. 1909, p. 326 ff.; by N. B. G o d a b o 1 e and K. P. P a r a b , 2nd
ed. NbP. Bambay i8go, and with the commentary of NavSyapasarman by
Krislmaraojoglekar, Bombay 1913, NSP. German by L. Fritze,
Chemnitz 1879. English by W i 1 s o n II, 235 flf. [ Ed. also by KrishnanathaNySyapancanana with the commentary of givarama, Calcutta
f Rn,t I _

' *
.

4. Edited byV.D.Gadrd, Bombay 1884 NSP; [R. V.Krish-n-amachanar,

.

Srirangam 1906]. French by G. Strehlv Paris
[Edition with English translation and notes iy

A. V. W. J a c ks o

n

and C.J. Ogden, GUIS, New-york 1923],
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well-known Byhatkattha-famoXis Vatsa-king Udayana, who falls

in love with the maid-servant ofhis first queen and at last takes

her into his palace, after he comes to know that she is a prin-

cess. The motif is the same as that of the Malavikagnimitra of

Kalidasa^. Even though the two dramas do not belong to the

first rate Indian poetry, we find in them many original and

beautiful scenes.

A cheerful picture from Indian life is the spring-festival

(vasantotsava) observed in honour of the god of love (Kama-

deva) in the first act of the Ratnavali. There the girls sing and

dance. With them the jolly fool mixes up and flirts. The king too

rejoices the cheerful picture and strolls merrily in the lovely park,

where the queen too arrives instantaneously with her attendants

for worshipping Kama and to enjo^y the spring. Among her

attendants the queen has one Sagarika (who is called also

Ratnavali, "the pearl-gariand”, after the garland of pearls,

by which her identification as a princess gets disclosed later),

the heroine of the drama, with whom the king falls in love,

and in whom she finds an incarnation of Cupid. In acts II

and III is described how the qUeen comes to know about the

love-affairs in course ofevents, when she finds Sagarika painting

a picture of the king. This enrages the jealous, but highly

haughty queen, who comes to know about the king as indulg-

ing in love. We are reminded of the style of Subandhu and

Sana, when the king tries to appease the queen with the

words;

prasideti hrUyatnxdamasaii hope m ghalate

kari^Smyevath no punariti bkavedabhyupagamap 1

na nt« dofostUi tvamidamapi ca jflSsyasi mffd

kinutasmirwaklum kfamamiii na vedmi priyatam I)

"In case I say, please be appeased,

That will not be proper, since angry you are notj

In case I promise, I shall not do it again,

Thht will amount to confession of guilt;

,
If I say even this: I am not at fault,

I . BhSsas Svapnav&Mvadatta, that has the same theme as the Ratn&-
vaU, does not seem to have been known to Harfadeva, A different view has <

beta M^rened by L a c 0 1 e , JA. s. 1

1

, t. XHI , igtg, sasf.
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That too you will consider as false:

In this situation, I know not what to say”^.

In act IV the resolution of the' difficulty takes

place through communication of a report on the political

events, with the help of messages, prepared from before

and through an original magical performance. A magician

enters, who first of all makes the gods Siva, Vis^u,

Brahman, Indra Vidyadliaras and Siddhas appear and

lastly shows the harem set on fire®. At this the king

rushes forth to save his beloved from burning and brings

her within his arms out of fire. Now she is identified as the

princess of Ceylon, who was lost in a shipwreck, and it

becomes clear that all this had been done by the wise

minister who was induced to arrange for the marriage

of his master with Sagarika on account of a

prophecy®.

The PriyadarHka depends more on the Malaviki.-

gnimitra than does the Ratnavali. Historically Har^a,

however, is the first poet, who has first of all inserted “a play

within a play", and since ‘ then later poets have many a thne

imitated him*.

One of the interesting pieces of Indian literature although

it Is a total failure as a drama, is the Nagananda, (the

1. II, ig translated into German by Fritze. Sucli a harmony
in the matter of style with that of BS^a does not naturally to_ prove that

he is the author of this drama. There is nothing astonuhing in the fact

that both tine king and his court<poet Ijelonged to the same poetical

school.

9. According to It u d e r s (SBA igiG, p. 7ti

)

tlus magical repre-
sentation was presented on a screen with the help of shadow-figures.

3. The poet Matrarkja orAna6ghahar;a,inhis drama
TSpasavatsar&jacarita, from which extracts have been given
by E. Hultzsch, NQGW 1686, 924 if., has also dealt with the
theme dramatised by Bh3sa and Har;adeva. Since Abhinavagupta has
r^eried to this drama, it must have been written before the close of the gth
century A.D. Probably MStraraja followed the Brhatkath& of Gu^St^hya,
see L 5 c 6 t c , JA s. 11, t. XIII, igtg, 508 f. His originality lies in the fact
that he makes Udayana become an ascetic in dispair after the death of'Vdsava-
dattd.

4. The play covers the whole of the act III and has been composed
by a nun, named S3ihkrtyayani. The Indian dramaturgist calls this type

, of "show-play within show-play” used also by Shake^eare, by the expression
garbhSftka (embryo-act, i.e. an act that contains the embryo of a
drama}. Cf. Jackson, in the American' Journal of Philology 19, i8g8,
949 if.
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Drama of the) joy of Naga” in five acts^, that like a mosaic

consists of three very much diiferent parts.

The hero is the Vidyadhara prince Jimutavahana,

who reveals his Buddhist ideas about the negation of

existence in the very beginning of the first act. Once in

the company of the vidusaka, he listens to the fully

charming lute-music played by Malayavati, the handsome

daughter of the Siddha king, who offers her prayer

in a temple of the goddess Gauri. At this Jimiita-
V a h a 11 a

,

not only by sweet music, but also on account

of her beauty, in spite of his Buddhistic renunciation of

the world, gets so much charmed at the young damsel that

he begins to love her at the first sight. Although we know
that their marriage is already predestined by the goddess

Gauri' and that it has been decided upon also by their

elders, we are told in two lengthy acts that the pair is

exceedingly love-stricken and melancholic, because each

of the two lovers has the feeling of not being liked by the

other. This is their condition till upto the time when they

are united. In case it was meant to be a comedy, the

drama should have ended here. But in act III it is

followed by a nonsensically violent scene, that we hardly

find anywhere else in the whole of Indian literature. The
marriage of Jimutavahana and Malayavati is solemnized

and dr.inkiug plays a great role in it. A drunken

courtier (vita) enters in an extraordinarily motely garb

with a cup in his hand, and he is escorted by a servant,

carrying a vessel of burnt wine on his shoulder.

Merrily be shouts aloud;

^kcaihjopibmsurambiSsamgamam cajnknrmi\

maha de do adhidevd baladevo kSmadevo a ll

“There are two faultless gods, as I feel;

The one is Baladcva, who always drinks only wine
j

The second is god Kama, who, I tliink.

.
. T> Edited by Govinda Baiiirav B r a Ii m c and Dhiravam Mahadeo

Eara’nj ape,, Poona 1893, and by Gapapati. S Ss tri in TSS No.

59> 1917 'vith the commentary of SivarSma, translated into English by Palmer

Boyd, London 1873 and [Hale Wartham, Loudon ign] into

P^chby A. Bcrgaigne, Paris 1879 (Bibl. Of. EIz. 97 ), into Italian

by P. Cinimiiio, Palermo 1903..
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Unites men with their beloved^.”

He is waiting for the maid-scrvanl, who had promised

him to meet. But in a drimken state he take.s the vidu-

saka, who arrlve.s just then, for the maid-servant and lets

him fall by the neck. Soon, however, there comes the

maid-servant in person and both of them crack jokes,

particularly with the vidusaka, in wJiich they ridicule

his Bralnnaiiism in a manner that nowhere else occurs

in the dramas of earlier ages. Whilst this scene is being

presented in a garden, there comes ’ the loving married

jlmfitaviihana with hi.s equally modest beloved young

wife, and the young husband indulges forth in verses

that remind, us of the musical stanzas of Amaru, exjDressive

of his feeling of amiability for his young wife. It is beauti-

ful, when raising her face up and gazing at it, he says:

“Darling, I have unnece-ssarily troubled you to see the

flower-garden on account ofmy carnal appetite

—

elatle lihrillatollisi pdfaladharnpallavam 1

mnkham nandanamudySnamatonyat kevalaiii vanam II

. “Your face alone is the garden of the heaven, . .

In which tlte eyebrows shine forth like creepers.

And the lii)S look like leaves of the patala-plants;

All other gardens are nothing but forests.”- ,

'

Very dramatic it is when this amorous conversation

is prolonged through thejoke of the maid-servant With the

vidu.saka that i-s relished by the young married couple.

But all ona sudden tliis interesting scene gets interrupted

by tlie report that the enemies of the empire of Jlmuta-

vrihana are approaching near. And now, in a highly

remarkable manner our hero, a devout Buddhist, at once

Imrsts foriliand says that he has nothing to do with these

aflairs, since he knows a single enemy, the ,sin.

Tlie. two following acts are mere dramatisation of the

Buddhist legend. Jlmuiavrihana appears as a Bodhisattva

in the sense of the Mahayami Buddhism, when he says:

—

sayyii sadvalamdsanam samila sadma dnimdvaihadhah

ulam nirjhiimvdripdnamasamm kandali sShaya mfgdli 1

I. lU‘tnmshil<-cl I'roin the German rendering ofj. J. Meyer, who
had reprotlueed ttie utiole scene in the introduction Co the “Aitindischen Schet-
menbiichem” 1 (Leipzig, 1903 ), p. XXIV if.
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ilyaprdrlhitalabhyasarvaoibhave dosoyameho vane

dufpraparthittiyatpararthaghatanS ba'Mhyainrthd sthiyaUW

“Here one has the bed of hay,

The clean slab of stone his seat,

He has his abode under the trees.

He drinks pure cool water of the spring.

And lives on roots of trees, and

He has deer as his companions;

All these objects of enjoyment

Are available, without being asked for:

But the single defect that we find in the forest

Consists in the fact that here the needful

Are difficult to be found whom one

May render any help; so he passes a useless life,

Devoid of getting a chance to assist others.”

On the sea-shore Jimutavahana’s glance falls on a

heap of bones and he comes to know that they are

those of the Nagas, the ‘snake-gods”, who have been

killed and devoured by Garuda. There is anagreement

executed between the king of snakes and Garuda that the

former will everyday offer the latter voluntarily one ofthe

Nagas, so that he may not make the race of the latter

become extinct. Then there comes a loudly weeping

mother, who is escorting her son, a Naga-prince, upto

the place where he will be held up by Garuda. Now
Jimutavahana wishes nothing but to offer his ownself

to save the Nagas. He persuades him to be allowed to

be replaced.

The terrible giant-bird appears and drags Jimuta-

vahana up into the air at once. But soon the former,

after he has put the half-consumed prince on a slab of

stone before his ownself, becomes aware of the fact that he

has erred and notices a peaceful grace on the countenance

of his victim and comes to know that here is a Bodhisattva

whom he has killed. He believes that he cannot atone for

this sin otherwise than by burning his ownself. But

Jtmutav^ana convinces him that the right form of atone-

ment for him will be to take the vow of never killing any

living-being.
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Then he dies uttering the real Mahayanistic con-

cluding words:

samrakfalS pannagamadya puiiyam

mayirjitam yalsvasarlradanat t

bhave bhave Una matnaivameva

bhUyalpararthaf} kkaltt dehaldbhali il

“May I, as a consequence of the noble deed that I

have performed today by protecting the snake with the

sacrifice of my body, be bom again and again in this

very way in order to be able to render service to others.”

His parents, Malayavatl and the Niigas break into

tears and prepare themselves to enter into the iiineral

fire. Malayavatl, however, prays to the goddess Gaurl,

who instantaneously appears on the scene and sprinkles

the liquid of ambrosia over the dead, so he comes to life

again. Garuda showers the liquid of nectar on the bones

of the dead Nagas, who too regain their life^. But the

goddess Gaurl explains that Jimutavahana, as a reward

for his noble deed, will become the rtiler ofthe Vidyadharas

and he (who no more belongs to the class of Bodhisattvas,

it is strangely, praises the goddess and is very much grati-

fied at this favour®.

Naganandu ran hardly be considered to be a Buddhist

drama. Notwithstanding the introductory prayer offered to

Buddha, it is the goddess Gaufi, ^vho does everything and
brings the drama to a happy conclusion. And according to

the prelude the. drama was staged not perhaps on the occasion

of some Buddhist celebration, but in the festival of Indra. Yet

I . Piiibably hence the title “Joy ofNSga”, see F. D. K . B o s c h , de
legrmle v.'tn Jimutavahana in de Sanskrit Litteratiir, Leiden 1914, p. i8t.

a. fn an apparently accurate correspondence with the NSe^nanda,
the lef;eml is mwrated in Somacleva’s Kath4sarit.sftBara aa and 90 and in
Kfemendra’s Bi-halkathilmahjarl 4, 49 IT. and 9, 766 ff. Bosch, ibid p.
90 S'., lias .shown that Harjadeva knew and used the Kath3.saritsdgara in both
the recensions in which it has come down to us in their original ibrm (the
Bfhatkatha of Guuiklhya ? ]. In earlier AvadSna literature the legend is

unknown. Upto this day we have not found within the region of the Buddhist
edifice the Jlmatavahana-legend (see Bosch, ibid, p. 'VIII f. ). I-tsing,

however, tells us that the king Sil3ditya had rendered the story of the Bodhi*
sattva Jlmutavihana in verses, and that the poetry of his time was tuned to
music and was staged by actors for the purpose of propagation. (Taka*
k u s u , I-tsing, pp. LVI, 163 ff. ).

VVinternite, History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, 17.
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the time of the drama falls withia the period when Harsadeva

had fully become conversant with Buddhist ideologies under the

guidance of Hiuen-Tsang and was inclined towards Buddhism^.

When the Indians themselves speak about their greatest

dramatists, they mention next to KSlidasa first of all B h a v a-

b h u t i . He lived in the court of Yaiiovarman of Kanauj

in the first half of the 8th century A. D.» He had adopted

the surname Srikaiitha and was born in an old Brahmana

family of Vidarbha (Berar, South India), where the Taitti-

riyaveda was studied. His grand-father’s name was Bhatta-

Gopala, his brother was Nilakantha and his mother was Jatu-

karnl. He himself was a man of great learning, well-versed

in the Vedas, in the Upanisads, as well as in the philosophical

systems, Samkhya, Yoga and Vedanta. All his plays were

staged in the feast of the god Kalapriyanatha, whose famous

shrine at Ujjayini is mentioned by Bana and Kalidasa. He
knew the poetical works of Kalidasa and had utilized them.

Bhavabhuti has earned the fame not so much on account of his

skill in dramatic technic, but on account ofhis mastery in the use

of the Sanskrit language. From the linguistic point of view he

is the most prominent Indian poet. He brings in natural pathos

and knows to give expression, in an entirely particular way,

to violent emotions, great natural scenes and the sentiments of

heroism and furiousness. As against this he is lacking in humour.

To him dramatic art is such a serious affair that he feels shy in

bringing into his dramas the joker (vidujaka). The long

I . In act V Jimiitaketu, the father of the hero, is devoted to the Sun-
god. The consort of Siva guides the destiny in the drama that contains a
Buddhist legend. Phis position strongly lends support to the authorship of
Harjadeva whose inclinations were divided between Siva and the Sun-god
on one hand and the Buddha on the other, as we have already seen above
(p. 5 * f)'

t a. ‘‘BbavabhQti has said nothing about the time when he lived. . . The
inference » possible that he had to struggle hard for fame and future ... In
view this, it is surprising to find that the Kashmirian chronirler K al h a i? a
mentions Bhavabhuti, along svithVSkpatirSja, as having been patronised by
King Yalovarman of KSnyakubja. Obviously this VSkpatirfija is the author
of enormous but unfinished PrSkrit poem GaU^avaha, which glorifies
Yaiovarman, andm which the poet aekaowlcdges his indebtedness to Bhava-
bhUti in eulogirtie terms. As this poem is presumed to have been composed
in 736 A.D., before Yaiovarman's defeat and humiliation bv King LalitSditya
ofKoslmm it 13 inferred that Bhavabhiltl flourished, if not a«ually in the
court ofYaiovarman, at least during his reign in the closing years of the 7th
or thefirst quarter of the 8th century”. —S. K. D e , HSh, p. 279.]
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compounds used in prose passages go to prove that his poems are

rather more suitable for reading than for staging purposes. In

particular his two Rama'-dramas are little dramatic.

The Mahaviracarila or" the Biography .of the

Great Hero'” treats in its seven arts the. .subject-matter, of the

first six sections (kandas) of the Ramayana, beginning with

Rama’s visit into tlie hermitage of Vi-svamitra uplo his return

to Ayodhya. It is rather a free compilation of dramatic scenes

brought into one place, from the epics, than an actual drama.

Just a little more dramatic is the Ultararama-
carita, "the. Second-part of the Biography of Rama®,

that (likewise in seven arts) narrates the story of Sita, discarded

by Rama, and corresponds to theUttarakar.da of the Ramayana.

Only in acts IV andVII, the poet has deviated from his model,

and it is only in acts I and VII that we havx vestiges of some-

what dramatic life. The poet, however, in this drama finds

abundant opportunities for presenting the pathos in its real

perspective and in generating in an efficient manner in the

mind of his audience the feeling of the sentiment of pity

(fcarutjarasa).

In act I, Rama, Sita and Laksmapa arc reflecting

among themselves upon a number of paintings, in whieh
’ the whole story <»f Rama is presented upto Sita’s fire-

ordeal, brought by an artist. Laksmana explains the

1. Edited by f. H. T t i t h r n , Londun [Anundaram-
B 0 r o n a h (Calcutta 1877 ): critical edition based on important manuscripts
byTodar Mall, (Oxford Univ. Press 1938, Punjab tJniv. Publ. ] Also
with the commentary of V I r a r a g h a v a by T. R. R a t n am A i y a r

,

.S. Rangachariar and K. P. Parab, Bombay igto, NSP (first

edn. tSoa). Eni;. trans. byjoh Pickfortl (London 1871, recent reprint
1893 ). Table of contents in Wilson If, sssfT.

a. Edited with the commentary oTVirara^hava by T, R. R a t n a m
A i y a r ami V. I,. .Sh. P a n a v I k a r , 4th eel., Bombay 191 1 NSP [ ist eel.

*890].! (with die commentary of Ramacaiulia Biidhendra, Madras i88s;
ed. with the commentary of Ghana.s]ama (ist half of the iHth century), by
P. V. Kane (Bombay 1931); C!. Saihkararamaiastri with the
the commentary of N2rilyaria, Mariras 1833; by S. K. B e 1 v a I k a r (text
only), Poona 1931 ; ed. S. K, B r 1 v a 1 k a r , vol. I, containing English trans.
and mtrod. only (IIO.S 1915.)) English translation by Wilson I, 375 ff.

and C. H. T a sv n e y

,

3nd ed., Calcutta 1674. French translation by F.
N 4 vc, Brusscllcs and Paris 1R80 and byP. ’Alheim. C. Bois-le-iois,

1506, Besides see .Sc huylcr in JAOS, XXV, 1904, pp. i8gi for fuller
bibliography; see also Sten K on 0 w Ind. Drama. ]. A scene fipm Act IV
translated into German byOldcnberg, LAI, 378 ff. Cf. S e n a r t , JA
1881, s. 7, t. XVII, 56a ff. [There are two recetisions of the Uttara-
rfimacarita.sec Bel valfcar JAOS, 34, fgtj, 4g8ff.J,
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pictures, and while reflecting upon these, they are reminded

of the life that they have had led together. We mart the

sincere affection and tenderness with which Rama and

Sita hold fast to each other. On account of reflecting

upon the picture Sita feels tired and drowsy, Rama
addresses her in affectionate words and she lays her arms

about him.

^\\.&~—piathwda, satsscah 1

Ramal?

—

kimanvesfavyam 1

avivShasamayddgrhe vam hiiave ladam yauvane punak I

svapaheturamipSirilonaya tarmbahurupadhanamesa te U

Sita

—

(nidiam ndlayanR) atthi edam ajjaliUa \

atlhi edant (iti svapiti) 1

Raraah

—

Kalhath priyavacana vakfasi prasuptaiva J

iyaih gehe laksmlriyamamrtavartirnayanayor-

asavasydk sparJo vapufi bahalaScandanarasaJi 1

ayam ka^ihe bshuk Msiramasrno mauktikarasap

kimasyah napreyoyadi punarasahyo na oirahap i1

Sita—^“Flatterer, come, let us sleep”.

Rama—“My dear, what is it, thou art seeking for ?”

“Ever since the time of our marriage.

At home, in the forest.

In our childhood and youth.

What has been bringing thee to sleep,

• And on which no otherwoman has ever reposed,

That arm ofRama is here, the pillow for thy head.”

Sita— (Simulating sleep). It is so my husband; it is

so my husband.

Rama—How now, she, a speaker of agreeable words,

has fallen asleep on ray bosom.

“She is the goddess offortune at home, she is the nectar-

collyrium for my eyes; to my body her touch is as agree-

able as that of thick sandal paste; her arms encircling my
neck is as cool and smooth as a necklace of pearls; what

is there, that is hers, which is not sweet, in case I do not

have the tnisfortune to suffer her unbearable separation.”

Through this picture the most tender conjugal affec-

tion is generated only to be merged into the tragedy of

conflicts in which Rama gets plunged as soon as he hears

that the people talk unkindly about him that Sita
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has Stayed ia the house of an enemy and yet Rama has

accepted her as his wife. And only in case we try to undei^

stand the Indian standpoint with regard to the ideas about

the wife, we shall be able to appreciate the depth of

mental conflict and pain that Rama suflers, when he is

obliged to abandon sinless Sita on account of the

popular will.

Between the first and second acts, there elapses a

period of twelve years, and the acts II-VI merely describe

the well-known events of the birth of the sou of Rama till

upto his meeting with Sita taken from the Uttarakanda

of the Ramayaoa.
All the subjects as well as the gods and the demi-gods are

present beside RSma and Laksmana and witness a

drama composed by Valmiki. The play within the play^

begins. In a very dramatic manner the drama and realities

arc mixed together. Rama becomes wholly unaware of

the fact that it is just a drama. The mother Earth and

Ganga take Sita under their care. At first Rama laments

that he has discarded his faithful wife but Ganga justifies

him, and the gods convince with facts and figures the

people, who arc assembled, that Sita is chaste and sinless,

so that at the end she is the reunited with her husband
and children.

The most significant drama of Bhavabhuti is the M a 1 a -

timadhava, “the Drama of M§latl and Madhava*”
in 10 acts. In case MahRvIracarita is a hero-drama

(vlrarasapradhana), the Uttararamacarita is a pathetic piece

(kartiijarasapradhand) and the Malalimadhava is like-wise

a love-drama (^rngararasapradhana), in which love is extolled

with ardour and patlios, a thing that perhaps we do not find

I . .See above p. S53 andJackson, AmericanJournal of Philolom’,
ig, 1898, 844 f-

a. Edited by R. G. Bhandarkar with the commentary of
Jagaddhara, BSS No. XV, Bombay 1876, and ed. 1905, with the comment-
anes ofTripuriri andJagiiddhara by M, R. T e 1 a n g and W. Sh- F a n s ! -

kar, Bombay 1905, NSP; with English translation by M. R. Kale,
Bombay 1913. German transl. by L. Fritae (Reclams. Univ. -Bibl. No.
1844). French transl. byG. Strehly with a preface by A. Bergaigne,
Para 1885. [ The NSP edition, in fact, contains the commentary by NSnya-
deva that was revised by Jtwaddhara; one of the earliest editions is that of
Q. Lassen, Bonn. 1833.].
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frequently in Indiuj and here the principle that other sentiments,

such as the aboininahle (blbhalsa), the wonderful, (adbhuta),

the painful (karuna) and the lieroic (vira) should be presented

on the stage, as .sialetl by the poet in the prelude, finds a powerful

expression.

In a very interesting prelude, in the dialogue of

tile stage-manager and liis assistant, the poet states his own

idea.s about tlic dramatic art:

bkmutS rasanam gahanah prayogali

sanMrdnhrdymi viceftitani 1

auddhalyatnayojilakamasiUuim

fitrd kathd aaci vidagdkata ca 11

“A drama should be full of deptli with the presence

of a large number of sentiments; one ought to expect in

it a treatment where the feeling of friendship may become

highly manifest and love may appear stronger through

rude activities; its theme should be interesting and there

should be clarity in expression*.”

The poet, with his boastful self-conceit, makes the stage-

manager say that the drama that he wants to stage is regulated

strictly according to his direction and his idea is:

—

ye ndma kecidiha nah pTalhayantyavajMrh

jdnanli le klmapi tdnprati naifa yatnah I

utpatsyale mama tu kopi samdnadharma

kdlohyayam niravf.dkirmpuld ca prthvl 11

“Those persons, who slander us and do not under-

stand, I tell them that this work is not mceint for them.

The space of lime is endless and the world is wide; so a

person, who thinks and struggles like me, may not be

wanting.”

Further he say's:

—

yadvedddhyayamih lathopanifadirh sdihkkyasya yagasya ca

Jddnath talkathanena kith nahi tata^ kaJcidgutfo ndtake I

yalpraudhitvamuddraid ca vacasath yaccdrlhato gauraoaih

taccedasti tatastadeva gamakorh pdndUymaidagdhyayo^ II

“What relevancy is there in speaking about scholar-

ship in the Vedas or about study of the Upani?ads, of the

I. Rrndwd Into English from the German translation of
L. Fr i t s e

,
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SaAkhya and of the Yoga, in case a drama derives no
advantage from all these. However, when in it, the

expression is perfect and nohle and the theme is sober and

deep-thought that shows scholarship and cull-ure^.”

Klein® has designated the Malatlmadhava
as “the Romeo and Juliet drama of India with a happy termina-

tion.” But the comparison becomes inappropriate when we
find that the fathers of the loving couple arc not implacable

villains, as Capulet and Montague; but on the contrary they

have agreed for the marriage of their children. Now since

Nandana, who wants to make Malatl his wife, is a favourite of

the king, her father is obliged to afliance her to him. 'But

when the two are found loving each other, their parents become

very much happy at the end. But the upholder of the whole

story is the Buddhist nun Kamandaki*, who is the proper heroine

of the drama. She succeeds in persuading Malali and Madhava
to surrender to each other, and notwithstanding all obstacles the

two get married at the end and become a happy couple. This

splendid personality of Kamandaki, who has so little to do with

religion, so that we would not be able to recognise her as a

Buddhist nun, in case in the prelude she were not expressly

mentioned as such* and who possesses so much of worldly

wisdom that there is nothing concerning man that is unknown

to her, the motherly friend of both the lover and the beloved,

who, like a mother, sheds tears when her protege is married

to her husband, is probably the poet’s own creation. The
theme itself, to a great measure, appears to have been a

creation of the poet, while some of the topics must have been

taken from the stock of the Byhatkatha*.

I. The translation given here u according to the German rendering

by F r i t a e

.

s. Geschichte des Dramas III, 135. Kleine (ibid HI, 51 ) has

called Bhavabhnti "the Shakespeare of India”, but it is a case of exaggeration.

3. The name has been selected intentionally with the idea of remind-
ing us of the.author of the NltisSra. Since this nun is simply a lady diplomat,

who has a worthy counterpart in Yaugandhar&yai^ of the dramns of Bhasa
and in Canakya of the MudrirSkfasa.

4. The assistant speaks to the stage-manager at the end of the prelude;

“the main r61e, that is of the old Buddhist nun K§mandaki, has been prepared

by your ownse^, boss, whilst 1 am letKiy with that of her disciple AvalokitS.”

Cf. Ksctblsari'hl^ara 104.
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In this drama Bhavabhuti has understood more deeply

and more seriously the problems of erotics than has been done by

most of the Indian poets. The act VI of our drama falsifies the

often-levelled rriticism that the people of India were ignorant

of what the people of the West call “true love”.

Madhav.1 and his friend see from a temple the proces-

sion of the marriage, of Malati with a groom whom she

does not like. The procession stops just before the temple.

Malati, escorted by her friend Lavangika and the nun, enters

into the temple. Madhava and his friend hide themselves

behind a pillar and listen to the conversation of Malati

with her friend. She tells her that she will like to die,

since she has not the good htek of having the person whom
she likes to be her husband. She futher leaves a message for

her lover, who hears it from the place of his hiding and

this elicits from Makaranda the words “saifdparama sunS

snehasyo, this is the extreme limit of love.” Madhava, at

a hint from Lavangika, comes out from his hiding and takes

her place. But Malati, in the dim-light of the temple

does not notice him at first and, further driven in love, she

embraces him (Madhava), thinking him to be her friend,

and lastly comes to know that it is her lover who is between

her arms—all this presents an extraordinary effect at the

time of reading and must necessarily be so on the screen.

Likewise dramatic is the entry of the Kamandaki, who
blesses the fortunately united pair, and while the

marriage-party with the undesired bridegroom is waiting

outside in the dark of the temple, she solomnises the

marriage of the realy loving couple with the words:

—

preyo milraih bandhulS va samagrS

sarve kamafy Sevadhirjmtam va 1

striifdth bhartd dharmaddrdha pwhsdm

ilyanyonyath vaisayorjfSdlamasiu H
"Let this he known to my two children, that the most

intimate friends, the whole group of relations as well,

fulfilment of all desires, the best treasure, life itself—all

this is the husband for a woman, and for a man a faithful

wife is all this.”

In the same manner as Bhavabhuti has depicted the

highest spiritual love here, so. also apj.yjlj we find him
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describing sensuous love with equal force. He cites an

expression from the Kamasutra^t

kusumasadkarmdifo hi yosilah sukumaropakramah Idsvamdki-

gatavisvasaih prasabhamipakramyamaii&h samprayogavidvesiiffo

bhavanli 1

‘'Women arc like flowers; man should approach

them politely; he who comes close to them in a violent

manner, before he has gained her confidence, for him love

becomes odious forthwith.”

The poet reveals his accurate knowledge of “the

science of love”. In the impudent sleeping chamber

scene, where Makaranda, dressed as Mfilall, the bride,

lies on the bed and listens to what his beloved

Madayantika says about him in the conversation with

her friend, who narrates as to how she dreams about

her lover, how he approaches her violently in the

dream, and how she is hardly able to retort to his violent

solicitations in her burning amorous rapture,—and,

Makaranda, who is very much glad, uncovers his face and

rejoices the friendly services rendered by the god of love.

Further Bhavabhuti is able to find forceful expressions

also for describing the feeling of excessive pain. In act IX
we find Madhava mad with grief in his bereavement from
his beloved who is believed to be dead. He bursts into

violent bewuilings and turns towards the animals of the

forest and the clouds in tliesky in the beliefthat they must
be sympathetic to^^'<l^ds him in his grief. Thus he has

certainly followed Kalidasa’s Meghaduta and Vikramor-

vaSya. But we meat with real Bhavabhuti when Madhava
ends his grief in the following words :

dhigucehoasitavaiiasam mama yadilthamehakino

dhigeva ramanlyavailvammibhavud vrthSbhavimh 1

luaya saha tiayoilaya ca divasali sa vidhvadmtdm

pramodamj'gairpfikath dhigaparalra kamanufe 11

“Fie on the grief that has come to me and to me all

alone; fie on the beautiful thing that you cannot rejoice

and so has become devoid of any use
; but the day that is

_
1. The stanza, that is iu Sanskrit, occurs in the midst of a Prakrit

dialogue. On Bhavabhflti’s knowledge of Kamasastra see aso Peterson,
JBRAS 18, 1891, 109 ff.
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not spent in your company is wasted, fie on the mirage of

pleasure that you do not rejoice^”-

Bhavabhuli has special fascination for strong contrasts.

In act V he describes with high perfection the terrible

movements of the witchr.s and goblins in the grave-yards

and the terrible tantric rites performed for worshipping the

godde.ss Durga, who asks for a human head. A real master-

piece is, notwithstanding long compounds, the description

of the dunce of the terrible goddess Gamunda (Durga) with

her many arms, decorated with snakes and her frightful

head performed for the entertainment of Siva. It has been

rightly said that this actV far surpasses the witch-scene in

the “Macbeth” and the Walpurgis Night in the “Faust” in

respect of horribleness and vividness and is of importance

for history of religion®”.

Altliough many of the scenes of the Malatimadhava ai'e so

dramatic, still this work of Bhavabhuli is merely a book-drama.

It is since hardly thinkable that an audience, not consisting

purely of first rate scholars of Sanskrit, could everhave understood

the work merely by hearing it. The language of poetry is

highly elegant. The very large number of model examples,

quoted from the works of Bhavabhuli, that wc find in manuals

of poetics, prove the extent to which his dramas have been consi-

dered as pieces of classical ornate poetry.

The Verilsaihhara, “the Drama of Binding of

the Lock”®, of Bhatta-Narayapa* is another drama

that is much quoted in manuals of rhetorics®.

The plot of the drama is taken from the Mahabharata-

story of the ambassadorship of Krsna till upto the fall of

Duryodhana in the mace-fight with Bhiraa®. Draupadi who

1. According to the Gennan tratul. of Fritz e.

3.

Of. Fraser, Literary History of India, a88 fiT.

3. Edited by J. Grill, Leipzig 1871, and with the commentary
ofJagaddhara by K. P. F a r a b and K. R. M a d g ^ v k a r, Bombay, i8g8,

und ed._ >905, NSP. An independent work, rather than a trans., is the work of
Sourindto Mohun Tagore .(.Calcutta 1880), who boasts to be a
descendant of this poet.

4. According to the ptelude he had assumed also the epithet M^ga-
rilja (i.e. sitsha). On his age see above p. 53.

5. _
Thus by VSmana, Anandavardhana, Ruyyaka, Nami, K^emcndra,

as well as in the KAvyaprakSia and in the Daiarupa.

6. Mahabhirata V, 73, IX, 58.
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is dragged by her hairs in the hall, is carrying her hairs

loose and will not fasten them till after the humiliation

suifered by her is avenged, Bhima takes the vow that he

will fasten her hairs with his hands coloured in the blood

of Duryodhaua. This takes places in act IV, in which

Yudhisthira and Bhima indulge in most highly unusual

joke with Draupadl.

Most of the occurrences that take place in course of the

war are just narrated, indeed in a blossoming kavya-style,

but with unreal pathos, in which the force of the old epic is not

visible. The happy, almost severe, conclusion stands in incom-

patible contrast to the tragic end ofthe great war. The popula-

rity of the drama among the papejitas is possibly based on its

language alone and not on the subject-matter. However, the

Indian rhetoricians have acknowledged the defects of this

drama'^.

The Later Dramatic Literature

R a j a 5 e k h a r a ® too is' included among the most

eminent dramatists. He boasts to have amongst his fore-fathers

a succession of famous poets* and he is proud in respect of his

knowledge of language. In fact he is not a master of Sanskrit

and Prakrit only, but also of popular languages, as is evident

from many rare words and provincialisms used by him. He
shows extraordinary skill itr the use of ornate metres. Here and

there he also employs the rhyme borrowed from popular poetry.

At the same lime he shows girat pi'edilection for proverbs and

proverbial <'xpressians. However, he is nut a linst rate poet.

Proljably he lacks in taste as well as in originality in addition.

Two of his dramas deal witli e])ic materials. His

B ."i 1 .1 r a m ii y a n a or “the Ramayaiia f>r Boys”*, that

narrates the whole stor>’ of the Raniayana in ten long acts

I. Uf. Kii\'yapi'akSjsi 7, 60 IT. aiul .S.tliityailarpaaa ^oti tl'. [But
even the U.isaiCipa attcl the SitiilyadarpaQa are unable to find as proper
illustratiuns uftliegarbhu- and viniarsa-saiiidhis from the Venis., us from the

RatuSvali, lor instaucc”—S. K. D e, HbL, p. 374. fout-nute. J.

a. .See above p. 33!, He is cited in the comraentaryon the Dalarupa
iu Bhoja’s Sarasvatikaitthabharaija by Ruyyaka, Ksemendra, Abhinava-
gupta and in Somadeva’s Yajastilaka.

3. He names Akitlajalada, Surmianda, Tarala and Kaviraja.

4. Published in Pandit, Vol. IH.r also edited by G o v i n d a d e v a
Sastri, Varanasi i8G^, Jlvananda Vtdyasaga ra, Calcutta 188^. j.
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(with 741 stanzas) is based not only on Valraihi, but also on
Bhavabhuti, Following the model of Har^adeva and Bhava-
bhati he has inserted a drama within a drama in act III, and
the act V is a tasteless imitation of act IV of Kalidasa’s Vikra-

morvafiya. The Balabharata or “the Mahabharata
for Boys”, also called Pracandapandava, “the Drama
of Haughty Papdavas^” has not come down to us in a complete

form; may he, the poet left it incomplete or its first two acts are

lost for ever. The first one describes the marriage of the Papd-
avas and the second one describes the game of dice and its

consequences till upto the banishment of the Papdavas into the

forest.

In his two natikas, the ViddhaSalabhafijika”
"the Stathe®” and the Karpuramafijari®, that deviate

litde from their models provided in Kalidasa’s Malavikagni-
mitra and Harsadeva’s Ratnavali, Raja^ekhara is not very

ingenuous. Notwithstanding this, the Viddhasalabhafijika is

not wanting in comic situations, that find abundant number of

occasions, in addition to the fact that the heroine is a boy dressed

as a girl.

In contrast to this, the Karpuramafijart is more significant

and more original. It is one of the best comic plays of Indian
literature. It is the only available comedy that is wholly in

Prakrit*, It is often said that it is eitlier the poet’s first work or

a work written at a time when he had not attained maturity—

a

statement that seems to be without basis. On the other hand, we
are able to conclude from the remarks in the prelude that after

Rajasekhara liad attained fame as a Sanskrit poet, he wanted

HA ,V.. w C. uappcller, SU-a»buvg 1885 and Km. 4,
1887. CjI. vv c b e r , Ind Stud. t8, 481 if. Three verses have been borrowed
from the Mat^bharata ad verbatim. Probably the work consisted of ten
acts or it originally had the same volume.

9. Edited with a comraentaiy in the Pandit, Vol. VI; [ with the
comi^tacy of Vamanficaty a j by B. R, Arte, Poona 1886. English
transl. by L. H. G r ay

, JAOS ay, 19^, iff.

. 3 ' ^hed in the Pandit, Vol. VII, with the commentary of Vasu-
devam Km. 4, 1887 and critically edited by Sten K 0 n 0 w , in addition to

^ English translation by Gh. R. L a nm a n in HOS. Vol. IV, Cambridge,
Maifts 190I1. Maaomohsui Ohosh., Gi^cutta 1939]*

4* The technical exprmsion for this type of drama is satfaka,
RudradSsas (^dralekhS, cd. by A. N. Upadnye, Bombay 1945, is' another
saitaka, that abo is wholly in PtSkrit.
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to prove by writing this tliat lie was able to employ the most

complicated metres in Prakrit as in Sanskrit. But he seems to

have made use of not only the popular Prakrit, but

appears to have been otherwise dependent also upon popular

plays. Many a time the somewhat naked humour and the

character of the song-play that appears in occasional songs

are vulgar.

Witty, but at the same time also blunt, is in act I the

dialogue between the vidu^aka, who boasts of being a

scholar, since the father-in-law of his father-in-law used

to carry books to the houses of his neighbours, and the

highly gifted maid-servant, who recited her poems in the

presence of the king and the queen, who praise her. This

makes the Brahmana very angry and vindictive. The
entry of the wizard and the tantrika priest Bhairavananda,

who very nicely caricatures the religion of the Saktas with

his filthy eloquence, is described with blunt humour.

A little intoxicated, he, in rhyming four-lined stanzas,

praises the majestic religion of theKaulas, forwhom neither

book nor word nor meditation is necessary for the purpose

of attaining salvation, but only wine, woman and meat.

Then he boasts swaggeringly at the efficacy of his magic

with which he can bring down the moon upon the earth,

can stop the chariot of the sun, can make gods visible

etc. The king expresses the desire that he should make a

beautiful woman appear. And at once there appears a

wonderful girl for enchanting the king. The girl is

Karpuramafljari, the heroine of the drama, and the king

immediately falls in love with her. The further treatment

runs almost according to the model of Malavikagnimitra.

In any case, new is the scene of the swing-festival, cele-

brated in honour of Gauri, in which a beautiful maid sports

on the swing before a picture of the goddess, and the king

gets an opportunity to see his lieloved again. The songs

5. So V. Sh. Apte, Rajaiekhara. His life and writings, p. aaff.

and K o n o w . ibid p. 184.

In the prelude it is said that the difference between a roi^h unadul-

terated Sanskrit poem and a fine PrSkrit po^ is similar to that existing between

a man and a woman. The drama svritten in '‘effeminate’’ Prakrit was (accop<

ding to the prelude )
staged at tl^e desire ofAvantisundari, the wife of the poet.
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ill which the swinj^iiig of the beautiful young girls is

described arc really master pieces of syllabic decoration

with alliterations and internal rhymings that in an excellent

miinner give expression to the peaceful to-and-fro

niovnnrnt of the girl in. the swing. In act IV too we have

the dcs( U{)tion of a popular feast, that is of vatasavilri,

and in it takes place the inask-dancc, that is exacting

and iriten sting at the same time.

If we take the works of Raja,sekhara as a whole, wc are

in agreement with the opinion of PischeP who says:

“RajaSekhara was a master of language and his dramas are

extremely important for knowledge of Sanskrit and rather of

Prakrit. His verses arc elegant and flowing, and in his terribly

dull and tedious BMaramayaEia one comes across many scenes

that, on account of their nicely sounding stanzas and idio-

matic phrases and allusions to tlic manners and customs, are

not devoid of interest and pleasure. But as a dramatist

Raja^ekhara’s position is not high.”

With Bhavabhuti the line of great dramatists in Indian

literature comes to an end. Bha|ta-Narayapa and RajaSe-

khafa already belong to the category of imitators. This imitative

literature, however, has not come to its real end even upto this

day. Down upto our days new dramas, following old models

have been and are being composed. The old traditional stories

liave throughout supplied the themes for the recent dramas. In

this connection the Rama-tale stands in the front line®.

One of the dramas that on account of its style and language

is much estee'med by Indian papditas is the A n a r g h a «

1, GG.A 1883, i3a7f.

a. On the Rama-cUamas see L v i , 367 ff. and Bh aftanalha
S V a Ml i n > Ind Ant. 41, igia, 139 ff. King. Yaiovatman’s Ramabhyu-
daya (quoted in Phvanyaloka and in the coninientary on. the OaiarApa)
and Mayuraja’j U d da 1

1

ar 3 gh a va (quoted in the commentary
on the DaiaiQpa) have not come down to ns.

[His work has been cited in the DaiarOpa 11
, 58; III, 3, 34 (under the

name ofits author); IV, 13,38. It waj known also to Abhinavagupta (inhis
commentary on Bharata, XIX) and to Kuntaka (Ed.S. K. Dc. Calcutta
1938, pp. 23^344.) 2 On Rama-dramas see also Konow, Ind. Drama
p, gp ff. [ Other Rima* dramas mentioned by Abhinavagupta in his
commentary on Bharata and Kuntaka. They ate of unknown dates and of
unknown authon in most cases. Their names are s—Ghalitaratna,
K[tyaravavaandMayapu?paka.Of. S.K, D e , HSL,p. 301,]
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raghava^ of the poet M u r a r i , who may have lived in

between 1050 and 1135 A. D.* The Unmattaraghava

“(the Drama of the Angry Son of Raghu)”®, (called

preksanaka) ofBhaskarabhatta is a soliloquy of angry

Rama after the sudden disappearance of Sita, in imitation of

Vikrammvaiiya. Very much esteemed by Indiansis the Prasan-

naraghava* of Jayadeva, the son of Mahadeva of

Kauntjinyagotra. In the first-half of the 1 7th century Maha-
deva, a disciple of Balakr5iia (who in 1637 wrote one Nila-
ka^ithavijayacampu (in 1636 A.D.) wrote the

Adbhutadarpana® in ten acts, in which the original

story ofRama is hardly recognisable. In about the same period

South Indian Ramabhadra Diksita, a disciple of

Nilakaqtha Diksita wrote his drama Janakiparinaya,”
“The Marriage of Sita”*, likewise with stronger deviations

from Valmiki’s poem.

I . Edited [byPremachandTa Tarkavagiia, Calcutta

1860 and ] with the commentary of Rucipati in Km. 5, 1887. l^tracta in

Wilson II, 375 ff.

3.

So according toBhattan S thaSvdmin, ibid; whilst Durga-
p r a s a d a places him the middle of the gth century A. D. Mahkha and
Ruyyaka knew MurSri. He calls himself a son ofTantumati and of Varddha-
m&nabhatta, and in several places he is called “B&lavalijuki”. The drama
is often called "Murarinataka”. K o n ow , Indische Dramen, p. 83 considers

MurSri as older, f "The earliest citation tiom the Anargharagbava occurs in

the Daiarupaka IT i {iSma r4'/na...ssAnargha. Ill, si). Therefore, it may be
juslifiable to place MurSri at the end of the pth century and in the beginning
of the loth century. The position is not invalidated on account of occurrence of
theserse in the MahSnStaka, "which is notorious for its appropriation of
stanzas from most of the Rama-dramas : cf. S. K. D e , HSL, p. 449. ]

3. Edited in Km. 17, 1889. According to the prelude the drama
was staged before an assembly oflearned men, who had gathered for honouring
VidySranya. In ease this VidySratj ya be identical vt ith MSdhava, the brother
ofSSyapa, the drama would be attributed to tlie 14th century.

4. Eilited [byGovindadeva SSstrl, Varanasi 1868 ) in the
Pandit, Vol. II, anti a commentary thereupon by GahgSnStha iq the Pandit
N. .S. Vol. 36-38. It is quoted in the SShityadarpapa, see B_h at^anatha
8 V Sm i n

,

ibid 143 note (edition also by S. M. P a r a a j a p e and N. S.
Panse, Poona 1894 and K. P. P a r a b

,

NSP; 1893 and again 1914.)
The age of the svork is not definite, but “probably it was written in the 13th
century"; cf. S, K,_ De, Sanskrit Poetics, p. 315 f. and HSL. p. 463.) In
about 1390 M a u i k a in Nepal wrote a drama Abhi navaraghava
(L6vi

368J and in about 1590 Sundaramiira wote. a seven-act
drama Abhirfimamarii (W

1

1 .s o n II, 395 }, that is also quoted fre-

quently by the author in his NStyapradIpa (see E g g e 1 i n g , Ind. Off.
Cat. HI, p. 347 f. ).

5. Ed. in Km. 55, 19116.

6. Edited in Km. 1894. Levi a86 gives the contents of the seven
acts. On the poet cf, T. S, K ti p p u s w a m i iS k s t r i

,
Ind. Ant. 33,
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A most characteristic and literarily and historically most

important of the Rama-dramas is, however, “The Mahan&-
taka, “the Great Drama”, that claims as il author, a persona-

lity not inferior loHanumat, the monkey of the Ramayaria-

faine, and hence known also by the name H^numan-
n a taka. Since it has already been referred to by Ananda-

vardhaiia, its age cannot be later than 850 A.D. However, this

work has come down lo-us in two recensions that seemingly differ

strongly from one another. In course of time the volume

of the drama has grown larger with interpolations to such an

extent that in it wc find passages from other Rama-dramas,

like those of Bhavabhuti, Rajesekhara and Murari. The differ-

ence is not only in respect of the number of verses, but also,

in that of the acts in the manuscripts. The western recension,

that is attributed to Damodarami^ra^, has 581 stanzas

in 14 acts, while in the Bengal recension®, attributed to Madh u-

sudana, there are 730 stanzas in 9 acts. However, the

division into acts is not important. The Mahanataka is hardly

a model drama, but something between epic and dramatic

poetry. Like any proper epic, almost the entire work is full

of metrical lines. Wc come across just occasionally short

passages in prose and that only in a few unimportant places.

The’ stanzas contain partly the dialogue and partly they simply

narrate action in an epical fashion In place of stage-directions

we find epical stanzas written in the kavya-slyle. There is no

dialogue in Prakrit, nor a vidusaka. In the beginning of the

drama the stage-m'anager does not speak about the performance,

but says, “I shall speak about the Ramayaija”. Then he says

also : “It appears that we are the lucky actors {mrtakS^,

1904, ia6 ff. 176 IF. [ Ed. aho byLak^mau*'^ Suri, Tanjore igo6. The
same author wrote also one g rn g4r a ti 1 ak a, (ed. KedSra-
n 4

1

h a and V 5 s u_d eva L. Panasikara, NSP, igio. In this drama
the demons appear in the guises of Viivamitra, Ritna, Lak^mapa and S!tS
ui a curious manner and this results in confusion. It is of little dramatic
value from the literary point of view.]

^
I. Published with the commentary of Motianadasa several times in

India, so Bombay i860, 1868 etc. [According S. K. D e , HSL, p. 506 it has
548 verses.]

n . n ( wld* the commenary) by JibSnanda VidySaSgara, and
t^®utta, 1890. [ According to S. K. D c , ibid, following A iif r e c h t

,

Bodl.Cat. 9.143 b, it has 700 verses. Edition also by Cbandtakumira
Bhattichirya with the commentary of Chandrajekhara
Calcutta 1874.]
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actually “dancers”), so it appeal's that the poem is meant to

be recited by one person, while other silent actors will

panlomimically represent the narrated events. Another

presumption is that the piece was meant to be a Shadow-
p 1 a y

Not only the two recensions deviate from one another,

but likewise two different legends arc current regarding the

origin of this work. In Mohanadasa’s commentary on

the Damodarami^ra-recension it has been said as follows;

—

The divine ape Hanumat, the battle-companion of Rama,
composed this drama and copied it on stone-slabs. Valmiki

feared that the charm of this poem would completely

overshadow his Ramayana. Since the monkey was

generous and without egoism, he laughed at Valmiki

and threw into the ocean the stone-slabs on which he had
written his drama. Several centuries later it so happened

that certain parts of the poem were recovered and brought

to King B h o j a ,
who entrusted to D am oda ram i s r

a

the task of bringing together the stray parts of the poem, to

fill the lacunae and to make from them one unified work.

But at the end of the recension of Madhusudana it is said

that this sublime Mahanataka was composed by the higly

well-known Hanumat and was recovered by Vikramaditya.

To describe this the commentator says:—Once Hanumat
wrote these verses on rocks and sunk them into sea-water.

Vikramaditya, however, got them taken out with the help

of fishermen*.

I. So F i s u li e 1 , SB.\ igo6, 498ff. and KG 179 f. anti L U d c r s

,

SBA 1916, 6gl} ff. L a d e r s ,
ibid 704 IT. does pot consider it as certain that

tl«: smaller recension is also older, as sve ordinarily assume.
_

The statement of

Max Muller (J.ihrljUcher far wiMenschaftliche Kritik 1846, p. 47aff.

)

that the MalMiiataka may be considered to be the first rudiment of the real

drama, "the first experimcnl in the dramatic art. . ., of an age, when it began
to be separated from the sphere of the epic, hut had not” “still taken a
status independent of it”, docs not appear as probable. [K o n o w Indische

Drainen,p. 8g f. speaks with too much of confidence about the MahfinStaka

as a sludow-play, although it is still a mere presumption.]

a. Edited in Km. 38, iSgt; translated into English by L. H. Gray,

JAOSga, igia, 58, IT. Of. Eggeling, Ind. Off. Oat.,p.i6o4, ff.;G. Be nd all,

JRAS 1898, aao f; P. E. Pavolini, GSAI, as, igia, 315 ff.; F isc hcl

,

SBA 1906, 494 ff.; L Q d e r s , SBA 1916, 6g8.

Winternita, History of Indian Literature, Vol. HI, t8.
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The hypothesis that the Mahanataka was meant to be

staged as a shadow-play finds support in the fact that it has great

similarity with the text of the Javanese shadow-play and that

DutSngada, "the Drama ofAiigada’s Errand”^, of Subhat a,

that is very similar to the Mahanataka, is expressly called a

shadow-play (chayanataka)A This drama describes a single

episode of the Ramayana, namely the mission of Angada, that

proceeds the declaration of war against Ravana. The Dutangada

too has come down to us in two recensions: one longer, the other

shorter
j
but manuscripts greatly differ from one another through-

out. In one of the recensions, not only the dialogues in verses

but also narrative stanzas have been inserted, so much so that

the work appears likewise as something intermediate between

an epic and a drama. Subhata himself admits to have brought

into his work verses by other poets too, and a number of

stanzas are borrowed from the Mahanataka. The Dutangada

was staged imdcr an order of the Caulukya king Tribhuva-

napila ofGujarat on March 7 of the year 1243 during the spring-

festival on the day of the swing-feast in honour of a picture of

Siva obtained by Kumarapala®.

The drama Gopalakelicandrika ("Moon-

beam of the Sports of the Cowherd”), that is to say that like

the rays of the moon shines forth the sport of the cowherd

I . We are able to draw from these legends at least the chronological

conclusion with regard to the manner in which from certain anecdotes

literary works have got associated with King Vikr.<im&ditya or King Bhoja.

a. According to S. K. D e , HSE, p. 507, “there is nothing in the work
itself, in spite of irrcgulaiities, to show that the composition was intended

or ever used for shadow-pictures.”
_

Continuing D e , ibid, p. 509, says;
—

"All
this presumption is perhaps more in keeping with the nature of the work and
the period in which the recensions were redacted than the solution of an un-
warianted show-play theory or superfirial lesc-drama explanation, [ see also

S. P. Bhattacharya, IHQ,, 1934, p. 493 f. ].

3. [R^jendralal Mitra, Bikaner Catalogue, p. 351, suggests that the

drama is perhaps simply intended as an entr'acte.] There are yet other
shadow-plays of still later ages. SoVyasairl Ramadeva wrote in

the first-half of the 15th century A.D. the shadow^lay Pfipdavabhyu-
d a y a

,

that describes the birth and marriage of Draupadi with the five sons

ofPSpdu- R amfi bhyud ay a ("Rima'sRise”) and \Subhadra-
parii^ayana ("Marriage of SubhadrS”, Kr?na’s sister, with Arjuna)”.
Cf. Eggeling, Ind.OH'. Gat., p. 1603 S', and Bendall, JRAS i8g8,

S31 and British Museum Catalogue No. 371. A wholly modem shadow-
play istheS&vitticarita in seven acts of Sahkaralftia that was

P
rinted in Bombay in 1863 and perhaps was vTitten in that very year; see

I h d e r s , ibid p. 699.
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Krsna^) of the pod Ramakr§na, son of Devajili of Gujarat®.

It is written wholly in Sanskrit and is full of epical and lyrical

stanzas that do iioi sound appi'opriate in the the mouth ofappear-

ing charaeUTS. Proljably lyrical portions, as also communi-

cations in prose, arc givt'u si-ldoin in the forms of the past tense

of verbs, as is the ease with narratives. 'I'hcy are intended to be

addre.s.sed to the spectator liy the reporter (siicaka)—so is called

once the stage-manager. Metrical descriptions and narrations

in the kavya-style often take the place of stage-direetious.

In its contents the Gopalakelicandrilca is partly

idyllic and partly mystic. Clharmiug scenes from pasto-

ral life, in which Krsna with his conveyance and his

beloved Radha with her friend enter, are sometimes

extended b.y songs and sometimes by dialogues. Humour
too is not wanting. Jayanta, a cowherd, is the comic figure

who enters in the scenes, full of mirth®. On the other

hand, the religious and mythical background are appropri-

ately brought to light. It is clearly stated that this drama

is to be staged in some festival congregation of the

bhaktas, the faitliful devotees of Kr.sna. It is also pointed

out from time to time that Radha is the ^akti of Krsna,

that really both of them are one and that Kyspa is the Best

of being (Puru.sottamT), who has come upon the earth in

the form ofa cowherd i^gopala) . As in the Gitagovinda, so

here loo, Kpsna is often mentioned as “forest-garlanded”

(vanamall). But this pastoral play has otherwise little

of common with the Gitagovinda. The latter is more a

lyric than a dramatic poem; while the Gopalakclicandrika

is something between an epic and a drama, like the

MahanAtaka. Like the latter, it is probably meant for

recitation, Silmt .ictors,perhaps children, have to eombine

recitation with gestui-e m music and dance.

1. Eon onbekcml Intthh tonneehtuck (Gupaljkelicaadrika). Tekst
met inleidinif door W. G a 1 a a d . (Verb, dci- kon. Akaderaic van Weten-
schappen te Amsterdata. Afd. Lett. N. R. Deel XVII. Mo. 3) Amsterdain
1917. Gf. H e r 1 0 1

,
LZB 1917, p. i igB if. W i n t e r n i t z , ZDMG 74,

igaojo. 137 ff. Sec also Keith In BSOS, 1917. p. ia6 ff, and Konow,
Ind. Ant. .{.g. 1930, 933 iff

2. About the age of the author we simply know that he knew the
Maiignataka and the Bh&gavataputhoa and that helived aRer R3m9nuja (isth
century A.D.)

.

3. He fa, however, essentially difirrent from the VMOyaka of the
cLnsical dramas.
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Bhasa’s Balacarita goes to prove that the Kr§ria-legcnd

was dramatised in an already earlier age. But we do not possess

any of the Krsna-dramas of the golden age of Indian drama-

turgy. I 4ikc the Gopalakelicandrika, that belongs to a post-

Ramanuja age, there are other dramas of later periods that

are based on the Kr?na-legends. In about the 15th century

Mathuriidasa depicted the life of Kfs^a and Radha

in a small drama (natika) Vysabhanuj . Gaitanya,

who appeared as an incarnation of God Kr§na in the 16th

century, seems to have commanded his disciples to adopt theatre

as an instrument for popaganda. Rupa Gosvamin, his

follower, wrote for glorification of Krsna the two dramas, the

Lalitamadha va (inlO acts) andthe Vidagdhamadhava
(in 7 acts)® and one bhajna D anakelikaumudi®. In the 16th

century, the scholar Se saKrsria, son of Nrsimha, too wrote

a drama Kamsavadha* in seven acts, that narrates the

story of killing of Karhsa by Kyspa and the preceding events

according to book X of the Bhagavatapurana®. The drama

Pradyumnabhyudaya® of the Keral king R a v i

-

varman (Born in 1265 A. D.), that depicts the victory of

Pradyumna, son of Kf^pa, over Vajranabha, the lord of the

daityas, belongs to the legendary region of Kr?pa’.

1. Edited in the Pandit, Voh. III-IV, and in Km. 46, 1895.
a- Edited with a commentary ID Km. 81,1903. It was written in

*533 A.D. Cf. W i 1 s o n II, 393 f. ; L e v i as7 ff.; Eggeling, Ind. Off.

Cat. p. iggafj Nilmani Ch akrayarti, JASB, N. S. 3, 1907, p. aio.

[All these works were printed in the Bengali script at Berhampur,
Munhidabad, rrspectively in 1924 and 1903. SceS. K. De Introduction
to Padyavall, Dacca 1934 and PISL, p, 468].

3. Composed in 1509 A.D. according to Rajendralala
M i t r a

,

Notices of .Sanskrit MSS. 3378.
4., Edited in Kni. 6, 1888, Gf. Wilson II, 400 f.; L6vi 337!

E g g e 1 1 n g

,

Ind. Off. Cat. p. 1591
. [ The author lived in the time of

Akbar and wrote the work for a son of Todara Malla— S. K. D e HSL
p.468 f.]

5. The S r ) d am acar i t a of Skmaraja D I k 7 i t a too ti eats

a topic selected from book X of the Bhagavata, see Wilson II, 404 ff. [ On
K r S a-dramas, seeSten Konow, ibid p. 99.

]

6. Ed. in TSS No. VIII. On the author see Kielhorn, Ep.
Ind. 4, 143 IT.

7. The same topic, according to the same souicc (Plarivaihia,

chap, r^o ff, ), is treated bySaihkara Dik;ita, son of BalakNOa
DIkjita, m the drama Pradyumnavijaya, that was written in the
first halfof the t8th century (see Wilson II, 403 f. ). In the same century
Prince RSmavarman of Kerala, who lived from 1755 till 1787 A.D.,
wrote Im drama Rukmiulparioaya,' edited in Km, 40, 1894, that
depicts the marriage of Kn^a with Rukimul.
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Individual episodes from the Mahabharata have often

been th(! sul)jf;ct-nialtcr of dramatic trcatincnl. Thus
K 11 1 a e k h a r a V a r m a n , the kiiig-poct of Kerala

(between the second-half of the 10th and first-half of the. 12th

centuries A.D. )
wrote the drama.s T a p a 1 1 s a rii v a r a n a

in 6 acts and S u b h a d r ii d h a n a ii j a y a in 5 acts^.

The first one treats of the story of the Kuru-kiug Siuhvarana,

who fell in love with Tapali, the daughter of the sun-god.

She, with the help of the J?..si Vasistha, enjoyed the love of

her .sweet’heart for twelve years. “It is rather a narrative

in a loose dramatic form of six acts, utilising the conventional

devices itf the vision of the beloved in dream, meeting

of lovers in the course of a royal hunt, the inevitable longing

and sentimentalities, union, abduction and final reunion,

with plenty of supernatural and marvellous incidents®.” The
second drama describes how Dhana&jaya (i.e. Arjuna) obtained

Subhadra, the sister of Krsna®. In the vyayoga D h a n a fi -

jayavijaya*, the poet K a fi c a n a , son of Narayapa,

describes the recovery by Arjuna of the cows stolen away

by Karna, as in the Virataparvan of the Mahabharata. A
poet Rudradeva wrote the drama Yayaticarita®
in 7 acts that narrates the story ofYayati and Sarmijtha follow*-

I. The twij dramas witli the commentary [ of Sivarama] have been
edited in TSS Nos. ii and 13, igii, 1913 by T. G an ap a t i

_
S Ss tri

.

The age of these two dramas in'the opinion of K. Rama Pisharoti
(IHQ,) VII, p. sigff. is the end of the 7th and beginning of the 0th century

A.O. Tile story of Jcidnappir.g of Subliadrii is narrated also in the one - act

play Subhadraharaga of Madhava Bhatta (edited in Km.
9, 188O}; a MS of this drama is dated 1610 A. D.

a. [S. K. DeHSL, p. 466.]

3. MaliabIiSrat.1, 1, 171 if.; aig if. The Subliadraliaratta is staged

iipto this day by the C.ikkyar.is, the native actors, on the Malabar coast (sec

K. Ramavarma RSja, JRAS igio, G37).

4. Edited m Kra. 54, 1895, Cf. Wilson II, 374; L6vi 351 f.

The drama w:u presented under an order of King Jayadeva (another reading

Jagaddeva). One Jayadeva of Kanauj probably belongs to the istli century
A.D. according to W i 1 s o n . Duff 383 mentions only one Jayacandra
(.about 1170 A.D. ) in the list of Kaoatu-culers. In about 1386 A.D. there was
one Jayadeva ruling in Kantipura and Lalitapattana and one Jagaddeva
was ruling in Patti - Pumbucchapura in the beginiung of the istb century A.D.
(see Duff 117, 140, 306).

5. Wilson II, 388 f. According to Krishnamacharya
103 the author might have been identical with Prataparudradeva, of OraA^,
who ruled from 1368 to 1319.A.D. However, very frequently the name occurs

as Rudradeva.
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ing the Mahabharata (I, 78 ff) ends with the union of the pair

and appeasement of the queen Devayani. The rhetorician

Vi^vanalha (c,, 1316 A.D.) wrote the vyayoga Saugan-
dhikahararia^. The drama has only one scene of 145

stanzas and contains a dialogue between Hanumat and Bhima,

who is in search of a lotus-flower desired by Draupadi®.

More seldom than Rama and Krsna, god Siva appears in

dramatic poetry. To thepoet Baij a, the court-poet of Harsadeva,

is attributed a drama the Parvallparipaya, “Marriage

of Parvati”®. In almost a slavish fashion the author narrates the

story of the Kumarasaihbhava - the word “narrates” has been

used, since nothing is remarkable in the whole drama. The five

tiresome acts describe how Kama, the god of love, is reduced to

ashes and Parvati becomes the consort of Siva. In this drama

we do not find any trace of originality or of any of the

requirements that Bana, in the mtroduction to his Harsa-
c a r i t a ,

lays down for the poets. This deficiency and the fact

that it has not been referred to in any text-book of poetics

strongly support the view that it was not written by Bapa of

the 7th century A.D., but its authorship goes to some young

poet, who made himself known as “New Bana”, perhaps to

Vamanabhattabana, who lived in the 15th century

A.D. and belonged to the sameVatsa-gotra, in which the older

Bana was born, and who, many a time, is also designated as

“the new Bana*.”

The same position holds good also for the dima-type of

drama, theManraathonraathana, "The Destruction of

I. Ed. in Km. 74, JQoa. The drama calls itself a prek;ana1ca,

but VUvauatha In his SShityadarpao.'i (514) has mentioned it as aa example
of vyayoga.

*. MahUblt&rata, 3, 146. f.

3. VamanabhattabSijia’s Parvatiparinayanatakam, critically edited

by R. S c hm i d t , AKM XIII, 4 » Leipzig 1917. Cf. K. T. T e I a n g , Ind.

Ant. 3, 1874, 319 ff.; K. G 1 a s e r , Cber BSoas Parva^aripayanataka, SWA
1883; Parvatls Hochzeit translated into German by K. Glaser (Separ. from
the Jahresbericht des Staatsgymnasiums in Tries! for theyear 1886), Tries!

(1886; R. S c hm

i

d t, Ind. Ant. 35, 1906, 315 f. ; Uber die Srirangam

1903 erschiene Ausgabe von R. V. Krishnamachariar, who at

fi«t of all, attributed the work to VtmanabhattabSna); Krishnama-
chaTya,9i; Winternitz, DLZ 1918, p. 470 ff. A comparison of

VSmanabhattabapa’s SyUgarabhUjana with the FhrvaUbhQfaiia rather

supports the hypothesis that this wm written by a third BSpa. On this and
ouer 8iva-dramas see K on ow, ibid p. 103 f,

4. See also p. 393.
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Love-god”, of a pool Rama of the Kausikayaua-faniily and

of an unknown age’-.

Tho well-known legend ofking Hariscandra, famous for his

ben<‘volence and trutlifuluess, taken from the Markandeya-
purana, has provided a favourite theme to later-day

drama writers. In the five-act drama Candakaubika,
“Drama of Terrible Kausika*”, the poet Ksemisvara®
has handled this story. It is a seriously gloomy piece; and the

scenes, in which arc described the awe and horror of a funeral

place and the bloody cult of the horrible goddess Katyayani

have been deiiicted, remind us of the Malattmadhava. The

force of language and of pathos as well as the difficult kavya-

style with long compound words, to some extent, remind us

of Bhavabhuti, upto whom K?emllvara, however, could not

reach. The legend was once more in the 12th century A.D.

handled by the poet Ramacandra, the disciple of

Hcmacandra, in his Salyahari§candra, “Drama
of Truth-loving Hariscandra”*.

A versatile drama-writer, who worked on different types

of dramatic poetry was Vatsaraja, the minister of King

Paramardideva (1163-1203). He 'lived further under his

successor Trailokyavarmadeva, whose inscriptions are dated

1. Edited with a table of contents by R. Schmidt, ZDMG 63,

1909, 409 ff.; Sag ff. Peihaps it was written just in the year i8ao A.D. and
is preserved in a single MS.

2. Edited with a rommentary by Jibananda Vidyasagara,
Calcutta 1884. Tiaoslated into German by L. Fritiu; (Reclama. Univ.-
Btbl. 1926). cr. Pise hel, GGA 1883, p. 1217 if. Kausika is the family-

name of Sage Viivamitra, see above I, p. 468 f.; trans. 560 if.

_
3. He K called K j e ra c n d r a

_
too; but he is difftirent from the

Kashmirran poet of the same name. He is tlie aullior also of one N a i f a -

dhJnandandtaka, from which Peterson, 3 Reports, p. 340
ff. has givi*n rxuacts. The Cat? da kausika is mentioned first of .ill

in the Sfihityadarpau.i. Wc are nut in aposition to decide whethci Mahipfila,

under whose patronage this drama was staged according to the preiude, is

the same prince, in whose court Rfijaiekhara presented his Balabharnta on the
stage, andw ho ruled in about 9 10-940 A.D.—that is the opinion of P i s c h e I —
or he, as K r i s h n a m a c h a r y a. p. too believes, is identical with Mahipfila
Bbuvanaikamalla, ofwhom we possess a ^sancgyric inscription dated 1093
A. D. in a temple in the Gwalior Fort (SeeK i e I h o rn , Ind. Ant. 15, 33 ff.

)

4- Translated into Italian by M. Vallauri, Firence >9(3.
Popular adaptations of the Haiiscandra • legend in the popular languages of
India are not seldom. One such Hariscandranrtyam, an old Nepalese dance-
play, has been edited by A. Conrady, Leipzig, 1891; Cf Fritze’s
txanslatioti, p. 9;Jackson JAOS, 23, 1902, 317.
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Ijctween 1212 and 1241 A.D. He is the author of a vyayoga

Kiratarjuniya, in which is narrated the same tale as in

Bharavi’s epic bearing the same title. He wrote also one ihamyga

Rukminiharana, adima Tripuradaha, a samava-

kara Samudramanthana, a bhana Karpuraca-
r i t r

a

and a prahasana Hasyacudamapi^. The

vyayoga Parlhaparakrama of Paramara P r a h 1 a -

danadcva, whose brother Dharavarsa ruled in Gujarat

between 1163 and 1208, depicts the cattle^robbery from the

Virataparvan of the Mahabharata®.

Occasionally historical characters too have been made

heroes of dramas. So is the hero of the drama Karnasun-
dari (natika)® of the Kashmirean poet Bilhapa, the

Calukya prince Aphilavad Kar^ia, son of Bhimadeva,

who ruled from 1064 to 1074 A. D. The drama was per-

formed in the temple of Santinatha on the occasion of the

festival ofJinaRsabha in Anhilvad and describes, after the model

of the Ratnavali, the secret love of the prince with a

Vidyadhari-princcss.

There have been also poets, who have composed dramas

for the glorification of living rulers, and these dramas, therefore,

can outright be taken aspraSastis in a dramatic form. And
like the epics these dramatic praSastis too are sometime carved

on stones. Thus in a mosque in Ajmer (Rajputana) have

been discovered two on two basalt-plates, on which extracts

from the second drama are engraved. That one ofthese dramas

is Lalitavigraharajanatika of a poet S o ma-
de v a , who composed it for glorification of his patron

Vigraharaja IV of Ajmer. The second one is the Harakeli-
na^aka that is dated 1153 A.D. and was written by King
VigraharSja himself. This drama contributes towards glori-

fication of Siva. Here a ruler, who is also poet, has left evidence

of his poetical genious engraved on stones simply to make sure

I . The six dramas have been edited in the Gtaekwad’s Oriental
Series No. VUl. igi8.

a. The itama. has been edited in the Gaekwad’s Or. Scr. No. IVT
i9ij:5ee Hultasch, NGGW rgar, g7ff.

3. Edited Km. 7, 1888. Cf. Biihler, Hemachandra, p.83.
[On Buhaaa’s K a t q a s u n d a r J ( Ed. Km. 1888) j see K o n o w, Indiache
Uramenip. itsf Kieth, SD, p. 356. The age of the work is given as
about At). SO80.90'}.
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that through this it may come down to posterity. He could not

of his own accord presume that later Mohamniadan conquerors

wolild be so unscrupulous that they would use these stones to

serve as pillars in a mosque.’. Another inscriplionally preserved

drama, that too tails itself a pra.sasli, is the Pari jata-
ma&jari (orVijayasrl) uatika of a poet M a d a n a ,

with the epithet Ufilasarasvati. It wa.s composed in honour of

King A r j u n a d e V a , one of the successors of King Bhoja of

Dhara, in the 13th century A.D.* The prelude begins with the

verse. .

.

atha kathaihddalikhUe srulilek/iyarh likhyate, iilayugale I

bhojasyaiva gunorjilamarjunamurtyavatir^asya II

“On these two stone-blocks . . . the might of the virtuous Bhoja

himself, who has appeared in the body of Arjunavarman,

is written”. The heroine Parijatamafijarl, the daughter of the

Caulukya king of Gujarat, that was conqueredby Aijunavarman,

has become the actual queen. The poet appears to have followed

the Ratnavali as his model. A panegyrical drama, written in

about 1310 A.D. for glorification of a living ruler, is the

Prataparudrakalyai.i.a or Prataparudraya^obhu-

§ a p a , that was included by V i d y a n a t h a in his manual
of poetics®. The niuc-act drama Gahgadasapra tapavilasa

1. The two platri were dibcovered during the year 1875-76 from the

polished basalts in course of a repair of the mosque and were published by
P. Kielhorn (Ind. Ant. ao, 201 ff., NGGW tflgs, 55a if. and "Bruch-
sucke indiicher .Sch.mspielc in Itibchrifira zu Ajmerc,” .londtrabdrucfc aus der
Festschrift zur Fcier des 150 Jahrigen Bf'bteheiw dtr Koen. Gtselhchaft dcr
Wissenscltaften zu Gutlini^'n tgot, Birliii iqot). On the Pi^krit of this

drama, see KL o n o w ,
GO.\ ifig}, 47c) IT.

a. The fust report about this tlramalie prusasti (only Uie first

two acts are preserved; the .serond vUb of stone, that (rmtained the rt'mauung
two at ts is lost) was given by K.K. Lele in thBye.ir tgog. It has been edited
and published (F,p Ind. 8, yO), also separately on the basis of a proof-copy

by E. ilultzsch utaler the title. The F a r ij a I am atlj ari or
Vijayairi, a n5tika,roinpoHed in ahtmt laij by Madana, Lejjw'g J906;
a eommentary upon it by I. ak ? ma ti asft ri , Leipzig 1907. There are
inscriptions of Aijuna wirman of the year.s rati, 1213 .and I815. A. D.

3. See above p. aO. As I.Ayi (.Vpp. 43 f) says : the poet has
succeeded in making a contempvratY king the hero of his drama, without coring
in the least to bring in any actual historical moment. [ PratSparudra was a
ruler ofWarangal, and his inscriptions arc dated 1298—1314. A.D.—Keith
HSL p. ag3 ]. The H am m i r a m a d am a r d a n a too of the Jaina poet
Jayasimha is a quasi-historical drama. It describes how the pride of
Hammira i.e. of Amir ShikSr or of the Sultan §amsu-d-dunya (^1235 A.D.)
was shattered. Cf. also S R Bhandarkar, Report II, p. t6 IF. 7a ff.

[This work, that was written between laig and laag A,D., has been published
in the GOS, No 10, iqio. ]
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of Gahaadhara tk'scribcs events from the life of King

GaiiRadasii Bhuvallaldia Prafapadeva of Catnpakapura in

Gujarat. I’lic act V was played in the court of Sultan

Muhammad n4-l.l-iril
) of Ahmadabad^.

We find also dramatic gnomic poetry in Indian

Literature. TK'' most famous amongst these dramas is the

P T a i) o d It a e a n d r o d a y a , “Rise of the Moon of

Knowledgi ®'’ of K r 5 n a m i s r a , son of Visnu. He wrote

it for King Kirlh'armaa of Chandella, who ruled between

lO.'iO and 1 ! Ki A.U.“, As in the case of the oldest Buddhist

dramas, (see above p. 119 ) here too almost all the appearing

eharaefrrs are aljstract notions.

From the utunu fif God Siva (IWara) with Illusion
(Maya> there is born the son mind (Manas). He has

two wives: Activity (Pravrtii) and Renunc i a ti o n

(Nivrtti) . Froiu the first was born King Confusion
(Moha) with his whole family and from the latter King
Discrimination (Viveka) with his family. A
very fierce battle, like the one between the Kauravas and

Pai>davas, breaks out between these two related families.

A rumour is spread that a terrible female demon (VidyS)

will be born with the Moon rise of Knowledge
(Prabodhucaadrodaya*) from the mtion of King Discri-

I. Liivi, .App. 46; Eggrling, Ind. Off. Cat., p. 1608 ff.

e. Edicerl b> II. Brockhaus, Lipsiae, 1835. Of the many
Inriian fclitiuiis, ttic iiniy on'' that ran be recommended is that of P a a
sikara Vasuclevasarman, with two commentaries, and. Ed.,*

Bombay ipo-i, NSP, Transl.itcd into German ( by Th. GoldstDcker,
whose name is t«it nieatiuncd on the title-page) with a foreword by K.
Rosenkranta, Koiiigsberg, 1842, also by B. H i r a e 1 Zurich 1846.

About tran-ilatUms inUj Englisli, French, Dutch, Russian and new Indian
languages, set- in M. H r h u y 1 e r

, Bibliography, p. 64 ff. Cf. S c h r o e -

der ILCl, 6.-,U ff.; L<vi aap ff.; Olden berg, LAI, a8a f.

3. In its prelude the work mentions the defeat of Karpa of Cedi
(1043 A.D.), Hence it must have been written after the year 104a, see

Huitasch andKielhorn, Ep. Iiid. i, aiy ff., 335; V. A. Smi Ih,
Ind. Ant. 37, ujo8, 143. According to a tradition (Krishnamacharya
p. too f.) Kr^O^niiha was an ascetic of the Haihsa-order, who instructed
several young penple for propagating the Advaita—philosophy. Among
them was found one, who ridiculed philosophy as such and was devoted more
to dramatic and erotic Htt'ratum. In order to change the course of his mind
Kfspamtira roniposed this drama in which he taught philosophy in the guise

of secular {xietry.

4. Hence it is called also briefly Probodha (Knowledge), or Praho-
dhodaya (Rise of Knowledge) or Prabodhacandra (Moon of Knowledge).
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mination (Vivrka) willihis wife Revelation (Upani-

?ad), who will destroy the whole family of Confusion

(Molia). Moha (Confusion) and his adherents obstruct

this: his main followers are the Sexual Instinct
(Kama) , liis wife Sexual Pleasure (Rati),

Spiritual Conceit (Brahinana Damhha) and his

grandfather E R o i s m (Aliaihkaral, A n g e r (Krodha)

andGreed (Lf)hha) andhis wives Injury (Himsa)

and 'Desire (Tr^na). The maid - servants of King

Confusion are Wrong Knowledge (MithyadfSti) and

Bewilderment (Vibhramavati) . Among his

reliable confederates are to be found Heterodox
Learnings, particularly Materialism (Lokayata)

of Carvaka. These mighty devils are opposed in the battle

from the side of King Discrimination (Viveka),

Peace (Sanli) and Compassion (Karuna), the

daughters of Religion (Sraddha), and their friends

Love for Man (Maitri) and L 0 v e for God
(Vi?^iubhakti), too have joined hands. In the formi-

dable battle, that is described in act V, the two troops

of heroes, with their elephants, chargers and foot-soldiers

push one another in a bloody arena. Materia-
lism, that stands In the front row, is overthrown, so

that the contestants get hold of each other. The heretic

religions get scattered in the wind through the flood of the

ocean of True Dharma. Buddhism takes

shelter among the barbariotis people, Digambara
Jainism, Kapalika Saivism and other

heretic teaciung.s flee towards the regions of PaflcSlas

Mahivas, Abluras etc., all infc.sled with fools.

At the end Old Wisdom is victorious. The
Revelation (Upani.sad), through Divine Love
(Visnubliakii), becomes pregnant. From lier womb
are born a daughter, Science (Vidya), and a son

Rise of Knowledge (Prabodhodaya) . A
voice from behind the scene announces that the terrible

Science (Vidya) has burst forth the breast of the Mind
(Manas) and that she has swallowed King Confusion

(Moha) with his retinue. Immediately there appears

Rise of Knowledge. (Prabodhodaya) and greets
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respectfully the Original Spirit (Puru§a), who

with pleasure takes him within his arms;

mohandhakaramavadhUya vikalpanidram

unmalhya kopyajani bodhatufSrarasmih I

sraddhavioekainatiidnliyamadi yetia

visnvSlmakam sphurali visnuraham sa ekah ||

“Ah ! Removed is now the veil of

Darkness and it is morning;

He who dispels the darkness of Illusion,

The Night of doubt, he has torn asunder;

Born is the Rising of the Moon
Of knowledge, with the help of

Faith, Discrimination, Peace and Intellect.

In All is personified Visnu—and I am that.

Through the grace the exalted Love for God
(Vi^pubhakti) I am ftilly happy.”

The explicit aim of the work, as we have already seen, is

to glorify the orthodox Vedanta-theory from the point of view

of the Vaisp.ava cult in contrast to the heretic religious teachings.

In case, however, one expects to find in this allegorical drama

nothing but pedantic artificiality of a scholar, he will be agree-

ably surprised. He will be simply impressed also with real

pieces of poetry in this work that does not lack in dramatically

exciting handling. Here the characters are less stereotyped and

more vividly sketched than in several other dramas: and—^what

should be probably most surprising—humour too comes into

play. Although there is no vidusaka, in act III the priests of the

heterodox sects are caricatured with blunt humour. Here a little

probe from these scenes, that are of interest also from the point

of view of history:

—

Pity and Peace enter into talk with one another.

Suddenly Pity buixts forth : "Friend, a demon
{raksasa), a demon !”

Peace;
—“What a demon is there ?”

Pity:
—“Look there, look there, friend !

He, who has no clothing, is carrying a feather from

the tail of a peacock in his hand and has a terribly re-

pulsive appearance on account of filth dripping from his

body, Is coming this way.
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Peace:—^Friend, He is not a demon; rather he is a

weakling.

Pity:—Then what can he be ?

Peace;—I fear, he is a goblin (pisaca).

Pity:—Friend, how can a goblin dare come out when
the world is brilliant with the net of the blazing

rays of the sun ?

Peace:—^I’hen possibly he is a creature of the hill

that has come up from its den. (Marks him and
pondering) (Ah, I have found out the truth)

.

It is the Digambara-canon that has

been set into motion by Confusion. Let us,

therefore, leave him the passage wide open.

(She turns about her face).

Pity;—Friend, wait a moment, till I look for SraddhS

in him. (So both of them stop. The Digambara
Jaina appears in the guise of a Jaina monk.)

Digambara:—^Hail to Arhats. Hail to Arhats, In

the house with nine gates^ the soul bums like

a lamp. This is the emancipation- and bliss-

bestowing highest truth uttered by the most
exalted Jina. (Goes away). (From inside the

stage) Hear, Hear, O young Ijiy-men,

malamaapuggalap'aide saalt^alehiih kelisi suddhl \

appa vimahuahavo Impalkalatuki jajiamio I)

“How can the water of the whole world

Clean this body, the mass of filth ?

The soul, that by nature, is pure,

Can be known by no means,

That is different from devotion to sages.”

What do you say ? What sort of devotion to sages ?
Hear this— *

iHh calanapat}dmo hidasakkalath ca bhonnam miffhaiii \

issamalatft ifa kijjc,m lUijiatii dslatii lamantatfadi U
“Bow before the holy-men from a distance,

Extend them all hospitability and

A sweet dish, you must offer them ;

While these holy-men be enjoying with your women,
Do avoid condemning them filthily.”

. That is in the Ixidv of human-being.
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Soon there enters the Buddhist Canon in the guise

of a monkj with a book in his hand. He recites a

Buddhist stanza and praises his religion in the words;

—

aho sadhmayam saugain dhatmoyalra saukhyarii moksaica tathahi \

dvdso layanath manoharamabhiptdydnukula vanin-

iidiyo vaflchitakdlamislanuisanam sayyd mjduprastamli I

iiaddhdp utvamupdiikdyuuattbhik HptdAgaddnotsava-

kilddnandabharam vrajanti vilasnjjyotsndAkurd rdtrayah

“IIovv excellent is this Buddhist religion, in which

both pleasure and emancipation can be had. Thus :

“(A Buddhist) has a pretty house for his abode;

Willing wives of traders remain at his command;
He is served with dainty dishes whenever he likes;

He is provided with a soft bed (to sleep upon)

;

Believing young beauties offer themselves for his

pleasure;

He passes moon-lit nights in revellings and sports.”

Pity;—Friend, who is coming there, the man, slim

like a young palm-tree, with down-hanging

brown mantel and a wholly shaven skull ?

Peace;—Friend, that is the Buddhist Can-
o n. Monk (from inside the curtain) ; hear, O
laymen and monks, hear the nectar ofthe word of

the Buddha. (Reads from a book) ; I see with my
divine eye the goodand the evil ofman. All things

of this world arc momentary. There is no eternal

soul. Hence do not grow zealous of the monks

meeting your wives. Zealousy is the name of sin.

It is followed by exchange of words between the

Jaina and Buddhist monks. Eaclr one of them declares

• his religion to be superior, and while doing this they

ridicule each other In a most filthy manner. This scene

reaches its climax with the entry of Tantricism in

the garb ofaKapalika.
Kapalika (moving about):

nardsthimdldkftacdrubh Ufatfali

itnasdnavasl ntkapdlabhojanal} I

paiydmi yogadjanasuddhacakfusd

jagarmitho bhinnamabhinrtamvlvardt l>

"My ornament is a garland of human-boacs,
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The funeral yard—my residence:

I take my food in a skull of man:

With my eye cleared through wiltlieraft,

I sec the world and God,

Both as one and dilTcreut.”

The Jaina ascetic :.tsks him as to the iialiue of his

religion and its ijrincijdes of emancipation. At tliis the

Ksipllaka describes the manlier of his vvorsliip of God in

the words:

masliskanlmvasdbhii’haritaimhnmamsdhuUrjuhvftlaih

vahnmi bmhmakapdlakalpilamrdpdncm nab. pnrmjd 1

sadjuipkrltakalhorakanthamgalatkildladhdrojjvalair

arcyo mb puriisopahdmbalibhii-devo mahdbhainwah ll

“We offer to fiur God human-llesli mixed up with

brain, marrow and fat in fire:

We break our fast with drink of wine kept in tlie skull

of a Biahtnaua:

We worship the divine great Bhairava with oiler of

human-flesh,

Looking bright with the stream of blood flowing from

the hard neck just severed.”

Monk: (Listening attentively) : O Buddha, Buddha ?

What a terrific religious practice !

Jaina Ascetic: O Arhat, Arhat ! How much has

this wretched fellow been under the influence of

some devil ?

Then the Kapalika angrily proceeds towards the two,

since they have accused God Siva of witchcraft and

threatens them witfi bis terrible sword. Overwhelmed

with anxiety the iiicmk and tlie ascetic yield before

him and request him to pardon llieiii. Then he. puts

back his sword into the sheaih and takes upon liiniself

the duty of propagating his religion wider. One cannot

be liappy without enjoyment of sensuous pleasure; without

enjoyment there cannot be spiritual cniaiieipiition: an

emancipated person should have the form of Siva, who
sports rejoicingly embraced by his loving wife Parvatl.

Since both of them doubt about tlie correctness of the

principle that a being given to suffering can be emancipated,

the Kapalika summons his religion, that enters in the
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guise of a Kapalini, resembling a voluptuous woman of

lowly origin. The Kapalika orders her to take hold of

the two spirits. Now she embraces the monk and the

Jaina ascetic one after another. These two persons give

expression to iheir feeling ofjoy and quickly they get rid

of (heir religion and embrace tire religion of the Kapalika,

whom they recognise as their teacher and master and let

themselves be initialed with the drink of wine into the

great teaching of Bhaimva— all this is described with

severe humour, that is hardly to be met with in

many places.

The great popularity of this allegorical drama among the

paiiditas is proved not only by the large number of its extant

manuscripts and printed editions, but also by the several imita-

tions that it has found^. Thus in between 1229 and 1232 the

Jaina Yasahpala wrote a drama Moharajapara-
j a y a

,
the "Defeat of King of Illusion”, in which the conver-

sion to Jainism of King Kumarapala and his marriage with the

princess Krpasundarl (“Generosity, the Beauty”) are presented

and Hcmacandra is mentioned as the priest, who solemnises the

marriage in tlte presence of the Arhat®. In the 13th or 14th

century the Vedanta - scholar (VedantadeSika) Venkata-
n a t h a (or Vehkate^a) * wrote a pliilosophical drama,

the Saihkalpasuryodaya, "Rise of the Sun of Will"

in 10 acts*. In the 16th century Kavikarnapura
(born 1525) wrote his allegorico-philosophical and quasi-

I, A paraphrase of the Prabudhacandrodaya is the VijSSnagita,

that was written after i6oo A.D. by the Hindi poet Kefavad^samilra
(perhaps a descendant of Kr?nara.isra); see Gr ierson, JRAS 1908, 1136^

a. Cf. Buhler, Heinacandra, p. 4, 3a, 55, 81; Kielhoru,
Report on the Search for Sansktit MSS in the Bombay Presidency 1880-81

Bombay 1881, No. 50. The drama Moharijaparinaya has been edited in

the Gaekwad Oriental Series. No. IX, 1918. In the same series have
appeared other dramas written by Jainas. A particularly successful drama-
writerwasK hmacandra, a disciple ofHemacandra. Gf. Hultzsch,
NGGW igai, p, 39 ff., and ZDMG 75, 19a i, p. 61 ff. Ramacandra wrote
together with Gauaca^idra a commentary on the Nktyada^ana, a work on
dramaturgy. The Jaiitararya Vijayadharmasuri bad reported to

\V. that he possessed a MS of this work.

3. On the author and his large number of works see Aufreebt,
CC II, 14a f.; HI, ia6 and Krishnamacharyap. lasf.

Published with a commentary in Pandit N. S. Vols. 28-34. On a

new edition of the Sahkalpasuryodya (Srirangam t9>7), seeJRAS igai, p.59i>
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historical drama Caitanyacandrodaya in 10 acts’-

at the command of King Prataparudra. Kali (“Evil Age”)

and Adhanna (“Disbelief”) appear in this piece and complain

that on account of tiie preachings of Caitanya their rule is losing

force. Immediately Caitanya himself (as a demi-god) appears

with his disciples for the purpose of propagating the right princ i-

ples. Ey the .side of the mythological and allegoiical characters

(Bhakli, Maitri, Narada, K}-sna, etc.) there a2>pcar also human
beings like King Prataparudra and others. A very learned

work is also the drama Anirtcdaya® in 5 acts of Gokula-
n a t h a of Mithila. It is attributed to the year 1693 A.D.

Here characters like Sruti, Anviksaki, Katha, Palafijali, Jabali

and others enter. In the first half of the 18th century A n a n -

daraya Makhin® wrote a philosophical drama J i v a n -

andana in? acts*. It is likewise a text-book on Medicine

and an allegorical drama with religio-cthical (Sivaitie) tenden-

cies. It presents how King J i v a (Life) in his Capital

(^arira), “body” is besieged by the army of diseases under the

leadership of yaksman (consumption) and at last attains

victory in the strife through the grace of gods.

An instructive composition of a different type is the drama
Bhartfharinirveda, (“the Drama pf) B h a r t

f

•

h a r i’s Disgust with the World®” of the Siva-worshipper H a r i -

h a r a of Mithila It is a peculiarly dramatised legend that

belongs to ascetic poetry, ofwhich we have found so many probes

in the epic, pura^iic, Buddhist and Jaina literatures.

I. Publislied in Bibl. Ind., Calcutta 1854 and in Km. O7, igo6. Of.

L<vi 33711. To the i6th century belongs also the Dharmavijaya
(“Victory of Religion” ) of S u k I a Bhudeva, printed in the Grtuitha-
ratnainhlk in, Bombay i88g,; see Eggeling, Ind. Olf. Cal. p. 1596 f;

Schuyler, Bibliography, p. 89.

3.

Published in Km. 59, 1897. Of. H a r a p r a s a d , Report 1, 1 7 f.

3. According to K r i s h n a in a c h a r y a , p. 113, liis father was^
a minister of Saharkja of Tanjore (1684-1711}. See wo Burnell,
Tanjore i7ah«

4. Edited in Km. 37, 1891. Debuled index by C. C a p p e 1

1

e r in

the Festschrift Windisch, p. 107 8', Another allegorical drama of the same poet
btbeVidyaparitiayanB, “Marriage of Knowledge”, Edited in IGn.

39. 1893.

5. Edited in Km. ag, 189a. Translated into English by L. H. Gray,

JAOS 35, 1904, 197 if. Harihara is mentioned also as the authw of a drama
Prabhavatiparipaya (Gray, ibid 197 ).

Wintemiu, History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, 19,
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According to tradition Bhartrhari was a king. He loved

his wife Bhanumati very dearly. After a long period of

separation from her liAisband, who wanted to go on a

world-tour, once the queen said, that she would not remain

alive without him. The king wanted to get this statement

tested. He went on a hunt and got the, rumour spread that

he had been killed by a tiger. The moment the queen

came to know of this she breathed her last. The king

returned back and heard the unhappy news. Now he was

wholly perplexed, hurst into tears and reproached his

own-self:

—

soayath nimaydadhUth bala haladhiydstninnipalilarh

mayd vydddydsyam svayamahipatescumbitamidam I

krpdnena svena pfahatamidamdtmanyakarurj.am

svayath suptvd sadmanyahaha nihito dvdri dahana}} It

“A fool, I am, who dug a ditch into which I myself

fell;

I myself opened the mouth of the snake that has

bitten me;

With my sword I have mercilessly struck my my
ownsclf;

Oh, I myself kept fire at the door, while I was sleeping

inside the house,”

In unrestrained perplexity he enters into a funeral

pyre with the intention of burning himself with the corpse

of his wife. Then there comes the ascetic Goraksanatha^.

yhe latter appears as aggrieved and laments seemingly

because his begging bowl is broken into pieces, in the

same way as the king does for his deceased wife, and thus

he makes the king feel that it is nonsensical to lament the

death of any person® and that real happiness consists in

.
renunciation of this world. But now the king does not

like to have anything to do with his kingdom, government

and worldly pleasures. But this helps him little and the

I . Gorakhnat, as he is usuaUy called, the founder of the Sivaite sect

ofKai}aphat3s (“tom-eared’ ), perhaps lived in the first-half of the 15 century
AJD. The^ore, the drama must have been written sometime later. Cf.

Gray, ibid t^; A. Barth, The Rdigions of India, and Ed., London
1889, p. ai8; D. P, Kh akh ar and G. S.L eonard

,

Ind. Ant. 7,1878,
47 ff., aga ff.,

a. Cf. the consolatory stories, above II, 115; transl. p. 143.
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yogin brings to life his wife through his magical power.

Bhanumati, who is awoke from her slumber of death, is

disdainfully rejected by. the king. As the real ascetic

likes, he knows nothing about his wife. All her implorings

and coaxings are of no avail. Then the queen takes resort

to the last means. She brings her children before the

king and tries to arouse fraternal sentiment in liim. But

even this meeting evokes little response from him. He is

convinced that this world is a lengthy dream, an illusion,

a fata morgana, and he renounces his throne and the

family. Then Goraksanatha praises him as the best of

the nirvana-seekers^.

Not only w'as philosophy taught in the drama, but there

exists also a drama that attempts to teach philosophy beside

grammar. This object of curiosity is Antarvyakarna-
natyaparisi-sta* of Krsnananda Vacas-
p a t i

.

Here the verses are to be explained as having two

meanings; on one side they mean rules of grammar and on the

other they teach philosophy and moral.

Learned dramas of all types have been written in Sanskrit

upto our times®. Dilllsamrajya* written in the year

I, In act V the verse :

cUrarA eiltamaraAgaiailikemidsm nitlhillikttih iilpinsli

. saAialpa^ja aikalpcnahiiracitam (idiyomspapfi jagat I

dlrghaaotnamidam vadanti suihi^aff ktpuu&ajSam puitap

proatfi iaidalhdnlarikfanagaiimtmpart menire I)

sSdhu eaisa, sSdku i sanSnapi nmvoaiSHm
jluSnadSayya vatiast, in which King Bhartrhari gives expression to

this feeling of renunciation of the world, partly reminds us of the Vair3gya-
iataka, but verbal correspondences ore not to be found.

a. That is to say "appendix to the dramatic art with inclusion of
grammar’', Published in Calcutta 1894; earlier editions 1840 and 1855 (see
Schuyler, Bibliography, p. 66). “ '

3. On the attempts that have been made for rcvival of the classical
drama in modern India, sec I, < v i 401 If., 466 ff. and Barth, Revue crit.

i8ga, 193, f. Amongst these dramas of the 19th eentuiy are includ^ al.so the
dramas having strong social bias, e. g. Kulinakutasarvasva (nStaka

)

of R&m an S r ay an a Tarkaratna, written against polygamy and
amongst the Kuliua Braiimarias. XJmeiacandra Mitra’s Vidha-
vivivahana^aka, for introduction of remarriage of widows. (The
pur^ive dramas KuHnakularnava and Vidhavavivaha are in Bengali
ancT not in Sanskrit). European dramas too have recently been translated
mtp_ Sanskrit : thus Shakespeare's Midsummer-Night’s Dream’’ by R.
Kfishnamac hariar under the title V&santik&svapna,
(Kumbhakonam i8ga).

4. Madras igi2. The author had made a complimentary presentation
of the work toWinternitz.' An analysis and partial translation by
Cappeller in Deutsche Rundschau, 39, 1913, p. 45a ff.
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1912 by PanditLak s m ai? a Suri in 5 acts describing

the coronation in Delhi, may be mentioned as one of the latest

written dramas, that is composed strictly according to the model.

Not less than 51 characters appear in the piece and among

them are also King George V and Qiieen of England, the

Arch-Bishop of Canterbury, Lord Curzon and others. A debate

in the House of Lords is presented almost in the same manner

as many centuries ago ministers discussed matters among them-

selves in the court of any Indian prince. By the side of the king

and an American, who witnessed the coronation-ceremony from

an airbaloon, and had travelled in a motor car from Bombay,

an astrologer Dr. Perin was not missing. Without taking into

consideration the anachronisms, here we find all that is most

modern by the side of the oldest known Indian ornate poetical

tendencies^.

B h a n a s and Prah asanas.

It is understandable that only a few of the more popular

types of dramatic poetry of earlier ages have come down

to us. They were composed for particular occasions and

did not have enough of literary merits for the purpose

of being retranscribed and preserved®. Hence it comes that

the b h a n a s
,
dramas in monologue, and prahasanas,

farcical comedies, that have come down to us, all are of

comparatively of more recent times. They are mostly of

unknown ages.

The bhana consists of a single act, in which a single person

actually appears on the stage; but this person holds conversation

with a large number of people, who do not appear before the

audience, but whose part is verbally repeated by the conveyor of

the drama before he replies to it.

t, Hovewi, it is instructive, since it shows that the old features can

occur even iu whclly recent writings, as in India poems are always composed
on earlier models.

3. The popular farcical comedies on the whole were never written

down. "Rather the manager made his actors conversant with some plot, that

often was ofhis own creation, and left the work ofdetailed performance to the

improvising faculty of his troupe", (Fr. Rosen, ©ie IndrasabhS des

Amftnat, p. 4). The mpaologues^ (bhapas) and the fardcal comedies, that

we possess, are probablyjust court-imitations in the kfivya-style and in Sanskrit,

of popular mMels in ^pular dialecu. Now-a-days farcical comedies are

penotmed at the end ofpresentation of a long piece, that takes up the whole of

the night, towards the advent of the morning (Rosen, ibid ).
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For the purpose of giving representation to this type of

dramatic poetry wc may here briefly state the plot of one

Srhgarabhusana, “Ornament of God of Love”^, of the

poet Vamanabhattabana (15tli century

Matching with the plot of the drama, the introductory

prayer has a strong erotic colouring. After the usual prelude

in the form of a dialogue between the stage-manager

and his associate is over, there enters the worlding (vita)

Vilasasekhara and he remains all alone on the stage till

the end. From his monologue we learn that after he has

spent the night in the company of his beloved he gets

further intoxicated with the rapture of love under the idea

that he will stroll about in the harlots’ quarters during the

day for the purpose of being present on the occasion of the

feast ofpuberty of the daughter of his friend Kamamafijari.

He begins with a description in ornate verses of the sunrise

and the dawning morning. As in a cinematograph,

there pass before our eyes most colourful pictures of

life in the liarlots’ quarters of the city, where harlots,

procuresses, worldings (vitas), court-fools (vidusakas)

and dance-master (pithamardaka) loiter about, and

love-revelling is associated with chanting of music and

song. His various encounters with the characters,

who are not made visible to the audience, offer to our

Vilasalekhara opportunities for more or less witty

and humorous conversations and poetical descriptions.

There he sees the beautiful Karaalavatt at the terrace

of her mansiem;

maramrgajurvagurabhanasitSnavaklrya ttakhamukhairalakSn I

tnru^jamhrdayaharitfdnnisargalaralan grahitumudyunkte II

“With her fingers she is spreading her black hairs like

the net ofKama, the hunter, in order to entrap therein the

gazelles, the wavering hearts of young man.” He makes

lus glowing declaration of love and adds to it a malicious

remark on the harlot’s mother. Proceeding further, he

meets the Brahmapa-wordling (vipravifa) Mandaraka, the

son ofMadhava, “who has misappropriated the amount

1. Edited in Km. 58, 1896,

a. See above p. 278.
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that his father had left to his care for the purpose of pe^

forming sacrifices and who has taken the vow of offering

the same to the god of love.” He makes himself full of

humour and he is comical in a seemingly heretic manner

towards young Brahmanas. One of his next meetings is

with Indumatl, who is sporting with a ball. He describes

admiringly her beauty and is envious of the ball, that she

strikes with her lotus-hands and which, while falling upon

or falling down, rests on her breasts. The beauty invites

him to an idle gossip. But laughing, he remarks that he

fears to miss the feast of his friend and advances further.

Then he utters

—

“The maiden, whom I see there at the summit of

the mansion, is awaiting her lover, who has been turned

out by the mother.

abhdti malayamaruta taralilasmhvyanapallava tarunl I

carutaramydnaiaphara hmbararipuvijayavaijayantwa II

“This young girl looks like llie victory-staff of Cupid; her

delicate mantle fluttering in the wind is the flag-cloth and her

wandering eyes are the Jafara-fish set therein^.

(Having looked carefully). Here is Vasantika, the

daughter of Madhavi. (Approaching her) Friend Vasantika,

what arc you, sitting on the summit of the mansion,

doing there ? What do yc#u say ? “I am gazing at the

majestic beauty of the grove that has become charming

with the advent of the spring:

—

komalasiabakammrS cSrupallavaragitfi 1

mSkandamilia vSsanti sarhtyajya kimu kbhate II

“Does the jasmine-shrub, bent down on account of

clusters of delicate blossoms, shine forth after it has left

the mango-tree and longs for beautiful sprouts.®”

Smiling bashfully, why are you keeping silent ?

What do say ? “I know your great affection for my
friend Makanda.” Has he been expelled by the mother,

i. The god of love carries sapharas (small but very much moving

fish) in his banner,

s. The stanza has two interpretations and can also mean: “Does

Visantilca rejoice her after she has deserted Mikanda (her lover), bent down

with the delicate tufts (ofher mantle), seeking the sweet pleasure oflove?”
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greedy of money, overpowered with the devil of old age ?

What do you say ? “That your honour knows to read

the feeling of another person”. Friend Vasantika, let

the crow caw and let the wheel of the water-mill move

along. See !

Skrandartam kamukakalaralrUi

karolu tavajjananl pisad I

tathapi bhuyddiyamaoyapaya

makandammbhogarasdttubbulip i (

“Let the devil, of your mother, who is as unkind as

the night of death for the lover, just cry ahd bewail. Still

let this pleasure of union with Makanda be incessant.”

Our vita advances further. One of his next meetings

is with a group of female dancers who are going to some

drama-hall. In order to enjoy their presence he. visits

his friend the dance-master Gunadatta, praises his method

of dance-training and does not feel ashamed in giving

expression to his sentiment of love for a dancing girl.

Then ah ' enchariting swing-song 'strikes his car. His

friend Makaranda celebrates the spring-swing festival in

the company of his beloved. The vi{a comes nearer,

admires the beauty and repeats the swing-song that

she sings'^. In the meantime it is noon and the vita rushes

forth into the garden of his girl-friend Candravatl, on
account of heat. After he has some chat for a little

while, he moves further and meets a realistically described

old woman, for whom he utters the proverb t vjrddha

varavilSsini vSmri bhavati, “an old harlot becomes a she-

monkey”, She has in her grip a young man, “who had
married” her daughter six montlis ago without discharging

his monetary obligations; she is dragging him to a court

of law. Our vita interferes in the qViarrel as a mediator.

It is followed by a description of a ram-fight, of a cock-

fight, of a fight between two wrestlers, and of a bloody

fight that takes phice between two rivals. Then he meets

one of his old beloved, who reminds him of his amorous

Ijleasure of the last night. Then he listens to the wonder-

ful and charming sweet tune of the harp of beautiful

I . It is a Pr&krit-song, the only Prakrit passage found in tlie
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Mafijubha^S?!, till when it is evening. Now it is time to

attend the festival of his female-friend. He describes

the splendidly decorated hall in which his female Mend

is celebrating the feast of her loving daughter. He praises

her beauty. His woman-friend hurls herself upon him

for embracing him. He wishes happiness to her daughter

and finishes with the usual concluding dramatic song that

is as erotic as the nandi in its content.

This monologue is not wanting in poetically beautiftil

passages— at least according to the Indian conception of ornate

poetry—still the limits in respect of obscenity, the limits that can

be tolerated by western taste are transgressed more than once.

There are other bhanas, that are of the same type

and of similar contents, that have come to be known up to

this time^. Even the Muku n d a n an d a of K a I ip a ti

Kaviraja*, [who lived in the early part of the 18th

century in the court of Nanjaraja of Mysore], in which Krspa

has an unendingly long and mostly erotic conversation

in verse and prose with his male and female friends (who do

I. Such bhSnas are the Vasantatilaka ofVaradac&rya
(See L < V i , 255 f. and E g g e 1 i n g, Ind. Off. Gat.p. iSaof. [The author is

knownidsoas Ammal&c 9.rya.Itwas written in the 14th century A.D.
and has been edited by P am aruvall abha 8 arman, Calcutta 1868;
editions also by V a villa Ramanuj acharya, Madras 187a, and
alw Jivananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta 1874; cf. S. K. De,
ibid, p.«48gl, the S a ra d a t i 1 ak a of a poet iSaiikara (contents in

Wilson II, 384 ff.; [the author was a native of Varanasi—S. K. Be,
HSL, p. 490 ], the very much ornate and seemingly extensive Rasasadana
(published _in Km. 37, 1893) of Yuvaraj a of Kotilihgapura in Kerala,
the Syngaratilaka (published in Km. 44, 1894 [ it is called A y y a -

bha^a to distinguish it from Vasantatilaka which is called

Ammabhana; cf. S. K. Be, ibid, p.- 489] ofRamabhadra
B i k s i t a (17th century ), and the Syiiigarasarvasva (published in
Km. 78, igoa ) of Nalla Diksitason of Baiacandra Biksita.
Nalla (apparently towards the end of the jyth and the beginning of the i8th
century) is the author of one Subhadraparipayanataka, as well. [Some of
the others bhapas, that we have come to know of by now are:—
Karpuracarita (ed. GQS, 8, 7918, in the .Rhpakaf afka )
of Vatsarajaof Kalanjara (end of the iath century A.B. ) the
Pan c a ban a vi| ay a of R ah g ac a ry a

. (ed. V. Ramasvami
Sftetrulu in_ Telugu characters, Madras igig), Rasikarahjana
of S rl n i vasa ca ry a

.

See also S t e n Konow, indisebe Bramen, p.
tSi-iag and' S.K. B e—^A Note on the Sanskrit Monologue Play in JRAS,
1986,6311.]

_ 1. Published in Km. 16, 1889. Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat., p.
1615 knim an edition brought out in Madras in t88a. [ On the author and his
date5eeM.P;L, Sh«st»y, NIA, IV, ig4t,p..i5off.]
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not appear on the stage), makes little distinction between

God Krsna and common worldlings such as appear in other

bhanas.

Almost none of the prahasanas or comedies of earlier

ages has come down to us, and even of the productions of recent

days only a few have been printed^.

Sahkhadhara of Kannauja wrote the comedy

Lajakamelaka, “The Association of Scoundrels”*,

for the entertainment of his king and patron Gavindacandra

in a spring festival, probably in between 1113 and 1143 A.D.
The famous Dhfirtasamagama,” “The Meeting of

the Rogues”* ofjyotirlsvara KaviSekhara, son

of Dhiresvara is a work of later years. The contents of this

piece may be summarised as follows;

—

The student Duracara makes a confession before his

teachcr,lhe mendicant Vi^vanagara, that he loves the harlot

AnangasenS, at which the teacher creates in him tire im-
‘ pression that he too is in love with the beautifulSuratapriya.

The teacher and the disciple both go in for common begg-

ing. This brings them into the house of Anangasena. The
• teacher is so much charmed at her sight that he wishes

••Many more may probably be existing in manuscripts. B n h] e r
once told Winte rnitz that he had brought with him very many praliasanas
trom India, hut he was not thinking ofpublishing them on account of their
^ing too otecene. To an earlier age (7th century A.D.) belongs the

/ Mahendravikramavarman
(edited byGanapati in TSS, No. 55, 1917 ). It is of little literary value.

2. Published in Km. 20, 1889.

<1
I'Sssen in the .\nthologia Sanscritica (Bonn

IBM ), pp. 66-96,
1
j6-yo, and byC. Cappellcr, Jena 1883, According

to n a r a p r a s a d , Report I, p. 23, it was written in 1394 A.D. Lassen
TioT**

*3**' century... Cf. L 4 v i 252 f. [Keith,
IlaLiP. 901 has given the following account about this work:— ofmuch later

^
/

well-kiiriwii DhurtasaniSgama of Jyotlriivara Kaviickhora, son
of Dhaiiesvara, grandson of Rameivara of the family of Dhiresvara, who
wrote under the yyayanagar.-i-king Narasimha (A D. 1487-1507), though a
Nepalese manjiscript m^cs his father Uhlrasithha and his patiun Harasithha,
who has been ulenti lied implausibly with Harisiiiilui ofSimraon (A. D. 1324).
S. K. D e, HMj, p. 497;™“The Meeting ofKnaves” of the Maitliliajyotiris-

l^ktttie^vara, grandson of RSme^vara of the family
ot Dmresyara, svas composed under King Harasithha or llartsiifaha of the
AJtmata-lfmily, who ntled in Mithila during the first quarter of the t4th
century. But the rejevant lines read: rimeivaraya pmtre^a tattahhauata^
paeurjxir^/iirefyarayalmajeita kaaiiekkaiScdtyj-Jjalirii'iartfa mtaeila^ ih0tas<smi-
gammp nama So Jyotiriivara was a son of RSraeivara and a
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to take her into his own possession and thus incurs the dis-

pleasure of his disciple. They fall in violent quarrel. With

the intention of getting rid of both of them the harlot

goes to a court of arbitration. They approach the Brah-

mana Asajjatimisra. who tries to arrive at a decision in

respect of this dilficult case of arbitration. The act II

takes us into the house of this gallant Brahraana, who even

enters into a philosophical discourse with the vidu?aka

in which the fonner asserts that the essence of life consists

in the enjoyment of love, whilst the latter maintains the

view that theft of money belonging to another person is

not less heinous than enjoyment to another man’s wife. In

the meanwhile there comes the mendicant with his disciple.

They place before the arbitrator their points of difference.

Then Asajjatimisra is moved at the beauty of the harlotand

he orders that she must stay with him till he arrives at a

decision. While she is staying in his house, the vidfi5aka

tries to obtain her. At this stage the barber Mulana-

Saka arrives and asks Vasantasena to clear the debt that

she owes to him. She refers him to Asajjati, who pays him

out of his pupils’s purse. Then the Brahmapa requests

the barber to shave his hairs and pair his nails. But

the barber chains his hands and feet and runs away.

The Brahmana cries for help and the vidusaka sets

him free.

A still worse company we meet with in the farce H a s -

yar?\ava^ of JagadiSvara. Here not only the

priests, but also princes, doctors and astrologers are ridiculed.

In the house of a harlot we find a .§aiva mendicant, his disciple,

a quack, a police officer who reports with great satisfaction that

the state should be in the hands of thieves, a military officer

who overpowers a leech, etc. In act II there appears a Brah-

mana, who cl.tims to have composed the Vedas and to have been

in the heaven, where he thrashed Lord Siva. At the end of

the 16th century Saint Samaraja Dik^ita wrote a

I. Edited by C. Cappeller, Jen.i 1883J also printed in India

( Calcutta) 1835 and 1873. [ and Ed. Sri nS.tha VedSntavagHa,
with a commentary, cdeutta i8g6. ]; cf. W i 1 s o n II, 40 ff. t L d v i 353 f.

Its age has not been deieimined.
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comedy Dhurtanataka \ that ridicules the Saiva

ascetics, one of whom had fallen in love with a dancing girl®.

One Pandit G o p i n a t h a is the author of the comedy

Kautukasarvasva, that was played on the, occasion

of the autumn festival during the Durgapuja in Bengal (we

know not wlien). The drama is rather a satire on kings and

their ministers than on religious men.

Another satire on the kings is tlie drama Kautuka-
ratnakara®ofa poet, who calls himself Kavitarkika,
sonofVaninatha. He wa.s the chief priest of King Lak.?maria

Majjikyadeva [end of the 16th century A. D.] . The liero

is a silly -king whose wife is kidnapped away and who
utilizes the services of all .sorts of scoundrels and fools for her

recovery. Even the names of characters of this piece are comical.

Thus the chief priest’s name is Acarakalakuto (“poison of disci-

pline’*), the name of a guard of the harem is Pracandcasepha,

the military' general is Samarakatara (“terrified in battle’’),

and the police officer is Susilanlaka (“ender of courtesy’’) and

the doctor is Vyadhivardhaka (“increaser of disease”).

Even these farces are composed in the language of ornate

poetry, and not unoften even in a bombastic style. It can,

however, be hardly doubted that these too have been written for

the purpose of offering amusements in courts and that on the

model of popular farces already present in popular dialects.

[Here a mention has to be made of the four one-act

monologue plays that were discovered and printed as late as

1922, They have been included in a single volume under

the title Caturbhani*. The titles of these four bhanas

j

.

According to W i I "s o n II, 4fi7 thfi drain.i n not an attractive

production, but at the s.ame time it is Icas vulKur than other prahasanas
what Kiel ,.(Gesrhiehte dcs Dramas III, 371 f. ) has described in the wor^:
“The farce has the merit of a bald-heait tluit is free from noKious insects and
hairs at the same time” I On Sauiaraja D i k 9 i t a’s sibc (latter part of
the 17th century) and hit works, see S. K. D c , Sanskrit Poetics, I, p. aao
and r. K. Gode ABORI, X, p. ijBf.)

s. Cr. Wilson G, Cappeller hi the. Gurupaja-
kaumudi, (I'Vstschrift A.W e b c r , Leipzig, lUgO) p. 59 if. [ Ed. R ilm a -

randra TarkSlathkar.a, Calcutta i8a8. Dacca University MS
No. 1580 D. ]

3, Extracts in Cappeller, ibid 63 f. and Ecgoling Ind,
Off. Cat. p. 1618 ff. [ and Dacca University MS No, 1831. J

4. Ed. R3makr9na Kavi aud S. K. RSmanStha
S £ s t r) , Sivapuri, Trichur. Edited a^in under the title AfAgarahSta by
Moticandra and Vasudeva^arana AgravSla,. Bombay
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arc DhurLavitasarhvada, “The Dialogue between

the Rouge and the Rake”, Ubhayabhisarika, “The

Drama of the Girl who meets two lovers”. The P a d m a -

prabhftaka, and the Padatanjitaka, “The Drama of

the Kicked.” We know nothing about the authorship ofany one

of the first three bhanas, and about the fourth we know from its

colophon that its author was one Udicya Syamilaka,
son of Vijive^avaradatta^. The other three dramas are attributed

to as follows:—the Padmaprabhrtaka to Sudraka, the

Dhurtavitasaihvada to Ilvaradalta and the Ubhaya-

bhisarika to Vararuci. But this attribution is based on a

single traditional stanza® that is mentioned in the introduction

to the Caturbhani by its editors and said to have been found at

the end of Padmaprabhrtaka.

In the opinion of scholars the, probable age of these

bhanas falls in about the 5th century A.D., and in any case none

of them was written later than the 10th century A. D.®,

especially as the Padataditaka is quoted by authors who, lived

not later than that century.

Except in the Dhurtavitasaihvada, the hero is not

the vita, but a friend of the vita. This friend-hero does not

appear before the audience, but all that he does is reported

by the vha on the stage on which he alone makes his

appearance. In contrast to other monologue plays, these

bhanas give not only descriptions of amorous adventures

of the vita, bhl other topics of interest too are introduced*

in. them.

A mention may here be made of the Bhagavajju-

1939. with introduction, Hindi translation and notes. Ubhayabhislhrika
translated into English bySukumar Sen, Oalciitta Review 1936, p,

137-147. The Fadmapr&bhftaka, with E:^lish translation, etc.

by J. R. A. Lorn an, Amsterdam 1956. For Bibliography see Appendix
Six, Ed. Moticandra.

I. See p. 150 and p. 359 of the Caturbhkni, ed. Moticandra.
8. The stanza reads:

saraiucirUvaradatla/f iySmUakalf iSdrakaiea ealvSta^

tte thapin hathariu^ kS iaktii kSliddsaiya \

' 3. S. K. D e ,
HSL, p. 348 ff.; JRAS, 1926. p. 63 ff. See also F. W.

Thomas, JRAS, 1934, pp. 189-36 (Gcntenaty Supplement)} P, T.

B u T r o w , The Date ofSyamdaka’a Padat&dita, JRAS, 1946, p. 46. ff.

4. For detailed criticism see S. K. D e
, (ibid).
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k I y a m ^ and the Damakaprahasana® of unknown

authors and age. In the former iSaijddya, a disciple of

a Buddhist saint, falls in love with Ajjuka, a prostitute, who

is bitten by a snake and dies. The saint’s soul enters into

the body of Ajjuka with the intention of setting the mind of

his disciple on proper line. The soul of Ajjuka is put through

mistake of Yaina’s agent into the body of tlie saint. Now with

the soul of the saint Ajjuka behaves like the saint and the body

of the saint with the soul of Ajjuka behaves like the latter to

the greatastonishment ofeverybody. But Yama’s agent becomes

aware of the mistake, and the two souls are let re-enter into

their proper bodies. The Damakaprahasana is an imitation of

the usual type of the vidusaka episode of a drama, and perhaps

it is part of another drama, and not an independent

work. The Natavataprahasana® was written by

one Yadunandana, son of VasUdeva Gayani. It is' of

an unknown date. It does not conform to the requirements of

a prahasana and does not present any noteworthy literary

quality, j

NARRATIVE LITERATURE
Tales, fables and stories belong to the best productions

of the Indian mind and they were elevated to the status of real

literature in India earlier and in a much greater measure than

among the other civilized countries. As we'have already seen

above, they occupy not only a prominent position in respect of

religious books of the Buddhist and the Jainas®, but also in

respect ofornate poetry, they arc not qf an inferior standing.

I, Editions—A. a.i u crj i-S a s irl
, JBOR.S, with a

roinmfntary by P. An u j .'in Achan, Cochin 1995 Prabhakara
S S s c r I Madrai 1995,

u. Ed. K. VenkatarSmaiastri, Lahore igsG. .See also

Jolly in Festgabe Garbe, Ecl'angcn 1997,9. 115-iai.

3. Ed. Granthatn31il, Bombay 1887.

4, We can hardly arrive at a decision as to whether the Buddhists
cr thrjainas had contributed more towards devebpment of the Indian narra-
tive literature and towards circulation of Indian stories. In any case it is an
exaggeration to say, as assu^ned by H e r t c 1 , that we ought to be grateful
to the Jainas, "due to whom we possess simple excellent prose of the type of
narrative literature” (Guist des Ostens i, 1913, p, 185). It can never be true,
since we find the use of Sanskrit in Jaina literature first of all in th6 gtb
century A.D., when Sanskrit prose hsb lung before become fully developed.
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For the people of the West in many respects these tales, etc. are

more valuable than all other branches of Indian ornate poetry.

When bne reads the court-epics, in which the same old

narrative materials are repeated again and again and the

dramas, that, with a few exceptions, contain the same themes

over and again, with which we have already become familiar in

the epic, whilst in the comedies the same intrigues are repeated

with minor deviations according to certain pattern, one could

be led to believe easily that Indians lacked in creative genious

as such. What a great difference in narrative literature ! What
an inexhaustible phantasy in creating wonderful intricacies in

stories ! How much of spirit and wit in respect of inventing

sober and comic scenes in the fable: what an abundance of

increasing new materials in stories, novels and fictions^ ! Unlike

other types of Indian poetical works, in this narrative literature

the tendency is not to delineate only the stereotyped figures, but

we meet here quite often several types of people—in fables men
in the guise of animals—that exhibit a distinct physiognomy.

And these men are not only virtuous kings or bold warriors,

or beautiful and loving princesses and venerable priests, as

in the epics and mostly in dramas too, but also people from

other spheres of life, viz farmers, manual workers, salesmen,

artisans, and all sorts of people like jugglers, swindlers, rascals,

selfish Brahmanas, hypocrite monks, harlots and procuresses.

Lastly, no branch 'of Indian ornate poetry has exercised so great

an influence on foreign literatures and has become so much
important for world literature as the narrative

literature. It is most wonderfiil that the Indian narrative

material has passed from nation to nation in such a way that

we find in almost all the countries of Europe and Asia and

even among those of Africa, stories and tales of which the

original home was in India. And the fact is that not only have

individual stories, per hazard, found their way from India into

other countries through oral transmission by traders and tourists,

but the entire bulk of Indian books, as we shall see, have through

translations become common to the people of different countries.

For a long time it was generally believed that India was the

,

•i®’’ Ley e n , "Das Indische MStrehea” in the Pveu??.
Jatu:bu£hcrn> Bda 99, 19QO) p. 6a ff* sets down fine cbaiacteristics of Indian
aariative Utemnre.
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birth place of all tales. But with advancement of our

knowledge of folklore and ethnology this theory has been com-

pletely exploded. But the fact still remains that many tales

of different nations have had their original home in India.

Long before the existence of bigger narrative
works in Indian literature, it was possessed of all sorts of

talcs and stories that offered amusement to the people. Besides

there were stray fables that were invented for teaching religious

or worldly lessons. Tales, swangs, anecdotes and stories that

were in circulation among the people for a long time and
the fables that were included in different places in literary

works formed partly the source and partly the model

for stories contained in narrative works. In India, as in

other countries, tales and stories have occupied in all the ages

the same place as the so-called light literature does during

the modem days^. Tales are different from myths, that

almost always tr>- to explain something and satisfy some urge

for knowledge or a religious necessity in the same manner as

from the fable, that always tries to teach and follows the pada-

gogical objective in one or the other way. Hence it comes that

tales and stories had been in existence among the people long

before they found entry into literafure and that they found

their place first of all in Prakrit literature®, whilst the fable

originated in literature itself, and in all probability it belonged to

Sanskrit literature from its very beginning. .However, it is also

probable that the animal fable sprang up from animal
tides, and the former added to itself short gnomicstanzas,
that are instructive sentences. There are many gnomic

stanzas that at the same time contain fables in nuee. These

gnomic stanzas arc very often pbeed at the top of the storiesi,

just like the titles in the narrative literature of the West*.

1. Of. Ben fey, Kleiuere Srhriften II, tali; Jacobi, GG.A
iflga, fisa.

a. Cf. J a c u b i , ZDMU 4O, 41G.

3. About Indian fables, (he. opinion of K, Mfillenhoff (Zeit-

.sclirift f. deutsches Alterlum, N. F. 6, 1875, p. i ) on the German tables

literally holds good: "Many old Gennan proverbs contaiir small unimal-iables;

the heron scolds water, bec-nuse he can not swim; if the mouse is fully fed

food tastes bitter, etc. Gnomic stanaas were enlarged poetically more than

once into fables, so conversely were many fables abi-idgstl into gnomic
stanzas.”. The German word “.Sprurh”^ (saying) should be used for

"Sprichwort” (proverb) in respect of India.
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The fact that adages always constifnite essential elements of

Indian fable-poetry should also point to its still earlier origin.

The characteristic form of narrative literature, therefore,

is a mixture of prose and verse, in which the latter are partly

metrical tales and fables^ and partly gnomic stanzas. It is

only of the later times that we come by works of narrative

literature written wholly in verses. Narrative works that are

written wholly in prose are rare, and in ornate novels too

verses have been intercalated within a limited range.

Thence it follows that the oldest tales and stories do not

really belong to proper literature, and any effort to trace their

beginning w'ould be fruitless. Certain tale-like stories that we

have fdund in Vedic works belong to mythical, declaratory

and legendary poetry and not to genuine talc-literature®.

Likewise some animal-stories, thp.t we find in the Upani?ads,

such as the story of the dogs, who assembled around a white dog,

in order that he procures for them food through hymns,® or

the stories of Janasruti, who attracts the attention of pious

Raikva to the conversation of the two flamingoes, or the one of

I . Partly these
_

are katb&samgraha - stanzas, that is

retses, in Which the subject-matter of the story is abridged, ("Headline-

stanzas”), and partly they are akhy an a- stanzas, that is the stanzas

that themselves form part of the narrative (tale-verses). OF. H c r t e 1, Das
Faiicatantra, p-37> Sometimes, however, many akhyraa-stanzas are put

together in a ballad. Hence, there are (for example in the j^takas) several

stray fables and tales in the form of ballads, although elsewhere the ballad

is just the form of narration for myths, sagas and legends.

a. The stories ofPurflravas and Urvah, of SunahSepha, of the monkey
Vnkkapi and other Vedic akhyilnas and itil&as, exactly as the monkey-stories

of the Rslmayana, belong to a line of development different from proper

natrative literature. They are parrallel channels of narrative poetry and not

the foTcrunner ofworks like the jatakas or the Faiicatantra. The stories that

were narrated in the preliminary ceremony (pariplava)of the horse-sacriflee,

after a funeral celebration etc. (see above I, 859 ff.; trans. p. 311 ), were not

tales and fables, but itibSsa and pur&nas. When Amalananda (13th century)

in the Ved5ntakalpataru posits that stories of the type of TantrakySyika

should be nartated in the Fariplava (see G. A. J a 0 o b , JRAS, igi 1,511),
this evidence of so late an age proves nothing. Winternitz does not

consider as probable that there took place an uninterrupted development

from Vedic literature down unto the TantrSkhySyika and the ornate novels

(as assumed by Her tel, VJZKM 23, 1^09, 345; 94, 1910, laaf. and

pointed out also by Oldenbeig, NGGW rgii, 457). The region in

which aicy&nas and itibSsas were cultured in the form of ballads were

quite; different from those in which tales, fables, fictions and novels had been

popular.

3, ChSndogya-Up. i, 19, that appeared, accordii^ to Indian view,

as correctly allegorical to Winternitz, isin the opinion of Deussen
"a satiie on the activity of priests and their egoistic ulterior motive.”
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Satyakama, who receives by turn instructions from a bull,

from a flamingo and a swan^, can hardly be called fables.

In Indian literature we come by the earliest fables in the

Mahabharala, and in fact, in the epic proper, as also in book

XII®. The existence of fables in India in the 3rd century

B. C. is proved by the reliefs on the stupa of Bharhut (2nd

century B. C.®.) As regards their currency during the age of the

grammarian Patafljali in the 2nd century B. C. the evidence is

to be foimd in learned formations like kSkatdliyam “unexpected,

as in the fable of the crow that was killed by a palm-fruit fall-

ing down” and ajakrpSniyam “in the manner of the shc-goat

and the dagger” or in “that of the she-goat killed by a dagger*.”

In case we now review the actually existing narrative

literature of India, we can divide it under the following

groups:

—

1. A great mass of popular tales, stories and swangs,

that we now know in a larger number, meant only for spiritual

or worldly objective, that were originally circulating just

orally. They are found in popular languages, and not only

in Sanskrit.

2. Collections of stories that were gathered together for

religious propaganda by some compilator or compilators. To
this class belong the jatakas and other story-books of the

Buddhists and the Jainas, that were no doubt told for the

satisfaction of the people®.

I. Chandogya—Up. 4, i; 5; 7; 8.

3.

Cf. above, I, 349 f., trans. 409 IT; MahabbSiata 8, 39 and 41;
Holtzmann, Das Mahabharata, IV, 88 If, Probably in the Mah-
abhfirata la, J-130 we may find the precursor of the Pancatantra.

3. See above II, 13 and toa; tronsl. p. 17 and lay.

4. Mahibhasya, on PSp. a, i, 3 and 5, 3, loC f, Cf.W e b c r , Ind.
Stud. 13, 486. It is noteworthy that in the Kautillya-Arthaiastra, animal-
tales are not mentioned. “As against this, itiroughout there abound political

maxima and epigrammatic expre.s9ions that bear comparison with natural
kingdom, living and not-living, in which we ore to find the rudiments of
political fables (Her tel, WZKM, 34, 1910,431).

5. In a more limited measure, the BrShmavas, the Br^mapical sects

and schools make use of this very method. Such is the way of teaching of the
Sfiihkhya in respect of elaboration of basic principles by means of Stories.

Therefore, the SSrbkhyasSstra contains a section on narrative (akhylyi-

kkdh:^ya), see S^fikhyapravacanabhkjya, translated from Sanskrit into
German by R. Garbe, (AKM IX, 3, p. 351 if. and Jacobi, SBA
ign, (P. 370).

Wintemitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. Ill, ao.
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"3. Narrative works in Sanskrit that pursue the express

objective of teaching political principles and wordly wisdom.

Of this type is the Pafleatantra in its numerous recensions and

redactions.

' 4, Narrative works, that offer crude entertainment

(didactical subsidiary objective excepted ) in the form of

fictions with intercalated stories, firstly in Prakrit and later in

Sanskrit too. To this class belong the Byhatkatha with its later

redactions, the Vetalapaficavirhsati, Sukasaptati and others.

5. Fictions and novels in Sanskrit ornate prose (DaSa-

kumaracarita, Vasavadatla and Kadambari)

.

The works of the last three groups are not compilations

but compositions in ornate poetry, of which the authors try to

•build their narrative stuff partly from the first two groups and

partly invent it independently. But in any case they have to

make efforts in framing and arranging them in the form of an

Independent work. The popular and generally u^ual form of

narrative work is the so-called "intercalation^*’.
'In a frame-story are included stories in a small or large number,

and each of such stories can in turn serve as a frame for one or

more ’other' stories. In every kind of Indian narrative work

we find tales, fables and stories beside one another. In the

middle of a narrative, that has purely the affairs of

human-being as the subject-matter, we always find also tales,
relating to the world of wonder and witchcraft of super-

human beings, and animal-stories, in which human
behaviours are carried over to the animal world*. In the

narrative works, that pursue some padagogical objective,

naturally the fable predominates, and the tale prevails in

works of light literature. Hence the latter too arc far more

dependent upon popular narratives and talcs than the former do,

' Since the fables and stories, that are meant to inculcate a politi-

‘ cal 'or wordly wisdom, are generally the creation of a poetical

I. In the epiu and in the puraaas too, we End a certain type of
intercalation and also consequent narrative given in the first person (I-story ).

Itis just a refinement ofthis natural type ofnarration, when not only the hero
narrates his story, hut some other persons as well retell their stories.

n. This too is wholly understandable, since according to the Indian
conception of the world the different forms of creation are essentially alike,

and between gods, demi-god^ spirits, men and beasts, the difference is not
qualitative, but merely quantitative, that is capable of being levelled in course
of repeated births.
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personality and not popular in the real sense of the tcrni^

They became popular in course of time, as has probably been

the case with the stories of the Paficatantra and with the

Aesopean fables. As against this, the tales have generally

been popular, inasmucli a.s they spring up directly from th?

heart of the people, that is from religious ideas and myths,

from popular Ijelief in witchcraft and from the whim of story-

telling men and women, drawn from the common people. In

most cases there is no objective other than to cause amusement
to one’s ownself or to others*.

The common name for all the different types of narratives

in Sanskrit is akhyayika “little story, small narrative”

and k a t h a ,
“conversation, entertainment, narrative”.

In manuals of poetics attempt is probably made to distinguish

between these two terms and to employ each of them
for two different kinds of composition in prose; yet the

authors of these manuals are not all alone in the respect

of their use®.

THE PANCATANTRA IN ITS OLDEST TEXT-FORM

No work of Indian literature has so long and eventful,

a history as the Paficatantra. The credit of making its history

clear goes to the greatest extent to two rcsearchera; Th e o d e r

B c n fc y *
, who has followed the course of history of this

work beyond India in its travel into different regions of world

I. Similarly atceady'B e n Te y , Pantschatiuitra I, 103.

3. That docs not stop even moral ideas incidentally Ending
expresiion in these tales ajid storici, when they are

_
turned into ornate ^Iry.

Down upto present times Indian poets have remained a particular class of

teachers of morality.

3. Kivyadarsa r, 33-38; Dhvanyhloka 3, 7 f. Pata^ali (on P4ijmi
4j 3i 87 VSrtt. I ) gives as examples of akhyayika the titles of works tliat are.

probably fictions: Vasav.id<ttta, Sumanutuira and Bbaimaratht. BSijia calls

his historical novel IlarjacarUa an Skhyfiyika, while he has referred to his

romantic fiction Kadambarl os a katha. In the Paficatantra single stories are

called katha. In the Kathasaritsfi^'a, the stories^ are generally called

katha, and several times also akhyfiyika. Ksemendra in the KathasaritsSgara

mentions kathfi as the chief narrative, and akhyuyikfi, the intercalated stories

(See S. K. D e, in BSUS, III, p. 307 f ).

4. Pantschatantra, funf BOcher indischer Fahlen, Mfirchen uod
Bmflhlimgen. Aus dcm Sanskrit Obersetezt mit Einleitung und Anmer-

kungan I. II Leipzig 1839.
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literature and Johannes Hertel^, who has elucidated

the history of the Paficatantra in India itself through critical

editions of the most important relevant texts and with a large

number of scientific researches. [Another scholar, who has

succeeded in going back to the primary Paficatantra
is Franklin Edgerton*, 'who has further examined

in detail the different available versions of the work].

It is just too easily understandable that the original fbrm of

the text of a work that consists of a large number of single stories

and gnomic stanzas, in course of its long history, has undergone

alterations in a very strong measure. Thence it is evident that in

such a work new stories and new epigrams have got included in a

large number, that the stories, that did not please later redactors

have been replaced by others, and that some ambitious writers

have effected real or supposed improvements, refinements,

intentional alterations—^new motifs. But in Spite of all changes

that the Paficatantra has imdergone in its centuries-long course,

it has not altogether obliterated its original character. It has

always remained, according to its original plan, a work of which

the objective has obviously remained to teach in a pleasing

style what the Indians call the niti^astra, “the science

of conduct” i.e. the art of administration, and which is called

also by another name—a rthaSastra, “the science of

Worldly gains”. In other words, the Paficatantra has from

the very beginning been a work, that was meant to teach the

art of administration and wordly wisdom through fables,

stories and epigrams. In its original form it was used for

teaching of p r i n c e s ,
as it is mentioned in the introduction

(kathamukha) found in all the extant versions. But in later-

day redactions, It has rather become a book of training mainly

\ 1. Uber das Taatrabhyayika, die kaimirische Rezension des Fsuica-
tantra (GXXIl. Bd. der ASGW ), Leipzig 1904; TantrSkbySyika, the klteste

Eassung dcs Paficatantra aus dem Sanskrit ubersetzt mit Einleitung und
Anmerkungen I, 11 .^

Leipzig and Berlin igog; the same published, Berlin

1910; Paficatantra, seine Geschichteund seine Verbreitung, Leipzig and Berlin

1914. Gf.Winternitz, DLZ 1910, Nos. 43 and 44; 1914, Sp. 3430 ff. and
F. Edgerton in the American Journal of Philolon, Vol. 36, 1915, 44 ff,

853 ff. An “editio minor” too has been published by H e r t e 1 in the HOS.,
Vol. 14, 1915.

[9. JAOSjXLjp.ayif, Paficatantra Reconstructed,...
Text, Critical Apparatus, Introduction and Translation. New Havan 1994. ]
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for youth, and not only for that of princes^. Purely moral

stories were added into later redactions, and there too not in

a ' considerable number.

The original text ofthe Paficatantra, commonly mentioned

as the “primary work?’, is in fact no more available to us, yet

we are in a position to arrive at a well-grounded conclusion

with regard to its condition with the help of the still—extant or

deduced oldest redactions of the work. The redac-

tions are

:

(1) the Tantrakhyayika, that is preserved

for us in an older recension and a younger one^.

(2) The text that was translated into Pahlavi® in

about 570 A.D. Actually neither this text nor its P a h 1 a v i

translation is available by itself. But we are able to

draw a conclusion posteriorly about the existence of the Pahlavi

translation and its Sanskrit original^ on the basis of the transla-

tions into Syriac® and into Arabic® made from Pahlavi, as also

from the European renderings made from Arabic.

(3)

An extract from the Paficatantra, that was included

in the Kashmirian Bfhatk-atha, that is now
lost to us and is preserved for us in the two metrical resett-

ings in Ksemendra’s B rh a tka t h am afi j a r i and

Somadeva’s Kathasaritsagara''. The stories of the

Paficatantra are narrated without interruptions in K?emendra,

whilst Somadeva has added a fool’s story at the end ofeach book

of the Paficatantra. It is now clear that the stories in the Bfhat-

I . H e r t e 1 (ZDMG 5?, 1903, 640 ) mentions the different venions
of the Paficatantra straightway as Vschool-books”. This has certain justifi-

cation now a day, when the Paficatantra and similar story-books are included
among the books that are translated intomodem Indian languages and are used
in schools. In many Sanskrit manuscripts is found the copyist's remark, as

cocnmurucated to W i n t e r n i t z by Her tel, that the owner of the work
had got it transcribed for the study of his children.

3, See above p. 308, note i.

3. Made by B u r z o e under the title Karafaka loa Domanaka.
4. Details about these translations further below.

[ 5. Made by B Q d in about 570 A.D. under the title Kalilag wa
D'mmg), edited bySchulthess, Berlin igit.

]

[ 6. Made by Abdullah Ibnul "Muqu ffa”, under the title

Kalila wa Dimna, Ed. Gheikho, Beyruth 1933.]
7. Brhatkathamafijarl XVI, 355 ff. Kath&aritsfigara 60-64. Lea

V. Mankowski. Der Auszug aus,.dem Paficatantra in Kfemendras
Brhaikathamafijarl, Einleitung, Text Ubersetzung und Anmeikungen,
Leipzig 1893.
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katha, have very much deviated from their original objective

and have been transformed into light literature, although the

original motif is not wholly forgotten; when Gomukha
narrates them to Prinee Naravahanadatta for his education, he

remarks that even in the case of animals wisdom prevails over

strength. Neither of the two versions has any independent value,

and botb-of them represent the old texts of the Pa&catantra of

importance, and in fact Ksemendra’s version is bf less value

than that of Somadeva.^

(4) A very abridged selection “for instruction of the

boys, who have learnt little”, tliat is available in South Indian

manuscripts and hence called “South Indian Pafica-
tantra’’*. As shown by H e r t e 1 , this goes to a North-

Western abridgement made after the 7th century A.D. Diffidult

passages have been excluded. The importance of this text lies'

m the fact that it stands so close to the Tanlrakhyayika that it

can be utilized for reproduction of the original text. Further

there exist, in a large number, enlarged and popular recensions-

made from it that have contributed much towards circulation

of the work. There are several extant recensions of this

^bridgemeht;

(5) A Nepalese Selection of Stanzas
that stands very close* to the “South Indian Paftcatantra” and

goes back to a north-western text. Although preserved In a-

unique MS it is of importance for the purpose of criticism*.

I. Cf. Speyer, Studi« about the Kathosaritsagara, p. 36 f.

H e r t e I
, Das PaScatantra, p. 30 ff.

[2. Bd. of the recension « by Heinrich Blatt, Leipzig, 1930.

Ed. of recension P by J. Hertel, Leipzig igo6.]

3. One of these recensions has been edited in an incomplete foim by
M. Haberlandt in SWA io7, 188^, 397-476. Hertel, Das sfidliche

PaHcatantra (Vo). XXIV 'of ASW), Leipzig, 1906 gives a critical edition of

another recension. Gf. Hertel^ Das Faficatantra, p. 33 ff. (Hertel,
Das Paheatantra, seine Geschichte und seine Verbreitung, Leipzig 1914,

Index p. 451 f., registers 900 difibrent versions of the work known to have
befco-exiting in over 50 different languages of the world, and that sj^reading

from Java to Iceland.
' ••

4. Cf. Hertel Das s&dliche Fahcatantra, p. LXXXV^II ff}

^DMG 64, igio, sSiTand Das P^cataotra, p. 37 f. According to H*er»
tei, this and shniSor metrical redactions have had as their objective' 'to serve

as finindations fbr new redactions in Sanskrit and popular languages. Tt
Ir sdio probable that the stanzas were copied so that they could become aid

to memory for ttie purposes of oral narration. *'
>

'

'
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In respect of the text these five recensions agree among
themselves to such an extent that H e r t c 1 has rightly traced

them to a common single source, and from their correspondences

he has drawn the conclusion that the Tantrakhyayik a

—

the only complete Sanskrit text among these recensions

—

provides the best picture of the primary work, that is to say it

stands next to the original I’a&catanlra^. Hence
generally speaking, it also holds that whatever may be said

witli regard to the Tantrakhyayika is equally valid also for the

primaiy work of Pa&catantra.

The Tantrakliyayika is now just a work of Sanskrit

ornate literature. Its prose is ornate, and as sUch it is especially

replete with characteristic long compounds. Its verses comprise

ofplay of words, duplicity of meaning and linguistic subtleties,

that are peculiar to court ornate poetry. Besides many stanzas

are composed in fully ornate metres. Yet all this is treated

with moderation. Its prose does not have the artificiality of

language that we find in the novels of Dan^in, Subandhu

and Bana as well as in the Jatakamala*; even in the case

of verses, the artificiality in respect of metres is considerably

Seldom. However, the author was a man of taste who certainly

knew well the kSvya-style, but did not adopt it for the simple

I. We are not in a position to decide the question whether the title

of this primary work should be called “Tantrakhyayika” or "Pafleatantra”.

In any case the fact remains that the work attained its highest peak of fame
in the whole of India under title Pancatontra only. The title TantrakhyS.yjk.i

(i.e, Tantr&khy&yikam I^tiiastram) means: The Instructive Stories comprising

(of a manual of Wordly Wisdom and Art of Administration
)’

’ and the

Paiicatantra means “The five Books” or “Tire five Instructive Sections or Books
(comprising of a manual on the art of administration)". Cf. Her tel,

WZKM 30, igo6, St if., 306 if.; TantrSkbyayika, ‘Cbcisetzung 1, 7 f and
Winternitz, WZKM 35, igit 49 ff. V. W. Thomas tninslates the

title; as _‘‘Autlu)ritative Test (for Pdicylin the form of an Akhvayika and
"Authoritative Text (ofPolicy) in five (Books)". Inaccurate is Laedte’s
rendering (in Mdiange Ldvi, p. sfig }: "livre composd d’histoirrs” and too

learned is the explanation ofjJ ac obi (GG.'\ 1903, 383): "Sanunlung von
afchyayikas in tantras", "die in Biicher eii^teilte Enahlungssainmlung.'’

8. This does not refute the position that in a number of cases tlie

Tantrakhyayika has not only some interpolated texts but also a corrupt text.

.. 3. Jacobi, GGA, 1903, 377, and Her tel, Tantrakhyayika,
Ubersetzung I, aa, compare the Jit^amala. But this belongs to a different

type; it is a campG, in which narrative ornate prose alternates with ornate

stanzas composed in the kavya-style. The Tantrakhyayika is not a campB,
as here the verses serve a wholly specific purpose and have been inserted and
employed in a quite special manner.
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Stories that he was going to narrate^. He was certainly not a poet

of insignificant hunaour and wit. It will be wholly perverse to

regard this work as a collection ofpopular stories®. Probably the

author has made use of older materials as well, but he has re«

produced them in a free and independent manner. And above

all, he has fashioned anew the peculiar class of this sort of narra-

tive works. Altliough the method of introducing stories within

stories and of mixing prose with verse had been in vogue from

a very early age in India, still the art of framing and intercala-

tion of stories, as we find in the Tantrakhyayika, and the art

of mixing prose firstly with instructive epigrams and secondly

with verses, that in a certain measure contain the whole story in

nm, are characteristic of this work. It was also a new idea

to teach political wisdom in this ornate manner. Besides

the poet has not made use of only the stories that were existing

from before, bnt he has also composed new fables and stories.

Likewise he has not increased the volume of his work jlist with

copious quotations of stanzas, but he has himself too composed

a large number of strophes that occur in it. The Paficatantra

became a popular book for the first time in its later redactions,

although it was originally not so, nor was it conceived as such*.

Even the refineness with which some of the stories are narrated

speaks against its popular origin. As regards the purpose of

the work, that it was written to serve as a convenient manual

of politics for sons of rulers, the introduction found in all the

recensions leaves no doubt.

After the poet has, in the preliminary stanzas, expressed

his veneration for the gods, the teachers and the masters

of politics—^Manu, Vacaspati, Sukra, Para^ara, VySsa

and “Capakya, the Great,” he says : Vi?nuSarman too,

after he has gone thrcAigh the essence of the arthalastras

existing in the world, has written in these five books a

thoroughly delighting book of lessons. Then it is said

:

t. So for example is the comicstory of “the louse and the bug” (1, 7 )

deliberately written, in a very flowery kavya-slylc. Contrary to this is the story

of the “bluejackal” (I, 0), in which too we find an ornate kavya-style,

apparently an interpolation.

8. So M ah k o w s k i , ibid p. LIV and K i r s t e ,
WZKM 93,

igog, 387 ff.j ag, 1915, 946 if.

3. In India fliere ate only a few and incomplete manuscripts of the
old text ofthe Paficatantra that is r^resented by the Tantr^hySyika.
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In the city of Mihilaropya in South India, there

ruled a king AmaraSakti, who was the wish-yielding tree

for the desire of all the needy people. His feet were

coloured with the mass of rays of pearls and diamonds of

highly exalted princes (who bowed down before him)”. He
was well versed in all the fine arts as also in artliasastra.

He had three sons, none of whom had much interest in

these sciences. Then the king summoned his council

for the purpose of coimiltlng them for deciding upon

the means by which knowledge could be imparted to

those boys. And one of his courtiers pointed to Brah-

mapa Visnusarman, who was thoroughly conversant with

nlti^astra and had studied into other branches of know-

ledge as well. The king permitted him to come near.

Vijijukrman, an old man of eighty years, “caused his

lion-roar voice to be heard...”, “the king may exile him

from his country, in case he does not in six months make

the boys expert in nitisastra”. The king and the ministers

got astonished at this inconceivable promise of tlxe Brah-

maija. However, the king put the princes into his charge.

“And Visnularman invented a useful method and wrote

five books for instruction. And among beasts ormen there

is none who has not been brought within the reach of his

imagination in appropriate places^."

Each of the five books that go to form the work,

probably in its frame story, was meant to teach the main

principles of nttiSIstra, The frame of the first book

forms the story of the fruitfiil effort of the cunning jackal

1 . As in the intivduHSm to the TantrakliySyika, so also in all other
recensions of the Paucatanita, Vijriu^atman is mentioned as the author of the
work, notwitlistanding the fact that many ofthe later recensions have ditferent
authors (POmabhi^ra, NSraya^a). Benfcy (ibid I, ag ff) has already
posed the hypothesis that the name VijpuSamian has been bnmght in the
introduction only, just to recall Vijpugupta, another name of Capakya.
[ But no direct irtfluence of Kaufilya’s Arthafastra can be traced in the IMca-
tantra—S. K. D e , I^L, p. 86, note i. ] II e r t e 1 (TantrSkbySyika, tiber-
setzung 1, 4fF; Das Paheatantra, p. 7) has corroborated this opinion. Though it

is not improbable that VUnu^amian had been the real author of the primary
work, in any case it isstriking that it has been expressly .said that he had written
the book am.* not just narrated or explmned it to boys. Of. Winternitz,
WZKM 25, igii, 1911,5311. Whether the author was a Kashmirian or

not, as apumed by Her tel (Tantr. Ubersetzung I, 33; ZDMG60, 1906,
yOylT.}, in the opinion ofW., it Is doubtful, as is uso the case with F. W.
Thomas JRAS 1910, 974 f.
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Damanaka to cause a rift in the friendship of the lion

Pihgalaka and the bull Sa&jivaka, The two jackals,

Karataka and Damanaka are the ministers of the lion,

the king of beasts j and in the dialogue between the two

ministers are discussed the basic principles of politics and

the relationship of the ministers with the king. This is

done partly with the help of citations from treatises on

politics and partly with fables and stories that arc some-

times narrated by the one and sometime by the other.

Book II, in its frame-story, shows how even the weak,

who are fast friends, are capable of saving themselves even

against a powerful enemy through mutual help. There is

an old fable that appears to be found in its oldest form in

the Mahabharata (V, 64) and has been repeated also in

the Jataka (No. 33) that shows the process in which man
can avoid danger through unity; whilst it is narrated how

the birds with their united strength flew away with the

hunter’s nest and saved themselves. This old fable has been

enlarged by the author of the Tantrakbyayika and has

been very nicely written for the purpose of instructing

on the efficacy of friendship in the matter of success in

political affairs. Parallel to the bird-fable is narrated

how the Coloured Neck (Citragrlva), king of the pigeons,

has Gold (Hirapyaka), the mouse-king, as his friend, and

the latter cuts through the stitches of the net and frees

each one of the birds. The crow Light-flying (Laghu-

patanaka), who has seen all this, seeks friendship with

each of the two animals, and very soon they have two more

friends, the tortoise Slow (Manthara) and the deer Colour-

ed-body (Citranga). How the last one is caught in the

net of a hunter and how he is saved with the united effort

of the friends is narrated in a most charming manner.

Numerous proverbs and epigrams on wisdom in respcc^

of choice of friends and also on the advantages of friend-

ship and of mutual help bring life into the story. In

this book we find few intercalated stories, and this fact

significantly shows how the fable has sprung up from the

animal tales.

In the frame-story of Book III too, that is meant to

illustrate the political principle of War and Peace, tHe
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author has an old fable, that we meet with for the first

time in the Mahabharata^, where it is told how the surviv-

ing Kauravas were resting under a tree, on which owls

had their nest and how at night crows came and killed

the owls. This is an occasion for making a reference, 1o the

nocturnal attack on the camp of the Paiiclavas and to the

bloody killing of the whole of the epic. On the basis of

the highly simple story of the Mahabharata, the author of

the Tantrakhyayika has worked out the tales of the fight

of the crows and the owls, of the slyness of the minister,

the crow, of the destruction of the fort of the owls and of

killing of their inmates with the liighest skill, whilst he has

included a large number of lessons on the diifercnt types

of ministers, on their duties, on the relationship of the

king and his ministers, and on making of war as well on

the use of tricks and bravery in war. Closely connected

with the frame-story is the fable of the selection of the

king of birds that has resulted in enemity of the owls

and the crows—an old well-known tale in world-litera-

ture. Other intercalated stoiies are the fables of the

ass in the hide of a panther, meant to demonstrate the

harm of talkativeness, the fable ofthe hare and the elephant

meant to show that even a weak animal can defeat a

mighty master too through craft, the tale of the rat that

was transformed into a girl who did not consider even the

sun, the cloud, the wind and the mountain suitable to be

her husband and finally selected a rat for her groom, etc.

The frame-story of book IV goes to show how a

fool is deceived when he speaks aljout a business that he

has undertaken in response to fixlsc words. As an illus-

tration ofil serves the fableofthcciocodile and the monkey,

who pretends that he has hung his heart on a tree.

The intcrralatcd-story of the ass without heart and ears

teaches the .same moral.

The frame-story of the fifth book forms in the

Tantrakhyayika the touching story of innocently killed

mongoose, that is meant to serve as a warning against

_
I . Parvan X, see above 1, 31s; trawl, p. 368 and B e n fe y I, 336

ff. It is noteworthy that K3mandaki (NItisara IX. 40) refers to the fight of
the owls and the crows in the Mahabh3iata and to that in the BaScatantra.-
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thoughtless action. The same moral is taught also by

the intercalated story of the Brahmaija who was bnilding

a castle in the air.

It may be doubted if the last two books, particularly the

fifth book, have come down to us in a complete form or if

many of the fables that entered into later recensions of the

Pafleatantra have been or have not been brought together in

these books. Likewise it is also possible that these later recen-

sions fabricated new narratives for the purpose of filling in

the gaps that the old texts required.

Whilst in the first three books, at least in their frame-

stories, attempt has been made to express cxplicity the relevant

political principles, the 5th and 6th books contain merely

lessons regarding common worldly wisdom. No sharp line

of demarcation can be drawn between these two “sciences”.

For princes, general 'worldly wisdom is as much necessary

as knowledge of political principles in stricter sense of the

term. Hence we find among the epigrams many stanzas,

that teach political as well as wordly wisdom likewise^. Never-

theless the Tanlrakhyayika has predominently the character

of a manual of politics. We find at different places of the

book big sections that have a purely technical theme: so is

the case both with prose and metrical passages, that have been

quoted partly verbatim from manuals of politics. At the

end of the first book is found the verse that is so unusual in the

Indian conception of politics:

m mmu^yaprakrtina iakyam rajyath prasasitum I

ye hi dosS manusydtiarfl ta eva nrpatergu^ah If

“A state is governed not by the customs prevailing among
common men;

For, what is a mistake for the people is of use for the

kmg.”

A number of citations are taken from the Kautiliya

ArthaSastra. Technical terms of the nitilastra too occur

frequently*.

I. Of the 451 adages of the TantrSkhySyika, 305 teach political

principles (tajaniti), 158, general worldly wisdom and only jo8 have moral,
philosophical or religious subject-matter.

a. Cf. A. «HiUebrandt, Uber das KaufllyaiSstra and Ver-

wandtes, Breslau 1908, p. g. f.; H ertel, TantrSkhyayika, Ubersetzung I,

141 ff. and the edition, p. 169 ff.
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In case the history of the nitisastra had been

already clear, we would have a chance for determination

of the course of development of the Tantrakhyayika and of

the oldest recension of the Paficatantra, But unfortunately we
are not in a position to determine the measure in which Kau-

tiliya-Arthafiastra is the genuine work of Capakya, the minister

of King Candragupta. All that we can say is that the

Tantrakhyayika did not originate before the age of Capakya,

that is the 3rd century B.C. Provisionally this only may be

stated that the Paficatantra had become a famous work

already in the 6th century A.D., that under an order of King
Ghosru AnQshirwan (531-579 A.D.) it was translated into

Pahlavi, and that as early as 570 A.D. a Syriac translation from

Pahlavi was ready. We would be able to arrive at the truth

at least approximately in case we could put the age of its writing

between 300 and 400 A.D. The Tantrakhyayika apparently

creates an antiq^uarian impression, and without doubt it is one

of the oldest works of Indian ornate poetry^. But since there

are doubtless interpolations even in older recensions of

the Tantrakhyayika, the age of the primary constituent of

the Paficatantra has to be placed earlier than that of the

Tantrakhyayika.

We are not in a position to arrive at a chronological

conclusion from the religious and otherwise cultural conditions

as presumed in the TantrakhySyika. Among the religious

ideas we find nothing that could particularly be very old.

The general social life, as described, is Brahma^ical with

Vai?9ava tendencies. In respect of mythology we find the

common epic-puraqic divine world, as it is commonly described

in ornate poetry. The minister is usually a Brahmaria. Br^-
maiias are fed on the full-moon and new-moon days. The

J. As the “oldest of the extant work of Indian ornate poetry”

(Her tel, Tantrakhyayika, Xibersetzung I, aa), we need not point to the

Tantrakhyayika. The poems of Aivagho;a are older. The often recurring

word dinSta (denarius) proves that it was written after the and century A. D.
The word rupaka that occurs once (text p. 157, line 5 ) is mentioned as a gold

coin for the first time in Aryabhafta (bom 476 A.D.), but rupa, “picture” is

older^ see L U d e r s , SBA 1 gig, p. 7 4 g f. The autlior of the TantrfikhyS-

yika considers the Mahabhuata as an authoritative work, since a number of

verses, (for example ll, 103-106) are quoted as of"Vedavyasa”,
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BrlKmaijical order has attained its perfection. Killing of a

Brahma^ia is considered a grave offence, In brief we find

ourselves in the Brahmanical world. Only in this sense the work

can be said to be “Brahmanical”, but not in any way in the

sense that it has any kind of Brahmanical colouring or in the

sense that it aims at propagation of Brahmapical influence.

Religious ideas stand wholly far away from the author.- Bfahma-

nas and priesthood are not by all means spoken in very good

terms. A greedy wandering monk is the hero of the third story

of book 1. The cat in the fourth story of book HI is the type

of the sanctimonious ascetic. In the epigram IV, 13 the greedy

nature of Brahraanas has been alluded to ;

dhaTmamartharp. ca kSmarh ca tritayadi yobhioaHchati t

soriktapSnih paiyeta brdhmapaih nrpatiih siriyam \l

“He who is in quest of tire triad; >

Who strives in quest of religion,

In quest of gold and in quest of love.

Must not go empty-handed

To the priest, to the king and to his wife.”

In the Tantrakhyayika there is no allusion to Buddhism,

This has been observed by B e n f e y . He has fiirther

fclaborated that the Pa&catantra has a Buddhist origin. But

today this must be considered to have been fully refuted. The

very nature of the book as a manual of politics shows that it

can never be a Buddhist work, since Buddhists have never

admitted the justification for any effort made for earthly

prosperity and for earthly power as presupposed in nitiSastra^.

I. Theivfore, in the Eaddhist recensions of the Fancatantra, some
niti-atorlfis haw been transformccl into dharma-storiea. Gf.H e r t e 1 , JA to^,'
Nov.-Dee. 399 f. A. B a r t h (MrJusine IV, i888-8g, 558 f. ) and B U h 1 e r

(Verhaudlungen der 4?. Versammiiing deutscher Fhilologen und SchulmSnner
in Wien 1898, p.504 ) have alrcetdy refuted the theory of Buddhist origin of th?
Pafleatantra. Hertel (WZKM ao, 1906, 113 ff) has raised Directions against
revival ofthis theory by Ed. H u b e r (BEFEO 34, 707, 755 ). B e n fe y had
arrived at his decision with regard to the Buddhist origin of the Paficatantra,
because he could find many ofthe stories amongBuddMt tales and stories, the
antiquity of which he very much exaggerated. In fact we come across many
of the Paheatantra-stories in the Jataka-book, but we can hardly state with
certainty that in such cases the Jataka-book depends upon the story existing

in some earlier recension of the Paftcatantra. Thus for example thejataka
Nos, 340 and 361 have been taken from the frame-story of the Paftcatantra’
I, Gf.Hertel, WZRM 16, aSgff.
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The ethical standpoint of the Tantrakhyayika too is basi-

cally diiferent from that of Buddhism, The virtues of the

common man are the same as those of a responsible head of a

family. Fidelity to friends and hospitability arc particularly

esteemed high. But the real morality of chivalry, essentially

different from the morality of asceticism, holds good also for

the king and the warrior. Their duty is to fight in order to enter

into the heaven. The pigeon-king Citragriva of book II is

the model of heroes and princes - faithftil, courageous, sacrific-

ing, but not peace-loving. Even the blessings of contentment

is praised, as in verses, II, 78 ff., or when in II, 83, it is

said: “What is religion ? Kindness towards the being”, it

is not to be interpreted from the standpoint of ascetic - moral-

ity, but from that of the fighter, who is not obliged to save all

the animals (ahimsS), but only the weak, who have resigned

into his care and have been assured of protection and security

{abhaya)

.

Notwithstanding the fact that the Tantrakhyayika does

not deny that its aim it to teach administrative and wordly

wisdom, great stress is laid on the narration of entertaining

stories. In the matter of transformation of an animal-tale into

an animal-fable, there is still left behind much of the original,

that is not even touched by the didactic tendency^. The
stories arc not always well-knitted together*. For the author

it is ofmuch more importance to bring in a beautiful story than

to set nicely his interpolation. We must keep this thing always

before our mind when the question is raised whether a story in

a Paficatantra-recension is “genuine” or “spurious,” i. e.

whether it belongs to the primary work or not. We shc/uld

not declare each story as has been inappropriately or forcibly

inserted into the collection as spurious. Above all we arc not

in a position to differentiate between individual stories on the

basis of their being genuine or spurious. Generally speaking,

it may probably be taken as correct that the subject-matter and

the extent of the b xsic work are capable of being deduced from

the whole of the oldest recension. Thus for example, if a story

I . Thus the story of Hiraityaka’s experiences (11, i ) liaijust quite
incidentally also the initructive tendency. Primarily it is an anim.il-tale. The
story oflhecourser-bird(I-,to), who humiliated the ocean, is more an animal,
tale than a niti. teaching fable.

9 . Thus for example, I, a and I, 5 ,
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does not occur in all the recensions, but only in some of the old

ones, it remains doubtful whether we can include it in the

text of the primary work. Reversely, it is not imposable that

an old story may have found place just in one of the younger

recensions of the Paficatantra^.

In the case of epigrams it is still more difficult to determine

whether they belong to the original text of the Paficatantra or if

they have been interpolated later than it is in the case of the

stories. The various recensions of the Pa&catantra strongly differ

from one another in respect of epigrams, and in later recensions

the epigrams occur not only more frequently, but also appear

in very inappropriate contexts. This is seldom the case with the

Tantrakhyayika. It is true that the epigrams as also the

narrative stanzas belong to the original text of the work. But

we are not in a position to believe that the narrative stanzas

that either introduce or conclude individual stories are taken

from the stories thatvJere originally metrical*. It might have

been the case with some particular stories, but it is not so

in general. Then only in exceptional cases we find even in the

middle of the stories narrative stanzas here and there, and they

are more like tales in verses, that are inserted at random in

places of importance in the tales current in western countries

for the purpose of making the stories lively. As a rule the narra-

tive strophes serve merely as introduction and conclusion; whilst

at the same time they allude to their morals and in a few words

the subject-matter of the story.

We are hardly in a position to distinguish between the

epigrams cited from those written by the author of the Tantra-

khyayika. Since many of the epigrams occur only in the

Tantrakhyayika, (and in later recensions of the Paficatantra)

we can consider these in any case as based on stories invented of

the author. Many of the epigrams found in the anthologies that

are attributed to Capakya or to Bhartfhari might have their

original place either in the Tantrakhyayika or in the primary

I. Her tel, Tatitr3khy£.yika, tlbersetzung, I, 98-136 gives a survey

of the general contents of the primary work. Of. also Man'kowoski, ibid,

p. LlIl,andBenfey, ibid 1, 419 f. and 340 ff. Her tel, in his researches

on the Tantr5khyayika,_has attempted to maintain a distinction between <he

stories of doubtful genuineness and those of “doubtlessly spurious” origin.

But many a time we ought to put a question-mark after “doubtlessly”. Cf.

notes ofW. in DLZ 1910, pp. 3759 ff.

a. So H e r t e 1
,
WZKM 35, igtt, 19.
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work of the Paficatantra. In any case the epigram sconstitute

the essential part of the work, and many of them, on account

of their wit and humour are not less noteworthy than the fables

and stories. Here are some of the examples:

—

rSjanami^i sevanU vifamapyupabhu^jale )

ramante ca saha slrlbhih kusaW} khalu mdnavS(t II (I, 27)

“The wise men serve the king,

They can swallow even poison,

They enjoy the company of women.”

yadaiakyam m tacchakyaiii yacchakyath iakyameva tal )

nodake iakatath yati m nava gamyate sthale II (II, 20)

“What is not possible is impossible;

What is possible is possible;

A cart does not move in water;

One cannot travel on a boat on land.”

sarvak sarr^attayastasya samtustavi yasya manasam I

upSnodgudhqpddasya sarva carmavilaiva bh&li II (II, 79).

“He who is mentally content,

For him everything is prosperity ;

He who has covered his feet with shoes.

For him the entire earth is covered with leather.”

Later Redactions of the Pa ft^c a t a n t r a.

None of the old texts of the Paficatantra has been so

popular and has had such a wide circulation in India as the

so'callcd “Textus simplicior”, that is the recen-

sion of the text that has been best known in Europe and that

for the longest time and up to the time of discovery of the

Tantrakhyayika was considered to be the Paficatantra^. It is

wholly a new redaction of the old work, rather a completely

new work. A lage number of recently written stories and
stanzas have been brought in, whilst many of the stanzas

occurring in old recensions have been left out. The stories

I, The complete title of the “Texim Simplicior”, m alw of "Textus
Omatior”, is "Das Lehrbuch tier Regierungskuiut, Naintns PaftcakhySnaka,
mltandcrcn Namen Pafleauntra". Toe "Textus simpUoior” has been edited
by F. Kielhorn and G. BUhler, BSS I, III, V

; translated
into German by L. F r i t z e , Leipzig 1884. Gf. H e r t c 1 , Das Pahea*
tantra, p. 70 fif.

Winternitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol. HI, 31.
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are narrated in a clearer and simpler language, mostly in a

better style, and always they are longer and more comfortable

than in the Tantrakhyayika. Particularly in books IV and V,

that contain only a few stories in the Tantrakhyayika, there

have been interpolated^, in a large number narratives, tales

and also pornographical stories, that certainly originated in a

wholly different region of stories and possibly have been taken

from other books or from popular oral tradition.

Of this text, according to H e r t e 1 ,
there are two

recensions that “differ very little in respect of the subject-matter,

but almost throtighout in respect of the language.” The

same researcher has proved that this “Textus simplicior”

ultimately goes back to the same North-Western text, to which

goes back probably the Pahlavi translation, as also the redaction

from which has been abridged the Southern Pa&catantra. This

text must have been current for a long time in North-West

India, before a redactor gave to it the present form®. H e r t e 1
®

has also made it probable that this redactor, whose name is not

known, was a Jaina and had been living in between the middle

of the 9th and the 1 llh centuries A.D. However, we must make

a note of the fact that any Jainistic tendency is not positively

visible in the work, in which the stories are based on Brahmapical

back-ground exactly as in the old recension of the Paficatantra,

In this respect the new recensions differ as little from the old

text as in respect of the purpose of teaching the science of

administration and worldly wisdom*.

In this recension too the, fable-element dominates,

and among tlie twenty stories, that were included in it later,

there are nine fables that might appropriately have occurred

in the old recensions. Among the rest, we find seven tales.

1. Reversely the Tantrakhyayika, in book III, contains many inter-
calated stories, whilst there are found only 4 in the '‘TTextus simplicior”. It

a^ost appears that like the individual parvans of the Mahabharata the
different books of the Pancatantra too had their independent circulation.

a. Of. J a c 0 b i , GGA 1903, 377 ff.

3. Hertcl in BSGW 1902, p, 62 ff.; cf. also Jacobi in GGA,
tgoSi p. 380 ff. .

, 4 * Whilst the old' recensions are associated witli Ganakya or
wt^ the Kaufillya - ArthasSstra, attributed to him, in later recensions the
Kamandaki’s Nitiiastra is mentioned and cited as the main authority.
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one inlrigup-story, a witty anecdotr, one story about adultery

and one story of fools. One of the most famous tales is that of

the Weaver as V i s n u (I, 5), of which the subject-matter

is briefly reproduced here below:

—

A weaver falls in love with a wonderfully bf'atiliful

princess. Ilis friend, a cart-wright, helps hint to have a

meeting with her. He makes a wooden Oatuda^ that can

fly in the air. The weaver inoiuits him, having assumed

the form of God Vi^riu, and one night he enters into the

palaec of the princess through a window. She takes him

to be God Visiiu, w'lio marrie.s her in the Gandharva form.

After sometime marks of enjoyincnt of amorous-pleasures

become visible on the person of the princess. The king

is told about it, and he is very happy to hear from his

daughter that God Vise, u Hiiiiself has become his son-in-

law. Proud of his powcrfitl son-in-law, the king feels

extraordinarily courageous and annoys the neighbouring

kings. Tliey enter into war with him. His capital-city is

besieged and menaced by a powerful army. Then the

king, with his daughter as the inlenncdiaiy, invokes his

divine son-iu-law for help. In fact the city is saved by
the weaver who appears in the sky in the form of Vi?nu

mounted on Garuda. Since the real Vi 5i.'u does not like

lliat man should lose confidence in Him, He is cjbliged to

enter into the body of the weaver and causes Garuda to

enter into that of the wooden bird*.

In a far greater me.isure than in the* Tantrakliyayika,

in the tC'Xtus simplicior, as in all laU-r rt'daelions of the Paftca-

tantra, the character of the work stands mil us an anthology

of epigrams. Without or with little consideration either for

cohesion or for propriety and impropriety of occasions, a long

I. Tlie bin! Gaiii<.la K the roiiveycmce of GoCl Vijijiu.

a. Hei tel (BSGW p. n;, f.; D.ts p. j-j f.)

has reproduced this stoiy, (h.u he li.w ti.iU'^ldteil into Gennan in “llunte
Gcschithlen aus dem niiufil.i>.i'’, p. 50 ft’, as a proof in support of his hypo-
thesis that the nutlior of the "textus siniplieinr” was .t Jaina, since only a
heretic could speak about God Vhnu in such a ‘'continiptiiniis manner”,
Winternita, (withKdgcrton, Aini rii‘.ui Journal of Philology 33,
igia, a73 ff.), howeser, is of the opinion that it ii veiy mucii inobable tJtat

this story may not have been wholly a "satiie in ivfei< nre to Vi?nu. In
popular stories gods are spoken about with dutibtCul respect. The original
place of the story app.irrntly w.»s iD_ a wholly diiTerent narrative work
perhaps in the Vikramacarita, where it occurs in several manuscripts,

'
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series of epigrams have been brought in. Nevertheless most

of these epigrams teach either science of polity or worldly

wisdom in the widest possible measure^,

The so-called “t e x t u s o r n a I i o r” i.e. the P a fi c a -

khyanaka or the Pafleatantra, that was completed by

the Jaina monk Purnabhadrain the year 1199 A.D. at

the command of King Soma, is based on the “textus simplicior”,

with the later recension of the Tantr^hyayika too having been

utilized. This is the best of the . available later recensions*.

Purpabhadra himself says that he has revised the Paiicatantra

“syllable by syllable, word by word, sentence by sentence,

story by story and verse by verse”. He has, however, partly

from unknown source, introduced a number of new stories

and epigrams®. Linguistic peculiarities show that Purnabhadra,

has inter alia used also Prakrit works or stories in popular dialects*.

Among the lately interpolated stories are found several that

are known also from other sources, such are the tales of grateful

animals and tmgrateful people (I, 9)®, the tale of the pious

pigeon and the hunter (III, 8) based almost verbatim on that of

the Mahabharata and the comical story of the two hen-pecked

(IV, 6) and others. Some of these stories are included also in

manuscripts of the '‘textus simplicior”.

Both the recensions made by the Jainas* have had the

widest circulation in India, and from them have sprung up

I. Of the 869 epigrams (found in the edition ofKielhorn and
B il h 1 e r } there are 381 that teach politics (rajanili

} and 388 general wordly

wisdom and only 140 are moralistic sentences.

. It is presented also in a fine critical edition ofH e r t e 1 in HOS
Vols. Xl-XIIl (rgo8 and igta). R. Schm i d t in his German translation

Leipzig, Lotusverlag igoi. Again Berlin and Leipzig 1909. W. had not used

the critically edited text. (A. W. Ryder, Chicago 1925 has translated

the critically edited text into English.). Gf. Her tel, Das Paiicatantra

pp. ao, 76 fF.

3. Ffiruabhadra has si stories, that are not found in other recensions.

Hence Hertel (ZDMGgfi, iooa,3a4)wasabletocallthe"textussimplicior’*
as the “textus omatior" (soXosegarten). According to Hertel
(W2KM 17, 1903, 343 flf.j HOS XII, p. 15 f.) FGroabhadra had utilized

K^emendra's selections.

4. Gnjaratisms and Fr&kritlcism shown by Hertel, HOS XII
p. ag If.

5. Translated by Benfey, ibid, II, 138 if. On the Buddhist
versions, see above 11, 104, 160 f.

;

transl. p. p. lag f., 335 f.

. Neither of the two recensions is characteristically “Jainite”. As
pratical people the Jainas too had enjoyed influential positions in courts

fad consequently were interested in nitiiastra too. Some of the stories of
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numerous “mixed recensions” and “new recensions” even in

the popular dialects^.

A selection from one of these mixed recensions was made
during 1659-60 A.D. by the Jaina monk Meghavijaya
“for imparling simple instruction to boys” under the title

Paflcakhyanoddhara*. This text contains several

new stories, many of which are of importance for study of

comparative folk-lore and for discussion of the question of rela-

tionship of Greek and Indian poetical fables. The stories of

Katnapala, added at the end, that does not ocettr in any other

recension of the Paficatantra, are Jaina-made legends that are

based partly on stories of the Hindus®.

The “South Indian Paficatantra” too presents a very

much enlarged Sanskrit-text. In this text many stories, taken

from different recensions of the Paficatantra and prepared from

Tamil sources as well, have been recently added. Most of the

lately added stories are tales that have had their original in

popular literature. The language of this work has been called

“Cooked Sanskrit” by Hertel*.
The Tantrakhyana, that too is preserved in Nepal,

shows points of contact with the Jaina-recensions*, particularly

the Paficatantra are found also among the Avafyaka-stories of the Jainas
that are attributed to the 7th century AD. byLeumann (OC XIII,
Hamburg tgoa, p. 24 ff). But it is still open to question whether the stories

originated actually in the PaBcatantta, or whether, as there, so here too
they have been construed rather from popular stories.

1. To this class of texts belonp the thoroughly uncritical edition of

J. G. L. K o s e g a r t e n (Bonn 1848} that has its importance even upto
this day on account of the fact that the well-known translation of B e n f e y
is based on it.

9. Hertel, ZDMG57, 1903, 639 ff; ZVV 1906, a49fl‘; Paiica-

tantra, p. 103 ff. The main source of Meghavijaya was a metrical Sanskrit

recension, that is based on the FaBc3khyhna-CaUpaI, an old Gttjar&ll-rccen-

sion made by the J aina menk VacchaiSja in the year 1591-92.

3. In one of these stories is found a pas.sagn that reminds us of

BUrger’s ballarl "Dei Kaiser und der Abt.” The question that is put is

how much ofwater and how much ofmud is in the sea. To thiswise Dhana-
datta replies: “much mud, and little water is there in it. In rase you do not
like to beltcve jhis, dam the liver and count the water of the sea."

4. "Uber cinen sildlichcn textus amplior des Paficatantra”, ZDMG
60, igo6, 769 ff., 61 . 1907, 18 ff.; Paficatantra, p. 304 ff. Since it contains not
less than g6 stories, it 13 the most copious of all the Paficatantra texts. This text

stands very close to that of the book “Le Pantcha-Tantra ou les cinq ruses”,

published by Abbfi J. A. D u b o i s in 1826.

5. On the Jaina-recensions based also the Kathfimytanidhi
of An ant a and a recension by DharmapaodMa. Gf. Hertel,
Das Paficatantra, p. 930 ff. and 307 ff.
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with that of Purnabhadra, as also with the “South Indian

PaScatantra”, particularly with the “textus amplior”. Of this

Tantrakhyana there arc three recensions: 1, that contains only

Sanskrit stanzas, of course narrative stanzas; 2, the one that

gives mostly stanzas and stories in Sanskrit; and 3, the one that,

in addition to Sanskrit stanzas, gives stories in the Nepali language

(Newari)^. Wc are not in a position to decide whether or not

the writer of the stories in prose is identical with the compiler

of the anthology. The Tantrakhyana was earlier considered to

be a Buddhist work®. But it has as little to do with the Buddhist

religion as with Jainism, even if of some the stanzas may have

been taken from some Jaina source. The compiler should have

been living in the 14th century A.D., and in no case he was

posterior to 1484 A.D., the date of one of the manuscripts.

The most important of the recent recension's of the Pafica-

tantra is the Hitopade^a, “the 'Wholesome Advice®”, that

was compiled in Bengal and is best known both in India and in

Europe. In fact it is a wholly new work, of which the Pafica-

tantra, in all events, is the main source and that in its North-

WesternIndian version, on which is based also the South Indian

Pafleatantra as well as the Nepali collection of stanzas. In the

colophon the author mentions his name as Narayana and that

of his patron as Dhavalacandra. On the antiquity of the origin

of the work we can say this much only that it was written

between the 9th and the 14th century A.D.*

In the introductory stanzas the author says that his work
is based on the Paficatantra “and” one other book.” By the

latter is apparently meant a hitherto-unknown story-book. But

Naraya-ja has gone very far in an independent manner . He

’

J. 0 ^ Bend all, JRAS x888, p. 465 ff.; Her tel, ZDMG 64.

1910,58 fT.jPaBcatantra, p. 513 {F., where the first recension too isfully included,

3. So Bendall, ibid, Leumann in B8G'/V 1903, p. 133 and
Barth, M^Iusine W, 561.

3. Ctitical editions ate those of A. W. v. Sc hi eg el and Gh..

Lassen (Bonn a. Rh. 1839-1831 ) and of P. Peterson,. BSS No. 33,
Bombay 1887. Besides the Introduction to the editions, cf.' Her tel,

Uber Teatl und 'Verfasser des HitopadeSa, Diss., Leipzig, 1897, and Pafica-

tantra, p. 38 if. On individual monuscri^ of theHitopade^aseeH ertel,
ZDMG 55, igoi, 487 if,-; 64. igio, 58 if. and Zachariae, ZDMG 61,
34a ff>

4. An old Nepalese MS was prepared in the year 1 373 A.D.H u 1 1 -

z 8 cil. has located quotations from Mfigba's Siiupfilavadha in the-Hitopa-,

(icia (see Herte), TantrSkUyayika, Ubefseftung, I, 145 f.). 'la tfee
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has rcvcrsfid the order of the first two books and h'ls divid-

ed into two the third hook, that is called “Fisjht and Peaec” in

the Pa&catantra’^. lie has included the conteuls f)f the fifth book

in these two books and has omitted the frame - stf)ry and the

inlcrealated stories of book V. lienee the vvf)rk consists of only

font l)ooks; I Winnin« of Friends, II Dissension amottj' Friends,

III War and IV Peace. I’lie w,irrin;f animals arc not owls,

but a llarnin^o and a peaeoek with their followers. The fable

has been very much^ altered and the frame-story of book IV
has been constructed anew. E’.'en individual stories have

been further extended or undfu-qoue alterations®.

Of the 17 stories of the Hitopadesa, that arc not found in

other recensions ofthe Pafleatautra, 7 are fairies, 3 arc tales, 5 arc

love- and women’s stories and 2 are rclii'ious narratives. One of

the last two (III, 7) is the story of the servant who svas faithful

to his master, that is of Rajapul Vn-avara, who offered to sacri-

fice one and every member of his family to Goddess Durga.

This story, as also the adulterine stories, and the stories of

pranks of women have been taken from different story-circles®.

Hicopadrsa occurs the expression bhajtSrakavara, “day of the Lord", for

“Sund.ay", a nomeiiRlaturc of thb week-day, that is not found in India in any
inscription of a period earlier than the 5th century A.D., but htid become
common in the ()th centuty .-yD.jfroTO which Fleet (JRAS 191a, 1045 f.)

has concluded that the work Wios written for the first time after the gth century

A.D. Winternitz believes that it follows also from the 7th story of book,

I, where Gaurl is worshipped with little girls, therefore, svhich ijresupposes

the tantiic cult of Eakti. This cult is nowhere mentioned in older
Sanskrit literature. Her tel (Paficatantra, p. 30 f.) deduces from the

same story that Bengal was the original plate of the HitopadcLi, since this cult

is indigenous there.

I . II c r t e 1 had drawn the attention ofW i n t e r n i t z to the

fact that Nar3,yai)a alone ha<l not altered the order u£ the first two bot)ks,ljut

this had aire.-uly tak'm plate in llie arch-type of tltc Ncpal-rccension and in

the IlitopadeLa. See H c r t e 1 , Das P4tDcatautra, p. 37 f.

a. The beginning and the end of eaeh of these books conUln the

conversation between the teacher Vijijiularraan and the princes ( that occurs

only in the KathSmukha in ail the other recensions of tin; P.incatantra), and
each of tiie four books ends in a benedictory stanza, in which Siva is honoured.
Notwithstanding his name, (Naiayaoa-Vifnu) the authoi must base been a
devotee of Siva.

_

3. The story of Viravarahas probably been taken from the Vetila-
panc.ayiihjati 4. The story {II, G ) of the woman, who is attracted to the son

of a village-magistrate and whom with her cunning she hits in the presence ot

his father, who too is her lover, iuid in front of her own husbiind, has its

proper place in the Sukasaptati. The story of the sly procuress (I, 7 ) occuis

also in tlie book of Sindbad- Cf. Benfcy I, 331 who cotnpues also

Boc cacci o I], 5).
'

.t
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The tale (IV, 5) of the rat, that was turned Successively into

a cat, a dog and a tiger in order to save its life by a pious

hermit, whom it then wants to kill, at which the hermit again

turns it into a rat, is probably just a story that is merely a variant

of the transformed dog narrated in the Mahabharala (XII,

116 f.), refashioned by the author himself. Even the recently

added fable might have wholly or partly emanated from

Narayana himself.

The nature of the work as a manual of politics is much
more marked in the Hitopadc^a than in any other recension

of the original work. There arc several long sections in it that

are not different from nitUastra-quotations in prose as well as

in verse. The verses have been taken from Kamandaki’s

NilEastra There are numerous epigrams that have been

introduced on every appropriate or inappropriate occasion

and often form altogether long sections. The HitopadeJa is

equally a collection of epigrams as of stories. But even in the

epigrams the political character of the work is visible in a promi-

nent measure’'.

The Hitopade§ais of Indian literature in Europe that have

been best known the longest period of time in Europe and it

has been repeatedly translated into European languages*.

We have seen that many a time even the stories com-

posed in popular dialects as abo narrative works were utilized

as source-materials for later recensions of the Paftcatantra.

Reversely the Paflcatantra has been repeatedly rendered into

popular languages and these have become new recensions of the

work. A Hindl-translation of the old Paficatantra was already

known to the Arabic tourist Alb er uni in the beginning

1. Of the 6oo epigrams (that is to say that are neither narrative

stanzas nor benedictory verses) 873 have political ideas, asa concern common
worldly wisdom and only 105 have a moral or religious theme.

a. German translation of Max MUller (Leipzig 1844), 1.

Schoenberg (Wien 1684], L. Fritze (Leipzig 1888 ), J. Hertel
(Reclam. Univ.-Bibl. (1805). The earliest translation in European langu^es
(Ltmdon 1787 ) and into French byL. Langl£s (Paris 1790 ). According
to Wilkins, Herder had translated a number of epigrams in the
'iGedanken einiger Brahmanen’’. R 'll c fc e r t has poetically reproduced the
fable of the out and out gmedy jackal (I, 6 jin the “brahmanlschen ErzSb-
lungen'*. On the translations (and recensions H of the Hitopadefa in

Western and Eastern languages, see Hertel, Das Paflcatantra p. 43 fif.,

•nd ZDM9 73* 6a fF.J 74, 95 ff- and 75, tag ff.).
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of the 1 1 th century^. Since the Paficatantra-rccensions redacted

by the Jaiaas originated in Gujarat, tiie main dDinirilc of

the Jainas, and were mostly enlarged here, it is no wonder that

there arc numerous redactions in the Gujarat! language. In

South India too there are numerous translations in popular

languages : Telugu, Kannrese, Tamil, Malayalam and Modi®.

The Malaya recension mad'* by the Milayan scholar Ab d u I

«

lah Bin Abdelkader Muushi® is based on the Tamil

version made in lfl35 by Pandja Tandaram*. The
Hitopade^a has been repeatedly translated also into modern

Indian languages; thus in Bengali, Braj Bhakha, Gujarati,

Hindi, Hindustani, Marathi and Ncwari*.

The PaBcatantra In World Literature

In the famous introduction to his translation of the Pafica-

tantra Th. B e n f e y has shown how this old Indian book

impregnated the literatures of three continents of the globe® for

many centuries and particularly influenced the European narra-

tive literature of the whole of the Middle Age in an extra-

ordinary measure. With his marvellous extensive study into a

large number of the different languages of the East and the

West B e n f e y has combined his admirable sagacity, and

has succeeded in pursuing through the world literature the

1. Hertcl, Pafleatantra, p. 69. •
a. H e r t e 1 (Paftcatantra, p. tsi tf. ) treats in detail vencs of the

Faiicatantra found in GigartUI, in MarSthi (ibid p. 234) and in South
Indian Languages (ibid, p. 2gt ff).

3. H e r t e 1 , ibid p. 294 if.

4. Hertcl, ibid p. 48 ff. Many Paiicatantra-stories or parallels to

these are found also in the modern Indian folk-tales, c.g. B. M. Stokes,
Indian Fairy Talcs, Calcutta 1879.

3. The Indian narrative themes (such as the fables of the donkey
without heart and cars, of the monkey and the sea-auimal, of the crow and
the owls ) are found even in the homes of the Suahelis in East Africa. Cf.

R. O. Franke, WZKM 7, 1893, p.-2t5, 384!., and R. Kdhler
(Kleiuere Schriften 1

, 514 If. In W. H. J. Bleek,^ Rctnrke Fuchs in

Afrika, Fabeln und Mlhchen der Eingebotenrn (Weimer 1870), we find

also some Indian fables (fur example the story of the jackal, who does not
go to the sick lion in the cave, because he saw only the trace of going
inward and not one of coming outward, p. 15 f ), but most of these

African stories are originally animal- tales, with which have been
mixed up here and there a number of animal fables, going back to

European, Inditm and Mohamroadan sources.
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history of a large number of Indian stories and motives^. He was

actually able to trace the Indian source of so many stories®, and

so he candidly advanced the theory that India was the land of

talcs and stories, whilst he believed to have found the home-

land of the fables in Greece and assumed that the India

had borrowed them from the Greece. Since he believed to have

been able to prove further that the great majority of stories of

the Paacatantra had Euddhistic origin, he presumed that the

Buddhists had mainly contributed towards wide circu-

lation of these stories.

All these conclusions of B c n fc y ,
in the form, in which

he has stated them, deserve to be rejected outright as untenable.

It has already b( cn shown that the stories of the Paficatantra are

not of Buddhistic origin. However, now-a-days nobody considers

India to bi' the home-land of all talcs and stories or in any

case, speaking generally, nobody regards any one particular

country as the home of all tales and stories. As fantasy is a

common property of mankind, so is the fancy for hearing and

narrating stories common human nature. Today it is like

struggling against the wind to attempt t’o prove that all tales,

fables and stories, that we know about the different nations of

the East, originated in India®. But this common human fancy

I. MaxKoch, the founder of the “Zcitschiift fUr verglcichende

Litteiaturgeschichte (I, 1887, p. 6) too admits that Ben fey laid the
foundation, of "the comparative literary histoiy” vith bis “Pantscha-
tantra”. B e n fe y ’s Pancatantra, see also F. I i e h r e c h t in the

Jahrbuehfilr romanische und cnglische littciatur 3, 1861, 74if., 146 ff.

a. F. vonderLeyen, Das Marchen, Lciprig 1911, p. <03 S',

gives a return^ of narrative motives, that are certainly or apparently of
Indian origin. Le y e n , p. 125 liat precisely established that Grimm’s
tales are wholly or partly of Indian origin.

3. It is amazing that not only J. B6dier( I.es fabliaux, Etudes de

literature populaitc, Bibl. de 1’ Ecole des Hautes Ehides, t, 98, Paris 1893

3 erne Ed. rgu ), but W. Wundt { Volkcrpsychologie, 11 , i, 340 ff. and
A. Foike (Die indlschen Mil rc hen tiiid ihre Bedfutung fUr die

verglcichende Marchcnfor«chung, Berlin igti) tco should have believed to

be carpfing this struggle against wind. In any case we will have probably
to distinguish between, animal-tales and animal-fables, os probably on the
whole between tales and fables. Animal-talrs, that is to say wonderful
nmratives about nnim.'ils, certainly belong to the common heritage of man-
kind. The animal-fables, that is to say, those animal-stories, that
have been invented for the purpose of jziving moi'al lessons, as “examples” or
as “similes”, however, may have probably originated in some particular

country. In fact we find animal-lables in homes of the uncivilised people of
Afnch} but of course only in such homes in which contact with Indiana,

Chnstians or Muhaiumadans is partly not prohibited, and partly proved. *
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for fabulisation. dirrctly brine's with itself th<‘ ich'a that all

nations and all men are determined to adopt williuf'Iy and

quickly strant'c stories, to hear them and to eirculate them
further. So much more this Ls the case that there eaiuiot bf; even

a doubt that the capacity of uuin to i n v e u t stories stands in

no relation to his desire for hcariii}' and narratin'' tin m. 'I'hc

human power of invention in this uspect is limited, and all

persons do not have it in eqtwl measure, whilst lire pleasure

of narration is unlimited. Henci! it comes that a ^ood story

once told acquires such a vitality, that throughout centuries

it continues to be repeatedly ever told and spreads over wider

and wider geographical regions. This too is possible that the

circumstances for invention of stories are more favourable to

the people of one country than those of the people cf other

countries, and that in respect of exchange of stories on a mass

scale, that took place between the peoples of different centuries,

one race might have contributed more than another. And since

itseemsundoubtful that in India there was an especially favour-

able soil, particularly for invention of fables, animal-stories and

talcs. We may refer only to the Indian theory of transmi*

gration of soul, that directly obliterates the distinction bet-

ween man and animal, and this seemed so natural that animals

were made the heroes of storicsb We may refer further to the

exceedingly luxuriant Indian phantasy that was never satisfied

in introducing in stories sub-human and under-human beings

—even in the creative art toe— kniw no limits or measure.

Lastly it may be pointed out that in India there were in all

times numherltss idkrs. Tliousands of ascetics, mendicants

and pilgrims haw been tvandering there throughout cities and

villages since centuries ago, and they have always liked to

attract the people towards themselve.s by telling them stories

and to while away their own time in narr.iling among

themselves stories, that have not always been religious.

Yet another fact, that might have been the caus<5, is that

hardly any people have such a rich story-literature as the

Indians have and that actually Indian n a r r a t i v c works as

a whole, notnicrrly individual storks or individutl nrutif, are

I. Her tel (Bunte Gecchiebtea vom Himalaya, p. XVIII f.)

decidedly goes too far, when he means “that animal-stories could develop

only on the soil of this way of thinking about the world”.
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found in literatures of other countries. And this too is a fact

that very often we are able to trace the way through which

Indian fables and tales have in course of their journey entered

into the world. Although many of the statements of Ben fey

stand be refuted today, still many of the results of his researches

tliere remain correct, and in reference to many of the points

even now we cannot go further than Benfey^.

But the most important work of the Indian narrative lite-

rature, in any case, is undisputcdly the Pafleatantra
for the literature of the world. As stated above, the fame of

this work had already in the sixth century A. D. spread

as far as Persia. Then a North-Western recension of the work,

with certain other Indian texts, was rcndeied into Pahlavi, the

middle Persian literary language under a command of the

Persian king Chosrau AnQscharwan (531-579 A. D.) by Arzt
B u r z 5 e . Unfortunately this translation is lost to us, but

an old Syriac version as well as an old Arabic rendering

from Pahlavi is still preserved, and they allow us to draw our

conclusion with regard to the Pahlavi text, Already in about

570 A. D. the famous Syrian priest and writer, Bud by name,

actually translated the book under the title “K a 1 i 1 a g and

D am a n a g” from Pahlavi into Syriac. Unfortunately this

translation is preserved with long gaps in it andthat incompletely,

particularly the beginning is wanting. More than full, that is

to say enlarged by interpolations is the Arabic transla-

tion written in about 750 A. D. by Abdallah ibn al-

M 0 q a f f a with the title “K a 1 i 1 a and D i m n a This

I. F. von der Leyen {Festschrift Kuhn p. 404) saysthatif

confirms "the irrefutable cognition that the tales that are often nanated

even today and which circulate most widely are available in their original

form in India". The researches of Gaston Paris and especially of Antti

A a r n e and Emmanuel G o s q u i n have once more proved that the oldest

of these tales are best preserved in mostly finished forms in India,

and there tradition is the richest The theory of B e n f e y ,
that is so

hasty and often so unintelligibly disputed, assumes their revival and their

currency till modern days in refined forms”. He believes in many oases to

have been able to trace their "original foim” in the Indian tales, which can

no more_ be proved to be existing among the tales of other countrit'S. How-
ever, it is doubtful that the science in regard to this “original form” will

ever come to be more than a vague presumption.

a. "Kalilag and Damnag” or “Kalila and Dimna” are corrupt

forms of the names Karafaka and Damanaka, the two jackals of the first

bocJt of the Paficatantca (sec Ben fey 1, 34 f.). In all probability this

first hook this special bore title, wbicdr was made the appellation of the
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Arabic translation was the source, from which have sprung

up numerous translations in European and Asian languages so

much so that Ph. W o 1 ff , the German translator of the book,

was able to remark that it was "probably next to the Bible,

translated into the largest number of languages of the world’*

and called it a book "that inspired the entire mankind and

which was held in respect by kings and princes and to which

they lent their atlintion^. So rightly Max Muller® says :

"The history of march of Indian tales from the East towards

the West is indeed wonderful, more wonderful and more

instructive than many of the stories themselves.”

Ben fey had already admitted that the Pahlavi trans-

lation stood closer to the original recension of the PaBcatantra,

the “primary work” than the only Sanskrit text known in his

time. However, he went too far when he tried to derive from it

his conclusions with regard to original volume of the “primary

work.” The Pahlavi-translation comprehends, of course, not only

the five books of the PaBcatantra, but also other five of the ap-

parently further eight chapters, that contain other Indian stories,

and two more chapters, of which the one contains the story of

Burzoe’s expedition® and the other the introduction by Burzde*.

whole book by the Pahlavi tranilation. The Syriac translation was first

translated and published by G. Bickell (Leipzig 1876 ) and has recendy
been brought out by P. Schulthess (Berlin igu). The old Arabic
translation has been published by Silvestre de S a c y ( Calilah et Dimna ou
Fables de Bidpai en Arabe, prdeddees d’un mdmoire sur I’origine de ce
livre, Paris 1816). _On this edition is based the German translation of
Philipp Wolff ( Calila und Dimna oder die Fablen Bidpais, das Buch des
Weisen in lust-und lebrrdchen ErzShluagen des indisches Philosophen Bidpai
aus dem Asabischen, 3. Aufi., Stuttjprt 1839). Other translations from
the Arabic text into German, Danish, Eiiglislt, French and Rassian are
mentioned by Uertel, Pali ca tantra, p. 393. OnlbnMoquaffa
see also Th. N6

1

d e k e , kiUMG 59, 1905, 794 tf.

I. Victor Ghauvinhas given u complete list from almost un-
surveyable literature on the translations and translations of translations of
the‘'Kainaaiid Dimna” in vol, IX ofhh “Bibliographie des ouvragm aral^es”
(Liege and Leipzig 1897). Here he gives inltralia a list ol' 40 languages
into which this work has been translated. See also H e r t e 1 , Faficatantra

p. 357 ff. According to H c r t e 1 ( p. 451 f.
)
there are trandations of the

paheatantra and “Kaiiia and Dimna” in 15 Indian, 15 other Asian, a
African and 33 European languages.

3. Essays III, 303 ff.

3. From Arabic translated by F. Schulthess in Hertel,
Tantrakhyayika, Ubetsetzung I, 45 ff,

4. Cf. Be n fey I, 74fFand Th. NSldeke, Burzdes Hinleitung

zu dem Buch Kalila wa Dimna hbersetzt und erlautert, Strassburg 1913,
All sorts of Indian parables, those of the “tnan in ttm well” have been
assimilated in this introduction.
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According to him the whole work h'ld ten chapters, that were

contained in the Syriac translation, but apparently from 15

chapters, that must have been really taken from the 22 chapters

of the Arabic translation. Probably Burzoe had before him a

codex, in which, to the Pafiaitantra, were added other similar

stories, or he, with the help of his Indian friends, following

whom he hud translated the Paficatantra, added a number of

chapters from other Indian books. There his intention seems

to be to collect in his book not only the stories that might serve

us suitable "mirrors fur princes”, for teaching them the art of

government and worldly wisdom, but also to include in it a

number of moral stories. Thereupon the sentence contain-

ing a statement about the intention of Burzoe indicates that

Anosharwan passionately wished that this book should be not

only the root of all culture and sum total of all wisdom and a

guide to every kind of profitable tvork’ but would serve also

as a key in the pursuit to the other world and as instrument of

saving oneself from its horrors”®, and would be so potent that

kings would utilize it in administration of their kingdoms and

thereby they would lead their life in the right direction”®.

Although the Pahlavi translation has its importance for the

history of the text of the Paficatantra, its chief credit lies,

however, in the fact that it was th^ starting point for enlarge-

ment of the Paficatantra and that the contents of its stories were

set according to the methods of the West. The Arabic trans-

lation of the Pahlavi text was the source, from which sprang all

the subsequent translations and adaptations in the languages of

Europe and Asia either directly or indirectly. The book was
directly translated from Arabic (probably already in the 10th

I. Theieby the character of the wotk is strictly paraphrased as

that of an ar c ha i Us t ra .

a. Titis docs not take any notice of the contents of Pancatantra,

but probably it hints at some of tlic Buddhist stories contained in the

Pahlavi text.

3* Therefore, the book is appropriately considered also as the
"nitiiastra", a work on ‘hajaiuti”. The Syriac as well as the Arabic
translation aildi to the five books of the Paficatantra three cliapters from the
Mahabharata (XII, 138,*13 ff; 139, 47 if.; m, 3fF), that too contain
nUiiastra-stories{see Benfey, I,34t{r.), On the chapters of the Pahlavi
translation not belon5ing to the Paficatantra, see H e r t e 1 , Paficatantra,

p. 366 if. and Benfey I, fif,, 57 IT. 74 If, 585 if.
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or in the 1 century) once more in Syriac^. At the end of the

11th century S ym e o n, son of Seth, translated the book from

Arabic into Greek, under tlic title kai ’Uvi^rne ;

Protector and the Investigator (based on a wrong interpreta-

tion of the Arabic name K ilila and Dimna). On this Greek

text are based the Italian translation of Ginlio N u t i (Fcrr.ira

1583), two Latin, one German and several Slav, translations. Of
the highest importance is the old Hebrew translation of Rabbi

J o 8 1 (beginning of the 12th century), that is unfortunately

preserved in a single incomplete manuscript®. A Latin trans-

lation of this Hebrew text ovas done by Jew Johannes von
Capua, a Christian c invert, under the title ‘‘Liber Kalilae et

Dimnae, Directorium vitie humatiae”® between 1263 and 1278

A.p. In about 1480 A.D. there appeared two printed editions

of this text, that were based on a bad manuscript. On a batter

manuscript is based the famous German translation of Anton
von P f o r r , who under orders of Count Eberhart at Barte

in Wurttemberg translated it from Latin. Under the title “Das
Buch der Beispicle der alten Weisen” is the work that has been

repeatedly printed in Germany since 1433, and for a long time

this translation has contributed the most towards our know-

ledge of this work. It has not only influenced German literature

in many avays*, but it ha.s been also translated into Danish,

Islandic and Dutch. Benfey praises it for its merits as “the
most reliable mirror” of the Arabic translation®.

1 . kaliUth and Diranah or the Fables of Biilpai, bclni; an account
of their literary history, with an Endish translation of the later Syriac
version of the sain :, by J. G. N. K i e t It - I' .t 1 c o u e r , C.'nnlx-iitge iCfij,

2. Edited by J, Der c ii b o u r g with French translation (1881}.
The tentli chapter has been cilitcd and translated into German by A.
N e u b a u e r in Bcnfey’s “Ori.fnt und Ocr.ident” I, 481 ff., B57 IF.

3. Edited by J. D or en hour g, Paris 1887.

4. Ham WiUi. K i rc h ho f lias borrowed simost complete stories

n ins “Wendunmittb", and some of them Ivive been taken into “Sebimpf
und Ernst" of P iiuii. Accordiii;! to Ben fey (I, 107, 1398, 179 if., 2241;)
tlxc popular epic "Reineke Fncin”, in c.vsi; it does _not owe its origin to

“KuUia und Dirn.o i.’, was at least iuiiuenced by it. Likewise O, Keller,
(Untersucimngen iiber die G -301110(110 der griechischen Fabel, Leipzig i86a,

p. 320 if.) and M ullcnboff (Zeilschr. f. deiitschia AUertura N. F. 6,
1 873, p. I if.)

• J. Grimm (Ueinbart Fuchs, Berlin 1834, p. CGLXXII
ff., GCLXXIX) explains tlu correspondences Iietwcen the German animal
epics and the Indian fables sis "an irremovability of the residue of the

akinness of the Genn.an anil the Indian people".
_

5. On the merits of the German translation in eoraparisoa with the

original Latin see Benfey, 1, g6 and "Orient und Occident" I, tOfio, 138 ff.

Winternitz kiieav about the "Buch der Weisshcynl der Alien weisen”, in the

editions Strassburg 1345 and Frankfort am Mayn 1563 and 1583.
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Based on the Latin text ofJohannes von Capua along with

the German translation of Pforr is the Spanish translation^,

printed in 1493 A.D. at Saragossa. A free Italian imitation of

this Spanish translation is, the "Discorsi degli animali

ragionanti tra loro” of Agnolo Firenzuola, that appeared

first in 1548, and was translated into French in 1556. In 1552

was published the Italian translation of Doni in two parts.

The first part was translated into English under the title “The
Morall Philosophic of Doni” (London 1570 and 1601) by

Thomas North.
A second Hebrew translation from Arabic by Jacob

ben Eleazar belongs to the l3th century A. D. Only the

first half of the work is available®. More important is the pro-

perly set Persian translation under the title Kitab Kalila
wa Dimna of Abu’l - Maall Na^rallah ibn

Muhammed ibn ‘Abdal-^Jamid made in about 1 1 42 A. D. On
this translation are based several East Turkish translations and

adaptations, but the one that is known under the title Anw a r i

S u h a i 1 i® acknowledges the Persian rendering by u s a i n

ibn ‘Alial-Wa'iz [1470-1505J. It is a well-known work

of Persian ornate poetry. Its style is extremely artificial and
ornamented, although ^usain says that his intention is to

simplify the style of the original work. This work is the source

from which have sprung up the numerous retranslations into

European and Asian languages. In the East it has been trans-

lated into Turkish, Danish Georgian, Icelandic and in several

modern Indian languages. In Europe it came to be known
through the French translation of David S a h i d and Gau 1 -

min, that was published for the first time in 1644 in Paris

under the title “Livre des lumidres ou la Conduite des roys”

and was very soon rendered into Swedish, English and several

times into German. The book Anwari Suhaili got wider

1. The Czec ^anslation of Nikolaus Kon66 (>54°) was prepared

on the basis of the Latin translation of^obannes % on Capua . Cf. H e r t c 1

,

Faheatantia, p, 399 f,, and V. !L e s n y inWZKM 30, 1917-18, p. 338 fF.

a.' Edited by Derenbourg, together with Joel's translation.

Cf. M. Stein Schneider, ZDMG ay, 1873, 553 ff.

3. Translated from Persian into English by E. B.East wick,
Hertford 1834. Cf. B e n f c y , I, 84 flf and Kleinerc Schriften II, 4a ff. The
title means “Lights ofKanSpus”. The work is so named

,
according to Ahnsad

Suhmll, Waair of SultSn ^usain Mirzh of KhurSsSn (1470*1505).
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circulation through its Turkish translation under the title

HuraayunNamehj “the emperor’s book^’’ by ‘A li - b i n

§ a 1 i b and was dedicated to Sultan Sulaiman I (1512-1520).

G a 1 1 a n d and Gardonne translated the book into French

from Turkish, and this French translation has further been trans-

lated into German, Dutch, Hungarian and also into Malayan.

Directly springing from to the Arabic translation of

the “Kallla wa Dimna" is also the old Spanish translation

(probably dated 1251 A.D.). The Liber de Dina et

Kalila of Raimundus dc Biterris (Raimonds de B6zier)

is partly based on the Liber Kalilae et Dimnae of Johannes

von Capua and partly on, this Spanish translation. The author

says that he has written the book at the command of Queen

Johanna of Novarra on the basis of the Spanish manuscript

and has added to in it verses, epigrams and other things. Most

of the fables of in “Novus Esopus” of the Italian B a 1 d o
, who

wrote them in the first half of the 12th century A.D., go back

to an unknown recension of the "Kalila and dimna’’®.

Partly on the "Kalila wa Dimna’’ and partly on the

South Indian recension of the PaScatantra are lastly based also

two Malayan books of fables, whilst the other Indo-Chinese and

Indonesian recensions are directly based on the PaBcatantra®.

When, therefore, we sec how through the "Kalila wa
Dimna’’ the PaBcatantra found its way, towards the West it is

no wonder that we find traces of Indian fables and tales

I. Fabein und Parabeln des_ Orients, tier tOrkischen Sammlung
Humajdn name eninommea und in Tflrkischc ttbertmgen von S o u b y
Bey, Mit einem Vorwort von Rieder Pascha, Berlin 1903.

3. H e rt e 1 , Pailcatantra, p. 363 ff., 400 f., 41a f.

3. On Tamil-Malay versions of Pantlja Tandaram and
Abdullah Bin Abdcikader Muusbi.see above p-gag. On the Siamese
N ou thuk p akar au a

, see A. B as ti an in "Orient und Occident III,

479 if., on the Laotion M ul 1 a T an t ai, sec J. Brengues and J.
H c r t e 1 inJA 1908,Nov,D4c. 357!!. The Siamese Paksi Pakarana m,
'Book of Birds", is an imitation of the Pabcatantra (cf. Bastian, ibid 171
S. and H e r t e 1, Paneatantra 338 if. }. The Siamese books of fables do not
contain fables from the PaScatantra alone, but also from the VetSlapaSca-
vithlati and other works. See A. Bastian, Geographische und ethnolo-
eische Bilder,Jena 1873, p. 348 IF. Also in the collection of the Malayan
fables and tales of W. S k e a t (Fables and Folk-tales from an Eastern Forest,

London igoij cf. Winternitz in the "Globus”; Bd. 83, 1903, p. ri3)

we find a number of tales that are known also in the PaScatantra.

Winternitz, Hlstoiy of Indian Literature, Vol. HI, ss-
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in the most popular narrative works of the middle ages’-, like

the “Gesta Romanorum”, in the French Fabliaux, in the main

narrative classics, like Boccaccio and Straparola, Chaucer and

Lafontainc® and also in the children and domestic tales of

Brother Grimm. As in India, so also outside India, these talcs

of the Piificatanlra and with them other Indian tales and motives

too have repeatedly penetrated from literature into society and

again have entered into literature from popular traditions,

naturally not having often remained unaltered in course of

transmission. By the side of the literary tradition, the oral

transmission has not played an insignificant role, in which

intercourse of the Christians of the Western countries with the

Muhammadans and with thtir Oriental co-religionists during the

period of the Crusade and also during the period of the Arab

rule in Spain, likewise the rdle of mediation played by the

Jews between the Arabs and the people of the West® have had

their parts.

In any case, we can become sure about the Indian origin

of a tale only when we have actually gone through the transla-

tions of the Indian work like the Paficatantra and its out-lets.

And it is often very interesting to be able to point to the Indian

I. The first book of the Middle Ages, that shows the influence of
oriental narrative literature, is the “Disciplina clericalis” of Petrus
Alp h ona u s (bom in about io6s as a Jew, and in iio6 converted to

Christianity), see A. Wesselski, MSnchslatein, Leipzig tgog, p. XIXf.
The year of birth of Petrus Alphonsi (to be so read, sell, filius spiritualis) is

not known, the year 1 063 is wrong. ( communication by Zachaiiae).
s. In the second edition of his fables, that appeared in the year

1678, Lafontaine, in his foreword says that he was indebted to the greatest

^tent to the “Indian Philosopher Pilpay”for the new tales that were added
into the second edition.

3, Cf. Benfcy I, 96. H. von Wlislo cki, ZDMG 41,1887,
448 f; 49, 1 13 f. has proved the Gypsies to be the intermediary between the

Indians and the people ofthe -western countries; E. K u b n , injhc Byzanti-
niseben Zeitschrift 4, 189^,941 if., has proved the part of the intermediary
played by the Byzantine literature between the oriental and otcidental fiction-

materials. B e n f c y (I. S. XXIV) has also assumed that the. Mongols had
contributed towards circulation of the Indian, particularly the Buddhist, tales

in the West, partly in their campaigns for conquest and partly in their way to

Russia. This had been indeed disputed byE, Cosquin ( Les Mongols et leur
prdtendu r61e dans la transrois.sion dcs contes indiens vers I’occident
Europden, Niort 1913, Extrait de la Revue des Traditions Populaires, Annde
igta), but it has not been yet fully setaside. The assumption ofBenfey
holds good nbt only to limited extent he believed. Of. also W 1 i s 1 0 c k i

inZDMG 41, 1887, 460, [H, Warren, Hct indische origineel van den
Griekschen Syntipas; Hertel, ZDMG LXXIV, 458ff., and K 1 e t h , HSL,
t»- 359 f- 1 -
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origin of tales, notwithstanding the fact that the respective

stories have already become so deeprooted in Europe that they

have assumed the unmistakable local colouring of their new

homes. A pair of examples may suffice to prove this statement ;

When several years ago W. was travelling in North

Wales and was going about the place known as B e cl d g e -

Icrt, surrounded by rings of wonderfully beautiful hills,

he was struck in an unusual manner, when he read the story

in his “Fuhrer”, that had provided the name of tlie place

and in it he found again the well-known Indian story. It

is the tale of Llewelyn (c. 1205) and his little pet dog

Gelert. One day when he returns home from the hunt, the

dog comes to him rejoicingly waving his tail, but his sneut

is besmeared with blood. Llewelyn anxiously rushes forth

into his house, finds the cradle of his baby turned down
and sees blood-marks near about. He at once comes to

believe that tltc dog has killed his child, takes out his sword

and strikes him. Thereupon he turns ihc cradle up and finds

his baby fa.st asleep and a dead wolf by his side—that had
obviously been killed by his dog with the intention ofsaving

the child. Full of remorse Prince Llewelyn gets his dog en-

graved and gets a monument cmstructqd there : hence the

name Beddgelert, i.c. “the grave Gelert”. There is the

proverb still current In Wales that means ; “He regrets like

the man who killed his dog.”

Who will not believe that here we have before us an

original talc ? However, it is nothing but the Indian story

that has travelled from India to Wales, that forms the frame

of Book V of the Paiicatantra, only with this alteration that

here we have a mongoose in place of the dog and a snake in

place of the wolf, and it is not a prince, but a Brahmana,

who kills his innocent mongoose. In a Mongolian version

the unfortunate animal js a polecat, but in the Syriac

“Sindbad’’^ a dog has already come into its place. Again

the French monk Jean dcHaute-Seilie has reset

poetically the legend in his “Dolopathos sive de tege

et septem .saiJicntibus” of a Latin redaction of “the

Seven Wise Masters”. Etienne de Bourbon, a

r Siadban, Syrisch und Deutsch by Baethgen,p. ajf.
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Christian priest of the 13th century A.D., who narrates that

in the Diocese of Lyon many women, after a sermon about

superstitions in confession, admitted that they had taken

their children to St. Guinefort, proves the depth which

the legend had got stated among the people in Europe.

On inquiry, however, he came to know that it was simply

an innocent hunt dog, who was killed and was honoured

as a martyr by peasants, and at whose place of burial the

mothers had the tendency <o take their sick or weak children.

The legend reported by him is the same as the one of

Llewelyn and his dog^. The oldest datable version of

the story, however, seems to be found in the Vinay a of

Mahasahghika, translated into Chinese in 416 A.D.®

and this substantially agrees with the Paficatantra.

Another example of a widely circulated story is the

already referred to interpolated story of air-castle-builder,

the ‘‘father of S om a s’ a rm a n ” in the Tanlrakh^ ayika

:

A Brahmana very often gets as sacrificial fee some barley-

flour from a shop-keeper. He keeps it in a jar with care,

and in course of time that becomes full. He hangs the

jar to a peg near his bed. One morning he wakes up and

goes into reveree; ‘The flour, I shall sell for twenty rupees,

1. Of. A. Wesselski, MSncfaslatein, p. XXVIIIff.; Benfey
I, 473 fF., 479 .j Bloomfield, JAOS 36,1916, 63. The Mongoliaa
versloninBexgmann, Nomadische Streiferien 1, 103, and Benfey,
Kleinere. Schriften II, 39 ff. On venerable .St. Guinefort cf. also K. von
Hase, Handbuch der protestantischen Polemik, p. 36s, cited by Hirtel
Hitopadeia - Ubersetzung, p. 171A.

3. Translated from the Chinese Tripflaka by Ghavannes,
Cinq Cents contes II, p. 300 ff. Mr. A. Wesselski invited the attention

ofWinlernitz to the story that was narrated byPausanias (Graeciae

descriptio X, 33, g). F, Licbrecht (Jahrbuch tUr romanische und
englischelitteraturg, t86i,p. 156), Aug. Marx ( Griechische MUrchen von
dankbaren Tieren und Verwandtes, Stuttgart i88g, p. i ig) , E. S. H a r t -

land (Folklore 3, 1893, Jay ff.) and J. G. Fraser ( Fausanias Transl.,

London i8g8, vol. 3, p>43i f.) have already pointed to this position. But
the only thing that is common to the Greek and Indian stories is that both of
them has an animal, that has saved a child, for whose killing he is accused and
killed.In aU other versions the snake is attacked, whilst in Fausanias the sav-

ing animal is hurt. In Indian and in all other stories the child remains alive,

but in the Fausanias he is killed with it. Since the hook X of the ‘ ‘Beschrei-

bung Griechenlanth*’ was written in between 166 andr8oA.D.(Fras er, ibid.,

vol. I, p, XVII), it is chronologically older than the Indian stories. But the
European stories are closer to the Indian stories than to the Greek. So in
case the Indian stories were taken from the Greek stories, even then the
European stories go back to the Indian.
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with which I shall purchase twenty chickens. They will

grow upj and I shall have a flock of hens. With them I

shall buy a cow, a horse and a big arable plot of land and

lastly I shall get built a beautiful house. Then some

Brahmapa, when he will see great wealth, many male

and female servants, will surely offer me his daughter to be

my wife. From her I shall have a long living healthy boy

as my heir. I shall name him a SomaSarman. And when
the little boy runs about, the BrShmapi will be all-busy

in her work at the time of home-return of cow. Then I,

with my heart full of love for my son shall call for her

saying : ‘you will not be mindful about the care of the

boy’ and I shall strike her with a stick.” At this he strikes

with such a force against the jar that it breaks into hundreds

of pieces. Covered with flour, all white, he lies there and

is laughed at by the people. Who docs not find in this

story the model of L a fo n t a i n e’s comic story of the

“milkmaid”, to which goes back the English proverb; "count

not chickens before they are hatched P'-

One more example of wide circulation of the

epigrams that contain fables in nuce is given below. It

sounds as cent per cent German when F i s c h at t in the

“GeisUichtsklittcrung” says; "why do you not lie like the'

wren, holding its paws above its head, lest the sky may
not fall upon it ?” This expression goes back to a fable that

'

was already narrated by Odo von Ccritona (in between

1219 and 1221 A.D.) ; "St. Marlin’s bird in Spain is called

a bird, that is small and is of the species of the wren; it

has thin long legs that resemble the stalks of reeds. Now one

day when it was going to attend the feast of St. Martin,it so

happened that in the rays of the sun it fell dovm near a treej

with its face turned towards the sun and the legs stretched

high up in the sky, and said : "by-by, if now the heaven

falls down, I shall hold it up on my legs”. Then a leaf

I . The form, in which the story is narrated in that of Lafontaine
is %en for the first time in the 13th century A. D. in the Christian "Dialogus
creaturarum optime moralizatus”. Cf. Benfey 1

, 499 ff.i MaxMQllerj
‘Essays III, 303 ff. and M. E I 00 infield

,

JAOS 36, 1916, 6a f. The
Indian story seems to have been very much changed in the story of
"faulcn Heinz” (No. 164 of Grimm’s "Kinder-und Hausmfirchen”) . Th?,

.

Indian Version is closer to the story of die "Beggar with three* jats” of.

Hungrian Gypsies (Wlidocki, iSPM? t^88, 136 f.).
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dropped down beside it, and frightened at this, it exclaim-

• ed :“Saint Martin, why do you not come to help your

bird^”. This bird is found also in the Syriac “Kalilag and

Damaag” in an epigram, where four animals are counted

that rejoice where there is no ground for rejoicing. The

first one is “the bird that flies about in between trees and,

when it sleeps on its back, with its feet raised high up,

saying, “If the sky falls, I shall hold it up on my feet”*.

Although this passage is found also in a chapter of the

“Kalilag and Damnag”, it does not agree with the

PaScatantra; it certainly goes back to the proverb, contain-

ed in several recensions of the Paficatantra of the tittibha-

bird, that kept its little feet high up, so that it might not

let the sky fall down*.

VVhilsl we stand on a more solid ground in case where

we can pursue the course of transportation of Indian

stories into the literature of the West through translations of

works like the Paficatantra and ihe“KaliIa and Dimna”, in

other oases, where we find the same or similar stories, as

those foimd in Indian narrative works, we can, however,

just guess whether India is the lender or the borrower.

This holds especially good for such fables as Indian and

Greek literatures have in common. The fact is that there

are such fables in a big number. Yet the figures are mani-

fold over-estimated. Whether all the fables of Aesop
are found in India or if all the Indian fables are met with

also in Greece : that is no point at all for argument. The

I. Wesselski, Mdnchslatein, p. 17a (No. OXXXVII).
Almost word for word also in Pauli’s “Sciiimpf und Ernst” (edited by
(^terly, No. 606) where only the moral of the story is added: "Also
seitt vil mcttschen, die meinea wan sic nit weren, so hunt man nit hausz
halten, etc,, there are many people, who think, if they were not their one
could not manage his affairs etc.”

- 3
;

So in the Hebrew translation of Rabbi Joel ("Orient und
Occident I, 671 ). So also till today in Northern India ( See F.
Liebrecht, Zuc valkskuhde, Heiibronn, 1879, p. 103 ).

, . 3 * passage does not occur in the TantrSkhyftyika, but pro-
ui the textus simplicior (I, 314) and in Pdr^abhadra I, 329, and

mdew ai a warniiw against unfounded arrogance. But apparently it is

asMCiated with the able of the bird ffttiBba, who threatened the Ocean
and sought the assistance of Garuija (TantrSkhyiylka I, 10 ), that ty?
»i» rmsiAd^ also the story of the §mqt Martin’s bird'
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number of fables, such as those of the “Donkey in the Lion’s

Skin”, of the “Donkey without Heart and E vrs”, of the “Wolf
and the Crane” etc., about which we are in a position to

safely assert, that once upon a lime they originated either in

India or in Greece, is limited^.

With regard to the place of origin of these fables scholars

are widely divided in their opinion. There are some, who assert

with strong confidence that Greece alone could be their home-

land. Besides there arc others who likewise affirm that it was only

in Indi t where they originated. A. W a g e n e r® had derived the

Greek fables from those of India.Th. B e n f e y* andA.W e b e r*

have pleaded for mutually opposite views, whilst Otto Keller®
refutes the theory of Indian origin of the fables on the whole,

but he with Benfey admits that many fables might have in later

ages been first taken from Greece to India. Recently H ertel*

has advocated most firmly the theory of Indian origin of the

fables. But all these researchers have depended on certain

basic grounds, that are not sufficient for arriving at a decision

with regard to the question. They have either attempted to dis-

tinguish out as to which recension of the fable is “more natural”,

“more naif”, “simple” (so W e b e r ), or have taken the posi-

tion (as Benfey) that the more incomplete form may have

been the original: against them there are others who have, on

the contrary, held the view that such a form of a fable has the

claim to be considered original as is consistent or suits more to

the nature of animals that appear in it ( so K e 1 1 e r ) . It

is clear that axioms of this type can lead us only to purely sub-

jective conclusion. But the circumstances go against this sort

I, Whilst Joseph J acobs (ERE Vol. 5, G76 f.) mointaim that

36 of the approximately aGo fablrs, that are found in Latin, ore Indian in

origin, so he often admits a connection even where one dors not exist at all.

The remote similarity of a motif or of a story is not suflicient for the

purpose of deriving a eoaclusion of a common origin.

9. Essai sur Its rapports qui existent entre Ics apologues de I’lnde

et les apologues de la Grice (Mimoires cauronn6 ct imlm. cic sav,

itrangers, publics par I’academie roy. de sciences . . . de Sclgique, t. XXV

}

Bcussells 1854.

3. Pantschatantra I, p. X f., XXI, 10a ffi, 170 f., 336 IT., 347,

373 ff-i 381 f*. 4«9 463 etc.

4. Indiscne Studien III, 337*373 '

5. Untersuchimgen Qber die Gescbichte der griechischen Fabel

(Jabrbttcher fUr fclassische Philolpgie, (Bd. 4), Leipzig 1863, 309-418.

6. ZDMG 5^, 1903, 6sSf fif.j ZW i6, tgcG, 149 ff., 953 ff.
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of argumentation, inasmuch as in these fables we have before us

only productions of ornate poetry and not those of popular

poetry^.

Unfortunately the question of chronology is not capable of

ready solution. Only a few “Aesopcan” fables are accurately

dated. The beginnings of the Greek animal talcs point to

Hesiod than in greater extension to Archilochos and to Siino«

nides, whilst their blossoming age is associated with Aesop, who

lived in the 5th and 6th centuries B.G. and whom Herodutus

calls a fable -poet®. But whilst on one hand the type of the

fable, as a means of teaching and training, points to have

been used in Greece earlier than in India
j on the other hand

this type appears to have been shaped in an ornate style in

India, and particularly in India alone the fable has been used

as a means of teaching a wholly definite science of statesman-

ship and administration. The oldest Indian fables pre-

sumably go back to the 4th and 6th centuries B.G. and only a

few certainly to the 3rd century B. C. But thence it does not

follow that the fables that are common to both Greece and

India belong to the oldest Greek fables of the 6th or 5th contury

R. G. The good majority of the ‘‘Acsopean”, like the Indian,

fables belong to an age in which the Greek and the Indian were

briskly exchanging their ideas®, and it is like-wise possible that

in the very beginning Greek fables came to India and Indian

fables went to Greece.

A strong argument in favour of Indian origin of the fable

seems to be that the jackal, that in the Indian fable plays the

r6le of the fox, follows the track of the lion, in order to while

*• Quite correerty remarks J. J. Meyer (Datakumaracarita-
Ubetseteuug, Einleitung, p. ii8), that the greater or smaller completion
of a

_
story does not lend any support to any matter concermng the

question of determining whether it occurs in its earlier form here or there,

since ‘'certain stories in course of time are smoothed into faultless dia-

monds, whilst others that were very beautiful originally, crumble away,
get disintegrated and deformed with inpreasing antiquity.”

a. H. FI a oh, Geschichte der griechiseben Lyrik, Tiibingen
1883/84, II, 577 ff. Of. K e 1

1

e r , ibid, 381 ff.j u. v- W i 1 am o w i t z -

Mfillendroff in Kultur der Gegenwart I, 8, p. 34.

3. Babrius lived in the 3rd century A. D. According to G.
Th eile (“Die antlke Ticrfabel” in “GeisteswissenschaRen”, I, 433 ff.)

the beast-fable indeed goes back to Homer and Hesoid, but it was during
^e ago of t])fe Rmqqq omperots that a class of literature sprang up from
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away the superfluous part of his mcAl-time, and thereby

easily declares himself to be a companion and minister

of the king of beasts, just like the fox of the European

fable - a fact that has been stressed by Kell cr. According

to Indian nitisastra the minister has to be a model of the

cunning. And the cunning of the jackal in the fable would

be explained from the fact that in Indian fable-poems he

is a typical minister. The fox of the European fal)le had the

same status. So when he comes to occupy the place of

the Indian jackal, he owes his wisdom to him^. This argu-

ment certainly holds good only for the fox-fables and the

same cannot be proved in the case of other fables. H e r t e 1

has advocated the theory that the political fables are of

Indian origin and that they were imported into Greece already

at an early age. But in the first place the Aesopean fable is in

no way expressly or even essentially “political” fable, and

secondly in case H e r t e 1 is correct, this will be valid only

for the political fables and not for all the fables in general. So

Her tel has gone too far when he says that “it is certain

that greater part of the best Greek fables have been taken fro.m

India®”. The hypothesis of E. Rohde , that notwithstand-

ing the fact that although these wisdohj-poems did not have

their earliest source in Greece, still that country had been their

place of domicile in any case, that at least such beast-fables

found in the G r e c k version that recur also in I n d i a n collec-

tions are extant almost completely in G r e c c e in their original

versions and were just thence taken to the oriental countries®

likewise is of little v^idity. In the opinion ofW i n t cr n i t z the

problem really cannot be solved as a whole but it might have

been so for only some such individual cases and in many cases

we are obliged to leave it umolved. Comparison in general can

hardly lead us to any conclusion different from this that for

centuries together there took place reciprocal and continual

I. Actually neither (he jackal nor the fox is particularly wise; see

Brehms, Tierleben, 3. Aufl. by Fechucl-Locsche, SSugetieres II, 4a ff.,

lya f. In the MahSbhftrata XII, iii the jackal appears as the minister of

the tiger, who has the status of the king beasts.

a-. ZDMG 63, igo8 113 fF.; cf. WZKM 34, igto, 431.

3. ‘‘liber griechische Novellendichtung und ihren Zusaramenhang
mit dem Orient” in the Vorhandlungen der 30. Venammluog deutscher.'

Philologen und SchgJmanijcr in Rostok 1875, p. 57.
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exchange of fables, tales, and stories between Greece and India,

as also between India and West-Asia, that the first abode of

many fables might have been in India and that of others in

Greece’-, and that they have travelled from one place to another

like commodities of traders. Although U- von Wilamowitz-
Mocllendorff* has hypothesised that the real home of the

stories that have spread in the Wast and the East might have

been "Hellenised East”, that in the “Hellenic sea” flew together

all the streams of the East and the West and the opposition

between the East and the West has got dissolved in

“Hellenism”, it will be correct only if it is admitted that into

this “H e 1 1 e n i c sea” there have flown many streams and

rivers, whose source is to be sought in India.

Gunadhya’s Brhatkatha®
and the works derived from it.

The poets Dandin, Subandhu and Bana testify that there

existed in the 6th century A.D. a work of interesting narrative

literature, that was known and had become famous by the

name “Brhatkath a”, a great novel*”, of which the author

is said to be Gunadhya, who is mentioned in a rank of

writers like Vyasa and Valmiki. The language of this work

was not Sanskrit, but the Pai^aci dialect, that is not

used in literature. Unfortunately this work has not come

1 . It is a pure presumption on the basis of which many scholars

believe that the real home of the fables is either Egypt or West Asia, and
that they were thence taken to Europe or to India. We cannot deny that

this may be probable. But unto the present time evidence in support of

this has not been brought forward. Gf. Flach, ibid I, 245 n.; A.
Erman in Deutsche Rundschau 31, 1882, 145; G. Ebers, ibid 23,

1880, 286 f.j L 4 V i
, JA igog, s. 10, t. XIV, 5345 Schulthess, Kalila

und Dimna, Ubersetzung, p. XVIIL
2. Kultur der Gegenwart 1, 8, p. rig f. Of also his “Griechische

ttagddien”, I, io6 ff. Sec also Aug. Hausrath in Pnuly-Wissowas
Real'EncyclopSdie der klassischen Alter tumswissenschaft VI, 1724 ff. and
Fhilotf^iscbe Wochenschrift 24, Sept. 1921.

3. F41ix L a c 6 1 c, &sai sur Gupadhya et la Bfhatkatha, Paris

1908 Ct. J. Gharpentier, JA s. ro, t. XVI, 1910, p. 600 ff.; F. D. K.
Bosch, de legends van JlmfltavShana in de Sanskrit-Litteratuur, Leiden
•igti, p. 85 ff.

4. That the word kath is used in the sense of prose novel is

cleat from Dapijm’s Kavyidarla I, 38, as also from Subandhu's Vasavadatta
fed. F.E. Hall), p. r to. So also L a c ft t e , Essai, p. 282 ff. and Melanges
L4vi, p. 253 ff. Her tel (Tantr&khyEyika 1 , 41 f., Paficatantra, p. 30)
calls the B}hatkath4 a “^^euepic” that contain^ also a "metrical” extract

from the Paficatantra,
’ '

.

' '

'

,
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down to us in its original form, but it has been transmitted only

in its Sanskrit versions, that are probably separated from the

original by many centuries. We are able to draw merely

probable conclusions in respect of its subject-matter from these

later works. An introductory story presumptively describes the

life and adventures ofUdayana, a king of Vafsa, and those of

his wives Vasavadatta and Padmavati and the birth of his son

Naravahanadatta. Then the main story describes the adven-

tures of Naravahanadatta, how he gets a large number of wives

and how he becomes the lord ofVidyadharas-half -divine beings,

who participate in prosperity and adversity of man more than

other divinities do^. On the basis of works derived from it,

we are able to assume that this story formed the frame in

which were fitted many other tales and stories®. It is doubtful

if the stories of the Paficatantra and of the Vetalapaflcaviih^ati

that we find in later redactions of the Brhatkatha belonged or

not to the original work®. If the Bfhatkatha contained also

the story of Udayana, most probably the poet B ha s a had

taken the plot of his famous work of drama from GuJjadliya*, and

in that case Guijadhya would have certainly been older than,

Bhasa and he would have lived in about the 3rd century A.D.

or still earlier.

There is no doubt that there was a poet Gunadhya,
since the tradition about him is so definite. But we know

I. On the Vidyadhnras, see Lac d tc, Essai. 276 fT.

3. This is already pointed to by the title B{hatkathlt. It might'
have been a great comprehensive novel, i.e. to say of the type
in which many small stories were included.

3. In the opinion of Lacdte, p. 23p it is true that they did
not belong to the old Byhatkatha. Bosch ibid, p. 43 fT, tries to prove
that the VetalapaiSraviriiSati had these already. Subandlui found in the
Brhatkatha, tlw stories of Vikramaditya, since Vasavadatta (ed. Hall, p. i to)
contains one sure reference to the story in which a girl was transformed
into a statue (see KathSsaritas. 133, 133 ff.},

4. The argument advanced by Hertel (Jinakirtis ‘•Geschlchta
von Pala und Gop5ia”, p. 153 if.) against this cannot be proved. DhanaBjaya
(Daiarupa I, isg) advises authors of dramas to fashion their plots on the
model of the RkmSyana, the MahabhSrata and the Bfhatkatha. BhBsa had
already done it several centuries earlier. KSlidSsa (Megluadfita i, 30}
describes AvantI, as the city where old people narrate the story ofUdayana,
a thing that is already quoted by Valtabhodeva, the oldest commentator
of the BfhatkathS. Even the UJenavatthu of the commentator of the
Dhammapada (see above, II, 155, transl. p. 194) might have been taken
from the Bfhatkalha, since the story is so little Buddhistic, that it wcml4
hstve htodly ori^lnhted on the Buddhist soil,
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nothing about the poet himself, and a colourful net work of

myths has surrounded this name. He possibly was born in

Prati?thana. There was a city of this name on the Godavari in

the Deccan, and that was the capital of the Andhrabhrtyas or

of the Satavahanas. Consequently the poet has been made by

tradition a minister of one King Satavahana. Now Satavahana

is not the name of one king, but the common name of all the

rulers of the Andhra dynasty^. Therefore, it would not be of

much help to us in respect of determining the age of Gunadhya,'

even if the tradition that has made him a minister of Satavahana

had a historical background. In the opinion ofWinternitz,
nothing historical can be attributed to these stories, that were

narrated for the first time in the llth century A. D. Probably,

however, there was one different Pratisthana on the confluence

of the Ganga and the Yamuna, situated in the neighbour-hood

of Kaulambi or of Ujjayini, that had been the actual home of

the poet. Since the geography of the Brhatkatha (inasmuch

as the events arc laid not in the region of the heaven, as often

is the case) does not point to the South in any way, but to

the neighbourhood of Kaudambi*.

From the tradition, that is not contradicted, we learn

that Gunadhya wrote a work in a language called "Paidaci”®

Dapdiit bas taken this term to mean “the language of goblins'*.

However, the opinions of researchers in regard to the dialect

meant by this name are greatly conflicting. The strongest

probability is for the hypothesis that it was a North-Western

dialect*. But still the doubt remains with regarding to the

1. See above, p. 1 14 f.

3. Gf. Lacdte, Essai, p. 36 fT. The traditions that make
QuoSdhya a contemporary of the grammarian Pacini and Vararuci and
of Cavakya do not at all have any historical value.

3. In the Kamboj-inscription of the gth century Gunadhya is

mentioned as a “friend of the Prakrit language" (S. LA vi, JA 1885, s.

0 t. VI, 413).
4. Pi sc h el (Deutsche Rundschau 36, 1883, p. 368) believes

that the people speaking the “lar^age of the demons" came to be so

called because of its toughness or crudeness and that the language stands
in close affinity with the Gipsy-diaiect and the Dardic languages of the

North-West India; sec also Fischel, Orammatik der Frakrit-Sprachen,

§37, and Grierson, Ind. Ant. 30, igot, 556; ZDM6 66, igi3,p.4g
n., 67 fE, 74 ff.; Festschrift V. Thomsen, Leipzig igt3, p. 138 ff. Against
this Konow ZDMO 64, rgio, gs ff.; Lacdte, Ess^is p. 40 ff.,

301 ff. (fiber die sp&clicheu Fragmente der Paiiaci BrhatkatbH, die in

Hemacandras Frakritgraisinatik erhaltenshid).
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meaning of the word “Pai^aci”. It has not yet been possible

to say definitely whether it meant the dialect of the Pi^acas,

either a class of people, who were so called or were nick-named

as ‘demons’, or if it had been named as the “dialect of the

demons” either on account of its harsh lone or in opposition to

the literary languages. We are not in a position to assume that

the Bfhatkalha cither originated or became, famous among the

wild or half-wild people. In the opinion ofWinternitz
it is futile to struggle to restore the original work from out of

the hitherto known versions^ and we are able to deduce

this much that the Bfhatkatha was a poetical work that just

originated in some circle of finely cultured people and could

get appreciation there.

Upto the present day two recensions of the Bfhatkatha

have come to be known; one Kashmirian, that has come
down to us in two versified versions (Ksemendra’s
Bfhatkathamanj ari and Somadeva’s Katha-
saritsagara) and the other Nepalese that has been

transmitted to us (unfortunately incompletely) in a free poeti-

cal redaction by Buddhasvamin. There are other

recensions mentioned now and then, but till now they have not

been examined closely*.

There arc many points tliat go to suggest that the

1. One such attempt has been made by Lacdte, Essai S19
IF. In the opinion of W. , his efFort deserves as much of consideration as
those made earlier by Mankowski, ibid aud J. S. Speyer (Studies
about the Kathasaritsllgara, p. sy S’.)' This is a research made with in-
sufficient materials. In case it be correct that in the 17th century A.D.
the grammarian Markapdeya had ^assessed the PaHacI Bfhatkathfi
( G r iers o n

,

JRAS, 1913, p. 391), tl too may be possible that someday
the original may actually is recovered and nut deduced.

8. King Durvinit.'i of the Gafiga dynasty prob.ably had already in
the 6th century A D. made a Sanskrit translation of the Paiiact B^hatkathfi
(see. R. Narsimhnehap, lad. Ant. 4a, 1913, 804 and JRAS xgi3,

389 f. But since the inscription on which he depends for fixing the date
of the Gafiga dynasty belongs to the class of forged inscriptions, it remains
doubtful whether the one found by Narasimhaclmr has any stronger claim
to genuineness than those other inscriptions in which the name of Durvinita
occurs, (Gf. Fleet, Ind. Ant. 30, i got, aaa, _K i c 1 h o r n, Ep. Ind. 'V II,

App._p, aij VlII, App, II, p. 4 note). ’VVinternitz says thatheis
sceptically against the statement of A.Krishnaswami AiyangSr
(JRAS igo6, 689 £f. and Ancient India, London 1911, 9.328, 337) on a
Tamil work Udayanan Kadat or Ferufigadai, that was probably a literal

translation of the Bfhatakatbfi and written in sndcentuiy A.D. On this

Tamil version and the Persian version of the Bfhatkatha see Lacfite,
Esstu p. 197 ff.
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Nepalese recension, that has come down to us just in the form

of a torso of the Byhatkatha-Slokasangraha of

Buddhasvamin^ stands closer to the work of Guna^hya

than its Kashmirian version does, even though the

dijTcrence in time existing between Buddhasvamin and GurS-

4hya possibly was very great®. The nature of the main story

in Buddhasvamin creates a stronger impression of the work

being original than that in the Kashmirian recension. Thus

for example Gomukha, who in Buddhasvamin’s work is an

interesting character, is just a story-teller in the Kashmirian

recension, and it is probable that he has undergone such an

alteration, since in this recension the subsidiary stories become

more and more important, and the main story of Naravahana-i

datta goes into the back-ground. In the Nepalese representa-

tion, according to which Kalihgasena, a harlot, and her

daughter Madanamrficuka, therefore, of an inferior st tus for

Naravahanadatta, is much more artificial than the correctly

twisted narrative of the Kashmirian recension. Also when

in the 5th sarga of the Slokasangraha so much has been

said about the artists and the Greek are outright praised

as expert artists, who could build the so-called flying machines,

which Indian artists could not do, and when in the 18th

sarga we hear about the salesman’s daughter, whose mother

was a Greek woman, they point to the time when Greek artists

had become very much famous in North India. In case this

was not the age of the Gandhara art, the period of the 1st

century A. D. was the time in which probably GuriM^iy^’s

work was written®.

1. That » named "the great novel, a small compilation in verses"

The work was discovered by Haraprasad Sastrl (JASB 6a 1893,

845 r.) ; cf. L 6 V i in Comptes Rendus de 1’ A c a d 6 m i e des inscriptions

et belles lattres, i8gg, pp. 78, 84; Hertc'l, Sddliches Fancatantra, p.XII
ff.; LXXXVII f.; Speyer, Studies about the Kathasaritsagara, p. 56 if.;

Lacdtc, JA igo6, s, 10, t. VII, igff. and Essaip. 146 if. F. Lacdte
has edited with French translation the first nine of the extent 38 cantos (Paris

1908),
a. We do not definitely know the time ofBuddhasvamin. The hypo-

thesis of Lacdte placing him in the 8 th or the gth century is a crude
presumption.

3. On the other hand we must not forget that Buddhasvamin's
work is just a small con^ilation in verses and on account of the versification

it has assumed the form of an epic (in sargas}, whilst the Bfliatkatha of
Gugadhya was a prose novel, divided into lambhakas. It is completely
impoaible to draw a conclusion about the e xt e n t of the old Bfhatkatha,
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It is a matter of deep regret that we do not po-srss the

complete work of Buddhasvamin. There are few books in

Indian literature in which humour and mirth in life are so

dominent as in the Byhalkatha-Slokasangraha. The actual

life of the people is seldom painted in such a gay colour as in

this work. Religious festivals and yatras arc described again and

again. We meet with I’cmarkabli! saints like the kapalikas in

canto XXII and descriptions full of instructions taken from the

life of tlie Jainas in canto XXIV. Canto V contains interesting

scenes from tho life of artists. In c.\nto X graceful Gomukha
takes us into the harlot’s quarters and into the palace of the

famous harlot Kalingascna^.

It is very much striking that Buddhasvamin’s work differs

so widely from the Kashmirian recension, not only in respect

of arrangement of the subject-matter, but also in that of the

contents, that in many sections it appears as an entirely diflhr-

ent work. It is also remarkable that the title Slokasahgraha is

correct just pardy. In many places the narrative is so short

that it seems to the anticipate in the reader a good knowledge

of the story from before. But there are many that are narrated

broadly in detail, in a way that it apears as if the poet was more
particular about versification (Jloka) than about compilation

{sarhgraha). The composition leaves much to be desired for, in

which there are episodes that have been put side by side

without any consideration of the contc.xt.

The introductory stories on Gupadhya found in the

Kashmirian rec.nsion is missing in the Slokasarhgraha. The
name Gupadhya occurs only at one place in the extant portion

of the work, whilst at one jdace it is said about a king:

“Gupadhya could not sing in his own praise®”. It is a thing

that could hardly be written by an author, who had chosen to

since we have l)eforc us only a small portion of Buddhasvaniin’s work and
probably its beeiiming is missing (see Speyer, Studies, p. 56 fT.}.

Her tel (Jinakirtis •‘Geschichtc von Pkla \md Gopala”, p, 15a if.} is

rather uver-confident when he assumes as wholly certain that the Sluka-
samgraha presents a faithful picture of the B]rha\katha.

I. According to Lacdte, Bssai, p. ago the description of the
palace of VasnUasena in the drama Mrcchakafika corresponds to that of
the house of Kalihgasena in the B|'h..Slokasahgraha (X, 60-163) passage
by passage.

a. Lacdte, Essai p. ao.
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reproduce the work of Gupatjhya in a crude abridged form.

This single remark goes to indicate that Buddhasvamin

had become rather an independent poet, who made the work

of Gunadhya the basis of his own poem.

The Kashmirian recension of the Brhatkatha has come

down to us in apparently two different versions, that in a word

originated one after the other. The older of the two is the Brhat-

kathamafij aril, “Bud (of the treel of the Bfhatkatha” of

Ksemendra, written apparently in about 1037 A.D.^ As

nothing better can be expected from this voluminous writer,

he exhibits little taste in his reproduction of the Kashmirian

Brhatkatha. Though his real intention is to give an abridged

version of the work, on one hand he has many a time made

his story factually so short that it becomes almost unintelligible,

and on the other he is often garrulous and especially delights

in painting erotic scenes and in making the religious section,

longer and longer—no matter whether it then relates to

Saivism or to Vai^^avism or to Buddhism. Since the primary

work is not known, we are not in a position to say whether

K§emendra or Somadeva presents a more faithful picture of the

B;'hatkath3, that is lost to us^. But it is most important

for us that neither Somadeva has copied from Ksemendra,' nor

the latter from Somadeva, but both of them go back to the

same primary work, namely to a Brhatkatha-recension that was

in circulation in Kashmir and had its volume very much
increased with later additions®.

1. See above, p. 8 1, note a. Edited ( badly) in Km. 69, igoi. Of.

B u h I e r
,
Ind. Ant. i, 187a, soa fF.; L 6 v i

, JA 1885, p. 8, t. VI, 397 fT.j

433; 1886, s. 8, t. VII, ai61f.;_ Mankowski ibidi Speyer, Studies

p. 9 if.; 37 fi*.; L a c 0 t e E'isaip. n i f.

St, L a c d t e thinks that Kjemendra, though unimportant as a
poet, presents a picture that is more faithful to his model. Mankowski
believes that Somadeva has reproduced a mote faithful picture of the sub-
ject-matter than has been done by Ksemendra. Gf. Mankowski, ibid 167 f.

and Her te 1 , TantrSkbySyika, Cbors. I, 43.

g. Bosch, ibid 85 if refutes the correctness of the assumption
of a Kashmirian recension and assumes that the Brhatkath2mafijari and
Somadeva are directly based on Gunadhya's Brhatkatha. But since the
Brhatkatha and the Saritsagara have so much in common that they absolu-
tely go back to the same source, but the Brh.-slokasaAgraha differs very
widely from both the works, that we can hardly find a connecting link
between them. In case Grierson be right, Baiiact stands sufficiently
close to the dialect of Kashmir, so that the Kashmirian recension may be
designated as the •TaiSacI Brhatkatha. On Faiiac! see also Konow,J^S
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Since Somadeva, wrote his work in between 1063 and

1081 A.D.^, therefore, about 30 years later than Ksemcndra,

he might have utilized the work of the latter. But he surpasses

his predecessors in rc.spcct of poetical talents so powerfully that

probably he knew just to cast them aside scornfully.

The Kathasaritsagara®, “Ocean of Streams of

Stories” is probably the current title that can be assumed for the

work of S om adc va®. In fact it is a sea in which all the

rivers of stories have fallen, and the main story of Naravahana-

dalta forms merely a frame for the rivers of stories, that having

sprung out from all possible sources flow into this one
ocean.. The Kashmirian primary work had already this

character, and it was according to this that Somadeva worked.

Wc know from the author himself that he makes no claim to

having invented the stories, but he explains (I, 10-12):

My this book is just like its primary work. I have not

allowed myself to deviate in the least. I have merely

igai, 844 ff. and Grierson, ibid 424 E; S. P. V. Ranganathaswami
Aryavaragun, lud. Ant 48, *919, ai i ff. and Grierson, Ind. Ant.

49, igaoijp. lao.

1. Somadeva wrote his book for diverting the mind otSuryamat!,
the grandmother ofKing Har^a of Kashmir, see above p. 56, note I

.

8. Books I to V edited with a German translation byH.Brockh aus,
Leipzig and Paris 1839; from book VI upto the end (Sansbit text only)

by the same in AKM Hand IV (i86a and 1866). Textual criticism with
cxegctical notes on the same edition by H. K ern JRAS III, 1, 1867, p.
167 ff. Recent and better edition by Durgkpras&d, Bombay, NSP
i 88g (and ed. 1903 )•, Contents of the first five books reported by H. H.
W i 1 s o n (1884) in his works HI, 1 56-868. Complete English translation

by C H. T awp ey in the Bibl. Ind. 3 vols. Calcutta t88o—1884. [The
same reprinted with notes etc. by N. M. F e n 2 e r in. to vols. London
1984-88 ]. Selections from the German translation by J. H e r t e 1 , Bunte
Geschichten aus dem Himalaya, Miinchen 1903. The first volume of the

complete German translation (from Sanskrit) by A. Wesselsklhas
been published (Berlin 1914-15). The book X has been translated into

German by H. S c h a c h t , Indische Erzdhiungen, Lausanne and l^ipzig

igi8. Text criticism and literary researches have been provided by T. S.

Speyer, Studies about the KathtsaritsSgara (Verb, der kon. Akademie
van Wetensch to Amesterdam, Afd. Lett., N. R. Vlll, 5) Amsterdam 1908.

Cf. C. H. Taw

n

ey JRAS igo8, 907 ff. and L ac 6 1 e , Essai, p. 67 ff.

3. Winternita does not believe that the teal title of the

work was BrhatkatbasaritsSgarailokasarhgraha, as suggested by Loeftte
Essai p. 63 ff. In the introduction the authormerdy says that in his

opimon the title of his work KathEsaritsSgara means a collection of the

essence of the BfbatkatbS” (B^hatkathfiskrasamgraha). It is not improba-
ble that the dialectical Kashmirian recension had the title or undertitle

KathSsaritstgara or BrhatkathUsaritsagara ( see L a c 6 1 e , ibid }.

Wintemite, History of Indian Literature, Vol. HI, 83.
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abridged together the big volume of the work, and the

language is different. I have skilfully exerted myself to the

task of resetting the expressions and to keep true to the

context (of the stories) on one hand and to introduce

into it an clement of ornate poetry on the other without

letting the ( original) sentiment of the story suffer in the

least. I have not made this endeavour for the purpose

of satisfying any desire to become famous for my intelli-

gence, but simply to (impress easily) the colourful

net of stories upon the mind of the readers^.

Beally the Kathasaritsagara is a work of ornate poetry

that combines all the excellences of popular poetry in a

certain sense, with the excellences of ornate poetry, such as

must have been the Kashmirian Brhatkatha®. The nice, fully

ornate, but never artificial language, the moderate use of

figures of speech like puns and similes and likewise the choiced

use of ornate metres are suitably set in the whole work®.

Whilst in the novels like Subandhu’s Vasavadatla and Bana’s

KSdambari have a gross disparity between the simple narrative

theme and the artificial form, Somadeva has realised this,

and he has always tried to make the fo rm suitable to the

theme and nowhere has he allowed the form to become his

main objective. UndisputecUy he is one of the most pleasant

and first rate Indian poets.

When Somadeva assures us that he has most faithfully

followed his model, we should not only believe him, but also

attribute even the obvious short-comings found in his work

to this situation. One such short-coming is the arrangement

of the subject-matter. In the Kashmirian basic work itself

1, The Different interpretations of this stanza have been put toge-
ther by L a c 6 t e , Essai, p, igg ff.

g. As in the strict sense of the term the word popular poetry can
hardly desigivate the ByhatkathS. The work has never been a collection

of popular tales (somewhat like Brother G ri mm’s Tales for children)
, but

from its very beginning it has had been an independent work of poetry in
which stories after stories have been gradually added, many ofwhich may
have been in circulation among the people, whilst others may have had
their origin in different literary works. In course of time the work had
become popular in the same way as the MahShharata and the Ramayaua.

3. Of the 31388 ^nzas of the Kathasaritsagara, there are only
761 that are written in ornate metres, the remaining ones are all written in

the epical ilofca. Cf. S p eye r , Studies about the Kathas. p. 174 ff.
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we find the main story overrun by the rest of the narrative

stuff, and prolialdy this is the reason that very often we find

stories in places where they are badly misplaced and tliat

sometimes the stories in different versions occur twice even

thrice in different places in this extensive work. Besides the

main story of King Naravfihanadatta, selected to become the

chief of Vidyildharas, having become far less interesting than

most of the intcicalatcd stories, too may be attributed to the

primary work itself^ It is basically somewhat tiring, when we
are told, how the king of the story, who is just a little of the

nature of Don Juan, wins one woman after another. Since all

these women from the beginning are meant for him, all of

them throw themselves with all their force about his neck. And
the difficulties that present themselves in the way to union or

to reunion signify nothing. However, this is not the case only

with the main story, but also with many of the subsidiary

stories as well - at least from the European point of view - that

much of the charm gets lost when it is found just in the begin-

ning of the story that everything is predestined cither through

a curse or through some prediction®.

But there can be no question that Somadeva was not

so much concerned over the tale of Naravahanadatta as over

the “colourful net of stories” that were interwoven into this

fiction. More interesting than the stories of Naravahanadatta

are the stories, anticipated as introductory narratives, of his

father Udayana, his faithful and wise minister Yaugandhara-

yaija and his two wives Vasavadatta and Padmavati. Although

in many respects the Udayana-stories correspond to Buddhist

narratives®, still the deviations in individual stories are very

I. Both of these shortcoming^ were probably not to be found in

the recension that formed the basis of the work of BudUhasviltnin.

’ 3. Many a time we hear about this predestination first at the

end of the story tliai suits in decidedly better. It is also correct what
has been said by H e r t c 1 ( Uber d.is TantrUkhyayikaj ASGW 1904, p.

1S4) that Somadeva has little consideration for the nature of the tales,

and frequently when something appears to him as unbelievable he tries

to give it a realistic explanation.

3. Cf. Lacdte, Essai p. 347 ff., besides A, Sch iefner,
MahakatySyana und KOnig Tschaijda-Pradyota (M<imoires de I’Acad.

imp. des sciences de St. Petersbourg, t. XXII, No. 7, 1875). find

also ( p. 35 if. ), as in the Kathasaritsagara I3, the story of the Wooden
Elephant corresponding to the “Trojan Hone”; see above II, 155, transh

p. 194 and III, p. 320.
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great, and as a fiction the version of Soraadeva was distinctly

different.

The (approximately 350) intercalated stories are

partly such as may be considered to form the episodes of the

main story and stand in somehow natural relation to it

or rathermay, more or less, be brought within the context;

but in a great measure they are such as have been inten-

laced into the frame of the main story or do not stand in

any internal relationship with it. There is hardly any

class of stories whatsoever that we do not see to have

found entry into the Kathasaritsagara. Fictions and

fiction - like tendencies like meetings with heavenly

damsels, the interferences by gods and demons in the

affairs of man, the gifts of wonderful things of the

type of a “magic table”, etc., wizards and witches,

money-seeker, wealth-digger, transformation of man into

animals, magic locks and keys etc. are to be found

among the stories that do not properly belong to the

category of tales. But in the more colourful admixtures,

such as we have already seen also in the jataka-books, we

find by the side of proper tales also novelistic stories, the

stories of boatmen by the side of those of shipwreck and

wonderful palaces under the bottom of the seas, stories

on advantageous travels on the earth, romantic love-

stories, in which love is often aroused through dreams

and portraits, stories of thieves, stories of scoundrels,

fools’ stories, witty anecdotes, stories about men who are

out and dut wise, but also stray mythological narratives,

epical expressions and Buddhistic, Jainistic and Brahmapi-

cal legends. The whole of the books like the Paficatantra

and the Vetalapaflcavim^atika have been taken into this

“ocean of streams of stories”, and likewise there are

independent big novels in which other smaller stories

have been included, such the Padmavatikatha in book

XVII and the Vikramadityakatha in Book XVIII.

Probably it has also a book of “fools’ story” (mugdhakatha)

and one book of "wife-stories” {strikatkd) that have

been worked into in our book.

In a very appropriate manner, either our poet or his

predecessor has inserted a number of fool’s stories
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in between the ntti-storics of the Paiicalantra' for the

purpose of drawing a line of contrast, hardly with the

idea of teaching his own political (niti) wisdom. They
might or might not, as has happened in all times and
among all the nations, set the muscle of risibility into

motion. Somadeva did not pursue any other goal®.

Many of the fool’s jokes narrated hen* arc well-known not

only in India but elsewhere too in world-literature. .Such

are the story of the hungry traveller who eats seven cakes

till he becomes satisfied and observes that he would have

been equally satisfied had he eaten the seventh-cake the

first, or that of the servant, who removes the door from

the hinge over which he is to keep watch and goes with

it to the theatre, or that of the fool who boasts that his

father maintained his celibacy during his life-time, etc.

So as all these stories Me told mainly for the purpose

of exciting laughter - many of which end with the words

“even the stones burst when they heard the story’’-so also

in the sto ries of knaves, in which the knaveries of

a master-thief, of a gambler or elsewhere of some scoundrel

leader are narrated in a witty manner. Very remarkable

is the story of the rogue, who bribed the king, and

through this he began to have a talk with him every-

day. At this the ministers began to treat him as an

important and influential person and bribed him in order

that he might speak to the king in their favour. In this

manner he hoarded a great treasure with which he lastly

appeased the king so much so that the latter made him

his chiefminister (66, 110). One of the nice knave-stories

I. Kathas. 60-63. fool’s stories in the Brhatkathamailjari

are placed after the Paflcatantra-seclion, all put together, XVI, 368-58^.
Some fool's stories occur also in the KathSs. 63, 140 IF. J. Hertei (Bia

Altindisches Narretibuch, BSGW 64. Bd. Leipzig igis) ban shown that

at least half of the sketchings of fools narrated in the irth century by
Soinadeva liavc been taken from an old Indiiut fool’s story-book, that was
written in about 493 A.D. and was cuuipiled about the same time by a monk
Arya Saihghasena, to which go back the fools’ stories translated in 4pa A.D.

into Chinese by his disciple Gupavrddhi. ( From the Chinese Po Yu King
hM been made the French translation “Cinq cents contes” by £. C ha-
v a n n e s). That stories of this sort existed at least in the and century

A. D. is shown by a relief on the stdpa ofBharhut (see above, II, 108;

trans. p.134) belonging to thejEtaka No. 46.

3. Against this Hertei, ibid, who considers the fool's book as

a niti-work.
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is that of the master rascal Muladeva and of his cunn-

ing wife, who begot him a son, who surpassed his father in

cunning and wid. In many of these rogue-stories religion

and still more their champions are badly ridiculed.

Apparently harmless is the story of the gambler who

deceived the god of death. On account of his evil deeds

he must live in the hell till the end of creation (kalpa)

,

But because he is sure to become Indra for one day as a

consequence of his gift of a piece of gold to a pious man,

Yama, the god of death, gives him the 'option of chosing

to have one first : either residence in hell for the duration

of the kalpa or have the status of Indra for one day.

He wants to be Indra first. No sooner he becomes Indra,

he permits his all male and female friends to enter into

the heaven and rejoices their company and with them he

is taken to different religious places on the earth by the

gods. On account of this his sins get exhausted and he

remains permanent Indra (121, 188 ff.). Mischievous

is the story of the two rogues, one of whom calls him-

self Siva and the other Madhava (Vi§pu) . One ofthem

plays the part of a Vai?pava ascetic, and his comrade

that of a Rajput. With false gold and false diamonds

they excite the greed of a gistiy purohita and carry away

his all wealth (24, 82 ff.). Ascetics are not seldom swind-

lers and robbers. One such ascetic is himself cheated

once. With the intention of taking into his possession a

beautiful girl he reports to her father about her birth

under the influence of an evil star and advises him to

discard her. The father packs her in a box and casts her

off. A prince finds the beautiful girl and the ascetic gets

a monkey that takes out his eyes and tears off his ears.

The number of w o m e n’s stories is quite

large. Among them the stories of faithless and wicked

wives prevail^. Eor example, a king has a wonderful

*• *94, *3* ff- trauslated into Germaa by F. von der Leyen in
P r e u s z. Jahrb. 99, 1900, p. 88ff. Mdladeva appears as a famous wizard in
Kap.Sg ( Yetilap. J5) , Gf. B 1 o o m fi e 1 d. The Character and Adventures
of Muladeva (Proceedings ofthe American Philosophical Society Vdl. LII,
No. 919 , 1913 } on tlus wholly Unique character in Indian literature. He
is a wizard, a master thief, a teacher of the art of theft as wdl of the art of
love, a terrible gambler and on the whole a lively and amiable rogue. See
also p. E. P a VO I i n i, QgAI 9, 1895-6, p. 175 ff.
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white elephant, who gets hurt and falls down. A divine

voice makes the announcement that the elephant will get

well when a ehaste woman will touch him. Each of nearly

80,000 wives of the king and all the women of the town
come and touch the elephant, but he does not stand up.

Only one poor woman is found, who is so pious and chaste

th.it the inomc'ut she touches the aninnil he stands up.

Now the king marries the sister of tliis pure lady and
shuts her inside a palace in a lonely island, but is lastly

deceived by her as well (.16, U ff). I’he chapters 58, 64

and 65 contain a whole series of such stories^. Amongt
this sort of world-wide current stories are found those

of the water-spirit, who goes about with his wife within

his body and is deceived by her® who is not faithful to

him® etc.

As against the stories of wicked and unfaithful wives

there are also a small number of stories of honest and
faithful wives. For world literature too, the story of the

wise and faithful woman Devasmita, who assures the

young men who intend to seduce her away to meet them

at a fixed place just to let them go away with a stigma

on their faccs^. An idyll, that is rightly mentioned as a

suitable antethesis to the story of Philemon and Baucis®,

is narrated in 27, 79 ff,

There was once a king, Dharmadatta by name, the

ruler of KoSala. He had a wife who respected her husband

as a god. One day all of a sudden she came to remember

of her forrner birth and spoke about this to her husband.

I. Sep iilso 34, 183 fl.; 6u, sfiT.; 61, 193 ff. ( at the same time also a
fool’s story) ; 66, ag IT.; 71, aa If.; 77, 48 IT.; 134, i jo ff.

3. 63, 6 ff. Cf. 64, i34ff.; jataka436.wl Chavannes, Cinq
cent contes, I, XIII ff., 377 If,; Tausend unU cine Nacht 1 , 8 (Weil).

3. 63, a ff. Cf. jataka 193; Beufey , Tantschalantra I, 436 ff.;

Gaston Paris, ZVV XIII, 19113; I’avolini, GSAI XI 1897-8;

JRAS 1898, 375.

4. H e r t e 1 1 Bunte Gcschichten, p. 73 ff. A partially doublet

is the story of Upakosa ( 4, a8 ff.; Hertch ibid p. 95 ff.). W i n t e rn 1 1 a

in the “Globus”, Bd. 92, igoy, p. 78 f. has shown_ that a parallel to the

story of DevasmitS, who is a replica of Portia, in a South Arabian
narradve (in D. H. Mil Iter, Die Mehri - und Soqotri - Sprache III,

Vienna 1907, p. 30 ff.; 78 ff.; 162). See also 56, 171 ff.; 61, 300 ff.; 64,

34 ff-
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“O king, I am just reminded today of my former birth

not far away hence. It will be unpolite on my part if

I do not narrate the same to you : in case T tell you this

I am sure to die. It is said that in case one is reminded

suddenly of his former birih and if he speaks it out he is

sure to die. On this account, O my royal husband, I am
wholly unnerved.” The king retorts that he too has just

come to remember of his former birth and asks her to

narrate it, whatever be the consequence. At this the

queen narrates : “In this very land I was a dutiful maid-

servant of a Brahmana, named Madhava. The name of

my husband was Devadasa. He was an obedient servant

in the house of a trader. There in our own home that we

had established we were living on the food that each of us

used to bring from our employers. We were three pairs :

water-tub and pitcher, broom and bed-stead, I and my
husband. We were living happily in the house; there was

never a quarrel and we rejoiced and ate the little that was

left over after we had made our offerings to gods, manes

and guests. In case either or both of us had some

spare piece of cloth and if some poor person came, it was

given to him. Now there was a famine. Therefore, the

quantity of food needed for maintenance became less day

by day. When our bodies had become emaciated with

hunger and our spirit had already by degrees lost all hopes,

one day there came a tired Brahmapa at meal-time.

Although we were ourselves dying for food we gave hhn

the last quantity of food that we still had. When he had

eaten it and gone away, the spirit of life left my husband,

as if out of anger that he had taken care of that

beggar and not of it. Then I erected a pyre ofwood for

my husband, put his body on it and burnt myself with

him, and so my ill luck too left me. After this I was

reborn in the palace of a king and became your wife. The
tree of noble work bears the never-perishing fruit for the

pious.” When the queen had thus spoken to Dharmsr
datta, the latter said, “come, dear, I am your husband
of the former birth. I was Devadasa, the servant ofthe

trader. Today I too have come to remember of my that

&nner liffe”. Therefore, after the bas said this and
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disclosrd his identity, he goes to the hciiven, inounis, but

immediately rejoices there the company c»f his wifeh

The stories of fiithless wives nieutioued aljove, at

least partly, had originated from Buddhist sources®.

But Buddhist stories arc foiuitl even elsewJierc in the

Kathasarilsagara not in a sindl nmuher, allhough

B enfe y’s hypothesis® that “ahnosl all” tales in Soma-

deva’s work are Buddhistic is certainly not correct. For

the purpose of accuracy, it is significant that although

Somadeva was not a Buddhist, he ha.s faithfully follow-

ed his source and fully maiiitaint'd the Buddhist character

of the stories. For example Buddhistic* arc, in chapters

27 and 28, the series ofk irman-stories, besides the stories

of the trader’s son who is converted for fear of death,

of the prince, who becomes a monk and takes out his one

eye for the sake of a woman, whose beauty he admires

etc. A complete chain of Buddhist stories is narrated

in chapter 72 for the purpose of elucidation of the 6

pdramilds. Even the VctaUpaficavirh^ati-stories signifi-

cantly exhibit Buddhist influence®. Allusions to Buddhist

canons occur elsewhere too®.

Notwithstanding this the religious atmosphere that

permeates the work of Somadeva is quite different. It is

I. Oilier scorit^ about faithful wives and actual former life

are narrated in. 56, 171 ff.j di, 300 ff., 64, 34 (f.; 111,24 ff.; tia, m if.

The story about a Braliinaoa and bis two wive.i who were united with a
clover-leaf is narrated in 73,417 ff. We liMrn from 3O, 3 ff. and 58, a ff.

that fidelity is not unknown even aiuonir harlots.

a. Such midoiibterlly are all the stories narrated in chapter C4,
where the heroes, after the expcrii'nee that there was no faithful woman,
became monks. In tlic stories tij, 2 ff., 43 ff., the hero is cxpressedly said

to be a partial incarnation of Budliisattva-

3. Pantschatantra I, 148 f.

4. It is not clear why Ilertcl, Bimle Gesrhirhten, p.l s^ff.,

translated s au g a t a (common designation for “Buddhist") by '‘Jaina”.

5. Thus the mention of Mara in the V'ctiLla-stoties >0 and 17. In
the Vctaia-story 20, the bchtiviour of the b«y is that of a Budbisattva. Other
Buddhistic stories are 33 and 36 ff. 541, «j ff.j 63, 33 ff.; 65, 13a ff. (a cloister

anecdote of a foolish monk) ; 36, 141 ff. ( variant of the Mittavuulaka-
jataka, see above II, 106, tratis. p. 132). Probably BiKldhistlc is the story

of unmadini ( 15, 63 ff.) 33, 62 ff., gi, 3 ff. Vetsilap. i6 ), that corresponds to

the jataka No. 527 (see above 11 , 114, lrans;_ p. 140). In RajatarahgipT

4, 17, a similar story is narrated about a historical king ; cf. Z a e h a r i a e,

Bezz. Beitr. IV, 1878, 360 ff.

6. So 65, 465 117, 3a; 75J 120, 50; n6.
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the glorification of iSiva and his consort (Parvatl, Gauri,

Durga, Devi etc.) that prevails throughout. Whenever

amiraculous relief from some need or danger is required,

there appears in person either Siva himself or his wife.

Bodhisattva Jimutavahana himself goes into the temple

of Gauri to worship the goddess^. Unusually frequent is

the mention of sacrifices of human-being, that is either

brought to Durga or is (more frequently)
. offered to

her for the purpose of success of some witchcraft or for

begetting a child or for fulfilment of some other desire.

The wild robber-like Bhillas, who live in forests, as a

rule make offerings of human-being to the goddess, and

for this purpose they attack people and bring them to

the temple®. The Linga-cult too is pretty fre-

quently mentioned. Women and girls who offer their

prayers in temples are particularly frequent®. The
Mother-cult and the Tantric rites play a rdle in many
stories. So in the witch-stories, that are not

rare and do not imitate the wild pantomime of European

stories of this type. The activities of witches are often

described in a very neat manner*. Although Siva is the

supreme deity, other gods too appear and all of them are

worshipped. So for example Naravahanadatta himself is

taken to Svetadvipa, the heavenly abode of Vi?nu and
sings a hymn addressed to this god®.

Somadeva in all probability found this colourful admix-

ture of these secular and religious stories in the Kashmirian

Bfhatkatha. His work is of beautiful and amiable type,

in which he narrates the stories in a fine language, full of

witty turnings and poetical descriptions. The praiseworthy

simplicity of language that greatly suits the plain stories,

necessarily elevates the position of Somadeva higher than

r. Bosch, ibid. p. 143 ff. has
_

shown that the JimfltavShana-
tegends (22, i6 ff,;go, 3 ff.) in their original form were not essentially
BuddhiatiCj but in them a BrShmapical pious hero was transformed into a
Bodhisattvaj (see also above p. 258)

2. In the Rama-tale 51, 59 ^' Lava is caught by Lakjmapa for a
human-sacrifice that Rama will perform.

3 ‘ So 37, 3 ff.; 43, 158 ff.; 51, 95 IT. etc.

4. So for example 36,76 ff.; 121, 72 ff,; 123, 207 ff. etc,

5. In 54, 19 ff,, 2911, Also 71, 67 ff’i 79 > 93 ff. Vifiju is honoured.
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does the kavya-style over which he certainly possesses mastery.

Many stories, for example in the VetalapancaviihSati section,

are narrated in a very ornate styleh And wherever the

subject-matter so requires his language very often becomes

flexible. «

Thus above all, when he speaks about his country

Kashmir, as the “head-jewel of the earth :

himavaddakfhje deSah Laimirakhyosti yarn vidhiii I

svargakauinhalam kartuiji marlySnamiva nirnt tme II

In the south of the Himalaya, there is the country

Kashmir, that was made by the creator as if for the purpose of

satisfaction of the mortal’s curiosity to enjoy the heaven® etc.

In respect of employment of similes and puns, Somadeva
ranks amongst the best poets. Here is given only one
example (87, 29 ff.

) :

bhramyataka jagamasya bkimo gnmoruhesarl \

praemdadityavadano dtplatadraimikesamh 1|

priyavirahasantaptapanthaniivasamarutaib I

nyastosmana ivatyusm vanli sma ca samirt^fSb II

JufyadvidirifapaAkaica hfdayai^ sphufitairiva 1

jaldiayd dadriire ghurmaluptimbusampadab II

ciricitkdramukh'irastdp mlan idalddharal} \

midhuirwuakdnmargfpurudamiva pddapdf} ll

Harisvamin, a Brahmapa, who has lost his wife,

goes about in all the places where one can reach

while searching for her. “And while he was thus going

from one holy place to another there came the summer,

the horrible lion, whose' jaws were the terrible sun and

whose manes were the burning rays. Scorehing hot

winds were blowing as if in them the warmth of groaning

of the wanderers, separated from their beloved, had

got accumulated on account of weeping. The tanks

with their water dried up and their drying clay

rent asunder were lying there as if with broken heart.

The trees standing along the paths appeared with their

barks sobbing on account of separation from the friendly

I. The story 55, 96 ff. is written wholly in the kavya-style, jo also

the (praSasti), the concludinsi stansa (missing in Ed. Brockhaus).

a- 63, 53 ff; 6g, 914. 73, 79 ff.
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Spring, whilst their leaves, like their lips, were wither-

ing on account of heat (pain)”-

The Kathasaritsagara of Somadeva has the greatest

importance for the history of Indian literature also on account

of the fact that in it there are several stories which have been

worked upon by several other poetsS of course, not only on the

basis of Somadeva’s work, but also on that of Gunadhya or on

that of some older recension of the Brhatkatha, not available

to us elsewhere so nicely as in Somadeva. The work is of the

Tiighest importance for the history of the World Litera-

ture too, inasmuch as not a few stories that we find in

Somadeva, nay that are still older and perhaps have had their

source in the Brhatkatha, are the most popular and most

familiar ones of the West. The question, as to whether the

relevant stories are of Indian origin, does not permit of a

definite answer in all cases. Often there are only a few passages

that the Indian stories have in common with literatures of

other countries, thus for example the story of the smiling fish*

or that of the princess and the thief® etc. Other stories, with

minor deviations are current among other nations, such is the

story of Hari5arman, the Indian “omniscient doctor”*. In

many cases it may be doubtful to say whether we have

before us passages taken firom the fables that originated tn

difierent countries independently of one another, or if these

passages have been borrowed. To this class belong the tales of

I. To this category bcloni; the thri)lini{ stories 140,17 ff., of which

the fable is the basis of Bhavabhuti’s Malalimadhava, aid the story of

Sumanas and the learned parrot (59, as if.), on which is based Baijas

“Kadambarl;” cf. Mankowski,WZKM 15, J901, ai3 if; 16, 190S,

147 if.

S. 5, 14 ff. Cf. F. Li e b r e c h I in the Orient und Occident I, 341

if; Pentamerone 36; Siraparota IV, i.

3 . 64, 43 ff. already compared by H. H. Wilson with the tale

ofRhampsinit narrated by Herodotus. From the Indian version
_

the sto^

was translated into Chinese as early as 516 A.D.; see B. H u b or in BEFEO
4, 1904,698 ff. A variant in the Tibetan Kanjur too. Cf. Forke, Die

Indischm Marchen, p. 66 ff. J. G. Fraser, Pausanias, Vol. V, p. 176 ff.

(onPaus. IX, 37, 3) has given a review of the story of the treasure of

Rhnmpspinit and its parallrls in the world-Utetature; see also R. K6 h 1 e r,

Kleinere Schriffen 1, 198 if.; Chavannes Oinq cents contes 3, 146 if.; Gaston

Paris inRHRt. 53, 1907, 151 ff., 367 ff.

4" 30, nsff. Cf. Grimm, Kinder -und HausmSrehen, No. 98;

Benfey, Orient und Occident I, 374 ff; Th. Zachari ae, ZW 15,

1905, 373 ff.
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witchcraft, like that of the poet, corresponding to the “magic-

table” that fills by itself, the magic stick and the wonderful

shoe “seven miles deep”^, or the often repeated motif of men
who are swallowed by a big fish and again come out alive® or

the motif of the wife of Potiphar®, etc*.

Lastly we must not forget to mention the extent to

which our knowledge of Indian culture is based on the Katha-

saritsagara of Somadeva. We have already seen that we
learn from this work much about Indian religions and know
about the position of women in .inciciit India. But we get from

Somadeva’s work abundant amount of information also about

the caste-system, about ethnographical conditions, about art,

artists and artisans, about court-life, about gambling, about

drinking booths and other things about the actual life of the

Indian people.

The Kashmirian edition of the Birhatkatha contains the

whole of the VetalapaiicaviriiSa tiha, “the

Twenty-five (stories) of Vetala”, an Indian story-book that

like the Paficatantra has got wide currency in world-literature.

This work too had to share the fate of otlier Indian works

that became popular and its old text is entirely lost to us and

it has come down to us in different recensions made in later

ages. The versifications of K^emendra and Somadeva are

I- 3i 47 ff. Of. J. J. Meyer, DajakumSracarita-Ubersetzun;,
Einleitungr, p. 67 ITi F o r k e , Die indischen Marclien, p. 55 ff.;H c r t e 1

,

Jinakirtu “Geschichtc vou Pala und GopSla, p. 60, 67, 76, no.

3. 35. 47 ff. 74. *92 ff. *23. lOj ffj cf. RSj.'rtaraAgiei IV, 504;W e b e r inAKM I, 4, p. 3a (Satruiijayamahatmya X) ; H c r t e 1 ; EDMG
65,440. In the story ofJdiia H. Gunk el (Kultur tier Gegenwart I,

VII, p. 56 ) has assumed a Phonecian tale of a boatmen.

3. 49, 4 ff., like 33, 36 ff. Also in the book Suidbad. Cf.
T a w n e y , I, 464 n, H e r t e I , Jinakirtis "Gescliichte von Pala und
GopSla”, p. 14 f, 48 f.

J T crap le. Legends of tlic Panjab, I, XIV,
11-13; II, XV, 396 ff. Ou a similar story in Firdusi's .ShahnSmeh, see
Javaiyi Jarashrdji Modi, JBRAS 18, 306 ff.; on the Greek story see
U. V. Wilamowitz-Moellendroff, Gricchishe TragSdien I, xoSf.;

on the Biblical storj' secH. Gunkel, internat. Monatsschiift 13, 1918
p. 448 f.

4. T aw n c
y_

has collected together a large number of parallels
to the stories and motifs in the KnthSs. in the notes to his translation and
a few also in the Journal of Philology la, 1883, taa ff. See also above
p. 359, notes, and p. 364 notes.
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in respect of chronology older' than the two different recensions

by Sivadasa® and Jambhaladatta®. Butit is Sivadasa

who has passed on to us the story in its original form—

^

admixture of prose and verse*.

“The Twenty-five Stories of Vetala” derive their title

from the frame in which they are set :

A yogin brings to King Vikramasena® a fruit every-

day about which he says that it contains a diamond.

He pursues this course just to move the king agree to assist

him in a corpse-witchcraft, by which he is sure to obtain

the help of a v e t a 1 a ® for success in his witchcraft.

I. Brhatkathamafljari IX, a, ig-iaat, KathasaritsSgara 75-99,

Approximately about half of the vetfila-stories from the ICathiis. have been

translated into German by F. von der L e y e n (tndische Marchen, Halle

a. S. 1898) who has, in tlie appendix, traced the course of these
_

stories

in world-literature. On the vetdia-stories, see also S. L d v i in JA
1886, s. 6, t.VII, 190 if. Kjeraendra deviates little from Soroacleva, but

he used also some recensions of the Bfhatkatha, other than the

Kashmirian (see Speyer, Studies about the Kathas. 37 f. }. On Somadeva’s
version see Bioclthaus ijvBSGV/ 1853,5. iBi ff.

. Die Vetalapaflcaviihiatika in den Reeensionen des Sivadasa

und eines Uagcnannten mit kritischen Kommentar, edited by H. U h 1 e

(AKM VIII, i) , Lcipzig_ 1884. The prose text of the recension of the ano-

nymous author is an abridged rendering of the verses of Kjemendra. In
many manuscripts of SivadSsa too verses from Ksemendra have been

,
inserted. H, Uhle has edited the text with a critical apparatus along with a
table of contents in BSGW, Bd. 66, Leipzig 1914 on the basis of a manu-
script. Cf. Her tel, DLZ 1918, 857 if. Sivadasa’s Recension has been

translated into Italian by V. Bettei in GSAI, 7, 1893, pp. 83-157 ; 8,

1894, p. >87 IF. and SIFI I, 1897, The first five stories have been translated

into German by A. L u b e r , GSrz 1B75.

3. Published in Calcutta in 1873. This recension does not have
metrical

_

epigrams, and in respect of contents it stands closer to the

Kashmirian recension. The language ( according to Aufrecht, Bodl.

Gat,_ I, 15s f.) is more elegent than that of Sivadasa. On w abridged
version of the Vetalap. by Yallabhadasa see Eggeling, Ind.

off. Cat. yH, p. 1^64 f, Even in case Jambhaladatta himself was a younger
author, his recension too goes back to a very old source and he knew
the stories in their original form - a thing that has been shown as probable
by Bosch, ibid, 6s ff.

4. Bosch, ibid p, as ff., tries to prove that the recension of
Sivadasa, as also that of the “anonymous author”, goes back to a metrical
version. But this statement, as also the hypotheses of Charpentier,
Paccakabuddhageschichtcn. p. 142 ff. hai«s in the air so long as wo do
not know whether or not Buddhasvamin’s ^okasarhgraha and Gupadhya’s
BrhatkSthS do not contain also the Vetalapaficavimiati-stories.

5.

_
In Somadeva, he is called Trivikramaaena. First of all the

new Indian translations haxre carried the story to the famous king
ViktamSditya. The yogin is mentioned as a Digambara in Sivadfisa, as

against a Bhikju in Somadeva and a Sramapa in K;emcndra.
. The vetalas are the ghosts, who carry their evil designs in

coipse-buRiing places and make in the corpses their abode. Like all other
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The king agrees. One dark mght he starts for the place

of burning corpse, where the yogin is waiting for him.

The latter asks him to go to a distant lonely place, where

a corpse is hanging from, a tree. He will have to take it

down and carry it back. The king goes to the tree, brings

down the corpse and carries it forth back. In the

corpse there is a vetala, and he proposes to tell the king

a story in order to while away his time along the path.

At the end of the story, the vetala asks the king a question,

that he must answer. Hardly the king has replied and the

corpse disappears and hangs itself on the tree again. The
king returns, cuts off the corpse and begins to carry it

back again ; but the vetala again begins to tell a story,

asks a question, and this he does twenty-four times.

When the vetala has narrated the twenty-fourth story

and put the question, the king is not able to answer,

at which he wavers. But the vetala, is verymuch pleased

at the king on account of his courage and tells him that

the yogin bears an evil design towards him and puts

into his hand a trick with which he will be able to over-

power the wicked wizard and he will himself possess

the power of witchcraft.

This frame, in which the stories are set, already diows

that the "Twenty-five Stories” originated on the soil of Tant-

rism, so much so that they can be associated with religion.

Most of the narratives, however, are talcs, novels, comic and

tragic stories, in which witchcraft plays a powerful rdle, and

there is no theme construed from any religious point of view.

The seed of the work lies neither in Buddhism nor inJainism^

spirits they are capable of assuming ail possible forms. They are mis-
dtievous; but he who has the courage can through corpse-witchcraft moke
vctalas even serve him. In tlie MahabhSrata the vetSlas do not appear
before the Harivathaa. One of the mothers of Skanda is called "vetMa-
snUta” (seeE. W. Hopkins, Epic Mythol^y, p. 46 note, sao note).
Benfey (Kleijiere Schriften 11, 13 A) has tried to assign the vetala-cult

to Buddhism, but it certainly belongs to the Saiva-Tantrism, whence in
any case it might have been taken over to Tantric Buddhism. A descrip-

tion of the vetaa-magic is given in the Tantrasara (sec Aufrecht, Bodl.
Gat. p. 94 f. ).

t. The fourtli and the sixth stories belong to the religion of the
Durga-cult. In the 14th story Siva brings about the miracle in Somadeva
and Devi in SivadSsa. The story No. 19 of the son of the thief, who is bom
of a Btthma^a and is adopted by a king and outspreads his three hands
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Even the e p i g r a m Sj that occupy in the Vetalapahca-

viih^atika as much space as in the Paficatantra, are relatively

just in a few cases Buddhistic or Jainistic, and most of them

belong to common ascetic poetry. The rest of the epigrams

partly contain rules of life and partly belong to the didactic

stuff of dharmasastra, of niti^astra and also of kama^astra^. In

addition to the epigrams, we find in Sivadasa’s recension also

a number of narrative and descriptive verses that give to the

work the character rather of a campu.

The stories of tlie Vetalapaficaviih^atika have equal

importance for the history of Indian narrative literature and

for the history of world-literature. Some of the stories have

found their way into different other narrative books of India

and also in literatures of other countries of the East and the

West,

Well-known in world literature is the story of

Madanasena, who is betrothed and has promised her

ardent lover that she will meet him on the night of her

marriage, before she is given over to her husband. She

keeps her promise with the consent of her husband.

On her nocturnal jotuney to meet her lover she is

overtaken by a thief to whom she narrates her story and

for receiving from him his offerings to the manes, can be understood only from
the standpoint of Brahmayical death-cult. The stories Nos, i6, 17 and ao
might have been Buddhisde. In SivadSsa, the story No. 1 1 has as its introduc-

tion an apparently Jaina missionary story, but that is not at all associated

with the story itself. The ve tala-stories, have found entry into the Jaina
liteiature tooj see Gharpentier, Faccckabuddhageschichten, p. t35ff.

I. Most of these verses are probably to be taken as quotadons and
not as composed by Sivadasa himself. Many of the verses are found also

m other books of stories and in anthologies of epigrams. 93 verses are in

Prakrit. H e v I o 1 (BSGW 1^02, p. 193) has given
_
an index of the

epigrams that the Vc(&lap. has in common with the Jaina version of the

Paheatantra, But that is not certain. The epigrams here, so also there,

might have had the same source as the mass of epigrams of unknown
authorship and age that have been current as unowned commodity among
learned men and authors and partly also among the common people. Since the

maiLUScripis differ from one anotlser in respect of language, and even the

occurrence of a stanza in Rudrata is no sure proof of Sivadasa being
younger than him {see P i s c h c 1 , Rudratas Srhgaradlaka, p. 26) . Op.

other grounds it is apparent that in all events Sivadasa did not write it

before the 12th century (cf. Weber, Indische Streifen III, 514 ff.). On
some stanzas in the kavya-style see Aufrecht, ZDMG 36, 1882, 373 ff.

Hextel wrote to Wiaternitz

;

“The dependence on the Jaina
Paficatantra is certain, because the question is not of an individual stanza,

but of a group of borrowed verses, that were for the first time collected in

the Paficatantra itself”.
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he leaves her to go free. She comes to the lover and
when the latter hears about the consent of the husband,

he returns home unnoticed. Now the question is which
of the three persons is the nicest^ ?

To the world-literature belongs also the fifth

story of the girl with three suitors. The daughter of

the minister Harisvamin takes the vow that she will

marry that man only who will surpass others either

in heroism, or in knowledge or in witchcraft.. The father

goes on a journey and offers her to the Brahmana, who
is a great wizard and overpowers through his craft

an sur-vessel. In the meantime the elder brother of

the girl promises her to a highly learned Brahmava, and

the mother to an excellent shooter, without any one of

them having knowledge of the promise made by the other

two. The marriage is fixed on one and the same day. That

very day a demon robs away the girl. The scholar finds

out the place where the girl is staying, the magician

takes the air-vessel close by and the shooter chases the

demon, kills him and brings back the girl. Now the

vetala puts the question as to who of the three should

have the girl as his wife, to which the king replies that

she should be married to the shooter, since the other

two have been merely his assistants in getting her*.

We may make here a mention of the sixth story too. A
dyer’s eye catches sight of the daughter of the royal dyer;

he is enamoured of her so much so that he promises to

the goddess Bhattarika to offer her his head in case the

beautiful girl will become his wife. He gets tlie girl as

his wife. One day he starts with his young wife and

1. The story (translated also byJ.J. Me yer, Daiahureiaracarita-

tlbersetzung. Einleitung p. 73 ff. } is found also in the Turkish Tutinameh,
the “Forty Viziers" (in Thousand and one Nights), in Uschami,
Gaelic tales and B 0 c c .ic ci o's Dekamerone. Cf. Oesterley,

Baitill Pachlsi, p. 198 f. and F. von derLey e n, ladishe M&rchen, p. 153

ff. Chinese inCha v ann es, No. 117. A jainistic version in Leu maun,
ZDMG 46, 606.

2. Taken into world-literature by Benfey, Kleinere Schriften

n, g6 ff. Shown among the Gypsies and Romanies in Siebenbttrgen by
Wlislocki, ZDMG 41, 448 ff.

Wintemits^—History of Ipdian Literature, Vd. HI, 04.
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friend for his father-in-law’s house. They arrive at

the temple of the goddess. The dyer asks his

young wife and friend to wait outside, enters into the

temple and cuts his head off to appease the goddess.

The friend goes to search for him, finds him dead and

fears that he will be held guilty for the murder and

cuts his own head. The wife goes there, and finding

the two persons dead, she is about to commit suicide. But

the goddess is pleased; she prevents her from committing

suicide and offers to grant her a boon that she will

ask for. She asks for getting both of them come to

life again. The goddess asks her to put together the

heads and the bodies. In haste the young wife changes

the heads of the two. Now vetala asks the question

as to who win be her husband. The king repKcs, he who

has the head of her husband, since

“Of all remedies food is the best.

Of all drinks, water is the best,

Of all fidends of man, wife is the best.

Of all members of the body, head is the best”^.

The “Twenty-five stories of Vet^” has been very often

translated into popular Indian languages^ and is found also in

a strongly changed form in the Mongolian Ssiddi-Kiir^

1. The motif of error about heads is found also in a South Indian
legend, that has been taken over into S o n n e r a t’s “Reise nach
Ostindien und China”. This is the source of Got he’s Paria legend 5

see Th. Zachariae, Kleine Schriften ( 1980) 118 ff.
'

a. During the period of reign of Muhammad Shah III (17*0-

1747) the work was rendered into Braja-BhakhS, whence it was retrans-

Uted into Hindi in 1805. The I^di translation, that differs little from
Sivadasa’s version, is best known through European translations. Winter-
nits knew : the Baital PachohM, or the twentyfive tales of a Sprite,

translated from the Hindi byJohn Platts, London 1871. The German
tendering made according to the English translation of Barker by H.
Oesterly, BaitSla PacUsI Oder die fUnfundzwanzig Erzahlungen eines

Damons, Leipzig 1873.

.
3 “ Ssiddi-Kiir is formed with Sanskrit s i d d h i combined with

Mongolian kfir and means “the dead endowed with supernatural powers”.

Sec die Marchen des Siddhi-kiir, kalmukischer Text mit deutscher Uber-
setzung, edited by B. J U I g, Leipzig 1866. Wholly wrong is Benfey’s
Statement ( Pantsohatantra I, 410® and Kleinere Schrtften H,

.
m ff.)

based on _a superficial knowledge of the work* He knew in addition to

the ^English translations of the Braj-Bbakha recension and the Tamil
^rsion only the Mongolian tales of Ssiddi-kiir according to Bemamin
®®^tnann’s “Nomadiache Stieiferereien im Lande der Kalmiiken I,

*47 ff. )< He expressed the opioicit tljat tlje Mon^oliai) version contained
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A'younger work, but Hkewsc containing similarly enlarg-

ed and popular stories of a similar character, is the S i ift h a -

sanadvatriihSatika (or Simhasanadvatririi<'atikatha,

“the Thirty-two Throne Stories”), also called Vikramacarita,

“Life and Deeds of Vikrama”*. The popularity of this work is

proved by the large number of its manuscripts that differ from

one another greatly and represent the text in difl'erent recen-

sions. There are recensions that are in prose or in prose

and verses mixed up together or in verses only. Apparently

the South Indian recension stands closest to the original text.

Beside it there is one versified South Indian recension that

on one hand appears to be in some places very much abridged

and on the other very much enlarged in others. There exists

a third North Indian recension, in which only the skeleton of

some stories is preserved, whilst the moral is greatly enlarged.

In the Jaina recension that is very much enlarged and best

preserved and is full of moral lessons, the strries are strongly

influenced by Jainistic tendencies, and the proper stories have

not only been abridged, but here very often they appear ina very

much worsened form. The special characteristic of this recension

consists in the fact that either in the beginning or at the end of

each story there occurs a verse that summarizes the essential

points of the story*. This recension was probably compiled

by Muni K^emamkara, who appears to have done this

on the basis of the text contained in the Mahara?tri-dialect.

The Bengali-recension*, attributed to Vararuci is just

a Br^manical adaptation of the Jaina version.

the_ original form of the. work. Ssiddi-kiir, hownver, liai only «3 stories,

which nave little correspondences with the Indian stories excepting the
framr-sto^. Gf. F o r k e

, Die indischen Mdrchcn, p. 17 ff. and E.
C o s q u i n , Les Mongols, Niort 1913. On a Tibetan mrm of the VetSla-
poiicaviriijatika see A. H. F r a n c k e , ZD.MG 75, 7a if.

1. Gf. A.Weber, Ind. Stud- XV, i8j-4'i3; F. Edgerton,
American Journal of Philology, gg, igia, 3.(9-284. Tlte manuscripts have
also the titles Siiiih3sanadv3triiiisatputtaItkavarttS Or >putrik3v3rtll, "Story
of the 3a Statues of the Throne"; see Aufrecht, Bodl. Gat. 132;
Bggeling, Ind- Off. Gat. VII, p. 1566!.

2. Perhaps they are imitated Kath3satiigraha-stanzas of the Patica-

tantra. But unlike the latter, they do not form the connecting link between
the frame-story and btercaiated stories. Besides they do not contain the
moral of the story as in the Pancatantra.

3. Weber, Ind. Stud. 15, 188 ff,; Bggeling, Ind. Off. Cat.

Vn, p. 1566 f.; Edgerton, ibid 358, 270. A recension of the work
is attributed also to K31idasa; see Weber, ibid tg6, 333, 394
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The apparently voluminous introduction begins

(according to the fashion of the puranas) with the

request of Parvati to her husband Siva to tell her some

interesting story; the god grants her request and

narrates the story of the “Deeds of Vihrama’’^ In

the city of Ujjayini— so he begins—there lived a king

Bhartfhari. Once a Brahmapa brought to him a

wonderful fruit that lent eternal youth and immortality.

The king loved his wife so sincerely that he did not like

to survive her and passed on the fruit to her. The queen

gave this to her lover, tiie stable-superintendent, who

sent it as a gift to a harlot. From her it reached the hands

of the king. So the king had in this way come to

know of the wickedness of his wife, he renounced the

world and left his kingdom to his brother Vikrama-

ditya®. This mighty king distinguished himself through

his heroism and generosity. (The different recensions

differ from one another although they narrate episodes

about Vikramaditya in greater or smaller details) . Once

the king paid a visit to the heaven of Indra, and the god

presented to him as gift a wonderful throne fitted with

32 female satues, that he carried to his capital. When
king Vikramaditya is killed in the fight against

Salivahana, the throne is dug into earth under the

command of the god, since there is none to be found

who may be worthy to sit upon it. Mainy many years

later it is found by King Bhoja of Dhara in a field

near his capital, that was established at the site of

Ujjayini and the throne that is dug there is carried to the

city and is installed in a majestic hall decorated with a

thousand pillars. But "when he is to sit on the throne one

of the statues utters forth in human voice:—^King Bhoja

^
I. This intrcductian. is lacking in the Jaina version. It begins

wth the story of King Bhoja, in which the stories of Bhartrhari and
Vutramaditya an mserted.

,
8. The story of the wonderful fruit is found also in many of the

versions of the VetfilapaiicavimiatikS and has been carried into difierent
western literatures and also in “Taus'end und cine Nacht” jseeOestrley,
Bait&l Pachl^ p. 13 ff. and Weber ibid, p. aia ff. The stanzas that
partly occur m VairSgyafataka of the poet Bhartrhari have been put here
mto the month pf Ehartrhari. Sec also above p. 139 on Bhartpbari.
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If you are, in not ideas, heroism, generosity and other

noble qualities, like Vikramaditya, you 'will not be able to

sit on this throne. At the request of the king the statue

narrates a story that will describe the nobility of

thought of Vikramaditya and concludes it by saying :

etat sahnjamaudnrymh Jrlvikrmianrpasya tavagre kathitam \

evamvidimt audaryam yadi Ivayisydl iadSsmin sithliasane tiffha II

“I h.ivc d(.si‘ribcd this natural rnagnimity of
heart of King Vikr.im.a. In case you have in you such a

nobility ofheart you may sit on this throne”. The king

then tries to sit on the throne, but he is addressed by
the second statue in the same way as by the first, and this

second statue tells another story, and so on. At the end
we came to know that the statues are wives of gods that

are transformed into stone-statues on account of a curse.

By meeting King Bhoja they are freed from the effect of

the curse and return back to the heaven.

The 32 stories in themselves are indeed very fantastical,

and by far are not so lively as those of the Vetalapaacaviriila-

tika. And in fact they are outright partly childish, and very

often they possibly are the contribution of th'' Jaina redactor.

Originally, this was in no way a manual of morals and in

the least a manual of Jaina morals. The original chsuracter

of the stories significantly appears to have become different

under the Jaina guise or distortion®. The stories, that are

meant to describe the nobility of the heart of the king are now
outright altered, so much so that they make him appear as

!. Eilgerton, ibid, tries to show tbit like the P.ificatan.ti a this

work too was intviidrd Co bo a nilisSstra ( so it is indicated in one of the manu-
scripts}, although, not in the sonic of a "ittaiuial of politics, but rather of

a “manual of (othical) conduct of lile”. Winternitz bolirves that this

idea was far aw.iy from tliat of the original writer. In all cases the stories

were meant to represent Vikr.imaditya as a model king, inasmuch as the

work is as imtnictivo as the R^atarafigini of Kalhana. But the character

of the work is essontially different from that of the P.ificatantra. First of

all those who prepared tho later recensions tried particularly by insrrtimt

epigrams to make it appear to like the Paiicataatra. See H e f t e 1
, in BSGW

igoa p. layf. , , , .

a. This expression is modified when for example wr. take into

consideration the inappropriate manner in which the legends of the Jaina

Saint Siddhasena are mentioned in connection with Jhe stories ot Vikramfi-

ditya, the crude manner in which the Jaina religion is glorified here ( see

Weber ibid aOa ff., 383 ff.,) andthc manner in which the saintly redactor

has removed some of thestorics (for example III, V, VI) wholly from his

own point of view.
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a Jaina saint, who cannot refuse a request of any beggar and

is always ready to sacrifice himself for others. In a directly

stereotyped manner, however, first of all it is narrated how the

king shows his c O'U rage, through his courage he obtains

a boon from some divine being and he presents this with great

courage to the first beggar. This conclusion, the giving away

of the boon, creates the impression of an interpolation, since

stories are so planned as to show Vikramaditya as a fearless

hero, who is always ready to leave his life to chance. The

episode is frequently repeated that Vikramaditya, for ful-

filment of his some desire and for worshipping a goddess for

it, tries to cut off his own head, but is prevented by the goddess

from doing this, and his desire is fulfilled. This head-cutting

for worshipping a goddess, however, is never Jainistic and be-

longs to Tantra and to the cult in which Durga is offered

a human being^. That the ordinal plan of these stories was

to depict heroism and not the generosity as the best

quality is proved best by the story No. XXXII which probably

is the wittiest of all. It is reproduced here in a few words:

—

In the city of Avand, when Vikramaditya was

ruling, the citizens were very good people. Whatever

they ever brought for sale to the market, was

purchased by the king, in case anything remained unsold

till the evening, so that nobody could complain against

the metropolis that no buyer was to be found for any-

tlung that was brought for sale. Then a rogue got built

an iron-statue of P o v e r t y, brought it to Avanfi

and asked as its price one thousand dinaras. Naturally

nobody wanted to purchase it. So in the evening the

people of the king purchased it for the high price and

put it into the treasury-hall. Now when Lak$m!,

“Fortune”, saw Poverty diere, she went to the king and

complained: “King, I will go awayj since in your treasury-

hall, Poverty has come.” The king requests her to stay,

but she says : “Where there is IPoverty, I can in no case

stay”. But the king is imable to recede back from

the pronuse that he has once made and permits Lak^nu

I. Similarly in the KathSsaritsagara, see above p. 36s. In case

Aufrecht (Bodl. Cat. p. igalspeaks of a ‘'recension tantrica”, that is

wholly unauthorised ( notwithstanding Weber aoy f.)

.
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to go away. Soon Discrimination (V i v e k a ) comes
in and says : “O king, we cannot stay in the place where

there is Poverty. Fortune has gone away and I too must
depart.” The king allows him too to go away. Alter

a short while Courage (Sattva) appears and says:

“Lord, we cannot stay at the place where there is

Poverty. Fortune and Discrimination have already

left before me. I have come here just to bid you farewell,

since I have enjoyed your long association, I will go”.

At this the king shudders and thinks: “Ah, wlicu Courage

has left man, what remains then”*,

prayatu lak}mii capalasvabhava

gui}al} vivekapramukhah pryidntu I

prSpaJca gacchanlu krtaprayS^d

md ydtu sattvarh tu neijdth kaddeit II

“Let L a k 9 m i, that is fickle by nature, go;

Let the virtues, withDiscrimination as chief, leave:

Even Life itself may forsake him.

But Courage, may it never desert man”.

Then he says ; “O Courage, let all others go away.

You at least do not go !” Then Coinage says : “Sir,

where there is Poverty,! can in no case stay”. But

the king says : “So now she deprives me of my Head I

"Without you what will be life to me ?” Now he wants to

cut his head off. Courage prevents him from doing this.

At this Courage remains with him and his Fortune and

Discrimination that have left him come back again.

Since in all the recensions the frame-story makes reference

to "King Bhoja and Dhara, the work could not be of an

age earlier than the 11th century A. D. Probably it was

written in honour of Bhoja, during the period his reign*.

In about 1574 A. D. this work was translated into

Persian under an order of Akbar the Great.® It has been

I. Cf. We be r ibid 90s; Edgerton, ibid 952. Sincethere

b a reference to the VetalapahcavintfatikS in the introduction it must be of a
later age. No definite conclusion with regard to its antiquity can be drawn
from quotations found in it { from the BhagavatapuiSna, the Mahin&laka,
the Prabodhacandrodaya and HimSdri's Danakanva), since itis not known
whether these citations were in the original work or if they had been

included in some of its later recensions.

9. Thb translation had been rendered into French by Baron
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rendered into many new Indian and Siamese languages^

and has been tikcn also into Mongolian literature under

the title “Story of Ardshi Bordshi Chan*’*.

King Vikramaditya is the hero of many other narrative

works too. One such work is, the Madhavanala-
Kamakandala-katha* of Ananda, a disciple of Bhatm

Vidyadhara. It belongs to the most popular stories of India

and is still current in popular literature. It is an interesting

story of love of a Brahmana Madhavanala with a dancing

girl Kamakandala, who, after a long period of separation,

are at last united through the efforts of King Vikramaditya.

The story is narrated in simple and unartificial prose, in which

numerous Sanskrit and Prakrit stanzas are inserted*, many
of which occur also in the VetalapaficavimSatika. The con-

cluding stanza shows that Vikramaditya is honoured here :

“There is no king who takes pleasure in doing good (to

others), gives charity and is so fearless as Vikramaditya;

nor has there been any”.

Vikramodaya, a collection of stories written in

verses, with King Vikramaditya as the hero, is preserved in a

single manuscript. It has been translated into popular Indian

and English languages. In this book Vikramaditya appears in

the form of parrot as a wise talker. In the fifteenth story is

found the ‘Salomonic decision’ by the side of other narratives on

D. Lescallier (New York 1817) ; see S. d’O Id enb u r g, JBAS 1888

p. 147; and Th, Zachariae, Kleine Schriften, igzo, p. 163 f.

1 . The Bengali version of the work has been prepared by Mytyufijaya

and the same has been translated into French by L. P e e r
, C^tes indiens,

les trente-deux recits du trdne (Balris Sinhasan) ou les mcrveilleux exploits

de Vikramaditya traduits du Bengal, Paris 1883. It is found in Siamese,

under the title Sib-songlieng; see Bastian in "Orient und Occident III,

ryi, ff,

3 - Ardshi Bordshi is RSja Bhcga. Cf. A. S chiefn er in the

Bulletin hist. -phill. de I’Academieide St. Pitersbourg XV, 1858,0. 63 if.;

B e n f e y, Pantsbatantra I, ss f. and Kleincre Schriften II, 84 S. and B.

J u 1 g , Die neun Nachtragserzahlungen des Siddhi-kur und (fie Geschichte des

Ardscbl Bordsebi Chan, aus dem Mongolischen ubersetzt, Innsbruck i868.

3, The Madhavinala-Katha, published from, three London and three

Florentive MSS with a Translation of the Prakrit Passages byP.E.Pavolini
in OG IX, London 1, 430-453. Edited and translated by pta Querriniha,
Pisa tgo8 (that was not made available to W. ; see P a v o 1 i n i

,
GSAI sa*

3138'.).^ There are several manuscripts and two recensions, a smaller one
and a bigger one.

4. Cf. H. SchShl, Die Strophen der MadhavBnalakatha (Diss

Mttunster}, Halle a. S. 1914.
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wiscsayings^ Paficada^dachattra-prabandha,
“The Story of the (Vikramaditya’s) Umbre’las, having five

Sticks”, is a later work prepared by a Jaina compiler who did
not live before the 15th century®. It is a book containing

stories of magic and witchcraft, full of wonderful adventures,

in which Vikramaditya play-s the role of a powerful magician.

With one stanza in the beginning and one stanza at the end the

compiler has inserted Jaina moral that passes before our vision

like Faust. The language is not pure Sanskrit, but Sanskrit

mixed up with the popular Marwarl-dialect spoken in Marwar.
A work, that in form is indeed an epic, but in respect

of its contents stands close to the book described here, is the

Viracaritra®ofAnanta. It describes in 30 adhyayas

the struggle of Salivahana against Vikramaditya as a kind of

introduction, in which the adventures of Sudraka, an associate

sovereign of Salivahana and later of his son Saktikumara are

spoken about mainly. Later, however, he enters into conflict

with him and unites with the successors of Vikramaditya

and other heroes and defeats his enemy. Notwithstanding

these apparently his orical names, the epic is full of mythologi-

cal legendry passages and numerous stories have been inserted

into the main story. A similar work is Salivahanakatha,
a poetical biography of Salivahana, by Sivadasa.
Although it is an epic (in 18 cantos), it is partly written in

prose*.

To the most famous and popular narrative work of India

belongs the Sukasaptati, “The Seventy-two Stories

of a Parrot”. This book is not better than other works of

narrative literature and has received a great many interpo-

lations. Of this work we have before us many manuscripts

of many recensions that dififer widely from one another, trans-

1. Cf. Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VIl, p. 1501 IF. and Th.
Zachariae in ZVV 1506, 133 IT.; Kldne Schriften 15a IF., 166 IF. A
cycle of Stories, in which Vtkrainaditya appciirs in tlte from of a parrot, is

found also in the Jainistic FarjTBnhthacaritra and has been
translated by M. Bloomfield, An .irt of Entering Another’s Body;
A Hindu Fiction Motif, in Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,

Vol. 56, 1917, p. ai ff-

3. Edited and translated by A. Weber, ABA >877.

3. H. Jacobi, O'berdas Viracaritram, Ind. Stud. 14, gy-iGo*

mit einer Textprobe.

4. Cf. Eggeling, Ind. Off. Cat. VII, p. 1367 ff.
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lations in popular Indian languages and redactions in several

foreign languages; but the original must be taken to be irrecover-

ably lost. The Sanskrit text that we possess is of a very late age,

and we are in a position to prove that the original work

must have been older by many centuries. Through the edition

and translation of Richard Schmidt^ the two recen-

sions have come to be known to us, one of which contains a

textus simplicior and the other a textus omatior. Both of

these texts are in no case related as earlier and later revisions;

but the textus simplicior is just an extract from a more com-

plete text, that is lost to us. This lost text must have been

closer to the textus omatior. Although the latter, in course

of time, has removed far from the primary work and contains

numerous decorations and interpolations, still in it, the stories

are throughout narrated in a better manner than in the textus

simplicior, that in many cases has become obscure on account

of brevity and tastes as partly devoid of humour. Such

is likewise the frame-story, where the textus omatior, in spite

of all alterations and additions, has in essence remained

faithful to the original version. Below is given in short the

frame-story :

—

The merchant Haradatta has a son Madansisena,

who has wholly yielded to sensuousness and always

indulges in pleasures of love, to which he with wife

Prabhavati surrenders, and both of them completdy

neglect the other aims of life concerning both the,worldly

affairs and their religious obh’gations. Haradatta is very

much perturbed on account of the activities of his son.

Then Brahmana Trivikrama, his friend, comes to his

help. The latter procures a wise parrot and a wise crow

(the two are really a Gandharva-pair, who are changed

into birds on account ofwrath of Siva for some omission),

which the father keeps in a cage and puts inside the

chamber of Madanasena. Now the parrot gives him

wise advice, by telling all sorts of stories full of instruc-

I. Vier ErK&hlungen aus tier iSukasaptati, Sanskrit und Deutsch,
Kiel^8go| Anmerkungen zunn textus simplicior der Sukasaptati, ZDMG 48,
1894, sSoff. Textus simplicior, edited in AKM X, i, Leipzig 1897
and translated into German, Kiel, 1894, Textus omatior, edited in ABayA
XXI, a, tgoi and translated into German, Stuttgart 1899; a smaller recenr
lion of the lexius simplidot edited in ZDMG 54, 1900, stsff. and 55, 1901, iff.
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tions, one of which is that of the holy hunter (dharma-

vyadha^). Through these instructions the young man
becomes aware of his duties to his elders. But when he

starts on a business-tour, he entrusts his two birds to the

care of his wife, before he takes leave from her. PrabhSvati

spends a few days in a^ony caused by the separation

from her husband, but sh-* is very soon persuaded by her

friends to send for a lover. When she is decorating her-

self to meet him, the wise crow reproaches her. But be-

fore the woman is to able to strangle its neck it manages

to fly away in the right time. The wise parrot, however,

approves apparently of the evil intention of Prabhavati.

He says that she is perfectly justified to make her life

happy provided she is also as smart as GmnaMinl.

Then the woman become further curious, and as desired

by her, the parrot narrates the story of a woman who
was caught while committing adultry, but succeeded

in extricating herself from the snare. At the climax of

the story the narrator stops and says : “what will she do

now ?” Prabhavati ponders over it for a long time forget-

fully so that in the meantime a greater portion of the night

has passed away. Then the parrot concludes his first story*.

In this manner for 69 continuous nights he continues to

begin each evening a story, in which some clever person

enters, who with some trick or through some clever

word or through some crafiy turning knows to overcome

the difficulty.

Whilst the introduction is preserved better ‘in the textus

I. According to the MahabhSrata III, 3o7-aig;see above I, 358;
transl. p. 381,

3. The parrot-pair, that wants to arouse llie feeling of virtue in a
woman, is met with also in the jataka No. 198, (cf. also 145), sre above
U, I02J trans. p. *37. Gf. Bcnfey, PantscUatantra 1, 371 ff.; Gray in

WZKM 18, 1904, p. 43 and M. BloomfieJd, On Taking Birds in Hindu
Fiction, in Festschrift W i n d i s c b , p. 349 S. In BSpa’s Kidambari too

there appears a clever parrot as a stoiy-tellei.

3. So unconditionally in the teatus omatior. It is ingenuous in respect

of framing that the parrot that wants to prevent the woman from adultry

apparently approves of her Intention and advises hrr^ to go to her
lover, but actually prevents her from carrying out her design by narrating

stories. Lithe t^tus simplieior the parrot fails in hia part, when he by
mistake speaks to the woman that he will continue the story on condition

that she will not go to her lover that night.
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omatior, the original conclusion appears to be missing in it,

though probably it raists in the textus simplicior. On the whole

both the texts present mixed recensions. Notwithstanding this

we are in a position to draw a picture of the original work

on their basis. So far as tlie form of the work is concerned,

it was probably not different from that of our text : a plain

and simple prose', that alternates with verses, of which the

most are epigrams. Narrative verses are found in the beginning

and at the end of the stories. The epigrams are partly in

Sanskrit and partly in Prakrit. Many of aphoristic stanzas

recur in other narrative works as well, particularly in the

Paficatantra®. Some of the stories, especially fictions, have

been taken from one or the other version of the Paficatantra,

apparently from its Jaina recensions®. On the other hand

many of the stories on adultry have entered into younger

recensions of the PaScatantra from an older version of the

Sukasaptati'*.

Since 52 of the stories are common to the two

recensions, we may perhaps assume that they constitute

the primary stuff to the greatest extent. Half of these

stories are on adultry, and most of them are of the type

in which a beautiful clever woman cheats her husband

who takes her unawares while she is with her paramour,

but she is able to free herself from the difficulty through

one or other trick. Others of these stories are of the

type in which a woman who has not preserved chastity

receives either an injury or disgrace, whilst the man,

who commits adultry with her is cunning. The second-

half of the stories are pornographical narratives of"

I. It is also possible that m any ofthegtoriet (for example 14, 23,

41, 57) may be going baek to their original metrical version. Winternitz
does not believe that the whole of the textus simplicior has sprung up from a
metru^l source, as assumed byHertelf Festschrift Windisch,p.i4i).
Likewise it is also possible that many of the stories may have been taken from
popular language. But we are not in a position to deduce from the Prakrit-
stanzas occurring here that the work was originally written in Prakrit,

s. Of. H e r t e 1 in BSGW 1903, p. 185 ff.

3. CT. H c r t e I, WZKM 1 7, 1903, 343(1. and Paficatantra, p. 334 ff.

345 ff.; Benfey , Pantschatantra I, 346 ff.; 375 ff.; 383 f.

4. So perhaps the story of the deceived husband, who carries over
bis head the cot on which his wife is rejoicing the company ofher paramour
(Sukas. simpl. 34, omat. 38} ,

or the story mentioned above in note 3 p-337;
6S. B e n fe y , Pantschatantra 1

, 373 f., 163 ff.
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all sorts of tricks and pranks ofwomen (adultry excepted),

thief’s stories, stories of clever judgments or of solutions

of riddles^, and lastly some stories of other sorts of clever-

ness. The stories on adultry and on harlots often verge

to pornographical stories and some of them are out-

right obscene. However, it will be simply wrong to brand

the whole book as a work on pornography. The work
must not be measured with the standard of the West,

but first of all we ought to make a comparison between

it and th“ corresponding works of European literature

of earlier centuries. Frequently striking in these stories

is the misuse of religion for the purpose of cheating. So

(in the third story) the goddess Ambika lends the form

of Vimala to the cheat Kutila with the iiteation of

helping him in committing adultry. In other narratives

the woman who has violated her chastity makes cash-

payment towards performance of some religious ceremony

for the purpose of happiness of her husband, or in which

she persuades her husband that her lovers expelled firom

the house are the people of the landlord, etc. It is not

seldom that the meeting takes place in a temple and

there is a verse in which wedding feasts, procession,

temples, places of visit and opera-feasts are enumerated

among the places and occasions for beginning of

love-affairs.

It is not possible to decide tvith certainty as to who
was the author of the original Sukasaptati or when was it

written*. Thework has been often translated into modern popu-

lar languages*. The famous Persion translation Tutinameh

1. For example the sturiui, in which a magistrate has ta decide as lu

whom does a woman belong, when her real husbiuicl and an imposter lay

claim on her
( 3, 4), or tliose of Muladeva, who has to decide in a quarrel

between two devils as to who of the two has a more beautiful wife of the

two similarly appearing women (30, in the text ornat. 49 ).

9. The author of the textus simplicior was perhaps a SvetHnibara

Jaiha, whose name is not known, and that of the textus ornatior, a BrShmap^
Gintamapibbattn by name. Gf, H e r t e 1 , Fahcatantra, p. 940 fi.

According to Hertel the textus ornatior was fashioned out oftbe FaBcatantra

and, therefore, must have been written after iipp A.D. On the other hand
the Yogajkstra ofHemacandra, written after 1160 A. !>., mentions the "70
stories of a parrot’’ ( Hertel, ibid 934 ff.)

.

3. Hertel (Festschrift Windisch, i38_ ff.) has studkd into an
interesting translation in an Eastern R^asthBnl dialect, the - Suritbairuttarl-

kathB. This translation has been made tmm a Sanskrit rendering, that has
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has become of the greatest importance for world-literature.

Already in the beginning of the 14th century A.D. there was

a Persian translation of the Sukasaplati, but that was crude

and clumsy. This imperfect translation induced Nachsc-
h a b i , a contemporary of Hafiz and of Sadi to prepare an

ornate work^. On Nachshabi’s “Parrot-book” is based the

Persian rendering by K a d i r i made in the 18th or in beginn-

ing the 19th century®, and one hundred years after Nachshabi

was prepared the Turkish version®. Nachshabi has, as he

himself stales, omitted many of the inappropriate stories and

has substituted for them other Indian stories particularly from

the Vetalapaficavimiati. Through the Tutinam h many
Indian stories have gained currency in West Asia and in

Europe*. No story has become so famous in world-literature as

the 15th one of the Sukasaptali (text simpl.') of the falsified

divine judgment, that has attained great fame in the “Tristan

and Isolde”® by Gottfried von Strassburg.

as Us outhor a poet Devadatta, son of Purusottamad^sa. It contains a fine

version of the "Salomonic judgment’*, in which the decision is pronounced
by a wise girl (see Ben fey, Kleine Schviften II, 156 if. and above II,

1185 trand. p. 138). The stories of this version have been translated by
H e r t e 1 , Ind. MSrehen, p. 330 ff. Of little interest is the Marathi-trans-
lation that has been rendered into German and published by R. Schmidt
(Leipzig 1897, AKM X, 4),

I. In the year 1330 _A._D., according to P. H o r

n

, Geschiebte
der persischen Litteratur, Leipzig 1901, p. 213 f.

3.

See Her tel, Das Fanricatantra p. 244.

3. On Nachshabi’s Tutinameh, see F e r t s c h in ZDMG 31, 1B67,

505-551. The version of Kadiri, thai contains only 35 stories, had been
trandated into German by C. J. L. I kc n in 1833 A. D. G u e t,he was
full of admiration for this translation and commended it as a tasteful compo-
sition in respect of the translation of the Sukasaptati promised by K o se-
tt a r t e n (samtliohe Werkc, edited by G o e d e k e , Bd. 8, 364 f.) . A new
impression of Iken’s translation of the “Persischen Papageienbuchs” with an
introduction by R. Schmidt has appeared as vol. 31 of the “Kulturhistori-

schen Liebbaberbibliothdt”. The Turkish version of the Tutinameh (with 73
stories) has been translated into German also as vol. 17 in the “Bibliothek der

Romane” in the Inselverlag by George Rosen (Leipzig 1858}. Gf. also

H e r t e 1 , Pancatantra 339 ff.

4. There are also two Malayan versions of the .Parrot-book; see

Fertsch, ZDMG S3, 568. Many of them have been taken into the

Mongolian collection. “Ardshi Bordshi” too.

5. In the textuB simplicior the same story occurs as No. 34, but
without the judgment of the god.

6. The oldest datable form of Ais story, that takes us back at least to

the 5th century A. D., is the one in which a paramour is mad and takes hold
of 1^ beloved within his amts, so that she can swear that she had not the

occasion of having any person other dian this fool in between her arms;
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Like other famous works of Indian literature the §uka-
saptati too has repeatedly been imitated by later-day writers

and indeed both in Sanskrit and in popular languages^
One such imitation, composed in slokas in the fashion of the

puraijas, is the Dinalapanikalukasaptati,
“the seventy stories of a parrot in daily conversation*”. A
remarkable version of the Sakuntala-lcgend is narrated as the

story of the 16th day.

A famous book of world-literature that with a high degree

of probability can be considered to be going back to an original

Indian work, that is not available and stands in close relation

to the ^ukasaptati in respect of its subject-matter, is the Book
of S i n d b a d. The Arabic writer M a s u d i, who died

in 956 A.D., says about the Kitab el Sindbad that it had come

from India. In essence this work is the same as the Persian

Sindibad-nameh, a version included in Nachshabi’s Tutinamdi,

the Syrian book, Sindban, the Arabic version, that is found

imder the title “The Seven Wazirs” in many manuscripts of

“Thousand ' and One Nights”, the Hebrew version, under

the title Sindabar, the Greek book Syntipas and lastly the

“Seven Wise Masters” of the region of European literature,

that depend on them®. The introduction, that is very like

that of the Paheatantra, is Indian. In the Sindbad too a king

makes over his son to the care of a wise man, who promises

to make him in six months so wise “that on the whole of the

earth no wiser man will be found”. Indian is also the idea

that stories are to be told for the purpose ofsaving some person’s

life, here that of a prince, who is condemned to death. Most

of the stories are retold in one or the other Indian narrative

it has been tramlated byChavannes, Cinq CenH Contes I, No. 1 16 from

the Chinese TnpitBka. The motifhas been in.tpiopriaiply inrd in tliejataka

No. 62. On a Mongolian version wc B. Jiilg, Mongolische Maiehen,

&2iihlung aus der Tristan und Isolde, monogolisch imd dfiiMdi, Innsbruck

1867. Cf. A. Pfungst, Am dor indischen Kulturwrit, .Stuttgart 1904,

ilSff., Zachariae, Kleine Srhriften aBaf., anil purtiruiarly J. J.

Meyer, Isoldes Gottesurtril, Berlin 1914, p. 74 ff-

I. A list of such imitations has been is given by R. Schmidt,
Vier Erzfihlungen aus derSukosaptati.p. 6 if.

9. Specimens with German translation by R. S c h m i d t , ZDMG
45 , 1891, Bag if.; 46, 1892, 664 If.

3. On the whole of this literature see V. C h a u v i n , Biblio-

graphies des ouvrages Arabes, t. VIII.
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work, so the story of killing of the innocent mongoose in the

PaScatantra, but especially the stories of adultery and over

all the stories of wickedness of women. It almost seems that

in this respect the work was meant to be a supplement to

the Pafleatantra, a book of lessons, with which young men
could be appraised of the trickeries of women and be warned

against them^.

Less certain is the Indian origin of “Thousand and
One Nights”, although this work in its framing shows great

similarity with works like the Vetalapahcaviih^ati, the Vikrama-

carita and Sukasaptati and the contains other stories that

are doubtlessly Indian®. J. Gharpentier® has, in a Jaina

commentary of the 11th century A.D., found as frame of a

series of narratives, the story of queen Kanayamanjari, who
will like to have the king devoted to her exclusively and there-

fore, every night before going to sleep she asks her maidservant

to begin a story that she should continue the next evening.

By this curiosity is aroused in the king, so that for six months

he discards all other women and always sleeps with Kanaya-

mafijarl alone. Gharpentier sees in this the model' of Sheher-

zade and presumes that the Pahlavi original of the Arabic

collection may have been translated from an Indian popular

language. About the frame of the “Thousand and One

I. Comparetti (Ricerche intome al Libro di Sindbad, Milano

1869) andTh. Ben fey (Pantachatantra I, laf., 23, 38 ff., 503 if. and
Kleiaete Schriften II, 27 (f.) have already pointed to the Indian origin of

the book of Sindbad. This evidence has been ma’le complete by S. W a r r e n
(Het indische origineel van den Griekschen Syntipaa. Verslagen en Medev.
der kon. Akad. vanWetensch., s. IV, t. 5, p. 41 if.), who has shown that

many distarted and unintelligible passages in Greek syntipas are not different

from the unfortunate translations of famous Indian epigrammatic stanzas.

“In case a conclusion can at all be allowed to be deduced from analogies, it

wiU appear that the original Arabic text is a faithful reproduction of the

Pahlavi text and this one goes back to the Indian original”, N 6

1

d e k e

,

ZDMG33, 524. Of. also Her tel, ZDMG 55, 1901, 488. On the Indian
origin 01 the book of Sindbad, cf. Hertel, ZDMG 74, 1920, 458 if., who
has traced the story of the “cheated cheat” in a Jaina Sanskrit text of a
poem of 548 stanzas, Ra t n acad ak a tha of Jftan asagara
( middle of the 15th century A. D. ) and in a poem in old Gujarati.

2. We have a great number of stories and motives in the “Thousand
and One Nights" that are doubtlessly of Indian origin and the whole lay-

out of the work like Schachtelgeschichte, is not of minor Indian origin

August M a 1

1

e r , Bezz. Beitr. 1^, i888, 225 ff., 239 ff. Ind. Stud. 15, 2 la ff.;

Gray, .WZKMi8 ,1904, 39 ff. and ERE VI, p. 3.

3. Paccekabuddhageschichtea 134, 146 ff. see above II 321, Trans.

P- 433 ‘
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Nights” E. G o s q u i has shown that all the chief

constituents rest on Indian motives. But the facts do not warrant

the statement that the Pahlavi basic work was wholly trans-

lated from some Indian language. It will be prudent to assume
that a Persian poet had planned the frame and the series of

stories in imitation of some Indian original®”.

Many Sanskrit works of narrative literature have been

probably taken recently from popular languages into Sanskrit.

Apparently of this type is the BharatakadvatriihS ika*,

“Thirty two stories of the Bharatakas” (a class of beggar-

monks). They pre stories of foolish and wicked people meant

exclusively for ridiculing the priests.

For example here we find the story of the mendi-

cants, who build a chain for the purpose of reaching the

heaven, and the first of them firmly fastens the chain to the

tail ofthe heavenly wish-cow (Kamadhenu),and when he

wants to show to his companion the dimensions of pan-

cakes that they will be offered in the heaven to eat, he

loses hold of the tail of the Kamadhenu and all the

mendicants fall on the earth. Another famous story is

of a simpleton, who cuts the branch ofa tree on which

he is sitting and takes the man, who tells him that he
will fall down, to be a great prophet, and gives so

much credence to his talk that he lets himself die®.

i. La Prologue Cadre desmUIeset unenuits etc. (Extr. de la Revue
biblique), Paris igog.

3. However, it is notewortiiy that even the stories of Sindbad and
Ahiqir (see above 11, ixi; tram.p. 137) taken into the “Thousand and One
Nights have so many parallels in Indian narrative literature,

3. Individual stories from this work communicated by A u fr e c h t,

ZOMG14, i860, 569 if., and Fes^russ Roth lag IT.; Weber, Indische
Streifen I, a45ff.; P. E. Pavolini, SIFI i, 1807, 3 « ff-S Uertel,
Indische MSrehen, p. 148 IT. According to Hertel, (ibid 376 f.) the book
conceals “under the harmless form of popular fools’ stories opposition of the
Jainos against the Saiva monks, whom they hated most on arrount of the
bloody sacrifices practised by them". In the stories neither about Jainism nor
about a “polemic writing" much U to be found. Probably they were collected
together by a Jaina for ridiculi.ig the Bharatakas. J. Hertel has edit^
the BharatakadvatrindikS (Sachsische Forschungsimtitnte in Leipzig, Ind.
Abt. No. 3, 1931) and in vol. 5 ofthe ‘Tndischen Erzabler" (Leipaig 1933),
and he has translated it with Somadeva’s fools’ stories into German. Snptde-
ment to the edition, ibid p. 194 ff. Probably the author is Munisundara,
( 1359-1446 A.p.).

4. This story has a large number of parallels in world literature; see
R. KBhler in Orient und “Occident" I, 431 E ; 765^^
Wmternita—History of Indian Literature, Vol. HI, 35.
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A similar work is Kathar^iava, “Sea of Stories”

ofSivadasa, with 35 stories, in which occur also the stories

of fools and thieves^. The legends of the Mahabharata and

the Ramayana have been caricatured in Haribhadra’s
iDhurtakhyana, that is written in Prakrit stanzas*.

Puru?apariksa*, (“T e s t of M a n ” by the poet

Vidyapati*, a collection of stories written in the second

half of the 14th century, too betrays its popular origin. There

are 44 instructive stories (in prose with intercalated epigrams)

that are meant for the purpose of teaching and are set in a

frame-story. The apparently sober frame is as follows :

—

A king has a wonderfully beautiful daughter, whom
he wants to give in marriage. He asks a Brahmana

as to how he will be able to find a worthy husband

for her. The latter describes to him the different

types of noble and ignoble persons (the “hero of

generosity”, the “hero of kindness”, the “hero of battle”

the “hero of truthfulness”, the thief, the coward, the

greedy, the worthless, etc.), and for each type an example

is added in the form of a story. Most of these stories

are not particularly interesting. But a beautiful story

is the example of the man who has distinguished himself

in wit (hasavidya). IV. 13 :

Four burglars are caught while committing theft

cind they are ordered to be put to death. After three

thieves have been impaled, the fourth one escapes by

speaking to the hanger that he wants to communicate to

^e king the formula a powerful magic. The king becomes

I. Cf. Aufrecht, Bodl. Gat. p. 153 f.; Weber, Indische
streifen I,25if.; Favollni, GSAI g, 189 ff.

s. CP. E. LEUMAN.V in the deliberations of the 4Gth convention
ofGetman philologists and teachers in Strassburg, i8gi, p. 193.

3. Cf. Brqckhaus in BSOW 1857, p. aa ff,; Aufrecht,
licipzig. No. 406. Editions vrith Giyaratl translation, published Bombay
186a. An English translation ofKaleeKrishunBabadoor, Calcutta 1830. The
lAorkh^ been translated abo into popular languages, so in Bengali. [The
best edition with Maithili translation is by Shri RamnathaJha.Patna i960.]

4. The poet had received the grant of a village from King Sivasirhha
ofMithiia in 1399 A.D. (when the latter was still a crown-prince). The
copperplate grant is notexbtent. Vidyapati b the author cf the Durgabhakti-.
tarah^i^I, a hand-book of the Devi-cult, too. He is more famous as a writer
of religious hymns in the Maithili language of Bihar. Cf. G r i e r s o n . Ind.
Ant. 14, t88g, i8a ff, .

-
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curious and allows the thief to be brought to him. He
reports that he knows to grow trees of gold ; gold seeds-

are sown on the earth. After a month a shrub grows up,

of which the leaves are of pure gold. The king provides

him with facilities to grow gold. The thief is given a

lump of gold that is cut into smallest pieces. He ploughs

a piece of land and says: “Since now the field and seeds

are ready, kindly let a man be brought to sow the seeds”.

The king enquires from him as to why he himself does

* not sow. He replies : a thief cannot sow gold
;
this can

be done only by a person who has never stolen any-

thing. Now it so happens that neither the king nor

his minister nor the chief judge is able to assert that he

has never stolen. At this the burglar says ; “why then of

all persons, am I alone to die ?” At this the king is so

much pleased that he not only grants him his life but

also makes him the gate-keeper of his court'.

Lastly we must include under narrative literature some

works that contain stories on historical personalities, but cannot

be considered to form historical literature in any sense, since

they contain all sorts of anecdotes, without any consideration for

historical truth and without any scruple with regard to anachro-

nisms. The works of this type are the P rab andha c i nt a-

mani of Merutunga and Prabandhako^a
of R aj a s ekh ara*. The Bhojaprabandha*
of Ballala too belongs to the same class of work (end of

the 16th century A. D.). In these works the life and activities

of courts of Indian princes, particularly literary parasitoriums,

are described very nicely in a simple style in prose and verses

(of which most are epigrams). But the contents are only

stories that are associated with the names of the famous king

Bhoja and of the poets and scholars, who are presumed to have

I. Text and transku'on inBrockhaus, ibid 34 IF., German
also by J. J. Meyer, Daiakum^racarita, p. 6g fT. A similar story in the

KathSrnava; see Weber, Ind. Strmfen i, 851 1.

3 . See above n, 33a f., Transl. p. sao.

3. Edited by Th. P a v i e in JA 1854-55, s.5. t. Ill, 185 ff.; t. IV
385 ff,; t. V, 76 ff. with extracts translated into French byK. P. P a r a b

,

Bombay NSP i8g6, jjy Vasudevaiarman, Bombay NSP 1913. The great

popularity of the Bhojaprabandha is prov^ by its large number of manus-
cripts and different recensions, see L. O s t c r. Die Rezensionen des

Bhojaprabandha, Diss. Darmstadt; igi I.
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lived in his court. So for example Kalidasa is made a contem-

porary of Bhoja^. This work can in no case be considered

as historical. It is tinhistorical to the highest degree and has

misled many of the researchers of former times®.

ORNATE FICTION

It has already been mentioned above, that according to

Indian rhetoricians metre does not constitute an essential

component of poetry, rather a “kavya” can be composed

equally well in either verse or in prose or in admixture < of

prose and poetry®. “Kavyas” in prose are the Sanskrit

fictions. Of the ornate court poetry, they possess all the

characteristics excepting the metre : descriptions overrun

with ornate pictures and similes, unending long compounds,

puns and other embellishments. However, the plot of the

fiction is not taken as in the epics, or from the legends of gods

and heroes, but mostly fi:om fable-literature.

In this manner theDa^akumaracarita, “the

Adventures ofTen Princes”* diffars from works like Gupadhya’s

Byhatkatha more on account of perfection in the style of

ornate court poetry than in the matter of the subject-matter.

Daudhi’s work too is a cycle of tales and stories that are set

in a common frame. The firame-story, in brief, is as follows :

—

The king of Magadha is defeated in a battle by

I. the beautiful translation of the story by Hertel, Tantrh-

khyayika - Ubersetzung I, 13 f. See also R. P i s c h e 1 , PUrst und Dichter
to altiat Indien ( Deutsche Revue ag, a, 1904, p. 5 1 ff. and Q,uacKenbos,
The Sanskrit poems of Mayflra, p. 43 ff.

3. Lassen, Ind. Altertumskude III, 836 ff., has treated the story
of king Bhoja of DhSrS with the use of Bhojaprabandha and of similar
Bhojacantra. This woik too has a tale-like character, but many historic^
conclusions are deducible from it.

3. See above p. igf.

o /Ti't'cj
by 6. B il h 1 e r and P. Peterson, Bombay 1887 and

DC *0 and 4s); an earlier edition by H. H. Wilson, London
iBto. German translations by J. J. Meyer, Leipzig, Lotus-Verlag o,
j. ftgoa 1 wi th a valuable introduction, and by H. Haberlandt (with
toridgements) .Miinchen 1903. Cf. H. H. Wilson, Works III, 34a ff;

I« 308 ff; Tal ub-ul -llm. Ind. Ant. 4, 1875,

n
’ “**ruitz states that the edition ofN. B. G o d a b o 1 e and

Barab, Bombay, NSP.- 1883 and that of M. R. Kale, Bombay
1917 were not available to him. A new German tianslation of the Daia-

eSTindl^eW J' Hertel (Die Zeha Prinaen,
Roman von Dandm, Vollsttodig verdputscht, 3 vols., Indische

firzanier 8d. 1-3, Leipzig 1933),
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the king of Malava and flees away into the forest, where,

his wife gives birth to a son, Prince Rajavahana. At
the same time a son is bom to each of the four minister

of the king, and shortly after him five difierent princes

are brought in a wholly wonderful manner to take shelter

under the former king. These ten boys, princes and
ministers’ sons, grow up together and are trained in all

crafts and sciences in a similar manner. When they grow

up, the prince with his companions starts for “victory ofthe

world” (digvijaya). One day, in the Vindhya-mountains he

meets a Brahmapa Matanga, whom he renders some help in

achieving certain magical power for acquisition of mastery

over the nether-world. After different adventures the

prince resumes his own journey. In the meantime his com-

panions, searching for him, go out into the world, Since

the prince does not find them, he too begins to stroll about

and at last comes to a park, where he meets some of his

companions. One by one all the ten princes are reunited,

and each of them narrates the story of his adventure, that

he has cjcperienced during the intervening period.

The stories that are narrated within this frame have

very colourful contents. J. J. M e y e r ^ has called the

DaSakumaracarita a “Schclmenroman (knaves’ fiction)”

and Pischel* a “Sittenroman (moral fiction)” and

likewise one may call it also a "tale-fiction”. Some of the

stories of are knave’s fictions, so the stories ofApaharavarman,

Upaharavarman and Arthapala, that are full of intrigues,

knaveries and scoundrel’s activities. H e r t e 1 calls it a

“political fiction”, and in his opinion it is a narrative work

meant for instruction, like the Tantrakhyayika. But this does

not appear to be correct. Although the poet has occasionally

shown his knowledge of arthafastra, still he has planned his

work as a light literature.

Prince Apaharavarman is a master-thief and

scientifically schooled burglar. He speaks about larceny

as a wholly honourable profession. Therein he is not

a person devoid of moral grounding. He plunders a

I. In the title to his translation,

a. DIZ 1903, Sp. 3004.
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city for the purpose of helping a man ruined by a harlot,

so that he miy regain his fortune, s'nce he has

heard that the city is full of rich miserly fellows : for

this he is resolved to follow “the instruction prescribed

by Karnisuta’ in order to make them realise the perishabi-

lity of wealth and to bring them to senses thereby”.

Even Upaharavarman, the hero of the second story, in

his turn, who has no scruple either in respect of falsehood,

or cheating or killing in his activities directed for getting

possession of a queen, is declared “moralist” by Raja-

vahana, who says ;

paSyata paratalpikamupadhtyuklamapi gurujanabandhaiya-

sanamuktihetutaya duftamitrapramapanSbhyupayataya rajyopa-

labdhimulatayS ca puskalmarthadharmavapyanradhat 1

“See ,
even by sinful mounting the nupti 1 bed of another

person he has earned abundant profit {artha) and

merit {dharma) inasmuch as the main purpose has

been to secure release from arrest his venerable elders

and it has been the means of killing a wicked enemy

and that of the root of attainment of a kingdom.”

All the stories are full of tale-like branches and rare

adventures. The complication of treatment sometimes

reaches to such a degree that the reader often gets tired in

loosening the thread of the story. In all the stories miracle

plays such a great rdle that it significantly interferes with

suspense. Everything
,
for example, is ordained from before.

All happens as it must happen. But this takes place, not on
the ground of some internal necessity, but as a sequence to

some curse, a predestination, a dream, a prophesy, etc. The
arbitrary nature of tales prevails everywhere. When there is

something bad with the hero, the reader has no fear about him,

since it is known from before that he will somehow be relieved

of it. Everywhere strong eroticism prevails. With predi-

lection the poet tarries when he describes the beauty of

women and when he paints love-scenes. Many of these

places do not only prove Da^din’s thorough knowledge of the

kSmaSastra, but also of real poetry. Full of thoughtful colour-

splendoui; is, for example, the description from the beginning of

the fifth chapter, where Pramati narrates, how he falls asleep in

3. Author of a work on theft.
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the forest and suddenly wakes up in the company of beautiful

women and finds himself close to the most wonderful princes

Navam^ika, the most beautiful of all of them.

That our poet does not lack in hiimour is demonstrated

by the story ofRsi Marici and the harlot Kamamafijari:

—

One day the harlot rushes forth into the hermitage

ofJRsi Marici after declaring that she is determined to lead

a forest-life. The mother of the harlot follows her and

protests against her adopting this course. The sage de-

cides that she may' live in the hermitage for a day, know
the forest-life, return back to her mother and then again

follow her profession. But the harlot serves the sage with

great love and attention, and she does not take a

long time to make the sage begin to love her fully. To a

harlot’s talk on virtues -he retorts with a talk about the

love-god. Lastly she invites him to the town on the

occasion of the love-feast where she appears with the age,

who is entirely captivated by her, in a royal park, where

it is promptly declared that the harlot had made a

bet that she would allure B.?! Marici with her charms.

After she has won the bet, she bids the sage farewell, who
returns back to his hermitage ashamed and full of

remorse. Through this lesson he finds again the path

to attainment of peace

In respect of language Dandin shows himself as a

master of the kavya-stylc overburdened with embellish-

ments that of course alternate with the simple language

of the plain narrator. Here is an example of the poet’s

metaphorical language :

—

After this the above-mentioned sage Marici to whom
Apaharvaman has narrated his story, tamanai cyutatanut-

isprasabhiyevastath raoiragat rfimvktaSca ragalj. sandhyStaend-

sphurat tatkathadattavairSgyS^rva kama’avanani samakucan.

1 . That this story of Marici is a transformation of the legend of

Rjyairhga, as meant by Luders, NGGW 1897, log, is not believed by
W. Gf. also J. J. M ey e r , Das Weib im altindischen Epos, p. 407 f. The
story may be compared also with the legend of Saint Martinianus, but
G arbe (Indien und das Ghristentum, p. n6 f. _A) rightly considers the
similarity as accidental. In both the stories, there is a harlot who bets that

she will allure a sage, but the rest is wholly difierent. But the stories of
alluring holy men aie so frequent in Indian as well as in Christian literature

that we can hardly think ofdependence of the one on the other.
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“The sun set as if out of fear of touching the dark

that had leaked out of his mind. And the lustre of

love discarded by the sage shone forth as the evening-

glow. The lotus-forests folded themselves as if they had

been given freedom from passion”^.

The entire chapter VII is a stylish ornate

work, in which there occurs not a single labial sound®,

since the lips of the narrator Mantragupta ha/e been

wounded by his struggling beloved in their amorous

sport. It is no wonder that there' the language has be-

come very bombastic, so when Mantragupta narrates:

nakfalrasantdnaharayasfyagragrathitaratnajh kmiyiMndhakara-

gandhahastidSra^ikakesairiijath kanakaiailairngarangala^all-

lanatarii gaganasagaraghan ztarangarajilanghamikacakrarh

kdtySkStyosaksiifani sahasrarcisam s^hasraksadigangananga~

ragaragayitakiranajdlarh raktrmiiragjalimdradhya mjamketa-

tanarh nyaHMyam-, “I returned home having worshipped

the sun, the jewel strung at the top of the garland of the

line of the stars, the lion, who alone tears asunder the

elephant in rut of darkness, the dancer who’danccs at the

peak of the mountain of gold, the o n 1 y crocodile who
traverses the sur&ce of the thick waves of the ocean of

the sky, who is a witness of noble and ignoble activities,

who has thousand rays, whose net of rays is painted with

the sandal of the body of the lady of the direction of the

thousand-eyed god “with offerings of red lotuses*”.

As regards the height of the creative talents of Daflidin

it is hardly difficult for us to arrive at a decision as to how
far the stories have been composed by his own-self or have

been worked upon some older sources. Probably the writer

took the motif of the frame-story from the Brhatkatha of

I. Tiamlation from the German rendering of Meyer, p. sis (text
ed. Godabole, p. 8g).

3, In the Kavy3darSa 3, 83 Daijd’n himself states that this ornate
piece is particularly difficult. “In fact, when somebody hears the seventh
chapter read aloud he has actually the impression as if somebody is reciting
it with wounded lips (Jacobi , ZDMG 40, 1886, gg f.).

3. So also Ratnavali, Act III, V, 4g. J . J. M e y c r (p. 3S4), follow-
ing W., appears to iavc read tkandkram for H-eatram. Peterson (text
II, p. 46) does not give a variant reading fatnakram,

4. That is Indra, the defender of the East. The quarters are of the
female sex>
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Guiciadhya, since in the Kathasaritsagara (chapter 69-103)

we find the story of a prince, who had ten ministers’ sons as his

companions, who were separated from each other as a sequel

to a curse and after their reunion each of them narrated his

own experience. In other stories as well we find many
parallels and harmonies between the Kathasaritsagara and

the Da$akumaracarita. They make it apparent that the

poet knew the B^hatkatha and had utilized it. Since many
of the stories occur also in the jataka-books, in any case, it is

cevtaui that Dandin had not composed all the stories himself^.

The Daiakumaracarita is of great interest for cultural

history. In particular we get an insight into the life and
activities of unworthy people, rogues, buffoons, thieves, gamb-
lers, and harlots. We see here amongst others a presentation

of bufibons, over whose head stands a Brahmana . Here we
are able to know about the life in a gambling den and we can

see the practices of a poison-doctor being ridiculed. We find

here described the fight of cocks and a detailed picture of the

ball-dance of a princess. We obtain a thorough knowledge

about the condition of life of harlots. The profession of

harlots is as ordained by the creator and is under the protec-

tion of the king. The story of Nimbavati in chapter VI throws

remarkable'sidelight on sexual relationships and on the position

of women in society. The story of Virabhadra in chapter

VIII is important (also for the history of niti^astra), where

the daily course of king’s life is described more minutely and

in apparent agreement with the Kautiliya-Arthaiastra.

Unfortunately the Dalakumaracarita has not come

down to us in an intact form. The original work must have

been developed from an introduction and the stories of ten

princes. But the beginning and the end got lost early, so that

I . The vetala-stories are included in the story of the sixth minister

in the Kathasaritsagara. Similarly in the Dajakum-^ in Mitragupta's sto^
of the sixth "kumara” are included four stories, of which the 4th one, that is

of Nitambavati, that has the common tendency with one of the vetala-stoiies,

in which the hero attains his goal through the crude trick that he practises

on his wife under the suspicion of her being a witch. Cf.Charpentier,
Faccekabu4dhageschichten, p. 143 ff; L a c 6 1 e , Essai sur GupSiJhya

a8g. Here we find also the story of die ungrateful wife (also in the KathS-

sarits^aia 65, 9 ff. and the jhtaka No. 193, see above II, 104; transl. p. 130)

and of the ideal wife who can piepate a dainty dish out of paddy-straws

(in the jStalca No. 546 narrated with much wit and humour).
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the genuine text contains only seven stories and the beginn-

ing of the eighth one. But our text begins with a section

{purvapilhika) that contains not only, as might be expected,

the introduction (on the birth and early youth of the ten

young men), but also the stories of two princes and also the

beginning of the story of Rajavahana. This purvapithikd is

the composition of a later writer, who has^ attempted to imitate

the style of Daijidin. The last story has remained incomplete^.

As a master of “crooked speech” (vakrokti), Subandhu,
the author of the fiction V asavadatta®, enjoys high

reputation in India. Bana says that before the ‘ Vasavadatta"

pride of poets sank down®. A century later Vakpati (Gauda-

vaha, verse 800) says about himself that he enjoyed the

poetry of Bhasa, Kalidasa, Subandhu and Haricandra. And

I. In many manusciipts the pSiot^ifhikd is wanting, a thing that is a
strong pi oof for its not being genuine. Another attempt m^e to complete the

work of Dandin is one DaSakumarcari tap&tvapit hik a in verses

ofYinSyaka and yet another islheDaiakum^ra kathas^ra,
likewise in versts, of Appayya Mantxin (or Appayamatya). More-
over, tbcDasakumarakathaie^a, ins ucchv&sas, of Dikqita G a k r a*

paiji is a continuation of the work of Dapdm. Lastly MaltS.tajadhirkja
Goplniitha inhisDatakumgrakatha claims to have improved
upon Dandin’s work, but in fact he has, under insignificant alterations and
additions, merely added his own introduction and his own conclusion; see

Eggeling, Ind. Off. Gat. VII, p. 1551 ff. Meyer, Intioduction to
his translation, p. 134 ff. has tried to defend the authenticity of the pQrva-
pithika. R. S chmi d t ( ZDMG 64, 1910, 476) is satisfied with one ‘‘non
liquet”. But most of the researchers are unanimous in declating it as

spurious. _Cf. A. G a w r o n s k i , Sprachliche untersuchungen Uber das
Mfcohakatika und das Da£akum3.racarita, Diss. Leipzig 1907, p. 45 ff;

Gharpentier, Paccckabuddhageschichten, p. 144 f.;Lac6te in
Mdlanges L6vi, p. 267. H c r t e 1 (Die zehn Prinzen, Bd. 3 ) has now with
the help of documents proved that the pflivapiftikS is spurious. He believes
(vol. 3, p. 46) thatDaodin never completed either its beginning or the end.
As regaid the beginning W. says that he does not think this, opinion as
probable. It is, however, possible, that the work was never completed,

a. Standard edition of Fitzedward Hall with the commentary of
Sivariima Tripathin in. the Bibl. Ind. Calcutta 1859, translated into English
by L. H. G r a y (with reprint of the transcription of tiie Telugu edition,
Madras 1 06a) Now York GUIS, Vol. 8, 1013. Cf. Weber, Indische
Streifen 1, 369 ff.

3. Baria (Har§iacarita v. la) does not mention Subandhu as the
author_of the ‘•Vasavadatia‘’.It is not probable that he means Bh5sa‘s ‘‘Vasa-
vadatta”, because Bhasa has been mentioned in v, 16, However, there was
a much older ^hySjyikS with the title "VasavadattS” that hi been referred
to by Patafijali (on Pap, 4, 3, 87), and materially it cannot be concluded that
this is meant by BSija. Bat the researches ofW. CartelUe rj (WZKM
I, 1887,155,11.), Thomas, (ifa. 12, r8g8, 21 ff.) and Mankowski
(tbid 15, 1901, 246 f.) have shown that Batja had imitated Subandhu and
had tried to surpass him, and it can hardly be doubted that in this verse he
means the •‘V&savadattta" of Subandhu. •
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still in later centuries Subandhu is mentioned among the earliest

poets^. We know nothing about the life of this writer and we
do not find his any other work mentioned anywhere. Subandhu

has nothing in common with the drama of Bhasa except the

name of the heroine. It is not known what was the source

whence Subandhu took the plot for this fiction. He has hardly

created it himself. But even if he himself has composed

the story he has in any case utilized a long scries of current

tale-motives: love in dream, talking bird, magic horse, trans-

formation into a stone-slab etc. But it is clear that it did not

occur to the poet to invent adventures and to narrate them, but

rather he wanted to show his mastery in respect of the kfivya-

style. His style is Gaudi riti, that is the kavya-style over

burdened with long compound words, accumulated puns,

antitheses, hyperboles, ornate similes and all other possible

figures of speech. A brief survey of the contents and a few

probes of the style can hardly be of any use, since the style

is garbed in such a different language that is totally untransla-

table, a fuller representation from this little delightful work

is given below :

—

Kandarpaketu, the son of King Gintamani, sees

in a morning-dream a young girl of wonderful beauty

and begins to love desperately this dream-picture.

With his friend Makaranda, he goes out in search of his

beloved. They pitch their night-tent imder a tree in a

forest. At midnight the prince is aroused from slumber

by a conversation. He watches and listens to the talk of

a parrot-couple and thence learns as follows:—^The

king of Kusmnapura has only one daughter Vasavadatta

who refuses all suitors, although she now is of marriage-

able age and her father has already arranged for

selection of a husband by her ownself. But in a dream

she sees a young man who possesses all the beauty and

perfection that she likes and learns that his name is Kanda-

rpaketu. She is overtaken with burning love for this youth.

A preacher-crow is sent in search of the beloved. The
latter eventually sits on a tree and immediately hands

I. Vamana quotei tha “Vasavadalta” in his poetics. The author
of ,an inscription of the year 808 A. D. tiies to imitate the style of the VSsa-
vadattS; see Kielhoin, Ep, Ind. 6, 239 if.
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over to Kandarpaketu a love-letter written to him in verse

by Vasavadatta. Under the guidance of the love-messenger

they immediately start for Kusumapura. The two lovers

meet in a pleasure house in a garden and each of them

begins to love the other at the very first sight: they fall

into swoon, and recover fully at once. The friend,

of Vasavadatta describes to Kandarpaketu the torture

of love that her mistress has undergone and in the

meanwhile she says :

—

tvatkrte yanayS vedanmubhUtd sS

yadi nabhafi patrSyate sdgaromelanddycde brahma lipikardyaU

bkujangapalirvd kathakdyate tadd kathamapyanekairyuga-

sahasrairabhilikhyate kathyate vd : “The agonies of this

young girl 6n your account can be described only if the

sky becomes a leaf, the ocean, an inkpot. Brahman

himself becomes the scribe, Se?a, the world-snake, the

narrator; and still the time that will be taken to do

this will be many thousands times of the age of the

world”^.

But Vasavadatta is to be given in marriage

the same day to the king of VidySdharas according to

the decision of her father. So Kandarpaketu runs

away with her on his wonderful horse and returns back

in a moment into the Vindhya forests. They pass the

night in a hiding grove. In the morning they arc tired

and fall fast asleep. When Kandarpaketu wakes up
he finds that Vasavadatta has already disappeared. He
searches for her in vain, and is so much perplexed that

he wants to commit suicide. But a heavenly voice, that

promises to imite him with her, prevents him from doing

this. For many months he lives in the forest. There
one day, while strolling about, he sees a stone-bust, that

looks like his beloved, embraces it—and Vasavadatta

,1. As Zachar iae (Gurupujakaumudi, p. 39) has shown that
this passage (ed. Hall, p. 338 S.) goes back to an old verse. The same
idea recurs also m the Ta mud and in the Koran, in the German folk-song
("Und wenn der Hunmcl Papiere war” etc.) and in songs of many other
nations, as shown by R. K 0 h I e r (Kleinere Schriften III, 293 ff. ) and
A. Herrmann (Ethnoiogische Mitteilimgen aus Ungarn I, 1887, p.

wSv’ Stgff.jsuppl^WtbyR, KShler, ibidp. gmff.), Zacha-
riae (2Vy ii, 190I1 33t) shows a passage in Ph. Baldaeus in his
book on India (1673) where the deeds of Kfspa are described with the
same hyperbole.
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lovingly stands before him. She has gone away to

collect fruits for her beloved and is knocked down

by two mutually fighting heroes, who in the fight not

only strike one-anolher but also destroy the hermi-

tage of a sage. The sage mistakes Vasavadatta to be

the cause of the mischief and curses her to be trans-

formed into a slab of stone, but he tones down the curse

by saying that she will regain her real form, as soon

as she is touched by her lover.

Much more important than this tale for Subandhu

is the description of persons with unendingly lengthy

high epithets, descriptions of the night, of the moon, of

the sunrise, of the sunset, of the spring, oE the rains etc.

He possesses mastery in the use of words and expressions

having two meanings. For example Kandarpaketu is

described as one “who like the spring has distributed

pleasures to many thickets”, that maybe rendered also

as: “who like the spring has offered much pleasure to

different beautiful women. The beauty of Vasavadatta,

as seen in dream by the prince, is sketched in omatfc

pictures in which the poet manifests his accurate know-

ledge of k^alastra and does not omit a single physical

charm of the , beautiful woman^. The swelling breasts,

the slender body and the heavy hips are especially

described with bold similes: for example, “she is ornamen-

ted with a look that has become quite small with anxiety

that she (the look) can not see her moon-like face that

has become curved under the weight of her high breasts, or

likewise on account of the fatigue caused by the pressure

of the tough round hips and the pitcher-like breasts

she is sparkling with her golden breasts that resemble

coffers filled with diamonds of love, that are visible seal-

like nipples, or that they are fixed in the spike-like nipples

for [fear of tumbling down on account of their extra-

ordinary growth, and they are like little houses in

which the god of love, tired in course of his conquest of

the three worlds, has taken his abode, etc.”

The beauty of Vasavadatta, as it is actually seen
^

for the first time by Kandarpaketu, is described in a multi-

1. He occasioiiaUy mentions also one Kamasutra of Mallanaga.
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tude of punSj that may appear to the people of the West

so tasteless, but probably they charm the Indian panditas

the most, since they
i
rove the poet’s knowledge of all

sciences. For example, it is said; “she has painted her feet

red {raktapdda) like grammar”, (since raktapMa may also

mean “underlined in red for analysis”)
;
“she has beautiful

joints {supanans) like the" Mahabharata” (the sections

of the Mahabharata too are called paroans); “she is like

logic because of her shining beauty {uddyotakarasvarUpi),

since it is said in respect of logic that it attained its final

form through Uddyotakara, the famous author” etc.

In the description of nature Subandhu has an

inexhaustible sjurce of similies: so the stars are like

the froth of the foam, emitted by the sun’s panting horses

tired on account of their journey in the sky; they raise

the doubt, whether they are not white lotus-blossoms in

the great lake of the sky; they look like zeroes that the

creator has written on the ink-black antelope - hide,

namely the dark for the purpose of expressing the abso-

lute voidness of the saths&ra at the time of calculation

of creations ... and they are comparable to the tear-drops

of the residents of the heaven who are weeping on account

of disappearance of the sun.” The rising sun is red “as if

with the blood of the elephant of darkness killed by the

lion of the morning crimson with his paws. ..like a vessel

of melted iron like the red the ante-curtain of the

great actor time”, etc.

The descriptions in unendingly long passages

with endlessly long compound words are often inter-

cepted by very small expressions that are meant to

describe some sentiment. So for example in a des-

cription of the night the dialogue...wholly small passages,

full of expressions having two mesinings reproduce the

nocturnal activities of the lovers.

The large number of extant commentaries on the Vasava-
datta^ on one hand prove great popularity of the work, espe-

cially in scholarly circles, and on the other they show how
diflicult it is.

I. 'They have been enumerated by HaU. Preface r-
' On

Sivai&ma’i commeulaiy see Gray, -JAOS a^, 1903, 57 ff.
,
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The author of the second famous fiction is Sana
(Ba^abhatta), the first poet, about whose life and age

we know more surely. He lived in the court of king Harsa-

vardhana of Thanesar (606-648 A.D.), and as his court-poet

y/TOte his main work the Harsacarita (Life and Deeds

of Harsa)’^. It is a historical novel in prose with only a few

verses scattered here and there*. In the introductory stanzas,

that form a kind of foreword, he praises Vyasa, the poet of the

Mahabharata, as the highest of all among his predecessors,

the prose-writers Subandhu and Haricandra, the poem-writer

fiatavahana (Hala), the epic writer Pravarasena, the dramatists

Bhasa and Kalidasa and the story-teller Gunadhya, the author

of the Brhatkatha. Then he generally speaks about poery.

He requires in poetry a new subject, fine judicious expressions,

unusual play of words, a clearly expressed sentiment and

an elegant language”. These requirements are actually ful-

filled in his work. In the matter of style he competes

with Subandhu®, whom he hardly reaches in respect of play

of words and artifices, but still stands far above him in real

poetical genius. His plays of words in fact often are witty,’

his pictures and similes are not artificial, but indeed poetically

fashioned. Fortunately the admixture of poetry and truth

occurs both in the narrative and descriptive parts*, in which

we cannot easily distinguish between poetry and truth. Above

I. Edited with Sankara’s commentary by A. A. Fvihrer,
Bombay 1909 (BSS )• Translated into English by E. B. Cowell and F. W.
Thomas, London 1897. Cf. BhSu Daji in JBRAS X, 1871, g8 ff;

F u h r e r in OG VI Leiden III, 3, 199 ff. ;
B .W. Fraser, Literary

History of India, p. 355 ff. The English translation is based on the edition

published in NSF, i8ga. On the two tecent editions of the Har;acarita
(by P. V. Kane, Bombay 1918, and by S. p. and A. B. Gajendra-
g'adkar Poona 1919) see F.W. Thomas, JRAS 1920, p. 384 ff.

3. In the main colophon the work is mentioned as a m^idkaiya, but
in the introductory verses (20 f. ) Bioa himself calls it an akkf^fSed. So
all the manuals of poetics. Cf. L a c 6 1 e in Melanges L6vi 268 f.

3. See above p. 394, note 3.

4. As a work of history the Harsacarita is of limited value. It is

significant that Sana tells us that his hero was born “in the month ofJyaijtha,
on the lath day of the dark fortnight, at the moment when the tula (libra)

was m ascension, immediately after the time of the dusk, when the baby night
had just begun to rise up", but the year ofbis birth is not given. Yet many
of the statements of Hiuen-Tsiang and of the inscriptions are supplemented
and corrected by the valuable information given by Bapa; see B ii h I e r,

Vikramahkadevacarita, Introd. p, 4 f; Ep. Ind. i, 67 ffj 4, 208 ff; and
Raps on, JRAS 1898, 448 ff.
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all true are the numerous descriptions of the life in the court,

the usages, customs and religious conditions of the age.

For the latter in particular the Harsacarita is of unestimable

value. Baria comes of a Brahmana family, in which religious

ceremonies are strictly observed. Hence he is perhaps

thoroughly conversant with all the religious practices and he

never misses an opportunity to describe the religious cere-

monies, that are observed on the birth of a child, at the time

of a marriage, after death, at the start on a sujourn, on home-

coming, while marching into the battle and on all other possible

occasions. On each such occasion the presents that are made to

Brahmanas are mentioned. In respect of cults, however, the

offerings and ceremonies in honour of Siva, Durga and the

Mother prevail. Often the topic is about the Saiva sect

and ascetics. Astrology and favourable and unfavourable

omens as well as the means of protection against the latter do

not play an insigniiicant rdle. But numerous other cults and

sects are mentioned. Harsa’s father was a sun-worshipper.

Harsa himself appears in chapter VIII as a distinguished

friend of Buddhists and direct adherent of Buddhism. Interest-

ing is, however, the enumeration of the followers of diffe-

rent sects and mendicants who crowd a forest-hermitage

described here*. The poet speaks about all the religious sects

with equal veneration. • However, he is still sufficiently worldly

and does not miss the opportunity to hurl unkind criticisms

at the mendicants of the different sects; so for example in the

beautiful enumeration of the beings that are difficult to be

found in the world* ;

ya^api ca vibhuranabkimano dvijStiranesam munirarofo^ii

kapiracapalafy kaviramatsaro vwijigataskarafy priyiyanirakuhani^

sadhuradaridro drmiifavamkhala^ kinaionakfigatak mrgayurahimsrak

psrdiari brahmaryali sevakafi sukhl kitavak krtajm^ gopyak priya-

vSgamS^ak satyavadi rajasUnuraduroinitaha *

“A prince having no pride, a Brkhmana, not seek-

ing any gain, a sage, who does not get angry, a monkey,

that is not unsteady, a poet who has no jealousy, a

1. Ed. Ftihren p. 316, English translation, p. 236. —'VltarSgairSrhatmr-

maskaribhik^ ipttapafaik pSpd^fobkikfubhirbhigmainrvarfibhib otffeuiea

suSn soan siddhStttafmviifoaablwabhiyuktaikmU^adbhib-.^

3. Ed. Fiihrer, p. 349, Eagiish translation p. 171 T.

.
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trader, who is not a thief, a husband who is not vindictive,

a noble man, who is not poor, a wealthy person, who is

not wicked, a niggard, who is not a thorn in the side, a
hunter, who is not ferocious, a Para^arya monk, who
may be a pious Brahmana, a servant, who is happy, a
gambler, who is grateful, a mendicant, who is not a

ravenous’, a slave, who gives friendly advice, a minister,

who speaks the truth, a king’s son, who is not dis-

courteous.” ”

In the first two chapters Baija tells his biography that

contains extraordinarily valuable statements about his life,

Th e poet begins with the statement that he narrates a

legendry history of his fsunily of the Vatsyayanas®, wholly

in the style of the puraijas.-- But after this he reports

in a wholly historical fashion about his birth, his early

education and lastly his vocation in the court of King
Harsa. He was a son of a Brahmana Gitrabhanu and

of the Brahma?! Rajadevi. When still a boy he lost

his mother, and in the 14th year after his birth also his

father, who had become his second mother and whom
he loved cordially. In the beginning he bemoans on

account of the bereavement, but soon he finds himself in a

bad company and commits many heinous crimes, due to

which he attains notoriety. In fact it was a remarkable

Bohemian, about whom young Sana, according to his own
• story, used to move about ; there were poets, amongst

whom there were also such ones as composed in popular

languages, musicians of all types, begging mendicants of

difierent sects and all classes of nuns, a snake-charmer, a

young doctor, a reader, a goldsmith, a scribe, two singen,

- a painter, an actor, an actress, a chamber-maid, a

magician, a buffoon, etc. His parents had left to him

a handsome heritage, but his lust for adventure carried

him to foreign regions, where he made great travels for

I.
.
This is wanting in Puhrer’s edition.

3 . We are obliged to leave the question of deciding whether we have

here a tradition cun eat in the family or if it is purely a fabrication of the
' poet in imitation of the purSpa-legends.

.
Wintemitz considers the latter

as probable.

Wintemitz—History of Indian Literature, Vol; HI, a6.
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the purpose of seeing foreign countries. After he had

whiled away his youth in such an unrestrained manner, by

and by he learnt about the life in court and in society of

clever and wise people and got trained in traditional and

spiritual practices prevalent in the family of the Vatsya-

yanas. And when in course of years he returned back

to his native land he was greeted by members of his

family “as if on some feast.” After he lived at home

with his relations for a long time, there came one day a

message from his friend Kfsna, king’s brother, that the

latter asked him to come to the court of the king, since it

was not right that he passed his life away from the court,

“like a fruitless tree far away from the rays of the sun”.

After some deliberation he resolved to follow the vocation.

He quits his native place and joins the court of King

Harsa, whose love and confidence of the highest degree

he wins very soon. After he has spent some time in

the court*, he goes to meet one of his relations in his

native land. He is received, honoured and greeted. A
reader is ready to read from the Vayupuraija. On this

occasion a singer compares the deeds described in the

purai;ias with those of Harsa, that induces a cousin of the

poet to request him to narrate the story of Harsa. After

some modest hesitation Sana agrees to abide by this

request.

In many places the neirrative itself is as interesting as the

description of persons. So the descriptions of localities and situa-

tions as well as the descriptions of nature occupy much space,

in which bold pictures and similes are as little wanting as puns.

Only a few probes from Sana’s style can be given here®.

The panegyric description of Har?a, when Bai;ia sees

I. With this begins the third chapter and the transition to the life

of Harja. This introduction corresponds to the usual mtroductions found in
the puraijas, that usually begin with the statement that a T?i appears in the
assembly of curious people and t&ex a short or prolonged request he begins
the story.^ Sana has developed in an original manner, this pur5n®*type of
introduction into a piece of autobiography.

a. It is in any case impossible to present an accurate account of the.
style of this omate prose, since the compact Sanskrit construction (parti-
ciples, compounds, locative absolute) is as unimitable as the numberless
puna and allitetationa ftre.
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him for the first time, occupies not less than ten printed pagcs^,

that make a single sentence. “He saw Harsa” (all that

follows is expressed in participles)...

kdvyakathdsvapitamapyamrlamudoamantam . . ana}apSdapalla-

vem sugatamantharoruifd vajrayudhanifthuraprakofihaprffhena

vrpskandhem bhisvadoirphadhare^ prasamavdokitem candra-

mukhena krmakeserta vapusS sanadevatavataramivaikatra daria-

yantam...vikacatmikhakamalakarnikdkoSetta amoaratamaplyamS-

tmhSsas: urabhamivadhomukhena nasavamiena . . .harfamadrSkfit-

“who was vomitting fort the nectar, that he had not drunk

even in the discourses on poetry” ( that is, he was reciting

the poem, that he had not heard from anybody else, but

had composed himself), .who was appearing, with

his body with his reddish shoot-like delicate reddish foot

(with the sprout of feet of Aruna)®, with his beautifully

slowly moving thighs (with slow thighs of Buddha),

with his forearm, that was as hard as the weapon

of thunderbolt (with strong arm of the holder of the

thunderbolt i.e. Indra), with his shoulder of a bull

(with the shoulder of the god Dharma^), with his bri-

lliant lower lip (with the lower-lip of the sun-god), with

his pleasant look (with the pleasant look of Avalokita)

with his moon-like face (with the face of the moon-god),

with his black hair (with the hair of Kfsria), like the

incarnation of all gods in one body who with his

nose, that resembled the bud of a fully blossomed lotus,

extending out of his face, was inhaling the fragrance of

its smell etc.”

About Prabhakaravardhana, the father of Har?a,

it is said that he was a quarrelsome man so much so that

even the sight of his own reflection in a mirror in the

sheathe of his sword that he had in his hand was painful

to him*. “For him hostility was a present, fight, a

j. Ed. Ftihrer, pp, iio-iao, (English translation, pp. 56-64). 3 Ed.
FUhrer, p. 175 (Engl&h translation, p. loi f.).

a. Aruua was boni without legs. He is the chariot-driver of the sun-
god. The second meaning of each of the double-sensed compounds is given
within the brackets.

3. So according to the commentary : V^jan may be an epithet of
Agni, Viwu or Siva.

4, kiiT«dh(tiuilmutisipr«ti»imUUniimim3pjni<i6yala,
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favour; beginning of a battle, a festivity; the enemy, sight

of treasure; excess of foes, a good luck; call to fight, a

boon; an accidental fall, a great favour done by fate and

striking with sword, shower of wealth'.

The early bringing up of Harsa is beautifully des-

cribed. His lotus-like face shining with little teeth looked

like sprouts of pleasant smile pushing up as a consequence

of wetness caused by the sprinkles with the pitchers

of his mother’s breasts®.

In chapter V the scene of death of King Prabhakara-

vardhana is described in an attractive manner.

Among the king’s physicians there is one who is only 18

years old, but he Is particularly clever, who loves the

king sincerely and when he sees that the condition of the

latter has become hopeless, burns his ownself. Whilst

at this Harsa is wholly perplexed, a maidservant of the

queen comes and reports to him that his mother has made

up her mind to die by burning herself in fire. Harsa

rushes forth into the female apartment. Then he is

struck with the cries of the queens, who are resolved to

die with their husband. They touchingly take leave of

even the trees of the garden and of the birds in the cages

and ofmaidservants. As he enters, he sees his mother,

who is ready to die. In her hand "she is holding a picture

of her husband so firmly, as if she is determined

to die.” She is decorated by her servant and by her

devotion to her husband; she is firmly supported by a

swoon and an old woman, both of whom are well-trusted

by her; she is embraced by a friend and agony who
are united with her in her trouble; she is surrounded

by an attendant and pain, that have taken possession of

all of her limbs; the sons of the high royal family and
strong breathing are by his side and behind her are

1. yalctt vigrahamonugrahath snmarSgamaiH mahotsavaih

iatnah wdMdmlimm aribSimlyam abhyudaym ShavahSnaih vart^radanamavaskanda-

pStath dift«ffl[ddhxdi iaitraprahirapatanath vmdhdrSmamnyaia,

Ed. Ffihrer, p. 175, (English translation, p. lotf.)

2. Jatm y>tffodharak(dai<^ayaiinkaras»kMva JdyanSnainilasahasifdt^urair-

daiaMkttiralaAkTiym^amiAhakmalam : Ed. Filhrer, p. tgi (English

ttansUtion, p, 116}.
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Standing the very old chamberlains and agonies’’’^

Harsa falls at the feet of the queen and implores her

not to forsake him and to abstain from the decision. But
she replies that she, as daughter, wife and mother of

heroes, does not mind anything else so much as not to

live as a widow. For hor it is life, not death that is the

greater evil. Har^a is obliged to accept her argument

as correct, so unfortunately it is with him too. YaSovad
burns herself on the bank of the river Sarasvati, and a

little after this the king dies. The corpse is burnt and
death ceremonies are performed. The servants and
ministers of the deceased partly die and partly become
ascetics or monks of diflferent sects.

B^pa is a master in the description of personalities. So
the military events of Field-Commander Simhanada (in

chapter VI) are described with greater prudence and with

much more ornate puns. Splendid is the description of the

commanding officers of the clephant-troups, “whereof the

bridge of the nose {nasdvarhSa) is as the family-tree of his

own king {nijanrpavaihlay'

,

With the description of the crimson red setting sun and

of the rising moon—^the sunset indicates the bloody battle

and the fall of Harsa’s enemies, the white moon the brilliant

fame of Har§a—ends the chapter VIII, and for us the whole

work. It is not probable that this is the actual end of the

work or that the poet left the work incomplete. Rather we
are to assume that the end is lost to us.

The Kadambari*, a novel, is the second work of the

poet. It remained incomplete on account of death of Sana

while he was working on it. It was continued and completed

by the his sons Bhusa^abhatta or Bha^ta

1. dhanyi bharitrbhaklyS ea nijayi prasadhitath mOrcchayS jara^S ea nija-

saihstutaya dhdiyattmam sakhya pidaya ca vyasanasaAgatayS smaliAgiUith parijanma

santSpma ea grhUasarvivayaaenapantam kidaputtrouhaeasitaUea mahattarairadldf-

(hitdth kttSeukibhirAt^khaiicativjddhairanttgala^ mStaram dadaiSa (Ed.

Fiihrer, p. sag).

2. Edited by F. P e t e c s o n , Bombay 1883 BSS; translated with

occasional omissions by C. M. Ridding, London i8g6. Index of the

contents by P e t e r s o n in the • introduction to the edition of Weber,
Indische Streifen I, 352 ff. and L a c 6 1 e in Mdlan^ Ldvi 259 If.
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P u 1 i n in the style of his father. This novel rests on a

tale, that we find in Somadeva’s Kathasaritsagara (59, 22-

178) and in Ksemendra’s Brhatkathamalijarl (16, 183 ff.), and

from this we have to assume that Ba^a knew the Brhatkatha

of Gunadhya*. The work consists of a series of intercalated

stories in the style of narrative poetry. The story itself is of

little interest. The style is similar to that of the Har^acarita,

only with this difference that corresponding to the context

pain on account of love and yearning for love are the basic

motif of the poem—^the sentiment is a different one. In

the Harsacarita the pathos prevails and in the Kadambarl,

quietism and love. Here too we find big descriptions, far-

fetched similes and puns, unendingly long compounds and

endless sentences. “The story”, as Weber says*, “proceeds

in high-flown bombasts, under wWch (or at least the patience

of the reader) often gets disturbed...... This prose is a real

Indian forest, where progress is impossible through the under-

growth until the traveller cuts out a path for himself, and where

even then he is confronted by malicious wild beasts in the shape

of uncommon words to terrify him.” However, it is remarkable

that the monstrous words and atrocious sentences are capable of

being cut into small sentences in simple and natural prose.

However tiring the reading of the novel may be for the people

of the West, we must keep in mind that for an Indian reader it

presupposes that he has a thorough knowledge of Sanskrit and

for him the work has its own charm. But when we find in a

modem Bengali novel published in 1871 tliat the heroine in

her boudoir reads the “Kadambarl”, it certainly does not

reflect the actual condition of life, but it merely shows that the

Bengali author wants to prove his knowledge of Sanskrit

literature. The “reading of this book” has never been easy,

nay even for the learned Indians, so a novel that ladies read

I. So he is called in a manuscript of the year 1647 in M. A. Stein
Catalogue ofSanskrit MSSat Janunu, Bombay 1894, p. S99.

9. K;emendra knew the work of BSpa. Ba^ahas probably changed
the names ofpersons and places and has introduced into the story more of
complications. The concluding portion, particularly tire one completed by
the son of the port, contains many deviations. Hence he must have known the

plan of his father. Of. Mankowski in WZKM 15, igoi, a 13 ff.

3. Ibid 353, Against this Lac6te (ibid p. 959) praises as “le
chatmo de cette oeuvre tout imprignie dc tendresse, do milancholie et
d’espdrance en une seconde vie”.
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in their boudoir for diversion could not be this. A few probes

about the style and character of the work may be sufficient.

The love between Kadambari, the heroine, an 1 Candra-

pida originated at the first sight as follows :

—

"Jefendriyd^api me vedhasd kimiti locammaydnyeva

m krtdni 1 kimdtma krtamavadataih karma caksufd

yadaniodritametidm pasyati I aho citramtadutpdditam ved-

hasd sarvaramarfiydndmekadi dhdma 1 kuiah ete rUpdHhya-

paramdnavah samdsdditdh I tanndrtamendmupddayato vidheft

karatalapardmarsaklesena ye vigalitd locartayugalddairujala-

bindavastebhya etdni jagati kumudakainalakuvalayasmgatldhi-

kaoandnyutpanndni" ilyevam eintayata evdsya t syd myarnyur

gale nipapdta cakfufi I tadd tasyd api...cintayantyd rdpdtUaya-

vilokanavismayasmeram nUcalanibaddhalakfarh caksustasmin

suciram papdta I locanaprabliddhavalitastu kddambaridaeriam-

vihvaloeala iva tatksa^mardjata candrdpldal]^ I dfs^vd

ca prathainam romodgamah I tato bhusaifaravah tadam

kddambari samuttasikau i atha tasydfi kusumdyaudha eva

svedamajanayat I sasathbhramottkdnasramo vyapadeiobimat I

urukampa eva gatim rurodha I n&puraravdkrftahaihsamarida-

lamapayaio lebhe I nUvdsapravrttir evdmhkaih calath cahdra I

cdmardnilo mimittatdrh yayau I antal}pravislaca7tdrdplda-

sparsalobhenaiva rdpapdta hrdaye hastap I sa eva karah

stattdvara;avySjo babhuva 1 dmnda eodsrujalmnapdtayat

calitakar^dvatarhsakusumarajovydjamdstt I lajjaiva vaktuth

na dadau I makhakamalaparimalagaldlivptdam dvdramagdt I

madanasaraprathamavedanaiva sUkdrmakarot I kusumaprakara-

ketaktkantakak^atifysddhdranatdnmvdpa I vepathureva karatalama-

kampayat I nivedanodyatapratiharinwaraiath kapatamabhUt 1

tadd ca kddambanm viiato manmathasydpi mamnatha ivd-

bkuddvitiyah tayd saha yo viveia candrdpidahrdayam l|

“When the prince saw the beauty of the moon-

like face of Kadambari, his heart began to throb

violently with pleasure like the nectar of the ocean

(when in the whirl the moon and Laksnu see each other).

And he thought within his own self - “Why did the

creator not convert all my other limbs into eyes ? Or
what noble action was performed by my eye (in an

earlier birth) that it has found the oportunity of seeing

her uninterruptedly ? ; Ah ! what a wonder that the
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creator has made her an abode of all lovely objects 1

Where did he find the atoms for making this exquisite

beauty ? Certainly all these fi-agranl lusters, clotuses and

water-lilies, that are in the world, originated from the

drops of tears from her two eyes on account of the fatigue

caused by the touch of the hands of the creator while

tnalfing hcr". —While he was thus thinking his eye fell on

her two eyes. Then even her eyes, that were smiling with

astonishment caused at the sight of excessive beauty,

remained motionless gazing at him. But Gandrapida,

shining under the rays of her eyes, bewildered at the sight

of Kadambari, was at that instant looking like a moun-

tain. After she saw him, her hairs got erect; then there

ensued the sound of her ornaments and then there stood

Kadambari. Then the god with flower arrow (i.e. god

of love) himself caused sweat (on her body)—exertion

caused by sudden rising was the pretension. Trembling

of the thighs prevented her movement, but the swarm of

bees attracted at the tinkling of her anklets were held

guilty for this. Her gannent was set into motion due to

heavy breathing, but the wind of the deer’s tail passed for

the cause. Her hand fell on her heart on account of desire

for touching Gandrapida, who had entered within it, but

that very hand became the object with which she covered

hcr breasts. Pleasure caused tears to drop from her

eyes, but the pollens of flowers of the ear-ring passed for

its cause. Bashfiilness prevented her from speaking,

but the swarm of bees that had arrived on account of

iSragrance of the lotus of the face was taken to be the

instrument. The pain caused by the wound of the first

arrow of love-god caused sigh, but pricking of the thorn

of the kttaU in the heaps of its flowers passed for the

cause. Tremor caused shaking of the palm of the hand,

under the pretext of the stopping the messenger, who was

ready to deliver a message. And when the god of love

entered into Kidambari, there was born a second Cupid,

and with her he entered into the heart of Gandrapida”^
Very characteristic of Bana’s (as in Subandhu’s)

style are the dialogues inserted in the middle of a descrip-

I. Bd. Peterson, p. iBgf., Sd. ?fSP. p. 344 ff.
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tion or a narrative in quite small sentences for the purpose

of giving lively expression to some sentiment. So Kadam-
bari sends the following love-message to her lover :

kith va sandisami : atipriyositi paunaruktyam I

tavaharh priyatmeti jadaprahtak 1 toayi ganyamnurdga ili

ve'ySlapak I tvaya vind tta jwamityambhammrodhah i

paribhavali mdinananga ilyS'madofopalambhah 1 manobhave-

ndharh bhavate dattetyupasarpca^opayah I baldddhrleti bandkakt-

dhSrffyam I avafyamdgantavyamiti sauhhSgyagarvak I sv<^amS-

gacchamlti strlcdpalam l ananydnuraktoyam parijana iti

svabhaktinivedanaldghavam I pratydkhydnaiankayd m
sandUamltyaprabuddhabodhanam I anapekfitdmjmtaduhkhaddru^d

sydmityatipTo^yitd 1 maranena prltimUyasambkavyam II

“What message can I send to you ? ‘You are

very dear to me’—^will be tautological. ‘I am yours’

—

will be a silly p’opo ition. *I have deep affection for you’—
will be the talk of a prostitute. ‘Without you I cannot

live’—will be a contradiction to actuality. ‘I am over-

taken by Cupid’—this will be impertinent. ‘I have

been forcibly abducted’—this will’ be impudence of a

captive girl. ‘You must come’—this will be expressive

of pride on account of good luck. ‘I come of my own
accord’—^this will be fickleness'of a woman. ‘This slave is

’not devoted to anybody else’—-liiis will be my meanness

to report my own devotion. ‘Ido not send message for

fear of refusal’—^this will be bringing to fense a senseless

person.
—

‘I shall suffer terrible pains in case I lead an

undesired life’—this will be excessive familiarity. ‘You

will come to know of my love through (my) death’

—

this will be an impossibility”'.

Though not to the extent as the Har§acarita, the

“Kadambari” too is of much value through many-fold

allusions to the manner and customs of the time, in parti-

cular to religious life in the Saiva circles.

I. Here (ed. NSP. p. 414 ) comes to end the story composed of

Bapa himself. It is followed by the second part (Uttarabhaga) with its

introducloiry verses, in which the son of Bana states that he wants to complete

the work of his father, not on account of his pride for composing poetry, but

because the incompletework of his father will be painful to the noble.
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Thus for example all rites and sacred ceremonies

that childless Vilasavatl performs and gets at last a son,

are narrated in detail. She sleeps fasting and wearing

white dress in the temple of Durga on a bed of reeds

covered with grass; she bathes in the cow-shed, offers

rich presents to Brahmarias on every fourteenth day of

the dark-half of the montli she performs religious baths,

visits the temple of the Mother, worships holy trees,

etc. In another place the Saiva ascetics are described

in a very lucid manner: with fore-heads marked with

white ashes and rosary in hands, in red' garments and hold,

a staff; they have matted hairs or according to their vow;

they wear either the animal hyde or the bark of a tree’-. A
very interesting passage is the one in which the poet avails

of the opportunity to firmly decry the custom of burning

of widows®.

Elsewhere we have already spoken about the Jaina

novels that were written on the model of “Kadambari*’*.

Indian and GreA Novels

Apart from the question of relationship existing between

Indian and Greek Fables in verses, treated above, we
should discuss here the problem as to whether or not the Indian

and Greek fictions have influenced each other. Relatively fiction

appears in Greek literature in a later period, but in all events

earlier than the times when Daijidin, Subandhu and Ba:ja

wrote their fictions. Hence the presumption that Indian

novels originated under the Greek influence. Peterson*

I . Ed. Peterson, pp. 64, ao8,
8. Ed. Peterson, p. 173!. Of. Winte rnitz

,
Die Frau in detJ

indischen Religionen (Arcliiv fiir Frauenkunde 1917, Sond. igao) p. 64 f.

3. Abore II, p. 336; traiul. 534.
4. KSdambart, Introduction p. g8 IF, Weber, Ind. Stud. 81, 456

agrees -with Peterson. So also H o r o v i t * , Spuren griechischer
Mimenitn Orient, Berlin 1905, p. 96 and with him H. Reich, DLZ

553 ff' derive Indian fiction from Greek. Reich (ibid 594®)
will like to prove that the story No. 834 of the "Thousand and One
Nights” is a Greek story in an "Arabic garb”; but all the parallels
referred to by him—dreatn-life, ship-wreck, frequent Change of fortune,
accurate descriptions of love at first sight, heroinw ofwonderful beauty—hold
good even for Indian fiction; and in case Reich is correct in respect of
the Arabic novels, his opinion will be so also for the Indian novels.
H. Lu casein the Philologus, N-F. ao, 1907, p. agif.) "in der Verteidigung
dor Originahtat des gri^ischen Volksgeistes und derAbwehr unberechtiger
Ansptfiche der Indologie” has shown his over*eathusiasm on little pertinent
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had first of all given expression to this hypothesis and on its

basis he believed to have discovered in the “Love-story of

Kleitophon and Leukippe” of Achilles Tatius all sorts of

echoes of and parallels to thi Indian fiction. But the single

really striking parallel is a lengthy explanation on the life

and marriage of plants’-. In case here is an actual continuity

of marriage of trees with creepera, that is more often mentioed

by Indian poets, we shall be obliged to accept with L a c 6 t e®

that this idea in India is original and that it has been borrowed

by Greek writers and developed by them. L a c 6 t e points

also to other characteristics that are found in Greek fictions

and go back to well-known Indian presentations. So in the

“Ethopian Stories” of Heliodor is mentioned a mysterious herb,

that like the Indian plant Vranasarhrohani cures a wound
in three days, and at another place in the same novel it is said

that gods arc to be recognised by the staring eyes and by the

feet not resting on the earth*, a current Indian representation.

E. Rohde* has already pointed out that the motif

of love in d earn and following it the selection of husband by

arguments. F. Lacdte , Bssai sur Gueaijliya (1908) ,
p. 384!., refutes

the hypothesis Chat Indian novles, especially the BrhatkathS, originated

under the Greek influence; but he repeats the same hypothesis in igti (in

Melanges I.<vi 350 note 3 ) and (p. aysff. ) and supports the contrary view. On
the relationship between Indian and Greek fictions, see G. N. Banarjee
Hcllenismin Ancient India, p. 3 18 ft. He comes to the conclusion that the

difterence Is far greater than agreement and that we are not in a position to

assume the dependence of the one on the other. See also Keith, JRAS,
1915, 784 fif. ( against L a c d t e)

.

I. Here it is said that in the opinion of philosophers, a plant loves

another. In particular there are male and female palm-trees. “The male
loves the female”, and when they are widely separated, the former withers.

A farmer goes to a raised up place and notes there a tree bending itself.

As soon as he knows it, he is cured of his illness : he takes a branch from the

female palm-tree, grafts it into the heart of the male one and thereby they

rejoice. The decaying stem comes to life again and enjoys the company of

his beloved” Liebesgeschichte dca Klitophon und de Leucippe, aus dem
Griechischen des Achilles Tatius iibersetzt, Lemgo 1772, (towards the end of

the book I) . That is however, different^ from the marriage of the mango-
tree and the jasmine-creeper, for example in act IV of KalidSsa’s ‘‘Sakuntali"

or of the small mango with the MSahavi creeper fij the “Kadambari”
(p. 567 NSPEd.).

3. Melanges Levi, p. 303 IF.

3. But even in the artistic representation one concentrated on the

sovereignty of the swinging .stride of the supernatural being : see K. Sittl.

in the Handbuch der klassischen Altertumswissenschafl VI, 813.

4. Der Griechische Roman, a. Aufl., Leipzig igoo, p. 47 ff.
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self, through, which the lovers are united first of all in a

dream, has been repeated in the story of Zariadres und Odatis

tot), that Athenaeus (XIII, 35) narrates according to the

report of Chares of Mytilene, a courtier of Alexander the

Great as in Subandhu’s Vasavadatta. In Firdusi’s Shahnameh,

the da'ughter of the king of Rum, Katuyun, meets her lover

Gustav, first of all in a dream, and then she selects him as her

husband. It is apparantly sufficient to prove that the stories

are associated together and that Subandhu has borrowed his

motif from a very old story, that was taken to Persia already

earlier, where it was heard by the Greek’. It is much less

probable that here one should assume the influence of the

Indian novel through Greek, especially when even the Greek

narrate the story as oriental, glittering on the Persian soil®.

But characterist es of this type can only prove that a

number of Indian tendencies found way into Greek novels,

but this cannot prove that the whole Greek family was borrowed

from India. The characteristic form of the Indian novel

is the insertion of stories in a frame story. L a c 6 t e ® now
points to the fiction “Die Wunder Jenseits Thule" of Antonius

Diogenes, where the entire story of the hero is told in the first

person in the form of his biography. But the essence of an
Indian narrative work is that its frame is an independent

story in which other stories are inserted in an ornate manner.

But when a person narrates his own experiences, it is obvious

that probably a Greek writer could have planned it in the same
way as an Indian. Besides the fact that in Indian as well

as Greek fictions travel-adventures and love-stories are

interlaced in one-anothcr can hardly be the ground for

making the hypothesis of their mutual dependence probable.

It is remarkable that in the wonderfiil adventures in the whole

t. The self-selection of husband (JiwyflifiBiVfl) is prevalent also among
other nations (see Rohde ibid, p. 59 note 3) , but it is above all usual in
Indian poetry.

8, Certainly it is going too far, when W e b e r ( Ind. Stud. 18, 458)
writes: The story ofVasavadatta is in substance already found in Athenaeus.

The destruction by one another of the two parties of thiefs in Subandhu’s
novel reminds Weber of the Greek novel and of the animation of the
statue though the embracing in the Pygmalion.

3. Ibid 263 ff.
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of the fiction of Antonins Diogenes^ we do not find a single

parallel to Indian stories. It is most improbable that the Greek

could have ever known that work of the type of the “Vasava-

datta” or of the “Kadambari” or that they were able to under-

stand it. The Indian fiction is so ornate a composition, a work

of court poetry, suiting so much the Indian taste and its origin

from the popular Indian literature with the use of particular

style of ornate prose is so fully clear, that the hypothesis about

its origin on some Greek model does not at all come into

consideration®. It can in no case be proved that any
Greek fiction whatsoever had come into India or

an Indian fiction had reached Greece. Only this much is

probable that some individual stories, tales, swMgs, witty

anecdotes and above all individual modves had been taken

finm one country to another. Even in that case this occur-

rence took place rather through oral transmission than through

any literary influence.

The Campfls

The campus form a pardcular type of kavya. They are

poetical compositions, in which verses in ornate metres and

ornate prose are mixed up together without letting either

metrical or the prosaic form prevail. Since even in prose

fictions we find interspersed verses, ?nd especially wh'n even

narrative works like the Fj^catantra etc. contain a large

number of stanzas, they too can be designated prose works,

in which verses are brought in always with some particular

objective ; they are either epigrams or brief synopsis of

a story, or they serve to bring an important moment of a

story into prominence. On the other hand the campu is a

particular type of literature, in which verses do not serve any

purpose other than what is served by prose. Hence they

I. Cf. the Table of Contents in Rohde, ibid p. ayyif. In the

“Babylowan Stories” of J amblichus (Rohde, ibid, p. 393 ff.) too no Indian

tendency is found in the enormous number of adventures.

3. Cf. also L. H. Gray, Vasavadatti. Introd. p. 35 ff.

3. Cf. Colebroohe, Misc. Essays II, 135 f. ; Krishnama-
charya, p. i46ff.; Eggel ing, Ind. Off. Cat. p. 1537*1. The word

ttnfS is not explained.
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can neither be called epic nor prose fictions. The Buddhist

Jatakamala^ proves that the campu is quite an old

type of ornate poetry. But even Hari^eria’s panegyric

(praiasti) on King Samudragupta, contained in an inscription

of about 345 A. D., can be refeired to as an old example of

campu.® Nevertheless the campus, that we possess, are

mostly recent works of little poetical value.

Probably the most famous work of this type is the

Nalacampu or the Damayanti katba® of

the poet T rivikramabhatta, fitom whom we have

an inscription dated 915 A.D.*. Here the Nala- story has

has once more been narrated in an ornate style. The two
great epics have been reproduced in the campus. There is

one RamSyana campu (or Campuramayana®
)

of king B h o j a and Laksmapabhat^a and one
Bharatacampu* (in 12 stabakas

)

of the poet

A n a n t a. In the 16th century (under Akbar the Great) a
poet K f 5 p a or Sesa Srikrsna wrote one Par i j a>

tahara^acampu and one Mandaramaranda-
campu’. A “swift poetry” is also the S v a h a s u d h 5.-

karacampG, written in the 16th century, in which the
poet Narayaiiiabhatta tells the love-story of the

1 , See above II, aiafF.j tranal. 373,

a. See above, p. 41 and Btthler, Die indischen InschriAen und
das Alt^ der indischen Kunstpoesie, p. 31 ff. According to Gawronski,
The Digvijaya of Raghu and cohnected problems, p. 15 ff., this inscription
had served as a iMdel for KSUdasa’s R^huvaihSa. In FcstschriA Windisch,
p. 170 ff, Gawronski has tried to determine its date.

3. Edited with commentacy in Bombay NSP 1885.

4. He is the son of NemSditya of the Sai^dilya gotra, Cf. D. R.Bhandarkar, Ep. Ind.n, p. 38. There lived one later Trivikrama,
who was also of the same Saqdilyagotra, who was a forefather of the
astronomer Bhaskara; see Ki elhorn, Ep. Ind. 1,340

5. Edited with commentary in Bombay NSP 1907,
aRtporis 361 f.j Butneil, Taijore, p. 161,

Gf. Peterson,

6. Printed in Madras and popular in South India, see BurnelL
Targore p. 160.

u i i j.

7. Edited in Km. 14, 1889 and 5a, 1895.
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Moon with Svaha, the wife of Agni’. Further in the 18th

century in the Sahkaracetovilasacampu of

a poet Sankara, the deeds of king Cetasirhha have been

described®.

I. Edited in Km., Part IV, pp. 58-58. Pise he), HL., p. ag,

compares Homer’s description of the love of Arcs and Aphrodite (Od.
p. a66ff.). The same Nirayai^a is also the author of Narhyaijilya, see above
p. 140, On “Qjuick Poetry" i.e. the poetry in which events take place very
quickly, is written in a harriedly short time. See P i s c h e 1

, HL. p. a6 f.

Many poeticians aay that they have composed their manuals "as best" as

"quick poetry”.

9. According to Aufrecht, Bodl. Gat. isi f. the poem may
have been written in between 1771 and 1778 A, D. One An and a^
vrndavana-campti of Karnapora has been edited in the
Pandit, Vols. g and 10 and N. S. Vois. 1-3, One SrinivSsa campQ
ufVehkatefia (with a commentary) has been edited in the Km. 33, 1893.
Onthejainacampa Yaiastilaka of Somadevaand .Jivandhara-
camp 0 ofHemacandra, see above II, 336 f., trans. p. 334.
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3. The diacritical marks have been ignored.

3. The present-day names of places and persons have been retained in

the form generally used by authors.

Winternitz—^History of Indian Literature, Vol. 3, 37.
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Alte Indien 166
Altindischen Prosa 180

Altindisches Narrenbuch 357
Altindische ScbelmenbUcher 169 d*,

170 n®, ass n.1

Amala 8a n®
AmalSnanda 304 n®
AmaraeandraaOri 81, 81 n®

Amarakosa 36 r®', 177 rf-

Amarapapijita 81 n.®

Amarasiniha 46
Amarayati 8t n®
Amaru 35, 30, taS, laS
Amaruka, see Amaru
Amaru, King ia7
Amaruiaiaka ia6, 137, 131, 134
Amb&;taka 138 n®
American. Journal of Philology 194

!»53 a*> a6i n®, 308 n®, 333 a®,

370 ni

American Phil. Society 338 ri®, 377
Amir ShikJr 381 n®
AmbabhJ^^a 396 n®
Ammalic&rya 396 n®
Amoghavarja 54 n®
Amrtabhhnu 70
Amrtalaharl 141 n®
Amrtodaya 389
A^ahillapura loa
Ananda 376
Ananda Coomaraswamy 6 n®
Ananda Kaul 97 a®
Anandalaharl 136
AnandamandSkinl 140 n®
Ananda Mettaya, see Metteya

Ananda
Anandaraya Makhin s8g
Anandajagarastava 141
Anandavardhana 4 n®, so, ai, 38,

S3 n®, 6x n®, 73, 78 n®, 116 n®,

i39i >39 "*> *6* >®*F a®. 373
Anaadavrndkvanacampu 413 n®
Anahgaharja 353 n®
Ananta 56 n®, 335 a®, 377, 414
Ananta, King g8
Ananta Krishna Sastri 33 n®
Antani 333 n®
Ananta Pagijil®®' <34 n®
Anatgharaghava 371
Anderson 78 n®
Andhra 114, 113
Andhrabhrtya 114, 348
Andhra Dynasty 348
Andhra Kings 113 n®, at 116
An{S.nge der Kunst 179 n®
AhguttaranikSya 153
Aphilvilda 81, I 03
Aphilavada Karpa 380
Animal Fables 303, 339 n®
Animal Stgri^ joQ, 339 n®

Annales du Music Guimet 3 n®,

168 n®, 300 n®
Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Institute 67 n®, stg n*
at 330 .

Andsharwan 334
AntarvySkarana-natya-pariiifta sgi
Anthologia Sanskritica 397 n®
Antike Tierfabel 344 n®
Antonius Diogenes 413, 413
Anton von Pfuri 333
Anujan Achan, P, 301 n®
Anukramapis 31
Anundoram Borooh i8n®at 19, 339a®
A^uogadarasutta 107
Anw&ri Suhaili 336
Anyhpadelajataka 163 n®
Anyoktimuktdlata 163
Anyoklicnuktavali 178 n.®

Anyoktiiataka 163 n®
Anyoktivilasa 165 n®
Apabhramla 193
ApabhradiSa Dialect 116

Aphjibhatta 178 n®
Aphorism 113
Appayya 30 n®
Appaya Dlk^ita 30, i6a n*

^

Appayamltya, see Appayyamantnn
Appayyamantrin 394 n®
Apsaras 8
Apte V. S, 54 n®, 368 n® at 369
Arakan 300 n®
Arbuda 21 1 n*
Archilochos 344
Archimimus 194
Archiv fur Anuropologie 182 n®

Archiv fttr Gulturgescluchte 178 n*
at 179

Archiv fur Frauenkunde 410 n*
Ardshi Bordshi 376 n®, 383 n®
Ares Aphrodites 415 n®
Ariel 133 n®, 133 n®
Arisidiha 103
Aristotle 30 n®
Arjuna igi
Aqunavarman 136 n®, a8i
Aqunaravapiya 79
Arnold Edwin 134 n®, 143 n®
A.R.S. Ayyar, see Ayyar, A.R.S.
Arthfilaihkara 11, 16
Arthalastra 40, 40 n®, 150, 196, 304
Arthalkstra ; Barhaspatya 304
Arthasdstra of Kautilya 305 n®

,
?o8, 334 n®, 389

Artists 350 f.

Arundhati 38
Arupagiri 57 n®
Arupagirinatha 61 n®
Aryaka 336 n®, 237, 332 n*
Arya Saihghasena 357 n®
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ArySsaptaiatl 134
Aryaiura 39
Arzt Burzoe 33s
Aiadhara 30
Asaf 31
A.S.G.W. 355 n*
Asiatic Oply. 194 n®
Asiatic Qfly, Review s n® at 6
Asiatic Researches 14a
ASoka 4a, 89, 96, 97
AftaprSisa 141

Astrology, 40, 47
Astronomy 195
A£vadhati Kavya 166
Aivagho?a 38, 39, 59 n^, 117, 198,

301 , ao4, 205 n®, 339, 3390,
31711^

Athagarh, Raja Bahadoor of 88
Atharvaveda an®, 30^, 106
Athenaeus 41a, 413 n*
At-toftusi, see Torlusi
Aucitya, see AucityavicaracarcS.
Aucityalaiilk^ra 34, 50 n^, 161 n^
Aucityavicaracarca a4
Aiifrecht, Th. 6 n^, 17,33 n^, 36n®,

14H nS 154 n^ 174 n,*, nba^, 2, 3,

177 nS 178 n®, 201 n«, sja »®,

a88 n®, 366 n®, 366 n® at 367,
368 ni, 371 n^, 374nl 385 n»,
386n®, ®, 415

Av^ana 197 n®, 237 n®
AvadUnaiataka 77
Avalokita 363 n*
Avalokiteivara 1 74
Avalon, Arthur 137 n*
Avantisundari 269 n
Avantivarman 30 n®, 22 n®, 54, 77,

333
Avasyaka Stones 334 n® at 335
Avatiras, Ten 81
Avimtraica 304, 303, 331
AvimSraka di Bhasa 331 n®
AyyabMtfa 396
Ayyar, A.R.S. 69 n^
Ayyar, A.V.V. 93 n®

Babrius
_

344 n®
Babylonian Stories 413
Bachrich, S> 343 n^
Bacteria iga

_

Baethgen : Sindban, Syrisch und
Deutsch 339 n®-

Bigulas 105

B^haija 36 n?

Baital Pachisi 158 n*, 369 n^, 373 n®,
see also Vetalapancaviihiali

Baitaia Fachis! oder die fQnfund-
zwanzig Erzahlungen eines
Damons 370 n®

Baiabharata of Amaracandra 81
BSlabhSrata of Riijalekhara Dik^ita

368, 379 n*
BS.lacandrMik;ita 396 n^
Balacandrasuri 104
BSIacarita 304, 305, 209, aog n^
BSladilya 43
Bllakrfpa 371
B81akf;pad!k;ita 376 n^
Balarama 135, 181

BSlaram&yapa 367, 370
BSlasarasvati 381
BUavillmiki 371 n®
fial, B. G. 164 n® at 185
Baldaeus, Ph. 396 n^
Baldo 337
Ballads 1, 179, 180 n^
Ballala 45 n®, 33 n^, 387
Ballantyne, J. R. 39 n*
Ballini, A. 31 n®
Bapa II n® at 13, 13 n®, 48, 50,

5tn®, 53, 67 n*. 77 83. 95 > ”,4
i3«, 1301 140 “’>,301 , 336 ns

• 351 n®, 35s, 253 n*, 378, 3070®
346. 354> 364 .“S 394> 394
n®, 399 “*> 399“*> 400. 401, 408,
410.

Bapabhafla, Abhinava, see Abbinava
Bhatfabipa

BSpa : Kadambarl 364 n^
Bapa ! Third 278 n®
Banerji, G. N. i 93 “S 4100*

at 411
Banerji-^astri, A. 302 n®, 301 n®
Banias 8g
Barhaspatya Arthaiastra 304
Bard Singer 180 n® at l8i

Barker 370 ,
Barnett, L. D. 13 n®, 33 n*, 23 n®,

70 n^, 157 n^, 302 n^-, 205 n®

Barth, A. 43 n®, 176 n®, 1780® at

179, i8on\ i^n®, 247 n®,

290 n^, 391 n®, 318 ni, 326 n®
Barua, Anundararaa, see Anundarama

Borooah
Bastian, A. 337 n®, 376 n^
Baston, A. 214 n^_

Beccarini-Crescenzi, E. 212 n^,

331 n®
Beckh 133 n®
Beddgelert 339
Bidier, J. 330 n®
BEFEO 300 n®, 318 n^, 364
Beggar with Three Jars 341
BegrifF, Ueber BegrilF und wesen der
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poetischen Figuren in der indis-

chen Poetik 5 n?-

Beitrkge zur ^Itcm Gejchichte des

Alathkarasastra 5 n^, 11 n®

Beitrkee zur altindischen ILasalehre

*93
.

BeitrSge zur indisc^n Eratik 5
n*

Beitrag zur textkritik von KShdasaa
Meghajduta las

Bekh, H. taa n®
Belloni-Fillipi, F. 31 n®, 69 n*, 73 n®

Bclvalkar, S. K. loa n®, 833 at

aa4, a39 n, 339 n®

Benary, F. 69 n*
Bendall, G. 45 n®, 873 n®, 336 n®
Benfey 307 nS 313 nS 3*8, 334 n®,

3*5 n s 3*7 3*9) 33o, 33a»

333i 33411®, 335 n*. 336 n®, 338 n®,

343 , 359 n®, 361, 364 n;, 366 n®,

at 367. 369 n®, 370 n®, 376 n®,

379 380 n®, 381 n® on 3B3,

384 a*.

Benfey, Theodor 307, 343
Bepimadhava 141
Bergaigne, A. 164 n®, 854 n\ 861 n®
Bergmann, Benjamin 340 n®, 370 n®
Bernheimer, G. 13 n®, a6 n®, 77 n®

136 n®
Beschrcibung Griechenlanda 340 n®
Bcttei, V. 36ft n.®

B. G. Bal t64-n® at 165
Bhadrab5.hu 39 n*'

Bhagavanta 97 n*-

Bh5gavata 55
Bh5gavatapur5pa 140, 876, 375 n^
Bhagavajjuklyam 300
BhagvEnlSl Indraji 41 n®
Bhaimaralhi 307 n®
Bhaktas 875
BhaktamSla 148
Bhaktam51a 14a n, ®, ®, 147
Bhakti 147, aSg
Bhallafa 161, 161 n®
Bhallatajataka i6t n®, i6r
Bhamaha n, ii n®, a6, a8, 39, 79
Bhktnahavivarapa ig
Bh^nunlvilSia 31 n®, 141 n®, 164,

165
Bhanda:

, 804 n®, *,

Bhandarkar Com. Vol. 5 n®
Bhandarkar, D. R. 36 n®, 51 n®,

HI, ® V ***•

Bhandarkar, P . R. 9 n®
Bhandarkar, R, O. 36 n®, 38 n®,

4on®, 48n«, 114 n®, 191 n®,
a6i n*

Bhandarkar, S. R. gSr n®

Bhapa 185, 197 n®, 376, aga, 301
Bhhuudatta ag, 148 n®
Bhhnukara 29 n®
Bhhnumat! soo
Bh5radvaja, V. S., see V. S. Bhkra-

dvaja
Bharata 6, 6 n®, 7, 8, 10, 10 n®, 19,

*3 n®, 39, *8*. 196 n®, 305 n®
Bharata i8q n®, 181

Bharatacampu 414
Bharatacandra 133 n®
Bharatakadvhtriih^ika 385, 383 n®
Bharatamallika 78 n®, 83 n®
BharatamaSjail 81, 81 n®
Bharatamuni 6, 10.

BharatanBtyaikstra i86 n®, 187 n®,

198.
Bharatl 114
Bharatiya NatyaSSslra 5, 5 n®, 6,

9 n® at 10, 1 1, 88 n®, 83, 33, 183 n®
BhSravi 50, 70, 71 n®, 73, 77, 84,

aSo.

Bharhut, Stflpa of 305, 357 n®
Bhartr 79 , »
Bhartfhari 50, 50 n“, 79, 13B n®,

«53-*58, *59, *6«, iGa, ago, 380

37* n®, ®

Bhartfhari, King 37a

Bhartfmeptha 50
Bhartyharinirveda 158 n®, 389
Bhartrharijataka 154 f., i6i n®

Bhartrsvamin 79 *1®

Bhasa 10, 39, 4*» 49, * *7, ,*77*1 ,

188 n®, 189, igi, iga n®, aoi,

208, 802 n®, 803, 805, aog, 848

285, 2*7, 9*8, 953 n», 347, 347 n*

394, 394 n , 395 , ,
Bhasa ; adaptations of 884 n^
Bhasa : age of 203
Bhasa : a study aor n®
Bhasa : Prakrit ao8 n®
Bhisa Studien, ein Betrag zur Gesclu-

chte dea aliindischen Dramas
801 n®

BhSsa ; Thirteen dramas of 205
Bhhsa ; Translations of 234 n®
Bhasa ; Works of aoi n®
Bhaskara 178 n®
BhSskara, Astronomer 414 n®
Bhaskarabhatta 271
Bh5tas 8g
Bhatavadekar, Krishna Sastii 149 n®,

178 n®
BhaftabSpa, Abhinava, see Abhinava-

bhsttabina
Bhattabhauma 79 n®
Bhattkchhrya, Chandra KumSra

878 n®
Bhattachhrya, D. C. 58 n®
Bhaitacharya, S. P. 6i n®, 274 n®
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Bhatt&chafya, Vidliuiekhara tain’*-
BhaiiagaAgana 34
BhattagopSla 358
Bhattajayanta 83
Bhattanarayana 53, 53 a®, 337, a66,

370
Bhattanalha 333
Bhat(aBathasv^in 30 a®, 54 a*,

303 305 a®, 370 a®, 371 a®, *

Bhattan&yaka 3i

Bhatiapuliaa 406
Bhatt^kavScn 33^ a® at 337
Bhaiiarik^ 369
Bhattasv&min 79
Bhaitavidyadhara 376
Bhaita, N^reSvara, see VireSvara

Bhatta
BhaUi 50, 50 a®, 77
Bhaviikavya 78, 78 a®, 79
Bhatti ; time of 79 a^
Bhattotpala 33
BhSu D^i 45 a®, 399 a^
Bhaumaka 79
Bhiiva 9, 163 a^
Bhavabhaii to a®, 53, 93 a®, no a®,

337, 346 a®, 358, 364-366, 368,
970

Bhavabhuli ; Malatiiaidhava t ion®,
361-365, 364 n^

Bhaviis 183 a^
BhavSnyajtaka 138
Bhavaiataka 163
Bhavisattakaha 33 a®
BhavisattakahS von Dhanavala g a®

on 10, 174 a®-, 348 n"*-

Bbayasiiiiha 105
BbayAaaka 10

Bhik;&tanakavya 141

Bhillas 362
BhJmadeva a8o
Bhitaij 43

*4i «5. sflj «9, 49 33
54. 63, 80. 387. 388, 4J4

Bhojacarita 388 a*
Bhojadeva 143
Bhqja, King 373
Bhoja, King of Dharil 373, 375,

g88 a®
Bbojaprabandha 45, 45 a®, 53 n^,

387, 387 a®, 388 a*
Bbojaprabandba-Rezeasionen 387 a®
BbojarSja 376 a®
Bhramaradiita 103 a®
Bhramaruaadeia isi

BbQdeva Sukla 289 a^
Bbfima 79 a*
Bhamaka 79 a®
BhCijapabbatta 405
Bbuvaapala 1 14 a®
Bibbatsa, see Vibhatsa

Bibl. lad. 174 a®
Bibliographies des Oeuvrages Arabes

.
333 n^. 383 It®

Bibliography
178 a* at

y of Sanskrit Drama
at

Bibliothek der Romaae 383 a®
Bickell, G. 339 a® at 333
Biedermann, W. v. 941 a®
BihSr!l&l 135
Bilhasia 55, 93, 95, 09, 139, 139 a®,

133. t34 n » Jb3 a®, 176, 980,
280 or

Bilhapacarita 132 a®
Bilvamahjgala 140
Blatt, Heinrich 310 a®
Blau, A. 178 a®
Bleek, W. H.J. gaga®
Bloch, Th,

2480®
Bloomfield

47 n^, 1 81 a®

340 al. 341

Bloomiieli

t93n
i

358 n®,

Festschrift 3 a®
Boccaccio 397 a®, 369 a-^

Bodhisattva 96, 955, 363 a®
Bodhisattva ^mutav^aaa 362
Bohatta, H. 182 a®
BShlen, P. von i23, 192 a®, 195

133 a?. 134 5®. *53 P®. i54.
156 159 n®, 161

165, 166 a®
nS 164 a® on

Bohme, R. 249 a*
BShtlingk, O. 13 a®, 128 a®, 149 a^, ®,

151 t59 n®, 164 n^, 175 a*,

178, 224 226 a®, 237 a®, 939 a
244 n®

Bois-le-rois, O. 259 a®
Bollensen, F. 247 a®, 348 a®, ® '

Bolling G. M. 151 a®
Boorah, A. 24 a®
Borooh, Aaundoram, see Aauadoram

Borooh
Bosch, P.D.K. 257 a®, 546 a®, 347 a®.

35a n®, 363 a®, 366 a®, a*
Boyd, Palmer 254 n®
Brahman 7,

8

Brabmanas i, 3 n®, 31

Brahmana Bhataghay 89 a®
Brahmanen, Gedanken einiger iggn®,

328 a®
Brahmasvadasahodara 38

BrSbmamcal world 318
Brahme, Govinda Bhairava 254 n®

BrShmaaical Death Cult 367 a® at

368
Biabamanischea Erzfihlungea 328 n®
Brehms 345 a®
Brengues, J. 337 a®
Bfhaddcvatfi 173 n*
Brbanaala igi

Brbaspati 8
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Bvhatkatha 37, 41, 905, 914, 918,

9 i 8 n®, 219 n® at 990, 936 n*,

953 n®, 306, 346, 347, 347 II®.

347 n*. 348. 349. 354 «*. 364.

388, 39a, 393. 408-

BfhatkathS : great comprehensive

novel 347 n,®

Byhatkatha : Kashmirian 309, 350,

354. 369
.

Bfhatkatha : Kashmirian recension

359
Bfhatkatha ; Lost 339
Bfhatkathamafijarl 957 n®, 349, 35a,

357 386
Bfhatkathainaajari : Kfemendra 30Q

Bfhatkatha : PaiSaci 349 o’-, ^9 n®

Bfhatkatha Faiiaci : Sanskrit ^ans-
lation 349 n®

Bfhatkatha : prose novel 350 n®
Srhatkatha-Saiilsagara^lokasanigraha

333 II®

Bfhatkathallokasaifagraha 918 n®

35“. 359 n®
Bfhatkatha : Tamil Translation 349 n®
Bfhatkatha •. Works derived from it

346
.

Bfhatsamhila 14, 33
Bfhatsaihhita : VSrahamihara 05
Brockhaus, H. 34 n®, 35 nS 166 n®,

353 n*. 363 nS 306 386 n®,

387
Brother Grimm 338
Brucbstficke Buddhistischen Dramen

199 n®'

Brunnhofer, H. 108 n®
Brown, W. Norman 3 n®
BSGW 399 n®, 393 n®, 396 n®.BSGW 399 n®, 393 n®, 396 n\

357. il66 !> 368 n®, 733 a\
380 n^ 386 n»

BSOS 70 n®, 201 n\ aoan\ 3070®
Buch der Beispiele der alten Weisen

335
Buch der Weisaheynt der Altenweisen

« ?35
Bud 309 n“, 339
Buddha 9n®, go, iis, ig7>9ao
Buddhacarita 59 n.®

Buddhapuraqia 8g n®
Buddhasvamin 349, 350, 350 n®,

n®, 35a. 355
Buddh.asv5min; Slokasamgraha 366n®
Buddhavatara 80 n®
Buddhism 367
Buddhism in Tibpt 900 n®
Buddhism ; M^ayana 955
Buddhist Akhygnas 180 n® on 181
Buddhistic story 347 n*
Buddhistische Dramen aus vor-

klassischer Zeit 199 n®
Buddhist Sanskrit Drama 197

Buddhist Sources 361
Budhagaya ^
Bttliler 92 n®, 93 n®, 24 n®, 96 n®,

34 n®, 37 38 n®, 49 n^ 47,
48 ”, ’.S'l,” »,51 ” 54 nS 54
56 n®, ®, 89 n^, 83 n®, 86 n®, 87 n®,

91 , 92 n*, 93 ni, *,
», 95 n®, 109 n*

103 nj. ®, 196 n®, I32n®,i34n®,
176 n®, 178, n^, 951 n®, 980 n®,

988 n®, 997 n\ 318 n^, 39 J n^,

324 nl, 359 388 n®, 399 a*
39911®, 414 n®.

Bunsen, Msurie v. 95
Bunte Geschichten 359 n®
Bunte Geschichten aus dem Himalaya

393 n®, 33 1 353 n®
Bflrger, Ballades of 395 n®
Bilrpsp, J. 103 n\ 193 n®
Burkhard, K. 939 n, 944 n®
Burnell, A. 0. 26 n®, 146 n®, 289 n®,

414 n®
Burrow, P. T. 300 n®
Burzoe 309 0®, 333, 334
Burzoes : Einlcitung zu dem Buch
Kalila wa Dimna, tibersetzl und

erlhulert 333 n*
Burzoe : Expedition 333
Byzantinischen Zeitschrift 338 n®

Cahumana 102
Caitanya 93 n®, 289
Caitanyacandrodaya 289
Cakkyar 180 n'- on j8i, B8 I

Gakrapaijii Dikfita 394 n®
Cakravarti, M., see Chakravarti, M.
Caland, W. 275 n®
Calukya 55 n®, 93
Caiukya, see also Gaulukya
Campfi 31 1 n®, 368, 413, 414
GampQ Ramayaijia, see Ramayai^a'

CampQ
Caijakya 150, 151, 234, 935, 263

31a, 320, 399 n®, 348 n®
Ca^akyaidti 151 n®
Capakya-niti'darpafia 151 n®
C^akya-mti-s&ra 151 n®
C&tiakya, Original : Kressler 151 n®
Q&ttakyarajaiuti 151 n®
C8pakyasarasaihgraha 151 n®
CwjKja 133
Ca^^lakauiika 979, 979 n*
Oandanadasa 235
Can^i 136
Ca^dikucapaftcaiika 141
Cafidiiataka 136, 137
Gatidistotra 77
CandracO^acarita 56 n®
Candradasa 900 n®
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Candradatta 149
Gandradeva I 96
Candragomin 39 n^, soo, 300
Candragupta 40, 150, 333 n®, 336,

3‘7
Candragupta I 41
Candragupta 11 48,43,46-49,51 n^,

67 n*, 933.
Candragupta Maurya 334
Gandrakal^ 133 n®-

Gandrakalanati^a 39 n®
Gandralekha 94, 133 n’-, 368 n*
Gandralekhasakti, BilhanakS.vya

133
Gandr&loka 30
Gandraiekhara, 35 n®, 978 n®
Gandupatidita 83
Ganpaka 95
Gipotka^i 133
Gappeller, G. 17 n®, 71 n^, 79 n®,

176 n®, 939 n, 948 n®, 951 n®,

368 11®, 989 n*, 991 n*, 997 n®,

989 n®
Gardonne 337
Gaiitrasundara 103 n^
Garitravardhana 83 n®, ii7n® on

na
Cartellieri 394 a®
GSrucarySj&taka 173
Carudatta 386 n®

Gatak^ft^ka 167
C&tak3;taka : FQrvaand Uttara

167 n®
Gaturbh&9l 999
Gaturvargasamgraha 173
Gaturviihiati-Jinendra-Sathkfipta-

Garit&ni 81

Cdulukya 109, 103
Caura 13a n®, 133
Caura «33n*
Gaurapalli 133 n®’

GaurapaBcaiik& 13a n®

Gaut!pa9icalik& 133 n®
Gaurlsuratap&ncSiikS 139
GG I. 6 n®
G. D. Dalai, see Dalai, G. D.
Gentral Asia 198
Geritona, Odo von 341
Getasiihha, King 415
Ceylon 49, t9i

Ghakravarty, M. ag n®, 48 n®, 56 n®,

I 3 I n®, 147 n®, 174 >75
Chalitarama 970 n®

Chandatji g
Ghanda$koja 33 n®
Ghanda^Qtra, 31, 33
Ghanda, Rama Prasad 56 n®
Ghandogya-Upanijad 304 n®, 305 n®
Ghandonuiasana 34
Chandoviciti 13, 33 n®

359 n®.

Gliares of Mytilcne 413
Gharpenlier, J. 37, 995 n®, 933 n»,

346 n®, 366 n*, 367 n® on 368,
384..393 n , 394 n®

„
Ghattcrii, K. G. 79 n®
Ghatterji, S. K. 146 n®, 997 n®
GhattopSdhyaya, Nisbikanta 146 n®
Chaucer 338
Chauvin, Victor 333 n®, 383 n®
Ghavannes 340 n®, 357 n®, 5

369 n®, 38a n* at 383
Ghavannes: G itig Cents Contes 3400®,

364 n® ^
Chdzy, A. L. 195 n®, 938, 939 n,

944 n®
China 900; Geschichte der chine-

sichen Litteratur 183 n®
Chinese Tripitaka 389 n® at 383
Chintamapi, T. R, 105 n®
Ghosru Anoshirwan 317
Ghosru Anoschirwan : Persian

King 339
Gidambara 83 n®
Cilbapa, see Silhapa
Cimmino, F. 5 n® at 6, 951 n®, 954 n®
Cinq Cents Contes 357 n®.

Cinq Gents Contes I 359 n®, 389 n®
at 383

Cinq Gents Contes II 340 n®
Gintamap.i, Bhatfa 381
Cippada, JaySpI^a, 77
Gippata, JaySplda 54
Citrabbanu 71, 401
Gitrabbarata 55 n®
Citramimainsa 30 n®
Citramim3ihs3kha^4ana 30 n®
Gitraiatha a^ n®
Classical period 53
Glouston, W. A. 194 n®
C. O.J. legn®
Golebrooke 31 n®, 34 n®, 154 n®,

189 n®, 413 n*
Collins 13 n®
Comparetti 384 n®
Compounds 4 f., 15, 38, 67
Conrady, A. 979 n®
Cooked Sanskrit 395
Cosquin, Emmanuel 339 n®, 338 n®

370 n® at 371, 385
Courage : Dhauya 374
Corpus Inscripdonum Indicarum III

49 n®
Oourtillier, G. 149 n®, 146 n®
Court Epic 3, 14, 57-87, 117, 146,

309
Court Poetry 3 if.

Court Poetry, see also Ornate Poetry
Cowell, E. B. 167^ n®, 947 n®, 399 n®
C. U. I. S. 951 n®, 394 n®
Cunningham, A. 95 n®
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D

QShala 94
Dakji^amfirli 163
Dak?inavartanatha 117 n*
Dalai, G. D. aa n®, 104 n®
Dalberg, H. v, 147
Dalbeig, F. H. v. 14a

D’Alwis, J. 70
DSmaka-Frahasana 301
Pamara^ g6
pamarubaUabha Sharma ag6
Damayanli 6q
Damayantikatha 414
Damodara 97 n.\ 175
D3modaragupla 169, 170, asi n*
Damodaramiira 373, 373
Danakapda, Hemadri 375
OSnakelikaumudi 376
Dapdin ii, im® at la, 13, 35, 33

n*, 38, 40, 50, 67, 71 n\ 1 15,
336 n» 346, 348, 390, 391, 393,
393 n*. 393i 394. 394 4'°

Dandin : Kavyadarsa 364 n*
DaiS Shah 31
Dardie Languages 384 n*
Daridraoariidatta 333, 334
DaridracarudatCa of Bhasa 335
Daridrya : Poveity 374
Darpadalana 17a

Dasahara Festival 183
Dasakumaracarita tin®, la, 13 n®,

50 n®, 66 a^, 155 n^, 306, 387 a^

388, 389, 3^3
Dasakumlracantapurvapl^hika 394x1^
Da^akumaracarita-Uebersctzung 365

369
DaiakurnSracarita-Uebersetzung, Ein-

leituag 344
DasakumaralJitha 394 n^
Daiakumarakathasara 394 a®’

DalakumarakathhSeM 394
Dafaratha 63, 67 n^
Daiaratha SarmS 169
DaSarupa 5 n*, o, 33. 54 n®, 184,

187 nj, 191 n\ 333 367 nl,

370 n®, 347 n*
DallatQpaka, see DaiarQpa
Dai^vat3raoariia 80, 8r n®
Datum Candragomin und Kalidasa

800 n®
David Sahid 336
Dekamerone 369 a*-

Delaramakathas&ra 87 n.®

Derenbouig, J- 335 1*, ® 3360®
De, S. IC 3a®, 3 n®, 39, 47 n®, go n*

63 r®, 70 ii\ 71 n®, 73 0®, 77 n'

78 n®, 79 n*, 86 n*, lor n\ 103 rf

106 n®, 133 n®, 136 n*
136 n\ 146 n®, 155 n\ 178 n®

303 nS sog It®, 326 n®, 333 n®.
939 Ji,

367 ii^

944 n®, 250 n® at sgt,
371 n®, 373 n®.

376 n®, 376 n®, 377 n®.
374 n®
3960®,

399 It®, 300 n®, 3070®, 3131)®
Deuasen, P. 343 n®, 304 n*

^

Deutsche Rundschau 346 n®
Deutsche SakuntaiS 343 n®
Devadatta 381 n® at 383
Devadhara, C. R. 303 n®, 233 n®
Dev^Iti 273
DevapSla Ss a®
Devaiainkara 31
Devasraila 339
Devi, see Durga 137 f., 141 f 317
Devi Quit 141

'

Deviiataka 139
Devyaparadhnksamapafla 137
Dhanimapada 347 n®
Dhaaadar^'a 163 n*
Dhanadatta 325 n*
Dhanafijaya 33, 23 a®, 8s, 347 n®
Dhanaajayavijaya 377
DhattavSIa 33 n®
Dhaaeivara 397 n®
Dhanika 33, 83 n®
Dhaavantarl 46
DbSrS 34, 67 n®
Dharma 96, 149
Dharasana of Volabhi go®
Dharavar$a 280
Dharmadatta 339
Oharmakirti ii n® at 18
Dharmanabha 73
Dbarmanatha 72, 77
Dharniapa];idita 335 n®
Dharma^armabbyudaya 77
Dharmatestra 150, 368
Dhaimasdtras 368
Dharmavijaya 389 n®
DhStukSvya 80 n*
Dhatupafha Bo n®
Dhavsia 351 n*
Dhavalacandra 326
Dhlrasidiha 397 n®
Dhirefvara 297, 297 n®
Dhoi g6, 120, 174
Dhoyi, see Dhoi
Dhoyika, see Dhtn
Dhytarastra 208

' Dhruva, H. H. g n» on 6, 183 n®
Dhruim, K. H, 77 n®, 233 n®, 348 n®
yhupdhirvja 333 n®
Dharlakhyana 386
DhOrtanafaka, also Dhflrtanartaka

Dhurtasatnagama 297 n®
Dhurtavitasadivada 300
Dhvani 20-as, 30

^ Obvanigathapafijika 77 n®
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Dhvanik&ra so n\ ag
DhvanikSrikas ig

Dhvanyaloka 4 i?, ao, 61 n^, 1 16 n®
ia6 n®, 139 n®, 270 n®, 307 n®

Dhvanykloka-Locana ss
Dialogue de Suka et de Rambha sut

I’amouret la science supreme :

Texte 168 n®
Didactic Poetry 148
DiddS 97
Digaipbara-Jaina 283-83
DlghanikSya 107
Digvijaya 48 n®, 63
Digvijaya ofRaghu and connnected

problems 414 n®
Dikshit, Balachandra, see BSlacandra-

dikfita

Diksbitar, V. R. R. 99
Dilhi 102

Pillisamr^ya 291
Dillpa 62
Pima 185, 278
DinklftpanikSsukasaptali 383
Dipaiikhi.-Kalid3sa 63
DInkra f denarius) 317 n^
Directorium vitae humanae 335
Discipiina Clericalis 338 n®
Discorsi degli animali regionanti tra-

loro 336
DivySvadSna 39 n®, 197
DLZ 170 n®, 308 n®, 320 ^®, 366 n®,

410 n*
Dolopathos Sive de rege et septem

sapientibas 339
Doni : the Moral philosophy 336
Don Juan 335
Don JuaU) Indian 66 n®
Douldour ; Aqour and Toven-

houang 200 n®
Drama in Sanskrit Literature 178

n* at 179
Dramatic Element in the Popular

Ballad 179 n®
Dramatic Poetry 178
Dramaturgy 5
Drama, tJber ein morgenlkndisohes

Drama 237
Dramatic Art, Bhavabhuti on

262
Drama a, 28 f., 3a n, 178, 301

Types tf-8f. ii, 28, 184-188;

Languages and Dialects in 8, igf.

190-92, 193;
,

Prose and varsc in—i gof., 1 93

;

Song-stanzas 116, igi;

Early history of—198, 200;
The best poet^—lySf., 239;
Religious origin of— 1 8 iff.

Charactiristics of—187-1ga;
Indian and Greek—192-197;

4®5

Indian and Shakespearian— 195;
Buddhist—38, 196, 197-200,257;
Jaina—aBi n®, 288;
Alegorical—197 f., 282-87;
Latin dramas—267-292;
Bhkijas and Prahasanas—292-301;
Inscriplional—280 f.

Drink-song 107
Dyftknta 19
Dff^ntakalika 163
Dr;iantaiataka 163
DriyakSvya, 30
Dschami 87 369 n®
Duggirala, G. K. 6 n®
Dubois, Abb6, J. A. 325 n®
Duff, M. 50 n®, 55 n®, 277 n*
Durga 77, 125, 135, 137, 266, 327,

367. 374. 400, 410
Durgabhaktitarahgigi 386 n®
Durga-cult 367 n®
DurgSprasada 95 n®, 176 n®, 271 n®.

353
Durgaptlja 183 n®
Dursch, G. M. 125 n®
Durvasas 105
Durvimta , King 349 n®
DutaghafoCkaca 25, 208
Dutakavya .igv'
Dfitavakyia 204, 205, 207
DQtahgada 274
Dvisandhanakavya 82
Dvykjrayakavya 102

Dya Dviveda 173
Dynastic History of Northern India

02 n®
Dyroff, A. 20 n®

Early History : Smith 38 n®, 42 n®
Early History of the Deccan 114 n®
Eastern Monachism 200 n®
Bastwick, E. B. 336 n®
Eberhart at Batte, Count 335
Bbers, G. 346 n®
Bdda, 223 n®
Edgerton, F. E. 132, 308, 308 n®,

323 n®. 37* ®. 373 375
Eggeling, J.V. and A. lOn®, 30 n®, 34

n®,34n®, 35n®,i2in®,i25n®, I27n*

133. 1 41 n®, 148 n®, i7on®,233n®,
271 n®, 273 n®, 274 n®, 276 n®, *,

289 n®, 206 n®, 296 n®, 366 n®,

371. 371 n®, 377 n®, 377n® 394 n®,

4*3 n®.

Egypt : Home of fables 346 n®
Ekavali 27, 27 n®
Elizabeth, Queen of England 194
Embryo-Act 253 n®
Embellishments, Sub-types of 17
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Entzauberung, Lehr« der Braminen
i66 n®

Epigraphica Itidica 38 n®
Epic Mythology 366 n® at 367
Epigrams 368
Epigrammatic Poetry ; Epigrams and

Proverbs a, 88, 97, 113, 127, 148,

166, lyaf., aag f., 34a j

Epigrams in nuce 341
Epigrams inNarratives 303,312, 316,

3ao> 37;. 37 t

ERE 178 n* at 179, 333 n*, 343
Erman, A. 346
Erotic sentiment 24 n^
Erotics 4
Essays und Studien by Meyer 242 n®
Essai sur GupSclbya et la BfhatkathS

346 n®, 393 n®, 4JO n* at 411.

Etienne de Bourbon 339
Elhopian stories 411
Edinologische Mittcl lungen aus

Ungarn 396
Ewald, H. 34 n*, 167 n*

V

Plorenz, K ; Geschichte der japanis-
chen Lilleratnr i8a

F. L. Pulle 31 n*
Fool’s Stories 356, 3B6
Forfce 330 n*, 364 n®, 370 n® at 371
Forster, Georg 237, 237 n*, 244 n^
Fortune ; Eak;mi 374
Foucaux, K. 251 nl
Fouche, H. 142 n.^

Foucher, A. 80 n®, tg7
Francke, A. H. 370 n® on 371
Franke, R. O. 329 n®
Fraser,J. G. 236 a\ 266, 340n®, 3640®
Fraser,_ R. W. 399
Frau in den indischen Religionen

101 n\ 410 n®
French Fabliaux 338
Fritze, L. J17 n®, ng n®, 149 n®

178 n®, 224 tA 233 n\ 244 n^,

247 n\ 248 n®, 249 a®, 251 n®, ®,

253 nS aBi n®, 262 n\ 263 n®,

279 a®, *, sat a®, 338 a®
Fiuit, Story w the Wandring 371
Fflhrer, A. A. 339, 390 n®, 400 a®,

401 nl, 404 n\ ®

Fabeln und Parabeln des Orient 337 a®
Fables and Folktales from an Eastern

Forest 337 a®
Fable element saa
Fables in verse 410
Fables, Political 345
Fables of Bidpai 333 n^
Fabliaux, dtudes de literature popu-

laire 330 a®
Faddegon, B. 142 n®

Fa-hien 42
Father of Somaiarman 340
Faulen Heinz 341 a®
Faust 241 a®, 377
Faust, der Tragoedie, 4 n®
Feer, L- 376 n®-

Festschrift Kuhn 33a n®
Festschift Windisch 380
Festgabe ehemaliger SchQler zum

70 Geburtsta^ des Professor,

Ernst Mehliss in Eidcben 170 a®
Feuchtwanger, h. von 224 n®-, 251 n®
Filippie, P. Belloni 31 n®
Firdusl 412
Firdusi : Shkiin3meh 365 n®
Firenzuola, Agnolo 336
Firmicus Maternus 47
Fischart 341
Fitzedward Hall 23 n®
Flach, H. 344 n®, 346 n®
Fleet 42 nS 46 n®, p n*, 54 a®, 88 a\

97 a®, tgi a®, 3*6 n*' at 327,

.
349 a*

Florenz 17 a®

G

Gadre, V. D. 251 a®
Gaelic Tales 369 n^
Gajendragadkar, A. B. 399 a®
Galanos, D. 8t a®, 151 al, 159, 164 a®

on 165
Galland 337
Gapapali ^stri, see SSstri, Gapapati
Gapapati : Commentator 133 n®
Gahga 349 n®
GahgScandra 288 n®
Gapadasa 249
Gapanatha 29
GandhSra 43
Gandharvaveda 6
GahgkdSsa 35
GaAgidSsa BhQvallabha Pratapadeva

of Champakapur 262
Gahggdasapratapavilasa 281
Gahgadevi 104
Oafigadhara 94, 175, 282
Gaftgadharabhstta loS n®
Gahgalahari 141
Gahganalba 271 n®
Ga6g8natha Jha, see Jha, GaAggnatha
Gaftgavatarapa 87
^be, R. 243 3°5 a®, 391 a®
Garbe, Fertgabe 301 n®
Garrez, G. 115 n* at ti6
Garbhafika 253 n®
Garuda aoB, 256, 323 a®
Gatha (musical stanza) 113 n®
Gathakoja 172 n®
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G&thanufcramaoika 114
Gau^a 15, 98
Gau^abhinanda 83
Gaii^lavaho 53, 54 n*, 77, 89 n*,

9a, 95 a\ aoi, 394
Gau^l Riti 395
Gaulmin 336
Gau?! as
Gauti

_
gs

Gauthier 843
Gayrrohaki, A. 4a n^, 48 n*, laa n®,

884 aas n®, aa6 n*, 394 a^,

414 n®
Geiger, W. 45 n®, lai n*
Geistlichtsklitterung 341
Gelert 339
Qeographische und Ethnologische

Bilder 337 n®
Geachichte der chineaiachen Lilteratur

18a n.®

Geachichte der griechiachea Lyrik

34f tt*

Geachichte der peiaiachca Litieralur

38a
Geachichte der Sanakrit Fhilologie

. 48 n«, 193 837 a®
Geachichte dea Dramas 363 a*
Geachichte von Pala und Gopala

901 a®, ao5 a®
Geachichte Romanarum 338.
GOA. 3311®, 1783® on 179, 19a n®,

195 nS aoi nS 311 ni

Geata Ramanorum 331
Ghana/iyama asg n®
Ghapi&mSgha 74 n}
Ghafakarpara 16, 46, 135
Ghazipur-Bhitari 43
Ghnsh, Maamohan 368 a®
Gildemeister, J. 117 n®, 194 n®
Girnar 38 n®
Gltadigambara 148
GItagiAgSdhara 146 a®
Gltagourl^a 148 a®
Gltagovinda 56, 143 148, 975,
GItagovinda : Literature 14a n®
Gitaraghava 148 a®
Giulio Nuti 335
Glanneau, O. 193 n®
Olaseaapp, Otto von 106 a®
Glaser, K. 378 n®
Globus 337 a®, 359 n®
Godabole N. B. 117 n®, aa4, 9390,

951 n®, 388 a®, 399 a®

Godavari 115, 348
Gode, P. K. 399 n®

God : Flower-arrowed a a®
Goedeke 389 a®
Goethe lao, 147, 147 n®, 337, 341,

Goetl
370 a®, 389 a®
the t Works of 937 a®, 338 a®

Gokulnatha a8g
Golden age of Ornate Court Poetry 41
Goldschmidt, P. 67 a®
Goldschmidt, S. 67 a®
Goldstiicker, Th. 148 n®
Golonbew, V. 193 n®
Gomukha : Character 350
Gonanda 97 n®
Gop&labhatta, see Bhafta Gopala
Gopalakclicandrika 374, 375, 3750®,

376
GopUalila 80 a®
GopiaStha : Kautukasarvasva 399
Gopinatha, MaharajSdhir&ja : Dala-

kuinarakath& 394 n®
Gorakhnatha 990 n®
Gorakjanatha 158, ago
GOS 83 n®
Gottfried von Strassburg 383
Gottschall 346 a®
Gottschall, R. 179 n®, 399 n®
Gouriiahkara 77 a®
Govardhana 56, 134, 135
Govinda, name of Kfspa 143; author

of K3vynpradipa 34 a®, 351 n*
Govinda Bhairava Brahme, see

Brahme Govinda Bhairava 954 a®
Govindacandra 397
Govihdad^va S5atrf 967 a®, 371 n®
Govihda Sahkara SSstri 78 n®
Gnomic Poetry 148, see also Epigrams
Gnomic Stanzas 303
Graf von Schack, Ad. Fr. 63 a®, 69 n®
Grammatik der Frhkrit Sprachen

68 a®, 174 n®, 199 n®
Gramya 19
Gran^'ean, J. M. 168 a®
Gray, J. 13 a®, 158 n®, 1780®, 9360®,

ago n®, 379 a®, 398 n®
Gray, L. H. 187 n®, 319, 368 a®,

273 a®, 389 n®, 394 a®, 413 a®
Greece 195, 345
Greek go, 345, 350
Greek Astrology 47
Greek Fables 345
Cheek Influence 193, 195, 4ion* at 41

1

Greek lyric, histoiy of 344 a*
Greek mimes 195, 197
Greek JVfimus iga, 193
Greeko-Buddhist Sculpture 197
Greek Syntipas 364 a®
Greek version : Beast Fables 345
Gxiechen in Indien 193 n®
Griechische Einfluss im Indischen

drama 103 n®
Griechische Roman 41 1 a®
Griechische TragSdien 346 n®, 365 a®
Grierson 45 n®, 135, 142 a®, 178 n* at

179, t8o a® at i8r, igi n®, 348
n®, 349 a®, 359 n®, 353 a® 31353
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Griffith, R.T.H. 57 n*

Grill, J. a66 n®

Grimm 3^64 n®

Grimm, J. 335 “ .

Grimm’s Tales : 354 n®

Grimm’s Tales : Indian Origin 330 n'*

6. R- Nandargifcar, see Nandargikar,

G. R.
Grosse, E. 179
Grosset, J. 5 n i8a n®

Grube, W. i8a n®

GSAI 5 n® on 6, aoi n\ 307 n®,

338 n» 358 nS 359 n®, 366 a®,

386 « «
Gu6rinot, A. n? n*, 178 n*

Guerriniha 376 n®

Gujrat 19a

Giyratism and Prakritism 394 n*

Guleri, S. 0. loa n®

GumSn! 163

Gu^a 38
Guna^hya 37. 4i> 905, 3141 ai8,

353 n®, 348. 347i 348. 350-352.

364, 388, 393, 399, 406
Guni34hya i Bfhatkatha 37, 346, 366

n*
Gui^Sijlhya, Friend of the Prakrit

languages 348 n®

Gunasagara [33 tr
Gupavjridhi 357 n®'

Gune, P. D. a 19 n® at aao
Ounkel, J. H. 365 n®, *

Guptas 40
Gupta, QhandrabhSnu 178 n* at 179
Gupta Dynasty 44
Gupta Empire 43
Gupta Princess 01

Gucupujakaumud! 101 n®, 399 n®,

396 n®
Gustav iUa
Gwalior Fort ; Inscription 979 n®

H

Haack, A. 93 n®, 103 n®
Haag, F. 348 n®
Haas, G.0.0. 23
Haberlandt, M. 71 ®, 310 n®, 388 n*
Hafiz 38a
Haia 37, 41, 108 n®, 1 13, 1 14, H5,

115 n\ 116, 197, »34 399
Halayudha 31 n“,8o, 80 n®
Hale Wartham 954 n®
Hall, F. E. s n®, 85 n», 175 n®, 347 n®,

394 398 n®
HammXra 105, 173 n®
Hammlrakhvya 105
Hammiramadama^ana a8i n®
Haihsadilta tat

Haibsavijaya Ga^i 178 n®

Handbuch der klassischeii Aliertums-
wissenchafl 41 1 n®

Handique, K. K, 83 n®
Hanuniann5{nlta 97a
Hanumat 973
HaracaritacintSmapi 87
Haradatla Sharina, see Sartna Hara-

datia
Haradatla Sflii 83
Harakelinataka a8o
Har^rasad SSstri 5 n® at 6, 9 n®,

38 n®, 51 n®, 8a n®, 105 n®, n®,

174 n«, 181 n®, 989 n®, 997 n®,

350 n®
Harasiihha 997 “®

HSrSvali 178 n®
Haravijaya 53, 76, 77
Hardy, R. Spence 900 n®
Hari 178 n®, see also Vi?pu
Ilaribhadra 386
Hari Canda 5 n®, il ti® on ta, ai n®,

92 n®, 93 n®, 96 n®, 44 n®, 50 n®,

tao ®, 199 n®, 339 ti

Haricandra 77, 394
Haridasa Sastri 70 iv®

Harihara 80, 289, 989 n®
Harihara : Commentator 939
Harihara Sastri 71 n®, 105 n®
Harihara Subhajiia 178 n*
Hariharavoll 44 11®, 49 n®, 178 n*aala pa 11®

-andra 279
Hariacandranrtyam 979 n*
Harijepa 41, 42, 49 n®, 414
Harisiifaha of Simraon 997 n®
Harisvamin 363, 369
HarilamrapJtambara toB n®
Harivariria 3 n®, 197, 976 n®, 366 n*

at 367
Harivavaa 8a n.®

Harivilasa aa, 80
Harivilasa : Lolimbaraja 80
Harlot 350, 391
Harris, Ch. 45 n*
Har?a 51 n®, 99, too, ^a ti®, 404
Har^a ; (loBi^ioSg A.D, }

ofKashmir

55
Harja : King 99 . . ,
Harfacarita 51, 51 n®, 67 ti®, lofin®,

J36 n®, aoi n®, 236 n®, 307 n®,

399> 399 ti
» 39911*, 400, 406, 409.

Harjadeva 51, 59, ga n®, 53, 33 n®,

162, 163 n®, 900, 937, 251, 251 n®,

333 n®, 368.

Harjadeva (1089-1101 A.D.) : Kash-
mir 163

Harsavardhana ; Thapesar 31, 399
Hartland, E, S. 34.0 n*
Hase, K. von 340 n®
Hastipaka 50, see also Meptha
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HSsya lo

Plaayacu^amani 380
HSs^r^iava 398
Hathigumpha 37
Hauptmann, Gerhard 343
Hausrath, Aug 346 n®
Haute-Seille, Jean de 339
Hayagr!vav^ha 50
Heimat des Puppenspiels igg

Heliodor 411
Hellenic influence 195
Hellenic sea 346
Hellenised East 346
Hellenism in Ancient India 193 n^,

410 n^ at 41

1

Hellenistische Wundercrzahlungcn

187 n®
Heller, L, 80 n^
Hemcandra 33, s6, 36 n*, 34, 34 u®

80,81, 103, 107, 116, S19 n* at

330, 379, 380 n®, 388 n®
Hemacandra ; JinavardhanacampS

415 n®
Herders J.G.V. 159 n®, 166 n®, 337,

341, 338 n®
Henry, V. 148 n®-, 164 n® at 165,

333 n®, 337 n®, 350 n® at 351,

351 n®
Herodotus 90, 344, 364 n®
Herrmann, A. 396 n®
Herlel i ti®, 87 n®, 93 n®, 106 n®

107 n®. 1 38 n®, 154 n®, 178 n®,

i8o n®, 301 n®, 205 n®, 375 n®,

304 n®, ®, 305 n*, 308, 309 n®,

310,310 n®, ®, 311, 3lln», uiGn®,

330 n®. 333^,333 n®, 334 n», ®, *,

385» 385 ®®*J 3*5 396 n®,

396 n* on 337, 337 n®, 3380®, 339
n®, ®, ®, *, 33® n > 333 n®,,334 n®,

336 n®, 33^ 34° n®, 343,
345, 346 n®, 34Z n*. 35°®®®. 358 n®,
355®i\357 n®. 359 n®, 361 n®,

365 n®, 366 n®, 368 n®, 373 n®,

380 n®, 381 n®, », 382 n®, 385 n®,

388 n®, 389
Hertel : Jinakirli’s Geschichle von

F&la und Gopala 365 n®, ®

Hertel : Pafleatantra 383 n®
Hesiod 34^4, 344 n®
Het Indische Origincel van den

Griekschen Syntipas 338 n®
Heymann, W. 5 n®
Hillebrandt, 5, 39 n®, 44 n®, 67 n®,

138 u®, 178 n® at 179, iSi n®,

198 n®, 334 ®i^» 833 n®, 348 n®,
316 n®

Himalayas 45
Hindu Law of Partition, Inheritence

and Adoption 335 n®
Hira 56 n®, 83

Hiralal Haihsraj 103 n®
Hirszbant, B. A 173 n®
Hirzel 338, 348 n®
Hitorical Literature 88
History of Buddhism—Tarilnalh 45n®
History of Sanskrit Literature, see

HSL
Hitopadeia, 336, 336 n®, 337, 358
Hitopadeia : Individual Manuscripts

336 n®
Hitopadeia : Recensions 338 n®
Hitopadeda : Translations 338 u®
Hilopadeia-flbersetzung 340 n®
Hitopadeia.iiberTcxt und Verfasser

des 336 n®
Hiuen-Tsiang 43. 5L 52, 58 n®, 89,

258, 399 n®
HL 415 n®
Hoefer, A. 87 n®, 69 n®,i88 n®, 135 n®,

134 n®, 138 n®, 164 n® at 165,
1C6 n®, 167 n®

Hoefer, K. G. A. 248 n®
Hoernlc 43 n®, 43 , 45 n®, 48 n®, 51 n®
Hofdichter des Lakjmapasena 56 n®
Hoffmann, P. Th. i8o n®, 338 n®
Holtzmann 46 n®, 305 n®
Homer 344 n®, 415 n®
Hopkins, E. W. 181 n®, 366 n® at 367
Horn, P. 87 n®, 38a n®
Horovitz 410 n®
Horse Sacrifice 335
HOS. 308 n®, 334 n ®, ®

Hydayadarpaoa 31

HSL 18 n®, 81 n®, 35 n®, 108 n®,
301 n®, 305 a® 233 n*

Huber, E. 318 n®, 364 n®
Hultzsch, E. 50 n®, 54n®, 73 n®, 730®,

76 n®, 95 n®, 117 n®, isi n®,

139 n®,_ 198 n®, 853 n», s8o n®,
281 n®, 388 n®, 336 n®

Humayun nameh 337
Humboldt Alexender v. iso
Humboldt, W. 148 n®, 338 n®
Humour 269, 384, 288, 351, 391
Hussain ibn ’Alia! Wa'iz 336
Huns ISO,
Huth, G. 13 n®, 44 n®, 45 n®, 133 n®,

tgi n®
Hyperbole (atiiayokti) 17

IhSmyga 186
IHQ,I. 301 n®
Iken, C. J. L. 383 n®
Iliad 69
Indian Antiquary : 5 n.1, im®, 34111

178 n® at 179, 801 n®, 80s n®,

305 n®, 833 n®, 290 n®, 388 n®
Indian_Drama 194, 305 n®
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Indian Fables : date 344
Indian Fairy Tales 399 n'^

India Office Oatalogue 148 n^
Indian Studies 104 n®. 371 n®, 410 n*
Indian Theatre 1 78 at 1 79
Indian Thought 18 n® at 19

India, What It Can Teach Us 38 o'-

Ind. Godichtc 167 n®
Indien in Wort und Bild i8on^

Ind. Littcratur-gesohichte iga n*
Indien und das Ghristentum 391 n®

Indlschc AUertuinsltunde i60n®, 38611®

Indische Dramen 248 n®, 296
Indische Dramcndichter Bhasa 202 n®

Indische Essays 183 n®
lodischen Drama, ttber die ApFange

des—178 at 179
Indiachen Eraahler 385 n®, 388
Indiachen Inschrilien 42
Indischen Inschriften und das Alter

der indischen Kunstpocsic 38 n®,

414 n®
Indischen M^rohen 180 n^, 364 u®,

365 n^ 366 n^ 369 nS 383 n®

Indischen MStchen und ihre Bedeu-
tung fUr die vergleichcnde MSr-
chenforschung 330 n®

Indiachen Sorhehea 151 n^

Indischen Wbrterbuoher 46 n®
Indische Origineel van den Grecks-

schen Synlipas 338 n®
Indische Spriiche 1040®
Indische Streifeu 368 n®, 387 n®,

388 n®, 394 n». 405 n*
Indische und deutache Geiat 238 n®
Indo-Scythian kings 38 n®
Indra 7, 8

Indra’s drum 93
Indradatta 8g n®
Indradhv^ja 18 1 n®
IndrasabM des Araanat 109 n®,

183 n®, aga n*
Indumatl 63
Induraja aa n®
Inscriptions 40, 83
lotercalation 306
Intercourse between India and the

Western World 193 n®
International Monatsschrift 201 n®,

365 n*
Investigation on Some of Kaliddsa’s

Views 45 n®
Isanadeva 83 n®
Isoldes Gottesurteil 38a n® at 383
Islampurkar, V. S. 9a n*
livara Chandra iSilstr! igi n®
livaradatta 300
Itihfisa 304 n“

I-tsing 50, *^*1 5 * n*. 156-158, WO,
200 n®, 857 n®

Itivptta II

JA 318 n®, 366 n®
Jackal in Fables 344
Jaavallabham 174
Jabali 289
Jackson, A. V. W, 45 n®, 158 n®,

194 194 n®, 226 n®, 243 n®,

251 n®, agi n®, 253 n®, 279 n®
Jacob ben Eleazar 336
Jacob, G. A. 13 n®, ig n®, aa n’ on

23, a6 n®, 86 n®, 117 n®, 304 n®
Jacobi, H. 4 n®, 5 n®, 9 n® at lo,

1 1 a®, 20 n®, aa n^, 23 n®, a6 n®,

87 Jt®, 33 aK n®. 55 40 n».

46 n®, 52 n®, 57 n®, 73 n®, 76 n®,

77 n®, 77 aS 9® >t*, toS n®iii6 n®,

ia6n®,i33n®, 134 n®, 139 n*,i6in*,

174 n.®, 193, aoi a®, an n®,

ai4 a®, 225 ? J-S33 « v 837 n?,

848 n®, 303 n®, *, 305 n®, 31 1 n®,

3ti n®, 322 n®, 322 a®, 3770®,

, 398 n®
Jacob, Joseph 343 n®
Jagaddhara 139 n®, a6i n*
Jagadahar Zadoo 97 n®
Jagadish Lai Sastri 108 n®
Jagadtivara 298
Jaga^a 104
jagaddearita 104
Jaganaatha i4t, 141 ^v®, 166

JagannStha Pattdi®!tr^8 30, 30 a®
JagannStha, Temple of—147
JaggadevB, see Jayadeva
Jagirdar, R. V. 178 n* at 179
Jahrbuch fUr romanishe und englische

Litteratur 330 n®, 340 a®
JalirbUcher lUr Olassische Philologie

, .343 n«
Jaina Amaracandra 81

Jaina Atmananda Sabhfi 103 n®
Jainism 367
Jaina Literature

Jaiaoll&bdin 177 n®
Jaina ; PaJicatantra 368 n®
,Jaina-R5jatarahgihi loi

Jaina legends 324!., 367, 371, sBgn®
Jayasiihha of Aphilvad 25 n®,

21I n®
Jalhapa 22, 36 n®, 102, 102 n®, 173,

>75
Hmbavatlvijaya 35
Jambhaladatta 366, 366 n®
.Jamblichus 413 n®
,
Tanaka, Raja 2 ti®

janakibarapa 70
janakiparipaya 271
Janardanabhatta 162 n®
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_SnaSruti 304
Jatwier, P. ao^

398JAOS 3 45 n > <94

JASB 5 n® at 6, l8i n®

lataka 107. 238 n®, 304 n^j

357 nS 359 n®. > 393
jatakamSla <97 S”. 4<4
jatukarrii 258
Jaavallahath 174
Javanese Shadow Play i8a

[
ayacandra 56,__ 277 n*

a.

34 n

.

271,

i

277 n*
Jayadeva, Piyu?avarsa 30
Jayamadgala 78
Jayanaka Jayaratha 102 n®

Jayanta Bhatfa 82
Jayapi^a see Oippa^a
Jayaplija, King 18, 169

Jayaratha 87_ n\

I
ayaralha Raj5naka 87

Jayaladkara 8q
Jayaiekhara, Jaina 61 n®
Tayasiifaha of Kashmir 25 n®, 56, 86
' ayasiihha, the Jaina poet 281 n®
Jayasiihhlbhyudaya 95 n®

Jlyaswai, K. P. 114 n®, 233 n®

Jayavailabha 174
ayyata 23 n®
^BRAS 78 n®, 8a n®, aoi n*, 365 n»

JBORS 1 14 n®, 301 n®

Jehflngir 68 n®
Jewels, Nine 46
JewJohannes von Capua 335
Jha, Gaiiganatha 18 n® at 19,

23 n®, 179 n®, 271 n*

Jha, Rainanatha 178 n®, 239 n,

388 «’ . «
JlbSnanda 272 n®, 279 n*
JimUtavabanA, Bodhisattva a n^t

a54f., 36a n®
Tina 96
JinadattasCri 81

Jina hariia 104
JinaWrti i Geschichte von Pala und

GopSla 87 n®, aot n®, 205 n®,

347 n®; see also Geschichte

J}

ioSlaAkara 39 n®
inarSja 83 n*
inaRsabha 81

inasizhhasQri 103 n®

J. N. Tarkratna 78 n®

Jogalekar, Krishna Rao 108 n®,

251 n®
Johanna, Qiieen of Novarra 337
Johannes von capua 336, 336 n®,

337
John Pickford 259 n®

Jolly loi n®, 225 n®, 301 n®

Jonaraja 86 n®, 95 n®, joi, 177 n®,

178
Jones, W. laa n®, 142 n®, 143 n®,

147, 166 n* 237, 939 n, 244 n®
Journal of Oriental Research, Madras

201 n®
Journal of Philolow 365 n*

Joyser, G. R. 25 n®

JRAS 5 n®, i8i n®, 326 n®, 326
n* at 327, 399 n®, 399 n*

Jubilaumsausgabe von Goethes
Werken I 237

Jillg, B. 370 376 n®, 382 n® at

183

J

tinendrabuddhi 52 n®

tivinanda 83 n®, 267 n*, 296 n®
Jlvanandana 289
Ivandhara Campu 415 n®
aanSdhir^’a, Suganaka 140

jnSnasagara 384 n®

Joel, Rabbi 335, 352 n®

Jyesma-KalaSa 55, M
JyotirlSvara, Kaviaekhara 297,

297 “*
,

JyotirvidSbharana 46 n®

K

Kadamba 83
Kadathbari n n® at 12, 55, 67 n®,

82, ti4 n®, 306, 307 n®, 354, 405-

410, 410 n , 4<3
Kadambarisara 82
Kadiri 38a
Kadru 180 n®
Kailasa Hill 118

Kaiser und der Abt 325 n®

Kaiyafa 23 nB, 139 n®
KaiapriyanStlw 258
Kalaia 55, 98
Kalavilasa 170, I72

Kale, M. R. 233 96j n®, aBS n*

Kalee Krishen Bahadoor 386 n®

Kalhapa 50, 50 n®, 55 n®, 56, 77j 95-

99, loi, 169, 258 n*.

Kalhapa : Rajatarahgrol 373 n®

Kalidasa a n®, 10, 21 n®, 22 n®, 34,

35. 36. 44. 45 . 46. 47. 48, 49. 57.

02, 65. 68, 69, 70, 84,94, 117.

laon®, 121, 124, 158 n®, ® 7S. <76

n®, 177 n®, aoa n®, 203, 204, aos,

205 n®, 225 n®, 226, 233, 933 n®>

237, 941, 247, 949, 250, 950 n®,

on 251-252, 256, 265, 268,347 n®,

37 1 n®, 388. 394 -

Kalidasa, Abhinava, see Ablunava
Kalidasa

Kalidasa, age of 44 n®, 47
Kalidasa, Akbarlya 49 n®, 178 n*
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Kalidasa and the Padmapura^a 239 n
Kalidasa ; Commentaries on 67
K9.1id^sa, DipaiikhJ 63
Kalidasa et Part po4tiquc 44
Kalidasa et 1 ’art pod tique de L’lnde

5
Kalidasa : Hillebrandt 44 n^
Kalidasa, Life of 45
Kalidasa, Nava, see Navakalidasa
I^lidasas Sakuntala und ihre Qpelle

238 n® at 339
Kalidasac Sakuntali Rccensionibus

339 n
, ,

Kalidasas, three 49
Kalidasa, Zeit des 44
Kali, grace of 44
Kalika 133
Kalila and Dimna 33s
Kalilag and Damanag 333
Kalilah and Dimnah 335 n^
Kalila und Dimna 346 n^
Kalila wa Dimna 309 n®, 337
Kalipuja 183 o'-

Kalmgasena, the harlot 330
Kalividambana 168

Kalyapa 95, 148 n^
Kalya^a Somclvara 93
Kama 57
K&mada 137 n®
lUmedeva 83, 358
Kdmandaki ^

“ka ) 363
Kamandakiya NltiSSstra 333 n*,

338
KimaiSstra 4, 77, 368, 189 n^ 390
Kamasutra 365
Kambodia, Inscription of 48 n*
Kamboj, Inscription of 348 n®
Kampanna of Kanjeeveram 105
Kamsavadha 376
Kanaphatas sgo n^
Kanauj 51, 94, 377 n*
KaScana 377
Kafid r05

Kane, P. V. 5 n^, 911 ® at 10, ii n®,

13 nl, 35 n* 37 nj, 33 n®, 78 n®,

859 n®, 399
Kai^ika 150 n®
Kanjflr : Tibetan 364 n®
Kant 31
Kanjhabharaua 164 n*
Ka.itipura 377 n*
Kanyakubja 358 n®

, ,
Kipadia, H. K. 81 n®, n"

Kipaiika 387, 351
Kapphipa 77
Kapphipabnyudaya 77
Karambhaka 39 n“
Karraan, Theory of 96
Kadkasa g, 37, sg L 33
Karma Stories 361

Kan^abhara igs n^ 303 n^ at 803,
S05, 3o8

Kar^a of pahala 94
Karpapura 413 n®
Karnasundari 380
Karnisuta 390
Karpuracarita 396
Karpuracaritra s8o
Karpuramanjari 54 n®, 67 n®, 115 n®,

19 1 n®, s68
Karuiia 10, 363
Karu^alahari 141 n®
Karuijarasa 359
Kashmir C7 n* at 68, 95-gg, 395
Kashmirian Version : Brhatkatii&

„ 349-330
,

.

KadikS. 71 n^, 79 n*
KaSikSvrtti 70
Ki^lpati Kaviraja 396
Katavema 344 n®
Ka^ayavema 347 n^, S48 n®
Katha 11 n® at 18, 307, 307 n*
Kathaka 180 n^ at s8t

Kathakautuka 87
KathEmrtanidhi 335 n®
Katha : Prose novel 346 n*
Katharpava 386, 387 n®
Kathasai^raha 304 nS 371 n®
Kalhasaritsagara 56, 115 n®, 3 18,

936 n®, 257 n®, 363 a®, 307 n®,

347 n», 349.,349 353 > 393 a®.

354. 354 ti®» 356, 361. 364
365, 366 n®, 393, 393 nl

Kathasaritsagara : German Trans-
lation 366 n®

Kathasaritsagara : Somadeva 309
Kathasaritsagara, Studies- about 310,

350
Kathavate, A. V. los n®, 103 n®,

137 n®
Kathydn 413
Katylyana’s Anukramaijis 31
KatyayanI 379
Kaulas 367
Kauiambi 348
Kautilya 40, 334
Kautily ; Arthaiastra 313 n®-

Kautiliya-Arthaiastra 150, 305 n®,

316, 323 n®
Kautilya-Sastra, iiber das und

verwandtes 333 n®-

Kautukaratnakara sgg
Kautukasarvasva sgg ,

Kavi 40
Kavibhattakftala 178 n®
Kavikapthabhara^a 34, 8i n®, 83 u®
Kavikarman 31
Kavikarpapura 388
Katdndrasamuccaya, see Kavindran

vac8i\%anxuccaya
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Kaviiulravacaaasatnucca/a 36 n^, 174
Kavirahasya 80, 80
Kaviraja 56 n®, 83, 83 367 n®
Kavirajapa^^ita 83
Kavisara gi
Kavitarkika agg
Kavya I, 4, 13. 187. 388
Kavyadaria 3 n®, n n® at la, 13,

17 nS 33 n®. 5° n®, 307 n®, 393 a®
Kavyadarsa in the Taiyflr 13 nl
Kavyadaria: Tibetan Translation Jgn^
Kavyakalpalala 3 n®
Kavyalaihkara 13, 13, 36, ijg n^
Kavyalamkaravrtti 18, 53 n®j 83 n®-,

335 n®
Kavyalihga ig

Kavyamimaihsa 3 n®, aa
Kavyanu^asana a6
Kavyapradipa 34 n*
Kavyapradlpa by Govinda 35 1 n®
Kavyaprakaia lo n®, 33, 34, 35, 36 n*,

37, 61 n®, 85, i6in«, i7g n^
380 n®, 367 n^

Kavyaprakaiadarpana 39 n®
Kavyaprakasasathlceta 30 n®
Kavyarakfasa, see Aaksasakavya
Kavyasamgraha 106 n®, 130 n^
Kavya Style 3, 39.44.37®
Kavya Style, Origin of 3
Kavyavimaria aa

Kayyata, sec Kaiyafa
K. B. Fathak, see Fathak, K. B.

KedSrabhatta 34, 34
Ked^ranUtha 371 n® at 373
Keith, A. B. 3 n\ 13 n®, 18 n® on to,

ai n^, ag n®, 47 n^, 69 n®, 70 n^,\
73 n®. -79 n^, 80 n®,

85 n^ ga n®, 108 n®, 133 n®, 143 n^,
146 n®, i6a nVi73 n®, 178 n®,
181 n®, iga n*, 193 nj, 333 it®,

375 n}, a8o n®, 397 n®, 338 n®,

410 n® at 41

1

Keller, Otto 335 a*. 343, 345-
Kellner, H. C. 334 nt, 344 nt
Kenduli 147 n®’

Kenyogen 17 n®
Kerala 140
Kern, H. 353 n®
Kern, Album 176 n®
KeSavadisamUra 388 n^
Keiavatniira 31 n*

'

K; G. 14S n»
Khakhar, D. F. ago n®-

Khai74®'na-Khanda-Kh3dya 56 n®
Khap4^pra4asti 136 n®
Kh4ravela 37 n^
Kbiste Narayana Sastri 117 n® at

1 18

Khonamukha 94
Khy4ls of RSjasthS.ni 180 n^ at i8l
Kielhorn, F. lo n®, 36 37 n^,

38 p®, 48 n^ *, J3 n®,^ 54 n®
87 n®, 133 n®, 173 n®, 175 n^ a76n*,

379 n®, s8i n^, a88 n®, 331 n^.

.
3®4_nS 349 n®m-Kieth-Falconer, J.G.JN. 335 n-^

Kinder und Hausm^rchen 341
364 n®

Kindubilva 143
King Jayapi^a, see Jayfipi^a
Kirapavali drama 305 n*
KirStarjuniya Epic 71, 73, aSo
Kirhtariyunlya, drama 380
Kirchhof, Hans Wilh. 333 n*
Kirste 31a n®
Kirtane, N. J, 105 n®
Klrtikaumudl IQ3

KIrtivarman of Guandella 383
Kitab el Sindbad 383
Kitab Kalila wa Dimna of Abul-

Maali Narsrailah ibn Muhammad
ibn Abdal Hamid 336

K. K. Handique 83 n®
Kiatt 5a n®
Klein, J. L. 178 n*, 194 n®, 363,

363 n®
Kleine Schriften 370 nS 375 n“ at

376, 377 n^, 381 n® on 38a, 383 n®

at 383
Kleiner Schriften 340 n®, 364 n®

366 n® at 367, 369 n®

Kleinere Schriften 303 n^, 339 n®,

336 n». 396 n’
"

Kleitophon and
story of 41

1

KChler R. 339 n®, 364 n®, 385 n®,

396 n®
Konde, Nekolaus 336 n®

Konow, Sten 10 n^, aa n®, 49 n®,

53 n®, 67 n®, 115 n®, 178 n® at

179, 184 n®, 103 n®, 193 n^ aoa n^
305 n®, 335 It*. *33 n h ®. agg n,

347 n^ 348 n®, 359 n®, a68 n®
- 270 n®, 271 n®, 27s S78 n®,

38 1 n^, 396 n®, 348 n®
Koran 396 n^
Kosegarten J. G. L. 334 n®, 335 n^,

38a n®
Koul, Ananda 97
Kosmos, II 130 n®, 148 n®
K. P. Parab, see Farab, K. P.

K. P. Trivedi, see Trivedi, K. P.

Kramadlivara 78 n®
Kressler, O. 151 n®
Kreyenborg 133 n®
Krpasundari 388

Leukippe, Love

Winternitz—History of Indian Litcratuie, Vol. HI, 37.
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K?5?va 76* 414
,

KTjijiabhatta 44 n*

Kfjijacandra 133

Kwacandra of Navadidpa 106

Kfs^akar^amfta 140

Krwa,King {1847 A.D.) 175

Krjna, King’s brother 40a

Krjiialilamrta 140 n^

141 163 n* 175 n», 178 n*,

ao5 vfi, 377 »®. 378 n®. *79 “ »

a88 n®, 413 n’’

KrgnamacSrya K. V. n* at iio

KriijainacSriar, R. 391 n*

Krsaamacariar, R. V. *31 n*, 378 n®

Kff^amiira a8a

Kr^pSaanda 83
KrspSnanda V3caspat! agi

Kwpanitaka 146

KrspaiOltha NySpaacanana agi if

Kmapadankaduta
_
la i n*

Kt;paraja III, King 80
KopaSaAkaravaiman 54
Ky^paiarman Sambhauma 131

Kyjpasvkmi Aiyangar, A. 349 n*
Knpaavami Aiyangar, S. 67 n*

68
KrtySrpava 370 n*
Kfapapaka 46
Kfatrapa 43 n’’

K^atrapa Rudrasiiiiha 305 n^
K?eniaraia 139 n*
K^emendra 34. 34 n®, 34, 50 n^, 54 n*

55j 79i 7911 j 80, 81, 81 n®, 83 n“,

169, 170, 17a, 357 n®, 366 n®,

367 a*, 379 a*, 307 n®, 309,

309 n’, 3io> 349», 35®> 35«.n!.

Kumaradasa, Ceylonese prince 45
Kumaragupta 48
Kumargupta I 43
Kumarapala 103, 103, 3ii n®, 374,

a88
Kumarapalacarila 80, los, 103 n^

Kumarapalapradbodhn sig n* at

330
Kumarasathbhava of KaiidSsa 19,49,

57
Kumarasaihbhava Gommentanes 67

Kumarasaihbbava : JayaSekhara

at

353. 365, 366 366 n», ®,

400 n®
K;emendrabhadra of Magadba 89 n®
Kjemendra : Bj'hatkathamailjiiTi 406
Kjemlivara 379
Kjemkaira Muni 371
K;idiavaihiavalicarita 106

K. T. Parab 178 n®
K. T. Telang, see Telang K. T.
Kfibnau 34 n*

,

Kuhn, E. 336 n*, 338 n*
Kuhn, Festschrift 49 n®, 308
Kulalekhara 139
Kula&ekharavarman 377
Kullnakulasarvasva sgi n®

KuRur der Gegenwart 346 n®,

365 n*
Kulturhistorischen Liebbaberbiblio-

thek 383 n*
Kumgra 61

KumSradSsa 70

Kumarasaihbhava : Translation

etc. 57 n®
Kumarasaihbhava : Udbhata, 19,

61 n*
Kumarasvamin 38 n^

Kumbha, King 14s

Kunhan Raja, G. 67 n®

Kutijtlal Nag, sec Nag, Kunjalal

Kuntaka bi, 3i n®, 39, B70 n®

Kuntala ai n®

Kunlala, King of 33
Kuppuswami Saslrl, T. 8. 371 n*

Kujapa 41, 4® n*

Kusapa ilule 199
Kusrlav840, 180 n® on 181, 183

Kusumodeva 163. *63 n® .

Kuttanlmatn also Kuttanimala 169,

agi n®
Kuyalayanandakarika 30
Kuvalayaivacarita 39 n®

L

Laber J. 174 .

Lacble, F. 38 n®, S05 n®, 318 n»,

.,..0 ..a Or, nV 346 n®,

405 a®. 406 n®, 4H, 41a
Lafontaine 33B, 341, 341 n®

Laghuc&pakya 151 n®

LAI 9 n«, 155 n®, 359 n®

LakjapS 35
Lakaaparatnlvali $0
Lakfmapabhatta 168, 414
Lak$mapabhatta Ahkolakai 178 n*

Lak;mapic3rya
_
141

Laktmapa h^ikyadeva. King 399
LakjfmapaRamacandra Vaidya 164 n*

Lak;mapasena, 56, i3i, 143, >74 .

Iiak^manasari 371 n® at 373, 381 n®,

393
Lakjmidasa 131

Lakfmidhara 175 n®

Lakfuddeva 175
bakfinllsdiatl 141
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Lalit&dilyaga, 258 n*
Lalit&dilya Mukt^pl^a 53
LalitamSdhava 148 n^, 276
LaUtapat|:ana 277 n*
Lalilasurzideva 92
Lalitavigraharajan^tika 280
Lalitavistara 107
Lamas aoo
Langlds, L. 328
Lanman, R. 268
Lassen Ch. and A. 95n^, 142 n^, 146,

188 n®, 26in®, 297 n®, 326 n®,

388 n®
Lasya 191 n*-

Latakamelaka 297
La Terza, E 157 n®
Laugh, Whiteness of—118 n®
Lavaiiyavati 55 n®
Lavanaprasada 103
Lefmann 197 n*
Legende van JimQtavahana in de

Sanskrit Litteratur 257 n^, 346 n®
Legends jf the Panjab 180 183 n'-,

247
Lehrbuch der Rcgicrungskunst,

Namens PagcSkhyanaka mic
andcren Natnen Paflcatantra

321 n*’

Lele K. K. 281 n®
Lena, R. 247
Leonard, G. S. 290 n^
Leo y. Mankowski, see Mankowski
Lescallier, D. 375 n* on 376
Lesebuck : Hoefer i66 n®
Lesny, V. 205 n^, 209 n^, 336
Leumann, E. 62 nS 70 nl, 151 ni-,

324 n*„at 325, 326 n®, 369 n^,

386 n®
LdvT, S. 5 n® at 6, 9 n®, ii n®, 23 n®,

67 n*. 8t, 81 n®, 142 It’-, 178 n*,

l8o nL Ja4 n®, 186 n®, 1 93, 197 n®,®,

aoo n®, 201 a®, 214 n®, 233 n®,

244 n®, 246 n®, 271 n®, 276 n®,

277 n®, 281 n®, 28a n®, 291 n®,

296 n®, 297 n®. 346 ,
346 n*

348 n®, 350 n®, 352 n®, 366 n®
Leyen, F. von der 302 n®, 33a n®,

33* 358 n®, 366 n®, 369 n®
Liber de Dina el Kalila of Raimundus

^
de Biterris^ 337

LiebeundEheinalten und modemen
Indien 66 n®, 168 n®

Liebich, n®, 48 n®, 200 n®
Liebrecbt, F. 80, 330 n®, 342 n®,

364 n®
Life, Three objectives of (artha,

dharma, kama)—174
Life of KAlidasa : Seneviratne 45 n®
Lights of Kandpus 336 n®
Lllkiuka 140 n®

Lendach, H. 12B n®, 131
Lindenau, Max 10 n*, 193 n®,

197 n®, 201 n®, 205 n®, 208 n®,
209 n®

Li6ga Cult 362
Literary History of India : Fraser

266 n®
Litteraturblatt fiir Orient 226 n®
Litteratur und Spraohe der Singha-

lesan 45 n®
Idvre des Lumidres ou la Conduite des

roys 336
Livy 90
Llewelyn 339
Llewelyn and his dog 340
Lobendanz, £. 244 n®, 248 n®
Lokananda 200
LokoklimuktSvali 163 n®
Lolimbaraja 80
Loman, J. R. A. 299 n* at_ 300
Love Songs, Love Lyrics 32, 35,

107-148

L. R. Vaidya, see Vaidya L. R.
L. Scote 253 n®

Luber, A 366 n®
Lucas, H. 4ro n®
LUders H. 37 n®, 108 n®, 178 n® at

® 79 ) ®95 *96. ®97 n®, 198,

199 . *53 n®. *73 ®®®. *73 « > *73 n .

274 n®, 391 n®

Lyon, Diocese of—340
Lyric Poetry 3, 35, 37, 88, 106-1485

in single stanzas-127 f; Religious

Lyrics l 35-'48
,

LZB 154 n®, 275 n®

M
Macbeth 266
Macchiavelli 150 n®
Macdonell 120 n®, 149 n®, 173

201 n®
Madana 281, 281 n®
MadankbhirSma 133 n®

Madanamahcuka 350
MadgSvkar, K, R. 266 n®
Madhava 105 n®, I2i

Madbavabhatta 82
Madbavanalakkmakandall'kathk

MSd^vanala-kathS 376 n®
Madhavarao I 31

Madhurav&n! ; Poetess 87
Madhuravijaya 104
Madhusiidana 272, 273
Madhusudana of MithilS.

Madhusudana Sarasvat! 140 n®
Madhyamavyayoga 205, 207
Magadha 43
Migadhas (singeis) 40
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Migadlu iga

Magha 53, na, 73, 73, 74. 77. 84

Migha, Ghaijta-Magha 74
Magha : kavya 78
Magha : SiiupElavadha 336 n*
Mahabharata i, i n.*, 3 n\ 35, 39.

40 55. 71 n®, 83, 89. 89 n®,

90, 95. 99. 149. 154. *83. *90.

196 n®, 304. 303, 306, 338, 339 tt.

306, 366 n®, 377, 378, 378 n*.

305. 305 0®. 328, 334 n?. 345

347 nf. 354 n*. 366 n® on 367,

379 nS 386, 399 - , „
Mahabharata : abridgement at the 81

Mahabhajya 37, 94, 156, 305 n*
Mahabha$ya : Patanjali ig6
MaMcandra Nyayaratna 336 n®
Mahadeva 30, 371
Mahadeva bhatta 377 n®
Mabakaiyayanaund KSnig Tachagdit

Pradyota 355 n*
Mahakavya 14,78 f., 104, 117; aee

Ornate Epics
MaMk;atrapa Rudradaman, see

Rudradaman
Mabaliftga pastil, V. 30 n®
MahamadSlhi (Mahamad Sab) 87
MahanStaka 371 n®, 373, 373, 374,

„ ?75. 375
Mahara;(ra I15 n*
Mahar&;tri 113, 115 n®, 193, 371
Maharajtrl, t <5 Ausgewahlte EreSh-

lungen in—40 u®
Mahasatta Candra 300
Mahasatcva-Candra 300 n®
Mahasena 330
Mahavagga ig8
MaUvawa 39 n®
Mahaviracarita 359, 361
Mahayana Buddhism 355
Mahendrapaia 54, 54 n®
Mahendravikramavarman 397 n®
Mahimabhatta 33
MahipSla 54, 379 n®
MalUp&labhuvanaikamaUa 379 n®
Mahiiapattana 133 n*-

Majer, F. n'
Majumdar, B. Q. 48 n®, 79 n®-

Malabar 180 n*- at 181

Malabar Brahmaqias 180 n* at 181
M51aQm5dhava 1 10 n®, 361, 366, 379
M&lavU^nimitra 10 n®, 49, 348,

350 n® at 351, 253. 268
M&lavikagnimitia : Translations

348 n*
Malayaketu 335
Malaya Magic 183 n®-

Malayan Books of Fables 337
Mallankga 397 n*-

Mailankga : KSmastitra 397 n*-

Mallinatha 37 n®, 34 n®-, 61 n,®

03 n^, 67 n*-, 71 n*-, 7® n®. 78 n^

79 83 n», 117 n®, 78 n*-, 790!,

83 n®, ti7n®, 317 n®at n8.
Malwd 43 n®, 43
Mamalladevi 56 n*. 83
Mammafa 33, 33 n*. 36, 29, 61 n*,

85. 85 n®, 169 n®
M&natu6ga 140 n®
Mwaviyimharmai&stra 304

Mandalika, S. V. N. 115 n®

Man^apa 31 s n®
Mandaramarandacampd 4*4
Mandasor 47 .

Mandasor Inscription 79 n*, isa n®

Manen, J. van. 151

Mahgalajtaka 135
MapicBda 300 n®
Mapika 371 n®
MSpikyacandra 34 n®
Mapirima 133 n®
MaBjari 81 n®
Mankad, D. R. 17B n® at i79

, ,

Mankad, D. R. : Types of Sanskrit

Dramas 178 n® at I79

Mahkha w ®, 56, 86, 95 n®, I03 n®,

163 n\ 177, 371 n®
Madkhaka 86 n®, 103
Mahkhuka 36 n®
Mankhuka 36 u* ,

Mankowski 309 n’, 313 n®, 330 nj,

349 nS 35a n\ 364 nS 394 n®,

406 n*
Manmathonmathana 378
Manoduta 18I n®
Manu 150, 189 n®, ata
Manual of Histrionic Art ! Bharata

6 n®
Mkra 3 n®, 197, 361 n®
Marazzi, A. 333 n®
Matchen 330 i?
Marchen des Siddhi-kilr, kalmukisher

Tact roit deutscherUbersetzung :

Jttlg, B. 370 n®

39*. 39‘ a
Mkrkapdeya 349 n®’

Mkikanideyapurapa 379
MarwSri Dialect 180 i? at i8l

Martiniaus, Legends of—'39* tr
Marx Mdller 343 t

Mask-dance 370
MasCdi 383
Mafba 89
MattavilSsaprahasana 397 n*-

MathurS 43 n®, 94
MathurSdksa 376
Mktfaceta 39, 117
Mktygupta to, 49, 50 n®
MktrarSja (AnaAgaharfa) si8

353
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MatsyftpuraQa 345 ^

Maudgalyayana ig8, igg

Max Koch 330
Max hiQller 38 n^, 117 n®, iig n^,

J57. 1730®. 373 111,333,341“^
Max Muller : Hitopadeia, Gemaan

Translation 338 n*
M&yapu$paka 370
Maurya, Chandragupta 334
Mauiya dynasty 40
Maurya King : Oandragupta 150
Mayflra 53, 53 n®, 133, 13a ni, 1400’

MayGra, see also Qpackenbos
Mayurfija 370 n®
MGyuragiri 103

Mayura : Sanskrit Poems of 388 ni

MayGrajtaka 133
Mazumdar, B. G., see Majumdar

B. G.

M. Ghakravarti, see Chakravarti, M.
Megati Temple ^ n*

^eghaduta ii n* at la, 45, 43,

^ laa, 365, 347 n*
^vleghadGta, Imitations of—130
/^eghadflta : story 1 18

Meghavliaya 335, 335
Mehcndale 335 n®
Mehendale, K.O. 333 ®S4,

Meier, E 117 n®, 139 “*, 344
Melanges L4vi 346 n*, 394 nS

393 n», 405 n®
M^lusine 336 n*
Memorial verses, see Karik&s._

Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal 8a n®

Meptha 49, 5“
Merutuliga 53 n®, 158, 387
Metaphor (rupaka) 151

Metres, Metrics 13, 108; mystical

harmony of—31; Names ofmetres

32
Metteya, Ananda 300 n®

Mewatis 89
Mexican festivals 183 n®-

11^

Midsummer lights Bream : Sanskrit

Trans. 391 “®

Mihiragula 43
Miller, G. Morey 179 n®

Mimic Dances 183

Mimus, 193 ,
Misc. Essays : Golebrookc 154 n ,

189 n®
Mittavindaka Jataka 361 n®

MitbilS 3 n®

Mitragupta 393 n®
Mira, FramadSdSsa sg n®
Mitra, R^endralal, see Rijendralal

Miti-a

Mittavindakajataka 361 n®
Mittciliingen dcr Anthropolog i83n®

Mixed form, see Prose

M. L. Nagar 93 n®
Modi, J. J. 365 n®
Mohammad Shah III (1730-1747)

370 n®
Mohamudgara 166
Mohanadasa 373 n®, 373
Moharajapar^'aya a88
Mohar^’aparipaya 388 n®
Monastery Bg
Monchslatein 338 n®
Mongols et leur pidtendu rMe

dans la transmission des contes

indiens vers I’occident Europden

338 n®
Mongols, 370 n® at 371
Momer-Williams 339 n, 344 347 “
Monmohan Ghakravarty 39 n",

^ n®
.

Morall Philosophie of Doni 336
Morgenstierne, G. 383

MorLon, J. 103 n*
Mother Cult 363
Motieandra 399 “* „

M.P.I.. Sastry 396 n®
Mjcchakatika 191, 834, 335 n‘,

836, 338 831, 333, 334 ^ . .

Mrcchakatika, fiber das Verhaltnis

zwischen CSnidatta und Myccha-

katika 333
Mtgaraja 366 n*

Mrtasarfijivanl am®
Mrtyuiijaya 376 n®

MudrSr&kjasa 158 n®, 19', *30,

233 n^ 333 “ > *30, *03 n»

Mugdhakatha 356
Mugdhopadeia 173

Muir, John 15>

Miika 139, >39 ,

MuktSpida, Knw 8s n^

MuktSvali 55 n®

Mukula SI

Mukundamaia 139
Mukundamukt5vaII 140

MukundSnandabhapa 390

MukhyS 35
MOladeva 358 , , .

vfulla Tantai : LoaUon 337 “

MaUenhoff 303 n®. 335 “*

MQller, August 384 “*

MOlIer.Berthold a38 n»at 339

MflUer, D. H. 359 “*
.

Mttller, Max, see Max Muller

Muni Bharata, see Bharata
V
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Munisuvrata KSvyaratna 8i a’

Mufijaas, 54
li&ihUberg, R. 103 n*

Milrari ayt, a7i n®

MurarinStaka 371 n
Music and Song 9, 181

Nabhaji 14a n* ,
Nachles:, Friedrich Rttckerts 344 n

Nachlese, Riickert 344 n*-

Nachschabi 38a ,
Nachschabi : TuUnameh 38a n

Naga, King 93. „
NagSnanda a n*) roa, aoo, aSJj *53

Naga-Pifigalanaga 3a

NSgaraja i6a, 163 n*

Nigaraka an*
Nagacj M. L. 93 n*

Nhgas 356

Nag. Kunjlal 78 n^

Nigojibhatta 351 n*

Nar,adhacarita 56, 83. 85

Naiaadhanandankt^a 379 n®

Nak^atramaia So n*

Nala 69, 045
Nalabhyudaya 86

Nalacampu 4*4
Nala-legend 86

NaM rskgita 396 n^

Nalodaya 69, 69 nS *, ", 135

Nalopaithyana 345
Nami 23 n*, 266 n"

Nainisadhu 33 n*. 36

Nanda *35 . ^ c. 2
Nandatgikar, G. R- 45 “

*> ®*> ’

70 I?, 1 17 *40 “ , *51 o
N&ndi 30, 182, t88, aoa

Nandibharata 6

Nandibharata—SaAgltapustakam 6 n*

Nandikedvara 6 n*

NSndi, Sandhyakara,vee Sandhyakara

Nkndi
Naiyaraja of Mysore 296

Nknyadeva 261 n*

Natabari 83 n", 162 n*
Narasiihha 2g7 n* -
Narasimhachar, R, 1 1 n", 50 n», 349n,

Narasiihha II : King of Orissa 27

29 n®
Narasiihha, King of Vijayanagara

297 n® ,
Narasiihha Sarma, C. Rp 126

Narasiihhavamian II of Kanchison"
Narasiihhavijaya *9 n®

Narasithhiengar 32 n®, 22 n" at 23,

23 n®, 45 n^ 87 n®

NavavShanadatta : Story 350
NSrSyapa 83 n», 259 n®, 277, 3*°^

327 n\ 328, 415
NSriyanabhatta 140, 414
Narayapabhatlahari 80 n"

Narayapadikjita 87^ n® _
.

Narayapa Gapapati Sastri 57 *

Narhyapknanda 104

Nkrayapa Shah 105

Narayapa-Vi?pu 327 n*
^

Narayapiyastotra 140, 4*5 ®

Narrative literature 301

NajralUh, etc. p. 336

Na{a iSon^ at xBj, 182

Nktaka 28, 182, 184, 187, >88

Natashtra 6

Natavataprahasana 301

Nktayati 182 ,
Natesa Sastri, S. M. 45 n“

Nktika 186, 251 .
Nktyadarpapa 288 n*

NatySiocana 22 n® .

Naiyapradipa 10 n®, 27> “ ^
NafyaiasLra 6, 10 n®, 39> 5* * >

188, igo, 234
Nktyaveda 7, 8

Navakalidksa 49 it*-

Navadvlpa 106 n®

Navaskhasahkacarila 92 .

Navaskhaskhkadevacaritn 92 n

Nayacandra 105

Nayaka it

Nkyika II

NemSditya 414 h*

NemidQta lai

Nemikumkra 26

Neminirvkpa 25 n*

Nepathya 193
Neubauer, A. 335 n

,

Nerval M. et O. de. 224

Nivc, F. 166 n®, 259 n
NewaiJ 326 « _ a

n* NGGW 5 ®. >** “1’

180 ni on iBi, 233 » . *53 » >

tara 2B8 n®, 304 n®, 39> “
Nidknsutra
Nikolaus Konke 338 »
NiUcala, R^ja of— 147

Nilakaptha 168, 178 n*. 25° .

NUakapthadiksi^ 87, i4t> » >

gn, m, aji~
,

27 Nilakapthavijayacampu 271
^

Nllamani Qhakravarty 30 n , S" » >

jara 173 n®, 276 n®
Nilamatapurkpa 97
Nirmalata 72 <> 1

ion® Nisikanta Chattopadyaya 183 n

Niti, Leading, Wordly wsdom,

; 23, Politics-220, 233, 31a

Niti-Epigrams 149
Niti (Moral) stories a34 > 347

326, Nltimafijari 173
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Nitipradlpa 164
Nitiratna 1S4
Nitisara 135 n*, 164., 363 n®
NitUastra 77, 150, 308, 313, 345.

368
NItiiataka 153, 154, 156, 158, 159

161.

Nityasvardpa Brahmacari 83
Nobel, Job. 5 n^', 1 1 n®, 35

133 n®
Naideke, Th. 333 n® on 333, 333 n*,

3840!
Nomadische Streiferveien im Lande

der Kalmflken 370 n®
North, Thomas 336
North Western Dialect 348
Nouthukpakarapa 337 n®
Novels 14, ISO, 303, 306;—Historical

90, 103
Novels ; Greek and Indiana 410
Nuns 19 1, 349 f., 363
Novus Esopus 337
Nuti Giulio 335
Nfsimha 376
Nyiyabindu tin® at 13

Nykyaiistra of Medhatithi 304
NySyavScaspati Rudra 105

O

OC 178 n^, 183 ni, 334 n® at 335,
3760®, 399

OCV. 57 n\ m3 n^
ODBL 146 n®
Oesterley, H. 158 n®, 369 n^ 370 n®,

37® n*
.

Ogden, 0. J. 351 n*
Ojha, G. H. 103 n®
Oldenberg, H. 5 n^, 95 n^ 155, i8on^

339 nS 341 n®-, 359 n®, 304 n®,

375 n® at 376
Oldenburg S. de 375 at 376
Oliver, R. P. 224 ,
Orient und Occident 335 n®, 337 n®,

343 n®, 364 n®, *, 376 n®, 385 n*
Orissa 88, 147
Ornate Epic syfF.

Ornate Fictions 388
Ornate Poetry (Kavya), Characteri-

stics ormcridies 1-5; in verses or
in prose

Oster, L. 387 n®

Otto, Keller 343
Outlines of the History of AlaihkSra-

Literature : Kane 5 n®

Oxus 43

V

Pabbeka 340®

Peccekabuddhagcschichten 384 n®.

Pada, quarter 31
PadShkadGta isi n®
P&dataditaka 300
Paddhati 176
Padmagupta 54, 93
PadmanSbha, Brahmapa 159
Padmananda 81

Padmapribhrtaka 300
PadmapurSpa 338, 338 n® at 239
Padmasiihha SarmS 174 n*
Padmgvalikath^ 356
PadyakSdambarl 8a n*
PadyGaiftataraAgipl 178 n®
Padyaracana 178 n®
Padyasaihgraha 178 n®
Padyavaii 136 n®, 178 n®, 376 n®
Pahlavi 317
Pais’ad dialect, 19a, 348, 349
Pakfipakaranam 337 n®
PSI^a a37
Papasikar 14a n®, 359 n®, a6i n®,

271 n® at 272
PaScabapavijaya 296 n®
PaScadapdachatraprabandha 377
PSScSla : King 133 n®
PaSc&khyanaka 324
Paiicakhyana Caiipa! 325 n®
Pa3cGkhyanoddhSra 325
Pailcaratra 191, S03, 206

Pahcaiatl 139
PahcaiikS 133 n®
Paiicatantra 41, 333, 304 n®, *, 305

n®, 306, 307> 307 n’. 3o8, 309,

309 n’, 310, 311, 3*2-323, 3230®,

324, 324 n® on 325, 325, 325 n»,

336, 326 n®, 327, 328. 330, 333,

334, 337 n», 347, 356, ^7, 365,
368 1?, 371 n®, 373 n®, 380,

380 n®, 383, 384, 413.

Fancatanlra : Benfey_ 330 _n®, 380 n*
Pancatantra : Buddhist Originof—330
PaScatantra ; Circulation 333
Paiicatantra : Hertel 310 n®, 338 n®
PaScatantra ; Hindi Trans, 338
PaScatantra : Gain 368 n®

; Later redactions 321
: Nepalese Selection 3 1o
: Pahlavi Translation 309,

317, 333 „
Primary 308, 333
Recension 319
Reconstructed 308 n*
Redactions, Oldest 309
.Southern 333
South Indian 310, 325
Ten Chapters 334
Text form 307
Title 311
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: TranBlalions 39lJ n®
Pancalantra, tJber das Tanlra-

khyayika, die Kasn^rische B.ezen>

sion des—308
Pancataatra, uber einen sildliclien

textus amplior des—395
World Literature 329

Paiicatantra books : different inde-

pendent circulations 332 n^
Pancha-Tantra ou les cinq ruses

335 n*
Pantschatantra 343 n®, 361 n®, 380 n*
P^davabhyudaya 996 n^
Pat^davas so?
Papdita S3 n®, 30 n*, 37 n*, 6t n®,

8on*,8in^, i36n®,367 n®,

371 n*, s88 n*, 415 n®
Paqidita, S. P. sec S. P. Pandita
Pandja Tandaram 329, 337 n®
Paqdya Ter Mtiram ^jasiiiiha 205 n®
Panegyrics 9, 35, 90
Pagiiijiie n®, 19, 33, 35, 196, 348 n®
Panjab 199
Panna Lall 314 n®
Pantcha-Tantra, ou les Cinq Ruses

see in Pancatantra
Pantschatantra, see Pahcalantra
Parab, K. P. 93 n®, 69 n*, 1 1? n®,

159 n®, 924 339, n. ®44 “S
248 n®, 991 n®, 259 n®, 387 n»

Parab, K. P. 178 n®
Paraniiinanda 135
ParatnSra gs n*
Faramara Prahladanadeva 980
Paramardideva 979
Param&tmaprakhia: Upadhye 3480®
Paramitds 361
Paranjape, D.M. 954 n®
Paranjapc, Sirarama Mahadeva

n® at 165
Faradara 312
Pathdarya Monk 401
Paradurima 81
Pat^iter, F. E, 89 n®, J14 n*

. PatiarLegend 370 n®
Phrijataharapacampu 414
P3.rij3.taniaS.jait 281
Parimala 99
P3rip3rdvika 188 n®
PSriplava 304 n®
Paris, Gaston 339 n®
Paridijtaparvau 107
Parrot as wise counsellor, talking

pairot-hook, sec Tutinameh 375,
378 f-

PSrs'vdbhyudaya i9t

PSrs’vanSthacarita 377 n®
F3rthapar3krama 980
Faiufa 19
P3rvatl 37

ParvatibhSj.uja 278 n®
P5rvailparipnya 978
PSnratipariQnyivuaiaka, libei Bd^as—

378 n®
ParvatlpariijiayanStaka : Vainana-

bha^taba^a 978 n®
Patvatirukmipiya 83 n®
Pdtdlavijaya 35
PStaliputra 935
Patanjali gn®, 39, 37, 107, 156, iBgn®,

196, 196 n®, 305, 307 n®, 394 n®
Patankar, P. N. 239 n, 944 n®
Pathak 117 n®, 154 n®
Fathak, K. B. 48 n®, 50 n®, 89 n®,

83 157 n*
Pattdvali 89 n*
Paiti-Fombucchapura 977 n®
Pavolini, P. E. 5 n®, contd. at 6,

106 n®, 207 n®, 238 n®, 973 n®,

358 n®, 359 n®, 376 II®, 385 n®,

386 n®
Pauli 335 n®
Pauli : Schimpf und Ernst 342 n®

Paurai^kas 40
Pausanias 340 n*
PavanadOla 19

1

Pavie, Th. 45 n®, 387 n®
Pavyeka 34 n®
Pechuel-Coesche 345 n®
Peep into the Early History of India

g8 n®, 49 n®, 47 n®
Pclliot 200 n'*’

Pentamerone 564 u®
Penzer, N. M. 353 n*
Perin, Dr. 292
Persian carpet 19^ n*
Persischen Papageienbuchs 382 n®

Persischen Littei atur, Geschichte
dcr—383 n®

Pcrtsch, W. 106 n®, 382 n®
PeruSgadai 349 n®
Peterson it n® at 19, 99 n®, 94 n®,

30 n®, 36 n®, 37 n®, 39 n®, 49 n®, *,

53 54 n®, 56 n®, 67 n®,
at 68, 70 n®, 95 n®, 114 n®, 136 n®,

143 n®, 169 n®, 163 n®, 164 n®,

*75 n®, *, 176 n®, 178 n®, n®,

965 n®, 979 n», 396 n».
3B8 n®, 399 n^ 405 n®, 410 n®,

410 n®, 410 n®, 414 n®
Peterson, F. G. 67 n® at 68
Peterson J. D, 143 n®
Petrus Alphonse 338 n®
Pfotr, Anton von 336
Pfungst, A. 389 n* at 383
Philemon and Baucis 359
Pbilologische Wochenschrift 346 n®
Philosophy, Philosophical literature

.
86. >35

Pickford, Joh. 959 n®
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Pilpay : Indian PliUospher 338 n®
Pingala Piftgalanaga 31-33, 37

5 “' 6 n^. 9 n®, 25 n’*,Pischel, R. „ , . ^ ,

H 5 ‘ ?“> 55
50 n*, 68 n’-, 69 n®, 83 n®-, 1 14 n?,

115 n* at 1 16, n6 n*, i2i n*,

127 n®, 134 n*, 142 n®-, 146 nS
148 nj-, 162 n®, _i 78 n*,

178 n* on 179, 19a 198 , 195
*95 .a ,

on 196, 201 n*,

19a n*
196,

225 n®, 226 n®, 239 n, 243, 2440^,
246 n®, 247 n®, 248 n*, 250 n® on
251, 270, 273 n®, ®, 279 n®, ®,

348 n*, 368 n^ 389, 415 n®
Pisharoti, A. K. aoi n®
Pisharoti K, R. 80 n®, aoi n®', 277 n®

. Plthamardalca 293
Platts, John 370 n®
Plot : qpic 14
Poetesses, see women
Poetical devices 18

Poetics 5-35, 39 jt, 76 f., 83 f.,

88, etc.

Poetics ! Aristotle 193 n®
Poetilc 170 n®, 229 n®

Poetik uno Aesthetic der Inder 5 n®

Poetry, see also Ornate Poetry

Poetry, Three Types of at

Pohl, E. 224 n®
Political Fables 345
Popular Plays 183

Pornographical Stories 380, 391; P,

songs. Ill Pornography 55, 168,

803 f.

Portia 359 n*
Potiphar 365
Powys-mathers, E. 134 n®

Po Yu King 357 n®

Prabandha 144
Prabandhacintamapi 53 n®, 1150®,

158 n®, 387
Prabandhakoia 56 n”, 387
Prabhikara 148 n®
PrabhSkara SSstri 301 n®

Prabhikaravardhana 403, 404
Prabhavakacarita 52 o®

Prabhavatlparipaya 29 n“, 289 n®

Probodhacandrodaya 282, 375 n®

Fracapd^pavd^va 268
PrScetasa-Sraddhakalpa 204
Pracinalekhimala 92 n®

Pradhan, V. _G. 78 n®

Pradyota, King 220
Pradyumnibhyudaya 276

Pradyunmavijaya 276 n*

Frahasana 185, 292, 297 n®

Pr^'yabhatta 95 n®, 102

PrEdrarai7a't85, 186, 187, 193, a®4

Prakrit 22, 368 n®

Prakrit Period 38 n®

Prakrita-DvyaSrayakl.vya, see
Dvya^rayakavya

Prakftapiii^asutra 33 n®
Framadadas Mitra 29 n*
PrasannarSghava 13a n®, 134 n®, 271
Pra^asti 41, gi, 280
Praiastipattas 89 n®
Praiastiratngvall 29 n®
PrastavanI 30, 188, 202 n® at 203
Prataparudra 28, 281 n®, 289
Prataparudradeva 147 n®
Prataparudradeva of Orangal 277 n®
Prataprudra, Inscription of 29 n®
Prataparudra Kalyana 28, 281
Prgtaparudrayajobhuja^a iin®, 12

n®, 28, 281

Prataparudriya 28
Pratiharendurfija ig, 21, 22 n®
PratijSayaugandharayaina 192 n®,

204, 205, 219 n® at 220, 233
PratunanStaka 20i n®, ®, 204, 205,

210, 212
Pratiman&taka of Bhasa 240 n®
Frati^thana 115 n* at 116, 348
Pravarasena 67 n®, 68, 399
Pravarasena 11 50, 67
Praveiaka 187 n®
Prayaga 52 n®
Preicjapaka 271, 278 n®
Premacandra, Pacdita 83 n®

Prcmacandra Tarkavigiia 271 n®
Preuss, K. Th. 182 n®
Preusz. Jahrb. 358 n®
Printz, Wilhelm, 202 n®
Priyadar4ik5 251, 251 n®, 532
Proceedings and Transactions of the

first Oriental Conference 223 n®
at 224

Prolog^ue Cadre des Milles et une
nulls 385 n®

Prose mixed with poetry 13, 15, 304,

311, 366, etc.

Prose Literature 15, 38, 302, 306
Prosa, Altindischen 180 n®
Prosody 5 , 9 , *3 , 3 *

,

P. R. Subramanya Sarma 30 n®

Pjrthvipala 2ii n®

PfthvJraja 102

Pcthvlrajavyaya I02

Pfthvi Vailabha 54 n*
Pulakeiin II 70
Pulinabha^ta 406
Puppet Play 195 n®
Purkija 89, 90. 135, i8o n®, 238, 401
Purfipic Sutas 180 n® at 181

Puroabhadra 324, 324 n®, 326, 342 n®
Puroabhadra, NSrayana 313 n®
Funjiakalas’agaip 102 n®

Pur^tasarasvatr 117 n®
PurQravas 180 n®, 304 n®
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Purusaparlkjl 386
Furujotiama 168
Furu;ottamadasa 381 at 383
PflrvapithikS 394
Parvarafiga 9, 30, i8a, 188

Pusalkar, A. D. sol

Pujyamitra 348 n*
Pygmalion 413 n®

Q
Qjjackenbos, G. P. 58 n®, 136 ®,

137 n®
Qjiackenbos ; The Sanskrit Poems

of Mayiira 136 n®, ®

R

Rabbi Joel 335, 343 n®
R5ghavabhatta 339 n, 344 n®
Raghavadeva 175 n®
RaghavaO) V. 35 n®
Raghavanaisadlilya 83
Raghavapaij^aviya 83
Raghavapa^idavayadavlya 83 n®
Raghavavilisa 39 a®

Raghu 63
Raghunatha, the poet 103
Raghunathabhyudaya 1050®
Raghunathajl, K. 151 n®
Raghunatha, King of Tanjore 87,

105 n*
Raghunatharao 31
Raghuvaihia 3 11^148 n®, 49,57, 62,

70, 94) 177 n®
Raghuvamia : Commentaries 67
Raghuvamia : Geographical data of-

13 n®
Raikva 304
Raimund 343
Raimundus de Biterris 337
Raimonds de Bizier 337
Raja Bhoja 376
Rajadevi, Brahmaqi 401
Rajakavivanjaga 49 n®
Rajanaka Alaka 76 n®
Rajanaka Bhatta 87 n®
Rajanaka Jayaratha 87
Rajanaka Rataakara 53, 76
Rajanaka Ru^aka, see Ruyyaka
Rajanaka Tifaka 26 n®
Rajaniti I5if., 316 n®, 334 n®, 334 n®
Rajanltisamuccaya 151 n®
Rajanitiiastra 151 n®
Rajapraiasti 87Suri 102

skhata S3, 36, 36 n®, 50, 54,
'54 a®, 70, 70 n®, 164, 301, S03,

346 n®, 367, 368, 369 n, 370,

379 n®, 387

Rajaickhara : His Life and Writings

54 n®, aCg n
RSjasnhha 903, S05
Rajatarangiiji of Kalhai>a ign^, 50n^,

53 n®, 54ni,35n^ 95, 95n®, toi,
161 n®, 169 n®, 361 n®, 365 n®

R&jatarahgint of GonarSja loi
Rkjavali-Pat^ka 103
Rajavarman 50 n®
RajendrakarnapQra 163 n®
Rijendral^l Mitra 151 n®, 374 n®,

276 n®
Rajputs 89
Rakrilgomin 1

1

Raksasa 335, 336
Rakfasa-kavya 69
Rama 39, 63 f., 78, 145, 141 f. etc.

The poet 91
Ramabanastava 14

1

Ramabhadra 141, 141 n®
Ramabhadraclikjita 141, 371, 396 n®
Ramabhadramba 105 n®
RamabhaUa 148 n®
Ramabhyiidaya 53, 370 n®, 374 n*
Ramacandra j68, 279, 288 n*
Ramacandra budhcndra 153 n®,

859 n®
Ramacandra of Tailaftgn 80 n®
Ramacandra Tarkalathkara 399 n®
Ramacapastava 141
Ramacarita 8s n®
Ramadasa 67 n®, 67 n* at 68, 68 n®
Ramadeva, VyasaSrl 274 n®
Rama>dramas 367, 271-3755 of

Bhasa 310-314; of Bhavabbflti
359-263

Rkmagitagovinda 148 n®
Rama Hill 118
Rama Kavisvara gi
Rimak^fna 375
Ramakf^na Kavi 399 n®
Ramak7fnnli3.vya 140
Ramanandanatha 136 n® 1
Ramanarayana Tarkaratna 391 n®
Ramanatha see Jha, Ramanatha
Ramanatba^stri, S. K, 399 n®
Ramamqa 275 n®
Ramanujacarya, Vavilla sg6 n®
Ramapalacarita 82
Rama : poet 379
Rama Prasada Chanda, see Chanda,

Rama Prasad
Ramaysi 6g n®
Ramariidra ia6 n.®

Rama^japrasa 141
Ramasvami Sastd Siromapi 8s n®
Rama-Tale 362 n*
Rama Tarkavagiia Bhattacarya l33n®
Ramavarman, Maharaja 131 n®
Ramavarman, Prince 376 n*
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RSmavai-man R.aja> K. 146 lOon^
at i8t, 377 rv®

RSmavatara Sarma 174 n*
Ramayaija i, 3, 35, 39, 40 aj,

55. 6a, 65, 79, 82, 99, 196 a*,

aio, 839 n, 347 n*. 354 n*. 386
Rllni3.yat^acampu 414
RamSyanamanjart 81

RSmayaaasara 87
RambhS-lSuka-satavScIa t68

R4me4vara agy a®
Ramila 40
Ramalal Kaajilal 97 a^
Rapaccbo^a 87
Rap3.ditya 97
RadgScarya ag6 a^

Raagacamr, S. 350
Raaganathaswami Aryavarguru, S.

P. V. 161 a®, 35a a® at 353
Raativarmaa 333 a®
Rapsoa 47 n^, 178 a* at 179, 19 1 n®,

*33 n®i 399 n*
Rasa 9, 10, 30
RSsa dance 182
RasagaAgadhara 30
Rasklu 180 a^
RasamafijaTt 39, 143 a^
Rasaratnahara 31 a®
Rasaaadana 396 a®
RaaataraAgip! sg
Rasiapaftsapa 161 a®
Rasikamarapa los

Rasikapriyfi 143 a^
Rasikaradjaaa 168, 296 n®

Raaikaratna soi a®
RajtrakQta 80
Rajfraudha 105
IU;ttauphavamsa 105
Rati 57
Ratisaihbhoga 6i n^
Ratnadld^l^stha 384 a®

Rataadeva 174 a®
RataSfcara 'n, 77 a®, 95 a®
RatnSkara RSjanaka, see BSjanaka

Ratnakara
Ratnam Aiyar, T. R. 259 a®',

*

Rataaiekhara 33 a*
Ratnavali 169,187, 205 a*, *51. *5®

a®, 253 nS 367 a®, 281, 393 a®

Rataapala 335
Ravapa 67, 70
RavanSrjualya 79
Ravaaavadba 77
Ravanavaba 67, 68 n®
Ravicandra 120 a®, 127 a®
Ravideva 69
Ravivarinaa of Kerala 376
Raudra 10

Rawliason, R. G. 193 a®

Rayamuku1;ainapi 36 a®

Ray, Sliradi Ranjan 244 a®
Real-Encyclopadie der klassischen

Allertumswissenschafl, Pauly-
Wissowas 346 a®

Reconnaissance dc SakuntalU : V.
Henry 237 n®

Reden and Aa&ktze
Regnaud 5 a®, 39 n'

324

194 n“

159 n®,

193 . ®94. * 95 .

;i 79

des Bhojaprabandha

- ”
Reich, Hermann

410 n*
Reineke Fuchs 335 a*
Reinhart Fuchs 335 n®
Reise nach Ostindien and China

370 n®
Reitzenstein, R. 1B7 a®
Relationship between Greek and

Indian Dramas 196
Religions of India 290 n®
“Renaissance of Sanskrit Literature”

38 n®
Rdvue Archdologique tgs n®
Revue Critique, 176 n® 178 n® at

:

Rewa 1D5 n*
Rezensionen

387 n®

Rgveda 180 n®, 225, 245
Rgvedaprktii&khya 31
RJhampsipinit 3640®
Rhitorique Sanskrite by P. Regnaud

5 n*
Rhys Davids, T. W. 45 n®
Rhys Davids, Mrs. G. A. F. 136 n®
Ridding, C. M, 405 n*
Rieder Fascha 337 n®
Riemenschneider, A. W. 14a n®
Riti r6, 18 a® at 19
Roer, E. 29 n®, 83 n®
Roger, A. 159 a®
Rohde, E, 345,411,4130®
Roth 385 a*
Roman go
Roman Emperors 344 n®
Romoeo and Juliet-Drama of India

263
Rosen, F. 109 n®, 146 a®, 292 n®
Rosen, George 382 n®
Rosenprana, K . 282 n®
Roy, H.G. 82 n®
??ya4raAga 391 a®
Rtusadihara 49, 123, 124 n®
Rucaka 26
Rucipati 271 a®

f
®43 n%

Rhckert, Friedrich 64,
143 a®, 244 a®

Rdckert, Heinrich 244 n®
Rudra 27
Rudrabhalta 23 n'^, 27

Rhckert 58 n®, 71 n®, 76, 125, ls8,

144 n®, J45 , 1590®. 3*8 a®
’ - ’ • ' ^ n«, 128,
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Rudrad&man 38
EudradSsa a68 n*
Rudradeva 877, 377 n®
Rudrakavi 105
Rudradeva ia6 n®
Rudrasiiiiha, see Ksatrapa Rudra-

slmha
Rudrata aa, aa n'', as, a6 , 37 n^,

36, aaS n®, 368
Rudra^Jiualatantra 189
Rukmu^harana aSo
Rukmipl^arinaya 88, 376 n’
Rum, King 413
Riipadeva, Vidy^bhujapa 140
RQpagosvamia lai, 140, 148 n^,

178 n®, 376,
RQpaka 16, 17, 38, 30, 186, 187, see

also Metaphor
RQpakfti 43
Ruyyaka aa n*, a6, 36 n®, a8, ag,

30, 36 n®, 54 n®, 78 n®, M, 86 n*,

ga n*, 136 n®, 169 n®, a66 n®,

367 n®, 371 n®
Ryder, A. W. 334 n^, 334 n®

S

Sabdilathkira ii, 16
Sabha 86
Sadguruiifya 33
Sadi 38a
^a^ftuvarpana laa n®
SaduktikarpStnyta ggn®, 174
Sagarik& 233
Sagarikg •. Princess of Ceylon 953
Sagen-Stoffe des Rgveda 173 n®
Sahaiaja of Taiyore 1684-1711 aBgn®
SSbas&hka of Djjayinl 33
Sahid David 336
Sahityadarpapa an®, ii n®, 35, 39,

186 n®, 187 n®, igi n®, ®, 367 n®,

371 n*, 278 n®, 979 n*
SShityakaumudl 33 n®
S^ydsya ao n®
Sahydayallla 36 n*

t
ah^ay&nanda 86
aihlfa 18^

Samt Martmianus 391 n®
Saint Martin’s Bird 343 n®
Saiva Tantrism 366 n^t 367
Saivism 352
SSkaihbbara. 175 n®
Rak&i 43 n®
Saktas 137, 369
Saktikumara 377
Saktisvgmin 8a n®
SakimtalS 49, i88, 337, 338-341,

950 n* at 851
SakuntalS : Adaptation 343
Sakuntala, Deutsche 949 n*

Sitkunlala enacUneiit 343 n®

Sakuntala ; legend 383
Sakuntalarahasya 338 n® at 339
Sakuntala : Text Reconstruction

^
n*

. ,
Saligr^ma Sastrl 39 n®
SUvabana 114, 373, 377
Silivahanakatha

_
377

Salomonic Decisions 376
Salomonic Judgment 381 n® at 383
Samarajadikfila 376 n®, 3gB

Samavakara 186
Sktnaveda 335
Samayamatyka i6g
samba 137 _n®

Sambapaiicaiika 137 n®
Samba-Upapurana 137 n®
Sambhallmata 169 n®

Sambhu 163, 163 n®

Saihdeja 131

Satfakalpasflryodaya 38B, 388 n®
Saihkararama Sastri, C, 38, 959 u®
Saihkytyayani 353 n®
Saihkhya 305 n®
Sadikhaaastra 305 u®
Saihsthanaka 331
Samudragupta 41, 43, 414
Samudramanthana 380
Sanaa 151 n®
Sanatkumaracaritam 116 n®, szi n®
Sandhimatl 98
Sandhyakaranandl 83
SaAkara 137, I 37j 138, 139 n®, 167,

339 n, 415
SaAkaracetovuasacampil 415
SaAkara ; Commentator on Har;a-

carila 399 n®
SaAkaradipnjaya 197
SaAkaradIkfita 376 n®
SaAkaraUla 374 n®
SaAkaramiara 143 n®
Sankaran 3o n®
SaAkarapandit 89 n®
SaAkara : poet 396 n®
Sankara P. Pandita45 a®, 62 n®, 67n®
SaAkarasariihitfi 61 n®
SaAkaravarman 161
SaAkhadhara 397
S&Akhyapravacanabhgyya 305 n®
SSAkhyayanairautasQtra 31
SaAku 46
Sanna » n.®, 136 n®
Sannil SSstil, P. H, M, 334 n®
Sanskrit und Deutsch : Indische

sprQcbe 178 n®, Sukasaptati 378n®
Sanskrit Chrestomathie 951 n®
SanskritDrama 1 78 n® at 1 79, tgg n®,

980 n®
Sanskrit Drama, Bibliography, see

Bibliography, Sanskrit Drama
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Sanslcril Diama ; Keith J93
Sanskrit Drama : Types of 178 n* at

„ 179.
Sanskrit novel and Sanskrit Drama

187 n®
Sanskrit Philologie, Geschichte der...

see Geschichte der...

Sanskrit Poems of MayQra 136 n®
Sanskrit Poetics : S. K. De 103 n®,

371 n*
Santa ro n*
Santarasa 19
Santinaiha aSo
SantUalaka 163, 16s n®
Santivilasa 168
Saptarsi 58
Saptaiataka 108 n®, 134 n®
SaptaSati 108 n®
Saradaranjan, Ray, see Ray, S3.rada-

ranjana
Saradililaka 396 n^
Saradvatiputraprakarana igS
Sarahgadhara Sa n^, 175, 175 n®
Saraftgadharapaddhaii44n^ 175, 177
Suasamuccaya 95 n®
Sarasvati Goddess 91
Sarasvalikai^tyibharana 34
Sarasvati : River 405
Sarasvatlsiotra 135
Sarda, Harbilas 103 n*
Sar^abandha 14
S3nputra ig8, igg

SSriputrapruarapa ig8
Saritsagara 353 n®
Sarkar, Viharilal, see Viharilal

Sarkar
Sarma, Hardatta 39 n® 164 n® on

165, 174 n*. 339 a
,

SacAgadharapaddhati 44 nS 175
SSrvabhauma, Ky^nafarman 131
Sarvilaka 338
Sarvananda 177 n^
Sajadhara 83 n®
Sajikalft 133 n®
Saiiprabh3 93
Sistrakavya 79
SSstr!, Oarudeva a« n*'

Sastri, Gapapati, T. ti n®, at n®,

S3 n®, 33 n®, 61 n®, 71 n^, 86 n®.

117 n", 140 n“, 301 n^, ®, aoa,

304, S05 n*, 331 nl, 354 nl, 377 n^
397 n^

Sastri Govinda Sankar, see Govinda
Sankar Sastri

SSstii, Haraptasad, see Haraprasada
Sastri

Sastri, K. L. V. 83 n»
Sastri, P.S.P. 83 n®

Sastri, C. Sahkararama, see Saiiikara>

rama Sastri, G.

|atananda 33 n®, 27 n®, 83 n®
aatapatnaoranmapa lUo n.K 34^1

Sataflok! 167
Satavahana 33, 108, 114, 115 n®,

„ 348. 399
Satl 99
Satrap 38 n®^
Satruhjayamahatmya 365 n®
Saftaka 368 n*
Sattasal 37, 41, 108, ng, 114,

114 n®, 116, 116 n\ ®

Satyahariicandra 279
Satyakama
Saubbikas, ein Beitrag zur Geschichte '

des indischen Dramas. 178 n®
at 179

Saugandhikaharatia 378
Saugata 361 n®
Saumilla 49
Sauraseni 19s
Saurikathodaya 6g n®
SSvitzicarila 374 n®
SSvitrl-Poem 149
SSyana 371 n“
SBA 192 n®, 195 n®, 305 n®
Scenic apparatus 194
Schacbl, H. 353 n®
Schack 66 n®
Schack, Ad. Fr. Graf von-6a n®
Schachtelgeschichte 384 n®
Schelmen Roman 389
Schiefner. A. 45 n®, 89 a®, 153 n®,

?55 P®* 376 a®
Schimpf und Erast 335 a*
Schiller 338 a®, 341
Schlagintweit, H. 300 a®
Schmidt, R. 9 a®, 76 a®, 87 a®,

163 a®, 168 a®, 170 a®, 173 a®,

278 a®, 279 324 n*, 378, 381 a®
at 382, 38a n®, 383 a®, », 394 a®

Schmilinsky, G. 344 n®
Schnaderhiipfel 107
Schoenberg, I. 328 a®
Schobl, H. 376 a®
SchOnberg 34 a®,8 3 a®
Shonfeld, K. 163 n®
Scbroeder, L. 106 a®, iso, 194 a®,

laB a®, 129, 130, 134 a®, 146,

*55 n®! *59 180 a®, 181 a®,

182 a®, I93> 194 240 n®,

342, 351 a®
Schubriag, W. 33 a®

Schulthess, F. 309 a®, 333 n® at 333,
333 Ji®i 348 n®

Schuetz, G. 71 a®, 79 n®j78 a®, ii7n®
Schuyler, M. 178 a® at 179, 339 a,

344 n®, 959 n®
_

Schuyler M : Bibliography 289 a®,

291 a®
S. D. Gajendragadkar 399 a®
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Schagintweil, K. i8o at i8i

Schlegel, A. W. V. 326 n®
Seaart 259 a®
Sen, Dine^ Chandra 133 n^
Seneviralne, I. E. 45 n®
Sen, Sukumara 299 n® at 300
Sejagiri Sastri, M. 49
Sejakrspa 276, 414
Setubandha 30, 67, 67 n®, 68
Seven Wazirs 383
Seven Wise Masters 339
Sevya-Sevakopadeka 172
Shadow Play 273
Shahjahan gin®
Shahnameh 412
Shakespeare 194, 195, 249, 253 n*
Shama Sastti, R. 40 n®
Sharma, Haradalta, see Sarma

Haradatla
Sherriff, G. 214 n^
Shroeder 129
Sib-songlieng 376 n^
Siddha*poets 32 n®
Siddhartha 200 n®
Siddhasena 3M n®
Siw, B. 173 n®
SIPI 366 n®, 385 n®
Sikha 235
Sil&ditya 51 n®, 257 n®
Silhsa^a ion, 162 n®
Silvestre de Saoy 33a n® at 333
Sunile in Ornate Poetry 16 f„ in

Gnamic poetry 133; in Samadeva
363

SlihhanSda 405
SiinhasaaadvatnihiatikS 371
Siihhasanadvatriiiiiatputtalikirvdrla

371 n®
Siihnasanadvatrlmiikfi 158 n®
Simon 127
Simon, R. 126 n®, ®

Simomdes 344
Sindabar 383
Sindbad 365 n®, 383
Sindbad, Book of 3B3
Sindban 383
Sindban, Syrisch und Deutsch 339 n®
Sindhur^a NavasahasSdka 34, 93
Sindibadnameh 383
Singhalese language and literature

45
.
11
®

Siparium 103
Siraj-al-mufuk 151 n®
Siiupala 73
SiSupalavadha 52, 72-73, 76, 77, 78 n®
Sita 67
Sittenroman 389
Siva 92, 95
Sivadasa 141, 366, 366 n®j ®,

367 n®, 368 n®, 377, 386

Sivarahasya Gi n®
Sivarama a.iji n®, 277 n', 398 n®
Sivarama Mahadeva Paiyape, see

Paranjape, Sivaram Mnhadeva
iSivaramatnpaihi, see Tripathi,

Sivarama
iSivasiihha : King of Mithild 386 n®
Sivasvamin 77
Skanda 366 n* at 367
Skandapur&pa 61 n®
S. K. Dr, See De, S. K.
SkeatjW. 182 n®, 337
Sie;a 17
Slokasaihgraha 350, 351
Smith 37 n®, 42 n®, 51 n®, 54 n®,

92 n®, 114 n®, 201 n®, 248 n®
Solf, W. 132 n®, 134 n®
Soma 25
Somadeva 54 n®, .56, 56 n®, 218,

257 n®> *67 n®, 280, 309, 310,

349. 35a. 35a n®, 353. 354. 355 n®,

356. 357. 357 ,n% 361. 364. 365.
366 n®, 367 n®, 3B5 n®, 415 n»

Somadeva : KathasaritsSgara 406
Somadeva : Lalitavigrahardja 280
Somadeva, Ucber das Zeitaller dcs

Kaimirischrn Dichters 56 n®
Somadeva : YaSaslilaka 267 n*
Soma : King 324
Somapala 102
Somapalavilasa loa
Somaprabha 219 n* at 220
Somayajin, G. J, 117 n® at ti8
Someivara II 93
Someivaradeva 103
Somilla, see SaumTlla
Sonncrat 370 n®
Sonnwendfeste in Altindien iBi n®
Souby Bey 337 n®
Sourindra Mobun Tagore 266 n®
Sovani, V. V. 5 n®, 22n®,
Speyer 310 n®. 350 n®, 352 n®, 354 n®,

366 n®
Spey". J- .S- 349 o’-. 353 ““
S. P. Pandit 92 n®, 95 n®, 195 n® at

196, 247 n®, 248 n®, ®, 249
Sprachliche Untersuchungen iVber

des Mycchakafika und das Daiw*
kumaracarita 226 n®

Sraddhakalpa 212
Sravastl 77
Sridamacarita 276 n®
Sridharadfisa 174
Sridbarasena 50 n®, 79 n®
Sridharasen of Valabhl 50 n®
Srldbarasvamin 79 n®
Srihar?a 51 n®, 56, 8.3, 84, 85, 85 n»
Srikaptba 258
Srlkanthacanla 50 n®, 56, 86 n*, 95-

n* 163 n®, 177
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t
riinilla 53 n®, 53
rlnathavedSnlavagiSn 398

iSrlnivasacampQ 415 n®
4rlnlv3s5carya 390
Srinivasa Sastri 105
^livallabha 54 n*
giivara 87, 95 n^, loi, 178
SpAgara 10

Sriigarabhujana 378 11®, 393
Sfiigarahata 399 n*
Spagarajnananir^aya 168

SfAgara prakala 35
S):AgararBsa;taka 134
Sjf^arasaptaiatika 135
Sj^igarasarvasva 396
Sjliigaraiataka 153-156
Srftgarasalaka ; Janardanabhatta

163 n*
Spngaraiataka : Nagaraja 163 n*-

Syftgaratilaka lo n*j 33 n’ 134,

371 n* at 373, 396 n^_368 n’-

SfAgaralilaka : Narahari 162 n*
SfAgaratilaka : Rudrata 33 n'-

Srutabodha 34
Ssiddl-kdr 370, 370 n®
Stavarnaia 140
Stein 50 n'', 34 97 n’

Stein, M. A. 95 n^, 406
Slen, Konow, see Konow, Sten.

Steinsohneider 336 n®

Stenzler, A.F. 62 1 17 n®, 334
233 n®’

St, Guinefort 340
Sthapaka 188 n®
Sthapana 302 n® at 303
Sthapati 188 n®
Stokes, B. M. 329 n*
Stories of Knaves 357
Story ofArdshi Bordshi Chan 376
Stotravali 139
Straparola 338, 364 n®
Strehly, G. 351 n®, 361 n®
Strikatha 356
Strophen du Madhavanalakatha

376 n®
Studies about Kathasaritsagara 310

nS 350
Studies in Sanskrit Literature 136 n®
Styles, Types of i ,,18
StOmcke, H. 343 n®
Stutikusumaajali 139 n*

Suali 301 n®-

Subandhu 13 n®, 50, 51, 51 n\
83, 352, 346, 347 n®, 394, 394 n»,

3079 408. 410.

Subandhu : Vasavadatta 346 n*,

Vasavadatta 412
Subh, see Subhaiitavali

Subhadradhanafijaya 377
Subhadraharapa 277 n®

Snbhadraparipaya 274 n®
Subhadraparii;iayanaiaka 396 n®
Subha;itaniuktavali 36 n®, 175
Subha;itanivi 163 11*

Subhasitaratnabhandagara 178 n®
Subhasitaratnakara 166 n®
Subhajitatrilati 153 n®
Subhaiitavali 22 n®, 49 n®, 53 n*,

*49 “S ®63 n®, 176, 177 n®,
178 n®

Subhaiitavali ; Srivara 178
Subhaiitavali : Sumatl 178 n®
Subhata 274
Subrama^ya Sarma, P. R. 30 n®
SOcaka 275
Sudana 200
Sudhalahail 141
Sbdliche Pahcatantra : Hertelgio n®
Sudraka : 49, 50, 20i, 223 n^ 224,

225, 2y, 23a, 300, 377
Sudraka, Epithet 225
Sudraka’s Grammar 226 n®
iSiidrakakatha 49
Sugapakajnanadhiraja, See Jaana-

dhii-aja Suga^aka
Suka 102
Sukasaihde^a 121

Sukasaptati 306, 327 n®, 377, 380,
382 n®. 383, 384

Sukra 312
Sukrlasaihkirtana : Arisirhha 103,

103 n®
Suklhankar, V. S. 23 n®, 201 n®,

202 n®
Suktikarpamyta 174
Suktimalika 175 n®
Saktimuktavali 22, 175 n®, 178 n®
Sultan Muhammad 282
Sultan Shamsu-d-dunya 281 n®
Sultan Sulaiman 337
Sumanottara 307 n*
Sumati 178 n®
Sundara 133 n®, 134 n®
Sundaramiira 10 n®, 271 n*
Suhga Dynasty 248 n*
Sunahiepha 304 n®
Sunab^epha-ieg^nd 150
Suparnadhyaya i8o n®
Suparpakhyana t8o n®
Suphan, B. 237 n®
Suphan, P. i66 n®
Suprabhadeva 52, 72
Sura 39 n®
Surananda 267 n®
Surathotsava 103
Surya (Arya^ura) 140
Suryadeva, see Surya
Suryamati 56 n®, 98
SDryamatl : Grandmother of King

Haria of Kashmir 353 n®
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Saryaiataka t3s, 136
Susml Kumar D?, see De, S. K-
SQri, Haradatta, see Haradattasari

Sussala 99 n\ loi, loa

Siitas 1, 40, tSo at 18

1

Sutradhara 30, 182 n^, 188, 194, 202
SatralaihkSra 197
Siltra-style 9
SuvSbahutCarikatha 381
SuvarnSkji 198

Suvfttatilaka 34, 79 n*
Svahasudhakarajampu 414
Svapnavasavadalta ii n^, 201, 201

" n®, 303, 205, 214) 252
Svayaihvara 63
SvetadWpa 362
SvetStabara Jaina 381 n®
S, W. A. 2411®, 104 n®, 278 n®) 310 n®
Swangs 189 n®
Swings of the Panjab 183 n®
SyamalSda^daka 125

Symeon) Son of Seth 335

Tacitus go

Tagore, S.M. 53 n®
Taittirlyaveda 258
T^ka dynasty 163
Takakusu, J. 17 n®, 51 n.®, 156 n®,

200 n®, 236 251 n®, 257 n*
Tale epic : Bfhatkatha 346 n®

Talmud 396 n®
Talib-ul-ilm 388 n*
Tam-bin-Shi 200 n®
Tipijya 191 n®

TanJQr 122, 151 n®, aoo

Tantra 374
Tantrakhyana ; Nepal 325
Tantrakhyaiia : Recensions 326
Tantrakhyayika i n®, 41, 154 n®,

158 n®, 232, 233, 236, 304 n®,

3091 3>®> 3«® “* 316. 3J7> 3®9.

320, 320 n®, 321, 322, 323, 333
n®, 340, 342 n», 332 n®, 389.

Tantrakby3.yika, UbersctzungiHertel

326 n*
Tantraloka 87 n®
Tantraskra 366 n® at 367
Tantric Buddhism 366 n® at 367
Tantric rites 362
Tantrism 367
TantumatJ 271 n®
TSpasavatsarajacarita 218 n®, 233 n®
TSpatisadivarana 277
Tarala 267 n®
Taranatha 43 n®, 89 n®
Tnranatha : History ofBuddhism 450®
Tarkaratna, J. N. 78 n®
Tartar Klun go

Tassy, Garcin de 142 n®
Tausend und eine Nacht 3590®, 3720*
Tawney, C. H. 53'n®, 15811®, 233 n®,

251 n®, 259 n», 353 n®, 365 n®,
Telang 51 n®, 137 n®, 233 n*
Tolang, K. T. 56 n®, 153 n®, 233 n®,

278 n®
Telang, M. R. 142 n®
Telle, G. 243 n®
Temple 180 n®
Temple: Legends of the Panjab 365a®
Temple, R. G. 183 n®
Textus Ornatior 321 n®, 324,378
Textus Simplicior 321-324, 342n®,

378 n®
Thakore, B. K. 243 n* at 244
Thanesar 31, 399
Thapamga 152
Theatre Curtain 193
Thdatre Indien 67 n*, 178 n*, 180 n®
Theile, G. 344 n®
Therigatha 38
Thieves Stories 386
Thomas, P. W. i n®, 5 n®, 22 n'^

at 23. 36 n®, 47 n®. 49 n®. 5« »*•

54 n®, 70 n®. 77 n, 123 n®, i 39
n*, i74> 174 “5. 178 n. »9»nfi
202 n®, 300 n®, 31 1 n®, 394 n®,

399
Thomsen, V 348 n*
Thousand and One Night 383, 384,

385 n®
Thousand and One Truth 90
Tibet 12 r, 200
Tdaka Rgjhnaka 26 u*
Time analysis ofSanskrit Plays J94 n®
Tocharian 200
To^aramalla 259 n®, 276 n*
Tonnaga 43
Tortusi 151 n®
Trailokyavarmadeva 279
Treatment of Love in Sanskrit Lite-

rature : De S. K. 155 n®
TribhuvanapSla of Gujrat 274
Tree Marnage : B^a’s Kadambarl

411 n®
Tree Marriage in KSlidasa SakuntalS

411 _n®
_

Tripathi, SivarSma 31 n®, 80 n®,
3.9411®

TripipTca, Chinese 340 n*
Tripuradaha 280
Tripuradahana 69 n®
Tripurari 261 n®
Trijastiialafcapurujacarita 219 n® at

.220
Tristan and Isold 382
Trjthen, F. H, 259 n®
Trivedi, K. P. n n®, 27 n®, 78 n®,

79n®
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Trivikrama 414 n*
Trivikramabhatita 414
Trivikramasena 366 n®
Trojan Horse 197 355 n*
Trofaka 1Q6
Troyer, A. 95 n^, 138 n*
Trumpp, E. 143 nS
TSS 57 n»
TuUbcrg, O. F. 348 n®
Tullu, R. VSsudeva 45
Tufiga g8
Turfan 198
Tutinameh 369 n^, 383
Tutlndmeh of Nachsh sabi

Types of Sanskrit Dramas 178 n*
at 179

U
UbhaySbhisJrikS 30P
Udayana 353
Udayana Kadai 349 n*
Udayana, King 197
Udayana Story of 347, 347 n*
UdbhaU 1 1, 19, 33, 23, 26, 30, 61 n*,

78 n*
Udbhataviveka 26 ti*

Ud&tlar8ghava 370 n®
Uddhavadflta 12

1

Uddyotakara n n® at ta, 398
Udenavatthu 347 n®
Udlcya Syamilaka 300
Ujjain 343 n®
USayini 42 n», 1 18 , 348, 37a
Ujjvaladatta 107 n®
Uhle, H. 366 n®
UmS 57_
UmSlpatidhara 56 n*
Umesaoandra Mitra 391 n®
UriJdiautra 107 n®
Und wenn der Himtnel Papiere wSre

396
Unmatlaraghava 371
Unlersuchungen Uber die Geschichte

der griechisohen Fabel 335 n*
Upade^asataka 163
Upadbyc, A. N. 968 n*
Upagupta, 197, 348
UpafcoaS 359 n*
Upama 16

U^anagarikS 19
Upanijad a n®
Uparupaka 184 n®, 186, 187
Urubhaftga 303
UrvaSI 304 n®
Ujas-hymns to6
Utpaladeva 139

Utpalaiaja 54 n*
Utprek;avallabha 141
Utsrjtafika 186
UuaratjJiayapa iSo
Uttararailiacarita lo n®, 261
Uva{a 23 n*

V
Vacaspati 31s
Vaccharaja 323 n®
Vadicandrasflri 13

1

Vagbhata as, a6, a6 n®
Vagbhaja, Jaina 25
Vagbhafaiamkara 18 n® at 19, a6
Vagbhatas 26 n®
Vaghela kings 103
Vaidarbha 15, 38
Vaidya, C. V. 89 n®
Vaidya, L. R. 31 n®

Vaidya, R. L. 141 n®
Vairagyasataka 153, 154, rsS, 372 n®
Vairagyaiataka of Appayadik;hita

163 n*
Vairagyaiataka of Jan&rdanabba(ta

1

6

a n®
Vairocana 161 n®

Vai^pavism 352
_

Vaijpavism, Saivistn 304 n®
Vajjalagga 174
Vakataka 67 n
Vakpati 77, gs n“, aot, 394
Vakpati II 54 n*
Vakpatiraja 23, 53, 92, 25B n®
Vakrokti 17, 83, 394
Vakroktijivita 3 1

Vakroktipanca^ika 53, 77
Vakyapadiya 156
Valabhl 50 n®, 79 n®

VallabhadasB 366 n*
Vallabhadeva 77 n®, 117 >63 n ,

176, 177. 347. 347 n®
Vallabhadeva, Kasbmiraka 1 77 “
Vallaurl, M. 379 n*
Valmlki 3, 3 n®, 47, 50,62, 268, 273,

.._346 . _ , _ „

7, 92 ? . 2ot, 394
I n*

Vamanabhai4abai>a 86, 378
Vamanacarya 368 n®
Vaihiamapi 148 n®
Variiiivadana 83 n®
Vamuka 32 n®, 27 n®
Vanatnali 375
Vapiblifijapa 34
Vaplnatha 299
Varadacarya 396 n®

Winternit*—History of Indian Literptprt, Vol. Ill, 38.
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VarahamiKifa 14, 33, 4E, 50, 95
Vararuci 34, 46, 134 ni, i64» 300,

348 371
Vaiaruci and Hemacandra 948
Vardham3.nahhatta 971 n®
Varmala 7a
VarmalSta ^a, 5a n®, 79
Varoam^lSatolra 141
Varniaratnakara 997 n®
Vasanta 57, 183 11*

Vasantasenk 191
Vasantalilaka 996 n®
VasantavilSsa 104

. Vasantikasvapna agi n®
Vasantotsava 95a
Visavadatta 13 n*, 17 n®. 51

8511®. i75a*j3Q|S,307n*)347ti*>

354. 394. 394 n*. 395 4t3.

413 ’i*

V. A. Smith, see Smith.
Vastu(plot) 10
Vastup^a 103
Vastupaiacarila 104
Vasutfeva, 69 n^, 69 n®, So n®, I8I,

a68 n®
Vasudeva Sarapa Agrawaia, see

Agrawala, Vasudeva Sarana
Vasudeva barman 387 n®
vasudeva Gayoni 301
Vasudeva Tullu, R. 45
Vtsudevavijaya 80 n®
Valaskvitri 970
Vatsabhat^i 79 n?-

Vatsala 95
Vatsaraja 979
Vatsaraja of ICaiidjara 996 n®
Valsyayana 401, 409
Vatudasa 174
Vayupurtna 409
Vedadga 31
VedantadeSika 163 n*
Vedantakalpataru 304 n®
Vedische Mythologie i8i n®-

Vemabhupak 196 n®
VemabhQpalacarita 86 n®
Vepidatla 178 n®
Ve^saihhara 53 n®, 966
Venkatadhyarin. 83 n®
Venkafa First of Pennakotjda 30 a®
Veakatanatha 163 n*, 988
Venkataramau, S. 137 n®
Venkatarama SasttJ 301 n®
VeAkafeia 415 a®
Vessantara-Jatafca aoo
Vetala 366, 366 n®
Vetalabhatta 46, 164
VetaiamSta 366 n* at 367
VetalapaflcaviihSati apS, 397 n®

III 363, 3W

VetalapancawriiiaiikTi 158 n*, 356,
365, 366 n®, 368, 375 n^,

37S
VetSlapaficavtiiiktikS ; Tibetan Form

370 n® at 371
Vetklapanoaviriisati-stories 361, 361

n®, 366 n*
Vetala-stories 361 n®, 393 n®
Vibh&fa 199 n*
Vn)hatsa to, 969
Vidagdhamidhava 976
Viddha45labhai\jikh 968
^^dhavavivkhanafaka 991 n®
VidQ^aka 188, 190, 194, 195 n®-,

198, 199
%^dy5 133 n®
Vidyabhfljapa 93 n.®

Vidyabhusapa H. M, 45 n®
V|dyadhBra 97, 38, 83 n®, 347 n®
Vidyadhari 93
VidyadharJ Princess 980
Vidyanalha s8, aBi

Vidyapariijayana 9Q9 n*
VidySpati 93, 386
Vidyaraijya 971 n®
Vidyasunciara of Bharalacandra

Jog 0^
Vier EraShlungfen aus der Sukasaptati

378 n®, 383 n®
Vjgraliaraja Iv of Ajnist a8o
ViharilSl Sarkar 938 n*
Vijayacandra 36, 83
VijayadhatmasGri 988 n*
Vi^ayanagara, King of 397 n®
Vijayasena 56 n*
Vijayalri 981
Vijnanagita 988 n®
Vikrama 49, 94
Vikrama of Calicut 80 n®
Vikramacarita 393 n®, 371, 384
Vikramaditya 49, 43., 45, 48 n®,

49. 49 5t n®, 55, 95. 115
185 n®, 158, 973, 347 n», 366 n®,

37a. 379 n®, 373 n®, ®, 374.

.
376. 377

VikramSditya VI 55
Vikramiditya Pururavas 944 n®
VikiaraSditya’s Umbrella 377
VikramSAkadevacarita 54 n®, 55,
„.,55n®, 93,95, 132 n®, 399“*
Vikramodaya 376
Vikramorvaiiya 10 n®, 45, 49, 187,

i||n® at 196, 944, 9^3, 865,

Vikramorva feya ! Trans. ' 947 n®
VUgsaiekbara 993
VilomakfaTakgvya 140
Vjraala 91 1 n®
.Vinata i8o.a®
VinSyaka 394 n®
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Vinaya of MahasSAghika 340
Vinayapifaka 198
\’lra 10, 35, 26a
Vlrabhanfldayakavya 105 n*
Viraearita, Uber das Viracaritam

377 nS

wracaritra 377
Viradhavala 103
Virakampar^yacarita 105
Viraraghava 259
VirasiAha 133 rd-

VIrasithha of Mahilapatlana 133
Virata igi, ao6
Virataparva 277
A^reivarabhat^a 163 n*
Viiakhadatta 50, 158 n®, aoi, 233,

236
Viiakhadeva 233 n®
Viialadeva 81
Visclicr, Fr. T. 4
Vi;kaihbhaka 187 n'-

Vi§nu 23
Vi^Qubhakii 283
Vi^iiubhnklikalpalala 1G8
Vi^^udfisa 12 1 n®
Vifi^ugupia 313
Vijo'ipui’aija 6 n*', 181
Viaijuiarman 312, 327 n®
Visvgjit 63
ViivanUcha 29 n®, 186, 278, 2780®
Viiivanalhadeva 87
Viivanatha Kavirija 29, gg n®
ViivSntara aoo, 200 n®
VUvesvara 20 n®, 21 n®, 83 n®
VUveAvaradaUa 300
Vita igo
V^lhi i86

Vltthalaiastri 67 n®
Vitasta 67 a*
Vivasvan 62
Viveka 375
VSIkerpsychologie 18a n®-, 330 n®

Vra^asamrohattf 411
Vfaddbacapakya *5* n®-

Vfddhavyasa 6g n"

VrajanStha I2i n®
Vreese, J. M. de 97 n®
Vf^abh&aitjSngtiU 276
VnUkapi 304 n®
Vtttarataakara 34, 34 n®
Vftti 19
Vtttikara 20 n®
Vrttivartika 30 n®
V. S. Bharadvaja 93 n®
Y. S. Islampurkar, see Islampurkar,

V. S.

V. S. Sukthankar, see Sukthankar,

V.S.
•

Vulgata 114 n®
Viyakarai^a kS. Ilihasa 49 n®

Vyaktivivcka 22
VySsa 117, 134, 312, 346, 399
Vyasasrs, Ramadeva, see Ramadeva

VySsairi
Vy5,yoga, i86, 277, 278 n®, 280
Vyosa 79 a®
Vyojakavya 79 n®

W
Wagener A. 343
Walpurgls Night in Ihe “Faust” 266
Walter, 0

. 57 n®, 62 n®, 70 n®, 71 n®
Warcraft 4
Warangal 281 n®

Wavnccke.B. tSg n®
Warren, H. 338 n®

Warren, S, 384 n®

Weaver 323
Weber, A, 26 n®, 31 n®, 33 n®, 46 n®,

49 nj. 57 67 a®, 69 a®,

80 n*, 107 n®, S 115 a®, n6 a®,

134 n*. >51 ^®^ t5§ n* I9?.

243, 248 n®, 249 a®, 251 n®,

251 n®, 268 a®, 305 n* 343,

365 368 n®, 371 n®, a®, 3720®.

373 n®. 375 377. n®. 385 n®,

388 nV 394 n®, 405 n®, 406, 410 n*,

410 a®, 412 a®
Weber, A., Festschrift 299 n®
Weib im altindischen Epos 391 n®
Weller, Hermatui 126 a®, 128 a®,

201 n®, 209
Weadiuunuth 335 n*
Wesselaki, A. 338 n®, 340 a®, 34a n®

353 n®
West Asia : Home of Fables 346 a®
Wilamowitz-Moellendorfi', U. von-*—

348, 365
Wilbrandl, A. 108, io8n®, tog, iio

Wilkins 46 n®, 328 n*
William, Jones, see Jones, W.
William, M. 85 n®
Wilmot 46 n®
Wilson H. H. 95 n®, 1 17 n®, lao, 1420®

178 n*. 194 n®, 224 232 n®,

233 n®, 240 n®, 245 n®, 248 n®,

27' n®, *, 276 n®, 277 n®, ®

238 n®, 299 n®, 353 n®, 364 n»,

388 n*
Windisch 48 n®, 88 a®, 193, 237 n®,

241 n®
Windisch, Festschrift 62 n®, 193 n®,

,379 n®, 414 a®
Winternitz 17 n®, 44 a®, 66 n®, 70 n®,

88> 9°) 95 ®32 n®,

173 n®, 178 n® at 179, 180 a®, at

181, i8i n®, 193 n®, 105, 196 n® *,

197 a®, 202 n®, 203 a®,

209 239 n®, 275 n®, 278 a®,
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304 n®, 308 n^, 3U 333
336 n* at 337, 337 n\ 345. 34?,

349. 849 n®. 353 n®. 359 n®. 368 nS
370 n®, 373 nS 380 n*, 388 n»,

401 n®, 410 ti®

Witch Stories 36a, 117 n
Wlisiocki H. V. 338 n®, 341 n,

369 n
Wogen 148
WolfF, Philipp 33a n® at 333
Wolzogen A, v. 343
Women 10/, Mvimen-Poels

Women’, stories 358
Wooiner Com. Vol, aoi n^
World Literature 30a, 364
Wortham, B. Hale 159 n®
Wundt, W. 183 n^, 330 n*
Wunder Jenseits Tmde 41a
WZKhi aa n^ at 33, 5a n®

70
151
180

304 ti®, 3U 330 n®, 334 n*,

339 n®, 336 n^, 345 n», 364 n®-,

380 n®, 394 n®, 406 n®.

Yadava 75
Y&davarS^avIya 83 n*
Yadimandana 301
Yaksa it8
Yamaha t8

YamapattikS 836 n*-

Yamuna 135
YaminipQnjatilaka 133 n^
Yaiahp&la 388
YaSastdaka 53 n* 54 n®, 367 n®,

415 n®
•Yaiodharman 43, 48 n®
Yaiovarman 33, 53 n*, ga, 358 n®,

spon®
Yaiovarman of Kannauj ga, 358
Yaiovarman of Kanyakubja asS n®
YaSovatj 405
Vates, W. 69 n^, ®, 83 n®

Yatras in Bengal 183 n^
Yavanika 193, 193 n®
YaySticarita 877
Yenflna Yezu 836 n*
Yi-tsing 851 n®
Yogaiastra 804
Yudhis^hira I 98
Yudhijfhira Mimariisaka 49 n^, 50 n®
Yudhijthiravijaya 69 n®
Yusuf and Zuleikha, story of 87
Yuvartja 8a n®
Vuvaraja of Kotihngapufa is Kerala

396 n®

Zacliariae.Th.V. 46a®, ®, 5411®, 70 n®,

79 n», 80 n®, 8a n®, ga n®, 93 n®,

136 n®, 151 n®, 386 n®, 361 n®,

364 n®, 370 n\ 375 n®, on 376,

377 n‘, 38a n« at 383, 396 n®
Zahmcn Xrnien lao
Zainu-l-*Sbidin, SuUilu tot

Zarladrrs und Odatis, story of 413
ZDMG 4 n', 11 u®, 13 n®, 17 n®,

ao n®, at n®, aa n®, 57 n®, 69 a®,

73 n®, 77 n®, 178 n®, tfii n®,
jgS n®. aoi n®, 833 n®, 309 n®,

310 n®, 384 n?. 395 a*.

SaS n® sao n®, gaS n®, 338 n®,

Zehnl?rinzcn 394”n®
Zehn Prinzen,_ ein indischer Roman

von Dandin Vollstandig ver-

deutscht 388 n*
Zeit des Kalidfisa n®
Zeitschrift fUr Vergleichende Littera-

turgeschichte 330 n®
Zuleikha, story ofYusufand—87
Zur Geschichte der altindischep

Prosa s8o n® at t8t

Zur Volkskunde 34a n*

ZW 359 n®, 3‘?7 n®




